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MUSIC MICRO PLEASE!!

1jV Jj S ECHO 1 IS a high quality 3 ociave keyboard of 37 full sized keys operaling electroni-

cally through gold plated contacts The keyboard which is directly Connected to the user port of

the computer does not require an independent power supply unit. ' '

The ECHOSOFT Programme 'Organ Master" written for either the BBC Model 'B' or the

Commodore 64 supplied with the keyboard aUows these computers to be used as real time synth-

esizers with full control of ihe sound envelopes. The pitch and duration of the sound envelope can
be changed whilst playing, and the programme allows the user to create and allocate his own
sounds to four pre-defined keys.

Additional programmes m the ECHOSOFT Series are m the course of preparation and will be
released shortly.

;

Other products in the range available from your LVL Dealer are 6ui:

ECHOKIT (£4.95)" - External Speaker Adaptor Kit, allows your ;Commodore or BBC Micro-
computer to have an external sound output socket allowing the ECHOSOUND Speaker amphfier
to be connected.

ECHOSOUND (£49.95)* - A high guality speaker amplifier with a 6" dual cone speaker and a full

6 watt output will fill your room with sound. The sound frequency control allows the tone of the

sound output 10 be changed.

Both of the above have been specifically designed to operate with the ECHO Senes keyboard.
The ECHO PRODUCT FAMILY breaks both the SOUND and PRICE BARRIERS, representing

outstanding quality and value for money.

Inclusive of VAT -.---''-

lAX
Scientific House,

Bridge Street, Sandiacze
Nottingham NGIOSBA
Telephone (0602) 394000

Mttaiiittittiiliii
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The inicom Modem
Auto Dial

Auto Redial

Auto Answer

Auto Baud
Rate Scan

Full Duplex 1300 baud

Half Duplex

Bulletin Board
Facility

Number Memory Store

European and U.S.A. Standards

Complete with Power Supply
Leads and Manual
at a Breakthrough Price of £49.95

EX VAT
AND
P&P.

We've taken the best components from the best suppliers and combined them to produce a

modem with everything you could want. Modern manufacturing and quality control techniques
have brought a breakthrough in price. Our philosophy is to pass those savings on to you and to

recover ourR&D costs across increased sales.

We've made the modem easy to understand and use, you don't need to know anything about baud
rates or bits, simply plug in and talk to the world.

Features ofthe Unicom Modem include;

Auto Answer
Unicom automatically answers, then uploads or downloads data into

your micro and printer just like a telex.

Auto Baud Rate Scan
When receiving, the modem scans the incoming data and selects the
correct baud rate to receive.

Full and halfduplex
One (full duplex) or two-way (halfduplex) simultaneous
transmission.

Full U.K. European and U.S.A. standards
V2 1 and 23, CCITT. Fully compatible with Termi,
Communicator and other existing software.

BAUD RATES
:iOO/300 VZWVZQO 1200/75 75/1200

Easy to Use
Complete with all leads, power supply, operating and reference
manuals. Just plug in, no soldering required. P''itsall RS232/423
interfaces. iState machine!.

All major components are BT approved.

Technical Enquiries: Ring Barry Krite on 01 482 1711

Dealer Enquiries: Ring Mark Simon on 01 930 1612

Orders on Access/Visa: 01 482 1711

Software features ofthe Unicom Modem
on ROM include:
BBC only. Electron, Amstrad. Commodore, Sinclair and IBM PC to follow.

Auto Dial Auto Redial
Redialsautomatically until connected.

Bulletin Board Facility
Start your own or contact all information boards throughout the world.

Printer Routines
Gives the facility to use your printer to record data in and out.

Software Commands
Commands like* Download * Dial sis Answer etc. can be
incorporated into your own software.

Remote Facility
* Remote enables you or your friends to dial and download or upload
your micro from any other modem.

Reliable Transmission
Unique error correct protocol means you can send, store, and receive
files and programs reliably with no transmission errors.

Two-Window Operation
Transmitted and received messages on your monitor at the same time.

The Unicom Auto Dial Disk
Use the Auto Dial Disk to store all your commonly dialled numbers-
manually driven.

Unicom Limited, Ajoint Rushworth Dales - D.B. Enterprises Company 20 Orange Street, London WC2H 7ED.

To: Unicom Limited, 20 Orange Street, London WC2H 7ED. Please send me:
(Qnty) Unicom Modems at £60. Includes VAT and P&P (State Machine
(Qnty) Unicom ROM's at £24. Includes VAT and P&P
(Qnty) Unicom disks at £4.95 includes VAT and P&P State 40 or 80. track.

I enclose cheque to the value off-

Signature:

Address:

.Or debitmy Access/Visa card no..

Name:

.Postcode:
AUl



CONTENTSI

Hints and Tips

Moving objects around the screen, drawing shapes, shuf-

fling cards and accessing wordwise text from Basic are all

covered by Martin Phillips this month. Several of the listings

are printed in bar code format in the yellow page section

Letters 49

Software for education, CP/M, frustrations with Basic II,

weather dumps from our issue on satellite communications,
views from Scotland and Australia, robot kits, BBType and
more on bulletin boards

Dear Kitty 53

Monitors versus TVs and problems with typing in listings

without making mistakes are the two issues tackled by our
Kitty this month for readers who are struggling with the bam-
boozling aspects of computers

Computers on tlie high seas

BBC micros are taking part in the four-year Operation
Raleigh adventure. A converted trawler, renamed Sir Walter
Raleigh, will be the nerve-centre of the project and it is

equipped with BBC micros and satellite communications.
Report by Keith Parish

Joe's Jottings 77

Set up your own teletext database or magazine complete
with linked frames and animation on Joe Telford's Eco-fax
software. It comes complete with menu, editing and display
facilities, function key strips and instructions

Second processor power 135

Paul Beverley looks at the theory and practice of using these
expensive add-ons. There are several ways of taking advan-
tage of the extra processing power and some are better than
others

All the major listings in this

issue can be found in the

yellow page section, starting

on page 105. For details of

bar code versions available

in a separate booklet pro-

duced with the MEP, see
page 127

Musical tunes 105

Picture Puzzle 106

Quadline 109

Graphics 112

Activity board 119

Joe's Jottings 122

Barcode listings 127
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Order the monthly listings cassette 96

Wordprocessor choice 143

Wordprocessing is the first task most small businesses
tackle. Our reviewer Jacquetta Megarry gives her im-

pressions of six popular systems - Beebpen, Edword, The
Kansas Wordprocessor, Scribe. View and Wordwise. They
range in price from £22 to £60 and come on disc, cassette and
ROM, The choice is yours

T r
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Activity board revisited 164

A suberb idea for teaching
children at home and in

schools. Robert Southall

develops the idea

Teletext emulator on
Econet 77

Joe Telford devotes his Jot-

tings to producing a superb
piece of software for use on
the Econet or a disc system.

If you want to set up a teletext

database or magazine on the

lines of Ceefax, this is your

chance!

Education news 161

Teachers are 'blundering in the dark'. Find out who said this

and why. Reporting by Nick Evans

News
Series C computers - Curry spills the beans; The Times
reveals its network for schools; Atari comes the heavy with

arcade game 'copies'; the true story of the Palace Prestel

break-in

Noticeboard 18

What's on TV, radio and everywhere else; blunders from the

last issue; phone numbers and addresses; where to go for

help

Quinkey competition 91

Quinkeys - the one-handed alternative to typing -

offer this month if you can unravel Simon Daily's conu
are on

ndrum
Beeb Forum 130

Experts on the Electron and BBC micros get their chance to

exchange ideas

Top 20 software chart 170

Acorn Abuser's Diary 208

Bar Code Reader offer 129

Back issues 93

Acorn f/ser software 94
Free adverts 203
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ICONTENTS

Quadline

Just get four of your own counters in a row and you've won
the game. Sounds simple? Maybe, but first you've got to beat

a friend -or your own micro. David Acton is the author

Picture Puzzle 72

Put the blocks back in the correct place to re-assemble the

picture. And Roland Waddilove shows how to add your own
graphics

Musical tunes 75

Ever wondered how games can play tunes as you hammer
away on the keys? The answer is machine code interrupts.

Jonathan Lidgard explains

Painting your graphics 86

Peter Sandford presents his routines which can colour

shapes drawn on the screen using any of 24 dot patterns

Acorn User
January 1985

ssue number 30

Cover illustration by
Peter Wilson

Follow the stars 172

Astronomer Chandra Wickramasinghe examines three

packages from Mirrorsoft, Century and BBCSoft designed to

appeal to budding star gazers

Software for lightpens 183

To follow up last month's review of four lightpens, Chris

Drage trys out the software packages they rely on

Software and games 177

If you're into airbrush painting, adventures, education or just

good old games, there's something here for you

Books 191

Three offerings on business, women in computing and lots of

uses for dead cats computers

Turtle graphics

A great way to produce graphics for youngsters - and learn

about functions and procedures

Micro paintbox

Draw shapes or pictures and colour them in on your BBC
micro or Electron

Random access filing

How to organise your data on disc

Reviews

Modems -spreadsheets -colour printers -games

Acorn User welcomes submissions from readers. Articles should be typed,

double-spaced text with diagrams and screen dumps on separate sheets, or on

disc in Worc/iv/se(savedasa "SPOOL file using option 8) or View format. Leave
large margins to allow space lor editing.

Please enclose all programs on disc or cassette, with listings if possible. Also

follow the style used in presenting listings in the yellow pages section. Photos

should be 35mm, or larger, transparencies, or 5in by 7in black and white prints.

Ensure your name is on everything, and keep a copy Enclose a suitable

stamped, addressed envelope il the submission is to be returned. Attach a short

letter with the article giving its title with a day time phone number if possible.

Address your article to the Technical editor.

Articles are acknowledged on receipt, but not submissions lor the regular

columns, letters pages and competitions. Please limit telephone enquiries to

the Technical editor to Wednesday and Thursday afternoons.
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AMXMOUSE
The AMX MOUSE is an advanced opto-mechanical device which

brings to the B.B.C. micro facilities hitherto only available on more

expensive machines. It enables you to use advanced features such

as ICONS, WINDOWS, and POINTERS in your own programs.

The AMX MOUSE can be used with ordinary programs to replace

the cursor keys and with the AMX software it turns the B.B.C.

micro into a far more user-friendly device, enabling beginners to

quickly learn to use the computer for a wide range of purposes,

including COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN, Word Processing, and a host

of business uses - to say nothing of its inclusion in games software.

A further range of software will be released in 1985. Starting with

"DESK TOP MANAGER".

WEAMX MOUSE PACKAGE
The AMX MOUSE - an advanced three buttoned mouse which simply

plugs into the B.B.C. user port drawing its power from the computer.

AMX ART GRAPHICS PROGRAM

GRIDLOCK

FAST "^

SLOW
SERIAL

; PARALLEL *^

TAPE

DISC •
'COMMAND
CANCEL

MODE BOXES

SPRAY SIZE BOXES

a

The AMX ROM - contains fast machine code routines for creating on

screen windows, icons, and pointers and enables to MOUSE buttons

to be programmed for use with commerial software such as

Wordwise and VIEW.

Please send No_ AMX MOUSE package/s
(including AMX ART and EPROMI at £89.95 inc. VAT and P&P.

I enclose a cheque/PO for E or debit my credit card.

'

I I I I

'

I

'
' '

I I

' ' D Access
Name

Card No.

Address

Signature. Date.

(Please tick choice of H Q
media for AMX ART) Cassette 3" Disc 5^" Disc

To: Advanced Memory Systems Ltd., Woodside Technology

Centre, Green Lane, Appleton, Warrington, WA4 5NG. England.

If not available from one of our main dealers, fill in the coupon and we will send you an

AMX l\^OUSE Willi AMX ART witti our full no quibble money back guarantee. OR

phone 0925 602690/62907 for instant Access or Visa orders.

A MANUAL describes how to operate the MOUSE and the ROM
routines which are available in both basic and machine code

programs.

AMX ART - a superb computer aided drawing program on both tape

cassette and a 5^ " floppy disc with its own manual. It is suitable for

a wide range of uses including preparation of illustrations,

architectural and engineering detail drawings, teachers' worksheets,

and just creating your own pictures. It soon becomes addictive.

AMX ART includes full use of on screen menu boxes, icons, and pull

down menus so that beginners find it verv easy to learn and gain

confidence in the use of the B.B.C. Micro.

An ICON DESIGNER program which enables you to create and store

icons for use in your own programs.

i-i.

Icon file: R.CHARS1

'

. X fji ? a » f *^ %i# ^
I

I

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The AMX MOUSE can be used

with any B.B.C. Model B

computer fitted with the

Operation System 1.2 and is

compatible with the second

processor and disc or tape filing

systems.

The AMX MOUSE is adjustable for sensitivity via software

control and three buttons can be programmed to simulate 24

different key codes.

The AMX MOUSE may be disabled by a simple software command

and will then not interfere with normal operation of the computer.

The AMX ART programme

enables users to print out screen

displays using any Epsom

compatible dot -matrix

printer. Owners of

non-standard printers

may use their own

screen dump routines.

'Wordwise' is a wordprocesslng program by Computer Concepts

'View' K a word processing program by Acofnsoh lid.



FOR THE
BBCMICRO
MODEL B

mhhAMXARTCRAPHICSPROGRAM

IconSOFTWARE

CREATIVEGRAPHICS |

£89.95
inc. VATandP& P1



CTS GRAPHICS TABLET
+

CADPAKSOFTWARE=

m
INBBCGRAPHICS '€
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The CTS Graphide Tahletis-^rfnghly sophisticated device enabling
graphic drawmgs^nd designs to be input directly into the computerby
the most naturalmethod known to man.

Data entry can be via an electronicpen or using a crosswire cursor,
ensuringpm-point accuracy every time. The tablet, together with the
CADPAK software, adds up to what we believe is the most sophisticated
graphicspackage currently available for the BBC-B Micro.

But why stop here

.

. . ?

The experiencedprogrammer can make full use of the tablet's high
resolution for all sorts ofdesign andmenu selection applications

Many schools, colleges and businesses have already found the
CTS Graphics Tablet to be invaluable. . . Wouldn't you?

For further information, nngjulie Davis on (0273) 421509,
or fill in the coupon.

Please send me further

information about The
CTS Graphics Tablet.

£495 + VAT mm B|

North Street, Portslade, Brighton, East Sussex BN4 1ER
Telephone: Brighton (0273) 421509 Telex: 87488 ABSBRI

G
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Curry reveals 'C series
ACORN is to launch a C com-
puter next year, but it will not

be a successor lo the BBC
model B. The C stands for

Communicator, and it will

come with built-in telephone
handset, demonstrating a

further expansion into

business computing for Acorn.

Managing director Chris

Curry spilled the beans to the

Financial Times, but the rest of

the company refuses to discuss
the project - especially those

most closely connected to it.

However, Acorn director

Christopher Ward said it would
be based on a 16-bit pin-com-

patible version of the 6502
microprocessor chip used in

both the BBC micro and Elec-

tron.

This chip is most likely to be
the 65C816, which has a 24-bit

address bus so it can use up to

16Mb of memory, although the

C will probably come with 128k

of user RAM. It can operate as

a 6502 emulator, or as a 16-bit

chip.

From what we can glean the

C will come with built-in tele-

phone handset, and decisions

have yet to be made on View,

Viewsheel and communica-
tions software, 3. Sin disc

drives and a flat-screen dis-

play, as on portable com-
puters.

The specification sounds
similar to ICL's recently

announced One Per Desk, but

Chris Curry apparently sees it

as an OPD plus, plus, plus,

undercutting the ICL machine
in price but with better facili-

ties.

The machine will not carry

the BBC name. In fact, it may
be produced for other com-
panies to put their own labels

on, as Acorn did with the

Merlin M2105. an Electron-

based communications ter-

minal, tor British Telecom.
By using the 16-bit chip and

ICL's OPD- £1,500 business machine based on Sinclair's QL

BBC Basic, the C series would
have a large measure of com-
patibility with the BBC and
Electron (which also uses the
3. Sin drives).

The price has been quoted
by Curry and Ward as between
C500 and £800, but there

appear to be several versions,

one of which comes with a
teletext adapter enabling it to

Electron tops

in survey

on reliability

THE Electron comes out tops

in a survey of computer re-

liability in which 100 High

Street shops took part.

The survey of Acorns, Sin-

clairs and Commodores, was
made over six months. It found

that only four per cent of Elec-

trons were returned, and five

per cent of BBC micros. The
figure for Spectrums was 24

percent.
Acorn computers still have

only a six-month warranty, as
against a year for the Sinclair

Spectrums.

Check your chess
CHESS fanatics can analyse
their play with software from
Compuchess - and the

company provides data files

on games.
The Chess Analysis System

costs £9,95 (£1 1 .95 for the disc)

and eight data files are so far

available on openings at £2.95

each,

Compuchess is at 48 Beatty

Ave. Newcastle-upon-Tyne
NE2 30P,

Times Network awaits

the call from schools

by Geoff Nairn
News International, owner of

the Times, has finally unveiled

its computer networking
system for schools, after the

news was exclusively

announced in the August issue

of Acorn User. The Times Net-

work for Schools (TTNS) offers

both electronic mail and data-

base facilities and will initially

be running on Telecom Gold,

British Telecom's public com-
puter networking service.

The Network is at present

aimed at secondary schools

that own BBC micros (or RML
machines) and for £152 each
participating school gets a BT-

approved, direct-connect

modem and the necessary
software to use Telecom Gold,

bulletin boards and Prestel, as

well as TTNS, There is an
additional charge each term of

£69 for the hire of each elec-

tronic 'mailbox', giving unlimi-

ted access
These charges represent a

considerable saving on stan-

dard Telecom Gold levies and
have been obtained by

business sponsorship
Memorex and the National

Computer Club are among
some of the first organisations

to contribute information

pages.
One slightly worrying

aspect is the predominance of

Army Careers information

under the careers section of

the database.
At the moment, the infor-

mation stored on TTNS is a bit

sparse, but Times Network
Systems, which runs TTNS,
hopes that both schools, local

education authorities (LEAs)

and industry will contribute

pages of information.

Nine LEAs have been trial-

ling TTNS at selected schools

including one in Cleveland,

where AU author Joe Telford

teaches. The network was
unveiled to the public at the

Garth Hill School, Bracknell.

receive Ceefax and Oracle. A
launch date in the spring has
been mentioned by Ward, but

elsewhere in the company the

feeling is 'Summer at the

earliest"

The group working on the

project has been split off from

Chris Curry - spilled the beans

the rest of Acorn and is appar-
ently not even based in the

company's main research
buiiding.

The two main sources of the

new chip are both in America.
Acorn itself is unlikely to have
production quantities of the

chip yet, and it may still have
some bugs to sort out before

going into full-scale pro-

duction. One source estimated

that Acorn couldn't have more
than 10 chips as there were
only about 20 in Britain.

Acorn User is

pipped at the post

AFTER three nail-biting

weeks, Acorn User finally

came second in the best

launch category of the

National Magazine Publish-

ing Awards.
It was a close thing, we

reckon, but Just 17 pipped
us to the post.
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Planewa
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ACOHNSOFT EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE NOW AVAILABLE
Wnrle Knighi II

Vurype 16 10

Beyond Ba5rc 11 50
looibu. 21 00

Reto'd Keeoet
AcoRNSon mihle now in stock P a

SOFTWARE INVASION INC VAT
EaBlss Wing

3-D Bomb alley

Vone.
Aiiack [ir Alpha Cenlau'i 7 95

/ as
^i.'ii.ii'.,,,.

MAIL ORDER No Stamp required
Post yoin oitlei [oclay to

COMPUTERAMA
DEPT. AU1 FREEPOST
STAFFORD ST16 2BR
OR TELEPHONE OUR MAIL', . __
ORDER HOTLINE Willi vuui I 1*^
ACCESS o< VISA nuniijHf We will endeavoui
10 ilBspiilcli imniediately. (0785) 41 899

Call in lodav HoniB Computet
Centre for Hie BBC Micro enthusiast

Send large SAE for lurthei details of

any product
CARRIAGES! INSURANCE
{UK Mainland) Micros, Monitors
Disc Drives, Printers £8. Books El
each. Cassette Decks £2. Leads and
software 50p per item (£1 .50 max}.

T *
I F

J.J J _ - . T - ^
I I ^ I-

STAFFORD STOKE-ON-TRENT SHREWSBURY
59 Foregaie Street
Tb(. (07851 41899

n Market Square Arcade.
Hanlev Tel (0782) Z68620

13 Castle Gales
Tel 10743) 60528
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.';9W
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Piraie AdveniuiE 9 95

ALLIQATA INC VAT
SliilN'l'L" ;i 1 'l^ 1 ;i'

Uv 1i'iM.,l'M.ii.t LI 7 .J? 1 1 "\.

HM'Wi-i U f
uc,

1
1 .1.

Uiiiictl.i.iUrt 1) ; 3i 1 1 a.

S.iri(.IBIsU.ll"( ; 45 M ;ii

111,,,,.. C f 7 36 n 'i:

HEWSON INC VAT
KeamruvK All T'sHi: Cgfl'Dl 7 96

A&F INC VAT
CduLkie Egg
Cylon AlIacE
ISO ' Dans

790
790
^90

AARDVARK INC VAT
Zdlaqa 8 95
Frakr S35
ADDICTIVE INC VAT
Fi;oit!all Ma-iager 6 90
MICRO USER
Micro Olympicv

INC VAT
690

MRM SOFTWARE INC VAT
Man 5 '0

Q-Man s BrotfiBi 5 70
0>arno"d Mine nGuy In The Hal
3D MurcCy 5 70
Cdsile AssBuii

l:J8D»ns
A'tiM 995
"l'lli'l...-lrM,T|i. 5 '"

OCEAN INC VAT
Mr Wimpoy 690
VIRGIN INC VAT
Wiuobe 7 95

IMAGINE INC VAT
PsOto 5 50
Cosm.t Crui»ef 6 60
bC Bill 5 50
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Education in the

arcade from ASK
ASK has broken away from
Acornsoft to launch its latest

title, Number Painter.

The program is aimed at

children aged 5-14 using a

micro at home. It follows

ASK's arcade-style approach,

with the screen resembling

Acornsoffs Monsters, to test

mental arithmetic.

Versions are available for

the Electron (at £8.95), and (or

the BBC (£9.95, disc version

costs £11 ,50).

Acorn prices

ACORN'S Plus 3 disc drive

pack for the Electron will cost

£229. It plugs into the back of

the micro and features a 3, Sin

drive.

The company's Winchester

drive will cost £2299 and gives

30Mb storage capacity.

Modem approved
MODEM maker Pace has

gained approval to connect its

Nightingale modem to the BT
phone network.

The modem offers Prestel

and bulletin board access for

£119 (plus VAT).

Graphics touchpad

CUMANA's Touch Pad gives

easy graphics access to the

BBC micro. The device costs

£69.95 and comes complete

with RS423 cable, instructions

and demonstration software.

The company sees il as a

substitute for a mouse, key-

board or as a graphic input

device.

PITMANS has released a

range of educational business

training packages on the BBC
micro
Sixgam is a business game

where six groups compete in a

world market tor up to ten

'years'. The 40-track disc

comes with manuals and
guides for £28.75,

Data Processing accom-
panies a Pitman book of the

Slow, slow software
IF GAMES on the Electron and BBC are loo fast

for your fingers, here's a little device which
could help - the Slomo.

It fits into Ihe micro's user port (there's an
extension for the Electron) and slows the whole
game down to give you time to think!

Slomo can also freeze frames, lo give you
time to analyse the sound and graphics -or
take pictures. It costs £1 4.95.

The distributor claims it works with 95 per

cent of BBC/Electron software and is plugging

its applications with children and the disabled.

Cambridge Computing Research, 61 Ditton

Walk, Cambridge CBS SOD.

Prestel offers 'special

deal' to school users
SCHOOLS interested in com-
puter communications now
have a difficult choice, for as

well as the Times Network,

Prestel has revamped its edu-

cational pages and is now
offering a 'package deal'.

For £49 per quarter, sub-

scribers have access to Pres-

tel Education, Prestel Micro-

computing (including Micronet

and Viewtax) and the general

pages on Prestel, The sub-

scription also entitles them to

ten hours of free use per

quarter, with a £40 'credit'

towards the cost of chargeable

frames. Free training and sup-

port is also included.

Prestel Education is the

umbrella name for all the edu-

cational pages on Prestel and

they can now all be accessed
from page 888.

Major new features mclude:

School-Link, an electronic ver-

sion of Educationai Computing
magazine; ED. IT, a who-does-
what-where' collection of

pages put on by the Council for

Educational Technology; and
ECCTIS, a careers database
drawing on the Open Univer-

sity mainframe computer. All

Business training

software packs

from Pitmans

same name. It covers cash

books, sorting, electronic mail

and a hotel simulation. The
disc costs £22.94,

A typing tutor on cassette

Prestel Education pages are

free to subscribers, apart from
telesoftware.

Schools without the necess-

ary hardware can buy a

special package consisting of

modem and communications
software for the Beeb. As well

as giving access to Prestel, the

software also allows an off-

line private viewdata system

to be set up. The price has still

to be fixed, but Prestel is

hoping to keep it under £100.

Few schools will be able to

afford both Prestel Education

and the Times Network, so a

choice has to be made. Prestel

Education, being a viewdata
service, offers colour and
graphics, and can draw on the

huge range of existing pages
on Prestel, The newcomer
TTNS has an 80-column, pure

text screen format, but has

more substantial telesoftware

and interactive services. It

remains to be seen if the data-

base side of TTNS really takes

off,

Prestel Education's Chris

Knowles said cryptically: All

schools need to do is compare
the two services.'

(£9,95) or disc (£14.95) runs on

the BBC covering the alpha-

bet, numbers and other keys.

The Payslip package simu-

lates calculating wages for

students on business studies

courses. It costs £45,43,

Other new titles include

Introduction to l\4icroecono-

m/cs and chemistry software-

Pitman is at 128 Long Acre,

London WC2E9AN.

End of Prestel

—censorship—
BRITISH Telecom has, as pre-

dicted in AU last month,

dropped its ban on politics and
religion on Prestel's open
pages.

It's a decision with immense
implications for the future of

videotex and computer com-
munications by modem,
BT chairman Sir George Jef-

ferson had followed a 'better

safe than sorry' policy since

1983 when he turned down the

Social Democrat's request to

use Prestel for its election

campaign. The Labour Party

brought the issue to a head.

The Opposition's tech-

nology spokesman, Dr Jeremy
Bray - one of a growing

number of MPs using BBC
micros - challenged Sir

George's decision.

Dr Bray complained: The
(act that an effectual ban had
been imposed and allowed to

continue for an indefinite

period created a presumption

in favour of censorship which

is disturbing in a free society.'

The result was a frenzy of

activity in Whitehall, The Home
Office confirmed that viewdata

and cable data providers

should be in the same position

as conventional publishers,

and so it was up to the industry

to work out its own self-regula-

tory arrangements.

A BT spokesman said:

British Telecom had interim

guidelines and now they have

been lifted. That's all,'
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REWRITE THE HIGH SCORE TABLES
So, you've got a BBC. You've also got enemies. With the Gunshot, you'll have all the opposition cowering in corners. 8-dlrectional action

and an all-in-one moulded stem allows accurate annihilation and strength to survive those all-night sessions.

Dual fire buttons for fading fingers (and a rapid fire version when they're really coming thick and fast).

And, ifyou break it (and we know you'll try) our 12-month guarantee will prove invaluable. Only £8.95.

For the Gunshot, Vulcan's colour-coordinated, totally hardware BBC interface comes with a free

tape which converts all keyboard software for joystick use. Exceptional value at £ 12.95.

12-month guarantee.

And, if you're a bit short of the readies, the Harrier Is a tailor-made joystick which plugs directly

into the BBC analogue port. Colour-coordinated and with a 12-month

guarantee, only £ 10.95.

See the range of Vulcan

joysticks and interfaces at your

bcastockist we Isee ELECTHOnjCS LTD

rrier is a tailor-made joystick which plugs directly

dinated and with a 12-month V V^TT'

VULCAnv
you on the high score tables.

y/

200 Brent Street, Hendon.
London NW4 1 BH . 01 -203 6366
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Beebs used to

encourage saving
BROADWAY Electronics has
installed a £5000 BBC micro

system for the Leeds Perma-
nent Building Society in Luton

to encourage young savers.

Two model B computers run

three special games for

youngsters to play. The win-

ners receive a £1 voucher
printed out by the micro to

open an account.

Broadway is one of four

Acorn dealers taking part in a

pilot scheme in East Anglia,

which the Leeds hopes to

extend. For customers with a

Leeds cheque, Broadway will

reduce the price of a BBC
model B by £10, and the Elec-

tron by £5. including free soft-

ware,

Science software
THE physical sciences, par-

ticularly Chemistry, at second-
ary or tertiary level are

catered for in programs by

Herdman Educational.

Programs cost £5-£10 each,

with disc versions £1 more.

Write for a catalogue to Herd-

man at43StJohnsDrive,Clar-
borough, Retford DN22 9NN,

Hi-tech hands-on
READERS interested in high

technology are being catered

for by Gwent College in New-
port and Ebbw Vale College,

People can come in at times to

suit themselves to gain

'hands-on' experience on sub-

jects including computing,

robotics, pneumatics, and
computer-aided design.

It costs £1 per hour initially

and time can be booked for

evenings and weekends.

Software for 6502
SYSTEM has adapted its ADE,
ASIvl and SPY2 software utili-

ties to run on Acorn's 6502
second processor. These new
versions have also been
enhanced, and. when using

the second processor, the time

to assemble programs is

halved, and the new editor

works in 80 column mode.

Handy hints cards
HANDY summary cards tor

programming the BBC micro

and Electron cost £1,99 each
from Boots and computer
stores. They're made by Phoe-

nix and cover Basic, the oper-

ating system and offer hints

and tips.

Penman robot plotter out
PENMAN is a revolutionary

new plotter. It is a type of robot
which moves freely across the

paper, removing the need for a

frame for the pen, or a paper-

moving mechanism.
The complete unit costs

£249 and consists of the frve-

inch square robot with three

colour pens, and a control box
that connects to the Beeb via

the RS423 port.

The precision design allows
it to draw near-perfect circles

without any 'zigzag' effect, and
straight multi-coloured lines in

any direction. A built-in

character set means designs
can be labelled with letters as

small as 1mm. The Penman
may be used with many com-
mercial packages for hard
copy of drawings and graphs.

It may be used as a desk top

turtle, mouse or even a robot

with collision detection. Soft-

ware is under development for

the educational market. Avail-

able already is the Penman
Utility pack, MICAD, a 2-D and
3-D CAD suit.

Penman was featured on
BBC TV's science magazine
Jomorrow's World and Com-
puters in Control. Details from:

Penman Products, 8 Hazel-

wood Close, Dominion Way.
Worthing, Sussex, BN14 8NP.

Hacking into the Palace
hy GeoffNairn

LAST month, a 19-year-old

pulled off what must be the big-

gest coup so far among the

hacker fraternity - leaving

bogus messages on Prestel

which appeared to come from

the Duke of Edinburgh,

He broke into private pages
and changed financial infor-

mation - to the embarrass-
ment of British Telecom, which

operates Prestei-

Alias

The youth, who comes from
West London and uses the

alias Roger Le Hacker,

managed to obtain system
operator status on an 'ex-

directory' Prestel mainframe.

This allowed him to copy down
over 300 identity codes and
passwords belonging to legit-

imate users which he then

passed on to three accom-
plices.

One of the ID codes
belonged to HRH Prince Philip

and Roger used it to leave the

message: 'i do so enjoy

puzzles and games. Ta ta! Pip

pip!. Signed HR Hacker.'

Roger also got Information

Provider (IP) codes, which let

him add a bogus page to the

Financial Times section on

Prestel, bearing the incredible

news: 'FT NEWSFLASH!!! £1

EQUALS $50.'

British Telecom claims
there was a 'short lapse in the

normally tight security' and
promptly advised all Prestel

users to change their pass-

words.
But despite this assurance,

it is clear that the electronic

break-ins had been going on
for two weeks before the Daily

Mail broke the news on
November 2,

Even more worrying is

Roger's accusation that British

Telecom only found out a week
before and then denied it had
happened. The two 'stunts'

were performed in front of a

Daily Mail reporter to show
that Roger had indeed hacked
the system.
The Mail also claimed

Roger had broken into the pri-

vate 'telebroking' pages of

stockbrokers Hoare Govett

which would have allowed him
to order stocks and shares.

Doug McGregor, of Hoare
Govett, tried to dispel such

fears: 'With our ID. he would
have been able to read mess-

BT investigates

SINCE the incident, British

Telecom has held an inves-

tigation to find out what
went wrong. Said a spokes-
man: 'It's true, the ID codes
were displayed on a public

page for about two days
before we found out. It

wasn't the front page
though, so the hacker must
have found it just by
chance.

'It was simply a case of

someone flicking the wrong
switch and was not done
maliciously - the story

about a disgruntled
employee deliberately put-

ting the codes up is just not

true.'

ages stored in our Prestel

Mailbox, but we're confident

that the telebroking wasn't
breached; to do that you need
en extra code and we vel all

orders to see if they're

genuine.'

The Financial Times has 100

frames on Prestel and is obvi-

ously worried that Roger's
deeds could be repeated. Said
Martin Brooks, Director, Infor-

mation Services, Financial
Times Business Information:

'He must have got hold of the

Financial Times IP code -

that's the only way the pages
can be altered.

'We are seeking urgent re-

assurances from Prestel that it

won't happen again.'

Vulnerability

The above incidents high-

light the vulnerability of Pres-

tet's private pages and inter-

active services and could

undermine Prestel's claims to

be a serious business service,

especially when Roger
explained how he'd done it:

'Someone from BT left a
manual lying around and I

copied down the phone
number for the back-up Prestel

computer.
'When I dialled the number, I

couldn't believe my luck - the

system manager's ID code
was displayed on the first

page! Aflerthat it waseasy.
They've changed the pass-

words but it's only a matter of

time before we get back into

the system.'

Why does he do it? -'It beats

slampcollecting!'
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TAKEATEST
' FROM THE
^. RANGE

So now you have got your home computer, you're ready to talk

to Cumana - the best name in memory. Already a market
leader throughout Europe for their range of disc drives,

Cumana now have other products on offer, all to the

same exacting standards that have made their

disc drives the number one choice in the

home and in education.

The Touch Pad
The Touch Pad is a low-cost graphic

plotting aid for the BBC micro. This

compact display cursor moving device

simplifies programming with the touch of the

stylus.

The product comes complete with an instruction

booklet, basic software, stylus and connecting cable.

Its uses are in graphics, computer aided design,

education and games.

£69.95
including VAT.

Disc Drives l^j,

Cumana have spent years on
research, development and marketing

a range of drives second to none.

Their drives are compatible with BBC,
Spectrum, Dragon, Oric, Tandy
Models 1,11, III and 4 and Video Genie.

They are fully guaranteed for 12

months and approved for electrical

safety by the D.M.E.E. and are

extensively used in GLC and ILEA

establishments. Cumana were the

first independent disc drive supplier

and are now Europe's market leader.

Their products have been proven in

the schools, universities and homes
throughout Europe. Let us drive you in

the right direction, send now for

further details of the Cumana range,

or see them at our distributors and at

selected branches of W.H. Smith,

Lasky's, Greens, Currys, and
Spectrum UK.



DRIV
CUM'
The Acorn Electron Computer
A microcomputer with a proven track record. Using
BBC Basic, the Electron was developed out of the

Micro that has been chosen for over 80% of schools

participating in the Government's current Micros In

Schools project. It connects into almost any TV set

and cassette player and is supplied with a
comprehensive User Guide which runs through, in

a simple to follow manner, the basic principles of

programming. A wide range of software is available,

including games,
educational packages
and home
accounts.

Cumana price

£199.00

Disk interface now available

for the Acorn Electron, details fronn Cumana.

Diskettes

Only when Cumana found a double

density diskette up to their stringent

quality control requirements, and at a

price that made sense to the end user,

were Cumana ready to put their name
to it.

The result was a top quality diskette,

complete with a plastic protective

case for the ten-pack (they are also

sold in two-packs!) together with

index stickers.

Cumana diskettes are available now
in both 574 inch and 3V2 inch as

single or double-sided, 40 or 80 track,

from your local computer dealer. Don't

trust it to chance, go for the best name
on record.

Cumana BBC Microcompute' compalible disk dnves

retail pi ice lisi

Cumana disk drives supplied witn formatting diskette

drive connecting cable and comprehensive user manual
Independent power supply, mains lead and moulded
plug included.

CS100 40 Track single sided
I
lOOK)

CS200D -10 Track douDlE sided (200K|

CS200 80 Track single Bided (200K1

^.S.100 80 Track double siderf('tOOK

D200 2 X 40 Track Single Sided (200K
' D400/S 2 K 80 Tracti Single si<ted I400K
' tD800/S 2 X 80 Track double siOed (BOOK

Cumana disk drives with independent power supply,

mains lead and plug Eicluding other accessories.

CSIOOE 40 Track single sided ( tOOK

CS200ED 40 Track double sided (200KI

CS200E 80 Track single sided (200K)

CS400E 80 Track double sided (400K

Cumana disk drives supplied with lormaltmg diskette

and comprehensive user manual. Power supply taken

Irom BBC Microcomputer with lead supplied

CSX tOOD 40 Track single sided 1 100K

CSX200D 40 Track double sided I200K}

CSX200 80 Track single s.ded I200K)

CSX400 80 TracK Double sided 1400K)

Cn9 95

ciesgs
E15995
£189.95

3<^ INCH DRIVES
CSX35t 40 Track single sided i tOOK) C139.95
CSX354 80 Track double sided (400K) CI99,95

C0X352 2 X 40 Track single sided (200K1 C256.9S
CDX358 2 X 80 Double sided i800K| £383.95

All Prices Inclusive of VAT.

All 80 Track 5 % Drives are
Switchable to 40 Track Mode

DISTRIBUTORS/RETAIL
Available from the following retail outlets.

W.H.Smith, John Lewis Partnersfiip,

Greens Leisure, Laskys, Spectrum UK

Area distributors:

Addons Ltd, (Southampton) 0703 34775/6.
Audio & Computer Centre (Jersey)

0534-74000. Eltec (Bradford)

0274-722512, South Wales
Peripherals 0633-841760. HCCS
Associates (Gateshead)
0632-821924. Hugh Symons
(Bournemouth) 0202-26535.
J, S, Simnett Computers (South
London) 01-541 1495. Kingdom
Design (Belfast) 0232-643720,
Lightning (Harrow) 01-969 5255.
Microage Distribution (North London)
01-205 7688. Microworld (Edinburgh)
031-228 1111 . National Micro Centre
(Stockport) 061-429 8080. Silicone

Express (Leicestershire) 0533 374917
Thompson Cook (Birmingham)
021-328 3895
-t- National Dealer Network,

CUMANA
Cumana Limited, Pines Trading Estate,

Broad Street, Guildford, Surrey GU3 3BH
Telephone: 0483 503121



For under £200 you can
become your
brother's

keeper
In just a few days you could

be using this amazing, new
printer from Brother. It's

small and neat but packed
with more than its fair share

offeatures.

TRAVELS AT

A

STEADY FIFTY
In llif speed stakes, the M-1(K)9 is

certiiinly tio slouch, being hilly capable oi

up to 50 characters per second.

The M-1(K)9 luis bi-directional and
logic seeking printing ior normal

characters and iini-directional printing for

super script. sni) script and graphics.

PRINTS ON ANY PAPER
Beingan impact printer, the M-1(X)9

will print on virtually any paper,

including letter headings, invoices and
standard office stationei-y.

It will even print two copies together

with your original.

A GREAT CHARACTER
REFERENCE
No less than 96 ASCII plus

inteniationul type and graphic characters

ai'c standai'd.

BIG BROTHER
RELIABILITY

Built to the same exacting standards as

Brother's elite office printers, the Brother

M-l()09 already has faultless credentials

for reliability.

It s 9x9 dot matrix head, for example,
has an astonishing 20 million character

service life.

SUITABLE FOR
ANY MACHINE

With IBM C'entronic and the Epson
dual serial/centronic inteifaces fitted as

standard the M-l()09 is suitable for any

home or business computer.

With
Tractor Feed

333 mm

THE
BROTHER
M-1009

CD
3:^

|94 mm H
3 —

FULLY GUARANTEED
7 DAY DELIVERY

You can order in conBdence, your
Brother printer will anive by courier

within 7 days ofyour order complete with

manual and full guarantee.

£199.95
NO MORE TO PAY!

Order your Brother M-1009 now!
Access/Visa holders ring 01-482 171 1 or

fill in the coupon below, or write to:

RELATIVE MARKETING,
UNICOM HOUSE,
182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET,
LONDON NWI9NN.
(Personal callers welcome Mondav-
Fridav9-6, SundavslO-1).

brother
TO: KELATIV E MARKETING, UNICOM HOUSE, 182 ROYAL COLLEGE STREET, LONDON NWl 9N\. I

Please send me by courier (qnty) Brother M-1009 printer(s) (qnty) Tractor Feed unit(s) at £17.25 (inc

VAT). (qnty.) Printer Cables at £9.95 (inc VAT). State make and model
I enclose a cheque for £

.

Name
Address

or debit my Access/Visa card no

Signature

Postcode. /felephone AUl
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Disc holds analysis of 25 shares
EUROPE'S first share guide on
disc for private and pro-

fessional investors with a BBC
micro is available from Invest-

ment Research in Cambridge.
Investors w/ill be able to

analyse the data on their own
computer to judge invest-

ments.

The monthly disc analyses

around 25 shares and mar-

kets, and comes with notes on

the technical position of price

and market levels, and fore-

casts of future levels. Com-
panies covered include Ples-

sey, GKN, Rowntree Mac-
kintosh, RTZ. Shell and BP.

The disc uses the 200-day

moving average of share
prices, and can be updated to

keep track of prices and
indices.

The Special Report disc

costs t;75 a month from Invest-

ment Research on (0223)

356251

.

• BCSSP is a dynamic simu-
lation package for engineering
and scientific applications on
the BBC micro.

Prices vary according to

user, but a demonstration
costs £15 from Micropacs, 50
Gosport St, Lymington
S04 9BE.

Atari forces software

houses to drop games
ATARI is spoiling for a fight

over software piracy, only this

time it's other software houses
that are the target.

The American micro giant

owns the rights to several

'classic' arcade games and
has taken exception to soft-

ware with similar titles or

themes.
One such company, Super-

ior Software, has decided to

stop selling the BBC micro

game Winged Warlords after

Atari claimed it was a copy of

the Joustgame.
Said Richard Hanson, of

Superior: 'It's not the same
game at all - ours has winged
warlords instead of the

ostriches used in Joust.

'Nevertheless, we took it off

the market - we can't afford to

argue the case in court- Any-

way, the game wasn't selling

particularly well, so we didn't

lose much,'
Another Beeb game has

come under the spotlight:

MRM Software's Cas//e of

Gems was alleged to be very

similar to Atari's Crystal Cas-

tles. Again, the smaller firm

backed down and gave an
undertaking not to sell any
more copies-

Atari holds exclusive

licences to produce home
micro versions of Donkey
Kong, PaC'Man and Pole Pos-

ition, all of which can be
obtained, in various guises, for

the Beeb and Electron.

For example, Micropower's

Eltime stores TV pictures
IMAGE 3 is a video frame store

which enables a BBC micro to

capture video or TV pictures,

hold them in memory and
manipulate them.

The £2000 device has a res-

olution of 512 by 512 pixels,

and the software provided

enables the user to alter the

greyshadeofany pixel. Also, if

a lower resolution is used, up
to four pictures can be dis-

played and compared.
Details: Eltime Ltd, Unit 029,

Maldon Industrial Estate, Full-

bridge, Maldon CM9 7LP.

Killer Gorilla, for the Beeb,
bears more than a passing

resemblance to Donkey Kong-
Chris Payne, of Micropower,

made no apologies: 'With a

successful arcade game such

as Donkey Kong, people are

inevitably going to write soft-

ware based on the same
theme.

'Atari hasn't produced a ver-

sion for the BBC micro so we
can't be accused ol taking

sales from them.

Losing money
Jon Dean, of Atari, was

quick to defend his company's
actions: 'We have the rights to

many successful games and
are losing a lot of money over

copyright infringement.

'We don't want to seem
heavy-handed about this, but

we're quite prepared to take

companies to court. Several

such actions are pending at

this moment.'
Acornsoft, whose range

contains several near-copies

of arcade games, seemed
remarkably unperturbed
about possible litigation, 'We'll

wait and see what happens,'

said a spokesman.
Although two years ago it

was a different story, when
fear of court action led the

company to rename its

Defender as Planetoid, and
change the character shapes
in Snapper.

But if the big software com-
panies are not unduly worried,

others have more to lose,

Superior's Richard Hanson
warned: 'The small software

houses could be put out of

business.'

Schoolssetto

write history
A MILLION schoolchildren

could be running around
Britain in the summer collect-

ing facts for the BBC's Domes-
day Project.

About 30,000 schools up and
down the country have been
asked whether they want to

help produce the modern com-
puterised version of the orig-

inal Domesday Book of 1086

(see last issue).

Children will collect infor-

mation about a 12 kilometre-

square area surrounding their

school and eventually this will

build into a nationwide data-

base, stored on video disc and
accessible using a BBC micro.

Although the actual video

disc won't be available until

1986, the BBC has written to

the schools and replies were
expected by December 20.

Schools interested in partici-

pating - between 10,000 and
12,000 are necessary for the

project to be viable - will then

receive a detailed briefing

pack in March.

The summer term can then

be used tor gathering all the

necessary information and the

briefing pack explains how the

data-collecting process can be
integrated into the school cur-

riculum.

Each school gets a question-

naire in the form of a set of

discs for the particular 4km by
3km area assigned to them.
This asks about the local geo-
graphy and amenities. In addi-

tion, children are asked to con-

tribute 1 6 pages of text, in their

own words, and five 35mm
slide photographs of the area.

All local education authori-

ties have been consulted

about the project and it has
been on trial in 17 schools.

Said Mrke Tibbets, the

assistant editor: 'In the trial

schoolchildren have been
running around with clip-

boards collecting data.

'The enthusiasm and
interest shown by both

children and teachers is very

encouraging and we're confi-

dent the project will be very

successful.'
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IF NUMBERS are the bane of

your life, the Softlife keypad
could make things easier.

At £59 (plus VAT), the
keypad comes with software in

EPROM and in normal use
takes up no extra memory.
When programmed without
using the EPROM, it lakes up
256 bytes of RAM.
No extra power is needed as

the device plugs into the user
port. It is designed to work with
software complying with
Acorn-approved calls,

Contact Softlife at 7 Rose
Crescent, Cambridge CB2
3LL.

Software boost for cable TV
CABLE TV channels are soon
to get their own teiesoftware
pages which subscribers can
download into a BBC micro
fitted with an adapter.

Just as the BBC broadcasts
teiesoftware programs on its

Ceefax teletext service, so
three Thorn-EMI cable chan-
nels will carry teiesoftware
squeezed between the frames
of each TV picture,

Teletext is already broad-
cast on the cable channels;
Thorn-EMI's Music Box, for

example, carries a hundred
pages of the latest music news
and forthcoming group tours,

and there are plans to extend
teletext to the film channel,
Premier, and the Children's
Channel.

However, the pages of tele-

software represent an exciting

new addition to cable TV which
is expected to be in 100,000
homes by Christmas, accord-
ing to Thorn-EMI,

Unlike Ceefax, which can
carry only a few teiesoftware

programs, the cable channels
will have a greater capacity.

Said Richard Wolfe, of

Thorn-EMI Cable: 'We don't
have to carry all the pages of

news and general information
that broadcast services, such
as Ceefax, are obliged to do.

'We can devote more or less

of the teletext pages on any
cable service to teiesoftware,

depending on consumer
demand. One channel will

probably concentrate more on
teiesoftware than the others.'

The company hopes to pro-

duce adapters for the Beeb
and other popular machines,
and it's considering transmit-

ting the teiesoftware pages in

coded form so they can only be
downloaded if paid for This
is made possible by the 1984
Cable and Broadcasting Bill

(September issue) which, for

the first time, permits sub-
scriplion-only teletext services.

Thorn-EMI's plans for teiesoft-

ware were first announced in

October's Acorn User, but
since then there appears to

have been a change of plan,

for the most innovative
feature -a full-field teletext

channel offering a large selec-
tion of pages and faster access
times- has been postponed
until 1986.

Double density disc revision
OPUS has launched a new ver-

sion of its double density disc
operating system which has
been modified to run the latest

disc games from Acornsoft,
including Elite.

The system, which is selec-
table for 80 and 40 track soft-

ware, is being offered with an
Opus 5.25 in drive for C299.95.

The OS on its own costs
C129.95.

Educational word processor for the BBC microcomputer

BBC INTERFACING COURSE
Introduction to the use of microcomputers as controllers

of external equipment.

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS TASTER COURSE
Introduction to microelectronic digital circuitry.

KEYMASTER
Keyboard emulator for the BBC microcomputer.

These and other educational/computing products are available from.

CLWYD TECHNICS LTD
(Dept AU1), Antelope Industrial Estate, Rhydymwyn, Mold, Clwyd

Telephone: Hendre (035283) 751
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Southfield House, 11 Liverpool Gardens, Worthing, Sussex BN11 1RY
Telephone: Worthing (0903) 213174

BBC MODELS
BBC MODEL B with ACORN DFS
ACORN Z80 2ND. PROCESSOR

vy

CUMANA CSX 100K 40 TRACK £100.00 + VAT = £115.00 ^

CUMANA CSX 200K 40/80 TRACK £1 35.00 + VAT = ei 55.25

CUMANA CD BOOK 40/80 with PSU £348.00 + VAT = £400.20

ACORN DISC UPGRADE KIT £95.00 + VAT = £109.25

£330.00+ VAT = £379.50

£399.14+ VAT =£459.00
£346.96 + VAT = £399.00

k A

••••••••••••••SPECIAL OFFER***************
CUMANA CSX 1 0OK DISC DRIVE AND ACORN DFS KIT CI 89.00 + VAT = £21 7.35

(Includes Manual and fitting instructions)

******************•••••••••••••••••••••

MONITORS

MICROVITEC STANDARD 14" COLOUR £164.74 +VAT = £189.00
MICROVITEC MEDIUM 14' COLOUR £265.20 + VAT = £305.00

PHILLIPS MONOCHROME 12" TP200 £65.00 + VAT = £74.75

k^

EPSON RX80 F/T

ADMATE ADM -80 F/T

k.A

£239.00 + VAT = £274.85

£173.06 + VAT= £199.00

MR. FLOPPY LIFETIME

WARRANTY DISCS

SSDDPER10
DSDDPER10

£12.61 + VAT =£14,50
£17.40+ VAT -£20.00

ACORN VIEW £52.00 + VAT = £59.80

ACORN VIEWSHEET £52.00 + VAT = £59.80

STARBASE £60.00 + VAT = £69.00

MASS MACRO ASSEMBLER £35.00 + VAT = £40.25

WORKSTATION VT52 £40.00 + VAT = £46.00

Add £3.00 for carriage on disc drives and £1 .00 for

discs and software £8.00 for computers, monitors,

printers.

Send cheque to the above address or phone to

use your visa card or fill in attached coupon.

Quantity and education discounts given, phone for

a quotation.

I WISH TO PAY BY VISA
PLEASE CHARGE TO MY ACCOUNT.

MY CARD NUMBER IS

SIGNATURE.

NAME. .

(BLOCK CAPITALS)

ADDRESS
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Fred Harris, who appears next month on both BBC TV ('Micro Live')

and Channel 4 ('Me and My Micro').

TV micro show
to go weekly

BBC TV's M/cro/./Ve show will

be broadcast weekly from
Autumn 1985 - at the moment
it's only monthly.

Producer Terry Marsh said:

'We've been getting a tremen-
dous amount of feedback from
the public, especially on the
bulletin boards and fvlicronet.

By going weekly we can offer a
better, more immediate
service.'

January's Micro Live has a
strong educational flavour.

Presenter Fred Harris asks
whether educational software
offers good value for money
and tries to find an easy-to-

learn wordprocessing pack.

For teachers interested in

using their school micros over
the summer holidays, the pro-

gramme offers help and
advice on setting up a com-
puter camp.
There is also a live link-up to

the USA using cellular radio -

the new mobile radio system
controlled by computers.
Micro Live goes out on BBC 2

at 6pm, Friday. January 11,

repeated the next day at about
2.30pm on BBC 2.

• Schools have queried
whether they can treat Micro
Live as an educational broad-

cast for video taping. The BBC
has assured us the answer is

Yes. The programme is put out

as part of the Literacy Project.

Watchdog rejects

Acorn complaint
THE Advertising Standards
Authority has rejected a com-
plaint, from two members of

the public, that BBC micros
fitted with a disc interface did

not also come with the 'Starter

for free' package of free

cassette player and software.

The ASA decided the offer

obviously only applied to the.

tape-based system,

On television

DFred Harris pops up again
on Yorkshire TVs Me & My
Micro series which is to be
repeated on Channel 4, start-

ing Monday, January 7 at

5.30pm,

UComputers in Control. BBC
2, Fridays 12.30pm. Repeat of

the Introduction to robotics
and control applications of

microcomputers.

D The Computer Programme,
BBC 2, Fridays 12.05pm. The
series that started it all off way
back in 1982.

Z Making the Most of the
Micro, BBC 1, Sundays
12.35pm. This one will run and
run.

On radio

DChip Shop. BBC Radio 4,

Saturdays 4.15pm (repeated
on VHF at llpm Tuesdays),
Shorter version on Radio 1,

Saturdays, 7-33am with soft-

ware broadcasts.

u Take A Byte. BBC Radio
Lancashire, Sunday, December
16 at 11.05am (repeated at

6.35pm on following Tuesday).
Monthly programme.

On the phone

.-READERS in Bradford who
dial 722622 will tune into

British Telecom's Home Com-
puter Line-taped information
on hardware, software, per-
ipherals and what's new in the
computer world.

No connection

WE HAVE been asked to make
clear that there is no connec-
tion whatever between Corn-
soft of 7 Roman Drive, Leeds,
tel (0532) 665621 and Comsoft
Software Library of Wigan. The
mention we made of Comsoft
(November, page 15) referred

to Comsoft in Leeds.

To contact

LjAcorn Customer Services

(0223)210111
U Radio 4 Chip Shops Chip-
line

London 01-790 3400
Liverpool 051-236 8474
Birmingham 021-355 6144
Bristol (0272) 279494
DBBCTVs/W/croL/Vebulletin
board is on 01-579 2288 {type

INFO BBC on telecom Gold
electronic mail system).

D BBC Computer Literacy Pro-

ject, Broadcasting Support
Services, PC Box 7, London
W3 6XJ. Please send self-

addressed envelope.
LIMEP (Microelectronics Edu-
cation Programme), Cheviot
House, Coach Lane Campus,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE7
7XA, Hardware and software
support for schools. Please
sendsae.
DMAPE (Micros and Primary
Education), c/o Barry Holmes,
St Helen's Primary School,
Bluntisham, Cambs, User
group for primary teachers.

Please sendsae,
riMUSE (Micro Users in

Schools and Education), Free-
post, Bromsgrove, Worcs B62
7BR, User group for teachers
and parents. Please send sae,

IJNEC (National Extension
College), 18 Brooklands Ave.
Cambridge CB2 2HN. Edu-
cational and training courses
on the BBC micro. Please send
sae.

LICET (Council for Education
Technology), 3 Devonshire
Street, London WIN 2BA,
Government body which over-

sees MEP. Please send sae,

USoftware Ltd configures
CP/M programs for the BBC
micro. Write for a catalogue to

No 2 Alice Owen Technology
Centre, 251 Goswell Rd,

London EC1N 7JQ, Tel: 01-833

1173

For help

I I To contact /Icom iJser auth-
ors, write c/o the editorial

address given on page 2 of this

issue.

I
iSeikosha AP/GP100 printer

help sheets are available from
Acorn User for 50p, plus sae.

LiMonitor choice: Photoco-

pies of the review of four moni-
tors, plus a set of nine test pro-

grams from the June issue

cost 72p (inc post), A copy of

the issue costs £1 ,25 (see page
93).

LI Bulletin boards: Information

on 26 free-access boards was
given in the October issue. 54p
for photocopy (see page 93).

UFor Acorn User cassettes,

discs, back issues, binders.

contact PHS Mailings on
(02934) 72208 (see page 96).

On course

COn January 8, the NEC is

holding a workshop on inter-

active video, for teachers and
trainers. It will be in Cam-
bridge and costs £86.25. Tel:

(0223)316644.

Blunder box

DDecember, page 121. pro-

gram 1 of Paul Beverley's
article 'When speed is of the
essence' : Line 20 should read:

20 *keyorun;m

UDecember, pages 109-112,

the listmg for Mike Fryer's
database was printed on a
daisywheel and there is no dif-

ference between a 1 (one) and
I (letter). All should be ones,
apart from line 960. Also in

lines 510, 1200, 1240. 2370 the

"I" symbol should be 1, found
above the " \" next to the grey
cursor keys. Finally, the letter

O and are printed the same,
but should cause no confusion.
I, IGoing back to June's issue
and Malcolm Banthorpe's 'soft

pottery' article, the program
labelled listing 1 is in fact list-

ing 2 and vice versa. Also,

several ^ symbols have been
missed out. Look out for two-
thirds down column one on
page 68 where the expression
should read:

9QR < 500 2- < 500-V7.» 1 00 ) "2 >

Also, one-third down column
one on page 69 should read:

SDR (500-^2- <500-25»V/'.) "2)

Bruce's Brainteaser

The question lastmonth was whydid entering the line 10G,10:

G,10: etc until the keyboard buffer was full, produce alien

sounds when the return key was pressed? The answer is that

the keyboard buffer, which takes 256 characters, located

between &700 to &7FF, overflows into the sound processing
workspace starting at &800, The problem occurs when the
Basic interpreter tries to tokenise the line. The abbreviation

G, converts into the GOTO token and the line number is also
tokenised, but each number requires four bytes of storage
when tokenised -thus the overflow! Any morebrainteasers?
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aloteasierthan
choosingacomputer.

T'!
[ERE arc dozens oi quality printers Irom which to choosc.With

quality price tags ofaround £250.

The Brother M-1009, however, hreaks all the rules.

Stays defiantly beloiv the £:2t>0 barrier.

Though it has far more than its fairshareoffeatures, it maintains

the extraordinarily low price of£199.95.

IVavels at a steady fifty.

In the speed stakes, the M-1009 is certainly no slouch, heing

fully capable ofup to 50 characters per second.

Providing bi-directional and logic seeking printing for normal

characters and unidirectional prijiting for super and sub sciipt

and yraphics. „ .^ •^ Prints on any paper.

Being an impact printer, the M-1009 will print on virtually

any paper, including letter headings, invoices and standard oflice

stationery.

it will even print two copies together with your original.

A superb character recoininendation.
In it-s |)rice range, the M-1009 has a great deal more character

than many printers.

96 no less, plus intcmational type and graphic characters.

Keliability comes as standard.

Built to the same exacting standards as Brother's elite office

printers, the Brother M-1009 already has lauldcss credentials for

reliability.

Its 9 pin dot matrix head, for example, has an astonishing 20
million character service life.

One printer that doesn't block out the li^t.

Many home computers lend to be a little on the large side.

In contrast, the compact M-1009, at only 7 cm high, keeps a

discreel prohle.

Well designed, reliable - and conscientious.

The Brother M-1009.

brother.
The future atyour fingertips.

DIPT 1', BROI Ht K OHIO: tgUll^MlNI DIVISION, JONbS+ HKOlHi-.R, SHI-Pl FY smFH,
GUinr HRIIKil, A11D1:NSHAW,MANCHLSTLHMJ4 5JD.

ri-L f)6i-no A^ii 11(1 1 iNrsinhi-tiooiii (h i INI-Si06i lui inibK linlsj illlx; hb^nij

RROTHFR INnilSTRirS IJMn"FIJ, NACKJYA, JAPAN.

.'WAII.AHI.r IHOM
liO( )TS, WILDINGS, SPFCTRUM, JOHN Mt:N/J[:S. MICRO MANA(;i--MI:N"l.

MA|< )K DEPAHTMI NT S tORI-S AND ALL. GOOD COMPintR SHOI-S.
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Operation
Raleigh

Acorn systems play a central role in an ambitious

four-year international project. Keith Parish logs the details

THEBEEB'S
GREAT ADVENTURE
BBC MICRO systems aboard the

Sir Walter Raleigh, which set sail

for North Carolina last month on
the first leg of its four-year circumnavi-

gation, will fulfil vital roles in Opera-
tion Raleigh. This 1900-ton vessel is the
flagship of the most ambitious multi-

national expedition ever undertaken
and it will serve as tactical HO. floating

laboratory, warehouse and satellite

communications centre of the enter-

prise.

As the research vessel travels west-
wards, mainly at tropical latitudes,

more than 40 expeditions will strike out

under a directing staff of well-known
scientists, explorers, service person-
nel and youth leaders from many
countries. Four thousand research
assistants (Venturers') aged between
17 and 24 will help them, performing
arduous tasks of setting up forward
HQs and research camps, gathering
da1a and making observations in pro-

jects covering a variety of disciplines:

biological, physical, medical, geologi-

cal, geographical, ecological and
archaeological. And BBC micro
systems donated by Acorn will be
relied upon to help in the field, on the

ship and back in the UK.
As the main system in use collating,

analysing and transmitting data gath-

ered in 150 projects undertaken across
the world over the four-year period - in

locations as diverse as the rain forests

of Costa Rica, the cold heights of the

Andes, the searing heat of the Oman
desert, and chilly Falklands and freez-

ing Antarctica - the Beeb will be
severely tested. And so will the Ven-
turers, who are each being recruited to

ACORN USER JANUARY 1985

serve three-month stints in the field.

Operation Raleigh (OR) follows in the

wake of the highly successful Opera-
tion Drake (1978-80), in which more
than 400 young men and women
worked together on 'projects of high

adventure' involving scientific re-

search and community tasks on world-
wide expeditions.

It was Operation Drake's patron, the

Computer Co-ordlnator of

Operation Raleigh David Hop-
kins: 'The weather map appli-

cation is an aspect we want to

develop.'

Prince of Wales, who suggested that it

should be repeated but on a much
larger scale. The earlier project cele-

brated the 400th anniversary of Drake's
circumnavigation. OR celebrates

another quatercentenary-the found-
ing of English-speaking North America
by Raleigh's colonists in 1584. It is

appropriate, therefore, that as many
Venturers from the US (about 1500) will

take part as from the UK. About 20
nations are involved, with strong con-

tingents from the developing nations to

be visited-

Prince Charles is again patron, and
director of operations is the intrepid

explorer Col. John Blashford-Snell,

The Raleigh, built as a trawler and
subsequently converted into a seismic

survey ship, was fitted out as a re-

search vessel inHull.Shewill link base
camps within each phase area, supply

forward HQs, ferry the Venturers and
act as a mother ship to the smaller craft

associated with each three-month

phase. She will also provide facilities

for marine research and diving. On
board are 'wef and 'dry' laboratories,

workshops and storage space for

specimens and equipment.

Eleven BBC micros form part of a

floating Acorn computing laboratory.

Four will operate on board and seven
will be ready to be taken into the field

under battery or generator power at

forward HQs.
The systems will use twin 400k disc

drives and Z80 or 6502 second pro-

cessors, and IEEE488 interfaces will

permit use of sensory and monitoring

equipment used in oceanographic stu-

dies. Sea water, for example, will be
monitored on board Raleigh to obtain

readings of fluorescence and biolumi-

nescence of marine algae.

Spark-jet printers and monitors have
been supplied by Acorn, and a Centro-

nics Horizon NLQ wide-carriage dot-

matrix printer will also be used. Verba-

tim isexclusivesupplier of discs.

David Hopkins, an educational

county co-ordinator, is OR's computer
co-ordinator. He works at Globe Engin-

eering, Hull, which undertook special-
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From the UK the 'Raleigh' sails west on its lour-year circumnavigation, calling at points in the Caribbean and Central and South America,

and around the Horn to the Falklands. The South Pacific phase doesn't begin until 1986. Phase I projects (to March '85) include Diving the

Blue Holes (conservation studies). Reef Watch. Sea grass mapping, an irrigation project and sail training -all in the Bahamas. Pictured

lower right is the 1900-ton 'Sir Walter Raleigh, formerly the seismic survey vessel 'Swanella'. She was converted in Hull for the Scientific

Exploration Society, the charity thai is organising Operation Raleigh. Aboard are teams of scientists worldng in 'wet' and 'dry'

laboratories, a worldwide communications centre, an Acorn computing lab and an exhibitions deck.

ist roles in converting the flagship. He
says: 'Two of the systems on board will

be used for general administration

tasks and two in scientific research-

Basic will be in use and each system is

fitted with View.

'With the Z80s we'll be running

Graphplan. Fileplan and the Nucleus

packages, and we've also been looking

at Acornsoffs database.'

The 6502s come complete with Bit-

stiks. which will be indispensable for

such tasks as map drawing and graphic

presentation-

The seven systems operating in the

field will be used for cataloguing arte-

facts, specimens and organisms, log-

ging and processing data, statistical

work and report preparation.

A Marisat terminal on board permits

satellite links between shore camps
and the ship and from the ship to the

UK, Data will be received at Goonhilly

and transmitted via the standard tele-

phone lines to scientists at Leeds
University, at the Queen's Dock HQ in

Hull and at the central HQ at St Kathar-

ine's Dock. London.

The OR organisers regard the com-
munications aspect of sending data

quickly and in volume back to the UK as

a research project in itself and Hopkins

welcomes advice and suggestions

from AU readers on these specialist

areas- The 'Downloading the Weather'

article in the August issue sparked off

some ideas, and Hopkins says: 'The

weather map application is something
we want to develop.'

Teams at Leeds, Hull and London
will be using Beebs to co-ordinate plan-'

ning and help organise research

groups in the field. They will also be

busy on applications development in

areas such as map-drawing, surveying

{terrestrial and marine), astronomy,

navigations, ship-handling and colli-

sion regulations.

Hopkins hopes that, using the

WS2000 modems supplied by Miracle

Technology of Ipswich. OR will set up a

Preslel link. 'We have ambitions to use

Micronet,' he says, 'which is cheaper
than a closed user network, although

I'd be interested to hear from any
micro-literate county co-ordinator who
wanted to set up a closed-user group.'

Investigating underwater caverns in

the Bahamas, mapping sea grasses in

the Caribbean, surveying wrecks in the

Falklands, looking for a lost Mayan city

in the jungles of Honduras, archaeolo-

gical digs on the coast of Oman, erect-

ing aerial walkways in the rainforest

canopy, pheasant-watching in Tibet-

such is the variety of fields in which the

Beeb's powers will be called upon.

What precautions will be made to pro-

tect delicate equipment?
'We've been experimenting with

cabinets to achieve climatic proofing

-

there's a hazard from mould in biotic

conditions,' says Hopkins. 'And we'll be

reporting back to Acorn.'

John Caswell, Acorn's promotions

manager, describes OR as 'the ideal

vehicle for us to show the user potential

of the system. It's being used in the field

on any number of tasks.'

He adds; 'We're also supplying Elec-

trons-they're smaller and more com-
pact for taking out to the camps and
they'll be welcome for off-duty enter-

tainment purposes.'

Acorn will be sending peripherals

such as the new Plus-3, 'In fact, we'll be

responding to OR on an ad hoc basis,'

says Caswell. 'When they come up with

a requirement we'll try to stucture a

package to meet it,

'Nobody knows the full potential of

the system, so we'll ail be doing a great

deal of learning.'

With Beebs and Electrons being

wielded to such effect in faraway

places over the next four years, Acorn
must be expecting to break new ground
in more ways than one.

WATCH future issues for exclusive

reports on how the Beebs are being

used in exotic locations.
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Any improvement
on Britains' No.l

word processing ROM••4

WORDWISE was Ihe very first ROM based product to be made available for the BBC computer and over the

iast couple of years it has become tlie most popular word processing system for the BBC machine with aimost
50,000 chips now sold.

Il has cDMsislently received excellent reviews tor its

ease of use and speed. It takes oiily minutes for ttie

user to become lamiliar with a powerful iirofcssional

word processing system.

iH^HriJHnsss

WORDWISE PLUS is now available exiendiuy the orif^iiial

program in many unique directions, Not only is the

program now twice the size but the package includes
two completely new manuals — an introductory
manual that gently introduces the newcomer to word
processing with WORDWISE, and a reference manual
listing all the commands.

THE WORDWISE PLUS PACKAGE CONTAIINS
1 16KROM
2 SPIRAL BOUND REFERENCE MANUAL

(180 Pages)
3 INTRODUC-rORY MANUAL

(156 Pages)
4 KEVSTRIP
5 TYPING TLTOR PROGRAM ^ilLKJ

(On cassette)
6 EXAMPLE TEXT

(On cassette)

7 EXAMPLE PROGRAMS enabling mail merging,
index generation etc.

WORDWISE PLUS is completely compatible with all

order versions and is able lo use existing WORDWISE
files without modification.

<C> Computer Concepts 1984

1> S*ve entire text
9 Z> Load new text
;
3> Save marked text

' 4> Load text to cursor
i 5> Search and Replace
}
6> Print text

', 7> Preview text
i 9> Spool text
1 9> Segment menu

ESC Edit Mode
"* wntwr ehDi

WORDWISE PLUS FEATURES

< >ver the last couple of years we have received
countless suggestions (or ways of extending or adding
new facilities to WORUWISE. It soon became obvious
that we would nol be able to implemenl every single

suggestion. Indeed, each person uses a word processor
in a dilferenl way — each individual has differing

re(|uirements — a feature that one person may think

essential another may have no need for

We have overcome this problem in two ways. Firstly we
have included the most commorily retiuested additions

and improvements. A number of new editing features
and a few more embedded command have been added.

Secondly a unique BASlC-like programming language
has been incorporated. This facility enables the
capabilities of this word processor to be extended in

an infinite number of ways,

'l*hc language Itself has fjeen designed, like WORDWISE,
lo be simple to use and utiderstand. Many of Ihe

commands look and act like BASIC commands and so
will Ije familiar to many users. However Ihe language
can control and use all the functlotis of the word
processor and can control anv aspect of WORLWISE
PLUS,

There are over 7,'> commands and functions In the

language alone, including numeric and string variables

and random access file handling. Up to 10 separate
programs may be held In memory ai once and of

course all the normal WORDWISE editing facilities are

available to enter and after tfie programs,

.\t the simplest level this language could be used lo

add new editing features. However more complex and
powerful programs can of course be written Four
useful examples are supplied with tlie WORDWISE
PLUS package.

1 J A mail merging program.

Z) An index generating program.

o) Two column text printout,

4 J ConllmHius ]}rocessing.



WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT
THE OLD WORDWISE

WORDWISE offers un extremely user friendlypnigram
It would make an excellent choice fur someone rattier

apprehensive aboul word processing.' E&CIH

WORDWISE IS slraightforward. friendly and excellent

value' . Practical Computing

'.
. . it is ideal for the home hohhiesi and small

businessman ' A&B Computing

'WORDWISE has won a devoted Ian club because of its

flexibility and case of use '

,
Practical compaling

'.
. . WOl^tiWlSE IS uii excellent wordprocessor
WORDWISE is thoroughly recommended

'

VIEWFAX25H

WHAT WIU THEY SAY ABOUT
WORDWISE PLUS?

Worcls-260 CMarac
O Sm i ( hi

,

24 Sentinel Awernjo

,

Hunger to ret,
Kent .

G Romero,
?& Dawn Rise,
Pi ttsburgh.
Hants

R Jacobs,
54 Stubble Road,
Remington,
Buckinghamshi re

.

Pe t e r Sve 1 gb 1 n

,

1941 Temple Road,
Sugar land,
Manchester.

Thomas Sav i n i

,

13 F r i daij Road

,

C r i insonw i 1 1 e , ^
Essex

.

SEGMENTS
When using W( >Kl)WISF. f'LlLS, tlie BRCs ttipmiiry is divided

between your text and iiiJ to 10 segments'. Each segment
may contain eillier a program ti( just niirmal text.

It is therefore possible to store and edit Lip to 1 1 separate

dcK'uments in memory, or 1 document and id programs,

or any niixlure.

(Mten when writing letters or articles it is tisefii) to keep a

notepad, with outlines of what you intend include.

In WdRiWISE PLU.S one of the segments could be reserved

for an electronic notepad. It would be a simple matter to

switch between your 'notepad' and vonr main document
with ju.sl a single key press.

SOME OF THE NEW EMBEDDED
COMMANDS AND EDITING
FEATURES:

Saving and loading oi text is now up to ten times faster

on disc, and now the computer gives the user a

warning if a document is going to be overwritten on
the disc or in memory.

New embedded command R will lully indent text

against Ihe right margin.

New commands for underlining and bold printing.

Tlie bold and underline effects are shown on screen —
and it is a .simple matter to configure tliese features for

any printer. Unlike other word processors there is no
need to liuy separate prniler driver programs.

There is now a working filename — i.e. WORDWISE,
remembers the name of the current document you are working
on — liiere is no need to lype the filename every time

^you load or save your text,

^New command lor deleting markers automatically.

Il is now pos.sible to print or preview a lile

directly from disc without having 1o load it

TEXT
DOCUMEIVr

SEG.2
PROGRAM

SEG.I
program)

Existing users of W( )RDWI,SK can upgrade to WORDWISE PLUS for S 17 -I- VAT ( i I9..i5 1. We are only able
to offer this service llirough ourselves at the address below — i'iease return ttie old WORDWISE package
complete with chip (suitably protected for postage] and the manual wilii yourche{|ue or P.O. or C)UOte~

your Access or Barclay number. We Will send you the complete new package.

WORDWISE PLUS for &17.00 + VAT.

SEGtIEHT MENU^
CO Computer Contzepts 1984

I > Save segmen t

2> Load segment "

3> Save marked text
4> Load text to cursor
5> Select segment ;0)
6> Print segment
7> Preview segment
8> Delete segment
9> t^ain menu

&49.00 + VAT(&56.35)

iComputer Concepts
Gaddesdeti Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 fiEX

Tel, Hemel Hempstead (04-12) 63933
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ares
MICRO SUPPLIES

Send for detailed newsletter.

All prices inclusive of VAT & Carriage—
NO EXTRAS! Please State 40 or 80 track disc
and state which D.F.S, you use

98 Middlewich Rd.,

Northwich, Cheshire CW9 7DA.
Tel: 0606 48511

Open 9—5pm Monday— Friday

All Disc Software now
available on 3" disc-
add £3 to printed prices



No, we're not trying to turn

the mathematical estabUshment

on its head.What we mean is that

the new version 2.0 ofour DDFS is the

most powerful on the market.

And that makes our 2 number 1

!

Compare COMPATIBILITY

Acornsoft ELITE

CLARES new REPLICA II

Databases MINI-OFFICE

GEMINI SOFTWARE
WORDWISE
All current Acornsoftware*

Double Density Storage Capacity

Automatic 40/80 Switching*

Copying between Densities

without user intervention

Small 2x2 board

HnnnnHnannBnnnnBnnDDBDnanBnnDDBnnnn
Bnnna
Bnnnn

If you don't score 10 out of 10, you won't have N"l COMPATIBILITY

* DECEMBER 19S^

UD.M. AL'THOKISLU DKALKHS
Microwarv

Microwan.'

Micnnvari'

>1iiri>w'iirt.'

IXX.
Lion lluusi-

Carson iXwiiipnifnls

Humt Tiihniilon.vt'inlrt-

Castlfhursl Lid.

\orth l.ontloi) 01-2HI 24:11

froydon

City

SUikf

IS rati ford

London

Koniriird

C hi.' 1 insford

\orlh E^ndun

UI-77Ui;J7;j

UI-247S577
()7«li-2698S;j

0274-^90114

01-637 IHUl

070H-2704;t

0245-359944

(tl -44(j 2280

StalaCDtiiLld.

A. J. Vision

Imnnian Computirs

BcrrysCompulirs

Frank Borda

C'onipuliTwist

C'omputir Tradv Cvnlrc

Uatal'arts

First Ludunics

Sumy
W'l'St London

N. Iri'bnd

liucrnsi'v

>1alla

IklKium

tiriici'

Austriilia

Holland

01-lilil22tili

OI(i37'iOSO

02ti.W-(i2H5fS

0481 28797
(i2332li-290:)H

03-231i3l-,-4

77-75-'i2'i

(158-21 -71.10

01720 7HWK>

UNilED DiSKyMEMORiES LTD

Stanhope House • Fairbridge Road • London M9 4HP • 01-281 2438
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Acornsod announce tidinojs of ^eat joy

forholh BH(i Microand Electron owners: eitjhi

brand new programs ior Christmas.

I .ach one makes an ideal stockint^ filler.

TheyVe all available al your local

Acornsoft stockist. Forthe address or to order

by credit card simply ring 0933 79300.

Or you can send oil lor our catalogue by

writing to Acornsoft e/o Vector Marketing,

London Road, Wellingborough, Northants

NN8 2RL.

Altematively,however,you could always take

achanceanddropa^"^^^^PMOACT
to Father Christmas. /IwUKWOvT I

SDllwarr iiii ill.- i!IJI 1 Mii'iii iiml l'',lrrlriin.



9.00 Firebug
A fast moving arcade-type game in which you are a fireman, trying to rescue some oil

dnims and take them to the safety of a water tank. Your opponent is the firebug who
mns around Hghting fires which move slowly towards the drums and fire extinguishers,

destroying them if contact is made.

10.00 Maze
A giipping graphics game where you enter a top secret installation with the aim of steal-

ing secrets from a rival company. The security system, however, has many levels each

consisting of a maze of corridors patrolled by armed robot guards. Complete with full

colour 3-1) graphics, sound effects and a high score table.

12.00 Elite

A superb 3-dimensional graphics game that's light years ahead of any other. You are

a space traderwho roams the universe, making yourliving from buyingand selling cargo

in your Cobra space craft On your travels, you will encounter aggressors who are eager

to put an end to your deahngs. Be warned, only the fittest wiU survive.

LOO Crazy Tracer

I

A crazy adventure in which you guide a paint roller round the edge of a maze of

rectangles, while avoiding the monsters which are trying to stop you by crushing the

roUer. Beware - as the game progresses, so the number of monsters chasing you
will increase.

'

3.00 Go
'Go' is a board game for two players which originated in China 3000 years ago and is now
more popular than Chess in the Far East, It requires strategic insight, intuition and a

strong, ciilculating mind. If you wish, you can also challenge the computer at di ffering

degrees of difficulty. A velly good game indeed.

4.00 Watch Your Weight
At last, a weight-loss program designed especially for you. With it, your computer
becomes an expert wholly conversant with and sympathetic to your needs, and will

help you choose an appropriate and individual weight-loss plan. The program also

includes a calorie counter and a series of apposite menu suggestions to help stimulate

your imagination when you just can't think what to eat

5.00 The Complete Cocktail Maker
With everything from a Black Russian to a Betsy Ross, this program contains data

sufficient to concoct a staggering 320 different cocktails.

6.00 Paul Daniels^ Magic Show
Stun andamazeyourfriendswithyourastoundingfeatsofmagie. This program contains

ten tricks to be performed by or with your BBC Micro/Electron. Hurry though - it's

bound to disappear fast



PRINTERS
DOT MATRIX

All printers have centronic parallel interface unless otherwise
stated. All printers have hi-res dot addressable graphic mode.

Please send SAE for full details.

EPSON
FX80160CPS10"vi/idefriction&pinfeed £347 + VATE399
FX100160CPS15"widefnctionStractorfeed £499 + VATE574
RX80Fn'100CPS10"vi/idefriction&tractorfeed £239 + VATE275
RX80 100 CPS 10" wide tractor feed £199 + VATE229
RXIOOF/TIOOCPSfriction&tractorfeed £385 + VATE443
6143RS23lnterfaceforFXandRXprinters £39 + VAT £45
8148RS232lnterfacewrth2Kbufferxonxoff E60 + VAT £69
Ribbon Cartridge for RX80FX80&MXaO E5 + VAT £6
Ribbon Cartridge for FX100S.MX100 £7 + VAT E8

STAR
Gemini 10X120CPS10"vi/idefriction&tractorfeed £200 + VATE229
Gemini15X120CPS15"widefriction&tractorfeed £295 + VATE339
Gemini Ribbon £3 + VAT £3

SEIKOSHA
BP 420 designed for the business world, 420CPS in

draftmode, IIOCPSinNLQmode. £1095 + VATE1259

SMITH
CORONA
Fastext 80: 80 col, 80CPS. Friction feed standard

TAXAN KAGA
160CPS10"wide27CPSNLQ24 X 16matrix
160CPS15"vt/ide27CPSNLQ24 x lOmatrix

CANON
PW1080A
160CPS NLQ
mode 27CPS, 10"

wide uiction &
tractor feed
£299 + VATE344
PW1156A
160CPSNLQ
mode, 15" wide
friction & tractor
feed
£379 + VAT £436

COLOUR PRINTERS
Seii(OShaGP700A 7 colour50CPS printer

Canon PJ1080A7colour40CPSinl( jot printer

£149 + VAT El 71

£269 + VAT £310
E349 + VAT E401

DAISYWHEEL
JUKI 6100/1 PRINT
20CPSBi-Directional Logic seeking 10 12 15CP1
+ PS spacing 2K buffer best selling Daisywheel
Singer sheet feeder unit

Tractor Unit

RS232 Interface

Spare Daisywtieel

BROTHER HR-15
13 CPS Bi directional 10, 12, 15 CP1 + PS
Keyboard Unit

Single Stieet Feeder Unit

Tractor Unit

QUENDATA
20 CPS Unidirectionai 10 12 15 CP1

E299 + VATE344
£391 + VATE449

£324 + VAT £373
£182 + VAT £209
E95 + VAT El 09
£52 + VAT £59
£14 + VAT £16

£344 + VAT E395
£139 + VAT £159
£217 + VAT £249
£95 + VAT £109

£217 + VAT £250

All our printers have 1 year warranty

MONITORS
PHILIPS
7001 High Res Green Screen wilh sond input

E65 + VATE75

GM1211
GM1211 18 MHZ High Res Monochrome
Monitor with lilt and swivel stand available in

)n or amber etched antiglare screen

(please specify colour £B6 + VAT £99

SANYO
DM8112 12" Green screen

18MHZ Hi- Res
E86 + VAT e99

DM2112 12" Green
screen 15MHZ
£66 + VAT £75

MICROVITECCUB
1431 MS 14" RGB Normal Res Colour

£173 + VAT E199
1451 MS 14" RGB Medium Res Colour

£251 + VAT E289
1441 MS 14" RGB Higti Res Colour

£417 + VAT £479

MICROVITEC FOR QL
1451 14" Medium Res Colour. Specially
designedlorSinclairOL £239 + VAT E2T5

MITSUBISHI
High Res Monochrome elched antiglare

green screen IBM/BBC Compatible
£86 + VAT E9fl

ACORN
BBC MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM

WE ARE AN OFFICIAL BBC
COMPUTER DISTRIBUTOR

DEALER ENQUIRIES ARE WELCOMED

Acorn
Electron

£199 INC
VAT

APPROVED ECONET SERVICE CENTRE
WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE OF SOFTWARE FOR

BBC MICRO INCLUDING ACORNSOFT, BBC
SOFTWARE, LONGMANS SOFTWARE, PLEASE
SEND LARGE STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE

FOR FULL DETAILS.

cnmpuTER
GRDUP

28/29 BURNT MILL HARLOW, ESSEX CM20 2HU U.K.

Tel. HARLOW (0279) 443521 Telex: 816694 AKHTER G

DISC I

100% BBC COMPATIBLE MITSUBISHI AND
TEAC SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES

These drives are supplied ready cased with all the necessary
cables formatting program and User Guide
There are some very useful utilities included on formating disc

e.g.

* DISASSEMBLER: This is 6502 machine code disassembler
* DUP: To copy and rename a file on disc
* FORMAT; Formating progam for 40 & 80 tracks
' FREE; This utility provides a disk usage analysis
* MDUMP; Enables you to display and modify any part of

BBC memory
' MERGE: Merge a number of text files into one file

* RELOCATE: Downloads a basic program to 8.E00
' SDUMP: Screen dump for EPSON In all graphic modes
* VERIFY: Verifies every sector on a disk
' MENU: A flexible menu program



PRODUCTS
BBC Microcompuler Model B
BBC Mod B - disk interface

BBC Mod B - Econet interface
BBC Mod B disk and Econet interfaces
BBC Compatible 100K disk drive

BBC Compatible dual 800K disk drive
Acorn 280
Acorn 6502 Second Processor
Acorn Bit slick

Acorn lEE Interface

Acorn Electron plus 1 interface
BBC Prestel Adaptor
BBC Telexl receiver (Aug)
BBC cassette recorder and lead
Disk interface kit (free fitting)

Mod A to Mod B upgrade kit

Fitting charge for A to B upgrade kit

16K memory upgrade kit

Games paddles
User Guide
Advanced User Guide
Econet Guide
Econet interface (free fitting)

Speecti interface (free fitting)

BBC disk manual - formating disk
Parallel printer cable
BBC word processor (view) £52 +

YOUR CONTACT AT AKHTER
Tel: 0279 443521 (12 lines)

DEALER/BULK ENQUIRIES
TELEPHONE ORDERS . ..
DEALER annpat:
EXPORT ENQUIRIES
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
ArrniiMTc:

LITERATURE REQUEST „

HAMAYUN MUGHAL
CARON ANDREWS

MOHAMAD EDIB
ALAN LAFFOLEY

............ JOHNMAULE

ORDERING INFORMATION
We accept official orders from UK Governmeni and EducationM ablishmenls. Carriage is E2.50 + VAT (UK only) for normal
Oeiivefy. If express delivery is required please add E8.O0 + VAT per
parcel. We accept telephone orders on Barclay and Access card

^3t%^'^9J2.VS^
'''^"^ ''° ''"^'S). all cfieques made payat)le toAKHTcH INSTRUMENTS".

MB. All prices are subject to change vi/ithout notice
and are rounded up to the nearest pound

OPENING HOURS: MON-FRI 9am-6.30Dm. SAT 10am-5Dm.
We welcome callers, no parking problems.

DRIVES
Single drive 100K40trks single sided

Dual drive 200K 40 trks single sided

Singledrlve200K401rksdouble sided

Dual drive 400K 40 trks double sided

Singledrive 400K 80 trks double sided

Single drive 400K 40 80 trks

switchableDS

Dual drive 800K 80 trks double sided

Dual drive 800K 40 80 trks

switchableDS

Dual Drive 800K 40 80 trks + PSU
+ builtinmonitor stand

£86 +VAT £99

£164 + VAT £189

£138 + VAT £159

£260 + VAT £299

£152 + VAT £175

£155 + VAT £179

£303 + VAT £349

£31 2 + VAT £359

£373 + VAT £429

All above drives are low power slimline (0 3 A typ

at + 12vand0 4at + 5v per drive) Normally extra

power supply is not required. The BBC Computer

power supply is designed to drive to low power

drive (IT IS NOT DESIGNED TO DRIVE INTERNAL

ROM BOARD)

SSDDdisketts{10Box)

DSDDdisketts(IOBox)

£18 + VAT £20

£23 + VAT £26

BUSINESS
SYSTEMS

COMPLETE BUSINESS PACKAGE
This system is based on 16 Bit 8088
Processor 128K RAM, 2X730K Floppy
Disc Drives, High Res Monitor, fast
(leOcps) Dot Matrix Printer, Wordstar
Word processor. Calcstar Spreadsheet
Program, complete integrated
Accounts package consisting of Sales
Ledger, Purchase Ledger, Nominal
Ledger, Invoicing, Stock Control,
Payroll and mailing list.

Complete turnkey system at an
unbelievable price.

Delivered Only £1495 + VAT £1719
Delivered and Installed plus J day
training £1595 + VAT E1834

APRICOT PC
'Portable Executive Computer" 16 Bit Micro- 256K RAM up to 1.44 megabytes
flopy disk storage. 3{ " Sony disks. Portable brief case styling. Modem with auto
dialler (optional) hard disk optional. Vast software library (compatible with Sirius

Apricot with Double Drive, Monitor and Free Printer £1790 + VAT E20S9

APRICOT XI
As above but with 10MB Winchester Drive and Single 315K Drive plus
Supenwriter, Supercalc and FREE JUKI 6100 Printer

£2995 + VAT E3444

SANYO PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER
SANYO 550 SANYO 555
16 Bit Micro 128K RAM expandable to Sanyo MBC555 128K double drive and
256K. Single or Double Disk drive built free software including Wordstar
in full colour graptiics (640x200 pixels Calcstar, Inforstar, Datastar etc.

8 colours) IBM compatible. Free
software. Sanyo MBC 550 128K RAM
single drive and free software including
Wordstar and Calcstar

£749 + VAT E862

SANYO 550-2
As 550 but witti Dual Drive 2 x 160K

£849 + VAT £976

SANYO 550-360
As 550 but with 2 X 360K Drives

£999 + VAT E1149

SANYO 550-730
As 550 but witti 2 x 730K Drives

£1049 + VAT £1206

£999 -I- VAT £1149

SANYO 555-360
As 555 but with 2 x 360K Drives

£1249 -I- VAT £1436

SANYO 555-730
As 555 but with 2 x 730K Drives

£1299 + VAT £1494

SANYO SYSTEMS INCLUDE
FREE HIGH RES GREEN

MONITOR

WORD PROCESSING
COMPLETE SYSTEMS FROM £650 + VAT

BBC 1: BBC Micro Model B, View (or

Wordwise) Wordprocessor, Quendata
20 CPS Daisywheel Printer, High Res
Green Monitor, Cassette Recorder plus

10 cassettes and all the necessary
cables £650 + VAT = £747.50

BBC 2: BBC Micro Model B -f Disk
Interface, View (or Wordwise)
Wordprocessor, 100K Disk Drive, High
Res Green Monitor, Quendata 20 CPS
Daisywheel Printer, 1 Box of Disks and
all the necessary cables

£799 + VAT = £918.85

BBC 3; Same as System BBC2 but with
400K Drive

£875 + VAT = £1006.25

BBC 4:Same as System BBC 2 but with
400K Drive and JUKI 6100 Daisywheel
Printer

£975 -I- VAT = £1121.25.

BBC 5: BBC Model B + Disk Interface,

View (or Wordwise) Wordprocessor,
SOOKDual Disk Drive (Mitsubishi). High
Bes Green Monitor, JUKI 6100
Daisywheel Printer, 1 Box (10) of 80
Track DS discs and all necessary
cables £1 145 + VAT = £1316.75.

SAN 1: Sanyo MBC 550 Series 16 Bit

Microcomputer, 128K Ram, Dual 160K
drives (2 x 160K), High Res Graphics
(600 X 200 pixels in 8 colours), JUKI
6100 Daisywheel Printer, High Res
Green Monitor. 1 Box of 10 discs,
Wordstar Wordprocessor, Calcstar
spreadsheet and all the necessary
cables £1175 + VAT = E1351.25
SAN 2: Same as SAN 1 but with Dual
360K Drives (2x360K)

£1345 + VAT = £1546.75
SAN 3: Same as SAN 1 but with Dual
720K Drives

£1395 + VAT = £1604.25
SAN 4: Sanyo MBC 555 Series 16 Bit

Microcomputer. 128K Ram. Dual 160K
Drives (2 x 160K), High Res Graphics
(600 X 200 pixels in 8 colours) JUKI 6100
Daisywtieel Printer, High Res Green
Monitor, 1 Box of 10 discs, Wordstar,
Wordprocessor. Calcstar spreadsheet,
Mai I merge, Spellstar (diclionary),

Datastar (database), Reporlstar plus all

the necessary cables
£1295 + VAT = £1489.25.

SAN 5: Same as SAN 4 but with Dual
360K Drives

£1475 + VAT = £1696.25
SAN 6: Same as SAN 4 but with
Dual 730K Drives

£1525 + VAT = £1753.75

If you require High Res Colour Monitor instead of High Res
Green Monitor in Sanyo Systems please add £320 +
VAT = £368 to the above prices.
•128K RAM Upgrade for all above Sanyo systems
(makes a total of 256K RAM) £150 + VAT
= £172.50 including fitting. ^
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¥)u should see vA)3it he'sjust seen.

Micronet 800.

Stretching the mind ofyour micro
far beyond its limits.

Micro evolution continues with
this unique communications, informa-

tions and software system. Set on our
mainframes nationwide.

Includes 30,000 pages and access

to Prestel™ with its fijil range ofservices.

A treinendous Communications
section that networks you to thousands
of other members across the country
Send and receive electronic messages
and graphics at a touch of a button.

And there's the Chatline service,

Swapshop and Teleshopping.

Check with daily updates on the

very latest computer news.

Micronet also has its own huge
facts data base.

And a choice ofup-to-the-minute
software to download absolutely free.

For only ;^13 a quarter and just a

local telephone call whenever you
want to connect up (that's only 22p per
halfhour at cheap rates) you could be
part of Micronet.

The only accessory you need is a

Modem.
A small price to pay to join the

other visionaries on this exciting new
system.

Fill in the coupon for more details

and send to Micronet 800, Durrant
House.S Herbal Hill.London EC1R5EJ.

But be warned, Micronet 800s
features are almost limitless and
constantly updating. So maybe youH be
better to call in at Laskys, John Lewis,
main Boots or your local Micronet 800
Action Station.

To feast your eyes on all the

amazing things it can do.



BuydirectthtoughPrestel(Page^2582020) \lMSflO
usingyourAccess card \

wf^^^——
N\ost programs avaHabie on Micronet
lot, MAILING Holds 2 18 addresses Alpha 81 Pqsi code sons

scarctiKS jny lab«Mornial delele add and amend E1195 B

t-Oi GAMES 1 b Card Minefield Dans Pomoon S Mrmidun E5 95 S.E

JtU' STOCKMARKET Eitmna world q' Siotks and shares. 1-1 Elayers C5 95 BiE

J(J1 HANGMAN Word game m English French. German Halipn Spanrsh £7 96 B

302 DISTANCES Three graphic maps ot U K EUROPE fli Ihe WORLD
Caltulflle the dislance between any 2 places £4 96 Bt

3D3 FLAGS 9B tylH-ulciir Flags of Ihe world wilh ouBSHoria £4 95 Bt
304 STATPACK SlaliMits pac*.3gH Hiviny ever 3D resijlls C1196 B

'iOb GRAPH P-oOiiCcysneagraphs&c'iarlsDMuncliQns £7 95 B

J06 FRENCH A Wfw audio i/isual tonipuler way lo learn ii lanyuaye £7 95 B

307 SPELL CHECK Add to WORDWISE
15000 word:, in 1? diclionBiies idealln education 617 95 B

504 PROCAID includes SEARCHBAS to search a SASIC Drogram and aller il

PHOCVAR to iisl variables in a BASIC program Si PROCFLUSH to ^lear

esiderit iiileyersin F M E3 45 A.i

50b UTILITY A Our besl selling lapB includes PROCAIO DEFCHER 10

Jesign&disi.idv yraiihiL iiharaclers SORTM'C a very last machine

cude numeiit soil. SOHTBAS Ihe uridispoled 'aslesl BASIC sorl loulme C5 95 A i

'j20 BANNER Print giani K-il and graphics on paper for displays £3 95 A. I

5^1 B'GLETR Print as above on screen,' paper vyilh screen dump C6 95 A.E

600 FORTH 79 FORTH second language HOIVI £34 74 B

601 LOGO FORTH Advanced TutHe Graphics Lsntjuage ROM with FORTH £57 50 B

e02 PASCAL T SlruclureUlsnguageROWwilh compiler, inletpreter £57 50 '>

60J XCAL Computer Assisted Learning ROt^ lor presentalions £65 00 B

aOb WORDWISE Super fasiS easy lo use wordprocessor 111 ROM £33 95 B

Wb CDUMP Screen dumii 6 colours suitable for GP700A £12 95 B

607 GDUMP Screen dump ROM 8 shades a si;es and windows £17 96 B

608 GRAPHICS NEW ROM lor Sprues LOGO circles etc £27 50 B

/OO BOOKS Various tmes for the BBC Micro from £5 95
801 CASSETTES C1b Compute' auality tapes paclied in tOs t4 50

BIO 6 25 DISCS MEMOREX SS..SD40/aOT £19 95 SS.' DD 40.'B0T £20 95

901 EPSONRX80T/F Superb TOOcpswHh Tractor & FncHOn feed EZ75 00

902 EPSON FX-80 Magnificent iSOcps 6 'oums graphics F T Roll C365 00

910 DISC DRIVES Slimline 3 Or 5'^ lOOK-BOOK Japanese Format disc £369 00
caOit and excellent manual Plus £50 of FREE Soflware £189 00

915 DISC UPGRADE Double or Smgle Density avsilsSie m one System £89 00
920 VOU STAND Stainless Support proiecis your micro £19 95

930 GREEN VDU 1

2" Green Monitor cream sloping iront case £79 95
931 COLOUR VDU JVC f4 ' Colour Monitor 370 470 pi»el5 £179 95

ADD VAT TO At-L PRICES EXCEPT BOOKS
Add £1 75 for programs on 40 or 80 Track Disc. No post charge in UK
Send for our free brochure for more information before parting witli

your money

memo-calc
107 MEMO CALC £12 95 B C/D
IT MUST BE AMONG THE LEAST EXPENSIVE PIECES OF USEFUL
SOFTWARE YOU WILL EVER BUY Revue bv Practical Computing July
1983
Dalabase/calcsheet program wtiigh allows up to 255 columns. The
number of rows is automatically set from 5 to over 1000 depending on
the columns declared Both numeric and alphanumeric data can be
stored in any cell and can be of any length up to 255 characters.

There are a multitude of uses for this program from accounts to diaries.

club or personnel records etc and is probably the one program that we
all need MODE?
107a Manual for MEMO CALC included free otherwise £2 00 (0% VAT)

Pi¥iC
Part 1 is a BASIC program running in MODE? vwhich accepts new data
on employees, allows additions, deletions and alterations, listinq of P35
& automatic alterations to the codes as required by tax notice P7X
Fully user friendly' with colour and graphics to make life simple for the
operator
Part 2 (WEEKLY) or Part 3 IMONTHLY) is designed to handle the
calculations of waaes and N I It allows for standard oav. two overtime
rates, optional pension funds (monthly only) Other pay. holiday pay.
bonuses post tax adjustments and no pay
106b COIN ANALYSIS C4 95 B C/D
106c PENSION C4 95 B C/D EXTRA
106d PAYSLIP FORMS £25.00 per 1000 EXTRA
Buy direct or
Prestel

No. 25821534.

£27.95
+ VAT

MostPrograms

fljroi^ DilCi^ Dealer EnquiriesmOJ^ OM9t%0 Welcome

ORGANISATION AT
YOUR FINGERTIPS!
We are pleased to offer you a

wide range of products
primarily for the BBC
microcomputer software,

firmware arid hardware for

your computer system.

PERSONALISED SOFTWARE
"We are happy to quote for writing

ptogiams to suit your own specific

purpose Please telephone for detals in

first instance
"

lUIS.1t=l-

ÔHl

< /I
4=i-H!i:i.i.i:<

102 CASHBOOK El 1 95 B C/D
FIRST CHOICE This is a double entry cashbook program showing cash
and bank credits and debits 1 e 4 columns Any number of individual
accounts can be used and analysed or totalled individually or
cumulatively by associated group A friendly but very practical, and
reliable program which despite its low cost is used by many people in a
range of situations from domestic and clubs to schools and businesses
MODE?
102dCASHBOOKd £19 95 B D
SECOND CHOICE This version of the above program uses random
access disc files and can hold up to 1250 entries on 100K discs and up to
2500 on 200k discs There is sophisticated protection against
unauthorised use built m MODE 7

102f ACCOUNT C29 95 B
THIRD CHOICE This version of the above program uses random access
disc files and an hold up to 1 100 entries on loOK discs, and up to 2250
on 200K discs. Included is a choice of CASH/BANK or VAT/BANK
headings Over 830000 possible accounts combinations Ledger sheets
and summaries can be printed as well as full accounts The latest

balance is available at any time This program is only available on disc
MODE 7

Special Interest Items
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

R^^i^^^I^^^Top
RANDOM MAILING up to 1850

addresses, names, phone numbers & codes one
disc, Selective printing any number of labels, repeat,

stationery or fan fold. Automatic WORDWISE &
letters produced repeatedly with personalised names
many other features such as automatic sorting by

company or personal names. By far the best and most
comprehensive program of its type for the BBC Micro

Price £29.95 + VAT

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
Price RRP Save

BROTHER 16cpsHR1 E259 00 £299 £ 40

BROTHER 20cpsHR15 E369 00 £445 £ 76

BROTHER 25cpsHR25 £599.00 £750 £151

BROTHER 35cpsHR35 £74900 £925 £176
BROTHER CE-51 C309 00 £365 £ 56
BROTHER CE-60 £343 00 £410 £ 67
EPSON IScpsDXlOO £399.00 £475 £ 76

QUEN-DATA18CPS £230 00 £290 £ 60
OUME20gps12/20 E452 00 £595 £143
RICOH 20cpsRP-1200 £481 00 £595 £114
RICOH 30cpRP-1300S £799.00 £999 £200
SILVER REED12cpEXP500 £282 00 £329 £ 47
STAR 1 8 ops Powertvpt' £308 00 £364 £ 56

Carnage add C7.50 Cables £12 50 All prices + VAT

rHiero-flid
25 F6reSt.Praze,Camborne

Cornwall.TR140JX tel:0209 831274
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A/OM/47"MSra Teletext and Prestel

combined unit for the BBC micro. The Teletext

has even greater performance. With this unit

you can see the picture as well as the text,

subtitles, etc. The Prestel is not just a modem
but full autodial, I.D. etc. Telesoftware can be
obtained from both medium's.
TELETEXT PRESTEL MXV05 only £198

PRESTEL ONLY £75

Infra-Red Remote Control Option.
Also can be used with Spectrum, Einstein &

IBM PC
All prices include software, instruction manual,

connector cables, postage and VA T when applicable.

(Specify 40/80 track if disc required.)

LION VIEWDATA
18 Harcourt Terrace, London SW10

FORTY OF THE BEST.
1 THE ELITE Acornso ft OUR PRICE £12.45
2 GRAND PRIX S Invasioin OUR PRICE E7.95

3 .SONOFBLAGGER Alligator OUR PRICE E6 95
4 FRAKi Aardvark OUR PRICE C7 95
5 DUNE RIDER Micro Power OUR PRICE £695
6 MR WIZ Superior OUR PRICE E5 95
7 WINGED WARLORDS Superior OUR PRICE C595
8 JET PACK Uinmaie OUR PRICE r6 95

9 ..ZAMY KONG JUNIOR Superior OUR PRICE E5,95
to TARZAN Alligator OUR PRICE £6.95

11 . ,, BLITZKRIEG 5. Invasion OUR PRICE £5.95
12 STOCK CAR Micro Power OUR PRICE £6 95
13 ..WALLABY Superior OUR PRICE £5.95
14 FORTRESS Pace OUR PRICE £7 45
15. . STAR STRIKER Superior OUR PRICE £5-95
16 MR EE Micro Powei OUR PRICE £5 95
17. AVIATOR AcornsotI OUR PRICE £12.45
18 MIILIONAIRE Incenlive OUR PRICE £6 95
19. . . SWAG Micro Power OUR PRICE £5.95
20 MICRO OLYMPICS Database OUR PRICE £4-95

21. -BLAGGER Ailigalor OUR PRICE £6.95

22 OVEROHIVb Supefioi OUR PRICE 15 95
23 .

JET BOAT S. Invasion OUR PRICE £5.95
24 FRENZY Micro Power OUR PRICE £6 95
25 ..COLOSSAL ADV. Level Nine OUR PRICE £8.45

26 CHARTBUSTERS Alligator OUR PRICE C8 45
27 STARMAZE S. Invasion OUR PRICE £5.95

28 RUBSLE TROUBLE Micro Power OUR PRICE £6 95
29 - . 1 984 Incenlive OUR PRICE £6,95
30 ,

ZALAGA Asrdvark OUR PRICE £7 95
31 . ..BMXONTHEMOON Superior OUR PRICE £5.95

32 SPACE PILOT Superior OUR PRICE £5 95
33 ..BLOCKBUSTER Micro Power OUR PRICE E6-95
34 AIRLIFT Superior OUR PRICE £5.95

35- ..THEHULK Adv. Inter. OUR PRICE £6 95
36 FELIX a E WEEV Micro Power OUR PRICE £5 95
37- ..SUPER POOL S. Invasion OUR PRICE £5,95
33 GAUNTLET Mic'P Power OUR PRICE £5.95

39. . JACK &THE BEANSTALK Superior OUR PRICE £5.95
AQ STARFLEET ENC Micro Power OUR PRICE £5 95

D ISC versions. \l pioduced, are ava lable for £2 more than the cassette price.

Our new software catalogue is now available - why not send fof a copy?

All prices include worldwide delivery don 'r delay, order today'

Simply send a cheque/PO with yotj r order to
J B INTERNATIONAL, 15 The Chestnuts, Hertford. Herts SG13 SAG. |

0992 533184 (24-hrs),

- ..FORGET ABOUT THE REST!

WeVe a soft touch-

for BBC microRON
and DISC software
BBC MICRO ROM SOFTWARE

PHOOUCT CODE ROM

1000 View Word Processor- Acorn

1 001 Viewsheet Spreadsheet - Acorn

1002 1.2 Operating System- Acorn

1003 Basic 2 for BBC Micro- Acorn

1004 DNFSChip(DFS1.20-NFS3.60)- Acorn

1010 Wordwise - Computer Concepts

1011 Disc Doctor- Computer Concepts

1012 Termi - Computer Concepts

1113 Graphics - Computer Concepts

1114 Gremlin- Computer Concepts

1115 Printmaster - Computer Concepts

1116 Caretaker - Computer Concepts

1117 Communicator - Computer Concepts

1125 Toolkit- Beebugsoft

1126 Exmon- Beebugsoft

1130 Datagem Database- Gemini

BBC MICRO DISC SOFTWARE
PRODUCT CODE

1 1 70 Spellcheck - View 40T Beebugsoft

1 1 71 Spellcheck- Wordwise40T Beebugsoft

1 1 74 Masterfile - Beebugsoft 40T

1 1 75 Masterfile - Beebugsoft 80T

1 1 76 Design - Beebugsoft 40T

1178 Teletext- Beebugsoft 401

1 1 85 Inv & Sales Ledger Accounts - Gemini

1190 B-Base- Clares

1192 Replica II- Clares

1194 The Key- Clares

1200 Bel Base+ Matlshot- Bel Tech

1210 Mini Office- Database Pub40T

1211 Mini Office - Database Pub 80T

Please tick ( %^) each item required. If more than one required, state number

I enclose Cheque/ PO for E

Add Postages Packing up to 3 items H 00 (or UK, t3 00 for Overseas For 3 lo 6 items,

add E2.00 for UK, £6.00 for overseas Personal callers always welcome

I ptetef to pay ACCESS/ BARCLAYCARD (Delete as necessary)

Card Number

Name

Address: .

PRICE INC VAT

58.00 a
58.00 D
10.00 D
34.00 D
28.75 D
42.00 D
32.00 D
32.00 D
32.00 D
32.00 D
32.00 D
32.00 n
65.00 a
26.00 n
26.00 D
125.00 D

DISC PRICE IKC VAT

18.00 D
ft 18.00 D

18.00 D
18.00 D
18.00 D
12.00 D

ni 98.00 D
24.00 n
12.00 n
12.00 n
18.00 n
7.95 n
7.95 a

Open from 9-5 weekdays. 9-5 Saturdays

Prices subiecl to change without notice and subiecl lo availabiMy. m a

Vi;;lerv
Post to VIGLEN COMPUTER SUPPLIES SOFTWARE OEPAHTMENT

UNIT 7. THUMPERS WAY, HANWELL LONDON W7 20A
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UVIPROM
EPROM PROGRAMMER

Available from GROUNDCONTROLtocomplemenl our last

selling UVIPAC EPROM eraser is a low cost EPROM
programmet lor the BBC microcomputer wViich will enable
Ihe experienced user lo program 2764 and 27128 EPROMS
The sollware available enables an EPROM lobe programmed
from disc. Sideways RAM (STL SWR compatible) or master

EPROM A disc drive IS essential

The unii, called the UVIPROM, isavailablein two versions, le,

UVIPROM 1 IS the basic version consisting ol an uncased
PCB with a normal 28 pm IC socket. UVIPROM 2 is also an

uncased PCB but wilh a 2S pin TEXTOOL Econoiip zero

insertion force (ZIF| socket, screwdriver operated.

UVtPROM plugs into Ihe user pori on Ihe BBC microcomputer
using a 30 way ribbon cable and sorkei, taking its power
directly tfom the computet II has a swilchmode power supply

(Of Vpp (21 volts nominal] voltage generation CurrBnl

consumption is 60 mA read, 200 mA program Two switches

with LED indicators are provided, one for powering down
UVIPROM 10 insert an EPROM. and one for Vpp on/o(f

The 1.0 UVIPROM software is available on Sideways ROM
[EPROM] only from us, and Ihe following commands are

available *TEST (blank check I, *REAOIafsp] (read EPROM
to disc], *BLOW (alspl (blow EPROM wilh named lilel, *VIEW
(look at conlenis ol EPROM after read), *COMP (afsp)

(Compare contents of EPROM to source) When using

*BL0W,*VIEWand*COMP the screen displays the data in

he* and ASCII lormat, in full colour EPROM data storage

starts at S2000 II you have STL SWR then you can ol course
pul UVIPROM 1 .Oonlo disc and erase Ihe EPROM lor further

use The software is also available from STL on volume 8.

Prices

UVIPROM 1 UVIPROM 2 UVIPROM t.O ROM

£20.95 £25.95 £8.00

UVIPAC EPROM ERASER
The UVIPAC was designed especially for the home \
microcompuler enttiusiasl. but is equally useful in the ^
development lab when quick erasure o( iusi a couple ol \
EPROMS IS required

A special type of discharge tube is used lo help achieve
the very compact dimensions ol ihe unit, which is housed
ina90x80x40mmplasticcase. The230or tlOvoIti' or

-5%) mains powered unit enables up lo3 EPROMs of any
si2e, or 1 CPU with on-boatd EPROM to be erased in

around 15 minutes usually

The EPROMs are simply loaded into ttie conductive toam
pad supplied and mseried into Itie unit After Ihe door
has been closed ihe uml is swilched on, an optical libte

indicator showing positively thai the unit is in operation.

When the required period has elapsed Ihe unit is switched

o(f and the EPROMs removed The UVIPAC can also be
supplied wilh a built m (med 15 minute timer, the UVIPAC
(T), or with timer and audible time oul sounder, the

UVIPAC (TS] Spare lubes and conductive foam pads
are available if required.

UVIPAC

£20.95
UVIPAC (T)

£26.45
UVIPAC (TS)

£28.45

/^

EPROMS 2764-25 NEC £6.90
27128-25 HITACHI £16.10
2712B-25NEC .

£12.50*

ONLV WHILE STOCKS LAST

y
\

Send orders to:

Dept. AU
Ground Control
Alfreda Avenue
HullbrJdge
Essex SS5 6LT

MAIL ORDER ONLY Tel: 0702 230324

I.H:!J|.WJ.l:l.i^

V/SA

All prices include VAT and p&p

Authorised Dealer & Service Centre

IIM

MID-SUSSEX
BBC

MICROCOMPUTER

1
HARDWARE ^,yg range of

Micro from t^^-

PHONE >
BURGESS HILL

(04446)

Over 400 items on ourprice iist

I

Business Systems Ltd

195 LONDON ROAD BURGESS HILL SUSSEX

DEBUG

Machine Code
Editor/de-bugg
For The BBC
Micro

DEBUG is the most sophisticated machine code
monitor yet produced for the BBC Microcomputer.

This ROM based Language/Utility is fully compatible

with Acorn Tubes (requires 1.2 OS).

To order, please send cheque/P.O for C40.50 enclosing youi full name and

address, or lelepfione and quote your ACCESS/VISA numbe'

micrE] ctiDbce
1 59 Havant Road. Drayton, Portsmouth, Hants. (0705) 32759

1

Dealer enquiries welcome.
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Technomatic<
4»•

BBC Computer & Econet Referral Centre

17 Burnley Road, London NWIO lED Tel: 01-208 1177

Pk-ase add tarriane: (a) £8; (b) £2.50: (c) £1 .50; (dt £1 and IS^.i VAT 1o ordtr ^ ahiv

flCORN COmPUTER SYSTEfTlS

BBC Model especial Offer E320(a)

BBC Mode! B + Starter Pack £348 (a)

BBC Model B + DFS £409 (a)

BBC Model B + Econet E389(a)

BBC Models + Econet + DFS £450 (a)

BBC Dust Cover £4 (d)

Pair of Joysticks £14.50 (d)

A COMPLETE
PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSING SYSTEM

Plus for the Kids as

an Xmas Bonus

A FREE

lightpen with

supporting

Software or

Acornsoft's Elite.

See Star Bargain

^.

UPGRADE KITS
A to B E65(d) Installation £20

ACORN DFSKIt.£95(d) Installation £15

Econet Kit E5S(d) installation £25

Speech Kit £47 (d) installation £15

BASIC II Rom with user guide £22.50

1.2 0/S Rom £7.50 DNFS Rom E17.50

4816AP Memory upgrade RAM £2.00

ECONET ACCESSORIES
Terminator (Two reqd per installation)

E31(c)

Clock with psu E39(c)

Printer Server Rom £41 (c)

File Server Level I E86 (c)

A BBC Family System
File Server Level (I £216(c)

10 Station Lead Set £26 (c)

Extra Econet cable.. El.SOJrr* (d)

Econet User Guide £10 (d)

ACORN ZdO 2nd Processor

fiCORN BITSTICK

The renowned CAD package, providing unprecedented

graphics facifities for the draftsman, engineer and graphics

student — a^v^rd-orocessor' for graphics. Allows accurate

drawiPflku^MMAaM<!2^Sj circles, curves etc

e«
colours can

be easily chosen from a pallette.

is a FX80 dump routine easily

omfacility allowsapart of a

drawing to be magnified
o48drawingsonadisc
library system for easy
easy to use allowing
on software £325 (a)

^<^°"' \aVvP!^

'ti^^'^'T.x^^^^^'^l
SoU-^»-Ve-.N«

cplTF^MmB^VT^ UNIX
operatirfg 's^sBfT^r set up a

network of upto 254 machines. All

these capabilities are available

NOW.

TORCH UNicomm
For the Torch Z80 card user, comes a superb communications

package, A BT approved modem using 1200/75 and 1200/1200

baud is supplied complete with BBC RS232 cable. Three superb

software packages in CP/M included, clearly demonstrate

TORCH'S experience on the communications scene: UNIVIEW
for PRESTELtype use, allowing saving of frames, downloading

of files etc. UNITERM is a sophisticated terminal emulator.

UNIMAIL is an amazing package specifically for TORCH users.

Among other facilities, it allows messages and files to be

accessed from distant machines — access to files can be

controlted by hierarchial passwords. Hardware + software:

£159(3)

This processor converts your BBC into a complete business

micro with all the computing powera professional would need,

The system is CP/M based and is supplied with a very

extensive software package. The package includes three

office productivity programs, (memoplan, fileplan and
graphplan), Systems generator program, three programming
languages plus the ACCOUNTANT business program.

Software is accompanied by extensive manuals that not only

get you started but also answers your whys and hows.
All for only £399 (a) (inci VAT)

See our section on CP/M software for other packages available

for use with this processor.

ACORN 6502 2nd Processor
~^

This processor is designed for the serious computer user who
wants to get even more out of his computer. This processor
provides increased memory — allowing up to 44K for Basic

programs and up to 60K for assembly language programs,

regardless of screen mode in use. (ideal for VIEW). An increase

in speed means that programs run up to 50% faster. The
second processor/BBC combination offer computing power
comparable to systems costing twice as much. £175 (a)

TORCH GRADUATE SYSTEm
The ultimate upgrade — converts your BBC into a powerful 16

Bit business computer and makes it disc and hardware
compatible with the IBM PC. (will run Lotus 123!). With 256K
RAM and single/dual drives, it simply connects through the

IMhz bus. (The disc drives can be used in both BBC and IBM
mode, without requiring a disc interface.) The top-ot-the-range

Model G800/2 comes complete with the superb Xchange range
of software, and includes a full-feature word processor, a
financial planner, a database and a business graphics package
— all 'linkable'.

G800/2: £945(a) Full Spec. & prices on application.

Z80 Card ZEP100 with PERFECT Software Packages
+ Z80 Basic £299 (a)

Z80 Disc Pack ZDP240 with software as above £699 (a)

20Mb Hard Disc + 1 x 400K Floppy Drive £1,950 (a)

UNICOMM Communications Package + modem £159 (a)

Unicorn 68000, Unix OS/Z80B/256K, 20MB
Hard Disc, 400K Floppy £2995 (a)



PRINTERS Technomatic
ALL PRINTERS HAVE A 12 MONTH GUARANTEE

DOT mflTRIX
KAGA TAXAN:

* Epson CompatibleControl codes
' 80 or156 Column

* NEAR LETTER QUALITY Print using 23x18 matrix
* Text Modes include Normal, Italic, Enlarged, Condensed,

Super/Sub Script, Proportional
• Dot Addressable graphics in various modes

' 3K buffer which can also hold user defined characlers

Extra socket foreprom with custom made font
* Frictions Tractor feed with built in paper roll holder

KP81 (80 coloumn) £249 (a)

KP910(156column)£359(a)
EPSON;

The industry standard printer offering the quality; reliability and
versatility.

RX80T £21 5 (a) RX80FT £225 (a)

RX 1 00 £345 (a) FX80 £31 5 (a) FX1 00 £435 (a)

DAISY WHEEL
BROTHER HR15; - 14 cps • 3K Buffer • Two cotour printing •

Porportion spacing • Underline * Bold & Shadow printing

super/Subscript + many other features.

BROTHER HR15£340 (a)
JUKI 6100: ' 15 cps - 2K Buffer - Switchable 10/12/15 cpi -

Proportional printing • Linear Motor for max reliability.

JUKI 6100 £340(a)

flCORN VIEW PRINTER DRIVER GENERRTOR
This printer driver generator will end your search for the printer

driverthat suits your printer. You can fully exploit all the features of

your printer by generating a driver to suit your particular printer. All

you need to do is to answer a series of simple questions relating to

your printer and you will have your driver. You can generate as

many types of printer drivers as you require. Screen driver supplied

with the printer driver enables highligtited text to be displayed on

the screen showing the effects of underlining, bold, superscripts,

subscripts, italics etc, M PRINT program enables more than one file

to be printed at a time including the current text, Comprehensive
manual supplied with the disc. E10(d)

GRflPHICS PLOHER/WORK STRTIOH
Equally at home in the artists studio, hobbyists workshop, science
lab or a classroom, this system has something to offer for

everyone. The 3 colour graphics plotter provides both precision

and versatility. The carriage can be moved with an accuracy of

0.025cm over an A4 area — the plotter being able to accept paper
and far thicker materials at sizes of up to A3. The basic plotter

carries 3 colour pens each of which is software selectable.

Additional accessories greatly enhance the versatility of the unit

without losing the accuracy. The servo controlled drill/router, and
scriber can be used on various materials. A unique Opto Sensor
(using a Hewlett Packard device) turns the plotter into a high-res

scanning digitiser to read & store whole diagrams and
photographs. Workstation comes complete all accessories.

Workstation Complete £490(a)

Basic Plotter E270(a) Opto Sensor £72{c)

Drill/Router Attachment £79(c)

Power Supply: PS12V £42(c) PS24V £78(c)

All prices exclude VAT

PRINTER ACCESSORIES

EPSON
Paper RoH HolderEI 7(d) FX80 Tractor Atlachmenl£37(c).

Interfaces: 8143 RS232£28(c): 3148 RS232 + 2K£57(c),

8132Applell£60(c); S165IEEE + Cable£65{c).

Serial & Parallel Interfaces with larger buffers available.

Ribbons: RX/FX/MX80£5.00(d): RX/FX/MX 100£10(d):

FX80Dustcover£4.50(d)

KAGA TAXAN: RS 232 Interface + 2Kbuffer£85(c): Ribbon KPaiO/910E6(d)

JUKI: RS232 Interface £65(c). SpareDaisy WheelE14<d). Ribbon£2.50(d);

Sheet Fe6der£199(a), Tractor Feed AttachE99(a)

BROTHER HR15: Stieet Feeder £1 99(a): Ribbons Carbon or NyionE4.50(a)

BBC Printer Lead: Parallel {42")£7(d), Senal£7(d)

Printer Leads can be supplied to any otfier lenglfi.

Plain Fanfold Paper with extra fine peiioration (Clean Edge):

2000sheets9,5" x 11"E13(b) 2000 stieets 14,5" x n"£18.50{b)

Labels:2-3/4" x 1-7/16" inquanfitiesot 1000

Single Row:E5.25nOOT(d); Triple Row:£5,00/1000 (d)

PRINTER SHARER/BUFFER

A unique printer sharer/buffer that provides a simple way to

improve ttie utilisation of the installed equipment by reducing the

waiting time for printing documents. All but the smallest

documents tie up the computer while being printed and the

computer remains out of use until the printing is complete. This is

more so in a network wtiich does not have a dedicated computer for

printer operation. This buffer/sharer would free the computers

almost immediately for other uses and in many cases make the use

of dedicated printer server machines unnecessary.

•Standard Centronics
interface with 3 inputs.
* Each input port scanned
every 5 sees to check for data.

Switching between ports
completely automatic.

"Data input rale 4800
bytes/sec
' LED Bargraph Indicates
percentage memory used.
' COPY key allows current

document to be reprinted.
' Internal check to prove the

data integrity.

•PAUSE switch allows
printing to be stopped
temporarily to allow paper

change, adjust form feed etc.

or allows temporary storage

for large number ot small f ilies

which can all be printed together, j^

RESET allows all buffer memory to be cleared without having to hard break

on the computer.
• 64K buffer capacity. * Mainspowered ' Compact7cm x 17cm x 24cm

TSB 64 Buffer/Sharer £245(a)
Cable Set £30

PRINTER & COmPUTER SHARERS
~

Three Computers to one printer {parallel)£65(b)

Six Computers to one printer (paralle!)E1 29(b)

Cable Set for three way sharer (ea. 1m long) E25(c)

Cable Set for six way sharer (ea. 1m long)£45(c)

Above sharers can be powered from the BBC

Exernal mains adaptor for Printer Sharer£7(d)

Computer Sharer to connect 2 printers to one Computer

(parallel)£1 9.50(c)

CRflFPRD

A low cost graphic tablet offering the performance & durability

required by industrial and educational users. It is compact,

accurate & reliable; working area 240 x 192mm + menu area.

Comes complete with a CAD package.£1 10(b).



01-208 1177
PkaM- add farrmtte: (al £8; (I)) £2.3I( (c) i\.S»: (tl) £1

ami VAT a) 15"" Ki ordiT. ( arriajic (al soul h> Djlapo^l

mONITORS
I

All monitors supplied with BBC lead~[

MICROVITEC 14" RGB
1431 Standard Resolution £165(a)

1451 Medium Resolution £255(a)

1441 Hi Resolution £399(a)

MICROVITEC 14" RGB with PAL & Audio
These monitors can receive TV programs thru a Video Recorder

1431AP Standard Resolution £210(a)

1451AP Medium Resolution E310{a)
All 14" monitors now available in plastic or metal cases, please

specify your requirement.

MICROVITEC 20" RGB with PAL & Audio

2030OS Std Res £380(a) 240CS Hi Res £685{a)

MICROVITEC 20" RGB
2031 Std Res £260(a) 2040CS Hi Res £570(a)

KAGATAXAN12" RGB
VISION II Hi Res£245(a)

VISION III Super Hi Res £345(a)

MONOCHROME MONITORS:
SANYO DM8112CX Hi Res 12" Green Screen

KAGA KX1201G Hi Res 12" Etched Green Screen

KAGA KX1202A Hi Res 12" Etched Amber Sceen

ZENITH 123 Hi Res 12" Green Screen

ZENITH 122 Hi Res 12" Amber Screen

£90{a)

£99(a)

£1 05(a)

£68(3)

£68(a)

Swivel Base for Kaga Monochrome fitted with Digital Clock £21(c)

Monitor Plinth for the BBC E13.50(b)

DoubleTier Plinth for BBC and flat pack dual drive E19.50(b)

BBC Leads Kaga RGB E5(d) Microvitec£3.5Q(d) MonQChrome£3.5Q(d)

RB2TRRCKER8nLL

ai&»^

Marconi with its years of experience
making tracker balls for use in

Military and Air Traffic Control have
developed a quality device for the

serious hobbyist, for educational

uses, and for low cost CAD/CAM
applications. RB2 is a compact,
ergonomically designed tracker

ball that provides precise

positional control and rapid

direction changing using a
freely rotating resin ball in

any direction without the

limiting stops or the zero point

drift of joystick controls. Three switch

buttons enable easy software manipulation

to incorporate the use of the tracker ball. Appropriate

software will enable the RB2 to take over the functions of

cursor keys in word processing, CAD/CAM applications and

two dimensional positional control of robots, drillheads etc.

RB2 which plugs into the user port is supplied with utiity

programme to use it as a joystick with other software, a

comprehensive graphics/CAD program and a program

demonstrating its editing capabilities. User guide includes

instructions on writing yourown programs forthe RB2.£52(b)

SRNYO DRI01 DflTfl RECORDER

A high quality data recorder with switch selectable

data/normal modes as well as cue/review and tape counter

providing a reliable cassette storage system. DR101 with

data leadE30(c) Extra Data Lead £3(d)

DISC DRIVES

TECHNOMATIC disc drives come fitted with high quality slimline

Japanese mechanisms and represent the state of art in disc drive

technology. They are built to highest standards and are all tested to

their full performance capability before packaging. Single drives are

offered vi/ith or without integral power supply whilst the dual drives

are supplied with generously rated switch mode power supply.

Attractively designed steel casings are painted in hard wearing BBC
matching paint. All drives can operate in single and double density

modes. Drives are supplied with cables, manual and formatting disc

and are ready to be fitted to the computer.

Single Drives

1 X 100K40TSS
1 X 200K 40/80TSS

1 X 400K40/80TDS

TS55A £100(b);

TS55EEU0(b);
TS55FC1 55(a);

CS55A withpsu £1 25(b)

CS55E with psu £150(b)

CS55F withpsu E169(b)

Dual Drives

2 X 100K 40T SS; TD55A with psu E250(a)

2 X 200K 40/80T SS: TD55E TEAC with psu £325(a)

2 X 400K40/80TDS:TD55FTEAC with psu £380(a)

2 X 400K 40/80T DS:TD55M Misubishi with psu £360(a).

DISC DRIVE mULTIPLEXER

A simple device that enables up to four computers to be connected

to one single or dual drive. Ideal unit for installing in classrooms

where networking is not planned or necessary or the costs have to be

kept low or where software information is shared. Several of these

units can be installed in series to connect more computers to access

the same discs. Units supplied with 5' of cable per outlet as

standard.

Write forfulldetails.

TDM 4 Quad Unit (upto 4 computers) E135'a)

TDM 2 Dual Unit (2 computers) E75(b)

Note; All computers musi be filled with a DFS j^Bi

3WI FLOPPY DISCS

Authorised Distributor

Data Recording Products

.Industry standard high quality discs with

guaranteed error free performance for life. £1

Wine Voucher with purchases of every 20

discs — offer ends 31st December.

^St^
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3M
DISKS
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Discs in packs of 10: ,

40TSSDD£15(C) 40TDSDD£18(c)
80 T SSDD £22(c) 80 T DSDD E24(c)

DISCRCCESSORIES
Single Dsic Cable E6(d) Dual Disc Cable E8.50(d)

10 Disc Library Case £1.80(d} 30 Disc Case E6.00(c)

Lockable Storage Boxes 30/40 Discs E14(c) 100 Discs £19(c)

The FLOPPICLENE disc head cleaning kit is the ideal way to ensure

the optimum performance of your drives. The use of disposable

cleaning discs eliminate the risk of recontamination and abrasion of

the sensitive disc heads and ensure continuously reliable data

capture and transmission.

Floppicienewith 20 disposable cleaning discs. £14.50(b).
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commuNicflTiONS
We offer the customer a choice of BT approved modems and suitable
communication software, enabling the user to choose an Ideal cost-
effective system, perfectly suited to his individual needs. We stock
modems for every requirement, whether it is for the business, or
private user, whether you require access to a public database,
bulletin boards or a mainframe, whether for local or international
use.

moDEms

Technomatic
All prices exclude VAT

TORCH UNICOmm See our section on Torch for further details.

fiCORN PRESTEL The dedicated Prestel adaptor complete with
integral, BT approved, auto-dial modem and software in ROM £1 20(b)

BUZZ BOX A full spec, BT approved, pocket size, direct connect
modem with both originate & answer modes, full & half duplex,
allowing access to many databases, bulletin-boards as well as
intercomputer communications. It conforms to CCITT V21 300/300
Baud Standard. Baltery/mains powered £55(c) BBC Lead £6
External PSU £9(c)

WS2000 A world standard, BT approved, direct connect modem
switchable between 75,300/300,600, 1200/75, 75/1200 baud. It is

compatible with Bell 103/113/108, 202 and CCITT V21 & 23 standards
and allows you to
communicate with
virtually any computer
system In the world. This
is the nevw generation
modem that was chosen
by the BBC. to

demonstrate a totally

reliable USA-UK data link

live on TV — it performed
faultlessly in front of an
audience of millions. This modem will cover Prestel, IVticronet,
Telecom Gold, Distel. Microweb, One-to-One, Bulletin Boards both in
the UK and abroad, etc. etc. as well as user-to-user communication.
It also has a rather useful facility of 'Reverse-Prestel' mode i.e.

75/1200 so that you can communicate with other users who only
have a standard 1200/75 type modem. What possibly gives this
modem its biggest advantage is its option of computer controlled
switching between all modes of operation. In addition, separate
auto-answer and auto-dial cards are available, giving this modem
possibly the greatest potential of all. Mains powered. E129(c).
Data Cable £7; Auto Dial Card £30{d): Aulo Dial Cable £4:

Auto Answer Card E30(d); Ski Software Control Kit £14(d).
DSl menu driven software to hold directory of telephone nos and
configuration data. Only one key entry to call any number.
Operates with auto dial. SKI and Commstar. £10(d) (please
specify 40 or SOT),

TELEmOD-2 A BT approved modem complying with CCITT V23
1200/75 Duplex & 1200/1200 Half-Duplex standard, that allows
communication with Viewdata services e.g. Prestel, Micronet etc.,

as well as using 1200 Baud for communicating with other computer
users. Mains powered. TELEMOD 2 62(b) BBC Lead E7.00

COmmSTflR An ideal communications Rom. Extremely easy to
use, yet very versatile. It features both a Prestel mode as well as a
Terminal mode, thus offering very good value for money. In

Prestel mode, all normal Prestel features are available including,
downloading of software, saving and retrieving of pages on disc,
page tag, revealing of hidden text etc. Its terminal mode is ideal
for bulletin boards etc. All input may be copied into a buffer in

memory over which full control is available. Controls of protocols
are very simple and any type of file, (not just ASCII) may be sent
using XModem protocols. Even includes an elapsed time-clock.
£29(d)

TERfni-d A good all round package for communicating with
notice boards, electronic mail services etc, Termi is a semi-
intelligent termmal emulator allowing the BBC to act as a dumb
terminal, slave BBC graphics terminal, or VT52 terminal. The rates
at which data is sent or received is easily set up wilh rates of up to
4800 Baud with 40/80 col. selectable. Allows files to be
transmitted from disc, or a copy of incoming data to be sent to a
file or to a printer, (Termi is not suitable for PRESTEL), E28id)

COmmUNlCRTOR This is a full 80 col VT100 terminal emulation
program on 16K eprom. It is a more advanced program than TERMI
and features easy to follow screen menus. The rate at which data is

sent or received is easily set up with rates up to 19200 Baud with 80
column text. Allows files to be transmitted from disc, or a copy of
incoming data to be sent to a file or to a printer. (Communicator is

not suitable for PRESTEL). E59(d).

EPROmER II
This enhanced eprom programmer wdi handle the full range o(
popular single rail eproms. Its sophisticated menu driven
software makes the programming of eproms simple and efficient.
Features included in this programmer are normally found in

industrial grade programmers costing many times more.
* Interfaces wilh the BBC lyru iMhz bus. Fjlly buffered and

complies with the Acorn protocols. Integral mams power supply
ensures no power drain from the computer

EPROMER II will handle 2516. 2532. 2564. 2716, 2732. 2764. 27128
and 27256 single rail eproms.

" All eproms up to 16K programmed in single pass.
• Fully soflware driven with easy to follow user friendly instructions

displayed on the screen. Total control from the keyboard — no
knobs to fiddle with.

' Eprom type selectable from the keyboard.

' Selectable programming voltage 25/21/12.5V.

Defaults to normal programming — high speed algorithmic
programming selectable.

' Can READ. BLANK CHECK, PROGRAM and VERIFY at any
address/addresses.

* Constant display of eprom type, option and address range
selected.

• Full screen editor with HEX or ASCII input.

Full TAPE/DISC filing facility,

" Several basic BBC BASIC programs can be entered on a single
eprom and called up with individLial name,

' Comprehensive manual,
EPROMER II with software Cassette £99(b)
Disc based Soflware £3 extra

UV ERPSERS
UVT1T Eraser with buillin timer and mains Indicatof. Built-in safety interlock to avoid
accidental exposure loltieharmlulUV rays. Itcantiandleup loSepromsalatimewithan
average erasing time of about 20 mins
UV1 as above but without the timer.

For Indusltall Users, we offer UV140 4 UVl«1 erasers with tiandting capacity of id
eproms. UV141 has a built in timer. Both offer full built in safety features UV140 £61;
UVU1

smflRimouTH
The Original -infinite Speech' Synthesiser — Stilt the Best!
A ready-built loiallv self-contained speech synthesiser unit, attractively packaged with
built in speaker. Aux. output socket elc. Optimum sound quality is achieved due lo a
tailored frequency response audio stage. II allows the crealion of any English word with
both ease and simplicity, while, at the same time, being very economical in memory
usage. You can easily add speech to most existing programs Que to its remarkable
infinite vocabulary, its uses spread throughout the whole spectrum of computer
applications — these include educational, induslrial, scientific, recreational elc. —
simply plugs into the User Port. No ROI^s ate needed Smarlmouth is supplied wilh
demo and development programs on cassette (easily transferred to disc) and full

Instructions.

TlfTlE-WflftP' REflL-TimE CLOCK CALENDER
A low-cost compact unit that opens up the total range of Real-Time applications,
and adds a new dimension to tfie personal computer, Though built to e>iacling
professional standards, it is at a price previously unattainable, and brings it withm
reach of 311 BBC Computer owners. With tts full

integral battery backup, possibilites include an
Electronic Oiary, continuous display of 'on-screen'
time and date information, automatic document
dating, precise liming and control in scientific
applications, recreational use m games etc. — its uses
are endless and are simply limited by ones
imagination. Simpiy plugs into the User Port — no
ROMs needed. Extensive applications software
supplied on cassette (easily tramferred to disc) and
full instruction manual. Please phone for details.

flTPL SIDEWISE ROm EXPftNSION BOflftP
This is a well constructed expansion board, that does not require soldering
in its installation. All buses are buffered. It allows full sideways Rom
expansion to a total of 16 ROMs. One socket has been split into two 8K
sockets to allow the use of 8K byte CMOS RAM chips, giving a total of 16K
sideways RAM, This is ideal for sideways rom development, and will also
allow downloading of software from cassette or disc. The battery backup
option will allow retention of data in the RAM, when power lo the computer
is removed. Several link-selectable options include the choice of type of
Eprom, and a write-prolect' for the RAM option. £39(d) Back-up Kit £18.
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flCORN IEEE INTERFACE

This interface enables a BBC computer to control any scientific

and teclinical equipment that conforms to llie IEEE488 standard,

at a lower price tfian otfier systems, but wittiout sacrificing any
aspect of the standard. The interface can link up to 14 separate

IEEE compatible devices. Typical applications are in experimental

work in academic and industrial laboratories, with the advantage
of speed, accuracy and repeatability. The interface is mains
powered and comes with cables. lEEEFS ROM, and user guide.

£282(a)

flCORN TELETEXT INTERFACE
This interface allows the retrieval and storage of data transmitted

by both BBC and IBA, There are currently many educational and
other programs being transmitted, and this unit will allow their

retrieval absolutely free. In 'Terminal' mode, the system receives

and decodes pages from both Ceefax and Oracle. (These pages can
be stored). In 'Telesoftware' mode, the system can load, run and
execute programs that are transmitted. This unit gives you a

professional teletext terminal at a cost effective price. E195(b)

DflTflBRSE mflNflCEmENTSYSTEm

EOniniDATAGEM

The Delinilive Random Access, 24K ROM Based DATABASE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.
Datagem is the tirsi truly flexjhie database for the BBC Micro that can make
your system really useful and efficient, saving you money in the long tun.

The system includes a carrier board containing two Eproms. demonstration
applications disc in both 40/80T. professional documentalion with quick

reference card, and 'Trans' utility program. Features include: 'almost

unlimited file size (max 10MByte) "supports up to 4 drives 'Max of 5000
records per file 'max 6K record size 'max of 62 fields '9 level hierarchtcat

search system wilfi facilities to store resuils of searches. Searches can be

any one of the following; Search, Include, Exclude, Combine, Common or

Difference 'user defmed variables 'generates form letters from records.

Please ask for leaflet. E112{c).

FIRmWflRE/SOFTWflRE

VIEW Word Processor Rom on special offer at £46{c).

This is the new version V2.1. Advantages include being able to print straight

from memory, as well as editing in any mode. Complete with comprehensive
manuals to Acorns usual high standard.

HI VIEW Disc based version of VIEW word processor for use with the 6502
2nd processor. Allows 47K of user memory. E52(c)

VIEW INDEX Disc based program which will create an index from any
marked view text file and sorts alphabetically noting each page number or

section where the reference occurs. Marking of the words or phrases can

be done while writing the file or when editing it. An ideal utility for any one
concerned with writing extensive reports, books etc. El 3(d)

WORDWISE One of the most popular word processors for general use
£34(d).Wordwise SpellCheck Disc — A must for any serious word processor
user. Normal price £16.50(d). If bought with Wordwise; No p&p and only E14.

SPELLCHECK II (Rom based) a new machine code program that works

wilh both VIEW and WORDWISE and operates up to 5 times faster than

SPELLCHECK 1. A dictionary disc is supplied wilh a vocabulary of 6000

words and the data compressing technique used in storing the words will

ensure that this can be extended lo well over 17000 words on a 100K disc.

The rom is fully compatible with the 6502 2nd processor. E26(d)

ULTRflCflLC This new version of the successful spreadsheet
program has several enhancements to increase its power and
flexibility Including: ' Operation in any mode * Greater printer

flexibility Incl. control codes £ sign definition * runs as HICALC
with 6502 second processor allowing 44K of space in any mode
' Spooling as ASCII text files. These features are in addition to the

existing powerful features such as handling of labels as well as
numbers as values, allowing search by a meaningful name rather

than just a number. Facilities and commands include: variable

column width, sum, replicate, insert, delete, justify and most
mathematical functions. You can create and manipulate pricelists,

balance sheets, payroll, c/flow order entry, small databases and
scientific calculations. £69(c)

VIEWSHEET Acorns spreadsheet provides 255 rows and 255
columns and will operate in any mode. It distinguishes between
values, labels and formulae. Windows can be created which can
then be arranged to provide any type of format required for

printing. Function keys provide for easy entry of commands which
include insert, delete, replicate, justify etc. Most mathematical
functions supported, Printer commands can be given using the

VIEW printer driver. Files can be converted to VIEW files and data
transferred between different worksheets, E52(d)

OUICKCflLC An economically priced disc based spreadsheet
program for personal accounts etc. It offers load, save, print,

goto, replicate, histogram and many other functions. £12.50(d)

(please specify 40 or SOT)
BCPL A full implementation of the BCPL compiler language
consisting of the language rom, disc containing the BCPL
compiler, a screen editor, a 6502 assembler, other utilities and
programming aids and examples of BCPL code and a 450 page
manual. BCPL can be used to develop games programs,
commercial packages, system software, to write control systems
and to produce programs which otherwise would need to be
written in assembler. £52(b)

BCPL STAND ALONE GENERATOR Utilities in this package
enable the programs developed using the BCPL rom to be
converted so that they can be run on any BBC micro whether it

has a BCPL rom or not. Stand alone programs for other 6502
based systems can also be developed. £43(d)

eCPL CALCULATIONS PACKAGE: supplied on disc, it supports
floating point, fixed point and fast integer calculations. It

includes the BCPL calculation files, example files and a

comprehensive user guide, 217.30(b)

nCORN LISP Rom £43(d)

ISO-PflSCflL: Write for details and availability £60(c)

fiCORN LOGO Write for details and availability £60(c)

COmfiLWrite for details and availability £43(c)

6502 DEVUOPmENT PflCKfiCE Write for details and availability

£43(0
C:FORTH An advanced implementation of FORTH which follows

the 79-Standard specification on a 16K ROM and has a full double
number extension set. It incorporates an editor, 6502 assembler,

very fast turtle graphics and supports extensive string and file

handling. It contains 540 predefined words including those for

reading joystick ports, produce sounds, set and read the time and
produce random numbers. Fully compatible with disc or tape
filing systems and works in any mode. Package comes complete
with a USER GUIDE, Introduction to FORTH and 16K GFORTH
ROM £4 3(d)

DISC DOCTOR This general purpose ROM adds 20 commands to

the DFS system. It includes a formatter, sector editor, tape-disc &
disc-tape routines, a powerful disassembler, commands tor

listing function key definitions for editing etc. This ROM will

obliviate the need to go for non standard DFS systems (with their

inherent disadvantages) as it overcomes many of the Acorn DFS's
shortcomings. £28(d)

DISCmflSTERBeebug's utility rom for disc users adds 11 powerful
utilities. Commands include Disc editor/string search, recover,

movedown, Link, overlay, format 40/80, Other facilities include
colourful disc menu to automatically RUN/* RUN programs, copy
non protected cassettes to disc, convert 40 track discs lo 80 track

and enable dual catalogues. E16(d)

EXmON II Updated ROM version of the original EXMON with new
facilities including dual screen operation and full screen memory
editor adding 60 more commands on the BBC. Dual screen

operation allows running or single stepping of a game or any
other program and watching it on the screen or flipping to the

monitor screen to examine the registers, edit code or alter

memory etc by simple switching. £24(d)
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SLEUTH A single step debugging tool for Basic programs with features

which include single stepping. Dual screen operation. Breakpoints to

pause a program at any preset line or state of a variable, Acclerator to

adjust the speed of the program from full speed to freeze frame, full

feature control screen and sophisticated trace line facility. E24<d)

GRAPHICS ROm This Rom includes over 28 new graphics related

commands which can be used in BASIC programs. Features include:

sprites. LOGO Turtle graphics, fill routines, shading, large characters,

rotation, scaling and 30 plotting all using '•' commands, 28(d)

BRSIC COmPILER Write for details and availability.

PRINTfTlflSTER This ROM features the most versatile screen dump for

EPSON MX/RX/FX80 and Kaga 810 printers. It supports three types of

dumps. The first allows any graphics on the screen to be dumped.
Colours appear as shades of grey. Any part of the screen can be printed

at any position on the paper in any one of four onenlations. The screen
dump may be magnified by any factor x2, x3. >!4 etc. A special feature
allows Irue MODE 7 screen dumps with TELETEXT text & graphics. The
second dump allows any text lo be dumped whilst the third dump will

print the contents of a file on disc whilst the computer is doing other
thmgs. This is not all. All printer functions can be called up using the
-command. 'DEFINE allows the printer to define his own characters
and store them. -GPRINT allows priming of enlarged text in any
position, orientation, size & shade. 'WINDOW allows windows to be
defined in any size and position on the screen. In short this one ROM
does it all. £28(d)

DUrnPITIflSTER A sophisticated piece of software that produces last,

machine code, tailor made screen dumps for printers listed. It uses up
to 8 shades and will copy accurately your screen in any graphics mode
including the teletext mode. Once created., the routine can be called as
required or appended lo any Basic program Snapshot facility allows
screen dumps from a game or other program using single key as long a

work areas do not clash. Printers are EPSON MX/FX. STAR 910,
Seikosha GP80, 100, 250, 700, NEC PCa023, FACIT 4510 (linear),

ANADEX DP9500A and 9501A and INTEGREX Colourjet 132A E10(d))

mUROm Sound Extension Rom; Helps you create your own tunes and
sound sequences either with MUROM'S editor and a musical score or

using the keyboard lo simulate a piano, Edil your creations with the full

screen' music editor and then switch lo envelope editor lo tailor the

tonal qualily and select instrument type. Incorporate the music into

other programs or playback with or without MUROM. Inslant sound
effects can be called from Basic eg 'ZAP, 'SIREN, "EXPLODE etc,

£24.S0(d)

HELP Rom based comprehensive on screen HELP facility to aid and
speed up programming. E21(d)

miCROTEXT This authoring system was developed by the National
Physical Laboratories. It is a programming system designed to simplify

trie production of a wide range of man-computer dialogues. Using
Microtexl's simple commands, the user can draw up any number of

'frames', each containing text and/or graphics. A series of frames build

up into a complete module. Each program can consist ot more than one
module. Using Microtext, an expert in any field can construct theij own
complete courses of computer-based instructional material.

Applications include interviewing systems, teaching packages, training

courses and interactive demonstrations and simulations. Available on
Cassette and Disc: Disc E53(b]; Cass £43(b). Please specify the type of

formal required (Torch or Acorn),

nCORNSOFT CO Disc CaS9
S-PASCAL CI 7.30 E14.65 MISSILE BASE £5.00
LISP El 7.30 £14.65 PLANETOIDS £5.00
FORTH £17.30 £14.65 METEORS E5.0C
PICTURE MAKER tio.oo EB.65 CAROUSEL £5.00
TURTLE GRAPHICS El 7.30 MONSTERS
CREATIVE GRAPHICS £6.65 FORECAST £5.00
HOPPER E6.00 CHESS £5.00
SNOOKER £6.00 DRAUGHTS&REVERSI E5.00
STARSHIP COMMAND C6.00 _ SBC PUBUCRTiOHS
JCB DIGGER E6.00 £5,00 VUTYPE £11.65
AVIATOR E 15.65 E13.00 RECORD KEEPER £14.00
CRAZY TRACER £6.00 £5.00
illTE El 5,65 £13.00

Replica II 40 & 80 Track Versions available. £10.35<d)

Design Design is a second processor which allows information to be
displayed In a formal suitable for demonstrations, slide projections,
handouts or presentations. Graphs, Pie charts & Bar Charts are quickly
produced; automatically drawn & scaled. Versalile labelling facility, 24
User defined, 4 large macro characters plus screen dump facilities

included, El6.50(d) Disc (80 or 40 Track),

Superplot Superplot is ideal for screen representations of
mathematical functions. It will plot on automatically scaled axes, in

Cartesian, Polar or Parametric co-ordinate systems and will allow
overlapping of graphs, Cass £8,50{d).

CP/m SOFTWARE FOR TORCH
Z80 flCORN Z80 PROCESSOR

We can now supply almost any CP/M based software package in a

format suitable for the Torch Z80 and Acorn Z80 second processors.

The following are generally available from stock,

DBASE II E365(a) WORDSTAR £295 (a) MAILMERGE£145(a)
WOflOSTAR/MAILMERGE COMBINED £395 (a)

DBASE II TUTORIAL (All Lessons on Disc) £32(c)

PROPASCAL £220(a) CP/M TUTOR £55(c)
Phone for your specific requirements.

Please specify the type of format (TORCH or ACORN) required.

Spellcheck I Menu driven spelling checker for Wordwise or VIEW,
Dictionary contains 6000 words and is expandable to 1700 on 100K disc,

E16.50(d) Disc (80 or 40 Track) Specify whethei Wordwise or VIEW.

fTlasterfMe II The new version ot the popular general purpose file

management system. It allows large amounts of Information lo be
stored and processed. It is extremely powerful yet flexible to use. The
disc version allows up to 17 fields per record, and the only limitation as
to !he number of records is the capacity of tfie disc. Typically, using 5
fields, about 2000 records may be stored on a 100K disc This latest

version features many new facilities including use with
WORDWIDE/ViEW£16,50(d)Disc(80or40T).

Hersheu Character font generator- Disc based menu driven package
with 1500 new characters made up from 9 different Hershey character
fonts. Flexible utility allows choosing of any characters and appending
them to users programs. Screen dump routine for Epson printers
included, E12.50(d)

Whan ordering software on disc plese specify track lormat (40/80)

BOOKS
(NoVATp&p

LelyoutBBCTescnUToPfogram
. .. .£3.50

100 Programs tonne BBC E6.95

30Hour Basic - £6.95

35 Ectucaiiona! Progs ES.95

6M3 ApD[icalions EIZ.50

650? Assemtil> Uang Ptogramrning ... E17.S0

6502 M^Code'nr Beginners ££5 95
6522 VIA Bocl- £4.50

6809 Assembly Lang Programming..
. £13.95

Advanced Basic Rom User Guide .,..£7.95

Advanced Griphicswtih see. ..... .£9.95

Advanced MC for ihe BBC £7,95

Advanced Pr >g Tech far BBC ..£8.95

Advanced 6502 £11.75

Advance User Guide £12.50

Assemoiv Lang Prog on the BBC £7.95

AssernniyLangtofitieBBC. te.95

Assembly L.tng Progiamming
Birnnaum tggs
Basic Prog on ffie BBC Cr/er £5.95
Basic flom User Guide ,, A. Dickens £9.95
Bssic H IK-'i GuidCj ACORN ti 00
BBCSdS'i . . £5;95
BBC Basic for Beg^nneFS . . . £6,95
BBC Micro for Beginners. £6,95

BBCMicroDistiCompanion E7,95

BBCMicroEjpeilGuide £6,95
BBC Micro Graptiics S Sounp £7.9S
BBCMicromEducatlpn £6.50

BBC Micro Revealed £3,50
BCPL User Manual £15.00

Bevond Basic . £7.25

CP/M Handboo^ £10.95
Creating Adventure Progs £6.95

Creative Assembler for llie BBC.. ,.£5.95

Creative Gfaphics £7.50

DiV Robotics & Sensors £6.95

Disc Booi( £3.50

£1.50 per book)
Disc Prografnming "rechniqueB

BBC £6 95
Disc Systems E6.9S

DiscovermgBBCfi^/Code E6,9S

EssentiaiKdaihs BBC/Electron.. E5.9S

Forth
, , .

, E7.50

Friendly Computer Book .,., £6.95

Graphics on the BBC MicfO.,. £6.95

Graphs aCharls £7.50

H/Bh ot pfogs/functs for 8BC 4.95
Instant Arcade Games BBC.,.. £2.95
Interlacing PfojeclS BBC £6,95

Interfacing the 6502 £10,95

Intro BBC Micro £5.95

Intro !o Pascal £12.95

LISP £7.50

Making filusic on the BBCComputer.... £5,95

fylasiering CPIM £7.95

MicroBBC Basic Sound GraptiicE £7.95

MOS Memory Data Book £3.95
Printer Driver Generator
Acornsoll _.., £10.00

Prog. Micro with Pascal £8,50
PfogtneBBCMrcro £5.95

Programmmgihe6502 £13.95

Programming the6809 £12.95

PfOgramminglnefloeefBOae... . £13.50
Programming Ihe BBC £6,95
Programming tneZaO £ia.95
StartProg with Electron £5.00

Slap by Step Programme Book 1„..£5.9S

SlepbySiepProgBooka.. £5.9S
Structured Programming £$.50

TTL Data Book Vo;-i £9.00

TTL Data Book Voi-2 . £8.20

BBCUserGuide.
. . E15.00

Using BBC Basic
. £10.00

Using Floppy Disks.. . £6.95

Using the 6502 AssemOly Lang tU.SO
ZaOAppllcalionsBook ., £13,50

EPROMS: 8K 2764-25 £5.00(d) 2764-30 E4.90
16K 27128-25 £15.00(dJ. I6K 27128-30 £14.00(d)

RAM: 8K standard power 6264-15 E22.00
8K lower power 6264 LP-15 £25.00

:cHNOMATic Ltd
,,

p^-jo? in?

(Tcl:<n-20»M77U.K.x.>22«,Hh
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HINTS &TIPS
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IT IS often useful to be able to test the

screen to see if it is possible to move, or

if one has hit something. Also problems
are frequently experienced when using

the keyboard to move characters

around the screen - one reader wanted
a method of steering a character along

the roads of a street plan without it

being able to walk through buildings.

The techniques are the same for the

BBC and the Electron and the listings

will work on both.

*FX4,1 call disables cursor keys

The cursor keys can be tested using

the INKEY statement if the *FX4,1 call is

made first. This call disables the cursor

editing and makes the actual cursor

arrow keys generate normal ASCII

codes as follows:

Left 136

Right 137

Down 138

Up 139

Listing 1 shows how the cursor keys

can be used to move a rectangle about

the screen. PROCinitialise first

switches off the cursor at line 90, then

joins the text and graphics cursors.

Character 128 is defined as a solid

block at line 110. (It could be pro-

grammed to be any shape, a small man

Martin Phillips helps you to

move characters around the screen,

use Wordwise from Basic and

shuffle a pack of cards sharply

for instance.) The background colour is

changed to green at line 120 and the

foreground to black at tine 130. Line 150

programs the Break key to return to

mode 7 and list the program.

Having executed the 'FXA.I call, the

cursor keys do not function as normal,

and also having joined the text and

10 REH listing 1

20 MODE 1

30 PROCinitialise
40 REPEAT
50 PROCmove
60 UNTIL
70 :

80 DEFPROCi ni t i al i se
90 VDU23;8202;0;0;0;
100 VDU5
110 VDU23 , 1 28 , 255 , 255 , 255

,

255 , 255 , 255 , 255 , 255
120 VDU19,0,2,0,0,a
130 VDU19,3,0,0,0,0
140 *FX4,1
150 »KEY10 OLDIM !N LISTiM
1&0 XX=640!YX=512
170 ENDPROC
1S0 ;

190 DEFPROCmove
200 I=INKEY(0)
210 IF 1 = 136 THEN XX=X7.-32
220 IF 1= 137 THEN X7.=Xy.+32

230 IF I = 13B THEN Y7.=Y*/.-32

240 IF 1=139 THEN YX=YX+32
250 MOVE X7.,Y7.

260 PRINT CHR*<12B)
270 ENDPROC

Listing 1. Demonstration of how the cursor
keys can be used to move a rectangle
about the screen

graphics cursors, the screen will not

scroll- Therefore listings are difficult to

correct unless everything is restored to

normal -the best way is to program the

Break key to 'OLD' the program, put

page mode on and list the program. X%
and Y% give the position of the top left-

hand corner of the block, and are in-

itially set to the middle of the screen.

Lines 40 to 60 form an infinite loop

calling up the procedure PROCmove,

10 REM listing 2
20 MODE 1

30 PROCinitialise
40 REPEAT
50 PROCmove
60 UNTIL
70 :

80 DEFPROCinitial ise
90 V/DU23;8202;0;e ;0;
100 VDU5
110 VDU23, 128,255, 255,255,

255 , 255 , 255 , 255 , 255 ]

120 VDU19,0,2,0,0,
130 VDU19,3,0,0,0,
140 *FX4,1
150 »KEY10 OLD!M N list:m
160 Xy.=640:Yy.=508
170 ENDPROC
180 :

190 DEFPROCmove
200 I=INKEY(1)
210 IF I=-l THEN ENDPROC |

220 IF 1=136 THEN XX=XX-32
230 IF 1=137 THEN XX=X7.+32
240 IF I=13B THEN YX=YX-32
250 IF 1=139 THEN vy.=YX+32
260 IF POINT(XX,YX><>0 1

THEN PROCbump ENDPROC
270 MOVE XX, V/.

280 PRINT CHR*<128) |

290 ENDPROC
300 :

310 DEFPROCbump
320 VDU7
330 ENDPROC

Listing 2. Includes a test to see if the block
has reached the edge of the screen or

crossed its own track

which tests if any key has been
pressed, and moves the block appro-

priately. If a cursor key has been
pressed then the appropriate X% or

Y% value is changed. The values are

changed by 32 each time because
using mode 1 (or mode 4} requires 32

screen units to move the block to an

adjacent position on the screen. The
block is the size of one character, and

there are 40 characters per line in

mode 1. The normal horizontal screen

resolution is 1280, and that divided by

IF YOU have a technical hitch or a programming problem let Martin Phillips give his

diagnosis. We'll pay £5 if you raise a really interesting point. Please give full details

of the system you're using and include a listing where appropriate, making your ques-

tion as specific as possible. WRITE TO: Hints & Tips, Acorn User, Redwood Publishing,

68 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JH.
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Our plotter is drawing

attentiooto itself,

with all

these features

it's hardly surprising

• standard A4 plotting window. Takes any size paper/transparency up to B4.
• No special pens required - takes felt tips, rollerball. draughting pens etc.
• High reliability and excellent distance accuracy obtained by linear motor technology.
• Standard interfaces - RS232 and/or Centronics.
• Unique "Interceptor" software* enables immediate graphics output for BBC/Apple II users.
• Extended internal character set includes full ASCII, Greek and Maths symbols.
• Point to point digitise facility.* Simple to use CAD software available for BBC/Apple.

Standard unit costs under £450.*

To find out more Tel (0702) 541 664/5 or complete and return the coupon to: L.G.L 28 Purde/s Way,
Rochford, Essex, 884 1NE Telex 995701 Ref: 356 • Excluding vat (nterceDtorvcAo sw extra.

A new line in computer hardware

LINENS
a^^H^lCS
LIMITED—A

NAME

ADDRESS

TEL
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10 REM 1 isting Z

20 MODE 1

30 PROCini ti al ise
40 PROCdrawbQK
50 REPEAT
60 PRDCmove
70 UNTIL
80 :

90 DEFPROCdrawbo>;
100 MOVE 380, 252: DRAW 380,448
110 DRAN 508, 448: DRAW 50B,f^72
120 DRAW 380,572: DRAW 380,768
130 DRAW 576, 768: DRAW 576,640
140 DRAW 700,640: DRAW 700,768
150 DRAW 896, 768: DRAW 896,572
160 DRAW 768,572:DRAW 768,448
170 DRAW 896,448: DRAW 896,252
180 DRAW 700,252:DRAW 700,380
190 DRAW 576, 380: DRAW 576,252
200 DRAW 380,252
210 GC0L3,

1

20 PROCprint
230 ENDPROC
40 :

250 DEFPROCinitial ise
260 VDU23;8202;0;0;0;
270 VDU5
280 VDU23. 128,255,255,255.

255 . 255 , 255 , 255 , 255
290 VDU19, 0,2, 0,0,0
300 VDU 19, 3, 0,0, 0,0
310 *FX4,

1

320 *FXU,0
330 »KEY10 DLD!M IN LISTIM
-340 X'/=640: Y7.=508
350 ENDPROC
360 :

370 DEFPROCiDDve
380 I=INKEY(3)
390 PROCprint
400 IF 1=136 AND POINT

(X*/.-4,Y'/.>=0 THEN X7.= X-/.-32

410 IF 1=137 AND POINT
<X7.+32,YV.)=0 THEN Xy.= Xy.+32

420 IF I=13B AND POINT
(X-/.,YV.-32)=0 THEN Y'/.=VV.-32

4 30 IF 1=139 AND POINT
(XV.,Y>: + 4)=0 THEN YV.=YV. + 32

440 PROCprint
4 50 FOR N=l TO 100: NEXT N
«6a FNDPROC
'1 '0 :

4SU DEFPRDCprint
^93 MOVE X:-'. ,V7.

".00 PRINT C.HR*<123)
-.

1 FNDF ROC

Listing 3. This draws a biacl( shape and
provides an impenetrable boundary

40 equals 32. In all the graphics modes
there are 32 lines of characters poss-

ible on the screen, and the vertical

screen resolution is 1024, which

divided by 32 equals 32.

Line 250 moves the graphics cursor

to the point given by X% and Y%. Line

260 then prints character 128, the pre-

viously defined block, at the position of

the graphics cursor. When listing 1 is

run, a black line can be steered round
(and off) the screen, A track is left by the

block on the screen.

Listing 2 is similar except that a test

is included to see if the block has
reached the edge of the screen or

crossed its own track. This is done with

the POINT statement, which returns the

value - 1 if the co-ordinates refer to a

point off the screen, otherwise it

returns the number of the logical colour

at that point. If it's required that the

block does not cross itself then it must
stay on the background colour, which

has the logical colour 0, If the block

moves off the background colour, con-

trol moves to the procedure PROC-
bump, which simply sounds a bleep. It

could be improved or altered to keep a

score or print a message on the screen.

Listing 3 draws a black shape on the

screen, and provides a boundary the

block cannot pass, and also 'unprints'

the block before moving and reprinting

it. This is done by using the GC0L3
statement, which inverts the colour

already there, so printing the block for

a second time on the same spot cancels

out the block again. The colour of the

actual block can be changed at this

line. GC0L3,1 will give a red block,

GCOL3,2ayellow block, etc. Notice that

a test to see if the block is within bounds
is made before the X% or Y% co-

ordinates are changed. Line 220 prints

the block on the screen. It is then

'unprinted' at line 390 before any
change in X% or Y% is made, and then

reprinted at the new position. Line 450

is a line to introduce a short wait to slow
down the flashing effect of the block.

Listing 4 is similar to listing 3 except
that the whole of the shape is coloured-

in to show that the technique can be
used to keep the block within a certain

colour on the screen.

10 REM 1 iBtinq 4 .'t.0 VDU2 3; 8202:0 0:0;
.:0 MODF 1 J 70 VDU5
:..\d PROCini tiali-se 280 VDlJ2 3 , 1 28 , 255 , 255 . 255

, |

api PRDCdrawbo^: i _'_f . ^u'Z' , 255 , J35 , 255
5l?l REPEAT .'90 *F''4, 1

'^0 PRDCmove '00 *F < 1 i ,

"^0 UNTIL "lO *^[- EY10 OLDIM IN LI5T;M
flp :20 X'/.=--t40: Y-/.=508 |

"i-C DEFPROCdr awba.. 330 ENDPROC
00 FOR hoi-iz^B rO 320 340

STEP 320 ;"^0 DEFPRGCmove
; 10 FOR vert-0 TO 320 t.0 I^INt^EY (3i

STEP 320 :.70 PROCprint
120 MOVE 3a44hnr]z: .256+vert :-s0 IF 1=136 AND POINT
l".0 MOVE 3e4-*-hor 1 z ,444+vert (>::'.-32,Y'/.) a THEN X7. = >!7.-32

)'10 PLOT 85.5"^2+hori? . 390 IF 1=137 AND POINT
444+vert 1XXi-32,yA,) THEN X»X7.+32

!=.i3 MOVE 5724hDr ir .256+vert 400 !F 1=138 AND POINT
Ie0 PLOT 85.384 -t-horiz .

(X7.,Yy.-32) ,0 THEN V% = Y7.-32

: '0

180
V?0

2564 vert
NEXT vert .horir
MOVE 5] 2. 384: MOVE 512.fe3fc

PLDl S5."^64,c36:
MOVE 764.394

410

420
430
440
450
4fo0

IF !==139 AND POINT
(X7..V7.+32) -0 THEN Y7.=Y7.4.32
PROCprint
FOR N=l TO 100:NEXT N
tNDPROC

J00
i0
: d

.. 30

.40

PLOT 85.512,384
BCOl -,2
PRuCnrn-.t
ENDPROC

DEFPROCprint
470
430

MOVE X7:,Y7.

PPINTCHRJ(128)
ENDPROC

:':<p\ DEFPROCir.ii i r. : i 7r

Listing 4. Demonstration of how the technique can be used to keep the block within a
certain colour on the screen

r< Using Wordwise from Basic

IS there a way of using text prepared

with Wordwise and stored on disc from

within a Basic program? asks A Grima
of llford. Such a facility would make the

preparation of screen instructions

much easier. There is a way to do it

which involves using the 'TYPE com-
mand.

This is an extra command that is only

available if a DPS (Disc Filing System)

is fitted, but will then work with either

tape or disc. It's also a useful technique

for including instructions in a program
that would run out of memory if they

were printed in the normal manner.

To prepare a set of instructions as a
kVordiv/se text file that can be called up
from within a Basic program:
• Prepare the instructions using Word-
wise. If they are to be viewed as screen

instructions (unless in modes or 3),

make the line length 39 or less,

• Save the file as a spooled file with the

title INSTR (for the sake of this

example).

• In the Basic program insert at the

point where the instructions are

needed the following lines:

VDU12,14
•TYPE INSTR pagers
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M ••*•••••*•*->«
The complete
Software Service
fortheBBC Micro

ARCADE. ADVENTURE,
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

-^ HI RE with option to buy - £1 -

£1 .50 per fortnight - up to 75% discount
^ when buying.

-K BUY ONLY All the latest

software at discount prices + special

offers with savings of 75% on retail.

LIFE MEMBERSHIP £10
(special offer this month - write for details)

For all the information on RICKSOFT send
name and address to;

RICKSOFT Dept A,

78WARREN DRIVE, HORNCHURCH
ESSEX RM12 4QX.
Or Ring 04024 47722.

• ••••••••••^<

k

P^I^P^
^^^^^B ^m ^^s^Ssl

liilUJliiJUJUl
CHORD TUTORS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

BBC-A/B C32K) ELECTRON SPECTRUM (48K)

DISPLAY CHORD SHAPES FOR GUITAR FINGER POSITIONS RDR KEYBOARDS

GUITAR CHORD TUTOR
* Displays 144 chord shapes with finger positions, silent strings, ond barres,

* Large display suitable for group teaching and individual practice,

* Chord progressions in memory,
* Replay memory.
* Sound ON/OFF to ploy chord notes.

* Tuning notes tor open strings

KEYBOARD CHORD TUTOR
* Displays finger positions for lAA chords and their inversions

* Displays mojOr and minor scales.

* All the features ol the GUITAR CHORD TUTOR except tuning notes

£14,95 each including postage & packing. Cassette only, Iransterable lo disc-

state clearlv GUITAR a KfVBOARD QOO Mlctacomputet

fl^

Order dliecl (torn:

P R ADBY ASSOCIATES LTD

40 BROAD STREET, SEAFORD. E. SUSSEX BN25 INF

Telaphone 0323 8W202

GFORTH

For the BBQ.Microcompnter
model B

G:FORTH -

G:FORTH -

G:FORTH -

G:FORTH -

G:FORTH -

GrFORTH-
G:FORTH -

G;FORTH -

G:FORTH -

GrFORTH -

is an advanced implementation of FORTH
follows the 79-standard specification

has the full double-number extension set

has extremely fast Turtle graphics

includes an Editor and a 6502-Assembler

supports extensive string and file handling

allows the use of all screen modes
contains more than 540 predefined words
can be used with either tape of 40/80 track disk
systems

is ideal for scientific and professional
applications:

- fast data acquisition and analysis
- process and robot control
- statistical analysis
- advanced colour graphics

G:FORTH - provides words that can be used to:

- read joystick ports
- produce sounds
- set & read the time
- produce random numbers

G:FORTH - reduces program development time and
inspires a structured and creative way of solving problems

ROM Version - £43.00
Sideways RAM Version - £33.00
Please add £2 p&p

Dealer inquiries welcome

Also available from Technomatic!

1984 Graiidex Data - Denmark
©stersogade 34 - Copenhagen
DK1357K
Phone: + 45 1 156868
Telex: 45752
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The VDU12.14 is inserted to clear the

screen and then put page mode on, so

that a long set of instructions does not

go beyond one screenful at a time. If

this is extended to VDU12,14,2 then the

printer will be switched on too, and a

hard copy can be obtained. Notice that

no speech marks are required round

the filename INSTR. They can be put in,

but are not essential.

For some programs, it would be use-

ful also to input the filename for the text

file. This cannot be included in the

'TYPE command in the normal manner,

but has to be done using the Command
Line Interpreter, covered in detail in

December's Hints and Tips. Listing 5

10 REM Listing 5
20 REM Ba5 i c 1 ver s i on
30 DIM B 20
40 INPUT"Enter title "Tf
50 *E(^"TYPE "+T*
60 X"/.=B MOD 256
70 YV.=B DIV 256
80 CAL I. -^FFPy

Listing 5. How a filename can be entered
and called up lor use with the "TYPE com-
mand

shows how a filename can be entered

and called up for use with the 'TYPE

command. Basic II, which is fitted to

newer BBC computers, has a state-

ment OSCLI which will perform the task

more easily. Listing 6 shows this state-

ment being used.

10 REM Listino 6

20 REM Basic 2 version
30 INPUT "Enter title "T*
40 0<5CLT"TYPE "+TS

Getting a yes/no answer

Listing 6. Demonstration of the OSCLI
statement

Connection

correction

AUGUST'S Hints and Tips described a

method for connecting two disc drives

together. Unfortunately the first dia-

gram and part of the text implied that a

second cable was somehow linked

together by a connector block to form a

sort of 'Y' shaped cable, which caused

several readers to enquire how to do

this and which drive the resistor net-

work should have been removed from.

In fact the connector listed in the article

is simply clamped over the existing

cable about six inches from the first

drive. It makes contact with the cable

without breaking any of the connec-

tions, so the cable can then be looped

inside the new disc drive to connect to

the circuit board, and it is this drive

which should have the resistor network

removed.

JOHN WEST has sent in a useful pro-

cedure to input a yes/no response to

add to our library. Shown in listing 7, it

will only accept a "Y' or *N' in upper or

lower case, and the appropriate word
is printed out. The variable q' stores

the keypress and converts it to a

number representing the position of

the letter in the alphabet, eg 'Y' will

10 REM 1 1 sting ^

PRINT "Answer (Y/N> ":

TF FNauest THEN PPINT"Ye
END

20
'0

40
50
SB
-0

B0

have the value 25. The MOD 32 at line

70 is used to convert a lower case

letter to have the same value as an

upper case letter. If the key pressed is

not a 'Y' or an 'N' a bleep will sound
and the function will call itself up
again. The function could be changed
to test for any two letters of the alpha-

bet by changing the values at line 80.

ELSE PR I NT "No"

DEFFMquest
Q=.:GET-64>f10D 32
IF q^25 OP q=14 THEN =q =25 ELSE VDU? : =FNc3ue-^

Listing 7. John West's procedure to input a yes/no response

Shuffle the pack

A ROUTINE using strings was pub-

lished in September's Hints and Tips

which could be used to shuffle a pack of

cards. Peter Broadbent from Banbury

has sent in a program (listing 8) which

will do a card shuffle in 0.7 seconds. It

works by defining a string of 52 charac-

ters and taking each one out of that

string in a random fashion and putting it

in another string. As the characters are

taken out of the string it becomes
shorter, thereby avoiding the delay as

the program has to hunt or check for

missing characters. The randomly

sorted set of letters is stored in the

string variable aS. J A Thompson from

St Leonards-on-Sea also sent in a simi-

lar listing.

10 REM listing S
20 REM by Peter Broadhead
30 TZ=TIME
40 PROCsort
50 PRINT (TIME~T7.> /100; "

Sees.

"

60 PRINT a*
70 END
80 :

90 DEFPRDCsort
100 LOCAL A*,ry. ,c'/.

110 a*="abcdefghijk;lmndp
QRSTLiyWXYZabcde+ghi .ikl

mnDpqrstuvw::yz "

120 r'/.=53

5 30 a*=""
140 REPEAT
150 r/;=r7.-l

160 c-/.=RND(ry.)

170 af=a*+MID*(flf ,cy., 1)

180 AS=LEFTJ(A*-,c"/.-1)
+MID* (A*,c7.+ 1

)

A 90 UNTIL r/;-l

200 ENDPRDC

Quick fire

questions

Listing 8. Peter Broadbent's card shuffle

routine

THE variables A% to Z% are called

the resident integer variables.

Although they will only store whole
numbers (integers), they can be

used for passing values from one
program to another as their values

are not cleared when loading or

chaining another program. Neither

are they cleared when Break is

pressed.

BERNARD BEESTON points out that

the printer check given in Septem-

ber's Hints and Tips will send two

spaces to the printer if it's switched

on, and this can upset the formatting

of the first line. As the characters

sent to the printer don't matter, he

suggests that the characters sent

are 32 and 127. The 127 character

deletes the 32, thereby leaving the

printer at its original setting.

A SIMPLE way to get a program to

wait until the space bar is pressed is

to use the following loop:

REPEAT:UNTILGET = 32

It will loop round each time a key is

pressed, until the space bar (which

has an ASCII value of 32) is detected.

LISTINGS often show up better when
printed in mode 6 against a blue

background. First type

M0DE6

and press return, then type

VDU19,0.4,0,0,0

The program can now be listed.
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'Evillstar reliability forHO
COMPUTERS
Commodore 64 ei 89,00

0ncAtmos48K ei66 00

SinclairZXSpectmm48K El 19.00

SanyoMBC55128K2x160K
Drives C914.25

Acom Electron n99,00
BBC Model B e399
BBC Model B ^ Disc Interface E469
BBC Model B i Econet

Interface C447

BBC Model B 4 Disc & Econet

Interface C517.

Z80 Second Processor C399

6502 Second Processor £1 99.

AcomBitstick C375.

Acom lEE Interface £325.

Acorn Electron i One Interface £59,

BBC Prestel Adaptor £132.

BBC Telex Receiver £225.

Amstrad i Green Monitor £235.

Amstrad + Colour Monitor £345.

Einstein £499.

Sinclair QL £389.

Commodore CI6 £129.

ZX Spectrum Plus £169.

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

Anadex DP-6500 500CPS £2321 ,00

Anadex WP-6000 £2079.00

Brother EP44 £228,00

Brother HR5 £148,00

Canon PW1080A1 60 CPS
(NLQ) £289,00

Canon PW1156A 160 CPS
(NLQ} £389 00

Texan KagaKP810 £279,00

Texan KagaKP910 £389 00

Ensign 1650 165 CPS £305,00

Epson RX80T 100 CPS £224,00

Epson RX80FT 100 CPS £240.00

,J

\^^ C\
Uii

-

Epson RXl OOF T 1 00 CPS £396,00

Epson FX80 160 CPS £365,00

EpsonFXIGOFTieOCPS £494,00

Epson LQ1 500 200 CPS
(NLQ) £1029 00

Mannesmann MT80 80 CPS £1 99 00

Mannesman Mil 80 160 CPS
(NLQ) £678.00

Newbury DRE8850 300 LPM £2409.00

Newbury DRE8925 240 CPS £1592 00

QKI82A120CPS £293.00

OKI 84A 200 CPS £724,00

OKI 92P 160 CPS £379 00

OKI2410P350CPS £1765,00

SeikoshaGPlOOA £165,00

SeikoshaBP420420CPS

{110 CPS NLQ) £1255,00

ShinwaCPSOModelllFt £199,00

StarDeltalOIOOCPS £378.00

StarDelta15160CPS £511.00

Riteman Compact 120 CPS.

80 Col. FT £228.00

StarGemini10X120CPS £228.00

StarGemini 15X120 CPS £334,00

Star Radix 10 200 CPS (NLQ) £516.00

Star Radix 15 200 CPS (NLQ) £631.00

Ted 550 120 CPS £534 00

Toshiba TH2100H 192 CPS £1466,00

Trend 930 200 CPS (NLQ,

80 CPS) £1552.00

Epson 81 43RS232 Interlace for FX &
RX £43.00

Epson 81 48RS232 Interface with 2K
BufferXOnOff £65.00

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Brother HR1 £511.00

BrotherHR15 £378.00

Brother HR1 5 Keyboard £155.00

Brother HR15 Sheet Feeder £212.00

Brother HRl5Tractor Feed £71,00

Brother HR25
Canon AP400KSR
Daisy Step 2000 20 CPS
Diablo 630 API

Diablo Sheet Feeder

£631 .00

£874,00

£249.00

£1512.00

£563.00

Fuiitsu SP830 RO(S) 80 CPS £1374,00

Juki610018CPS £340.00

Juki 6300 40 CPS £850.00

NEC 2010 Serial 20 CPS £741,00

NEC 2030 Parallel 20 CPS £741.00

NEC 3510 Serial 35 CPS £1321.00

NEC 3530 Parallel 35 CPS £1321.00

NEC 7710 Serial 55 CPS £1723.00

NEC 7730 Parallel 55 CPS £1723.00

OlympiaESW103 £948,00

Quendata20CPS

Unidirectional £249,00

Qumell 40RO . £1362,00

Qumell 55RQ £1575.00

Qume9 45R0 £1782.00

Ricoh RP1300S £1029,00

Ricoh RP1600S £1368,00

Ricoh RP1600S Row Writer

8K £1436,00

Ricoh RP1600S Flow Writer

8KIBMPC £1493.00

Ricoh RP 1 600S Sheet Feeder £527.00

Ricoh RP1600S Tractor £158.00

SilverFeedEXP550(P)16

CPS £655,00

Smith Corona TIP 12 CPS £224,00

TEC Star Writer F1 040 40

CPS £1029.00

TEC Star Writer F1 055 55

CPS £1420,00

TEC Sheet Feeder £527.00

TECTractor £158.00

UchidaDWX-305(SorP)

18 CPS £264.00

Juki Single Sheet Feeder £245,00

Juki Tractor Unit £108.00

Juki RS232 Interface £55.00

Juki Spare Daisywheel £16.00

Twillstar Computers Limited
17 Regina Road, Southall, MIDDLESEX, UB2 5PL, TEL; (01 ) 574 5271
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KEcomputerusers...and

COLOUR PRINTERS
Canon PJ1080A7Colour

40 CPS InkJet £399.00

SeikoshaGP700A7

ColourSOCPS £399,00

PLOTTERS
Mannesman PIXY Plotter £569.00

MONITORS
Texan Kaga RGB Vision 111

12"

Texan Kaga 12"

HR Green/Amber

Microvitec CUB 1431 Stand

RES

Microvitec CUB 1451 Medium

RES

MicrovitecCUB 1441 High

RES

SanyoSCM14"VHR

Fidelity 12MHZ, RGB,

Composite

Phillips V7001HR Green

Screen with Sound Input

Microvitec FOR QL1451 14"

Medium Res

Novex 14" Colour Monitor

NordmedeTV'Monitor14"

Philips TV/Monitor

PERIPHERALS
DISK DRIVES
BBC Single 100K Drive

BBC Dual 200K

BBC Single 200K 40 Track

Double Sided

BBC Dual 400K 40 Track

Double Sided

BBC Single 400K 80 Track

Double Sided

BBC Dual BOOK 80 Track

Double Sided

BBC Single Power Supply

BBC Dual Power Supply

DiskDriveforAmstrad

Commodore 1541 Disk Drive

Oric Disk Drives

Sinclair249KD!skDrives

£263.00

£229.00

£369.00

£118,00

£199.00

£299.00

£399,00

£425.00

£195.00

£75.00

£270.00

£215,00

£249.00

£230,00

£99,00

£189,00

£159.00

£299.00

£175.00

£349.00

£20.00

£29.00

£199.00

£189.00

ADDONS FOR THE BBC
Spell Check £19.00

Tool Kit £27.00

Star Base £69.00

Disk Doctor £32.00

Graphics ROM £32.00

Mtcrotec Cassette £49.80

MicrotecOnDisk £59,85

Grafpad £132.00

BBC Cassette Recorder £35,00

Disk Interface (Free Fitting) £120,00

Games Paddles £9,95

Econet Interlace £69,00

Speech Interface £54.00

View Word Processor £55.00

Word Wise Word Processor £37,00

Light Pen for BBC £45,00

Edward User Pack £44,79

Edward Teacher Pack £34.44

Edward Commercial Pack £59,74

EXPANSION BOARDS
RAVEN-20 BOARD

TheRAVEN-20isa20KRAM
EXPANTION forthe BBC Micro, Model B.

fitted with O.S. 1.2.

This specially designed product plugs in

to the CPU soci<et of your micro (centre

socket of the 3 available) with the minimum of

effort. The pins are specially custom made,

thus avoiding any possible damage to the

circuitry.

The RAVEN board provide the user with

an extra 20K of usable RAM in screen modes
to 3 , This together with the aid of software

makes the system completely transparent to

both the user and the computer.

The RAVEN-20 software ROM gives

now

much more than |ust the standard

commands, it has been programmed to give

more and better commands! Phced at £69.95

inclusive of VAT Please add £1 .50 for post

and packing.

RAM-ROM BOARD
The RAM-ROM extension board gives an

extra 6 sockets for extra ROM 's and 2 slots of

RAM , This RAM is not an extension of BASIC

.

It is intended that the RAM be used to develop

your own ROM based software. There are In

fact seven sockets on the board , the 7th

replaces the socket on the main board that

would otherwise be taken by the ROM board

.

(The RAM-ROM board can accommodate
both 2764 type EPROMS as well as 27128

EPROMSandROM.)
The RAMAMP board will not cause

overheating . it comes with fully fitting

instructions, tested and heat tested before

depatch,

Pnces: Without Ram fitted CSS.SO. 1 x

16K RAM (itted e47.00. 2 x 16 RAM
fitted £59.00

All prices inclusive of VAT, Please add CI .50 for P&P,

HOWTO ORDER
You may purchase any of the items listed by
cheque made payable to: Twillstar Computers
Ltd. BarclaycardorAccess. Allyouhavetodols
fill In your requirements on a separate sheet of

paper, post to us and we will despatch with 24
hours, subject to availability. All prices
inclusive of 15% VAT. ADD E2.50 P&P for orders
below £:150. Over add £8 P&P. Credit card
holders may order by telephone. Give card
number, name, address and items required.
Please note VAT is not charged on export
orders. Export customers please ring for details
ofP&R

. . . ask for our Full range!

^^ b^Tv-^ Open
6days a week
Sam to 7pm

Monday to Saturday

TELEPHONE ORDERS

(01)5745271

BARCLAYCARO *

V/SA
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25 ss/dd 51/4''

diskettes in a
MEGA*BOXJp'7Q

-it's tough!
plus VAT
and p&p

Our Quality Promise
You can order KLSSS disks with confidence. We buy
our disks in bulk from international manufacturers, to

our specifications, then test, grade and retest them in our
London laboratories. Every order of25 or 50 comes
packed in the same top quahty rigid plastic storage box,
our MEGA*BOX. With four dividers. Every order of 1

H

comes packed in our dISCO-bOX hbrary case.

Fully Guaranteed
The mISSS quaUty control is so stringent that we can
give our famous 'two for one' guarantee. If you find a

fauhy disk, return it to us, and we'll send you two in

exchange immediately. All part ofour five year guarantee.

51/4 "Floppy
Disks Prices

Code 3 25 ss/ddXlSSB 5 '/." 48ipi disks with

MmOT^ in MEGA«BOX £29
Code4 25ds/ddJ/lEff 5'/4"48tpidiskswith

MKKX^ inMEGA«BOX £39

Code 5 50 ss/ddXISSS 5 'A " 48tpi disks with

MKKXXr in MEGA«BOX £50
Code 6 50ds/dd/||£iBn 5 'A" 48tpi disks with

JMRK? in MEGA«BOX £75

Code 1 1 ss/ddXlUS! 5 'A" 48lpi disks with

Mmaff'in discobox £]B
Code 2 lOds/dd/ifiOT 51/," 48tpi disks with

in dIsco-box £18

Features: Write protect notch, centre hubs, double
and single density.

Tyvex® sleeves, and with

.

Other brands too!
We also stock 3M and Athana Disks.
Prices are for boxes of 10. All disks 48tpi

Type Athana 3M am!
ss/dd £24.80 £19.50 £12.00 (code Bl)

ds/dd £30.80 £27.00 £17.50 (code B2)

For details ofour 8" floppies ring 1 -63 1 02 5 5

.

Special

Offers
SUPERDISK
tough!
The 96 tpi SVa" disk for any system.
SUPERDISK is suitable for any user, any
computer, any format. Single sided, double
sided, 48 or 96 tpi. Every SUPERDISK has
been individually tested and approved in our
London laboratory. Whatever your requirement
SUPERDISK is the answer.

Special introductoiy offer until I5th January,
1985 only- 10 SUPERDISKS ina
dIsco-box £20 plusVAT and P&P. From
16th January, 1985 prices must rise! (Code Rl)

The midibox
1 5 ds/dd disks in our new mIdl-bOX at a bargain
price.

Our new mldl-bOX has some great features. It's

made of high impact PVC and holds up to 30 5 'A"

disks, but is one ofdie neatest on the market.
Measuring 6 !/+" x 6V4" x 314", die ridged lid

conveniendy holds the disks you are working on
rgdyto hand. And with 15 d&'dd disks with
Mmmr it's a bargain at only £25.00 all in. (Code

A Box and a half for the
^^'^

price ofone!

Disco Technology Ltd., Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place, London WCl, England.
Telephone Sales: 01-631 3600 Technical Enquiries: 01-631 0255

MEGA«BOX
I

measures
61/4" X 83/4"

X6V2"

Pre-formatted Disks

EZl^New!
Save yourselflime and trouble - we can supply
pre-formatted disks for nearly every computer.
Available in boxes of 1 0.

Sin^e sided for AES Plus, Olivetti ETV 300,
Phillips 5002/3/4 etc. £15.00 (Code Fl ) and
machine name.
Double sided for DEC Rainbow/Professional

,

Phillips 5020 (Prospect), IBM Displaywriter,

Canon ASlOO etc. £24.00(CodeF2)
Please specify your computer and machine part

number when ordering.

Personal Callers Very
Welcome
We're now established in our new showroom in

Alfred Place. You can save our £2.00 delivery

charge by calling in - you'll be welcome from
10,00 a.m. tUI 5.00p.m. Saturday 10.00a.m.-
4.00 p.m.

Help Lines
Ifyou want help or information to place an order
ring our 'hot line' on 01-631 3600 or ifyou need
technical advice ring 01 -63 1 0255.

Official Orders
We accept orders from all government bodies,

schools, universities, libraries, armed forces etc.

We despatch on receipt ofan official purchase
order. Ifyou can't raise a cheque without an
invoice just post or telephone your order and we'll

send you a pro-forma by return.

Disco Technology Ltd., Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place, London WCl, England. Please send me the following:

Fill in the coupon or send written orders.

Name

Signature

Address

AUl H

Postcode.

I enclose a cheque for £_ . or debit

my Access/Diner card number

C Tyvex is a registered name ofDu Pom
C,AMn^isa regisKred name oCDisco Technology Ltd

^ XtOB is a registered nunc is a registered name of

XLTRON Ltd.

Code No. Quantity Product Computer Price

r^ VAT at 15%

Add £2.00 delivery for disks, £5.00 for drives -^ DeUvety

or£6.00forboth. Cleaning kits free delivery. * \^ -j-q,^

k



...Twillstar reliability for

BUSINESS computerusers!
ailprices

inclusive of vat/

andthere ismore.
BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SANYO 550

16BitMicra128KRAM

expandable to 256K. Single or

Double Diskdrive built in full

colour graphics (640x200

pixels in8colours)IBIUI

compatible. Free software.

Sanyo MBC 550 128K RAM
single drive and free software

including Wordstar and Calcstar

£862

SANYO 550-2

As 550 but witfi Dual Drive

2)(160K C976

SANYO 550-360

As 550 bul with 2 x360K Drives

£1149

SANYO 550-73

As550butVi'ith2x730KDrives

CI 206

SANYO 555

SanyoMBC555128Kdout)le

dnve and free software includmg

Wordstar Calcstar, Inforstar,

Datastaretc C1 149

SANYO 555-360

As 555 t)utwith2x360K Drives

£1436

SANYO 555-730

As 555 but with 2 x730K Drives

C1494

WORD PROCESSING
BBC1'
BBCfiflicrolUlodelB.Viewlor

Word-wise) Wofdprocessor,

Quendata20CPSOaisywheel

Printer. High Res Green Monitor.

Cassette Recorder plus 10

cassettes and ail the necessary

cables. C747 50

BBC 2'

BBC l^icro Model B ^ Disk

Interface, View lorWordwise)

Wordprocessor, lOOKDtsk

Dnve. High Res Green Monitor,

Quendala 20 CPS Daisywheel

Printer, 1 Box of Disks and all the

necessary cables £883.00

••

BBC 3:

Same as System BBC2but with

400K Drive CI 006 25

BBC 4:

BBC Model B + Disk Interface.

View(orWordwise)

Wordprocessor. 800K Dual Disk

Drive (Mitsubishi), High Res

Green Monitor, JUKI 61 00

Daisywheel Printer, 1 Box(IO)

of 80 Track Disks and ail

necessary cables C1316.75

SAN1:
SanyoMBC550Seriesl6Bit
Microcomputer. 128K RAM.
Dual 160K Drives (2 x160K|

High Res Graphics 1600x200
pixelsinScoloursI JUKI 6100

Daisywheel Pnnter, High Res

Green Monitor IBoxof 10

Disks, Wordstar

Wordprocessor, Calcstar

spreadsheet and all the

necessary cables £1351.25

SAN 2:

SamesasSANI but with Dual

360K Drives (2 x360K)
£1546 75

SAN 3:

Same as SAN 1 but with Dual

720K Drives CI 604 25

SAN 4:

Sanyo MBC 555 Series 16 Bit

Microcomputer. 128K RAM,
Dual150KDrives(2x160K),

High Res Graphics (600x200
pixels inScoloursi JUKI 6100

Daisywheel Pnnter, High Res

Green Monitor, 1 Box of 10

Disks. Wordstar

Wordprocessor, Calcstar

spreadstieet,Mailmerge,

Spellstar (dictionary) Datastar

(database), Reportstar plus all

the necessary cables £1489 25

SAN 5:

Same as SAN 4 but with Dual

360K Drives £1696.25

SAN 6:

Same as SAN 4 but with Dual

730K Drives £1753 75

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
£ £

Tape Disk

Cash Book

Accounts 59.80 63.25

FinalAccounts 59.80 63.25

Invoices &
Statements 19.84 23.28

Commercial

Accounts 19.84 23.28

Mailing List 19.84 23.28

DataBase 19.84 23.28

StockControl 19,84 23.28

HomeAccounts 19.84 23,28

Beebcalc

Spreadsheet

Analysis 19.84 23.82

Payroll 44.85 48,30

ADDON'S FOR BBC
Complete programme

development package on 1 6K

ROM , an absolute necessity lor

all assembly langugae

programers £56.35

MODEMS
WS2000
A world standard direct connect,

modem swilchable between

75.300300.600, 1200.'75. 75'

1 200 baud, awaiting BT

approval. It is compatible with

Bell103.113.108, 202 and

CCITTV21& 23 standards and

allowsyou to communicate with

virtually any computer system in

the world. This is one of the new

generation modems, that will

probably cover any

communications standards you

would ever need. This IS the

modem that will cover Prestel

,

Micronet , Telecom Gold .
Distei

,

Microweb. One-to-One, Bulletin

Boards both in the UK and

abroad, ect etc aswellas

user-lo-user communication. It

also has a rather useful facility of

'Reverse-Presler model, e,

75/120QSO that you can

communicate with other users

who only have a standard 1 200

'

75 type modem What possibly

givesthis modem its biggest

advantage is its option of

computer controlled switching

between all modes of operation

.

In addition, separate auto-

answer and auto-dial cards are

available, giving this modem
possibly the greatest potential of

all- fi^ains powered £1 48

Please phone/write for details of

optional extras

TELEMOO-2
A BT approved modem
complying with CCITTV23

1200750uplex&1200'1200

Halt-Duplex standard, that

allows communication with

Viewdata services eg Prestel.

Micronet etc. . as well as using

1 200 Baud for communicating

with other computer users

Mains powered. TELEMOD 2

£71.00 BBC Lead £3.50

HOWTO ORDER
You may purchase any of the items listed by cheque made payable to Twillstar Computers Ltd

Barclaycard or Access. All you have to do is fill in your requirements on a separate sheet ot paper,

post to us and we will despatcin within 24 hours, subject to availability All pnces inclusive ot 15%

VAT ADD s:2.50 P&P for orders below £150 Over add E8 P&P. Credit card holders may order

by telephone. Give card number, name, address and items required. Please note VAT is

not charged on export orders. Export customers please ring for details o1 P&P.

TCL
ask lot our Full range'

TELEPHONE ORDERS

(01)5745271

Open
S days a week
9am to 7pm

Monday to Saturday

Twillstar Computers Limited c
17 Regina Road, Southall. MIDDLESEX, UB2 5PL. TEL: (01 ) 574 5271 W
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Educational

software - in a

class of its own

Sir, The letter from Mr Hughes
of Essex (November, page 61)

neatly sums up the paradox
that exists in the production
and sales of educational soft-

ware. He asks why software
from the Government-backed
Microelectronics Education
Programme and others is not
readily available. The answer
is that it is, to the customers
who can use it!

MEP's philosophy about
software {the Council for Edu-
cational Technology is MEP's
copyright holder) is that it

should be an aid in the class-
room, and not a replacement
for the teacher. I can't speak
for bther groups such as MUSE
and MAPE, but suspect their

views would be similar to ours.

There is therefore little point in

selling through bookshops-
Instead, we have worked with
educational publishers and
suppliers, who already have a
sales network operating at

school level.

Because we see software as
an aid rather than a replace-
ment, it has to be recognised
that the market, in the UK, is

limited to the number of

schools. At the secondary
level that means fewer than
6000 customers. And those
customers are, rightly, ex-
tremely demanding in terms of

the backup and support they
expect- but it is costly and has
to be paid for.

Also, we are talking about
sophisticated program suites
that are expensive to produce.
When all development costs
are calculated a package can
cost in the order of £50,000 to

£100,000. MEP pays that, and
does not seek to recover it

from UK educational sales.

Therefore schools are paying
only for manufacturing and
support costs. However
others, in this country and in-

creasingly overseas, are buy-
ing MEP-developed packages'
and from these sales we do

seek to recover development
investment.

Education authorities are
very cost-conscious and the
prices they pay, far from
having high profit margins, are
very competitive. If like is com-
pared with like, ie business
packages, rather than games,
it's easy to see what a bargain
real educational software is.

Mr Hughes has investigated
what claims to be educational
software and found it to be
poor. That which is easily
available to schools, from MEP
through the publishers and
from others like MAPE and
MUSE, is collectively recog-
nised as among the best in the
world.

If Mr Hughes would like to

see a catalogue of MEP-devel-
oped products, which includes
devices like the Buggy sold by
Economatics and the barcode
reader sold by Addison-
Wesley which Acorn User is

promoting, as well as soft-

ware, I would be pleased to

send him one. This offer is also
open to the first 10 non-teacher
readers who write to me.
Teachers in England, Wales

and Northern Ireland should
have access to the catalogue
already because one was sent
to every school. If teachers
haven't seen it they should
contact their LEA mail service,
who distributed it for us, their

adviser, or failing all else write

to me (on school notepaper).
Additionally, the major sup-

pliers of hardware to schools
(Acorn, Research Machines
and Sinclair) also publish
catalogues of educational soft-

ware that is specific to their

machines. These catalogues
are available direct from them.

Michael Page
Corporate marketing manager,

MEP

Thanks

a million

Sir, Thank you very much for

the fabulous prize given to me
by your magazine from the

May competition. I now have a
complete BBC computing
system beyond my wildest

dreams and for which I shall

remain grateful to you for

many years.

I have recently decided to

return to New Zealand at the
end of this year, but have
made arrangements to ensure
that I will still be able to get
Acorn User. I hope, if I succeed
in solving the puzzles, you will

be able to accept entries from
the other side of the world!

I have had great pleasure in

attempting the competitions
each month and have found
that Simon Dally is able to set

very challenging problems. (I

have particularly appreciated
his problems requiring think-

ing and programming abilities

rather than literary or other
non-computing skills.)

Once again, thank you for

the prize and keep up the

excellent standards your
magazine has been setting.

John Paris

Leics

Long may your prize serve you
well!

On the point you raise about
accepting overseas entries,

we deliberately set a deadline
at least a month after the
magazine appears (the third

Thursday of the month before
the cover date) to give time for

postage from far and wide.
We've had competition win-
ners in Spain and Canada
before now.

BBtype

observations

Sir, I was most interested to

read the comments of your
reviewer, Chris Drage. of our
BBtype text processing pack-
age (November issue) and
would like to make some
observations.

1. The price to educational

users is £18 inclusive, a reduc-

tion of £5 on the normal retail

price.

2. Truly Epson-compatible
printers, eg Canon and Kaga/
Taxan will also work with

BBtype.
3. BBtype will accept as

input files from View and
Wordwise, though this facility

is limited owing to the differing

methods used to store text (a

specific advantage of BBtype
is that it permits the use of the
*TYPE command mentioned
by your reviewer). However, to

overcome the frustrations of

users who wish to have the
best of both worlds, we have
produced more comprehen-
sive conversion utility pro-
grams which are available
from us at a nominal cost upon
request.

4. BBtype already works on
6502 second processors. In

addition, we now have an
Econet version available
which is far cheaper than
ROM-based products. We are

grateful for the help given us in

this development by Lady
Margaret Middle School in

Southall and Upper Latimer
School in Hammersmith.

5. Your reviewer was (pain-

fully!) accurate in that I was
short of memory by the use of

mode 3 (not every customer
has 6502 second processors

-

yet!) and. regretfully, many
very desirable word process-
ing features had to be sacri-

ficed to preserve the principle

of 'what you see is what you
get'. However, I am working on
it!

6. The upside down" pack-
aging is designed so that

dealers can stand it up for dis-

play purposes - try it and see!
In conclusion, thank you for

reviewing BBtype so
thoroughly. We will certainly

bear your comments in mind in

our development programme,
and look forward to hearing
from customers, both new and
old, at our new address: Furey
Enterprise Products, 7 Manor
Park, Froxfield, Marlborough,
Wiltshire SN8 3LF.

Simon Furey
Furey Enterprise Products

Microtext

in CP/M

Sir, Following Ian Birnbaum's
article on /W/cro?e;f^ (October),

readers with Z80 boards might
be interested to know that a
CP/M implementation of both
the authoring and publishing

systems is available.

This version of Microtext
has been produced by Trans-
data Limited in collaboration

with the National Physical Lab-
oratory,

The authoring system will

hold modules up to 32k long
and offers additional features,

notably increased user help,

with details of all error mess-
ages, run-time and command
mode commands, and the
ability to include additional

Microtext commands written

in assembler.
The publishing system

enables authors to publish

Microtext course material with

an inbuilt run-only system. The
course material can be
encrypted for security if

required.

I would be happy to supply
further details to anyone
interested, from 1 1 South
Street, Havant, Hants P09
1BU.

GaryAllman
Transdata Ltd
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The robot

connection

Sir, In the October issue under

the readers' letters section

you kindly gave information

to your reader Paul Dormer
in Cheshire about our new
Fischertechnik robot kit. One
small point I must make is that

the kit itself, which is available

from many computer shops, is

priced at just £64.95 and that

the price you mentioned of £92

includes a special interface

and software manufactured by

Micro Robotic Systems and
sold by them in conjunction

with our kit.

You will appreciate, of

course, that not everybody
wants to purchase a separate

interface and some people will

put together their own for their

own purposes, hence the fact

that we market the kit without

an Interface,

Martin Thomas
Ivlarketing Manager,

Artur Fischer (UK) Ltd

Weather

dumps
Sir, Enclosed are some screen

dumps of some weather pic-

tures received using the inter-

face mentioned in the /Kcorn

L/ser article about Mike Furm-

inger's set-up. They are from

Meteosat and were received

here using a one-metre dish.

The printouts were done on an

Epson RX80 using the excel-

lent PrintmasterROM.
l\/leteosa1 is the European

Space Agency weather satel-

lite in a geostationary position

22.000 miles above the equa-

tor directly over longitude 0,

latitude 0, It sends back data

which is received by an earth

station in Germany, This

station processes the data and
retransmits it to the satellite

for retransmitting to any

station within range,

The one-metre dish used

feeds the signal down to a

radio receiver and thence to a

BBC micro using Mike Furm-

inger's interface,

Terry Weatherley
Lowestoft

Join

my board

Sir, I am writing to you after

reading the communications
section in the October issue,

where you asked people who
run their own boards to write

in. Well here 1 am.
1 have just started my board

and it has only been running

for about 6 or 7 weeks. It is run

on a BBC model B, I wrote the

software myself lor a com-
puter studies project at school

,

1 am 15 years old and don't get

many callers because I have
only advertised on Microweb
and Manchester BBS. so this is

what I need to get a few more
callers,

One comment on your list:

the Manchester BBS run by

Robert O'Donnell is wrong.

The number is 061-427 1596

(no? 061-427 3711 as printed).

My phone number is (0295)

720812,andmy timesare7 to8

am, 6 to 7 pm and 10 to 11pm
(school holidays only).

I know that the times are not

much at the moment, but it's

not my computer, it's my
dad's!

I need another computer,

disc drive, printer, modem and
a new phone line put in before I

can go 24 hours, which I hope I

will be able to do when 1 get a

bit of money.
Also it anyone else runs a

BBS on their BBC, please

could they contact me, as

there is a club set up by myself

called BSC which stands for

Beeb Sysop Club. It's free and
you are given a password so

you can access the menu on

my board.

My system is all in Basic and
is about 17k long. Also it has a
section for 'Letter Boxers'

which again you have to have

a password to get into, which

you will only know if you are a
Letter Boxer.

Alec Crawford
Banbury

Beebophilia

in Australia

Sir, The sad story from your

correspondent Earl White
(August) prompts me to tell

you that there are better ways
of acquiring Beebs and Atoms
in Australia than buying them
from the distributors.

In June 1983 when the Beeb
model B with disc interface

was selling here for just under

$1500, I mailed a cheque to

Technomatic in the UK, and in

less than three weeks my
Beeb had arrived at the Red-

fern Mail Exchange. It cost me
$997, including air mail, sales

tax and duty.

Also, Acorn and other

British software is available

from MCS Microcomputer
Systems, PO Box 131, Cam-
meray, NSW 2062 (phone 923

1373). MCS also runs a hospi-

tal for sick Beebs,
Beebophiles in Sydney

might be interested to know
that a user group meets every

second Wednesday evening.

At present the venue is MCS,
but when we grow bigger we'll

probably have to find some-
where else to gather. There is

also a Sydney group for

teachers using Beebs in

schools-
Jon Burkitt

NSW
Australia

Reliably

British

Sir, At a time when too many
people (and some universit-

ies) are squandering the

country's resources on im-

ported manufactured products

it is a pleasure to report that I

have had perfectly reliable

service from three excellent

British made (and I don't mean
British boxed) peripherals to

the BBC micro.

These are the Walters

WM2000 dot matrix printer

(sturdy and fast), the medium
resolution Microvitec colour

monitor, and the new Tech OP
Tracker 2, a dual, double-

sided 5-25ln disc drive,

designed and manufactured
by Data Track Technology,

Incidentally, if anyone is

interested in screen dumps for

the WM2000, send me a SAE
for details of some machine
code dumps.

Dr A RCownie
7 Chatsworth Road

Broadoak,Park
Worsley

Manchester
M28 4NU
page 53

Figure 2. The Mediterranean, Red Sea and
the course of the River Nile. Crete and
Cyprus show up well.

Figure 1. Visible light picture of the Earth. II

is just past noon and already it is dark in the

south east of Africa.

\i
'
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nmi
Figure 3. ESA test card showing the resol-

ution obtainable from the Beeb: in all Ihey

show another side ot a remarkable computer.
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TRACK WITH
MICRO

/^

POWER ^^^
B

Micro Power are an official service and information centre, and we are major suppliers to
Government and educational establishments. We stock the complete range of Acornsoft and
Micro Power software as well as a wide range of B.B.C. Micro and general computing books.
Our expert staff are always on hand to provide advice and assistance in the relaxed atmosphere
of our showroom. ~

COMPUTERS

Q
O

G
Q
@

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
B.B.C. Micro + Cassette Recorder AND

Five Micro Power or selected
Acornsoft Tapes 399.00

B.B.C. Model B plus DFS + 4 tapes 469,00
B.B.C. Model B plus Econet + 4 tapes . . . 446.00
B.B.C. Model B plus DFS and Econet 516.00

Acorn Electron + Cassette Recorder OR
Five Micro Power Tapes 199.00

PRINTERS

Epson FX80 41 6.40
Epson RX80 F/T 268.90
Juki 6100 Daisywheel 415.00
Smith Corona TP-i daisywheel 250.00
Cannon PW1080 332.58

MONITORS
Kaga 12" Green Screen 123.05
Sanyo colour monitor CD3125 172.50
Microvitec 14" RGB/PAL and audio output .... 258.75
Microvitec monitor (plastic) 228,85
Microvitec monitor (metal) 228.85
Microvitec medium resolution monitor 299.00

DISK DRIVES

Pace 40 track 100K 112.00
Pace 40 track double sided 200K 155.00
Pace 40/80 track double sided 200/400K .,.. 175.00
Pace 40 track dual drive 200K 220,00
Pace 40 track double sided dual drive 400K ... 295.00
Mitsubishi 40/80 track double sided dual drive

400/800K 335,00
Torch Z80 Disk Pack 80 track double sided

dual drive (including Perfect software) , , . , 803.85
Pace 3" 100K drive 155 25
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T.
We provide free fitting for all firmware.

ALL ROADS LEAD TO MICRO POWER!
EXTENSIVE REPAIRSDEPT FOR ALL CURRENT
ACORN EQUIPMENT INSTALLERS OF ECONET

SYSTEMS WORLDWIDE

ACCESSORIES
Acorn B.B.C. cassette recorder(inc. leads) 35.00
Micro Power potentiometer joystick 12,95
Acom Disk Interface

(onty available with drive) 115.00
Pace Modem plus Commstar ROM 136.00
Commstar ROM 34.00
1 .2 ROM upgrade 11 .50
Speech synthesiser plus cartridge socket

(Free 1.2 ROM if required) 55.00
View wordprocessor ROM 59.80
Wordwise wordprocessor ROM 45.42
Quickshot II Joystick 9.95
Electron Plus 1 printer/joystick interface .... 59.90
First Byte Electron joystick interface

(including cassette) 24.95
ATPL sideways RAM board 45.00
Teletext adapter (Free 1,2 ROM if req.) 225.00
Softtight EPROM programmer 75.90
Printer cables (parallel or serial) 15.50
3M unlabelled disks (ten) 15.00
Scotch D/S D/D disks (Box of ten) 32.50
Maxell 3" disk 4.95
Disk storage case 19,95
Vinyl dust cover for computers, disk drives,

monitors and printers 4.50
Stack light pen 28.75
Tutor Mate Monitor stands 10.50 ('

Wide selection of computer leads and printer .^
ribbons in stock. ^ ,

-^^.

'HP tacili[ie^ available

Please donlact u^
for fLirlhar dsfail^

"Free parkmg
All prices corracf jiT

Itnie of going to press

Q
®
B

®
O
Q

O
O

QoG
O
Q

(I)(c)(R)(6)Q0mGO

Showroom MICRO POWER LTD
Northwood House. North Stieet,

Leeds LS7 2AA, Tel (0532| 458800

Mail Order MICRO POWER LFD viiA
DepI AU12 ^^^B
Sheepscar House, Sheepscat Street South,

Leeds LS7 IAD Pel (0532| 434O06

Send an SAE for our complete listing

of hardware, software and books.

CARRIAGE FREE foi ALL HARDWARE
e>cepl fo( ELECTRON and DISK DRIVES £5

Books and software only 55p pe( order

U.K. Mainland Only
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Basic II

frustration

Sir, I am writing to complain

about the (machine-code)

usage o1 Basic II statements in

your listings- For instance, in

the October 1984 issue a space

remover program was printed

containing EQU statements

without any hints on how to

convert them to Basic I. I sug-

gest that 75 per cent of BBC
owners have Basic 1, and are

frustrated in this way. I sin-

cerely hope you will publish

Basic II only features as little

as possible, and always give

hints on conversion between

Basics.
Stephen Corcoran

London

Your point is a very valid one.

At present we are compiling a

list of notes about writing and
presenting programs, and

hope to publish it In the near

future. One of the points made
is that all programs must be

written in Basic I so that they

are compatible with Basic tl

machines.
We will also be publishing

details on how to emulate
Basic II commands in Basic I.

An EQU simulation function

was printed in the January

issue of Acorn User in

Jonathan Griffiths' article.

Simulators a

big letdown

Sir, The recent reviews of

Acornsoft's Aviator led me to

believe that the program was a

real flight simulator, and on

this fact, I bought it. What a

mistake! A viator, together with

most other flight simulators for

the Beeb, is a poor attempt at a

simulation of how an aircraft

actually reacts. The only good

simulator available for the

Beeb is Jumbo, by Molimerx.

This reacts like a real aircraft. I

suggest the reviewer of Avia-

tortakes a few flying lessons.

Let us hope ElitemW live up

to its rave reviews.

Now to 2002 by Superior. I

have had some success in

docking the Orion craft, but

only on level 1. On the other

levels (2-6), the wire frame

drawing of the docking port

becomes distorted and dock-

ing seems impossible. Have
readers had similar prob-

lems?
Finally, thanks to Aardvark

for two superb games (Frak!

and Zaiaga) and also to Acorn-

soft for Planetoid {yes. I'm still

playing it) and also for Hopper.

the best implementation of

Frogger I have seen on the

Beeb.

Great magazine, keep up

the good work.
Phil Rimmer

Cambs

Missing out

In Scotland

Sir, I'm writing to you aboutthe

lack of computer shows here in

Scotland. All you read about

are exhibitions in the South of

England, mainly London, We
do have computers north of the

border, you know! You often

have letters from people in

Scotland, so why not have a

show?
I would like to complain

about the time it takes for mail-

order goods to be delivered. I

sent away for software from an

offer that was made by the W H
Smith Computer Club and I'm

still waiting for it five weeks
later! Are they trying to beat

Sinclair?

Simon KJndlen

Clackmannanshire

Ink solution

Sir, Many thanks for the free

function key strip (October

issue). However, might I sug-

gest that rather than use a

chinagraph pencil. which

could rub off slightly on the

underside of the clear plastic

strip, a water soluble, fine-

point marker pen be used. This

has the advantage that clean-

ing is easy, and your precious

Beeb doesn't get dirty.

Keep up the good work!
Martin Booth

Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Kitty helps with

screen decisions

and tips for

a tired typist

ASK a silly question, pass a fair comment, stage an angry

protest-we don't mind what you write to us about (or about

us!). Keep 'em short, keep 'em sweet, but keep *em coming!

The address is: Letters, Acorn User, Redwood Publishing,

68 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JH.

Bl'm
thinking of buying a

second colour TV as

my family are begin-

ning to complain about

me stopping them watching

Dallas. Is this the right choice,

or should I buy a monitor?
JaneOrr
Sussex

Qlt all depends on what
you want your com-
puter system to do. If

you spend a lot of time

processing words - writing let-

ters, drafting documents, etc -

then it would certainly make
sense to look at monitors.

Even then you must decide

between colour and mono-
chrome.

If you use your system for

playing games as well as

wordprocessing (wp), you
might feel that the trade-off

between high resolution and
colour is worth it-though bear

in mind that a colour monitor

can become very tiring on the

eyes if you are using it for all

but the minimum of wordpro-

cessing. A good monochrome
monitor, though, should allow

you to work for hours in 80-

column mode - but obviously

most games look somewhat
bleak.

A television will be fine if

games are your main passion
- even if you write a few let-

ters, the TV shouldn't put too

great a strain on your eyes if

you stick to 40-column work-

ing.

Something relatively new on

the market are the TV/moni-

tors. How good they really are

I'm not sure as I haven't used

one. It might be worthwhile

having a look at them at your

local dealer's. Ask them to

show you how 80-column text

looks, as well as 3D Grand Prix

or Elite.

Bl find great difficulty

typing in listings from

magazines. Is there an

easy way to check that

I've done it right?

Julia Hill

Essex

QThe first thing that

helps is to use AUTO.
Most listings have line

numbers that are mul-

tiples of 10: Auto can relieve

the tedium of remembering to

type them in. If the odd line is,

for instance, 345, just hit

Escape after typing in line 340.

type in tine 345. then type

AUTO 350,10 and you'll be

back with your lines in 10s,

Alternatively, just make a note

of the 'odd' line numbers and
enter these after you complete
the main program entry.

The next thing that's useful

is to place a ruler {nota trans-

parent one) on the listing in the

magazine and to move it down
line by line, as you type each
one in.

Lastly, almost all the listings

in Acorn User are printed out

to WIDTH 40. If you do the

same, either to a printer or on-

screen, you can check that the

characters at the end of lines

are the same - if they're not,

look closely at those lines.

If you still have trouble, a

bar code reader could solve

your problems - see our offer

129.

A barcode reader saves typing

tedium
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Dept. ACORIM, 33 CARDIFF ROAD, WATFORD, ENGLAND.
Tel: Watford (0923) 40588/37774 Telex: 8956095 WAELEC

ACCESS ORDERS Tel: (0923) 50234

^^ BBC Micro
(Model B)

Only: £31

5

,4t>N BBC MICRO
32K + 32K

(includes extra 32K RAM
card already fitted)

Only: £379

6502 2nd PROCESSOR
Z802nd PROCESSOR

£175
£339

TORCH Z80 DISC Pack £695
TORCH Z80 2nd Processor £295

(Securicor carriage on Micros £7}

BBC Micro with ECONET
ECONET Upgrade Kit

File Server Level 1

File Server Level 2
Printer Server EPROM
Terminators (Pairl

Clock with PSU
lOSlaiion Lead Set
ECONET User Guide and Cable
TELETEXT Ada|>tur

Acorn Bitstick

£375
£55
£86

£215
£41
£60
£3S
£25
£10
£195
£328

Dust Cover for BBC Micro
Protects your enpensive Micro from foreign
bodies while not in use. £3.50

EPSON

• EPSON RX80 Printer

• EPSON RX80 FT Printer

• EPSON FXBOPnnter
• EPSON FXlOOPrinlet
• SEIKOSHAGPIOOA

£209
£219
£316
£429
£122

• Centronics PRINTER CABLE for all the
above printers to interface with ihe BBC
Micro £7
ISecuricor carriage charge on printers f 7)

RX & FX PRINTER INTERFACES
Epson interfaces fit inside ihe printer to allow
connection using techniques other than Centronics

RS232 £35 RS232 .2K Buffer £59
IEEE 488 £65 2K Parallel £58

Type
MX80FT
MXIOOFXIOO
FX80
RX80
GP80
GPlOO
GP250
GP700
KAGAKPaiO
CANON PW1080

Ribbons Dust Covers

£4.75
£10.00 £5.25
£4.75 £4.95
£4 75 £4,50
£4.50
£4.95 £3.95
£5.95 £3.95

£18.50
€5.95 £4 75
£5.95 £4.75

PRINTERSHARER
This handv UNIT is a solid siate switch system
flesic]tie(l to ease the problems of shon orinter
leads contimial plugying and i.inplugyinq of
lesds anil costiv extra printers by allowing up lo
ihree comijuters to be connected to one primer.
It has four parallel Centronics connectors for
easy interfacing of the BBC micro to any printer
with a Centronics capability such as daisy wheel
dot matrix or plotter type primers.
PRINTSHARER is ideal tor schools and colleges
for sharing theii printing resources.

Price:£65(f:2C3rr.)

BROTHER HR-15
DAISY-WHEEL PRINTER

This IS a high-quality daisy-wheel printer, for the
price of a dot matrix. Daisy-wheel quality gives a

professional look to your correspondence.
Facilities include 18CPS, bi-directional print, 3K
Buffer with clear facility, carnage skip movement,
text copy switch, proportional spacing,
underlining, bold, shadow, super and sub-script,
printing iniwo colours. Impact conirol allows use
of carbon paper Connects directly to the BBC
micro with Centronics parallel interface RS232
interface is an optional extra. Other options are a
single sheet feeder that automatically feeds up to
150 single A4 sheets and a keyboard to

transform the printer into a sophisticated
eleciror>ic typewriter.

0NLY£329{carr.£7)

Single Sheet Feeder £1 95
Electronics KEYBOARD £135
TRACTOR FEED Attachment £90

RIBBON CARTRIDGES:
Fabric £3; Carbon £3; Muttistrike £6
DAISYWHEELS (various typefaces) £18

LISTING PAPER (Plain)

1 ,000 Sheets 91" Fantold Paper £7

2 000 Sheets 9 J
' Fanfold Paper ei 3

1 000 Sheets 1 5" Fanfold Paper £9
Teleprinter Roll lEcono paper) £4

Carriageon 1,000 Sheets CI.50

PRINTER LABELS
(On continuous fanfold backing sheet)

1,000 90 k 36mm £5.50
1.000 90x49mm £7 75
1.000 102 x36mm £6.25

C.irri,k]u' on Pnnlur Paper or Labels f 1,50

Carriage on 1 ,000 Labels f: 1 .00

All prices exclude VAT

NtNTJ 4 COLOUR
PLOTTER PRINTER

How often have you wished you bad a colour
plotter for your computer but have been put off

by their high cost' Well Watford Electronics can
now supply you with a high quality low cost
plotter with Centronics interface The SCP-800
printer/plotter facilitates plotting and printing in

four colours on paper up to A4 size using easily
replaced pens. It can operate in a text mode
performing like an ordinary primer capable of
speeds up to 12 GPS with a maximum of 160
characters per line on A4 paper. In graphics
mode It offers full plotting facilities including
drawing, moving scaling of text, lotanon and
drawing of a.ies

At an incredible low price of:

Only£179i£:5carr.)

KAGA KP810

What do the press say :-

"Al €263 this IS an unbeatable proihict for what
It has lo offer. - Educational Computing,
"Offers excel/er}t value for money." - Electronics
& Computing.
This new Japanese printer has EPSON FX/RX
compatible control codes and is functionally
equivalent to an FXBO with Ihe added advantage
of its Near Letter Quality mode It is solidly built
and features include Normal. Italic, Enlarged,
super/subscript, proportional spacing and
user-defined character set Extras over Ihe FX80
included in the price are Near Letter Quality
(NLQ) prim ideal for correspondence
properadjustible tractor feed, halt speed quiet
mode and 3K buffer The printer is hi directional
and logic seeking to give a speed of 140CPS tor

high throughput in conjunction with the standard
3K buffer 8K RAM may be added to give more
user-defined character sets Centronics fjarallel

interface . Watford s 12 month NO QUIBBLE
WARRANTY.

Special Offer: ONLY £242 [C7carr.)

RS232 interface t- 2K buffer to connect toother
micros

£89

KAGA KP910 PRINTER
Verysimilnr loiheKPeiObut with 17" carriage
for really wide print Gives 156 columns of
norma' print or 256 columns in condensed
mode This printer is ideal for printing out
spreadsheets and can also be used for

correspondence in NLQ mode

ONLY £339 (C7carr,

PRINTER LEAD
Centronics lead to connect BBC micro to
EPSON, KAGA. SEIKOSHA, NEC, STAR JUKI
BROTHER, SHINWA etc. printers

Standard length (4 feet longi - £7
Extra long (5 feet long! £g
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DOUBLE DENSITY
DISC INTERFACE

SIMPLE but SOPHISTICATED
We are proud to announce ihe launch of the

Waiford Elecironics Double Densily Board for the

BBC micro. The DDFS supQlied is a new version

ol Ihe popular Wattofd Electronics DFS
te-wrinen to make full use of Ihe capabilities of

Ihe new double density conltoller

• Increases storage capacity of your Disc Drives

bvlhema>iimum physically possible. 80% m
• Our system will use the whole of an 80 track

drive Inferior systems do not allow files longer

than &3FFFF bytes, but with our system files

can be as long 3s one disc side.

• Discs may be created in either single Ot

double density format with the built in formatter

and in single density mode are fully compatible

with normal Acorn format discs.

t TtiE density of the disc you put m is

automatically sensed by the system and you are

informed of the density in the catalogue display.

t The double density system is ot course faster

ihan single density.

The Watford Electronics DDFS implements an

Eiiremely comprehensive 8271 emulator so that

commands passed throucjh OSWORD & 7F are

correctly inieipreieil Other manufaciiiiers

iliought that read and write sector alone were

sufficient we decided lo implement every

command of the 8271 that was physically

possible We have allowed the use of all the

special registers including bad tracks, allowed

at:cess lo deleted data etc.. etc The emulator

Itself takes up around IK of compactly written

machine code. We reckon it will run many of the

protected discs now available Gain all the

artvantages u( the WE DFS loyether with much
increased storage and compatibility with many
existing protected discs The price is the same as

(or the standard single density system that we
continue to Sell SO you can choose between the

twu options without financial worries

Iplease write-in for full technical specifications)

Complete Unit incl. DDFS ROM £85
DpFS Mainial £6.95 (no VATi

We will L'ncliange your existing Single

Density Interfacefor our DDFS Unit for £49
(CafriageCl 50)

3M - 5^" DISKETTES
Topqualiiv 3M SCOTCH Diskettes from
Watford Electronics lYour 3M Appointed
Distributors) All discs carry a lifetime warranty
These discs are quiet in operation and insert

positively with their reinforced hub rings Bones

uf 10 supplied complete with self suck, disc

labels and write protect labs,

DON T SETTLE FOR LESS BUV THE BEST

t lOS.'SO D40Track Discs £14
flOD SD'D 40 Track Discs £18
• 10S/S D.D96TrackDiscs £22
• 10D'S0'D96Tr3ckDiscs £24

SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS OFFER

We are offering a iiualily slimline poclvel

calculator ABSOLUTELY FREE with every box of

10 Diskettes purchased during this month

OHiT viilid whilf present stocks lasii

"^65

;NEW SLIM-LINE DRIVES)

* SPECIAL OFFER

(DRIVES Cased with Cables. No
PSU. Connects directly to the

BBC's power socket.

• CLS 100 Single. TEC Single sided 40 track

100K. 5^" Disc Drive £97

• CLS200 Single EPSON Drive, Double sided

40lrack,200K, 5f £119

• CLS400 Single, Mitsubishi/Epson Double-

sided 80 track 400K, 5 J" Dist; Drive £135

• CLS400S Single, Mitsubishi/Epson Double
sided 40/80 track Switchable. 400K, B-^" Disc

Drive £145

• CLD200 TEC Smgle'sided 40 track 200K,
twin 5.1 " Drives £189

• CLO400 Epson Double sided 40 track 400"K
5i"TWINDrives ,' £249

• CLD800 Mitsubishi'Epson Double sided 80

track BOOK. 5i" TWIN Drives £269

• CLD800S Mitsubishi'Epson Double sided

40'80 track switchable, BOOK, Drives £299

(CUMANA) DRIVES CASED

WITH PSU & CABLES

• CSIOO TEC Single sided 40 track lOOK 5)"

SingleDisc Drive £119

• CS200 Epson Double sided 40 track 200K
5J" Single Disc Drive £149

• CS400 Mitsubishi/Epson Double sided 80

track 400K 5;" Single Drive £165

• CS400S Mitsubishi/Epson Double sided 80

track 400K 5i" Single Drive £175

• CD200 TEC Single sided 40 tr^ck 200K 5;

TWIN Disc Drives £236

• CD400 EPSON Dfjutile siSed 40- track 400K
5; TWIN Disc Drives £280

• CD800 Mitsubishi Double sided SO track

BOOK 5;' TWIN Drives £339

• CD800S Mitsubishi Double Sided 40 80 uack

Switchable BOOK TWIN Drives £360

• SPARE DRIVE CABLES SINGLE £6; DUAL £8

• DFS Manual icomprehensivel £7.50 iNd VAT)

P.S.
You do not require a formatting disc nor the

expensive 40/80 track switchable drives if you
use Watford's sophisticated Disc Filing System
which has all these facilities in the ROM

(Carriage on Disc Drives £7 secuticoii

EPROMs for sideways ROMs.
2764-250nS £4.70

27128-250nS £16.00

RAMs (Low power} for ATPL.
WATFORD, etc., Sideways ROM

Boards.

eneip (2k) £3.75
6264LP (8K) £19.00

IMEW DESIGN
PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES

for Disc Storage 5i (holds 10)£1.80

DUST COVERS
(For our Disc Drives)

Single (without PSUl £3.20
Twin without PSU) £3.85
Single (with PSUl £3.25
Twin with PSUl £3.90
Twin side by side with PSUl £3.95

DISC ALBUMS
Atractively finished in beige

leather-look vinyl, these conveniently

store up to 20 discs. Each disc can

easily be seen through the clear view

pockets.
£4.25

LOCKABLEDISK
STORAGE UNITS

Strongplasticcases that afford real protection to

youf discs. The smoked top locks down. Dividers

and adhesive title strips are supplied tor efficient

filing of discs

M35 holds upto 40 discs

M85 holds upto 95 discs

£13

£17

FLOPPY HEAD CLEANER KIT

The heads HI ,"i I loppy disi dnvf arc iirecision

made and very sensitive to dirt Drive

manufacturers recommend that you clean the

heads approximately once a week Unless your

home or office is dust free one of these kits is a

very sensible precaution against losing valuable

data A dirty head can destroy many disks before

you realise the trouble Very sinipie to use

Only £12

Continued
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MONITORS

We Slock a range of monitors to suit all needs.
Choice of a monitor is a rnalter of personal taste
so we recommend that whenever possible, vou
ask for a demonstration at our shop.

MICROVITEC
• 1431 - Standard resolution as used on the BBC

television computet programme £165

•1451 - Medium resolution, suitable tor word
processing in mode £250

• 1431APRGB > PALandAUDIO £199
• 1451APRGB • PALandAUDIO £305

• 1441 - High res. exceeds the capabilities of the

BBCmicro.- £385

• Dust Coverfof Mtcroviiecs
. . £5.50

All Microvitec Monitors are 14" RGB in their

distinctive right angle stufdy metal case or the new
beige plastic case, They are supplied complete with
connecting lead to the BBC and a 3pin mains plug.

KAGA
• KAGA Vision 2 High resolution. Colour .... £245
• KAGA Vision 3 Super High resolution, Colour ....

£310
Kaga Monitors are 12" RGB Colour units housed
in an ailraciive beige plasliccabinei, They all

have as standard, a genuine etched anti-glare
screen

ZENITH
12" Ultra high resolution monochrome monitor.
Ideal for word processing as its green or amber
screen is very restful to read. The high resolution
makes it good (or games loo - you can really
see the detail that has been put into the
g'aphics ONLY £68

LEADS
BNC for Zenith or Phrlips £3
RGB lead for KAGA £5

N.B. Carriage on Monitors £7 (securicorl

BBCMICRO
WORD-PROCESSING

PACKAGE
A complete word-processing package (which can
be heavily modified to your requirements,
maintaining the large discount) We supply
everything you need to gel a BBC micro running
as a word- processor Please call in foi g
demonstraiion.

EXAMPLE PACKAGE
BBCModeHB Watford Electronics DFS upgrade
WORDWISE BOM Twin 200k Teac drives in

bt'icie Zenith 12" Ht-resolulion monitor (Green oi
Ambf:i) Brother HR15 daisywheel primer
Gemini software B-EEBCALC spreadsheel
analysis and DATABASE software on disc 10 •

3IVI discs 500 sheets tan-lold paper 4 way
mains trailing socket manuals all leads and BBC
carryinc] case

CHRISTMAS OFFER: Oi^LY £1,119

a ACCESS
HOT LINE

[0923 50234)
24 Hours

THE ULTIMATE
DFS

FOR BBC MICRO
Highly acclaimed at The ACORN and BBC

MICRO USER Shows What do the independent

press say'

Good value for money - Beebug Aug- '83

A very worthwhile package - The Micro User

You'll be buying a very powerful package -
Personal Computer News
Superior DFS: Excellent disc sector editor -

Computer Answers

Without a doubt, the mosi sophisticated DFS
Software yet written tot BBC Micro Computer
This powerful new DFS is fully compatible with
ACORN DFS yei has much increased power due
IC additions carefully designed to make life

easier in normal use. It consists of over 14K of
efficiently written machine code, it is entirely self
contained and so does not require a utilities disc
10 function

P.S. You can use Acorn & Watford DFS side by side
in your Micro.
(Please write in for full technical specification.

PRICES:

DFS (Disc Filing System) ROM only £26
Complete Disc Interface Kit including DFS ROM &
fitting instructions P.O.

A

Acorns DFS Kit
'

£99
Acorns new 1,2 DNFSROM £15
Disc Filing System Manual, (Clearly written and
comprehensive) £7 (no VAT)

Complete Disc Interface Kit including

DFS ROM &
Fitting instructions P.O.A.

Disc Fifing System ManuaL Comprehensive and
clearly written C7.50(noVAT)

P.S We will exchange your existing ACORN DFS
01 PACE (AMCOMI DFS for Watfords highly
sophisticated 1 6K DFS ROM for £19

Watford's DFS is exclusively available from
Watford Electronics.

We do NOT retail this product thfougti dealers.
Every ROM carries a label with our LOGO and a
serial number.

MYSTERIES OF DISC DRIVES
& DFS REVEALED

Are your tired of faulty cassettes and
lengthy loading limes' Do you want to
upgrade your BBC micro to take discs but
you get tied up in the plethora of jargon
surrounding the choice and use of these
systems.

For instance, what is the difference
between single and double density
formats, how can you use a 40 track disc
on an 80 track disc drive? What is ihe
difference between a DFS and disc
interface kii' Should you acquire a single
Disc drive or twin? What does 48 TPI anc'l

96 TPI discs mean' These are jusi a few ol
the questions you may have asked yourself
and never found the answer or maybe you
have yet to encounter these questions
Now the mystery of buying a suitable

interface and disc drive for your BBC
micro is revealed m Watford Electronics
new book entitled MYSTERIES of DISC
DRIVES Si DFS REVEALED' It describes in
line detail yet remaining veiy readable to
(he beginner how disc drives operaie the
type of interfaces available, which type of
discs 10 use on a disc drive and how data
is stored on the discs,

Theie is even a handy section
describing the phrases you are likely to
encounter, and how to interpret them. This
book must be an essential purchase ai
f 5 95. especially it you own or are thinking
of buying a disc system Why noi ask for a
copy for Christmas'

Price £5.95 (Book - No VAT)

ELECTRONIC
DESK DIARY
for the BBC Micro

Watford's Electronic Desk Diary and Clock
.

complete Diary, Alarm Clock and a Calendar.]
atiractively finished desk top unit comes como,
with power supply its own on-boarb RAM l

software in an 8K ROM. ,

Features include:

• A complete desk diary, planner, calendar ant
feature alarm clock for the BBC microcompi

• Software supplied on ROM for instant ace

• Over 100 events programmable into Ihe
minimum RAM.

• Events may be assigned many levels of ptio

• Diary may be opened at any date,

• Events may cause programmes to be execute
any predetermined time and dale

• Events may repeal yearly, monthly, weekli
daily.

• BBC will be powered up automatically
execute important events

• 2K of CMOS RAM provided as standard
storing events.

• RAM expandable to 32K.

• No BBC's workspace RAM required.

• Ptinioul of cslendaf for any month and yei

specified (between ihe years 1900 and 21001

• Printout of current time and date on requet

• Easy access of lime and dale from BASIC
i

other programmes, (including M,/C progrj

mes).

• Internal power supply (no power taken fr

BBC),

• Interfaces to I MHz bus.

• Battery backup optional.

• Diary compatible with all legal' BBC add 1

and ROMs.

Watford's Desk Diary Unit is a must for

serious user of BBC Micro

Introductory Price: Onty £75
(Carriage C2 50)

Versatile BEEB SPEECH
SYNTHESISER Unit

SIMPLY Ihe best! - An unlimited speech
synthesis system. Complete with

easy-to-follow manual. Conlfolling soflwa

is in ROfifl so no Cassette Loading

problems'
PHONEMES for word synthesis - That means

unlimited vocabulary! No extra speech
dictionary chips to buyl

BUILT-in Library of approximately 500 words 1

get you started.

ENGLISH accent - Utilises inflexion technique!

to produce highly comprehensible speech,

EASY to use system - Jusi plug the software

ROM into a socket, the Speech unit into

the User Poil, and away you go' No
specialised dealer upgrade required'

COMPACT unit - The whole iystem is built im

a small case - easily tuc^."•d behind the

computer Auxiliary output socket provide

for direct connection to an external

amplifier.

HOURS of fun' - Suilable for any application

Games, Educational Programs Specialisa

Packages

We know this all seems 10 good to be Hue bui

DON T BE LEFT SPEECHLESS' Order your

Versatile Speech Unit now'

SPECIALOFFER£35
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BEEB PRINTER ROM DUWIPOUT 3

This uliliiv ROM js designed lo simplify using all

(he faciliiies of youi printer. It has manv
tacilities:

* Selection of printer modes such as underline,

font and size is by Single Key operations
* From Wordwise, a single number following

OC will select a mode rather than a long and
incomprehensible siring of control codes This

makes using you'' printer with Wordwise much
mofe convenient
* When using Basic (or other languages) you
i:an have control over the formaiting ot the

output lo the primer in ihe style of a

wordprocessor. You can define page top, bottom
and side margins etc with inieliigeni page skip

fo' hinders an option. All supported printers will

now respond lo form-feed etc commands.
* User defined characters are printed as you
see them on the screen so thai nonsiandarr)
characters are aulomaiically printed out cortectty.

* Commands select the options for the

(oilowing printers"

GPlOO STAR NEC MK'fX. KAGA.
LP/VII/DMPIOO DMP200
Operates with either parallel or serial interlaces.

* Supplied with a 50 page manual ihai is very

comprehensive and easy to follow. Please specify

pnnler type when ordering so that we can send
the correci function key strip.

Price: £24

THE EPSON FX/KAGA
PRINTER COMMANDS

REVEALED
for the BBC iVlicroconipuier

ifltti ohly Printer Book for the Epson FX 80
compatible printers).

Soyouboughtv'HifSGlf a new printer, because
Ihe Stilesrnan in the shop showed you how ck'vei

ii IS JMd impressed you with all sorts ol jxintoiits

iLi show Its capabilities he may everi have
iiffered vou a special price.

Howevet now that vow have got it home and
uonnectert it to your BBC microcomputer you
lire worulenno how to make it perform ihesf
magical tasks The manual seems to give nu
nines dtul when you lype in the eniimpie
lirogrjms. the computer throws the LPRINT
siaipmeiiis back in your face

Now what do you do when this t.'4O0 piece
1)1 high lech'iioloyy refuses even to move ils

heail and yoti luve stayed up iiniil 2 in the
iiiQfiiiciil with copious supplies ol coffee

(lespeidtply iryinil 'o print something out Once
again Waiford Eleclromcs cpmes lo your lielp

with out new book enlilled The EPSON
FX KAGA PRINTER COMMANDS REVEALED

This hook flesciibes m pl,ii(i ea^y to

iiiidersland English how W usu your printer

(Kaga KP810 Canon PW1080A or any other

Epson FX 80 compatible prinlorl with the BBC
micro botli (toni Basic and yOur Wordwise
wotdprocessor

II describes m detail how lo obtain the
FTiaxiinum in graphics capability from yoiii prinuir

iind includes full indenes allowing you to cross

rnrtei Ihe numerous commands Every command
1^, mplained in detail with an accompiinyinit BBC
B.iiu' piogtam and an t'»aniple ol ris use tioni

WD'ltWISI'

This book is superb value al only

C5.95IBook-NoVAT)

FORTH ROM for BBC
This ROM providus a complete implenienialion

of Ihe FIG FORTH standard ImcUidinv] editor)

Supplied wilh a large tutorial manual at only C32

TINY PASCALfor BBC Micro £54

A highly sophisticated screen dump ROM This

has io be the most flexible and powerful screen

dump ROM yet produced for the BBC micro.

It will put on paper anything you see on the

screen, including all Mode 7 facilities etc. We
have lo admil that there is one facility that we
cannot replicate - if anyone can supply flashing

ink we would like to iinow'

The ROM also provides window setting lacilities

and two new OSWORD calls that allow mode 7

graphics pixels to be read aitd plotted using Ihe

standard graphic coordinate system. Two
comfTiaiid's are used to operate the dump
routines:

•GIMAGE - This provides a full graphics dump
of any Mode (Including Mode 81 There are

various optional parameters taut you need only

specify the qarameiers you wish to change.

• V -'scale. H -scale. These 2 byte numers

give fine control over the size ol the dump Iroin

minute to enormous Unlike other dump ROMs
the scale does not change wilh mode.

• R 0-3 - Print dump rotated by 0.90, 180
270 degrees.

• I indent. - Set gap from left edge of paper.

• X min -, max *. Y -^ min .-"maio - Thw
whole of the screen graphics window area is

dumped except when these parameters are

given

• P Physical colour values are used for

plotting, otherwise a negative scule is used

(white darkest).

• T Two tone dump for manimum resolution.

• M .mask - 8 bit colour mask.

• E Contrast expansion lo make modt: 7 text

and separated graphics stand out from the

background.
• C - All mode 7 graphics are printed as

contiguous to improve the shading in graphic

areas.

•TIMAGE indent ' Does a fast, text only,

dump of Ihe contents of the text window in any

mode.
•GWINDOW and 'TWINDOW These

commands draw Ihe graphics and text windows
respectively, on the screen and allow ihem to be

changed wilh the cursor keys. N.B, GIMAGE iind

GWINDOW work fully in mode 7.

Designed for use wilh Ihe following punters.

CP80, GP80 GP100 GP250 STAR,
KAGATAXAN NEC, SHINWA, GEMINI EPSON
MX'RX;FX,LPVII, DMP 1 OO'l 20,200.400,

CANON

Price inclutjing comprehensive manual
£22

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER
Our BEE8 PRINTER ROM and DUMP OUT 3

ROM to give yoo a complete Printer Utility

package

Norma! price: £46

SPECIAL0FFERPRICE£39

VIEW
VIEW WORDPROCESSOR
We are supplying Ihe new VIEW version 2 '_ __
allowing priniingot memory conleniseic, , . £46

HI-VIEW
A spiei kil version ol VIEW dt;bR}ned loi use with

B502 2nd Processor. Available t>n disc. H o,He(s

47k of text memory,

£49

VIEWSHEEHAcornsoftl £49

EPSON DUMP ROM
This screen dump ROM is specilically desicjneO

for use with -the Epson RX.FX primers and the

Kaga KP810 ll is extremely simple to use as

there is only one command to remember It will

accurately dump any screen mode using mullipte

tones as required. Mode 7 is fully supported
giving teletext graphics double height etc. For

those who like to keep life simple this EPROM is

only £20.

LfrVJNCH

EPSON FX/RX
NEAR LETTER QUALITY

PRINT ROM
Impress your friends anci husmess colleagues

with ihe quality ol your lelters and pnnled
material wilh Walforil s very sinipl« lo use
EPSON NLQ iNear Letter QualHyl ROM Sun.it.ir

fo( FX80 RX80 RX80FT FXlOO

Look at the leaiures

• Simply type 'NLOBO 100 .iiul ,1 sinylw VDU
code lo use NLQ prini

• NLQ IS then available without Liny

modifications frorri BASIC WORDWISE VIEW
Iwith NLQ DRIVER) or viriually dny other

lirogram Or language,
• Smqlo codes select PROPORTIONAL lype lyes

tiv.tn on Ihe RX80I ENLARGED type.

UNDERLINED type Those feunitos can bi; used
seperaiely or in any combinaiioti

• Full UK character sot

Standard pica sii'e

Proporiional spacing
Enlarged
Underlined
Normal type

Die NLQ RGM is incredibly easy to fn .ind u-^u

Supplied complete with Manual

Only: £20

VIEWDRIVERSFOR
JUKI & BROTHER

PRINTERS
Wjlforrl Elei.lroniLS aie now iible lo supply a

new Vuiw Driver package lo complemenl riiiy

View wordproceasor system using the Brother
HR15 anil Juki 6100 daisywheel printers,

riiii Ijcilities olfered by this rlnvoi arc

Auio UnderliniiHi Bold Shadow. Superscri|ii

Suljscnpt Ptoporlional sikicmg Pud character

laciliiy The proyam ik supplied on a 40 80 track

disc with full instfiicllttns foe its use

The program is hupplied on it 40-80 track tiiM;

wilh liiD insituctioits tor ils-usu

Only £7

FX80PRINTERORIVER

Watford's own Sophisticated VI EW
Printer Driver for FX80

To simp! ily using the lull lacilities of The Epson
FX80 or Kaga KP810 use this printer driver Full

facilities are provided for selecting between fonts

etc. The disc includes examples ol use and
insiructions. Available on 40 or 80 track disc

(please state which required! £6

VIEW/VIEW SHEET PRINTER
DRIVER for SILVER REED

(Officially approved by Silver Reed)

A range ot VIEW Pr 1 1 Iter drivers lo complemeiil
the Silver Reed range of printers

EXPd0a500,550 & 770 and converted
typewriters EX4344 & 55.

Onlv:£7
Continued
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TWO DATABASE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

m5H

DISCDATA
Discdaia is an eniirelv disc tjased database
handling svstem U is exttenely easy to use
through Its compretiensive menu system The
simplicity is such that we do not feel the need to

D'ovrde explanaiion on use m the written

guidance supplied with the program The
first-tiTie database user will rapidly become
familiar with this package designed ihroughout
to be simple and obvious
Despite the ease of use this system provides all

the facilities needed tor complex data handling
problems. The length of database that can oe
handled is only limited by the total space on the

disc You can have up to 20 fields wnh page
lengih records up ( 254 bytes in length Adding
and deleting records amend lilies field names
and records Son on any field and search for any
record or group of records in any field The
database may be re-formatted after creation the

system will re-write all your files for you
automatically Vou may add extra fields ana
extend the length of existing fields freely

Output formatting is very powerful. You are

allowed 40 80 or 132 column output modes
going lo printer or screen Selected fields can be

put in any order on the screen or printer either

across the paper or down Output can start or

stop anywhere m the tile Decimal fields are
automatically totalled and records output are

counted Version 2 now on sale has impro\/ed
input and amendments procedures giving full

record edit as well as the 3 extra features

String searching Calculations on numeric fields

anf* the ability lo create sub files from your mam
files.

Ondiscat Only£17
IPleasespecify 40or 80 track when order ingi

FILE-PLUS
The File- Plus package i5 even more powerful and
flexible than Oisc-Daia It is also largely menu
driven but has its own command language for

file searching. The 1 6K ROM contains all the
noimally required routines with lesser used
options supplied on the utilities disc All input

and output formatting is conitolied through
screen forms A full screen editing sysiem is

used lo define a form which allows tremendous
flexibility in the format in which your data is

displayed ll is very easy to change from form to

form so that you can type in your data with one
form and examine it with others Ycj will

typically design several forms before starling lo

access the database so that you can quickly ana
easily see the fields of each record that you want
lo appear m the layout you decide on The form
system is also used for output lo your printer

File Plus has a unique tile linking system that

allows the entire on line storage of vour system
lo be used for one database This can give

around ! 5 Megabyte databases usmg dual
drives and double density
The built in FQL (File-Plus Query Language) can
be used for searching the database Presented m
the form of a powerful command language with
looping facilities etc this allows the most flexible

access to your data possible Full arithmetic
operations are provided to allow the svstem to

be used for statistical analysis

Co[Tl

Operations supported are -. -> *, /. +—999999
9999.9999 and compare facilities = . j, --,>< =
>=, ''. & .

Many keywords are supported by the language:
assign compare, display, end, goto iff. ift print

read, search, spool and update.
Supplied with a very detailed 70 page manual to
explain all the facilities with many examples.

Only £43
(Please specify 40 or 80 tracks for

the utilities disc)

DATAGEM
Geminis24K ROMbased
DATABASE Manageinent System

Special Offer £99

PEN PAL-VERSATILE
LIGHT PEN SOFTWARE

Do you have a light pen that never gets used'
Then This piece of software is for you This
package offers many useful facilities that make
the lighi pen a useful device to own Facilities

included are:

• Pixel Line and Character definition

• Free hand drawing

9 All Colours

• Fill Refill and stripes

• User defined Brush strokes' plus character
deflner

• Grid. Scale and perspective aids 2 to 200
points palleiable in one design with Circles and
rubber banding

• Move design character to any screen position

• Save and Load screens. User defined
characters and line drawings for video titles own
programmes etc

This program has many uses m education and at
home. It is supplied with a comprehensive
instruction manual

Works with Watford RH Acorn User DlY and
many other Light Pens.
Prices

TAPE .. ... £10
DISC £11

LIGHTPEN

This Light Pentorthe BBC micro IS packaged in

a neat pen shape with bunt m switch Supplied
complete with our sophisticated Pen-Pal
software on cassette Isee elsewhere m this aoi.

Only £20
'For software on disc please add C2l

DISC EXECUTOR
Disc Executor 'S a sophisticated disc uniny for

the transfer of your cassette programs to disc It

VOu have difficulties transferring your cassette
software to your disc system then this is the

answer M handles locked files and fuil length
adventures (up lo &&e blocks) and programs
that load below &EO0 li is very simple to

operate with instructions supplied. It saves you
time and money

(Please specify 40 or 80 track discsi Price £10

ADE
Complete program development package in a

16K ROM. Full assembling and debugging
facilities provided.

SPECIALOFFERONLY £43

ROM MANAGER

provides comprehensive management of ail your.

installed ROMs - 3EEBUG Nov. 84

This ROM isunique m its capabilities ll allows

you the user full control over the BBC Micros
sideways ROM pagmy sysiem with simple to usi

commands This ROM is essential for those with

several ROMs At a simple level ROM
MANAGER can be used to remove the problem
of clashing command names and allow- fuH use
of all the facilities of your ROMs This is couoied
with facilities to completely enable or disable

various ROMs in the machine including ROM
manager itself

ROM MANAGER can also be used to develop
sideways ROMs using the machine s standard
memory This is .achieved by sending sideways
ROM calls to your code in RAM saving tne

expense of fitting sideways RAM fo' ROM
development purposes RQfVI status reports are

also given by the ROM including ROM lengtns

checksums entry points supported and current

filing system" title

The ROM also provides facilities to examine
ROMs, list function keys for ediimg modify RAW
(usmg a HEX. ASCII editori and list ROM titles

'

neatly and concisely

All selection between particular ROMs is by the

name of the ROM and This may be abbrevisteu

for convenience ROM numbers can also be used

if required This ROM is very simple and oonouSi
to use. All the facilities are explained m the ciesr

and detailed manual

Price £22

BUFFER & BACKUP ROM

For those with sideways RAM fitted in Iheir

machines this utility ROM will make fuH uSe of

this facility Bv using the sideways RAM a'ea fo'

extra memory the following features a'e

implemented
* 4K or 16K buffer for parallel prmter
* Dumps selection of Disc files lo Tape

Ois^.

OPE
prog
A Ri

the i

prog

and
in at

disk

conii

disc

L^LJiir^jj jLii^i^.iijir «ji »*ij^ iiit-j ^v iCi>i'^ mr^^i'-

Makes backup copies of tapes on to tape ant altef

and
* Displays contents of paged ROMs on screen> set t

* Menu display of ROM filing system conterrts tabel

on Shift-Break .alrea

* Comprehensive manual "Thus

"2. :;£
merr

Only
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Walfotd s own Machine code Moniiof ROM
wrdien bv Andrew Bray (Cambridge}, co-amho.'

of the BBC Micro Advance User Guide

Jhe most powertul and versatile machine code
moniio' ROM yel written lor BBC Micro, ii has
3\\ ihe norn-ifll memorv editing, moving and
relocatiiiy (acilmes. plus all editing is with a full

screen editor allowing scrolling up and down
memorv entering in Hex, ASCII or standard
assembler mnemonics.
In use as a debugging tool, you fUn code under
a tola! emulation system Everfell a desperate
..rge to set a tireak point in ROM' No problem
you can even have breakpoint on reading or

(vniing locations in memory and on register

mntents. The system (ully supports debugging
of sideways ROMs e.g BASIC can fully and
easily be run 1rom within Beebmon and from
mere DFS anil other sideways ROMs can be
used in total emulation mode
Beebmon cn'i even run itself In so doing you
can nest Beebmon up to a level limited only by
Hie memory size Beebmon uses 256 bytes ot

workspace located anywhere in memory, even
un the IMHz Bus Beebmon effectively uses no
iB'o page workspace so your program (e.g.

BASIC) can use any or all of the base page
How does it achieve this' By providing a 6502
mierpreier all programs running under it emst
III a vertual BBC. so special memory locations
(Ihfi the ROM latch are not aclually accessed
by youi pingrams instead they alter a location
m Beebmon s workspace. Emulation also

allows inimediaic return to Beebmon command
level by Ctrl escape no matter what code is

Deing excuted at the time All this exceptional
power and flexibility is complemented by a

clear and detailed manual included in a value
for money price ol;

£22

Discover the hidden secrets of BASIC and the
OPERATING SYSTEM with this easy to use
programmers tool

A ROM based machine code Disassembler for

Vie BBC micro It enables machine code
orograms to be listed in BASIC/DUMP format
and thus IS the pedect complement to the built

1 assembler. It allows Sideways ROMs dies on
lisk or tape lo be listed, and also has a

comprehensive editor allowing mnemonics to be
altered directly as well as HEX DECIMAL ASCII
and BINARY memory editing. There is also a full

set of labelling facilities available lup to 3.20O
Isbelsl with the major locations and routines
slready labelled

THus DIS-ASM enables any monitor program
ch as BEEBMON to be used to much greater

effect as n is not necessary to disassemble
Temory each time the display is altered.

ONLY £18

32KRAM
EXPANSION BOARD

Now Watford Electronics 111 my s you Uielaiebt

sl,ite-ot-the art MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD
for your BBC microcomputer. It simply plugs into

your micro's 6502 processor socket (No
soldering required). This compact board which
fits inside the computer doesn't just give you
16k or even 20k of extra RAM, but a massive
32K I!!

Tht;re are many mote useful facilities available

with this board.

• The top 20K ot the expansion RAM can be
used as die screen display memory, leaviiiy all

the standard BBC RAM free for programs or tiata

storage This allows good .graphics and long

programs to be combined For iristance you
uould have MODE 1 2 GRAPHICS AND 28K
OF PROGRAM SPACE, The exliti memory can be

used by virtually any language or utiliiy such as

BASIC, VIEW WORDWISe'Eic

• The FULL 32K or the bottom 12K ol the

expansion RAM can be used as a PRINTER
BUFFER (or SERIAL or PARALLEL pnniers

suLiiul channels RS423 Keyboard oi Speech
Synthesiser This allows very long texi tiles to be

printed Willie you are using 28K ol piogram and

20K of graphicsi THE BUFFER IS UNIQUE
because it replaces one ot the BBC Micros
buffers so all the buffer options are available on
it e.g. •FX15,21.138.145,ADVALI no 1 etc

• fills board is the ideal cumpleniKnl to any

wont processing system disc or cassette based
There is no need to wait for slow printers as you
can type in long text in 80 column display mode
while printiiii) is going on TWO JOBS DONE
SIMULTANEOUSLY'M (an eciuivateni piintct

buffer would cost you fl20 I

• Unlike our competitors, the board is

i:oiiipatil)le Willi a vast range of sottwan- and
liarilware available for the BBC microcomputer.
including uur ROM expansion Ijoard. double
density DFS Units and the ATPL ROM extension

lioard This is because our board is connected to

till' computer by means of a ribbon cable

wilhoul soldering It can be either be lef; iii the

micro or stuck to the lid with llie 4 self adhesive
feet supplied.

• flu-' board comes with & compreh'ensive
m.iriiial anti ROM liasctl software with a laige

range of commands for machine code and
BASiC usiTS iiicludinii ni.iny 'HELP messages.

SPECIAL OFFER

Only:£69(carr £1)

GRAPH PAD
With this popular British Micro s Graph pdd you
can add new dimension lo your computer
enioyment It helps you to create your im'n

apiilu.aiion programs by the simiile use of ihr

Gtiiphpad Ideal for Educational use. Suppin^d
complete with Cables Manual and a two
lirngrani cassette.

SPECIALOFFER £99

BEEBFOIMTROM
BEEBFONT is a remarkable and different concept
in BBC software supplied on a 16K ROM. It

allows you to display on screen in 1 3 different

styles

It works in modes 0, 1. 2 and 4 using the full

colour capabilities of each mode. Characters are

printed m the same way as normal. Selection

between the various fonts is very easily achieved
with Ctrl-V - press this followed by a font

number and the output will continue in the new
font. Beebtont ROM is particularly useful m
display work with the cfiaroctefS produced at

twice the normal size

You can create your own character fonts with
the editor supplied You can also pnnt-oui
pre-formatted text files using the special

characters with Epson FX, RX and NEC printers

The full range of character styles can be used,

controlled from within the text. The editor and
spooler program are supplied with the package
on cassette or disc. The spooler allows word
processor (Wordwise & View) output to be
printed m the new chstsclers.

A twenty page manual is supplied Please state

printer type and media for the editor & spooler

when ordering (cassette 40 ot 80 track disci.

ONLY £39

IVlk-2 13 ROM SOCKET
EXPANSION BOARD

Now all lines fully buffered - On board
battery back-up facilily - vvill novw accept
EPROMS 2716, 2732. 2764 Si 27128 and
ROMs 6116 8. 6264,

Simply plugs into one of the (our ROM sockets
currently available in BBC Micro There ate only

5 solder connections to be made. Full

instructions are supplied. Unlike otiier ROM
Boards, this board has been ergonomically
designed to enable the user easy further

expansion rnside the Micro, e.g Double Density
Board. Torch Board, RAM Card, etc , without any
clash. |Ai Watford, we think ahead)

Qui Mk2' 13 ROM Socktit Board i;natiles the
U-.i.'i In iiiiriMse tlu! si'fr'wdys ROM capacity
Imm Iho liasrc 4 sncki.'ls uplo fiill 16 i.Jiiiallle of

being siipjiofttnl by cuiieiil opHralini] systEims In

atldiiion ihi' board is designer) with the (aciliiy lo

hold uplo 16K RAM which when swilrhetl into
opi't.ition IS iHii()niJlii.;illy selected by any WRITE
Mgnat m ihi' Sidow.iys ROM ;ir(M. This cjives the
Usr'i till! nihility tn wriii' a ulilily or liiiK|ii(ii]f.' anri

uiion pii'ssing bieak li;ivo Ihe utility or lanouagi-
up and iiiniiing mew ROM snflwiire can be
i|i'Vnln|ii'i| iiiut trsti'ii 111 siiu I

The Board gives the User, plenty of freedom to

explore the possibilities of the new paged ROMs
due in the coming months anrt offers them the
chance to develop their own

All lines are fully buffered and the Board meets
or exceeds all limings for operation in the BBC
Microcomputer When fully populated, the ROM
Board consumes less than half the recommended
maximum current limit

Supplied ready-buill and tested complete with

filling instructions

CHRISTMAS OFFER ;£28lcafr.£11

Continued m
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\VATFORD- Always

a step ahead

COMPUTER CONCEPT'S ROMS
CARETAKER B^asic Utility £28
Graphics ROM £28
Disc Doctor ROM £28

Wordwise
Withoul doubi a veiv sophJsrtcated piece ot
software fot ilie BBC MJcto. It has all the
features of a piotessional word processor yei is

easy lo use

SPECIAL OFFER THIS MONTH: £32

SIDEWAYS
ZIF SOCKET

Now Waiford Electronics brinys you a ROM
bodtd (or small budgets ot for those ol you who
do not wish lo open up your Micro ftequeiifly li

iillows yoLt to chariije ROMs cjuickly and
elficienlly with the mrnimum of eflori - no
screws to loosen or keyboard lo remove.
The iirtii consists n>ainly of d zero insetlion force
(Zff) socket on a small circuil board which is

locatficJ inlo ifie position ol ihe ROM Canndye
and is connected to one ol Ihe internal ROM
siJckeis via a ribbon cable.

• Very simple to install. NO SOLDERING
REOUIRED The ZIF elirTiniaies the possibilily of
ifiimagt; lo your ROM pins when mseriiny and
fxiractiny them

• The low profile of the socket allows
unrestricted access to the keyboard, unhke otlief
cartridge systems. In addition, there are no cosily
enuas, SLich as ROM catiridges for every new
ROM

• AN data and iiridress lines are ccrrecily
lerminaied lo ensure correct operation of suitable
ROMs with Ihe BBC micro We also supply a
pu'iKjse designed see ihroiigh siorage coniaioer
witli anlisiaiic lining, allowiny you to sioteup to

12 ROMs, proieciing ihem from mechanical and
static damatje,

• This versatile hardware solves itie problem at

running out of socket apace simply unplug the
ROM and plug in a rliffereni one It is a real

must for Pfofessionals and Hobbyists alike

0NLY£16(C1 carr.)

The UNICOM
Modem

Are you tfiinking of purchasing a low cost
high performance modem, but finding
yourself confused by the features offered
and the different prices' Well now the
answer is here, in the form of The UNICOM
Modem!

This fabulous modem offers the packed
with all the features most Users will ever
want (plus many more') The software
includes some of the most powerful,
flexible and easy to use modem software
ever written for a micro.

Just compare these facilities with other
modems available on the market.

• Auto answer

• Auto Baud rate detection

• Auto dialing

• Auto redial

• 300/300 1200/75 75/1700 1200/1200
baud rates available

• Full and half duplex transmission

• Easy connection via the serial port of

your Beeb

• Storage of upto 99 telephone numbers
on disc for easy recall

• Bulletin board facilities

• Easy printer dump facilities

• Remote control facility

• Advanced error-free transmission
protocol for sending data to other users

Price:

UNICOM MODEM
UNICOM ROM Software
UNICOM disc Software

£49.95
£20.00
£10.00

(Carriage C2.50)

APPftOVfO tor use
I

with lelecorfM
run t>v S""JrH
in accofda^^H Hupe conditions

in Ihe miUfl Iwis lor use

MODEM 84
PRESTELTERMINAL
For the BBC Microcomputer

The Watford Prestel package consists of the B.T
approved Watford MODEM 84 (1200/75 baud
full duplex 1200 baud half duplex direct
connecti and a very sopfiisiicated Preslel
Terminal ROM

This totally machine code software;
• is fully compatible with not only the Modem
84 but. also with the PRISM 1000 and most
other modems that require a data link via an
RS423/RS232 port making it a worthwhile
purchase for those who already have Modems
• supports full Prestel colour alpha and graphic
characters including double height, flashing,

conceal/reveal.

• called by simple "PRESTEL ('P 1 command.
Disc and tape configurations fully supporled,
• includes a comprehensive telesoftware
downloader for BBC and other programs with
continuous on screen status report (an essential

facility).

• has very powerful OFF LINE MAILBOX editor

allowing colour flashing graphic mailboxes to be
prepared withoul having to be on line lo Prestel,

• auto logon sequence can be burnt into ROM
if desired,

• a vital TAG' facility allows tagging and recall

of interesting pages, avoids that common and
annoying NOW WHERE WAS THAT PAGE
problem.
9 includes simple page and program loading
and saving functions for both disc and tape,

automatically assigning frame and program
directories

• not one but TWO PRINTER DUMP
ROUTINES are provided within the software
allowing either full graphics dump (mode 7 to
EPSON compatible printers) or ASCII characters
only.

• a user function built into Ihe software allows
interface with specialist routines (yours as well
as ours),

WATFORD'S 1200 BAUD
FULLY AUTOMATIC USER
TO USER SOFTWARE

The adrli lion o( Ihe WATFORD user

10 user ROM based software enables you to

discover a whole new world of daia
communicaiion.
This software enables you to use ihe MODEM
84 very powerfully,

• Send and receive error chectied programs and
files (even WORDWISE files) to and from other
users ai 1200 baud.
9 8k file transfer in under 2.5 minules (approx
four limes faster than with 300 baud modems),
• The transfer of data is totally AUTOMATIC
which means that the modem is automatically
switched between transmit and receive under
software contfol,

• A chai mode is provided which also has this

automatic switchint} for receive and transmit,
(This mode is essential just before and afler data
transfer when both hand sels are replaced lo

reduce noise).

• A copy faciliiy is provided which allows
transmission of all screen output.

• A conlinuous on screen modem status report

is included,

• The software is totally function key driven
enabling easy transmission, reception, saying and
loading of programs and files (Basic, Machine
code or Data)

• A help menu is available from within the
software as an aid to use,

• Full instructions are supplied.

PRICES
MODEM 84
Iwith Lead & Manual) £68
MODEM 84 cotnplele with PRESTEL
SOFTWARE ROM, Lead and Manuals £82[
PRESTEL SOFTWARE ROM
( Manual £20
USER to USER SOFTWARE ROM

, £15
(Carriage on Modem C2)

SURGE PROTECTOR Plug

Filled inplaceof your normal mains plug, this

device protects your equipment against mains
surges. Nearby lightning strikes liiermostals
switching and many other sources put high
voltage transient spikes on to the mains. This
can lead to data corruption in memory and on
disc and can result in spuriously crashing
machines. Suitable for computers, Hi-Fi, Fridge
Freezers eic Max Surge current 2KAmp, max
Voltage 250. Essential for serious computer
users

Protection for only £8.50
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BOOKS (No VAT on Books)

30Houf 8ASIC(BBCMicrol £:6,95

35 Education Programs for BBC £16.95

36 Challenging Games for BBC C5.95
iOEducational Programs forBBC £5,95
100 Programs for BBCMicro £6,95
Cassette version of above CI 0.00
6502 Application Book £1 1.95
6502 Assembly Language Program . £ 13.95
6502 Assembly Language
Subroutines £14,25

6502 Machine CodeforSeginnefS £5.95
6502 Machine code for Humans £7.95
6502 Software Design £10,50
Avoung persons guide to BBC Basic ,., £4,50
ABeginners guide to LISP £10,95
Advanced Machine Code Technique
forBBC £7.95

Advanced User Guide for

eSCMicro £11,95
Advanced Graphics with BBC £9,95
Advanced 6502 Programming £1 2.45
Assembly Language Programming on
BBCMicro £7.95

Advanced Programming Techniques
for the BBC Micro £7,95

BBCBasic £7.95.
Assembly Lang, Prog, on BBC £7,40
B9CBASIC £5.95
esc Computer Magi.-. . ,, £5.50
BBC DIY Robotics & Sensors £6,95
SBC Forth £7,50
8BCLisp £7,50
BBCMicro An Expert Guide £6.95
BBC Micro Book BASIC Sound &
Graphics ,. £7,95

BBC Micro Graphics and Sound ,, £6.95
BBCMicro Programs in Basic £5.95
SBC Micro ROM PAGING System
Explained £2.00

BBCMicro Revealed £6.95
BBCMicro Assembly Lang. Prog £7.95
BBCMicro Disc Companion £7.95
BBCMicro in Education £6.50
Basic Programming on BBC Micro £5.95
CP/MThK software BUS £8.95
CP.M Users Guide £13.95
Creating Adventure Programs on
SBC Micros £6,95

Creative Graphics Cassette (Acornsoft).

Has 36graphicsprograms £8.95
Creative grapliicson BBC Micro £7.50
Complete Proyramnier for BBC £5.95
DISC FILING SYSTEM (DFS)
Operating Manual for BBC £6.95

Discover BBC Machine Code £6.95
Discover FORTH £13.95
DIY RobQticsS. Sensors with BBC £6,95
E.ploriny FORTH £6.95
Further Prog forBBCMicro £5.95
FORTH Programming £14.40
Functional Forth for ihe BBCMicro £5.95
Gameson your BBC Micro £2,95
Games BBC Computer Can Play £6.95
Gelling more from your

BBC a Elecirnn £6.95
GraphsS. ChartsonBBCMicro , ..£7.50
GraphicArtforBBCCompuier , £5,95
Graphsand Charts (Cassette) £7.50
InirodLicing Ihe BBC Micro . . £5 95
troduction to FORTH £9 30
;ierfacing projects for llu^

BBCMicro .. .
.. £6 95

liiiroducingLOGO .. £5,95

LeiyourBBCteachu to program £6.45
LISP £9-25
Logo Programming ,., £8 95
Mystnes of DISC DRIVES and DFS
REVEALED £5.95

Mastering CP.'M £13.65
Programming the 6502 . £11.95
Ptogr:tmming theZSO . £14,?ri
PASCAL . . £9,25
SlrucluredProq wiihBBC BASIC £6.50
The Complete FORTH £6.95

The Epson FX/KAGA PRINTER
Commands REVEALED £5.95

Using Floppy Discs with BBC Micro ,,,. £5,95
UsingBBC Basic £6.95
Using 6502 Ass Language . . . £14 50
Wonlstar & CP M made easy t'6 95

SPECIAL XMAS
OFFER

BEEB M0I\J - The most sophistn:ated

Miichine Code monitor ROM for the BBC
M i I.' ro

Normally;f22NOW;£18
FILE PLLIS A inosl versarile 1 6K ROM
Bdswl DATABASE (Or the BBC

Normally:£42 Now:£36

PENGO
One of Ihe 1 best arcade games developed tor

the BBC micro in 1984 Acorn User, December
1984 is now available at a special Christmas

price ut.

Only:£5

Forasuperb value, last minute stocking filler

(5:55pm on Christmas EveH whv not purchase

both THE CRAWLER' and 'PEMGO' games at

Ihe extra special price of:

Only: £8.75

THE liMVESTIGATOR
A uiilJly program provided on disc to make
security bacitup cupies ot all your valuable discs.

Makes full use of all 827 1 facilities to discover

the precise format of your yroiected disc so ihat

an e»aci copv can be produced Supplied with

detailed instructions. Please specify 40 or 80
[rack disc when ordeiing, Price £25

PLINTHS FOR BBC MICRO
AND PRINTERS

EPROM PROGRAMMER

Protect your computer from ihe weight and heal

of your monitor The BBC micro plinths have
slots (or maximum ventilation, The single plinth

IS suitable for a BBC and monitor whilst the

double height version provides enough room for

our stacked or side-by-side dual disc drives to be

placed in the centre section. If vou use our

stacked drives, the remaining space can be used
for further peripherals e,g. Speech Synthesizer,

i PROM |jri)(ir,miEikii III ^-.iniply slalinnpry Tfir

computer slides neatly in to Ihe lower section

allowing easy access to remove the lid

The printer plinth is equally sturdy hut wKhotil
the cooling slots ll allows for access to the

paper from the front as well as from the rear, (a

tacility not often thought of in similar products) if

the paper is located beneath the plinth. This is a

very convenient way to work especially if your

work area is not deep enough to take Ihe printer

and paper separately

SINGLE BBCPLINTH . £1 1 Icarr. fc"l ,50)

DOUBLE BSCPLirJTH . . £20 icarr, C2.00I
PRINTER PLINTH £10 icarr. E 1 50)

4WAY MAINS
DISTRIBUTION SOCKET

The Watford Electronics EPROM programmer toi

rhe BBC micro is a high guality self contained

package. Programs all popular EPROMs from 2K

to 16K; 2716, 2516. 2532 2564 2764 and

27128. All manufacturers specifications have

been followed to program EPROMs at the

correct speed - wrong timings could destroy

your EPROMs The unit has its own power

supply so does not put heavy loads on ihe BBC
power supply as do soma other units. Connects

ditectly to Ihe IMHz bus following all Acorn

recommendations on addressing and bus

loadings.

SOFTWARE PACKAGE
The software is suppiioct on an EPROM which

plugs into the Micro and is instantly available

with a single command (no time wasting as on

Cassette.'disc loading] It is a fully purpose

dasigned tind integrated package 10 simplify

ROM development The system is menu driven

wiih many prompts to avoid any accldenis.

Software facilities include:

Load File - Save File Down Load EPROM
Program EPROM - Verify - Blank Check -

Editing of memory contents prior to

proorammirig.
Also included is an automatic system lo allow

Basic programs to be put in EPROM and

accessed through the *ROM filing system More

than one program mtiy be put in an EPROM, All

these facilnies and more are explained in the

comprehensive and dear 15 page manual

CHRISTMAS OFFER £69

(£3 carr.)

•l.w.ay lOp.Huallty mainsrtrBiling soobeis
Supplied wired up with mains plug ready for use

Can be screwed 10 floor or wall if reauired Veiv

usefuHor ridying upalMhe mams leads from
your peripherals Allows t hi? whole sysieni tni!,.

switched on from one plug £9.50

TEX EPROM ERASERS
EPROMs need careful ireaimenl if they are to

survive their enpectert lifetime Over erasure of

EPROMs very rapidly turns Ihem into ROMs' The
TEX erasers operate following the manufacturers

specifications to give the maximum possible

working life by not erasing too (asi We use

these erasers foi all our own erasing work

• ERASER EB Standard version erases up to

16 chips £28

• ERASER GT Delu»e version erases up to

28 chips Has automatic safety cuL-ofI to switch

off the UV lamp when opened £30

• Spare UV lubes. £9
'"

VOLTMACE DELTA 14
JOYSTICK SYSTEM

TheVoltmaue system provides lull facilities foi

connecting ihe Delia 14 handset
Delta 14 handset On its own makes a high

quBlity centre sprung analogue joystick w'nU fire

buttons £12.50
Adaptor Module allows use of (w.o loysiicks and
provides hardware lo access all the kL.'ys on ihw

keyparl of ihe joystick £12.55
Transfer program allows use of the keypad keys

and luyslrck lo simulate any key on the keyboari

This works by creating a machine code patch

ihdl slays in memory while another piogiam is

loaderl in Allows any yame 10 be used with

loysIicks. SuppiiafI on disc or lape

Tape £5.10 Diei: £7.95

STANDARD JOYSTICKS
These are standard analogue type with a lite

button on eacn joysiick. Twin joysticks go to :>

single moulded plug, long leads provided.

Single Player version £9.75
Two Players version £15.00

Continued
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ANTI GLARE MONITOR

SAFETY SCREEN

HEADACHES 'TIRED EYES? Don i lakepilis

Usea Wattord Electronics ami glare filter i

Considefable research inio ihe possible heal ih

problems associated with moniior screens has
shown ihat eye siram, blurred vision, waterrng,
Itching eyes and headaches can result after

prolonged use The problems are caused by
extraneous reflections which force the eye to

continuously re-focus to try lo ignore them
The answer is our conlrast enhancement
anti glare filter which is similar to those which
have been previously available on business
syslerns. but al the low cost ihat you would
expect for youf personal computer You will soon
find the reduction in eye strain well worth your
invesiment
Features:

• Simple fit tint) with sticky Velcro pads
• Easily removed for cleaning

• Tinimti improves colour quality and contrast

• Works on monochrome or colour monitors.

• Curved instead of usual flat screen reduces
edge distortion

• Made tn Britain hy a long established glass
maker.
Auailaljle in 9" 12" and 14" versions

please specify when ordering.

Introductory offer price: £14.95(carr.C1

ATTACHE CARRYING
CASE for BBC Micro

The Attache carrying case is attractively finished
in mottled antique brown leatherette The case is

made of lough plywood, providing a very solid
and safe way to carry your BBC micro. There is

room provided to fit all the leads necessary
behind the computer and manuals in the front

Locks supplied with two keys. Price £12 I C2

DATA RECORDER AND
ACCESSORIES

Top quality slimline portable cassette recorder
designed specifically for use with home
computers Mains/Battery operated with tape
counter

E20

£2,50
DATA CABLE to connect recorder to SBC

DATA CASSETTES
Top grade tested C 1 2 Data cassettes
supplied in library cases 35p each,

10 for £3,20.

ASSORTED CONNECTING
LEADS

(All ready made and Tested)

CASSETTE LEADS 7 pm DIN Plug
to 5 pin DIN Plug . 1 Jack Plug £2.00
to 3 pin DIN Plug . 1 Jack Plug £2.00
to 7 pin DIN Plug £2.50
to 3 Jack Plugs £2.00
6 pin OIN lo 6 pin DIN Ptug (RGB) £2.50
MONITOR LEADS

Microviiec RGB leads 6 pm DIN to 6 pin DIN for

colour monitofs, £2.50
KAGA'SAMYO Colour Monitor Leads £5,00
"Monochrome moniior leads
BNCto Phono £3.00
DISC DRIVE POWER LEADS

Supply from BBC power supply to standard Disc
Drive connector.

Single £3.00 Dual £3.75

MISCELLANEOUS
CONNECTORS

RGB (6 PIN DIN)
RS423 (Spin Domino)
Cassette 17 pin DINl
ECONETfBpinDIN)
Paddles )1 5 pin D )

BBC Power Plug 6 way
Disc Drive Plug 4 way

Plugs Sockets
30p 45p
40p 50p
25p 6Sp
20p 30p
110p 215p
80p -

75p ^

SOUND EFFECT
(ENVELOPE) ROM

Now for the sound fanatic or those of you
who want to drive the pet craiy. Watford
Elecnonica offers you this unique piece of

firmware called the Envelope ROM, It

contains a wide range of sound effects, in

fact enough lo ZAP, BANG SQUEAK and
EXPLODE your way ihiougd a whole
galaxy of games Some of the more
unusual effecis include ZIT. TRIMPHONE,
SNAPPER. TARDIS and a whole host of

explosions, gun fire, winning and losing

sounds and many other effects to aid the

progress of a game

The sounds are accessed via single Stat

commands, the pitch and duration of any
of the sounds can be allered from their

default value at any time by adding e»(tra

paraiTieters. These parameters can Takt^

the form of decimal values or the resident

inierger variables. With a rhoicR of OVER
65 sounds, you should have no more
excuses for failing to include some form of

sound effect in your latest piece of

software.

This ROM is a must for the amateur games
designer anrf all those who hate creating

envelopes. It is supplied complete with
instructions for

0NLYC18

SPECIAL OFFER
EPROMs for sideways ROMs

2764-250nS £4.70
27128-250nS £16.00

RAMs (Low power) for ATPL, WATFORD, etc.

Sideways ROM Boards
6116LP (2K) £3.75)
6264LP 18K) £19.00

FIRMWARE
ACORN 1.2 DNFSROIVI £15,00
ACORN 1.2 OS ROM £10.00
ACORN BASIC 2 £30.00

MODEM ROMs
TERMI £26.00
COMMUNICATOR £56.00
COMMSTAR £27.00

FLEXIBLE KEYBOARD
CONNECTOR

Freiiuem rumoval of the B8C Mick)
keyboard can result in the ribbon cabls
coniit'Clur eilliei breaking off or giving
iniermuii'ni fault Wt- can now supply a

highly flesiblf replactjmeni keylmard
cunnectot ,it ONLY: £4.95

CHIP EXTRACTION TOOL
This eniremely useful tool allows ttoubie-free IC

removal from your computer No longer do you
havt- to wi'ald ,i scu'wdnvoi al your valuable

ROM software, instead this IC extractor is

constructed from tough nylon and provides lull

distribution of the removal force over the whole
body of any 24 or 28 pin device, thus preventing

undue damage to your chips

Isn 1 CI. 50 a small price to pay to protect your

ROMs stature!"

Price: Only £1.50

GEMINI
BUSINESS SOFTWARE

CASHBOOK £46 90
DATABASE £15 50
EASYLEDGER £15,50
GRAPHPLOT £15 50
HOMEACCOUNT £1550
FINAL ACCOUNTS £46 90
MAILING LIST £15 50
SPREADSHEET £15 50
STOCK CONTROL £15 50
PAYROLL £31.00

IP.S For ilisc based software please add f3i I

ADVENTURE GAMES (level 9)

COLOSSAL ADVENTURt
ADVENTUREQUEST
DUNGEON ADVENTURE
SNOWBALL ADVENTURE
LORDSOFTIME
Please add r2 50 for Discs

MISCELLANEOUS
aSpmZIFSOCKETITeylooll

£8 50
E8 50
£8.50
£8,50
£8.50

£6.95

28pjn DIL PLUG
SOLDERtype £2.90

1

IDCCRlMPtvpe £aJlype ,

RIBBON CABLE
28w;iy 55p/ft; 34wjv 60p/fl.

Sway DIP SWITCH £0.85

CHiPSHOPCORNER
7438 75p; 74LS00 30p
74LS04 3Sp; 74LS10 .

.. 30p
74LS123 120p; 74LS163 . 85p
74LS244 £1; 74LS245 £2
74LS393 120p; 4013 . . . 60p

4020 CMOS £0.90

4816 16K DRAM £3.00
UPD7002 £7.25
6502ACPU £5.45
65C02 CPU £9,50
6522VIA. ,. £3.40
6845SVDC £7.50
SAA5050Teleie.t £8,75
8271 FDC P.O.A.
LM234 amplifier £0.75
SN76489 sound gen .. £5.50
27648KEPROM £4.75
27128 16K EPROM £16.00
61 I6L2KSRAM £4.50
6264L8KSRAM .... .... £24.00

Prices subject to change without notice and available on request.

MAIL ORDER AND RETAIL SHOP. TRADE AND EXPORT INQUIRIES WELCOME.
GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED.
CA R R IAG E : Unless stated otherwise, please add £1 to all cash orders.

VAT: UK cuBtomari plaate add 16% VAT to tha total coal incl. Carrisga.

SHOP HOURS: 9.00am to e.OOpm. Monday to Saturday. lAmpI* Fras Car Parking Spacsal

ACCESS 0RD6HS: Simply phons: Wattord [09231 50234.124 Hourai

Watford Electronics

Dept. ACORN, 33 CARDIFF ROAD, WATFORD, ENGLAND.
Telephone: 0923 40588/37774. Telex: 8956095
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SILVERLIND LTD. 156 Newton Road, Burton on Trent
Staffs. DE15 OTR. Tel (0283) 63987

TOWNTEST BBC/B £6.50
A very usL'luf a ill lut ti'achirit] Geography in pi iin,si y -SCliools,

Hiis program tests pupils' knowltidqe ul ilie locaiions of

r'laiOT lowns Lind cities I't England, Scolland and Walf^s Woll
prL'senind, ^^rldl a litgh-u'snluiion map

BIOLOGY BBC/B £12.50
A suite ot piogiams using tL'Kt, ammatL'd diagranti, uxamplHS,
and Munitions to assist in ihi' undei sttindJng ol BJaIOf}y lu

CSE. '0' and A' Level standaids. Most suited to individual

iiii; l)v stLidf'iits, iht'se proijiams also coniani niaii.'iisl teach

ITS can cxKdct loi cinssrooin denionstraiion Topics coueti.'d

include llie Eye, Eat , Hedr i. Blood dnd CfLulunon, Skt^leion,

Fi=rTialn leproduction, Genetics. Biotht'imsii y and thi^ Central

N.'ivous Sv^iti'ii)

ENJOY MATHS 4BK Spectrum £8,00
A siiitf.' ol 4 hi(|hiv niotivritinij pruyranis toi the 8 14 age
I dngi.' tables, simple ei|uation'i. polygons jnd an.'as Thtj

programs combine itxplanation with (fsis and make good
use ol colour untS sound

MASTER DIET PLANNER 48K Spectrum £11.95
The ultimate m diet progtams, ihL> MASTER DIET PLAM
NER contains details ol calories, pmti.'in, ynjinms and oihei

nuinems lor 681 loodsi The MASTER DIET PLANNER will

help you plan a well baljriced diet, includtnij options to
ri/slrict (als, rlioli-siet ol and salt, ot to increase fibir intake
ai tilt,' same tune olfiMing maximum choice ol loods Insiiuc
lions and Recipe Book included

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING & VAT

lA/e require good programs to increase our catalogue

and pay high royalty rates for published materia/.

ENGINEERING SOFTWARE
FOR THE BBC MICRO

INTERSECTING CYLINDERS

An educational program to illustrate CAD/CAM.
You specify the diameters of two cylinders and
the angle between them. The program calculates

the intersection curve and displays the cylinders

either as a wire frame model or, more realistically,

as coloured surfaces. The model can be scaled and
viewed from any direction. Developments of the

cylinders can be drawn on the screen to allow the

cylinders to be constructed from paper.

The software needs a BBC B micro with its own
disc drive.

Available, price £12, from MEDC, Paisley

College, High St, Paisley, Renfrewshire
PAl 2BE. Tel: 041-887-0962

Please state 40 or 80 track when ordering.

J B INTERNATIONAL
THE BBC SPECIALISTS

CANON SINGLE
100KC75 400KC135

DATATRACKTWIN
400KC195 800KE235

KAGANLQ
KP810£229 KP910C299

M.VITEC
STOE149 MED £199

HITACHI 3"

SINGLE £99

s
SAKATA SCP800
4 COLS £155

EPSON
RX80£179 FX80E299

JUKI 6100 DAISY
£299

KAGA
EX £165 V-2£215 V-3 £295

RAVEN-20 , , . A great new option for your BBC. A true

alternative to a second processor for just £55!

ROMAG ANTIGLARE , , , Make the most of your monitor

with this remarkable filter for just £1 2,

DISC INTERFACES . . . Acorn DPS just £79, The excellent

super-fast DDFS is only £75,

WORDWISE , , . The best seller. Just £29.

GRAPHICS ROM, DISC DOCTOR, CARETAKER , . , Only
£22 each,

PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE . , , £9.

5" DISCS. , . SSSDE12, DSDD£18. {per ten with free lib

box),

3" DISCS . , . Packs of five for £1 6.

WIZARD , . . Joystick interface £9.50, Joy-ROM £8.50.

QUICKSHOT-2 ... The ultimate joystick just £6,50.

UK -Please add VAT at 15%. Delivery -h 5%
Europe - Just add 1 0% World - Just add 20%
Simply send a cheque/PO with your order to

J BIIMTERIMATIOIMAL
15 The Chestnuts, Hertford, Herts. SG13 8AQ

Tel: 0992 553184
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GAMEI

It's deceptively

simple but you'll

getinaspinand

see spots before

your eyes with

.David Acton's

FOUR
IN A
ROW

FortheBBCand

Electron, it's a

gameofstrategy

in which you

can pit your

wits against

friend ormicro

QUADJtINE is a deceptively simple
garp4 of strategy, written for the
2S1( BBC micro and Electron in

assembly language. The fast

machine-code routines enable the

computer to play a good game against
any human opposition without each
move taking all night -a relief for some
computer-chess addicts perhaps? The
program consists of two parts, Quad-
line and Q2.

How to play

Two players take turns to drop counters
of their own colour into one of the seven
columns on the board. The winner is

the first player to obtain a line of four of

his own counters- vertically, horizon-

GAME TVPE PLAVER RED
SKILL LEVEL : I

TIMER ON
TIME LIMIT 10 MIM.

USE THE FCLLOWIHC KEYS :

TIMER OM^DFF
IMCHEfiSe TIME LIMIT
DECREftSe TIME LIMIT

SELECT SKILL LEVEL
TUO PLAYER CfWE
ONE PLAYER - RED
ONE PLAYER - GREEN
AUTO GAME

RESET GAME SCORES

C CONTINUE PLAYING
N NEW GATE

You return to the menu by pressing Escape

tally or diagonally. To make a move use
the left and right cursor keys to position

your counter over the chosen column
and press the cursor-down key. Your
counter will fall into place.

Like many games, Quadline is con-

trolled from a menu displayed at the

start of every game, and you may
return to it at any time by holding

Escape down. Note that if the computer
is 'thinking' it may take a few seconds
to detect you are pressing Escape.

ACORN USER JANUARY 1985

To start a new game, press N when
the menu is displayed. To return to an
unfinished game you press C. At the top

of the menu you will see the skill level,

game type and timer status. You may
change any of these by using the keys
specified on the menu, either in mid-

game or before a new one.

There are four game types- auto',

'two-player' and two 'one-player'

options. In the auto game the computer
acts as both players. If a one-player
game is selected, the player may
choose red or green counters. The
player with red counters always starts.

If the computer has been set to play,

there are three skill levels to choose
from, level three being the hardest. The
computer considers many possible

combinations of moves and the time

taken to reach a decision is clearly pro-

portional to the number of options

reviewed. While it's 'thinking', two
figures are displayed in the bottom
right-hand corner of the screen. The
first represents the level of 'thought', A
six displayed here indicates that the

computer is looking to a depth of three

moves by each player. The second
figure is the number of combinations it

has already considered (table 1).

Another feature of this program is

the timer. When switched on. all human
players are restricted to making their

moves within the time shown on the

menu. The time used up by a player is

shown on the clock while a move is

being made. A TIME-UP' message will

be displayed if a player takes too long.

The game may then be continued with

the timer switched off if desired.

How the program works
Tables 2 and 3 contain the basic struc-

ture of parts one and two of Quadline
respectively, but certain important rou-

tines need further explanation.

The main 'thinking' routine (labelled

"B" in the assembly language listing)

uses a simple idea to calculate the best

move. For example, to evaluate a move
by player one the computer assigns a

value to it equal to the length of line

formed. From this value is subtracted

the value of the best move player two

can make in response. Now the value of

the move by player two is calculated

from the length of line formed and the

best respdnse by player one, and so the

process continues until a given depth of

moves has been reached. A summary
ofthe functions of all the main machine-
code routines is given in table 4.

The graphics routines used in Quad-
line are very simple. The circular

counter is formed from 16 characters

•

1 2 3 4 S < ?

HOUE 2a PLflVER I VOUR ru

PLR 2

4

Hearing the end of a hard game

and stored as a string in the memory.
The string contains cursor-down and
cursor-left characters so it's printed as

a four-by-four character block.

The clock is drawn using data stored

at &B00 onwards, and two functions are

used to read the data-FNx and FNy.

The hands of the clock are drawn using

PROChI and PR0Ch2, These pro-

cedures work for either the right or left

clock, and the switch from one to the

other is made by moving the graphics



I GAME

origin with a VDU29 statement.

PROChI and PR0Cti2 are called Irom

within PROCtm, the procedure which

updates the clock. Between moves, the

time used by a player is simply stored

away in the array named T%.
Another feature of the program is the

scrolling message displayed at the end

of the game- The machine-code routine

responsible [labelled "MESS" in the

assembly language listing) simply

prints the message string, character-

by-character, at text position (39.1).

Between characters, a scroll routine is

called twice shifting the text line by one
byte to the left each time. (Each charac-

ter is two bytes wide in mode 1-) To
smooth the scrolling process a

synchronisation routine ("SYNC") is

called, reducing the scrolling speed to

exactly one byte every 1/50 second.

"SYNC" uses the eiapsed-time clock.

Entering Quadline

Due to the limited memory on both the

Beeb (model B) and Electron the Quad-

line listing is split into two separate

programs, the first containing a large

amount of assembler. If you've never

used assembler before then there's no

need to worry as the notes that follow

explain just how to go about it.

All users should note that because of

the tight space restrictions it's most im-

portant that no extra spaces are in-

cluded in the program, particularly

between the line number and start of

text. Note that if you are using AUTO
this will show an extra space on the

screen but it will not be entered in the

program-
Electron users should now refer to

yellow page 111 for conversion details

which are minimal- Disc users should

read the section relevant to them. Tape
users read on.

Listing 1 can be broken down into

two sections. Basic and assembly

language. Mistakes are more likely to

occur in the assembly language part of

the listing so lets look at that. First set

PAGE to &E00, if it's not already. To do
this type;

PAGE^&EOO < return >
NEW < return >

Now enter the following lines only:

lines 370 to 3950 inclusive

lines 160, 170 and 180

and nowadd the following line:

181PR0Cass:END

Then change line 390 to read:

390FORZ% - 0TO3STEP3

Now Run the program. If any errors in

syntax are present a suitable error

message will be generated informing

you of the line number containing it.

which can be checked against the pro-

gram listing and edited. This ensures

that you have a syntactically correct

assembler listing. Once it runs okay re-

enter line 390 as per the listing, delete

line 181 and add the remaining lines

from the listing, but change line 240 for

the time being to read:

240END

Assembler being what It is, problems

could occur if you typed in TYA instead

Turn to yellow pages 109-111 for

the Quadline listings and

Electron conversation notes
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This state of the art range of i

3" CRESCENT units with I

Japanese mechanisms are

manufactured by Servicon

Dynamics, a company with

over 15 consecutive years of

specialist electronic

manufacturing experience.

All Items carry a 12 month
warranty.

C Completely compatible

with 5.25" drives

C Full software support (plus

INNER CIRCLE CLUB*)

Full disk interface system
for BBC

C No power supply needed

C Exclusive low cost

accessories through

INNER CIRCLE CLUB*

C One-touch disk load/

unload

C Compact and lightweight

"See address below for details.

New Crescent range
upgrade for BBC micro.

Dual Unit

(2 Drives)

Capacity with
Crescent DFS

Capacity with

Acorn DFS
Power
Supply

Full

Manual
Cables inc.

in Price Price"
Qty £

CRESCENT 401 - 400K 200K - ^ <^ £129,95

CRESCENT 402- - 400K 200K - *^ t^ £199.00

CRESCENT 42] (HorV) t^ 800K 400K - ^ »^ £259.90

CRESCENT 422* (HorV) ^ BOOK 400K - ^ *^ £398.00

SPECIAL CRESCENT PACK A Includes 40! + CRESCENT DFS C217.35

SPECIAL CRESCENT PACK 8 Includes 421 + CRESCEPfl" DFS £330.35

TOTAL

V = Stacked Dual Unit. ^5% VAT

H - Low Profile sicte-by-side Dual Unit. Only one CRESCENT DPS pet order. Delivery £6.00

Dual Head. " Price excludes VAT and delivery. Please allow 28 days for delivery. ''°^^' ^^^

Servicon Dynamics Limited,

186-190 Cirencester Road. Charlton Kings, Cheltenham, Glos,

Tel: 0242 528213/529323. Telex: 43586 SERDYN G.

I enclose cheque for £ or debit my credit card,

Name/Address

Signature

B6

GC5«^C
ACORN USER JANUARY 1985
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of TAY- These mnemonics use the

same letters but work in opposite direc-

tions, so while they would not cause an

assembly error, the machine-code
would not operate as desired - a subtle

bug! To ensure against such an error

we can perform a checksum count.

Looking at the listing you will see that

line 220 has a REM showing where we
need to enter the checksumming code.

So add the following lines:

220T%-0:Z%-&2D40
221REPEAT
222T% - T% + ?Z%:2% - Z% + 1

223UNTILZ%-P%
224IFT%< > 80250 VDU26.12:

PRINT"ERROR";STOP

Now Run the program again. If an error

message is not given, you have entered

the program correctly, so go ahead and
enter line 240 as per the listing; delete

lines 220. 221. 222. 223 and 224; and
save the whole lot to tape with SAVE
"QUADLINE". If an error does occur

you must recheck your listing.

&1 100, so enter

PAGE-&1100 <return>
NEW < return >

Listing 1 needs to be entered, but only

lines 160. 170, 180, 210 and 370 to 3950

inclusive- Add lines 220 to 224 as

before, plus this line:

225END

Now Run the program to ensure every-

thing is correct. If any error messages

1 ,1 .1.1 „ —

^

Line(s) Description

40.50 Envelopes defined

70,80 Ctiaracters defined

90 Function keys disabled with

OS 1.0

120 Data for clock put into memory
140,150 String data put mto memory
190.200 Other data

240 "Q2"CHAINed
300-360 Character data

370 4 Assembly language
procedure

Table 2. Quadline part 1

Skill

level

Depth ol

thought

4

5

6

or 7*

Max no.

of combinations

2.800

19,607

136.172

325,685

Max
thinking time

0.45 sec
2,81 sec

19.29 sec
47.24 sec

'Depth of 7 used when one or more columns is full

Table 1. Approximate 'thinking' times

All you need to do now is enter listing

2 as shown. So type

NEW < return >

and proceed as normal, saving the

completed program to tape under the

filename 02. immediately after the

QUADLINE file, The best way to test this

listing is to run the whole thing. Simply

rewind the tape, and type

NEW < return >

CH."" < return >

If any errors occur, recheck your listing

as indicated and re-save the Q2 file

over the one already present on the

tape.

Quadline on disc

Quadline looks at first sight as though
it's one of those programs that will just

not work with the DPS. However, with

some thought it can be implemented.

First, format yourself a blank disc.

The most important rule now is to save
everything yoYi enter before you run it.

If you don't, you're liable to lose your

program, I would also suggest you read

the tape users notes above to provide

yourself with some background before

you goon.
The first step is to re-set PAGE to

are generated, correct as described

above. We must now save the machine-

code generated by the assembler. Enter

'SAVE MC2D40 3000

Hit Break to reset PAGE to its normal

value, and enter listing 2 as shown. Add
to this the following line:

15$&DB2- "QUADLINE * ' : Copy-

right D.Acton 1984 ' ' Press any key

to play again * * "

This is in fact line 150 from listing 1.

This program must now be saved as

a machine-code file. To do this find the

values of PAGE and TOP by entering

PRINT 'PAGE <return>
PRINT 'TOP < return >

and then enter

*SAVEQ2xxxxyyyy

where xxxx is the value of PAGE and

yyyythe value of TOP.
The next step is to enter listing 3, Run

this and save the code it generates:

-SAVEDLOADA00A60.
Now for the final step. Set PAGE to

&3400:

PAGE = &3400 < return >
NEW < return >

and enter the following lines from list-

ing 1: 10 to 140 inclusive, 190 to 360 in-

clusive.
Now add the following lines:

rLOADQ2 5000
2*LOADMC2D40
3'LOADDLOADAOO
4*TAPE
5E%-&E00:N% = &5000
6FORL%-0TO1000STEP4
7E%!L% = N%!L%:NEXT
180tb% = &DA3
240CALL&A00:END

Save this as-'MINIQI".

To load the whole jamboree, set

PAGE = &3400 and CHAIN 'MINIQI".

This will load all relevant files into

memory, change filing systems, relo-

cate programs and run Quadline!

Line(s} Description

50-70 DIMS, variables

100-460 Main loop

110-290 Menu displayed, options

selected

350-400 Game loop

410-460 Game over routine

470 PROCcomp: computer
thinkmg' routine

530 FNb:returns ttie best move
possible for a given player

580 PROCmove: human move
routine

820 PROCbd: draws board, clocks

etc.

920 PROCsq: displays a single

square on board

930 PROCmv: executes a

specified move
970 FN1: returns the length of line

through a given position by

calling the

m/code routine 'T

980 PROCdn: drops a counter into

the board

1120 FNyn: returns - 1 if 'Y'

pressed, if 'N' pressed

1160 ON ERROR routine, called

from line 10

Table 3. Quadline part 2

Label Function/Operation

L

B

T1

T2
ESC
SCRL

On entry, A contains a board

position. On exit, &72 contains

the length of the longest line

through that position

On entry, A contains tfie

player number (1 or 2) and X

contains the depth of thougtit

required. On exit, the memory
table SC% contains the values

of all possible moves by that

player.

Transfers mam board to spare

board.

Performs reverse of T1

Detects Escape
Scrolls second text line one

byte to the left.

Table 4. Main machine-code roulines
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' PRICES SENSATION

Canon 110: Case/Cables all INCL £89

Canon 220: 400K (40/80 switching)

Case/Cables all INCL £149
N.B. These are state of the Art Disc Drives; Direct Drive

40 track 6mms Access/80 tracl< 3ms Access.

SLIM CANON DISC DRIVES:
MO0ELiPECIFICAnON_pF EACH DRIVE
110 S/SlbED40TRACK"l00K
210 D/SIDED 40 TRACK 200K
220 D/SIDED 80 TRACK 400K

(40/80 TRACK SWITCHINC)

All CANON 40/80 switchable disc drives feature an on-board dual-colour
LED on the front panel to show track mode selected. This is coupled with our

own unique two-stage illumination, to give a clear operating status, as follows:

40 TRACK MODE; LED GREEN
80 TRACK MODE: LED RED
POWER ON: HALF-ILLUMINATION (GREEN OR RED)
DRIVE SELECTED .FULL-ILLUMINATION (GREEN OR RED)

i

Super-slim CANON drives, models 221 and the SANYO model 596D,
are available with their own custom-built secondary switching power supply.
This is safe, low in heat generation and excellent value for money.

The SANYO disc drive is our latest acquisition in quality Japanese products.
This is a "half-height" unit of standard dimensions.

i
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All inclusive price list:

This means: disc drive + case + all power & data cables + U.K. carriage + utilities disc & manual + VA.T

CANON SANYO

MODEL: 110 210 220 221

Fomiatted Capacity

per drive on BBC Micro: 100k 200k 400k 400k

Single Drive & Case: £89 £99 £149 £199

Single Drive

& Case/R Supply: £114 £124 £174 £229

Dual Drive & Case: £184 £199 £279 £379

Dual Drive

& Case/R Supply: £214 £234 £309 £409

596D

400k

ei69

£319

£349

Support:
Warranty: All disc drives sold by Chase Data Ltd. come
with a full one-year warranty on parts & labour

Non-warranty service: As THE experts in our field we
can offer service on most makes of floppy disc drive.

Recallbration & Alignment ... £25 per unit inc. VAT
(parts extra). Phone for details: (Tel: 0784 38487)

P3ym6nt Ir*^ f^^ AHow^ldaysfordelivery.

By Post: Send your remittance (cheques only please)

with your order to:

RO. Box 6, Woking, Surrey GU21 4PB.

By Phone: #£% (Tel: 0784 38487).



MAKETHEMOST
OFYOUR

mTERRICE
PUBLICATIONS

k

Acclaimed books from the
experts . .

.

n Dynamic Games for your Electron
Neal Cavalier-Smith

.

£4.95

D 36 Challenging Games for the BBC Micro
Chris Callender and Tim Rogers, £5.95

D Let Your BBC Micro Teach You to Program
Tim Hannell. £6.45

D Putting Your BBC Micro to Work (includes a full

word-processing program, plus 14 others)
Chns Callender, £4.95

n Creating Adventure Programs on your Computer
Andrew Nelson, £4.95

n The Easy Way to Program Your New Computer
Tim Hartnell. £3.95

D Practical Applications for the Microcomputer
in the Home.
David Hole. £4.95

n The Art of Structured Programming
Peter Juliff, £5.95

These books are available from most book and computer
stores. In case of difficulty, order directly from us.

Interface Publicatioiis, Dept. QAU,
9-U Kensington High Street, LondonW8 5NP.

Please send me the indicated books. I enclose £.

Name.

Address

inTERBKE
PUBLICATIONS

Vfe'xe the Experts.

(TRADE ONLY: Interface Publications are distribuied exclusively in the UK and
Eire by W H S Distribulors. Export liade handled by Interface Publications ) m

NEC
PUBLICATIONS

30 Hour BASIC
standard, ZX81, Spectrum, Oric,

Electron and Commodore 64 editions
(£6.95)

Structured BASIC
more advanced programming techniques

(book £7.50, cassettes £11.50)

Beyond BASIC
6502 assembly language programming

(book £7"50, cassettes £1 1 .50)

Me and My Micro
write and develop your own game programs

(£2.95)

Interfacing and
Control on the
BBC Micro

how to control equipment outside the micro
(book £9.95. cassettes £13.80,

Control Kit £174.80)

All Fingers Go!
teach yourself touch-typing software for

the BBC 'B"

(cassettes £14.95, 40 or 80 track disc £28.75)

Crossword Puzzler
create, store and play your own crossword

puzzles on the BBC 'B"

(cassette £6.90)

From bookshops or direct from NEC

Further information from:

NATIONAL
EXTENSION
COLLEGE

18 Brooklands Avenue,
Cambridge CB2 2HN

All i^fiocs iufUiik- puHt aiiti pjickint; jnd VAT on soCtwarf
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THC D€ST BAC MICnO SOFTUinRC
* PRODUCCD RV AN INDCPCNDCNT SOFTUinRC HOUSC *

* TOP QUAUIV MRCHINC-CODC PROGRAMS *

>i-">i-:-;-^-.^.i^-;— .Vj-i-fr.-ri-£j.'iW.TP.-ki'iL---.ft.-

a(^'
,oi«

n.A.,

RMX ON THC MOON (3SK) £7.95

Smooth scroll ing-screen orcode action. In this gome you control a moon cycle ujhich you use to potrol the surfoce of

the moon. Vou must ovoid the rocks on the surface, and also the monsters bouncing high in the louu gravity. Vou

should try to shoot doLun the spoceships ujhich fly overhead dropping bombs onto the moon surface-, fl Further

hazord ore the flying barrels uuhich ore often just too high to shoot orjump over, end just too Iolu to squeeze

underneoth. '

• ••N€IUR6L€RS€
m

Many of our titles ore ovoiloble in Boots, UJ.H. Smiths, John Menzies, Rumbeloujs, Loskys, Currys,

HMV. Greens ot Debenhoms end Spectrum Shops. Also at oil major computer dealers- eitec

Computers, MIcto AAonogement. UUest Coost Personal Computers, Miaostyle, Clectronequip, 3D
r«TiiT»mC1li^IC*7iiT«:ll(''di^Ha'.d(%VliJfrf'*liMi>1£^^

major distributors, and directly from us by mail-order.

UIINGCD UIARIORDS (3SK) £7.95

fl foscinoting arcade-style game for one or tujo players. €ach ployer rides on

ostrich, and the aim is to knock the enemy riders off by colliding ujith them.

In o collision the rider ujith the highest Jousting pole uuill be victorious. IF you

ore successful, the enemy uuill revert to its original form: on egg. The egg
must be collided ujith to prevent it from hotching. Avoid the lavo bath at the

bottom oF the screen, and remember: you can fly better by using stronger

strokes - imogine you ore on ostrich trying to fly!

(KeVSOflRD OR JOVSTICHS)

• ••NeuuReLeflS€»««

^^ SUPCRIOR SOFTUinnC LTD.

^C < Dept. flU 1. Regent House,

^k '> Skinner Lane, Leeds 7^/ Tel: 0532 459453

(1)

(2)

C3J

OUR GUARAHT(€
flii our softujQie is ovoiloble before uje advertise,

fill ou( softtuofs IS despatched Luithin 48 houra by first-doss post.

In the unlikely event that ony of our softoiore fails Co load, return your

cossetCe to us and uie mill immediately send o replocement.
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JUST A
CRAZY

MIXED-UP
GRID

Roland Waddilove

sets a sliding

puzzle for you

on his Electron

I

can remember as a child (before the

days of home computers) playing
with a little plastic puzzle made up of

letters or numbers which could be slid

about a frame. The idea was to get the
letters or numbers in order, a task
which sometimes took hours and was
veryfrustrating.

Everything is automated now, of

course, so we can play the same game
on our micros. It's not unusual to find

this type of puzzle on the BBC or Elec-

tron as it's fairly easy to write a pro-

gram to move letters about a grid, but

this program is different in that instead

of using letters or numbers, a grid is

drawn over a picture, and the parts of

that are slid about.

A 3D perspective picture is drawn
using mode 2 graphics and all eight

colours (the flashing combinations

aren't used). A grid is then drawn over

the picture and the sections mixed up,

You can decide on the level of difficulty,

ie the degree to which the parts are

jumbled (which is also partly random),
and then watch it carried out.

Your task is simple. Restore the pic-

ture to its original form by sliding the

sections back into place. Sounds easy,

doesn't it? Try it on level 9!

The program was written on an Elec-

tron and will run on a BBC with OS 1.2

and Basic 2, Because of the Beeb's
high processing speed Beeb owners
will need to add the following line to

slow the program down enough to

allow you to use the game keys cor-

rectly:

185 FORN-0TO250:NEXT

Roland Waddilove's picture

slide listing is on yellow pages
106-108



I GAMES

There are many interesting routines that could be incor-

porated quite easily into your own programs, such as the

large letters procedure, sideways scroll of the title, and the

procedure to scroll messages in from the side, plus the

error handling routine.

The program is structured and does not contain any

GOTOs or GOSUBs - line numbers are therefore irrel-

evant and the procedures could be entered in any order.

Any picture can be used, so fee! free to draw your own: it's

all inside a graphics window so you can't go wrong,

PROCinitialise.SwitchoffthecursorandsetcoioursBto 14

to white. The first 20 letters of the alphabet are placed at

&A00, to record the order of the sections of the picture.

&6980 is the address of the top left hand corner of the sec-

tion with the flashing cross. Set up the graphics window.

PROCdraw.grid (colour). Draw ttie grid over the picture.

The colour is the same as the cross.

PROCdraw.picture. Draw the picture. Replace this with

your own if you desire. After drawing the sl<y the origin is

moved to 800,600, where the sun is.

PROCbig (x%, y%, wordS, colour) wordS is printed in

characters 8 times normal size at x%,y%. This is worth

studying as it can be used to print various sized charac-

ters. The dot pattern is read into zero page by calling

OSWORD with A =^ 10. A character is designed and printed

for each row.

PROCswap. The appropriate letters are swapped at &A00,

then the two sections of picture are exchanged by catling

the machine code routine.

PROCassembie. Assemble the two machine code rou-

tines. The first swaps two sections of the picture, the

second scrolls the title.

PROCslide. Find out which keys are being pressed,

PROCscroli (Y%,wordS,colour). Scroll wordS left onto the

screen at line Y%,
PROCmix.up. Input the level of difficulty and mix up the

sections,
PROChurrah. Make appropriate sounds. Work out score.

Ask if you wantio play again,

PROCinstructions, Print the large title and call the

machine code to scroll the graphics window. Print the

instructions.

PROCerror. The error handling routine. This can be used

in any program. If Escape is pressed you have the choice

of ending the program or starting again. !f you haven't

pressed Escape there must be an error so PROCstop is

called.

PROCstop. Called if there is an error. The line with the

error is printed by defining a function key to list it and

placing the code for the key in the input buffer. If the error

was 'No room' and PAGE is not &E00 (eg, if you have disc

drives), the program is relocated.

Variables.

K%, Q%, J%, X%, Y% - Used mainiy asloop counters,

done - A flag to show whether it has been done,

level - The difficulty level,

score -The score.

address - The address of the top left hand byte of the sec-

tion of picture with the cross.

m%, n%-Theco-ordinatesofthesection with the cross.

A string is placed at &A00. This is checked to see whether

the puzzle has been completed.
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BBC Compatible
Mitsubishi Slimline Disc Drives

flhHTER

These are high capocity, precision drives with dynamic clamping and very low power consumption.
All drives are supplied with cables, a very comprehensive ufllity/formot disc and a manual,
MD 400 - 400K (BOOK double density) 40/80 track switchable double sided single drive.

MD 800 - 800K (1600K double density) independently 40/80 track switchable double sided dual drive.

MD 800P — 800K (1600K double density) independently 40/80 track switchable double sided dual
drive unit with built-in power supply and monitor stand.

Opening Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6.30pm
Sot 10am-5pm [ample parking)
We accept telephone orders on Barclay
ond Access Cords,

Mail Order: Cheques or bankers draft
payable to Akhter Instruments.
Delivery free of chorge [UK only)

CnmPUTER GRDUP 28/29 BURNT MILL, HARLOW, ESSEX CM20 2HU UK.
TEL. HARLOW [0279) 443521 TELEX 818894 AKHTER G

Dealer Enquiries
Welcome



I MUSIC

HOW many of you Beeb users out

there have thought how much
more enjoyable your programs

would be if they played a tune while

they ran?

Weil here's a routine that will allow

your programs to do just that. And
what's more, once you start the tune

with a simple command It will continue

to play until you use the command to

turn it off or press Break. It can even be

played while another program is load-

ing!

As you can see from listing 1 (page

105) the program is in procedure

format. To incorporate it into your own
programs, add the procedure (omitting

the REMs and changing the line

numbers to suit) and then the following

lines to the beginning of your program:

10 1 enQthX=32
20 DIM mcode"/. 122,

t

une start'/. lenqth"/l-i

30 PRQCtune (mcode"/.

,

tune start"/. , 1 enqthX)
40 FROCtune? dataCtu

nG\ star f/. , 1 engtfi'/.)

When you want to start the tune you

must enable the vertical sync event

with:

TX14.4

Toturnitoff againuse:

•FX13.4

Although this disables the vertical sync

event there are still some notes left in

the sound buffer, causing the tune to

continue to play for a short while. To

stop it instantaneously you must issue

the command:

'FX15.0

which flushes all the buffers-

If you want to experiment with the

routine add these lines to the start of

the listing:

1. tune_ Btarf/.^?(COO
: lenqth7.= 132: mcode/l"i:-:9

00
2 PRDCturie (mcode'/.

,

tune jitartX , 1 ength"/.)

3 PROCtune data (tu

ne start'/l , 1 ength*/.)

4 *KEYO *FX14,4 1M

5 *KEY1 *FX13,4!M
*FX15,0 1M

6 END

Run the program and when it ends

press 'fO' to start the tune. You can now
try listing the program -the tune should

still continue to play- use 'fV to stop it.

You must enable the vertical sync.

If the tune sounds familiar to some of

j:

MUSIC
WHILE
YOU

PROGRAM
Amuse yourself with a

melody while you work,

by Jonathan Lidgard

you it's because it appeared on yellow

page I of the August issue of Acorn
User.

You can get some pretty weird

effects by setting 'tune_start%' to equal

the screen start address and then list-

ing the program- If you're going to

experiment like this it would be a good
idea to alter the program slightly as it's

not really suited to playing tunes on

random data. Here's what I recom-

mend you do:

DELETE lines 290-350 - Removes
the pitch shifting

DELETE lines 220-250 - Removes
sound channel 2

DELETE lines 430-450 - Removes
channeI2subroutine
DELETE lines 530-650 - Removes
the data poking procedure

Change the following lines to:

190 LDYv&l
260 LDX&70:INX:STX&70

For those of you who want to adapt the

routine even further, here's a detailed

description of how it works.

The operating system of the BBC
micro provides the user with a set of

built-in interrupts called events. The
interrupt driven tune works by using

one of these. The event used is the start

of the vertical sync which occurs 50

times a second.
When the routine is entered the

accumulator contains the event

number - in this case 4. Line 140 tests

for this, so it's only activated by the ver-

tical sync pulse. In any interrupt driven

routine it's imperative to save a copy of

the registers, done here in line 150.

However, the status register is saved

earlier, in line 130, because line 140

would corrupt it-

Line 160 uses an OSBYTE routine to

see how full the channel 1 sound buffer

is. The amount of free space left is

returned in the X' register. If there's no

space left (X = 0) a branch is made to

't5' where the registers are recovered

and the routine is then ended.

If there's room left, the 'X' register is

loaded with a pointer to the next data

byte in the tune. If the pointer is used as

an offset from T% (the start of the tune

data), it points to the note pitch for

channel 1. If it's used as an offset from

(T% + 1) it points to the note pitch for

channel 2, If it's used as an offset from

(T% + 2) it points to the duration byte

common to both channels. Both chan-

nels have the same duration so they do
not get out of step with each other.

The notes are sent to their respective

buffers by subroutines 'chl' and 'ch2',

which use the standard OSWORD call

with the accumulator set to 7. The two

sound tables used by OSWORD are

stored in zero page from &80 to &8F
and are set up by lines 490 and 500.

After the notes have been sent to the

buffer, line 260 increments the pointer

by 3. Line 270 checks if the pointer has

gone past the end of the data - it's reset

to zero in line 280 if it has.

In order to provide a variation in the

basic tune, the pitch of each note is

altered by a value which remains con-

stant throughout the tune, but which is

altered at the end before the tune is re-

played. This is accomplished by lines

290-350. The pitch is repeatedly shifted

down in the sequence (24 12),

The routine ends in line 390 after

having recovered the registers in line

360.

ELECTRON USERS

This program will run on the

Electron. Due to the Electron's

limited sound capabilities the

tune won't sound as good as on
the Beeb, but it stilt demon-
strates the techniques involved.

Jonathan Lidgard's music
program is on yellow page 105.
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COMPUTER MUSIC
FOR HUMAN EARS
"The besl music I have yel seen for (he BBC Micro".

Head oflhc BBC Educational Software.

A iiiiii]ui- niusii. proprjitl lur miisidjni nuhtT llun iii.illn'mdliLidns hi],iiuri;s jntliiJc

HHY IHM Al.lf-KArlON i.l rcundcif mcli'iln'^

R|-PI:A r F At. ILI l "i , .noiJinii spiii-f »j»liiyt.

RI-.M MM I I'l A^ IN( 1. ciiLiWini] ;i[ut:i1iiiiis in H'liimi.-. cnvflopi; und ocliivo nilth

HhSIIAM OK CDRKK! I IMV IN PI I

NUILSlDRAtil . '(HrtHor I L.h.inni.-|. IIKNIIor > CK
AI-..iinoii|ioi.ili:.l SDPHlSrU M H) I NVl lAWl 1 Dl I IN<i

• KEYBOARDS* (OS. 10

l'ii'i:r.ini-, lii lurn jiiiit BBC mlo 5 rcdl-limc kfybnurds.
t .iiiuilLiintMii'. miL'cs (in B.isii- lor lmsv iindcrsiuniJ\n|il.

? Siiii;1l' vmtt M (" «.ilh Pilth Bend.
.1 ' "iniiiluim:ou>. ^un:c M C wiih linvclopc comrol buill in.

-1 Sinj:lL- (ini-cr Chord organ ranging oviT ihii whole kcyhoard. J iiin-

.(lHm> I'l'r oiiih i.'hord

^ I liord orjiiin 2 wiili ditTcreni chi>rd i-nnliguriiuon.

( lu->L' .110 .ill ^p-iruk- progriinis dcMgncii liT you u> ii'ii' ii> itiL'v art i>r in

viiiir imii ptnl;r.l(ll^.

*MLISICTOOLS*(ail

hivi.' inii>k- iildili pri'f^rann on one l.ipc

I iini-ficrnTLiliT «iLhd)immicgruphii; Ki^>ho;ird & Suncdi.spl.iy. l-.iivdopi-

<. .iinm.ind I xpiorcr \\'cr\ tuay Lo usci. MumlllI Symbols (JtHphif roiiiinL'

Sinipli- single hni.- orgun Willi '<i.iphi'iin;aii;d L'omrols. ()\iT 60 pmccdurw lor

MHi lo u-f in u'lir pri-xnwii u\r<M\\ inwortini! piouniiTi'.

All propr-iiniN supplit'd iin uatteilc. Prices include P&P yiid

full inslrLiLiiims.

11/ J fnofcnwi'. oil 411 I.wh Jni- £36.00.

(LI. PROGRAMS TRASSFER HiSU.Y TO DISC.
( luyiii": iliitl iijlli itll iinkr:. In

Ml SlCSOrr. Uipl N. 12 Kallowfrcld. Amplhill. Beds
Tdi'plninf: 11525 41)27111.

litr^Btrtutan
A BBC(B) Computer^Moderated

Adventure Game

for 1 to 6 players

ro is an alcemative Co the solitary pleasures of
uiidling over a hoc keyboard - a sociable board ganc
or players of high intelligence, heroic bravery and
rescherous cunning.

th real or imaginary companions you prepare yourself
to explore the mysterious, ruined Island Empire of
Cresvillion - a land of a thousand adventures. ¥ou
travel through the island Of forests, rivers, plains
and townships in search of the fabulous lost Treasure
Hall of the Emperor.

Jomn of your discoveries will be pleasant ones, but
you must cultivate friendships i-a help you through
your trials and tribulations. Not all friends, for
example, will care to help you when you are attacked
by tiionstrous snakes, pursued by The Stalker or turned
into a bucket by an irritable old witch.

ififfife' (ji''rQUEhout the game you will find hidden treasures,
'

' " magical weapons of extraorilinary power, natural and
unholy creatures, traps, puizles and challenges

n^A^^ which will tax the humour, strength and sanity of
•- the boldest adventurer.

By linking a board game tii the computer

(!iri?KUtluatT
Eocl; beyond the confines of ordiriary adventure games.

^eni ili.gs (P.O. or Cheque!

C.M.G. GAMES

Z9A OSRORNF. GRnVE, .'illAVr NCTnH, m: i.lilWh, CIIIMUni. ''W-' ^HV

ARIES-B20 NOW JUST

^js/VvW

(inc. VAT)

^^-^vY^
ARIES is the high-quality expansion system for the BBC Microcomputer. ARIES products are

compatible with double-density disc controllers, second processors, ECONET, hard discs and
much more. Several major companies now test all their products with ARIES to ensure
compatibility. The ARIES range includes:

* ARIES-B20—this unique 20K RAM expansion allows you to run BASIC, BCPL, COMAL,
FORTH, LISP, LOGO, PASCAL, ETC, PROGRAMS UP TO 28K long, without sacrificing

graphics and 80-coIumn text.

* ARIES-B12—The Sideways ROM board with a difference: fit it inside the case for security, or

outside the case for accessibility.

* ARIES-B488—a full implementation lEEE-488 bus interface which allows you to connect your
BBC Micro to a variety of programmable laboratory instruments.

For full details of these and other ARIES products, ask your local dealer or contact us direct:

Aries Computers
Science Park, Milton Road, Cambridge 084 4BH

Telephone: (0223) 86261 4. Telex: 817114 CAMCOM G
{ARIES COMPUTERS is a division of Cambridge Computer Consultants Limited)
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^il£. Joe Telford gives you his recipe

*:^ for an electronic magazine on
'"^ 5 the Econet Create and View pages

of teletext graphics and characters

COOKING UP A
TELETEXT EMULATOR

WHAT happens if you cross tele-

text with Econet? The answer is

the Eco-fax teletext emulator-

a software package which allows users

to create, edit, delete and view pages

made with teletext graphics and

characters, in the BBC micro's mode 7

screen. So, free this month we have a

package aimed specifically at using the

level II file-server software in Acorn's

Econet system. Its specification

includes:

• Up to 400 pages or frames per disc.

• Still pages.

• Linked pages.

• Movie animation pages.

• Multiple users,

• Mixed edit/view on different stations.

No program conversion is required for

a single disc system rather than

Econet. In this case the maximum
number of pages per disc is 31 (27 if the

package and autoboot are included on

the disc).

The package consists of three pro-

grams which must be located on either

a blank DFS disc, or an initialised AFS
(Econet) disc. These programs are

Menufax. Eco-fax and Eco-ed. The first

starts any session by helping a user to

select the correct mode of operation,

either viewing the teletext pages, or

editing them, Eco-fax allows users to

view teletext pages as still, linked, or

movie frames. Finally, Eco-ed allows

users to create, remove, load, save and

amend any of the above frames.

Eco-fax can be considered under two

guises. The first is as a display and in-

formation aid. in any situation where
colourful notices or user-driven infor-

mation systems are useful. Examples
are doctors' surgeries, libraries, shops

and businesses.

Second is in education, where Eco-

fax will allow creative work to be based

around an Econet. Initial attention

might be focused on three areas.

In computing it could help demon-
strate information handling, trees and

other hierarchical structures, sequenc-

ing of frames and information, elec-

tronic transmission of information and

authoring languages.

In art and design Eco-fax will allow

students to consider how best infor-

mation might be presented, design

posters, compare colour schemes,
handle text, design lettering, consider

mettiods of gaining attention, eg flash,

reveal, etc, not normally available,

examine sequences of shapes, pat-

terns, or pictures, and produce short

animated movies.

Then, in English, students can use

Eco-fax in a number of activities which

have a language bias, and which can

develop useful communication skills

such as producing a school or depart-

ment magazine.

Using Eco-fax

If the three programs are on a DFS disc

then the system can be started by

typing: CHAIN "Menufax". Alterna-

tively a !BOOT file can be constructed.

If the package is to be used on

Econet, I suggest a single directory and

user called 'Fax' be created on a disc,

and the three programs saved into that

directory. The system can then be

accessed by typing:

•I AM FAX
CHAlN"Menufax"

It is possible to preset the FAX directory

to auto-CHAlN Menufax, by setting the

OPTion to 'OPT4,3 and then 'BUlLDing

a IBOOTfile in FAX which says:

0001 M0DE7:CH. "Menufax"

The three listings to

create Eco-fax are

on yellow pages 122-126

This will ensure Menufax is loaded

after typing: 'l AM FAX.

Creating pages is an enjoyable task

which even very young children can

join in. As with many command driven

screen editors, the trick is to start with

simple tasks. Short sessions with a

target in mind and someone to help out

will provide success (see Eco-ed objec-

tivesbox).

Menufax

Program 1 shows the Menufax listing-

Its aim in life is to provide a software

interface between the user and the

other two programs, Eco-fax and Eco-

ed. Once the program has been
chained, the screen clears to show a

menu giving three choices: Eco-fax,

Eco-ed or END, Only numbers in the

range 1 to 3 are accepted, and once the

return key is pressed the option will

take effect,

Eco-fax

Program 2 shows the Eco-fax listing,

This program allows the user to view

any of the pages stored on the Econet

Eco-ed objectives

1. Try to type words just using the QWERTY
keyboard.

2. See wtiat the cursor keys do,

3. Examine (carefully) the use of return, to

change modes of operation,

4. Try writing again up, down, left and right

across the screen, using the master cursor.

5. Explore the function key overlay, trying

out the ideas below as you go.

6. Produce red print.

7. Produce multicoloured print.

8. ProduceayeJIow background.

9. Produce blue printing on the yellow back-

ground,

10. Produce flashing text.

11. Produce large text,

12. Draw a square,

13. Draw a castle.

14. Copy text and graphics.
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A vacancy
exists for an
editorial/

programming
assistant to

work in the

magazine
office of

EdiioRiAl/
PiioqRAiviiviiNq

AssisTANT

and/or Acorn |

Electron, and
be able to

write English

in a clear and
interesting

style.
I

If the idea of
BEEBUG Publications Ltd as a working in a stimulating and |
member of a small team producing challenging environment appeals to
BEEBUG and ELBUG magazines. you then we would like to hear from
The work is varied and often hectic, you straight away I
and involves editing and preparing Applications should be made in

both copy and programs for writing to the address below, and
should include a full curriculum vitaej

together with the names of two
referees. ^

publication together with some
original writing/programming.
Salary will be according to

experience.

Applicants should be veiy familiar

with the use of the BBC micro

Personnel Dept,
BEEBUG Publications Ltd,
P.O. Box 50, 5t. Albans, Herts.

\

^^&^^
005-^1^^5;

.^t^»^
tvJO BBC MICRO

- USER SUPPORT -

^^^.^..,^ ^9,
^SS^^S O^ BEEBUG MAGAZINE MAILED FREE TO MEMBERS • 30

EXCITING GAMES AND VISUAL PROGRAMS • 43 SOFTWARE REVIEWS • 33HARDWARE REVIEWS • 16 BOOK REVIEWS • ISO HINTS AND TIPS • 25
APPLICATION PROGRAMS • SERIES OF ARTICLES FOR BEGINNERS • MANYADVANCED TECHNICAL ARTICLES • NEWS AND PRODUCT INFORMATION
• PLUS SPECIAL OFFERS • BIG DISCOUNTS ON A WIDE RANGE OF
PRODUCTS • EVENTS • BRAIN TEASERS • LOCAL CLUBS

• FULL MAGAZINE INDEX

R YEARS SUBSCRIPTION WOULD HAVE BOUGHT YOU ALL THIS
Figures based on the W issues ofBEEBUG Volume 2.

BUT IT'SNOT TOO LATE TO JOIN FOR VOLUME THREE
BEEBUG PUBLICATIONS LTD. PO BOX 109. HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS

PLEASE ENROL ME FOR VOLUME 3 of BEEBUG AT £9.90 (10 ISSUES) BEEBUG HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED
NAME FOR TWO YEARS AND NOW HAS

OVER 25,000 MEMBERS. IT OFFERS
TOTAL USER SUPPORT TO ALL BBC

AMOUNT ENCLOSED MICRO USERS.

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES MADE PAYABLE TO BEEBUG PUBLICATIONS LTD
AND SEND TO:- DEPT IJ PO BOX 109, HIGH WYCOMBE. BUCKS

(DISTRIBUTIONAGENTS FOR BEEBUG)

ADDRESS
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Main menu

Sub-menu

News Courses Film Soc

To other sub/sub-menus or to pages

Local National Headlines Sub-sub menu

Pages of information

Figure 1 . Tree structure of Eco-fax

or on disc. A number of special facili-

ties are also included.

Once the program is chained, a title

page is displayed asking for three

items: the date, page link delay, and

current time. Once these are entered,

simply press the return key after each

one to move on. The date must be

entered as three separate inputs of

year, month and date. These should

each be entered as two-digit numbers,

for example, 1984 can be entered as 84.

Little validation is performed, which

users can improve upon.

The link delay is a two-digit number
representing a time delay up to 30

seconds between pages in a linked

sequence. Older children, or mainly

pictorial information will need a short

time, while text and younger children

may need longer. Start by setting the

link delay to 10 (seconds) and then alter

it to suit the material and the audience.

lOO BCO-FftK 01'12'84 12^0^1

EC0-FfiX,.,101

SU9ENU...200

.00"!'^ 3C"

BIKE 400

FLASH..,

The Eco-lax index page

The time should be entered as

requested in two stages, first a two-

digit 'hours' number and then a two-

digit 'minutes' number.

After the introductory Information,

the first of the Eco-fax information

pages will appear on the screen. This is

always page 100, and consequently it

will indicate where the other main

areas of the Eco-fax system are found.

Users should therefore construct page

100 first, even if it has to be revised.

On all Eco-fax pages the top line con-

tains the information:

PAGE XXX ECOFAX DD/MM/YY HH/MM/SS type'

Date and time are based on the original

entry. The time displayed is when thai

page was called from Econet. The

'type' indicator is a single letter (S,L,M)

which tells the user whether this is a

single, linked or movie frame.

Single frames are pages which

remain on screen until the user calls

another. They are static, and conse-

quently need to tell the user which page

contains the local menu. Linked pages

form part of a set. The linking from one

to another Is set by the creator. During

the Eco-fax viewing session, any linked

page accessed will, after 10 seconds,

call another page. Linked page sets

can be cyclic, ie loop round to provide a

visual display. Linked pages can be

held by simply holding the space bar. A

linked page can be permanently frozen

by pressing the return key.

Movies are linked pages which

remain on the screen for only a fraction

of a second. This means the Econet file

server is going 'flat-out' loading

screens. The movie option also works

on disc systems, but the amount of disc

read/write head movement is great.

With Econet, the speed of animation

depends on other users. As with linked

pages, movies may be looped. Escape
from a looping movie is by pressing the

return key to freeze the frame, and

selecting a new page.

Page selection is done by typing any

frame number as three digits in the

range 100 to 999, and pressing return. If

the page requested is not on the

system, a 'Page does not exist!' mess-

age appears briefly, and a beep is

heard. Another page can then be

requested. Remember, to select pages

while links or movies are in progress,

first press return.

If a page with hidden information

appears, pressing the 'R' key will

reveal the hidden information. Holding

down the CTRL key and pressing '@'

will return the user to the main menu.

Page design

Rather than start designing pages, get

an overview of the system. If using indi-

vidual DPS discs, the practical problem

of 31 (or less) files per disc will lead to

creating individual discs around differ-

ent topics. With level II Econet system,

the amount of filespace is large, to the

extent that many users can join in the

collaborative use of the system.

It is important to give thought to the

overall structure of the pages in Eco-

fax. Initially, entry is at page 100 which

therefore needs to indicate other main

areas of the database. Paying due con-

sideration to design and layout, the

number of page references which can

be made on frame 100 is small. It might

therefore be best to indicate a few

general headings. Each heading will

have a page which is a sub-menu. This

might (in a large system) lead to other

sub-menus. The last layer of sub-

menus leads to information pages.

Tfianks to . . . Andy Peake, and the

'Escape Committee' from William Parr

Secondary School, Lincolnshire

Inside Menufax

The main body of Menufax lies between lines

100 and 190. This pari is self explanatory. The

•FX200 calls disable and enable the escape

key. Line 130 makes the only call outside the

mam program, to FNmenu This function

prints the title using PROC_xdblhl, and dis-

plays the menu. Finally FNgpi is called to per-

The Sub-menu offers you further options

mitlhecontrolledentry of anumber 1, 2 or 3.

Once the number is entered, line 330 of

FNmenu returns the chosen option number to

the main program.

The procedure PROC_xdblht simply pro-

duces double-height text on the screen, at

the location indicated in its parameter list,

FNgpi is a library routine which enables con-

trolled entry of a predefined set of charac-

ters. Note that line 310 requests the input of

one character, without any control on the

keypress, within the range 1, 2, 3. page82>-
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Ifyou'restudying...
Studyour Sofirware
We've been producing educational software for the BBC micro ever since it was launched,
and our programs are in use in schools and colleges all over the country. Now, some of

these programs have been specially adapted for you to use at home.

With our Understanding Science programs with many more to follow

^^^rl^S^tT^n^S- ^U!"]!!ry
- SvmbCs^.FormulaeandValencv

doing simulated experiments on the com-

Chemistry - Chemical Equations

and Identification of cases

those all-important exams. The emphasis is -h- u.,m^« b«m„ u^^.f .^h ^,h^^.,
on understanding the subject and the ^^^ ""'"^^ ^°^V " ^^^^^ ^"^ '^'^"^Y

programs come with a detailed explanatory Each package costs f12.95 (cassette)
booklet. The first programs are ready now - or £1 3.50 (disc).

UNOeRSTANDiNG

^W*"-™*,,,™^

H

r
s

HuinanBod^

WD£RSrAND(N?

MA- LEA

MOV,
GSOWif_^q SYMW

SHEMlSTRf!

eiectiT FRACTIONS

For younger pupils age 9f, our Learning
Maths programs use simple games and
animations to illustrate important principles
of elementary Maths. There are nine titles -
each containing three or more programs
covering a particular concept. The programs
are great fun to use - as well as providing
real educational value.

Nine cassettes are avaitable'

JM1 Angles
JM2 Directed Numbers
JM3 Fractions
JM4 Co-ordinates and Lines
JM5 Symmetry
JIVI6 Motion Geometry
JM7 sets
JM8 Elementary statistics
JM9 Ratio

Each cassette costs £7,00. Disc collections
also available (JM1-6, £30.00; JM7-9 £18.00)
Electron versions of programs JMi-9 ana Dragon versions of JMi 6 also available

Available by direct mail order, or from selected software dealers.
Prices include vat and P&P (in UK).

Please send for our full catalogue of over Fifty Educational Programs
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Presenting 4 new releases for

DOMINOES
Eieccroii ioiBSC.'

DOMINOES
THREES & FIVES
DISPUTING TENS
Fu* nnrucrnni am provKM « tiw progrv

jfoqRt.qnDQt>fTifi

T

mil

the Electron and BBC Computers

?y,iii

WORDSQUfiRE
ABfTTTLE

PICK-fi-PfilR
J^u'i instructions are (jro'/^OM >n tw urogram

CASINO
!-ji> 'niffuCKi^ art cixvan) r. lie >-3ijr*(»

Electron ^cf Hfi;"

Elecrron .c-bbc

t: Ill—Ill 'z^^ y:-

^^<'^>'

1,^>1

THREE MEN'S MORRIS
, BA AWA • MING-MANC^ SIX MEN'S MORRIS

.o'iS;-
I FOX & GEESE -TABLUT

BBC ONLY

Probably invented by

the Chinese and now
played worldwide.
YOU play against the computer in these

exciting versions of tWe basic game.

Featuring fast action

and superb graphics,

you stand to win or

lose against the
computer.

Two great card games
for one player.

Each cassette costs only £6.95 (inc. vat and p&P)

A collection of Six games
«- of logic and strategy,

.. either play against
- an opponent or

pit your wits

against the
computer.

Three educational games
for the BBC Micro- computer

A game to help with spelling

and word recognition,

A submarine captain versus

the commander of the fleet.

A game for two players.

Demanding sharp

concentration Pick-A-Pair is

a version of the old parlour

favourite 'Pelmanism'.

Disc versions for BBC also available - please enquire

Available from: all good software stockists or by mall order from Garland Computing.

Garland computing, 35 Dean Hiil, Plymouth PL9 9AF. Telephone: 10752) 41287

fci^iFr^^Ti^^^^



JOE'S JOTTINGS

Inside Eco-ed

Program 3 is the Eco-ed program. U has a
short mam body, between 100 and 340- It

does, however, have a large number o( utili-

ties called from this part of the program.
In the main progam line 100 calls a mode 7

screen, and sets HIMEM to a point |ust below
the start of the screen. This is to accommo-
date the header information of page number,
for links and movies, as well as the page
type. Line 1 10 calls PROCsetup, which initia-

lises the main variables and function keys
and defines an error trap.

The main loop {lines 120 to 340) continues
until the program is quit, as described in the

documentation. Each time through the loop

the screen cursor rs positioned by line 120,

and the character below it is read and printed

on the bottom line of text by the pair of state-

ments at line 130. The cursor position is re-

stored m line 140. Line 150 waits for any
character to be pressed. We use a GET here
because we intend to work on one character

at a time.

Lines 160 and 170 rely on the Computer
Concepts Prinlmaster ROM. If It is not avail-

able, simply leave out these two I ines.

Lines 180 and 190 set and indicate the set-

ting ol [he two markers. Line 200 checks for

ASCII code, 128. and calls PROCcopy to copy
a block on the screen. Line 210 checks for the

delete block command, and calls PROCdel.
Lme 220 resets the x and y cursor location to

0, 0, the Home position.

Lines 230 to 260 check the cursor key. If

one is pressed in any mode other than com-
mand, the cursor is moved in that direction,

via procedures 'left', right', 'down', 'up'. Line

270 checks for the <CR> key and toggles
the mode between 0, 1. 2, The line then prints

the current mode on the bottom line of the

screen via PROCprintmode (mode).

Line 280 detects that graphics keys are

being pressed in the graphics mode, and
calls PROCgraphic to illuminate or darken
the appropriate pixel/s. Line 290 simply
tidies the program by short-circuiting any
other keys pressed in graphics mode. Lines
300 and 310 behave in a similar way. with line

300 delecting a command, in command
mode, and calling PROCcommand, Line 310
prevents spurious action being tahen on
characters other than the command charac-
ter set. by restarting the main loop.

Line 320 prevents control characters
under 32 from appearing. Line 330 prints the

current character (in alphabetic mode) and
handles both the delete key and the master
cursor direction. The whole loop starts

again, after meeting the terminator in line

340.

PROCmove tests the master cursor vari-

able 'dirS' and moves the cursor in the direc-

tion which itindicates.

PROCIeH tests for hitting the left margin,
and if so exits. Otherwise the cursor is moved
one space left. PROCright tests for hitting the

right margin, and it so exits. Otherwise the

cursor is moved one space right.

PROCup tests for hitting the top of screen,

and if so exits. Otherwise the cursor is moved
one space up, PROCdown works as PROCup,
PROCgraphic looks at the routine from

lines 560 to 680. This procedure allows both
large blocks and small pixels to be displayed
or erased. Each graphics key is allocated a

ACORN USER JANUARY 1985

binary number, and this number is EORed
with the contents of the screen location indi-

cated by the cursor,

PROCstatus lines 690 to 730, prints the
name of the character at which the cursor is

flashing. Note this routine uses the array con-

IrolSO' which expands the effects codes so
thatCHRJ141 produces LARGE'.
PROCprintmode, lines 740 to 780, simply

prints the name of the current mode, on the

status Imealthe bottom of the screen.

PROCdirsay prints the single letter at the

beginning of the status line, mdicaling the

direction of the master cursor.

PROCcommand between lines 800 and
920. sets the master cursor variable and also

decodes the four main commands: quit,

save, load, remove. These are then called

viasubprocedures.

PROCsavepage checks that the page can
be saved, asks for page type and page to link

to. It also provides error messages if the

page to be saved already exists.

PROCgetpage If the page entered exists,

this procedure will load it. Otherwise an
appropriate error message will appear.

Page 400 shows the graphics capabilities

PROCrempage checks if the page entered
exists, and if so deletes il. The procedure has
a safety latch' at line 1170, which asks the

user to confirm the action.

PROCquit When this routine is called the

user is asked to confirm the quit' at line 1220.

If so the program chains Menufax, otherwise
it returns to command mode,
PROCsetup initialises program variables:

com$ = string of valid command characters

dlr$ = the direction of the master cursor

mode = the mode in use (0, 1.2)

In addition, the function keys are set up and
the cursor shape is set to be a large graphics
square. The expanded names of the teletext

control characters are read into the 'controls
0' array.

FNgpi is as used in Menufax and Eco-tax.

PROCdel deletes the current block marked
by the two markers. It has to call PROCsort, to

organise the x-y coordinates of the markers
into the correct left/right, up/down sequence.
PROCcopy copies the current block to the

new cursor position. Again PROCsort has to

be called.

PROCsort sorts the markers so they

always mark the bottom left and top right

corners of the block.

PROCerr copes with system errors like

'Cat tuir etc. It briefly replaces the status line

with the error message, then restarts the

main program loop.

The Eco-ed program

Program 3, Eco-ed, is longest and as such
should be carefully copied mto the BBC com-
puter. Before using Eco-ed, readers will

need a function keyoverlaystnp as shown on
yellow page 126.

Econet users should remember that Eco-
ed allows access to the whole of the Eco-fax

database. The database can be added to, or

in the worst case deleted frame by frame, by

a person with thai intent in mind. Always
maintain a backup disc.

Eco-ed program has three modes of

operation. The command mode is used to

save, load and remove pages, quit the pro-

gram and set the master cursor direction.

The graphic mode is self explanatory, while

the alphabetic mode is used to display upper
and lower case text numbers and control

characters.

To enter command mode, press the return

key until the display COMMAND
(SLRQ"V< >) appears at the foot of the
screen, Beeb is in command mode.
A page can be saved by pressing the 'S'

key when a prompt will appear. This is

answered by typing in the page number on
which page is to be saved (in the range 100 to

999). If you enter a page number which
alreadyexists, a message appears to tell you
so and the save command will abort. If you
are successful in choosing a page number,
the prompt.

Page Type: M (ovie): S (till); L (ink)?

appears. Enter your choice by pressing one
of the capital letters shown (you should have
already decided whether the page is part of a
linked set or a still frame). Pressing 'S' will

save the page, and the program will return to

command mode On pressing either M' or L'

you will be asked 'Page no to link'' . ,

.' Enter

the number of the page to link to as a three-

digit number m the range 100-999 and 11 will

be saved.

To load an existing page Irom command
mode press the capital L' key and a prompt
will appear. Enter the three-digit page
number and press return. A message will say
if it does not exist: otherwise ilwill load.

Saved pages can be erased from com-
mand mode ti'^ pressing the capital 'R' key.

Enter the three-digit page number in the

prompt and press return. Non-existent pages
are trapped, but if the page exists, the ques-
tion 'Remove page no: 100 Confirm Y/N?' will

appear. Enter Y' or N' appropriately. The
program will then return to command mode.
To quit Eco-ed. press the '0' key, answer

the confirmation, and Menufax is returned to.

From command mode, it is possible to set

the direction of travel of the master cursor in

alphabetic mode:

Key

f Text printed up.

-f' Text printed down.

# Text printed normally.

^Backward text.

The direction of the master cursor is shown
in the bottom left corner of the screen. To
demonstrate its use

1 Press return until COMMAND
{SLRQ'V< >) appears,

2 Press cursor up {
i\

)
('U' will appear),

page 85>
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£60WILLORGANISEYOUR
SYSTEM BEAUTIFULLY

Ify( )Li ha\c a microsystem vvliich is beginning
to loam all o\'cr the room. Opus can help you to

get organised.

i'( )r ( )nly ,£50.05 you' II find our piiqx)se built,

beautiful teak finished OrganiserDesk has plenty of
storage space for a complete micro system.

The top shelf has sufficient rocmi tor both
monitor and printer, while the large desk top area

will acct)mmodate xour computer, disc drive or
cassette recorder and software.

It has castors, making it Rillv mobile. And the

iissembled dimensions are U: 3 K' W: 40^.;' D: 26'.'

Our price includes VAT and free deliveiy.

And the desk comes with simple assembly
instmctions.

'lb get your system organised contact us on
01 701 8668 or by posting the coupon to:

Opus Supplies Ltd.. I58Cambervv'elI Road,

London SE5 f)EK. Opening I U )urs: O.Ot ) ^S.30pm,
Monday - Friday O.fK) - l.OOpm Saturdays.

r
To: Opus Supplies btd.. 158 Cambcrwcil Rt)ad,

London SE5 OHE.

Pirase aish me the tbllowing:

( PKR :hs iNCiA f[)E wvi" ANi n;.\iiKiac;k. )

Organiser Dcsk(s) at £59.95 each (inc VAT)

I enclose a cheque tor i- or please debit my
credit card account with the amount of^^
MyAecess/Barelayeard (please rick) no. is:

Name

n

Address

L
Telephone Opus.!

-A- 0[His Supplies l.ld r



TRACKBALL
FOR BBC

ONLY

£29.90
Inc.

VAT

# Precision X,Y. position control

peripheral

• Instant directional change

• Replaces joystick and mouse
controls

Amazing fingertip control and ease
of use

Robust casing

High games scores

• EDUCATION • CAD

More precise and stable than
joysticks (No zero point drift)

Tougher and less space needed
than a mouse

• Uses most existing joystick

software via analogue port

New optional TRACKPAINT S/W
Introductory graphics - cassette

New optional CADTRACK S/W
Icon menu. Most advanced track

or mouse graphics package on
BBC -51" disc

Dual fire control

Really move with Wigmore
TRACKBALL

• GAMES • GRAPHICS • CURSOR POSITION CONTROL
Dealer, Education, Export
enquiries welcome

AWINNER-
Limited supplies

Wigmore
House
Limited

32 Savile Row,
London
W1X1AG
01-734 0173
01 -734 8826

Free delivery

in U.K.

Description

Access/ Barclaycard VISA

Wigmore TRACKBALL

Wigmore TRACKPAINT

Wigmore CADTRACK

Add£1 forP&P

Qty Unit price

£29,90

C 9.50

£19.90

{Inc. VAT)

Total

EXCELLENT thoroughly recommended'
D.P. Publications have built up a reputation for low priced high quality products. Don't miss two excitinq new products which
could be ideal for YOUMI

Electron and BBC BASIC, Quick Reference Guide for Programmers (154 pages)

This guide brings to your attention the vast array of superb programming facilities
available and should prove an invaluable aid to any programmer whether beginner or
experienced, in producing better programs more quickly.

Thereviewin the October issue of 'ELECTRON USER'said:-

".
. . It's cheap, but it's also excellent What you get for your money is an alphabetical

guide to over200 reserved words and operating system commands. Elaborating
on these aresome extremely useful exampleprograms and a briefnote on the differences between
the BBC Micro and the Electron. The main part of the book is taken up with the directory
ofkeywords -and what a treasure trove it is . . . lucid, thorough and surprisingly readable

. . . thoroughlyrecommended"! =337

Data Structures Demonstrator - Cassette (55k of programs)
and Workbook (93 pages)

This coordinated,package of cassette plus workbook runs on either the BBC or the
Electron. If you are writing programs which need to have data

added, deleted, or retrieved then this package should be a must. You are not alone
in finding it difficult to imagine how your computer handles Data Structures

(Linked lists; Hash tables; Binarytrees etc). Our programs make it visible and the
workbook provides exercises to ensure you can more quickly understand and then

use Data Structures.

"It looks very useful "; It should help a lot ofstudents grasp the concepts more
readily"; "My students think it's fantastic" (Lecturers comments).

Prices include postage and packing. Send cheque/postal order to:

D.P. Publications Ltd,

(Dept E) 12 Romsey Road Eastleigh Hants
Or telephone (0703) 617353

for your copy of our FREE CATALOGUE giving. full details of all our products.

'NO BETTER
VALUE'
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I JOE'S JOTTINGS

3 Press return until Alphabetic appears

4 Type abc' and the screen will show it writ-

ten down the screen.

The graphic mode is used only tor creating

or amending pages with pictures, draw in

teletext graphics. Graphics pictures can be

designed usmg blocks and/or individual

pixels. Effects like the motorbike shown on

page 81 can be created.

Provided the graphics control characters

have been sel up (see alphabetic mode),

blocks of graphics can be created by press-

ing the space bar. A single press produces a

single graphics block. Pressing the space-

bar for a second lime erases the graphics

block. Movemenl across the screen in

graphics mode ts only via the cursor keys-

The master cursor is switched off.

A graphics block can be split into six indi-

vidual pixels. These are arranged in a three-

by-two rectangle. Provided the graphics con-

trol characters (see alphabetic mode} have

been set up, designs can be created using

the pixel graphics. The six pixels are con-

trolled by the keys:

QW
AS
ZX

The positions of the six keys in the three-by-

two rectangle correspond to the positions of

the SIX individual pixels within the rectangle.

An indivtdual pixel is illuminated by pressing

the key m (he three-by-two rectangle which

corresponds to that pixel. The pixel can then

be darkened by pressing the same key again,

Forexample. to illuminateihe top-led pixel in

the ihree-by-two rectangle, the 'Q' key would

be pressed To darken the pixel, Q' would be

pressed again.

The third mode, alphabetic, places alpha-

betic and numeric characters on the screen.

In addition, it is used lo initiate many of the

special effects by placing control characters

on the screen. To enter alphabetic mode,

press the return key until 'alphabetic'

appears at the bottom left of the screen.

Then, any of the QWERTY/1234 . .
keys will

print on the screen exactly as they are typed

on the keyboard. The shift and caps lock keys

work as normal- The CTRL key is disabled.

The characters will be displayed across the

screen in the direction sel by the master

cursor (see previous section). Note, how-

ever, that pressing return will not cause a

new line, but change mode from alphabetic.

The control characters are shown on the

overlay strip above the red function keys.

Control characters are always invisible. The

Eco-ed program will, however, display the

I

character over which the cursor is flashing

as a code on the bottom right of the screen,

so the message ARED' means the cursor is

above an alphabetic red character.

Each control character has the power to

alter any other character placed on the same

line. Most control characters cancel the

elfect of other control characters on the same

line. The priority ts that each control charac-

ter from the right only affects text/graphics

up lo the next control character. There are

only a couple of instances where this does

not occur. These will be dealt with as we

meet them.

The set of seven control characters

marked Start alphabet characters' on the

function key strip allow coloured alphabetic

characters to be printed on the screen

(yellow page 126). For example, to print

'Hello cheeky' m red, follow these key

sequences;

{SHIFT(l) Hello cheeky

where SHIFT f1 is the key combination to start

alphabetcharacter red.

As a second example, to RAINBO in multi-

coloured lettering, follow the sequence:

R (SHIFT fll A (SHIFT f2) I (SHIFT (3) N (SHIFT

f4) B (SHIFT t5) which gives the effect of

(white) R (red) A (green) 1 (yellow) N (blue) B

(magenta) O
The function keys marked 'Start graphics

characters' are accessed by holding the

CTRL key down and pressing function keys 1

to 7. The effect of a graphics colour character

is to allow capital letters and numbers but not

lower case letters to be printed. Whenever a

lower case letter is printed, it will be repre-

sented by a set of graphics characters. Nor-

mally, these function keys are used to set up

a complete graphics page and then the

return key can be pressed to go into graphics

mode. In graphics mode, pixel and block

graphics are easier to use than remember-

ing the graphics of the lower case letters.

To set up a complete page for graphics

follow this sequence: press return until COM-
MAND appears, press cursor down to set the

master cursor to point down: press return

until alphabetic appears, press home (f1) lo

move to the top left of the screen: finally, hold

down CTRL plus any function key from 1 to 7,

depending on the colour required.

The cursor will rapidly move down the

screen and. at the end, will beep. Using the

cursor up key, it is possible to see the colour

characters which have now been placed

down the left hand side of the screen.

Function key 3 initiates large characters,

while key 4 cancels the effect of the large

characters. Because key 3 only works on one

line, it effectively doubles the size of the

character on that line. This means only half a

large character can be seen on a line. To

make a complete large character, it is im-

portant to duplicate the line, either below or

above the original

When using large characters, it is best lo

imagine thai the screen is 40 characters wide

by only 12 rows deep. It is possible to use the

large character facility with graphics Here

again, two lines of graphics are required lo

produce the single large line. If small text is

required after large, it is important to place a

small control code after the large text.

The background can be set to be coloured

by using 16, or to be black (as normal by f5).

For example, to set a page to have blue

writing on a yellow background, follow the

sequence: Press return until command
appears. Press cursor down so the master

cursor points down. Press return until alpha-

betic appears. Press home (fO) lo move lo the

top-left corner of the screen. Hold down

,
alphabetic yellow (SHIFT f3) until the cursor

moves to the bottom of the page. Press home.

Press cursor right to move into the second

column. Hold down new background (f6) until

the cursor moves to the bottom of the page

[as this happens, the screen will turn yellow).

i Press home. Press cursor right twice to move

into the third column. Hold down alphabetic

blue (shift f4) until the cursor moves lo the

bottom of the page. Press return until com-

mand appears. Beset the master cursor to

I

point right. Press return until alphabetic

appears Move the cursor with Ihe cursor

keys and any writing will now be in blue on a

yellow background.

If at any point on a line black background

(f5) IS pressed, the background colour will

change lo black.

Graphics characters are initially set to be

joined together. However, by pressing func-

tion key 9 (split) they can be separated into

their component pixels. The picture of the

motorcycle (after page 600) demonslrales

the split capability. Remember only pixels on

the same line and after the split control code

will be affected. Characters may be rejoined

by issuing the joined control code (CTRL f9).

It IS possible to make text or graphics on a

line flash on and off. This is done by pressing

flash (SHIFT f8). All text or graphics following

this code will flash. For example, to make
Hello cheeky' flash on and off, in red, the key

sequence is:

(SHIFTfl) (SHIFT f8)Hellocheeky

The steady control code cancels ihe flash

code, Forexample, lo make onlythe 'hello' of

'hello cheeky' flash, type:

(SHIFTfl) (SHIFTfS) Hello (SHIFT f9) cheeky

The hold graphics code is an advanced tele-

text facility. It allows a graphics character lo

be held over a control character where other-

wise there would be a break-up of graphics/

text: for example, in the transfer between two

blocks of colours. This means Ihe control

code in the centre of the blocks would be

covered by the character to its left.

The hide control code conceals any text or

graphics on a line up to the next conlrol code.

It is used in conjunction with the reveal

facility of Eco-fax, When R is pressed, all Ihe

titde codes are changed to reveal codes.

When R is released they are changed back.

For example, to hide the message Hello

cheeky, simply type (CTRL f8) Hello cheeky.

The message will not be visible during

writing and so il is best to first write 'Hello

cheeky' and then add Ihe hide code.

The two marker keys, f 1 and f2 can be used

to invisibly mark a rectangle on the screen.

Markers can only be repositioned: they can-

not be cleared. To sel a marker in alphabetic

mode, move the cursor to one corner of the

rectangle which is to be marked. Press

'Marker one' - a short 'beep' will be heard.

Move the cursor to the diagonally opposite

corner of the rectangle and press Marker

two' - a double 'beep' will be heard. The rec-

tangle is now marked. Note the rectangle

includes the character posilions marked.

Once a rectangle containing text or

graphics has been marked, it may be copied

to any point on the screen. To do this, move

Ihe cursor until it is at the lop-left corner of

the new rectangle and press SHIFT fO (copy

block). The block will copy into the new

space. Remember thai control characters

may need to be copied across with graphics

or coloured text. Note also that copying a rect-

angle into Itself generally does not work.

After the block is copied, the markers are slill

m place around the original block.

To delete a block, mark il, and |ust press

CTRL-fO Once deleted it cannot be re-

covered, and again the markers remain in

place. The screen can only be cleared by re-

starting Eco-ed, or by setting markers at

beginning and end ol page and pressing

I
(delete block) This complexity removes the

I

problem of accidentally clearing a page.
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GRAPHICS

A HIGHER
TONE

OF PRINT
Peter Sandford helps you make a

professional impression with

your reports and maps with his

colour-fill and dot pattern routines

PRESENTING a versatile machine
code fill utility which can be used
to fill complex shapes in a choice

of 24 predefined dot patterns, this

article follows up those by Jim McGre-
gor and Alan Watt in the August and
September 1983 issues of Acorn User.

The former- introduced Basic algor-

ithms for filling complex shapes with

foreground colour, and the latter

showed how colour fill routines could

Figure 1 . Dotfill's 24 tone patterns

be used to mix colours, creating the

effect of 15 different tones at any time in

mode 1.

With minor modifications, this rou-

tine can be used as a fast colour mixing
fill utility. This allows mixing of fore-

ground and background colours, and
increases the number of colour tones
available on screen at any one time in

mode 1 to 28,

Both versions offer benefits of speed
and reduced memory requirements

ACORN USER JANUARY 1985

over existing Basic fill routines. The dot
filling routine could be of value for a
wide range of graphics applications.

but is likely to be of most benefit in

those requiring the high resolution and
80 column text capability offered by the

mode screen. Some examples of the

results that can be achieved are shown
on page 89,

Existing fill algorithms assume that

the fill will be in solid foreground
colour. This enables the algorithm to

'check back' on lines which have just

been filled in order to explore the boun-
daries of the fill region. This technique
isn't feasible where the fill routine is to

leave individual pixels in their back-
ground colour, and a more complex
algorithm has had to be devised.

Listing 1 on yellow page 112 is a

Basic listing of a new fill algoritfim

which overcomes these limitations. It

forms the basis of the main assembly
language fill routines presented in this

article, and it may be useful to compare
this with program 1 of McGregor and
Watt's August 1983 article.

The new routine provides a simple
demonstration of filling using PLOT 21

to draw a dotted line instead of a line of

unbroken foreground colour. Try sub-
stituting PLOT 21,x2,y for DRAW x2,y in

line 1030 of the original program to see
how this causes the old routine to 'hang
up' when it checks back on the line

mostrecentlyfilled.

The major difference between the
old and new algorithms is the complex
checking of the limits of each line filled,

in lines 300 to 320 of listing 1. The rou-

tine 'still uses a line queuing technique

to cope with convoluted shapes, but

you will notice that instead of filling on
several fronts at once, it lakes place

only in one direction at a time. As the fill

progresses in any one direction, the

limits of each line are tested to see if

filling should take place from any new
points. If so, the new points are stored

in the queue to await completion of the

currentdirection of fill.

Listing 2 is the main assembly
language coding for the new fill routine.

The resultant machine code occupies
just under three pages of memory
(including an area of data storage for

24 predefined dot patterns). One
additional page of memory is required

for use as workspace for the queuing of

new points and must be specified at the

time of assembly (line 70).

Check listing 2 carefully after keying
it in, and save it before running it. When
run. the program will assemble the

machine code and automatically save it

under the filename DOTFILL.

As listed, the routine is configured

for disc systems, assembling the code
at&120aand designating &1100-&1 IFF
as workspace. This would enable



IGRAPHICS

I

I PAGE to be moved down to &1500 if

memory is tight.

Tape users should alter the values of

'code' and 'workspace' in line 70 to

&F00 and &E00 respectively, and set

PAGE to &1200 before entering and

running the assembly listing of pro-

gram 2. PAGE should also be set to

&1200 or higher before loading any pro-

gram that is to use the routine.

Note that line 90 incorporates a

"checksum' test which adds together all

the machine code bytes and halts the

program if there has been an error in

typing in the assembly listing. Tape

users should insert the alternative

checksum value of &1319D. This line

should be deleted if you wish to

assemble the code at any location

other than &1200 or &F00, or alter the

location ofthe routine's workspace.

After assembly, the routine can be

called from Basic by the command:

CALL DOTFILL,x%,y%,t%

Where x% and y% are set to the start-

ing co-ordinates from which filling is to

take place, and t% is a value between

and 23 specifying which predefined

tone pattern is to be used. The value

'DOTFILL' should have been set to the

address at which the routine has been
assembled. If the routine is called with-

out these three integer parameters, it

will exit with a 'CALL parameters' error

message-
Listing 3 provides a demonstration of

the operation of the DOTFILL routine,

showing the 24 shading patterns which

have been predefined. Tone is a solid

fill, and tones 1-5 provide a graduation

in dot density down to one dot per eight

pixels. The remaining tones provide

a selection of diagonal, vertical and

horizontal shading, plus six miscella-

neous patterns and texture effects.

The 24 different tone patterns are

specified in the DATA statements of

lines 5030 onwards in listing 2. Each

tone is defined on a 16 pixel (4 x 4) grid

(figure 1). The pattern is coded into a

two byte number and stored in

sequence after the main routine by

PROCassembietones.
The selection of tones contained in

the listing is by no means exhaustive,

and alternative patterns can easily be

defined to suit your purpose and substi-

tuted in the DATA statements accord-

ingly. If you wish to increase or de-

crease the number of tones stored with

the routine then the value 'ntones'

stored in the DATA statement at line

5010 should be amended.
DOTFILL will operate in any graphics

mode, and the dot pattern is drawn in

the current foreground graphics

colour. It is important to note that,

unless you are using a high resolution

monitor, the distinction between all the

tones may not be clear on the screen if

listing 3 is run in mode 0. To study the

effect in detail a call to an appropriate

screen dump routine should be in-

serted at line 140,

The DOTFILL routine can be

amended to provide a fast colour

mixing fill routine with only a few modi-

fications, shown in listing 4. Listing 2

should be loaded into the computer,

lines 710-770, 3860-4510 and 4870-5350

deleted, and the new lines of listing 4

added. When run, the new program will

now assemble and automatically save

the modified routine under the filename

'COLFILL'.

This routine offers a choice of 28 dif-
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Increase your fire power!
More thanjust ajoystick—a system

A Nylon encased-Steel shafted joystick with ball and socket jointA Fast sprung return to centre.

A Graphite wiper linear potentiometers.

A 12 Months Guarantee.
A 7 day Money back Guarantee (on Hardware).

Complete control at your fingertips
A superb joystick and a keypad for the price of either one. Plus the software to integrate it

into the computer's system. One handset will work on it's own in the A/D port as a joystick

and two fire buttons. Joystick is immediately compatible with ACORNSOFTand
similar software. ^
The interface joins together the analogue and the user ports to use the full

keypads giving a total of 24 user definable keys. The interface can also be
used as a splitter for the A/D port to take two items at the same time,

e.g. joystick and lightpen.

DELTADRIVERon cassette ordisc: Two programs on each
cassette or disc. One converts machine code programs
from the keyboard to the joystick or keypad, with

]j||
adjustable sensitivity on the joystick and will

;

run on any O.S. The second program
(needs O.S. 1.0 or later and an

interface) duplicates any keyboard
keys on the keypads, in the

operating system, so that

it can become a

numeric keypad or ;

will take on the

function keys.

Numerous stockists

nationwide or direct

from us.

SAE for more
detailed information.

Made in England

DELTA 14b HANDSET £14.95
DELTA 14b/1 A/D/USER PORT INTERFACE £14.85
DELTA DRIVER CASSETTE £5.95 or DISC £9.95
PricesincludeVATand P&P.

VOLTMACE LTD
PARK DRIVE
BALDOCK

, HERTS
' SG7 6EVS Tel: (0462) 894410

comeat the factory— Monday to Friday.
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There are 28 coloured till patterns avail-

able in mode 1

ferent coloured fill patterns. Each is

based on a 2 '^ 2 pixel grid {or 'super

pixel' -see Acorn User, September

1983). Each element of this block can be

set to either colours 1, 2 or 3. or the

background colour, colour 0.

The information for the different pat-

terns is again stored in the DATA state-

ments at the end of the listing. Each set

of four colour values is encoded and

stored after the main routine, this time

only requiring one byte of storage

space for each pattern- The new rou-

tine is called from Basic in the same
way as for DOTFILL, requiring three

integer parameters denoting X,Y co-

ordinates and pattern value (this time

in the range 0-27).

Listing 1: Basic listing of revised fill algorithm

Listing olPROCs, FNs, & variables

PROCfillfrom- Control rouiine lo till from co-

ordinates X. y.

PHOCflllup-Filis as far as possible in a single

direction, testing fill boundaries nextx.y- Co-ordi-

nates of start point ystep -Controls direction ot fill

(leupordown screen) lox- Right hand limit o( last

line drawn, newx- Used lo test co-ordinates ol next

pixel of background coiour around perimeter of till

area

PROCfillalong- Fills single dotted line to left and

rigm trom point x.y CPblock- Parameter block for

OSWORD call leftx-Lefl hand iimit of line filled

nghtx - Right fiand limit of line tilled xstep- Width

of single pixel in screen co-ordinates. Ix-X co-

ordinate for first pixel to be filled

FNback-Returns X co-ordinate of next pixel of

tjackground colour to right ol point x.y.

PHOCqueue- Stores co-ordinates for next call to

PBOCfillup. fx,y-X,Y co-ordinates ol Start point.

tx-X co-ordinate used lo test right-hand limit of

first line to be filled. fromxq°o() - Stores value of fx

yq%() -Stores value of y (sign denotes direction of

ystep). toxq°D()-Slores value of tx. first. last-

Queue pointers

PROCunqueue- Retrieves co-ordinates trom

queue
PROCshape - Plots demonstration shape.

x°o,y°/o -Co-ordinates of central point. R1,R2-

Llnear displacement ol plotting points from centre

A1,A2,A3- Angular displacement otplollmg points

Listing 2: Assembly language listing for DOTFILL

routine

1 Conversion for tape systems.

Tape users should set PAGE = 41200 before

entering and running the assembly listing. The fol-

lowing lines Should be amended

Persons of retir&n^nt age (feO/£50

i7'3^"'
_/""

10 it)

r;i?,4 - 20.5:^

120.6-24,4^

II 24.5 ' 30.2:^

Di^itricl flvet^aye

=23 W

This pre-drawn map was shaded using the general purpose fill routine (listing 4).

Finally, listing 5 provides a simple

but effective demonstration of the

speed of operation of the new colour fill

routine and of the range of colour tones

now available.

PROGRAM NOTES
70 code = &FOO:workspace = &E00

90 IF FNcheckSum'^ ->S.1319D PRINT "Checks

um error -check assembler listing " END
1 10 'SAVE DOTFILL FOO-^ 2FF

2 Zero page locations used by DOTFILL

Current X co-ordinate

CurrentY co-ordinate

Returns new X co-ordinate

from OSWORD call

Returns new Y co-ordinate

Right hand limit of last line

drawn

Dot pattern tor a given value

ofY

Used to test whether a bit cor-

responding to current X co-

ordinate IS set in bitmap

Width ot single pixel for cur-

rent screen mode
Loop counter used lo calcu-

late displacement for mask bit

Stores 2 byte tone pattern

Pointer to next set of co-ordt-

nates in queue
Pointerto next free location m
queue
Controls current direction of

fill. If bit 7 clear, fill direction

is up screen If set, fill direc-

tion Isdownwards

Left hand limitot line filled

Right hand limit of line filled

Previous value of leftx

Listing 3: Demonstration of DOTFILL routine

1 Conversion tor tape systems

Tape users should set PAGE = &1200 before

loading and running the program. The LOAD

See yellow pages 1 1 2-1 18 for

Peter Sandford's suite of

programs

&70,71

S72,73

a74.75

xlo/xhl

ylo'yhl

newx

&76,77

&78,79

newy
tox

&7A bitmap

&7B mask

&7C xstep

S7D xshift

&7E,7F

&80,81

pattern

first

&82.63 last

8.84 flag

&68,S9

&8C.BD
&8E.8F

leftx

rightx

oidx

address at line 60 should be changed from & 1200 to

&F00.

2 Listing of PROCs, FNs, & variables

T%-Loopcounter and tone value

PROCshape - Plots demonstration shape

x%,y°.o-X,Y co-ordinates for centre of plotting

shape. R1,R2- Linear displacement of plotting

points from centre A1.A2,A3- Angular displace-

ment of plotting points charwidth -Width of single

character in screen co-ordinates for current screen

mode TS-Slnng valueolfilHone

Listing 4i Modiflcalions to convert DOTFILL routine

lo colour fill

1 Load listing 2 and then enter the following com-

mands to delete appropriate lines.

DELETE 710.770

DELETE 3860.4510

DELETE 4870.5350

2 Now enler listing 4

(NOTE' For tape systems the checksum value in line

90 should be changed trom &13S0E to S13790, and

iheSAVE address in
I me 110 changed to &F00).

Listing 5: Demonstration ol COLFILL routines

1 Conversionfortapesystems

Tape users should set PAGE = 8.1200 before

loading and running the program The LOAD
address at line 60 Should be changed from & 1200 to

&F00
2 Listing ol PROCs. FNs. 8. variables

T°ci- Loop counter and lone value

PROCblock- Plots rectangular block of colour.

x''6,y%-X,Y co-ordinates for position ol block

tone°b -Tone value lor lill

nJ
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BRITISH FlRMWftP^

POWERFUL IMEW ROMS
FORTHE BBC
Never before has there

been such a range of powerful
but easy to use ROMS for the BBC

ENIGMA DISC IMAGER
Enigma Disc Imager is a 1 6K ROM which will give you 29 additional powerful disc commands. Some of which are: Enigma will

IMAGE ANY DISC, Copy sectors, Repair bad tracks. Read deleted or special sectors, Dumps romsto disc, Loads rams from disc
to sideways ram, Moves a programme up or down in memory. Unlocks locked tapes. Locks your tapes, Dumps cassette to disc.

Global or selective renaming of directories. Writes deleted or special sectors to disc, Track and sector ID editor facilities. Selec-
tive file copier, Formats discs to be 40/80 track compatible (requires an 80 track drive with this command), Special disc editor
to cope with protected discs, Special formatter to format discs with non standard tracks. Inserts new files into the catalogue.
Enigma makes easy work of editing, copying, repairing, etc., of both standard and non standard discs.

ENIGMA DISC IMAGER IS TUBE COMPATIBLE

ALTRA PROBE
Altra Probe is a 1 6K ROM which will give you 59 additional powerful machine commands. Some of which are: Altra Probe will

list a basic programme straight from file. Formats basic assembler text output. Dissembles, Unpacks, Super Packs, Relocates,
Edits memory. Switches off roms, Lists roms. Copies roms to specified address. Calculates free memory, Copies screen text to
printer. Lists all specific types of basic variables and values. Graphics dump for Epson or NEC printers. Calculates and details
free space on a disc. On board formatter which will automatically format a dual disc. Onboard formatter and verifier. Repairs
bad tracks. Disc sector editor, Turns the tube on and off. These are only a few of the commands available from Altra Probe. Altra

Probe makes easy work of editing, programme development, etc.

Altra Probe is available in two versions. PROBE 1 and PROBE 2
ALTHA PROBE 2 IS TUBE COMPATIBLE

BASIC ED
Basic Ed. is on 8K ROM which contains 21 additional commands. They are: $ search. List matches. Number matches. Global
replace. Selective replace. Bad programme relink. Copy lines from one part of a programme to another. Format a listing, Move,
Super pack. Renumber, Table line references. Unpack. Variables X ref. List entire programme. Keyboard immediate mode.
Printer on/off. Paged mode on/off. List match lines, Concatenate, Strips rems, spaces etc. Altra Basic Ed. is an essential helpful
tool for the Basic / Assembler programmer, Altra Basic Ed. is available in two versions, Basic Ed. 1 and Basic Ed. 2.

ALTRA BASIC ED- 2 IS TUBE COMPATIBLE

FIRST AID1.1
First Aid 1.1 is an 8K ROM which contains 19 additional commands. They are: Machine code dissembler. Hex and ASCII
dump. Sideways rom to ram copier. Function key predefined facilities. Variable table listing. Memory space free calculator.

Checksum calculator. Rom lister. String search, Define function keys with strings, Rem and space striper. Bad programme fixer.

Clear all variables. Clear ram from &0400 to &B00O, Machine code monitor. First Aid 1.1 as a language. Lists O.S, calls with
there vectors. Lists the first 24 control codes, Altra First Aid 1 .1 was designed to assist the Basic / Assembler programmer and
the sideways rom user.

PICTURE ANIMATOR
Picture Animator is a mode 7 disc based high quality text

and picture editor which lets you compose very sophisti-

cated moving pictures. An ideal tool for the person who
wishes to exploit the BBC micros teletex mode. The soft-

ware is easy to use and your work can be saved to tape or

disc.

Altra
Roms
I enclose my order for the above products,

" Please send information shee! on

V/SA

_S.A. E. enclosed

Name.

Address.

MUSIC MAESTRO
Music Maestro is a superior and comprehensive disc based
sound and music composer. All the sound facilities in the

BBC are Utilised. Envelope composition is displayed graphi-

cally to assist you in determining the wave form required.

Almost any musical instruments voice can be created and
reproduced from the BBC, Music Maestro is simple to use
and will save your symphony or tune to cassette or disc.

Send order to: ALTRA ROMS, 209 North Street,
Leeds LS7 2AA.
Tel: 0532 451508
Please send me:
PICTURE ANIMATOR @ £19.95
MUSIC MAESTRO @ €19.95
£ D. I. @ €49.95
PROBE 1 @ €49.95 ^

PROBE 2 @ €59.95 ^

F/AID1.1 @ €29.95
,

BASIC- ED @ €29.95
BASIC- ED
/ enclose the sum of

.@ €37.00
TOTAL C_

Cheque, P. O. or Credit Card Number_
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ICOMPETITION

DOUBLE
OUR OLD friend Mad Alex has

been making trouble again in

Acorn User's radioactive dun-

geon. He's been mucking around with

his second processor and making
some modifications unforeseen by

Acorn. To start with, he's produced a

clone of himself by feeding all his per-

sonal data into the machine. 'I thought

that was what a second processor was
for,' the pair of them purr.

To your mortal eyes Alex and his

clone are indistinguishable. However,

Aunty Kitty indicates there is a way of

differentiating them. Because of an
untraced bug. both Alex and his clone

have to have silicone dongle chips

interfaced to their earrings. One ear-

ring has a ROM chip, the other an
EPROM- but you can't see who's wear-

ing which. All you know is that whoever

is wearing the ROM is telling the truth,

while the EPROM wearer is lying.

Aunty Kitty's somewhat dubious

treat is to invite you to breakfast four

mornings in a row at the Hotel des Amis
de la Quinless along with Mad Alex and
his clone. This establishment, re-

nowned for its fine mixture of a well-

known bottled beer served over the

proprietor's favoured Prawn Biryanis,

is the perfect place for you to grapple

with logical problems.

Aunly Kitty explains that all you have

to do is solve the problems below and
determine each day which one is the

real Alex and which is his clone. As
usual, you have a number which, if you

get It correct, may allow you access to

the fabulous prizes on offer this month.

The prizes are located in Bruce's

Burrow, a secret lair inside the dun-

geon whose fabled custodian spends
most of the time scowling at royalty sta-

tements from publishing houses and
inflicting foul language upon all who
issue them. If you fail in your mission,

you will be cast into the Stygian gloom
known as R & D at a certain Cambridge
computer company.

Each day you have to give your

numerical password to the chief waiter,

a surly brute with only one arm (follow-

ing an unfortunate incident in Nairobi

when he was foolish enough to attempt

to deprive our favourite editor of his

wallet): nevertheless he's good enough
to zap you if you fail.

First you have to solve these three

Mad Alex is on the loose in

the dungeon again -this

time with his clone to set

you thinking twice as hard

puzzles - a treat for all those entrants

who moan that their own (invariably

unique) answer is correct because we
failed to stipulate that solving a prob-

lem in base 89 was disallowed.
Problem 1

Find asix-digit number which is square

both in base 5 and base 10,

Problem 2

Find a two-digit number which is a

prime in base 8, base 10 and base 12.

Problems
Find the largest number base in which

a three-digit number in base 10 with no

repeated digits can be expressed by

reversing the digits.

The password on day one is the sum
of the answers to these three problems.

On each occasion, when you have

determined which one is Mad Alex, you

must do exactly as he says (even if he

may be lying) and ignore all instruc-

tions from his clone. All calculations

below are in base 10.

Day1
Alex 1: Either 1 am Alex and this is the

EPROM chip or I am the clone and this

istheROM. Add the solution to problem
1 to your password.

Alex 2: Add the answer to problem 2 to

your password.

Day 2

Alex 1: Either I'm Alex or I'm wearing

the EPROM. Add the answer to problem
3 to your password.

Alex 2: Subtract the solution to problem

2 from your password.

Days
Alex 1: The clone among us is wearing
the EPROM, Add the solution to prob-

lem 1 to your password,
Alex 2: Add the square root of the sol-

ution to problem 1 to your password.

Day 4

Alex 1: Alex 2 is the clone and he's

wearing the EPROM. Add the solution

to problem 3 to your password.
Alex 2: Alex 1 is the real Alex - and he's

wearing the ROM chip. Subtract the sol-

ution to problem 3 from your password.

Now you know the password to gain

access to Bruce's Burrow put it on a

postcard addressed to January Com-
petition, Acorn User. 68 Long Acre.

London WC2E 9JH, to arrive not later

than February 1, 1985.

PRIZES

We've got three Quinkeys to be won - a

new alternative keyboard for the BBC
micro.

First prize, worth C250 - the Ouinkey

basic pack of a keyboard with prompt
cards, an interface pack and user guide

PLUS a Brother HR-5 thermal printer,

an extra keyboard and two games -

Skramanti Spooky Manor
Second prize - the Ouinkey pack

PLUS an extra keyboard and Skram.

Third prize - the Ouinkey pack PLUS
Skram.

SEPTEMBER

WINNERS

SEPTEMBER'S competition produced

an entry of several hundred - about

70% correct. The combination lock

number for Kitty's Kitchen was 31966,

derived as follows: the next four 'amic-

able numbers' are 1184-1210, 2620-

2924, 5020-5564, 6232-6368, The grem-
lins were, respectively a,b,a and b.

Apologies for the (not intentional)

misleading phrase in room 4 which

some of you pointed out. You can't,

given the terms, be certain of the

identity of all three characters. You
can, though, pinpoint the gremlin as b.

The three entrants who win 100k

Cumana disc drives are: Alan Ryder of

Manchester. Ian Barton of Cambridge
and Brian Heaney of St Albans.

iJ
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A 3"DISC DRIVE
COMPLfTE WITH
CHRIS1MAS BONUS

t'oinnlyiiJ'-) 4^ yoiican ha\'L'(Hifi)lilK'ix-M l\irj;ains

ihis{.;hrismi;is.

All OpiJ^ ^01 )K doLihlc sidfti iIim' dri\f ;nid .in .Uurn

a)mpjtihlc(.iiiiihlcdi.'nslt\ disc inicrt'ui.f *rh:us(ivL.T,iH)n

offihe normal R-tail priic

But thchargLiiiidocMii Slop tIk-r-. IkvaiKcilu'M-tlrivcs

h.ivc the Opiis name for reliability. vX'tiK ii is u hy wc h.ne

the et infidenec n i ^ive a two year giidratitet- on all * iiir

dri\'es.

The reason wei'an besoeonlideiii is thai imr drives

arc tested to the limit rimninj; lor over H.iiOll
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I BACK ISSUES

fBACK ISSUES £1 .25
6. January 1963 MEP school launch

*FX commands for sound Second BBC
TV series Machine code 3- two pass

assembly Disc drives (or itie Beeb
Programming torum Program protec-

tion Micros in schools- new series

Commodore Pet prmter used with

Beeb BBC programs wniten on an

Atom Extra Atom memo'y

7. February 1 MHz bus examined (4) 3D
Atom graphics (31 Atom BBC Board
reviewed (31 Machine code 4

memory (5) BBC Computer Ltteracy

update (1|. Atom error handling (2)

Micros m schools 2 - getting organised

|6| Hmts and Tips (4) Beeb Forum (3]

Reviews o( H'ortfiiv'se(21 and the Amber
prmter (1)

""

8. March Chess on the BBC micro 131

Sound on the Beeb (4) Printers tor

beginners (4) Atom analogue con-

verter (2). Schools 3 -micros and

maths (6) Machine code 5- indirect

addressing (31 DIY lightpen (5| MEPs
Micropnmer review (2J Atom Ross
toolkit review (1) Beeb Forum (2],

Assembly language and Pascal book
reviews (2|

""

9. April Hexang/e game listing (4). Bach
on the Beeb |4] Hints & Tips on disc

drives (4| Machine code 6 - the CALL
statement (4) Interfacing the 1 MHz bus

(3) Scfiools 4-young children and

micros (6). Graphics listings (2)

Printers tor beginners 2 (4| Reviews of

BCPL, educational software and Atom
software 13).

'"

10. May Review of Basic II Graphics

listings New 'FX calls in 0S1 2 Colour

mixing on the Beeb Jazz blues and

folk on the BBC Schools 5 - language

development DIY Beeb interface box

Atom sound board A to Z of printing

how to get going. Hints and Tips

PROCs, discs and FNs Printer, soft-

ware and book reviews

11. June Techniques series- sorting.

Hints and Tips. 50p networi* Drawing

techniques and CAD Machine code

interrupts Schools 6- information

technology. Atom Forum Beeb Forum.

Printers- write your own graphics

dumps. Comparitive review o( View

and Wordwise Three graphics pacli-

ages reviewed Test of Acorn User's

interlace box

12. July Techniques -hash tables

Hints and Tips logic made easy

Recursion and graphics. Handling

strmgs Two ideas tor passing vari-

ables Beeb aids the blind DIY second

keyboard Beeb Forum Sounds on the

Atom Hardware, firmware, software

and book reviews Atom Forum

13. August Printer graphics and

dumps Techniques -Tree structures

andsorting All the fun of the (air 40/80

disc copier Colour painting Basic II

random access files Screen dumps tor

Olivetti, Centronics and Seikosha
Atom strings Reviews ol Tandy
CGPl 15 printer, five educational

packs. A to D converter

14. September Techniques - ink-blots

and mazes Painting by lightpen DFS
space explored Beeb Forum Mega
Monsters game listing Machine code
graphics dumps Atom Forum Atom
cassette recorder check. Reviews of

Atom RAM boards, Cumana disc

manual, Logo tor schools. Hobbit
Moppy tape and books
15. October Women and computing.
Techniques - random numbers Re-
view of Computer Concepts' Beebcalc
Fractal graphics 57 files on 40 S 80
track discs Vampire game listing.

Beeb Forum Assembly code controls

lab key Osdle merging Atom lulure

Atom verify routme Reviews of Vu-

Type. Procyon Atom book, Epson FX80,
Teletext adapter, disc drive, software.

16. November Techniques- imposs-
ible problems Contour graphics Con-
necting two Beebs together XREF
sorts & lists variable, lunction and pro-

cedure names Assembler ultililies in

Basic II OS, VDU, 'FX, OSBYTE calls-

pull-out poster Disc overtays Adding
extra Atom commands Reviews of 7

educational packs. Atom ROW, bool^s.

games

HltjIt&TIP^ Hw cttunn

BBSrAlX; Iv tWDmiiin

tKt. osM Konhuliiiy

MDNk MsHmi iMliMi

DISt^nginH)r«Mtl>!ri

ACORN USEP

17. December Random graphics Ani-

mated graphics in colour Tech-

niques-graphs. Hints & Tips Univer-

sal printer dump. 6522 connected to

the Electron Saving machine code

Beeb Forum. Graphics pull-out poster.

Index: July a2-July 83 Forum Extra,

EOUS BBC helps the disabled

Schools -data processing. Transfer-

ring data between Beebs, Atoms or

Pets Atom block demolition utility

Atom disassembler program Reviews
of software, books, educational pro-

grams from ChalksofL

18. January 1984: Games special issue

Techniques - graphs part 2 Stacks and
queues, Basic and languages Hints &
Tips Voice chip revealed How to write

games Electron interfacing. Beeb
Forum. Life graphics routines,

Delencecom game listing. The Train

Game listing Machine code graphics.

Where to put machine code. Schools-
handling data. Juki daisywheel prmter

examined Atom Forum and adventure

Reviews of ultilities, software. Beeline

word processor, educational packages,

two chess programs

19. February: Adventures special Issue

Techniques -efficient sorts PROC for

a numeric keypad on the Beeb key-

board. 12 graphics listings. Random
access filing on disc Locking files

MCP40 printer/ pi otter looked at. Hints

S Tips Beeb Forum. Make discs read-

able on 40 and 80 track drives. Screen

memory organisation Hints on adven-

ture design Adventure action Adven-
ture Ideas in computer language Text

compression Word-crunching VIA

chip on Electron to drive a parallel

printer Atom Forum Schools - simu-

lation packages Reviews Disc Doctor,

Leasalink s DFS upgrade, Hitachi's

microdnve system, Solidisk's sideway
RAM board, software.

20, March Utility timing routine. Frac-

tals. Teletext and mode 7 dump. ROMs
reviewed. Hints & Tips. Beeb Forum
Add sounds to your games Learn Lisp

1 Cube graphics. Prmter driver for

View Basic II from Basic I. Beebs ADC
chip. Atom Forum Listing formatter (or

the Atom Atom byles tree' routine

Schools - test of FacUile Keyboard
skills Amcom DFS v Acorn DFS Re-
views Beebpen wordprocessor. Atom
expansion system, software, books
21. April Beeb graphics on TV. 6645
chip explored Advanced tiling

systems Lisp 2 Hints & Tips Beeb
Forum Choose disc tracks to copy.

Function key editing Teletext dumps.
CES scrutmised Passing variables.

Computer Concepts graphics ROM
Schools -simulations Calculating

Easier dates Better programming.
Atom Forum Atom ROM routines. Con-
verting BBC to Atom Basic Three
printers compared Reviews software,

Aries 820 RAM board. Toolkit. Moni-
tors.

22. May Bitstik graphics system Hints

& Tips 6502 second processor exa-

mined. Lisp 3 Beeb Forum Disc utility

to keep track of available space Stat-

istics Pattern graphics OSWORD
explained 4 colour graphics listings.

Second-hand disc drives Education

-

do girls get a lair deal? Atom Forum,
BBC to Atom Basic 2. Reviews British

Micro s Grafpad, Edword wordproces-

sor, 4 sprite generators. Opus micro-

drive, Beasty, software

23. June Acorn Z80 second processor.

Forth Graphics to brighten up your

games. Soft Pottery graphics. Go faster

and save memory space Rapid search

and load roulme for tapes. How tfie

Beeb and Electron work 1 Business:

reviews and how to gently enter office

computerisation. Education- adult lit-

eracy Dumping Atom programs on the

BBC Atom Forum Software copyright

laws Hints & Tips Techniques- B-

Trees Beeb Forum. Reviews of moni-

tors, printers, books, software, adven-
tures. EPROM programmer

*** Sold-out copies

Four issues of Acorn User are not available -July 1982,

February, March and April 1983. Photocopies of articles

are available at 18p a page (minimum charge 50p, in-

clusive of postage). Orders shoijid be addressed to AU
Photocopies, Redwood Publishing, 68 Long Acre,

London WC2E 9JH, Figure in brackets indicate the

number of pages tor each article.

HOW TO ORDER
Fill in the order form on page 96 and send with your

cheque or postal order for £1,25 per issue (made pay-
able to Redwood Publishing) to Acorn User Services.

PHS Mailing Ltd, PO Box 14. Horley, Surrey,

E3H
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During 1984 thousands of readers have played the Acorn

User software games Swordmaster and Trek. Now, just in

time for Christmas, we have expanded the range with six

more tremendous games on cassette and disc. Every one

is an absolute winner and, of course, great value. Give

yourself a present this year, with the best wishes of Acorn User
Produced, developed and tested by Micrograf

VAMPIRE CASTLE
Make sure you play this adventure

wilh the lights on It plunges you
into spine -chJIIJng reality, where

you can almost smell the dank

odours and feel the terror around

every corner. Eyes peef at you

through the gloom and all manner

ot creature awaits youi slightest

error. Try to find and destroy Dra-

cula, but remember there are fates

worse than death

The game, written by Andy Mit-

chell, includes suitably eerie music

and surprise graphics, and we
accept no responsibility for heart

attacks suffered as a result

'Agerr^ of an advenriiie' PCN

E6 95 Cassette

£9 95Drsc (40/80)
FLINT'S GOLD

If you suffer from sea sickness,

scurvy or beriberi this game will

either kill or cure. It's a swash-

buckling adventure that may be

the experience o( a lifetime - if you

can survive long enough. In your

search for the legendary Flint's

Gold you will sail the Spanish

Mam to a land of blood-thirsty

pirates, and you may never return.

The sound of crashing surl, Ihe

cry of seagulls, and the accompa-

nying sea shanty are so realistic

that you can almost taste the sally

air

'It's a tar better stoiy than the Hobbit'

- Micro User

£6 95 Cassette

C9 95 Disc (40/80)

TREK
TREK was the first game to take

advantage of voice synthesis on

the BBC micro and uses joystick

or keyboard.

Trek puts you in charge of a

Starship with the task of wiping

out an alien fleet. It's an excellent

adaptation of the classic game
with 7 screen displays. 3 onboard
computers and 2 weapon systems

Versions have been written for

BBC micro and Electron to use

both machines to their full The

BBC tape uses voice synthesis (if

the chips are fitted).

The game has been extensively

developed from Tim Heaton's

famous Trek III It barely fits into

32 K.

E7.95 Cassette

CIO 95 Disc

SWORDMASTER
SWORD MASTER is one of the

few two -player games around, and

is designed for joystick or key-

board

Sword Master by Ken Worrall is

based on the fencing rules written

in 1190 by Herman von Salza for

Ihe Deulscrilier Order of Teutonic

Knights. It features full-colour

machine code animation of a

sword duel between two knights

A quality game wnh high class

graphics one of the rnost ertfov

able garves I have played' - Home
Computing Weekly June

Swordmaster is .in immensely enter-

taining game with encellenl graphics

and animation' Persortal Com-
puter Games. June

'Swordmaster is a unique game
one of the few two-player games that

makes mare than a token gesture

towards truly interrelated action -

PCN, June

n 95 Cassette

El 0.95 Disc
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COMPENDIUM
A tremendous-value compendium
of the Ihree most popular Acorn

User games,

HEXANGLE demands the

utmost concentration You and the

micro take turns in drawing lines

between the six points o( a hcxan

gle, avoiding at all costs complet-

ing a triangle while at the same
lime forcing the computer to do
so.

In MEGA MONSTERS you are

confronted by waves of aliens

While avoiding these and many
other obstacles you have lo rescue

the stranded mutants It gets more

difficult with each phase until

finally you face the Monster him-

self.

VAMPIRE IS a two-player action

game in which good battles with

evil. Each player has an equal

number of souls in his care, repre-

sented by tombstones or crosses

During each period of day or night

one player has the chance to

recover or capture souls from the

other. The winner is the one to

recover all the souls

E7 95 Cassette

CI 95 Disc (40/80)

CORPUSCLE
In this superb machine code action

game by Ken Worrall you assume

control of the body's defences,

journeying mlo the three-dimen-

sional labyrinth of the human
arterial system Invading colonies

of bacteria advance relentlessly

and you must destroy as many as

you can If you fail to keep the

bacteria count low they attack

individual organs You must then

frantically follow the network ot

arteries to reach the site of infec-

tion. Too many critical areas and

you die.

You don't need to know a great

deal about the body to begin with

a map is provided. But we
guarantee you'll know a lot more

when you've finished It's a unique

adventure, truly educational and

great fun

E7.95 Cassette

E10 95DISC (40/80)

HACKER 2000
In the year 2000 only two classes

survive. Programmers and Proles

As a Prole, your only escape from a

life of drudgery is to 'hack' your

way into the massive Multivax

complex in order to change youi

Brain Scan Report and obtain

money to bribe the Thought
Police

You may gam vital information

with the assistance of the Duty

Android in a tour of the complex If

you manage this, you're on your

own From here on you start to

appreciate the originality of the

game in its representation of a

teal-time system You'll need all

your powers of logic and some

lateral thinking to use the intor-

maiion you glean lo hack' through

the Multivax systems Your goal

can be reached in an unlimited

variety of sequences.

e7. 95 Cassette

E10 95 Disc (40/80)

TRAINS
This classic game by Peter Balch

requires quick wits and clear

thinking Your aim is to manoeuvre

a number of trains around a com
plex network of track, as you pick

up fare- paying passengers and

deliver them to their destinations

All the lime your valuable slocks of

coal are dwindling. If you succeed,

you have even more trains to con
irol and more passengers to col-

lect. And as if this were not

enough to coqe with, you ate con-

fronted by the Demon train over

which you have no control

The game has excellent graphics

and will keep you on your toes.

See how profitably you can run a

railway

n 95 Cassette

E10.95 Disc (40/80)

PLUS
ARTICLE LISTINGS
ON CASSETTE

Yes, at last, the tape you've been crying
out for! Save the wear on your fingers

by sending for one of our cassettes
giving all the major listings in this issue.

Each cassette costs £3.75 (inclusive) for

the Electron and BBC micro. This

includes a menu and disc transfer

routine to help you find your way
around - and use on your own programs.
The tapes come with BBC programs on
one side and Electron programs as the
other, so it shouldn't be possible to mix
the two.

ORDER FORM PAGE96

Save yourself

the time and bother of

typing in Acorn User listings

E ACORN USER SOFtmRECJ
EIGHTOFTHE GREATEST

I would like to order cassettes/discs at £ and
£ inclusive of VAT respectively. Please send me

copy/copies of TREK, copy/copies of

SWORD MASTER copy/copies of TRAINS
copy/copies of COMPENDIUM copy/copies of

FLINT'S GOLD copy/copies of VAMPIRE
CASTLE copy/copies of HACKER, :. copy/
copies of CORPUSCLE.

The total price is £

I enclose a cheque/PO payable to Redwood Publish-

ing for £

Please debit my Access/Visa

Account No.

Name

Address

Signed Date
Send this form, with your remittance, in an envelope to Acorn User
Software, PHS Mailing Ltd, PO Box 14, Horley. Surrey. All the
above prices include VAT. postage and packing.
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ACORN USER
Please start my subscription to Acorn User

from \he next available issue

as indicated: m
12 months 24 months

01

02

03

04

05

UK
Europe

Middle East

The Americas and Africa

All other countries

£15 n
£25

£30 n
£30 D
£35

£30 O
£50

£60

£60

£70

Name

Address

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 i 1 1 I 1 1 1 t 1 1 1

1 1 { 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 1 1 !

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Please answeLthese_questipns_LQAelpjJslm
you_r magazine.

1 Do you use your micro for?:

ID school 2D business 3D hobby

2 Do you have, or intend to buy, any of the following?:

ID monitor 2D disc drive 3D second processor
4 D printer 5 D modem

3 How many software packages do you think you will

buy in the next 12 months?:

1D0-5 2D6to10 SDIOormore

D 1 enclose my cheque/postal order/sterling bank draft

payable to Redwood Publishing for £
D Please debit my Access/American Express/ Barclaycard

Account no. L

f

Signed Date
Send this form, with your remittance, in an envelope, to Acorn User
Subscriptions, Redwood Publishing. 66 Long Acre, London WC2E 9J'

ACORN USER SERVICES
BACK DATED ISSUES @ £1.25 per copy

MONTH YEAR

AU

AU

AU

issue

issue

issue

BINDERS
In red with

silver logo

on the spine.

Holds 12 issues
of over 200 pages.
ONLY £4.75 inc. p&p.

RP01 Binders

Please add El ,00 each for overseas items.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Name

Address

.

D I enclose my cheque/PO payable to Redwood
Publishing for £

D Please debit my Access/Barclaycard

Account no.

Signed Date

Send this form, with your remittance, in an envelope,

to Acorn User Services, PHS Mailing Ltd, PO Box 14,

Horley, Surrey. All the above prices include postage
and packing.

m

ACORN USER
DISC EXCHANGE SERVICE
Send in your copy of Trek or Sword Master
with a cheque for £3.50 and we will

exchange it for a disc. (Which runs on
40 or 80 tracks).

Tape(s) in exchange for disc

@£3-50each

Please send me: Tape
Copies of Sword £7.95
Master for BBC
(32k series 1.0 OS)
for Electron £7,95
Copies of Trek £7.95
for BBC
(32k series 1.0 OS)
for Electron £7.95

£

Disc

£10.95 £

£
£10.95 £

£

SOFTWARE
MONTHLY PROGRAM LISTING

CASSETTES
Please send me a cassette of all major
BBC Micro and Electron program listings

(January issue) as advertised on page 95

@£3.75£

Total £

Name

Address.

D I enclose my cheque/PO payable to Redwood
Publishing for £
D Please debit my Access/Barclaycard

Account no. I-

24 HOUR PHONE SERVICE (02934) 72206

Please add £1.00 each for overseas Items,

Please allow 28 days for delivery

Signed Date
Send this form, with your remittance, man envelope, to Acorn User Software,

PHS Mailing Ltd, PO Box 14, Horley, Surrey, All the aijove prices include

postage and packing



STARdataBASE . .

.

The database

for the BBC
GCC (Cambridge) Limited
66 High Street Sawston. Cambridge CB2 4BG
Telephone: Cambridge (0223) 835330/834641
Telex: 81594 SAWCOM

STARdataBASE is the fast, machine-code, true random
access, database program in 1 6K ROM for the BBC
Microcomputer, complete with over 75K of FREE extension
Software.

FEATURES:
* Up to 4096 records in a file.

* Up to 69 fields in a record.

* Up to 255 characters in a field (subject to an overall

maximum of 920 characters in a record).

* An entirely User-defined record layout, including a facility

for colour.

* Can be used with 40 and 80 track Disk Drives.

* Entirely Menu-driven, extremely User-friendly.

* Extremely fast search - A single record can typically be
found in 1 second using the Keysearch facility,

* Search conditions include the following: =, <>, <., >. and
"Anywhere in the field",

* Powerful facilities to edit records.

* Mail-merging between documents created on Wordwise or

View, and STARdataBASE records,

* Print-out of the whole database or selected Subsets, in the
form of Record cards.

* Address label printing - (up to 8 across the page).

* Fully documented routines which can be included in user-

written programs and interfaced with STARdataBASE.

STARdataBASE £86.25 inc VAT
Posts Packing ei .75 inc VAT

Trade and local authority enquiries welcome.
Prices correct at time of going to press.

RnmRom is
The Sideways RAM & ROM Expansion Board for the BBC
The GCCFfAMROM 1 5 board adds to the BBC Micro another eleven
sideways ROM sockets plus the necessary hardware for sideways RAM,

FEATURES
• Fully buffered board.

• Rechargeable battery backup for RAMS provided as standard.

Recharging circuitry is included,

• The board can be powered by an external 5 Volt power supply,

available as an optional extra,

• The unit comes in a case of its own and resides outside the BBC
Micro, giving easy access to the resident ROMS.

• For those involved in development work, most of the 6502
processor signals are made available outside the BBC Micro.

• Priority or selection can be assigned to either RAMS or ROMS.
• ROMS can be used in RAM positions simply by changing two

push-on links,

• Simple installation - NO soldering.

• Can be installed together with most other BBC add-on boards.
• ZIF-sockets available as optional extras. Up to 1 5 may be housed
on the RAMROM 1 5 at any one time.

• All socket positions are software selectable.

• Free Utilities Disk supplied,

• Comprehensive User Manual included.

RAMROM 15 £129.95 inc VAT
EXTERNAL PSU £5.75 inc VAT
ZIFSOCKETS £9,00 inc VAT

(pap £3.50 inc VAT)
(P&P £1.73 inc VAT
Free P&P with RAMROM)

Trade and local aulhorrly enquiries welcome.
Prices correct a I lime of going to press.

GCC (Cambridge) Limited

66 High Street Sawston. Cambridge CB2 4BG
Telephofie: Cambridge (0223) 835330/834641
Telex: 81594 SAWCOM



HAVE YOU ALREADY GOT DISK DRIVE(S) FOR YOUR BBC
f

COMPUTER?

SOLIDISK HAS SOMETHING TO OFFER.

- FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO DO HAVE ALREADY, A DUAL FDC DISK FILING SYSTEM (DFDC, using the old

8271 and adding the new WD1770 FDC), ADDS DOUBLE DENSITY AND KEEPS TOTAL COMPATIBILITY (See

opposite page).

- FOR THOSEWHO HAVEN'T, A DUAL DENSITY DISK FILING SYSTEM (using the newWD 1770) WILL PROVE
MUCH FASTER AND CHEAPER THAN THE 8271

.

THE DISK DRIVE:
The disk drive (see pictures} comes from the new series VLSI ultra quiet, auto spin-up,

5.25" half height, solenoid head load, 40/80 track, single and double density MIT-

SUBISHI M4853. It is fast, quiet and consumes far less power than any previous

models. 2 new 64 pin surface mounted microcontrollers (from Motorola and Mit

subishi}, largely reduce the area occupied by the drive electronics (see pictures), leaving

so much more room for the diskette, with very low noise level and reduced friction of the

media and the jacket.

SOLIDISK DUAL DENSITY DISK FILING SYSTEM.
Basic characteristics include very high operating speed. Acorn compatibility, automatic

40/80 track switching, auto-density, resident disk fomiatter and 100% compatibility

with Solidisk Sideways RAM.
It is also the simplest ever Disk Upgrade for the BBC computer: with only 4 components:

1 ROM. 2 buffers and the FDC. (See picture 3).

Solidisk software engineers have built in to the 8192 bytes of the 1.40 ROM more
facilities than any other DDFS manufacturer has managed before.

The result is a substantial cost reduction, which is passed on to you.

Solidisk engineers won't stop there.

But let's first answer some more immediate questions.

1 - SINGLE OR DOUBLE DENSITY?
You get 60'/^ more storage in double density mode than in single density mode at no
extra cost.

In single density — the usual Acorn disk format — you get 10 sectors or 2.5 k bytes of

storage per track- That is what the Acom DPS and many others can do.

In other words, you get 100k with a 40 track single sided disk drive (such as the TEAC
55A), 400k with a double sided 80 tracks disk drive (such as the one in this offer).

In double density, you get 16 sectors or 4k bytes per tracks, an increase of 60%.
With the same TEAC 55A disk drive, you get 160k instead of 100k or with the disk drive

in this offer, you get 640k bytes instead of 400k.

The majority of software tested also runs FASTER in double density mode than in single

density mode, especially Wordwise, View, Masterfile and Scribe and 95% + of games
are also compatible with double density.

2 - INSTALLATION:
As the STL DPS consists of only 4 ICs, to be plugged into existing sockets on the BBC
computer board, installation is quite simple and should not take more than a few

minutes even if you are a novice. Simply instal the 4 ICs into their sockets and connect

the disk drive (see picture 4}.

3 - BASIC DISK SYSTEM COMMANDS AND UTILITIES:
ACCESS -^'afsp > (optionalLI

•BACKUP Usource driven <desl. drive

•COMPACT (opilonar > drlve>|

COPV ' source drive > *.dc8t. drlve> tafsp

DELETE -ifsps

•DIR(-=dir:-)

DRIVE (optional ' drive >)

ENABLE
*F40 (optional - drive >)

'FSO (optional <drive>)

JNFO<»fsp.-
'LIB (optional <dlr>)
*LOAD <ffip > (optional <^load address >)

•RENAME •-- old name> -- new name>
"SAVE <fsp> <aUrt> <end> <««ec>
•TITLE <(itle>

•VERIFY (<oplionaI <drive>)

•WIPE<-afsp>
•BUILD - fBp>

•DISC
DUMP<(6p>
•LIST <f8p>
TYPE<-f»p>
•DDFS

THE SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL:

A COMPLETE 640K DISK OUTFIT AT ONLY £209.95 INCLUSIVE:
- ONE 80 TRACK DOUBLE SIDED DISK DRIVE.
- ONE DOUBLE DENSITY DISK INTERFACE.
- ALL LEADS AND MANUAL.
- WORD PROCESSOR.
- ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET.
- SPELLING CHECKER.
- DATABASE.
- STOCK CONTROL.
- MACRO BASIC.
- FULL ONE YEAR NO QUIBBLE WARRANTY.

Optional extra:
- DFDC instead of DDFS: £10.00.

Other OS commands include LOAD. SAVE. BPUT. BGET, OSFILE, BLOCK GET. BLOCK PUT,

OSARGS. OSFIND. FTR. OSWORD 7F, 7D, 7E etc.

Care is taken ifi the disk directory presentation, showing the disk size and other useful information.

Wfienever a diskette is being spun, its number of tracks and density are identified. This information

helps the DPS to sl^ip alternate tracks if a 40 track disk is in use in an 80 track drive and also switch

the FDC to single or double density.

The net result is exceptional response and user-friendliness.

Outstanding speed too.

As shown in the benchmark test on the opposite page.



CUT THE COST OF RUNNING YOUR MACHINE
The Solidisk special package deai comes with the following free bundled software

- Solidisk Database — a fast, efficient and flexible disk based random access database.
Ideal for prescription records, club membership etc.
- Solidisk wordprocessor.
- Solicalc electronic spreadsheet.
- Stock Control — very useful for small commerce. Features include menu driven,
easy to follow operating instructions, stock items can be grouped by categories, by
suppliers, by frequency of movements etc. Stock valuation report (inventory), sale price
list, reorder forms can be printed automatically as requested.
- Silexicon — the most successful spelling checker with English, French and German
dictionary. Self dictionary generating capability.

- Macro Basic — a BASIC program generator capable of using bits of old programs to
create new programs. Simply ingenious!
- Benchmark Tor disk drive and disk utilities.

4 - OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE:
TiieliiWcbeb»/5howslhe benchmark limmyfpr STL DDFSl 4.Thebenchmarkconsistso(disl(operalionssuchassaueandloada
Ibk program, open and close files, 8PUT. BGET 5trings and numbers, format and uerify a disk etc., and Is available upon request
orlierwise listed in Solidisk DDFS User Manual.
The banchmark tests B J lo B9 are the same as used by many reviewers. The time is expressed in seconds and parts of lOOth of a
serond, The disk drives are twin 40/30 trackdouble sided MITSUBISHI M4853, the diskettes are Verbatim Dalalile MD 557 senes.
%TP1, doubk' density, double sided, pre verficd lo ensure that the medld is free of all ctrorand mechanical delects and cunfaining
solely the benchmark program. The test is loaded into memorv. the drive motors are allowed to stop completely 2 seconds between
It^ls, 10 limitig samples are taken and the mean time is calculated aufomalically.
For example

100 DEFFNblrREM Save a 16L program.
nor: -TIME
120 -SAVE A 8000 4 4000
130 -TIME-T";
FuJIIktings are included in the User Manual,
Tins FN 15 called 10 times with 3 sec, interval, the mean result is printed as 'Bl'

BENCHMARK DESCRIPTION S/D TIME
Bl Save 16h 2.62
B2Load 16h 2.45
B3 Openln and close

100 times 20.70
84 Openoutand print

1000 numbers (255) 5.84
B5 Openin and Input
1000 numbers (255) 4.72

B6 Openout and print

100 80 bytes strings f,. 18
B7 openln and input

100 80 bytes strings 4.90
BH BPUT 100 bytes fZ55) 301
B9 BGET 1000 bytes (255) 1 gg

D/D TIME
1.43

1.23

ZO.IG

4,91

'See note I

OPERATIONS S/D TIME D/D TIME
FORMAT 40 TRACKS: 17.74 17-74
FORMAT80 TRACKS: 33.22 33.22
VERIFY 40 TRACKS: 9.30 9,30
VERIFY 80 TRACKS: 17.84 17.84
BACKUP 01 80 TRACKS: 37.69 37,69
BACKUP 02 80 TRACKS: 39.46 39.46
COMPACT lOOK-10 FILES 22.42 18.82

4.31

2.06

1.52

i

Note I: Whenever a file It to be opened. STL DDFS automatically refreshes the dish directorv. thus preventing
erroneous disk change. Many other DFS's do not take the same care, although yielding a much shorier time, and
this could accidentally slop the program.

With Wordwise

Load 2000 words (17811 bytes) 16.80 sec. (41.40 sec. with AC.
With Scribe

Count 2000 words (1781 1 bytes) 4.20 sec. (9.80 sec. with AC .90 DPS) __^
WithBeebug'sMasterfile: I

Sort records 1 to 20 in PEOPLE sample database, the database is presorted on field 2 then the i 7 _ PRI/^FC /i„:r-l..:rli D ad j ijat\
program is asked to sort on field 1 , the time is then taken: 56.23 sec.

[ 127,86 sec. with AC,90 DPS), t ctt T^kVaZT, ,V*"*^'""*"9 ^ and F and VA I

)

These timings are improved even further in double density mode. I IVtR™ [^''^<^^'P "PSrade for BBC B) £39,95
I STL DFDC for those who have Acorn DPS £49 95

The figures speak for thettiselves.
| f^^^I^.^^'fiJJ.^J.i^rP'^^^ ^f^^^'^

^209.95
' 1.3MB DISK OUTFIT (with twin drives) £359.95

STL DDFS dramatically increases the operating speed of your software, including wordprocessors ' ^"^ ^^^ ^"^"'^'^^ (available soon) £10.00

like Wordwise, View. Scribe, databases like Masterfile, Starbase etc I -r j
I 1 o order, you can use the coupon. Access and Bardaycard

Solidisk engineers won't stop there. I
^°'^^'' ^^" ^"3 '^"^^^

ONE ROM TO RULE THEM ALL

Already a super mini floppy (2.4 MB} and controller for under £400, a 10MB integrated Winches-
ter hard disk for under £600 AND AN EVEN MORE POWERFUL 16K ROM (2.0 UPGRADE) with
outlined specifications below are planned for Christmas,

— Unlimited number of entries into the disk directory.

— File size and disk size can be as big as 16MB.
— Immediate recovery of accidental file deletion.

— Built-in wordprocessor in place of the classical 'BUILD.
— Disk sector editor, disk search and replace, tape to disk, disk to memory below PAGE, disk
duplication,

— Instant data encryption and decryption using 256 byte single key (expandable).
— Quadruple FDC drivers (8271. 8272. WD 1770, WD 2793).
— RAM Disk facilities for Solidisk Sideways RAM,

6 -SOLIDISK DFDC:
THE ONLY SYSTEM TO ADD DOUBLE DENSITY AND KEEP COMPATIBILITY.

If your BBC is already fitted with Acorn Single Density DFS, you can ADD double density to your
system and KEEP the existing DFS with Solidisk DUAL FDC Filing System (DFDC).
Solidisk DFDC system overcomes the problems caused by around 5% of the games 'specially

those produced by Acomsoft newest releases such as Elite), These programs (directly) controls the
8271 thus requiring its presence.

Solidisk DFDC ROM controls BOTH FDC at a flick of a switch, you can choose the new FDC for

speed or the old 8271 for Acomsoft game disks.

I

I

HOW TO ORDER?
You can order any item using the coupon. Prices are inclu-

sive of VAT. post and packing. Access and Barclay card
holders can place their order by phone.
Educational authorities. Acorn dealers and OEMs can obtain
quantity discounts.

Name: ,

Adress: .'

Credit Card Account:

Callers are requested to ring first for appointment.

Total:
!

SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
I7SWEYNEAVE
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
ESSEX SS2 6JQ

SOLIDISKS NEW TELEPHONE NUMBER: SOUTHEND (0702) 354674 (10 Hncs)



SOLIDISK SIDEWAYS RAM: 25,000 UNITS SOLD

t A*:^

UVfPACEPROM ERASER

'Exciting" (ACORN USER JAN 84).
•

'Power to uourBeeb" (PCN61, MAY 84), "Break the RAM Barrier- (A&B)

HAS YOUR BBC COMPUTER GOT ITS SIDEWAYS RAM
BOARD YET?

Not surprisingly many BBC computers have got their sideways RAM boards. Solidisk

Sideways RAM can be completely integrated into the BBC computer system: with 6502
and Z80 second processors, Torch disk pack, teletext, Econet and Solidisk 8— sideways
ROM expansion board.

Adding Sideways RAM to the BBC computer is simple. And it will multiply the

machine's power.
Here is how.

1 - HOW DOES IT WORK?
Occupying the same place as sideways ROMs (such as BASIC, DFS etc) it is treated like

other sideways ROMs and therefore can replace them.
Sideways RAM can run any language, and filing system, wordprocessors, databases etc,

2 - WHAT SORT OF SOFTWARE DOES IT RUN?
Better than sideways ROM, sideways RAM can be written into. This property makes it

not only possible to run the same programs as their ROM counterparts but sideways
RAM can be used as Virtual Memory, RAM disc, printer buffer, Basic program store,

65C-02 assembler, zero RAM. take DPS etc. etc . .

.

3 - WHAT OTHER SERVICES DO YOU GET WITH ALL SIDEWAYS RAMS?
Solidisk sideways RAM comes with lots and lots of free software (see list on opposite

page). As a sideways RAM user, you will be able to get updated disks*, free local expert

advice and free bi-monthly newsletters to keep you informed. Solidisk spend more than

1,000 man hours every month to produce free software for all sideways RAM users.

More and more free software will be available every month,

4 - WHO USES SIDEWAYS RAM?
Solidisk sideways RAM is widely used in schools for ECONET, by programmers to

develop new software, in small business systems for wordprocessing and database
and now at home, even for games. New applications are being found every day, such as

moving screen memory to Sideways RAM (essential for increasing memory for VIEW
and VIEWSHEET), Colour Imaging System, Teletext page logger and generator,

computer typesetting etc.

Sideways RAM is such a versatile and flexible instrument that it will renew your interest

continually.

5 - WHICH SIDEWAYS RAM DO YOU NEED?
Solidisk sideways R^M is available in multiples of 16k, each replacing a sideways ROM.
Units are in 16k, 32k. 128k and 256k.

The first step is to evaluate your needs.

Then consult the chart opposite.

You can buy a small unit to start with, and exchange it later for a larger one. Extra costs

involved with upgrading are minimal. The SWR16, 16k sideways RAM is adequate for

most simple tasks (running common programs or for Econet slave stations), including

fast disk copying with a single disk drive.

For wordprocessor: using VIEW or WORDWISE, a SWR32 will do. Large documents
(20 page plus) will require something like SCRIBE and the 128k or 256k Solidisk,

For database, unless very high speed is required, a SWR32 will suffice for most popular
databases such as Beebase, Fileplus, Starbase, Datagem. Otherwise use the 128k or

256k Solidisk.

Remember — the more memory you instal inside the BBC computer, the more power
you will get out of the machine.

All sideways RAM units come complete with 60 + page Sideways RAM User Manual, 1
'

utility diskette and 1 year warranty.

.^=r.-

'%s^

th,



6 - SENDING FOR FREE SOFTWARE;
Our free software is divided into volumes and is available in single density, either 40 or
SOirack 5.25" diskettes, 40 track diskettes contain only 1 volume, 80 track diskettes
contain 2 consecutive volumes. (1+2, 3+4, 5 + 6, etc)
All sideways RAM is supplied with 1 diskette, containing either VOL. 1 (40 tracks) or
VOL. 1 + 2 (80 tracks) as requested. Extra volumes are charged foe media and postage
cost.

The following volumes are available at the present time:
- VOL. 1: General Utilities: Menu, STLDISC, STLOEOO. STLRFS, Printer Buffer,
STLRFS, Quickly, Fastbackup, Keyboard, Word64, help!.
- VOL. 2: English Spelling Checker: Suilexicon and English dictionary (15000
words}.

- VOL. 3: BASIC program generator: Macro Basic. Never Bad Mode again: Virtual
Memory.
- VOL. 4: Database SolidiskDatafile.
-- VOL. 5: Foreign Language Dictionary Generator; Silexigen, Silexicon source code
for programmers.
-VOL. 6: French spelling checker (15.000 words),
-VOL. 7: German spelling checker (IS.OOOwords).
- VOL. 8: Machine code tools: Solimon, the finest machine code monitor with Disas-

sembler, debugger, single step etc. for both 6502 and 65-C-02 (for second
processor 65 C 02 assembler (for second processor), UVIPROM control
software, SPRITES and SPRITE generator (providing 60 sprites per 16k
sideways RAM).

- VOL. 9: to be released in October: Solidisk Toolkit, Rubber band, and Z80 drive C
(RAM disc facilities for Acorn Z80 second processor).
- VOL. 10 to 19: Source code for use with the Technical Manual.

7 - TECHNICAL MANUAL:
THE TECHNICAL MANUAL contains estensive program listings and notes by their
authors. It also covers the MACRO language programming (part of Macro Basic), MOS
conventions for sideways software. Solidisk conventions for sideways RAM software,
STL DFS entry points, the 65C02 programming facilities and schematic diagram.
The Technical Manual package consists of the Technical Manual and 3— 80 track
diskettes containing VOL, 10 to 15 and costs £10.00,

8- LOCAL EXPERT HELP:
A list of Solidisk experts is printed in the Sideways RAM User Manual. For the cost of a
local call, they can certainly help you with installation of software advice.
Potential experts are warmly invited to contact us!

UVIPROM EPROM PROGRAMMER AND UVIPAC
EPROM ERASER

The UVIPROM EProm programmer, which plugs into the user port, allows the user to

program 2764 and 27128 EPROMs, either from disc or master ROM, The unit is

self-contained, complete with built-in Vpp generator and system software. Commands
available are ~
'TEST - blank test for new (or erased) EPROMs.
'BLOW<aspf> — programs EPROMs from disc.

*COMP<aspf> — compares programmed EPROMs with source on disc.

'VIEW — displays hex and ASCII dump.
*READ<aspf> — reads contents of EPROM to disc.

UVIPAC-EPROM ERASER:
Mains powered EPROM eraser, can erase up to 3 EPROMS of any size in only 15
minutes. Housed in a custom moulded plastic case, with optical fibre indicator.

SOLIDISK ANNOUNCE THE MOST EXCLUSIVE
SUPPORT FOR THE 65-C.02!
Have you heard about the 65 C-02?
This is the CPU that Acorn has retained for their second processor. The 65C02 has an
extended instruction set, with 43 brand new OPCODES for you to play with. Things as
PHY, PLY. STA (&A6). STZ. BRA, TRB etc can save 20i ofmemory and increase speed
by 20-25%,
SOLIDISK GIVE YOU FREE* SPECIALLY DEVELOPED SOFTWARE FOR THE

65C02'
('except media)
65C02 PATCH-
Using DEFFN such as DEFFN ( "PLY"), extra instructions are added to the present

BASIC assembler.

65C02BAS1C2 OVERLAY:
Providing you have a sideways RAM unit, this program will turn your BASIC2 instantly

into 65C02 assembler. You do not have to type in 'OPT FNC'PLY")' but simply "PLY'
instead, making the conversion job a piece of cake.

SOLIMON, THE ONLY 65C02 MACHINE CODE MONITOR:
This program can be softloaded into Sideways RAM or obtainable in ROM form. It has
everything the popular EXMON has such as Disassembler, Find bytes/string, set ROM
socket, spool, move, hard copy etc and also some 'impossible' features such as defining
zero page location that will be used, single stepping sideways RAM. screen modes. More
importantly, it works with the 65C02 and can even disassemble the second processor
ROM'
IN VIEW OF THE LARGE DEMAND FOR THIS CHIP, SOLIDISK OFFERS IT AT

ONLY £11.00+ £1.00 FOR POST AND PACKING
THE ABOVE SOFTWARE IS AVAILABLE FROM US AT ONLY £2.50 TO COVER
THE MEDIA COST OF THE DISKETTE, NO EXTRA POSTAGE WILL BE CHARGED
IF ORDERED AT THE SAME TIME AS THE 65C02 CPU.

(It is understood that enquiries about the 65C02CPU should be sent directly to us rather
than to RCS, the Rockwell distributor.)

Connect the conlrol wires

Prices and terms subject to change without notice. Phone for
details.

PRICE LrSTS AND ORDERING [including P&P and VAT)
SIDEWAYS RAM
SWR16 £4a.65
SWR:!2 £59 95
12«KSOL.IDISK £15095
256K SOLIDISK v £257 95

The folloujing ate upgrade prices for e«isring Sidckveys Ram Users

16 — 'i2 (return complete item)

16- SOLIDISK {tetutn Item 1 . .

16 - SOLlDISK2S6(retumiierr)
32 - SOLIDISK
32 - SOLIDISK 256 (tetum item)

12H- 256(rBtiirnilem)

£1900
£110,00

POA
£95 00
POA

£125 00

DFS AND DISK DRIVES
STL DDF5 DISK UPGRADE
DKDC Twin FDC version

£39 95
£49 95

MITSUBISHI 2 X «0 (mcl leads + manual)
MITSUBISHI TWIN (Incl leads+ manual

|

6.5002 software

£163.00
E323 00

.. ,12 00
200

COMPLETE SYSTEMS (i e DRIVES + DDFS|
MiTSUBISHI 2 X HO 640K hytes

MITSUBISHI TWIN 1 3 MB
£202.95
£353.00

DISKETTES (Dalalife Verbatim boxes ol 10|

SS'DD 10
DS'DD40
SS/DDHO
DS'DD80 ... ....

£1700
£2.3.00

. . £24.00
, ,--£29.00

EPROM PROGRAMMER (use with Sw or Solidisk)

UVIPAC EPROM ERASER
276-1 PACK OF 5
27 128 PACK OF 3

. . . £20.95
,,£20.95
.£36.00

, £39,95

HOW TO ORDER?
You can order any item using the coupon. Prices are inclu-

sive of VAT. post and packing. Access and Barclay card
iiolders can place their order by phone.
Educational authorities. Acorn dealers and OEMs can obtain
quantity discounts.

Name:

Adress:

Credit Card Account:

Callers are requested to ring first tor appointment.

Total: !

SOLIDISK TECHNOLOGY LIMITED
17SWEYNEAVE
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
ESSEX SS2 6JQ

SOLIDISK'S NEW TELEPHONE
NUMBER:
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA (0702) 354674
(10 lines vjith automatic exchange}
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Software

Products

Present

\IUA RlUIIUfi "^^'^ powerful package
wwr\nimliw\3 is noi iniended to be used
to break copyright. It is capable of duplicating rnost

protected disc based software and as such must be
used with discretion.

Disc-Minder Service: we offer to protect disc

based BBC computer software to make it inaccessible to

disc sector editors and back-up/copying utility programs.
Write now for further information.

Copyrite:
Disc

Back-up

Utility

Enhanced to back-uD Now 40180 software.

Copyrite and other products protected by Disc-Minder
cannot be recreated using this program,

IDisc) Price £10.95

iVIicrO-Phile: a direct access data base and report

generator -suitable for use in Education, data collection,

personal records etc. Now produces simple statistics.

(Disc) Price £14.95
Texprint: True model 7 dump utility. Includes

instructions to merge with a teletext editor.

IDisc) Price £8,95
GAMES: [Casseneonly]

"

Fruity, Fruity- Fruit Machine with nudge. £6.95
Stuka I Defend cities from dive bomber. £5.95

EDUCATIONAL: Missing Words: (Cass) (Disc)

Primary English Pack - Word Swap £9.95/E10.95

Primary Activity Pack - Picture Draw £9.95/£10.95

Ephagy Software Products.

125 Corporation Road, Grimsby, S. Humberside. DN31 1UR.

RHYTHM & PITCH
II you know Note Invaders' then you know you can trust Dereck Riddell's latest—^'Rhythm &
Pilch'—to be Innovative and value (or money
This Is a set o( rhythm or pilch (or bolh!) sequences at any ot sin levels of flitficully, The
learner tislens to the sequence then uses the BBC micros function keys (label provideO) to

enter the duration (crochet, quaver, etc) or pilch ot the note, '/our 'guess' Is displayed on
the stave; then the correct answer is given

This self-marking program suits anyone learning music from 8 to adult, right up to levels
required by the various examination boards. Teachers and their pupils will greatly value
the Ifeedom thai the program gives to practise selectively and al your own pace

Available NOW in A5 plastic wallet on BBC cassette or disc lor e:14.25 inc VAT. postage, and
Teachers' Guide C6-4 versions available too—same prices

NEW CAROLS
On the BBC micro? VESI

"Carols " plays two- and thtee-part music, displays the words^even draws animated
pictures^lor all the popular carols Ideal (or club and class singalongs, Christmas parlies,

and perfect for the small school that's short ot a musiciani Side two of this great new tape/
disc features a challenging word game called 'TREES' Can you guess—and win—the
presents before your friend does''

AS IT'S CHRISTMAS this tape is available (or the once only E1-ofl price of £4 95 (all inc ),

COfvlPLETE WITH 'Seasons Greetings' sticker,

(Disc versions add C3 00)

JJNOTE INVADERST^
IS still our moat popular lape! Two programs that teach note recognition, and a challenging
'Invaders' type game. A sounded note appears at random next to the cle( then travels along
its line or space to the end of the screen where a bar line closes the Htaf(. The user has to

identify the note by pressing the appropriate key

Successful Idenlilicatton is rewarded by one o( three spacecraft shooting the note down:
errors result in the spacecralt themselves being attacked!

BBC, Elect,, C64 Cassettes E9.95 BBC disc (40 or 80 track) E12.95. C64 disc CIS 95
Spectrum 48k cassette £7.95. VIC 20 cassette E9 25

Home/Trade enquiries/orders to:

h.l^^,^t^
37 Wiilowslea Road,
Worcester WR3 7QP
Telephone 0905 551 92
Telex 339636 HEENAN-G

Educational orders direct
to our educational
distributors;

WARD LOCK EDUCATIONAL,
47 Marylebone Lane.
London
W1M6AX #,«,,'
(01 486 3271) inlt.

Chalksuf! ihu innov:itO'S\r\ EDUCATIONAL software
I

A Ling Kee Company

Whichever way you look at it,

we've got the lowest prices, the
widest range and the best back-up
service in the country.
What you won't get from us, are
special gifts, or false promises-
just honest value and a fully

guaranteed after-sales service.

Brother-M1009
£173.86 + VAT =£199.95

50cps O bi-directional O logic seeking O
96 chars plus international and graphics O
9x9 matrix.

Gemini 10X £189.95 -^ VAT = £218,44
1 20 ops. O bt-direotional O logic seeking O
friction, tractor and roll holder standard O
down loadable charactersU ultra high

resolution O 80 cols, O IBM PC version
available.

Kaga/TaxanKP810
£257,00 + VAT -£295.55

Near letter quality O 1 60cps O bi-

directional O 96 chars, plus graphics O
5printsize5 09x9 matrix.

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Ring for prices

£325 + VAT = £373.75

Brother HR15
Juki 6100
DOT MATRIX
Cosmos JP80 £1 69.95 + VAT - £1 95.44

Epson RX80 £198.95 + VAT - £228.79

Epson RX80 F/T
£228.95 + VAT =£263,29

Epson FX80 £31 9.95 + VAT - £367.94

Epson FX100 £498,95 + VAT - £573.79

Star Gemini 10X
£189.95 + VAT -£21 8.44

Star Delta 10 £319.95 + VAT = £367.94

Star Radix 10 £498.95 + VAT- £573,79

THERMAL MATRIX PRINTERS
Brother HR5
Brother EP44
Cables© Paper*
tractor feeders'

Ring for prices

Ring for prices

Ribbons # Sheet and
• Interfaces

If you have any technical queries or
want our latest prices please
telephone:

Credit card hot line 01-4821711
Please add £ 1 for delivery, we guarantee 48
hour delivery from payment.

Personal callers welcome. We're at the
junction of Camden Road, near the
railway bridge. Anytime 9.00am to

6.00pm Monday to Friday 1 0,00am to

1.00pm Sunday.

Export and dealer enquiries welcome.
Post your order with cheque to

Datastar Systems UK
Unicom House,
1 82 Royal College Street,
London NW1 SHV^
Telex 295 931 Unicom G

THETOP RANGE
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BBC Microcomputer in the NORTH
CTECH Computers Telephone:06 1-366-8223/7794

' ^"•V-V-V-V-V'-V-V •-"-'•>

Computers
BBC Model B

BBC Model B with DFS
BBC Model B with DFS & Econet
BBC Model B with DFS & Wordwise

£ P
346.95
407.82
439.00
433.92

SPECIAL OFFER
BBC B £379
INCL. VAT

WITH FREE DELIVERY

Acorn Equipment
6502 2nd Processor

Z80A 2nd Processor

Teletext Adaptor
Electron Computer
Electron + 1

All computers come with Free Cassette Lead and Software Package. Most add-ons include free fitting and installation.

£ P
173.04
346.95
199.00
173.04
51.30

Monitors
Philips Hi Res
Microviiec Medium Res
Microvitec Normal Res
Ferguson TX-90 RGB/TV
Kaga Normal Res
Ksga Medium Res

C P
77 39

260 00
199 00
199 00
179.00
285 00

Light Pens and Joysticks
Addon Lighl Pen
JMB Full Analogue Joystick
Joystick Pairs

Hi-Fi Extension Cable
Atari-type joystick to BBC interface

21.70
13.00
17.35
5,17

13.00

Components and Cables
We slock everything e.g.:

2764 Eprom
271 28 Eproms Low
8271 Disk Controller

Printer Cables
Disk Power Cables

6.52

POA
12.99
8.65

DISKETTES

Boxes of 1 diskettes

BASF s/s d/d diskettes £1 3.00
BASF d/s d/d diskeltes 96 TPI

£20 78
XIDEX diskettes £15 22

Control Data d/s d/d 96 TPI
£19,91

Control Data s/s d/d 96 TPI
£14.74

Memorex Diskettes POA

Addons
LVL/Computer Village ROM/RAM board
HCR Electronics Eprom programmer
Light Pen
OEL 200 Prestel Terminal

Acorn Speech Synth
Chip Chat Speech Synth
Pace Grapevine

ROM Software
Wordwise
Graphics ROM
Prim Master
View 2 1

Ultra-Calc

1.2 O.S,

Disk Doctor
BCPL
Termi
Commstar
Viewsheet
Beebugsoft Toolkit

Spellcheck

39,50
49 00
21,69
5900
47 83
26 04
POA

34.74
28 65
28.65
52.09
56.48
10,00
28.65
86,09
28 65
30.39
52.09
23.48
17 35

TEC
TEAC
CHINON

DISK DRIVES FROM £95.00 ^ VAT
Bare CHINON F051 0/CUMANA CSXIOO, Slimline, 40 Track, Smgle Sided. 100K {200K Double Density), As above but complete
with Cables. Utility Disk, Cables, Case and Manual £109,00 + VAT
Bare TEAC55F, Slimline, 40/80 Track, Double Sided 400K (BOOK at Double Density), £169.00 + VAT
As above but complete with Cables. Utility Disk, Cables, Case and Manual £185.00 + VAT
TEC Disc Drives from £109.00 + VAT

TEC
TEAC
CHINON

DUAL DRIVES FROM £199 + VAT
Dual CHINON F051D, Slimline, 40 Track. Single Sided 2 x lOOK 12 x 200K Double Density). Complete with Cables, Utility Disk,

Cables, Case and Manual. £369 + VAT
Dual TEAC 55F, Slimline. 40/80 Track. Double Sided. 2 x 400K {2 x BOOK with Double Density), Complete with Cables. Utility

Disk, Cables. Case and Manual. (With your drive you may need an interface). £389.00 ' VAT

DISK INTERFACES FROM £69.00 + VAT
The Fabulous LVL Single and Double Density Interface. This will allow you lo read and write to Acorn Disks see below. But also you
can create your own Single OR Double Density Diskettes for extra online storage. Maximum capacity is 1.6 MB with 8 logical drives

and 248 files. The standard Acorn Interface is available from us this uses the 82 7 1 disk controller which gives very fast access to

disk files. Acorn DFS is the standard for the BBC Micro it allows 3' files per disk and a maximum of BOOK on 4 logical drives.

Phone for latest prices.

ACORN

PRINTERS
CANON PW 1080A/KAGA KP810, This is the latest state of the art in printer technology. This machine out performs the EPSON
FX80. 't will do everything the FX80 does and more besides and using the same control codesl What makes the PW1080A so

special IS not only us superb value for money but the near LETTER QUALITY mode. We include a free screen dump and our BBC
Micro Instructions as welt as the excellent manual £259 +. VAT
QUEN 51 00 Daisywheel, This British assembled printer has all the features that you would expect like Auto Bold, Auto Underline,

Sheet Feeder option. Take Gume daisywheels and Ribbons, 20Cps 6i Directional. £299 -i- VAT
NEC PC-8023N Dot Matrix Printer

Bi-directional (120cps), tractor and friction bed, £199.00 + VAT
QUEN DATA Dot Matrix Printer (Epsom Compatible) British assembled. £173.04 + VAT

CANON
NEC
QUEN

PRICES...
All our prices are

constantly moving, so

please ring us to check
the latest price.

All prices plus VAT

FREE DELIVERYTODAY
(Orders over £90)

ASK ABOUT OUR INSTALUTION SERVICE
If you are in Greater Manchester, Cheshire,

Lancashire, Midlands, Merseyside, West
Yorkshire or South Yorkshire, if you ring us

now we can send one of our highly trained

staff to install your computer equipment today
(Now for business software too!)

COMPUTERS
184 Market Street,

Hyde, Cheshire
SK14 1EX
061-366 7794
061-366 8223
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THE

SPECTRAVIDEO
QUICKSHOT

101

B

Manufactured by Spectravideo
exclusively for use with

the BBC Model B.

Mow all Model B owners can purchase

the qualityjoystick^at an
unbeatable price.

Contour handle and rapid button
Two fire buttons

Integral plug and long cord

Removable surefoot suction cups

To: Camera Centre at Kwlkfoto,
485, High Road, Wembley, MIddx. 01-903 7025

Please send me Quickshot 10 1 B's

I enclose a cheque for £

I wish to pay byD AccessD Visa

No Expiry date

Signed

Name

Address

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery in the U.K.

r ACORI\l USER BIBLIOGRAPHY £7.95

"A superb database.. ..this is outstanding value" -

"A major source of reference material
tremendous possibilities valuable asset" —

Educational Computing

Tired of spending hours searching vour back issues for

those hints and tips on Wordwise? Sick of thumbing
endless dog-eared pages for that article on animation?
You know its there somewhere - but where? Does
tracking down a program remind you of an adventure
game?

Why waste precious time searching? Let your BBC Micro
do the work! Use the Acorn User Bibliography.

This disc database (90K) contains over a thousand refer-

ences from 22 editions of Acorn User iJuly 1982 - May
1984), It contains EVERY BBC Micro reference -articles;

games, educational and utility listings; hardware. software,
firmware, book and peripheral reviews; hints, tips, advice

and corrections; it even includes EVERY news item and
reader's letter!

The utility contains a search option for 1 or 2 strmgs,

completing the task in less than 48 seconds. Choose any
subject or keyword; the Bibliography gives you the title,

description, issue and page of every occasion when it was
written about. You can view the whole Bibliography, a

section, or generate hard copy.

Don't waste time! Use the Acorn User Bibliography to

tap the full power of your back issues, for only £735,
Please specify 40 or 80 track when ordering, OR send a

large S.A.E. for full details of our comprehensive database
covering ALL leading magazines,

McHugh Enterprises, 43 Hookstone Oval,
Harrogate, North Yorkshire, HG2 8QE.

MICROMAN
Computers

ACORN SPECIALIST COMPUTER CENTRE \},^:

ACORN/BBC COMPUTERS;
Aroni Eleclron 139.00

HBCMiicielB 399.00

BBC Model B + UFS 469 00
Atom Telecaat Kpceiver 335.00

Acorn 6502 2nd Procpsnor 199,00

Afom Z80 2nd Processor 399,00

Acorn IEEE IntPrfaie 325.00

Bitstick .170,00

BBC UPGRADES:
A-B Upgrade (Fitte<1) 95.00

DFSlnteriafelFittBd] POA
Speech -Synihefliaer (Fitted) 5,5,00

Opus [J'D DFS 129 95

PRINTERS:
Epson KXBOFT 295,00

Brother MKKXI!* 199.95

SlarCemiTTJ lOX 268.00

Star Dyjtu 10 385.00

Cnnnon ['WIOMOA 330.00

Shinwa CFW) 320.00

Juki Uai,^vwhee] Printer ,^99.00

TORCH COMPUTERS:
Zm Disc Pnck 799 00

ZSO 2ntl Pr('cew;nr Card .339.00

BBC FIRMWARE;

B-Basp Dalabase Disc
Ultracalc ROM
Compulor ('cincepls fnm
Toolstur ROM
CommBtar EPHQM
BCPl, ROM
Sidewiae ROM
Sohc)i9C32K Sideways
Srilic!i.<u-9(>K Extenttion

Si>lidi9i- 12rtK Siden-BVH
Aries B-20 Board
Aries B12 Board
Anas Board Compk-te
Gemini [latagem ROM
Svstem ADK KOM

26.00

POA
33.35

34.00

.14,00

,mso
44,70

57.95

92.00

I49.9S

79,95

46.00

115.00

129,00

60,00

MODEMS:
NiKhlmRale + Comn
Telem<Kl .t

*tar 159.85

POA

View HOM
WordwiBP ROM
Viewaheet HOM

69.H0

44,85
59,H0

MONITOHS:
Microvilec Cub Med 399.00

MicnwiretCuhStandnrd 228,S5
Zpuittidreen 99.00

DeL-ciiTV'ML>niii.r 228,00

DISC DRIVES FULL RANGE;
Pace, Cumana
New Pricca

f.e. I'SOI J00K4H
e.g. PSD3 400K4{)/aO

1 19,95

199 f

BUSINESS .SOFTWARE

\

ACORN APPROVED SERVICE CENTRE
Our workshop ofTera a comprehensive a(;rvit;e including

RepairE and Upgrades by iiiir own engineers. E-hpi dealer

EDUCATIONAL ENQUIRIES WELCOME

All prices include VAT. Post & Packing: £9 (Large

items), £1 {Small items ROM's etc)
I

RAINFORD INDUSTRIAL EST.ATE, MILL LANK.
RAINFORD, ST. HELENS. MERSEYSIDE

PHONE 074488 5242
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IMUSIC

See 'Music while you program ',
page 75

Jonathan Lidgard's listing for interrupt-d riven tunes

This listing is a procedure which has to be called from

a program. To run It type in the listing, save it and call

it with the following lines of Basic:

10 lenqthy.=32
20 DIM mcodey. 122, t

une_starf/. length"/-

1

30 F'ROCtLine (mcodeX,
tune start"/. , length'/.)

40 PROCtune._clata (tu

ne start'/. , length"/.)

II you want to experiment with the routine add these

lines to the start of the listing:

1. tune_start7.=?*C00
: lenqth7.= 132:mcode"/.=?<9

00
2 PROCtune (mcodeX

,

tune_starty. , 1 ength"/.)

3 PROCtune_data(tu
ne_starf/., length"/.)

V *KEYO *FX14,4!M
5 *KEY1 *FX13,4!ri

*FX15,0 JM

6 END

10 REM Interrupt Driven Tune!

20 REM For BBC and Electron
30 REM by J.Lidgard

40 REM (c) Acorn User
50 REM January 1984
60 :

70 :

30 DEFPROCtune(M"/.,T-/.,LV.)

90 FORr/.^0 TO 2 STEP 2
100 py.=M*/.

110 COPT IV.

120 .tune
130 PHP
140 CMP#?(4:BNE evend
150 PHA:TXA:PHA:TYA:PHA
160 LDA#S.:80: LDX#?/'^A: JSRS.FFF4
170 CPX#?-<0:BEQ t5
180 LDXS.70
190 LDA T'/.+2,X:PHA:TAY
2O0 LDA TV.,X:SEC:SBCS'.71

210 JSR chl
220 LDX?^70
230 PLA:TAY
240 LDA T7.+ 1 ,X:SEC:SBC?'71
250 JSR ch2
260 LDX&:70: INX: INX: INX:STXS(70
270 CPX#Ly.:BCC t5
280 LDX#?<0:STX?^70
290 LDXR<71:BNE t3
300 LDA#S<C!STAS!71:BNE t5
310 .t3
320 CPX#?^C:BNE t4
330 LDA#«<18:STAS*71:BNE t5
340 -t4
350 LDA#^0:STA?<71
360 .t5
370 PLA:TAY:PLA:TAX:PLA
380 . evend
390 FLF:RTS
400 .chl
410 STA&84:STY?/S6
420 LDA#?-7:LDX#?-80:LDY#?^0: JMPS'-FFFl

430 .ch2
440 STA?<8C:STY?<8E
450 LDA#?<7 : LDX#S<a8 : LDY#?.0 : JMPS^FFF 1

460 ]NEXTiy.
470 '^&220=tune MOD 256
480 ??<221=tune DIV 256
490 ! ?<a0=?<FFF6000 1 : 1 ?<8a=&FFF60002
500 ??-85=0 : ??-'.B7=0 : ?&;aD=0 : ?S<BF=0

510 ??<70=0:?S!71=24
520 ENDPRDC
530 DEFPROCtune_data(Ty.,Ly.)
540 FOR I7.=0 TD LX-l
550 READ Xy.

560 iy.?Ty.=xy.

570 NEXT
580 ENDPROC
590 DATA 165,101,5,157,101,5,149,101,5

,177,97,5,177,89,5,177,31,5,165,101
600 DATA 5,157,101,5,149,101,5,177,97,

5,177,89,5,177,81,5,165,101,5,157
610 DATA 101,5,149,101,5,169,109,5,165

,109,5,169,101,5,177,97,5,169,97
620 DATA 5,165,101,5,157,81,5,157,89,5

,97,97,5,165,101,5,157,101,5,149
630 DATA 101,5,177,97,5,177,89,5,177,8

1,5,165,101,5,157,101,5,149,101,5
640 DATA 177,97,5,177,89,5,177,81,5,16

5 , 10 1 , 5 , 1 69 , I 1 , 5 , 1 65 , 1 1 , 5 , 1 57 , 89

650 DATA 5,165,89,5,157,89,5,149,101,1
5,149,101,10

lE^
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GAMES I
See 'Just a crazy mixed up grid', page 72

Roland Waddilove's Picture Slide listing

SO

10
20
30
40
50
faO

70
BO
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
2fo0

270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
4SO
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660

>

670
680

REM Picture Slide
REM By R.A.WaddllDVB
REM For- Electron C and BBC >

REM (c) Acorn User OCT. 84

ON ERROR PROCerror
MODE 1

PROCassemble
PROCi netructions
ON ERROR PROCerror
MODE 2
PROCinitiallse
PROCdraw_plcture
REPEAT
PROCdrawgrid (15)
PRDC(niM_Ltp
REPEAT
PROCslide
UNTIL done
PRDChurrah
UNTIL KV.=ASC"n"
MODE 6
PRINT' '"Bye bye. .

.

";
VDU 7:»FX4,0
*FX21,0
END

DEF PRDCinitialise
VDU 23 , 1 » ; ; i:i ; r)

;

FOR D7.=8 TO 14
VDU 19,Q>:,7;0;
NEXT
*S.A00= ' ABCDEFSH IJKLMNOPQRST "

my.=0 : n7.^3 : addr e55=?/6980
VDU 5: MOVE 200,990
PRINT"PICTURE SLIDE":VDU 4
REM *** window ***
MOVE 0,959
DRAW 1274,959:DRAW 1274,63
DRAW 0,63: DRAW 0,959
VDU 24,8; 64; 1270:955;
GCDL 0,133:CL6
ENDPRQC

DEF PROCdraw_gridCcDlDur)
VDU 26:GCaL 3, 15
FOR X*/.^256 TO 1024 STEP 256
MOVE XV.,63:DRAW XX, 959
NEXT
FOR Y7.=287 TO 735 STEP 224
MOVE 0,V/.:DRAW 12eO,Y7.
NEXT
GCDL O, colour
VDU 5: MOVE 100,163
VDU ASC"+",4
ENDPROC

DEF PROCdraw_pictu.re
REM »** sky ***
GCDL 0,4
MOVE a, 955: MOVE 8,600
PLOT 85, 127O,955jPL0T 85,1270,600
6C0L 0,6
FDR Yy.=20 TO 375 STEP 4
FDR X7.=8 TO 1272 STEP V/.DIV4
IF RND(V'/;)<40 THEN PLOT 69,X/:,VX+5

NEXT
NEXT

690 REM **» sun'E rays «**
700 ECOL 0,3
710 VDU 29,S00;6OO;
720 FOR 0.7.= 10 TO 160 STEP 30
730 MOVE 0,0
740 MOVE 400*C0Si;RADQV.) ,400*BINCRADQ'C)
750 PLOT B5,400*CQS(RAD(Qy.+9) ) ,400»SIN

<RAD (Qy.+9) )

760 NEXT
770 REM *** sun ***
780 F7.= l

790 FOR Qy.=0 TO 90 STEP 2
800 Py.—Fy.:Yy.-120*SIN(RADQy.)
810 FDR Xy.=-120»CDS(RADQy.) TO 120*C0S(

RADQ7.) STEP 8
820 IF Fy.-1 THE^4 0CDL0,3 ELSE GCDL 0,7
830 Fy.=-Fy,:PLDT 69,XX,Yy.
840 NEXT
850 NEXT
860 REM »** ground **»
870 GCOL 0,2
880 FOR Xy.=-800 TO 480 STEP 64
890 MOVE Xy.,0:MaVE Xy.»8,-600
900 PLOT 85,XX+32,0
910 PLOT S5,Xy,»a+256,-600
920 NEXT
930 REM *** shadows **
940 GCOL 0,1
950 FOR Xy.=-610 TO 250 STEP 64
960 MOVE X"/;,-29n:M0VE XV.*4/3,-400
970 IF xy.>0 OP XVX-300 THEN PLOT 85, XX

+30^ -290: PLOT 85, Xy.*4/3+50, -400
980 NEXT
990 Xy.=-200:M0VE XX,-290
1000 MOVE X%»4 '3,-400
1010 PLDT 85,Xy.+45,-290
1020 PLOT 85,Xy.»4/3+BO,-400
1030 VDU 26
1040 REM *»» ACORN USER **»
1050 PROCbig (188,554, "ftCORN ' + CHR*225-t'C

HR*226,3>
1060 PR0CbigCi96, 558, "ACORN '+CHR*225+C

HR*226,3)
1070 PROCbig (808,558, "USER", 3)
1080 PROCbig (81 6, 554, "USER", 3)
1090 PROCbig (180,550, "ACORN "+CHR*225+C

HR*-226+" USER",1)
1100 PROCscroll (31," Press a key...",

6

)

1110 *FX2i,0
1120 Ky.=GET
1130 ENDPROC
1140 !

1150 DEF PROCbig(m"i,ny., word*, colour)
1160 LOCAL Dy.,jy.,Ky.,xy.,Yy.
1170 GCDL 0, col our
1180 MOVE mV.,ny.:VDU 3
1190 FDR Oy.= l TO LEN word*
1200 '^?,:70=^ASC MID^(wDrd*,Qy.,l)
1210 Ay,= 10:Xy.=^:70:Yy.=0:CALL ^.PFFl
1220 FDR Ky.=l TO 8
1230 VDU 23,224
1240 FDR JX=1 TO 8
1250 VDU Ky.??^70

1260 NEXT
1270 VDU 224,10,8
1280 NEXT
1290 VDU 11,11,11,11,11,11,11,11,'?
1300 NEXT

Continued
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IGAMES

< Continued

1310 VDU A
1320 ENDPRDC
1330 !

1340 DEF PRDCswap
1^.50 Q'/.=? C^-A00+my.+5*n"/.)

1360 ^<5.ft00+my.+5*ny.>=?<S.A00+X>;+5*Y7,)

1370 7(g<AOO+X"/.+5*Y7,)=Q'/.

1380 '
picturel^addres5

1390 addre55=3dclres5+St80* ( (m*/.>X7.) - f mX<X

7.) J+S-.IIBOWC (ny.>V7,)-(n7.<Y7.) >

1400 ' picture2=addr^55
1410 m7.=X7.:n-/:=V7.:CALL R.900

1420 SOUND 1 ,-10,B*RNDf 121 ,1

1430 IF *?.A00="AECDEFGHIJKLMr40PQRST" TH

EN done=TRUE
1440 ENDPRQC
1450 :

1460 DEF PROCassemble
1470 pictLtrel=?(70

1480 picture2=S/72
1490 P:i=?r900

1500 C OPT 2

1510 LDX #7
1 520 . 1 oop

1

1530 LDY #127
1540 . lQop2
1550 LDA (picture!) »Y

1560 PHA
1570 LDA (pictare2),Y
1580 STA (picturen,Y
1590 PLA
1600 STA ipicture2) ,Y

1610 DEY
1620 BPL loop2
1630 CLC
1 640 LDA picturE?l
1650 ADC m'BO
1660 BTA plcturel
1670 LDA picturel+1
1680 ADC tt?^2

1690 STA picturel+l
1700 CLC
1710 LDA pictijre2
1720 ADC #&B0
1730 STA picture2
1740 LDA pict'-ire2^1

1750 ADC *i%'.2

1760 STA picture2+l
1770 DEX
1780 BNE iQopl
1790 RTS
laOO .movetitle
IBIO LDA #18
:B20 STA S<70

1830 .loopl
1840 LDA «S<58

1850 STA ?-.73

1360 LDA «?.63

1870 STA 1^74

leSO LDA #5
1890 STA ^ySO

1900 .here
1910 LDA #19
1920 LDX #0
1930 LDY #0
;^40 JSR S-:F^F^

1^50 DEC ^30
1960 BWE here
1970 LDX #9

1980
1990
2OO0
2010
2020
2O30
2040
2050
2060
2070
20B0
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270

Y(-10
2280
(-66)
2290

D n'A<y-

2300
2310
2320
2330
2340

*(17/'
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450

3)
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520

Ry.

2530
2540
2550
2560
2570
25BO
2590

. loop

2

LDA #8
STA ?.71

LDA #0
STA 5<72

. lQOp3
LDY S:71

LDA (?<73> ,Y

LDY S!72

STA (.^-73) ,Y
INC R-71

INC S^72

BNE lDop3
CLC
LDA -^173

ADC #!-40

STA ?-73

LDA S.74

ADC t*S,l

STA ?-74

DEX
BNE loop

2

DEC !<70

BNE iDopi
RTS
]

ENDPROC

DEF PRDCslide
X7.-m7.- { INKEY ( -104) AND m7.<4) + ( I NKE

3) AND m7.>0)
Y7.=nX-CINKEY(-9B) AND n7,<3) + ( INKEY
AND nX>0)
IF Cm7.<>X7. AND n7.=Y7J DR (mX=X'/. AN

>Yy.) THEN PROCswap
ENDPROC

DEF PROCBcrDll (Y7.,wQrd.f , colour

)

COLOUR colDur:py.=0
word*=STRING*'. 18," " ) +HDrd*+STRING
")

FDR Qy.= l TO 19
TIME=0:P7.=P7.+4
SOUND 1,-10,P7,,1
PRINT TABtl,Y7,) ; LEFT* < word* , IB) ;

word-f-=^MIDt (word*,2)
REPEAT UNTIL TIHE>10
NEXT
ENDPRDC

DEF PROCmi;<_up
PROCscrall (31 , "Di f f iculty (1-9)?",

REPEAT level =GET-48
UNTIL level -O AND leveKlO
PRINT TAB(1B,31) ; C-HR* (level +48) ;

REPEAT
FOR J7.= l TO level »10
REPEAT Ry.=RND*3>-2
IF RND>0 THEN Xy.^mX+py. ELSE V7.=n7.+

IF Xy=<0 OR XX.--4 X7.=m7.

IF Y7.<0 OR Y7.>3 Y7.=n7.

UNTIL xy.OmX OR YV-OnX
PRDCswap :TIME=0
REPEAT UNTIL TIME>90-level »-10

NEXT
UNTIL *SvAOO<>"ABCDEFBHiaK:LMNQPQRST'

Continued

D^
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GAMES

)

-4 Continued

2600 done=FALSE
2610 PPOCscrall (31," Keys: A <

2620 E^4DPRDC
2630 I

2640 DEF PROChL.rrah
2650 scDre=2000*level -TIME
2660 IF scares score=0
2670 FOR Q7.= l TO 100
2680 SOUND 1 ,-15, 100+8*RND ( 100> ,

1

2690 NEXT
2700 COLOUR 129
2710 PRQCscroll (31,'^** WELL DONE ' **"
,3>
2720 COLOUR 128
2730 TIF1E=0:PEPEAT UNTIL TIHE>3no
2740 COLOUR 134
2750 PRDCscroll £31," Scare; "'+STR*(sc

ere) ,4)

2760 TTME=0: REPEAT UNTIL TiHE>30O
2770 COLOUR 132
27B0 PROCdra-w_grid (5)
2790 COLOUR 130
2600 PROC^crcll i31 /'Another G-^ne (V/Nl "

,41

28^0 COLOUR 128
2820 »FX21 ,0
2830 REPEAT K>:=GET OR 32
2840 UNTIL K7,= 110 OR K7.= 121
2850 ENDPRDC
2860 :

2870 DEF PRDCinstructions
2880 VDU 22,5,23,l,0;0,-0;0;
2890 you 23,225,3,15,63,255,255,63,7,0,

23 , 226 ,192, 240 , 252 , 255 , 255 , 252 , 224 ,

2900 ENyELOPE 1,130,-1,0,0,96,0,0,126,0
,0,-126,126,126
2910 *FX16,0
2920 FXA,

i

2930 *KEY10 "DLDiMRUNIM"
2940 HDVE 75,340
2950 DRAW 75,800: DRAW 1150,800
2960 DRAW 1 150,340: DRAW 75,340
2970 SOUND 1,-9,52,255
2980 PRDCbig (216,708, "Picture Slide", 1)
2990 SOUND 2,-11,68,255
3000 PR0Cbig(20a, 704, "Picture Slide", 1)

3010 SOUND 3,-13,30,255
3020 PR0Cbig(200, 700, "Picture Slide", 2)
3030 BOUND 5^11,-15,100,255
3040 TiME^O:REPEAT UNTIL TIME>300
3050 SOUND A: 12, 0,0,1
3060 SOUND 5-13,0,0,1
3070 SOUND ?/ 11, 1,1 00, 255
3080 CALL movetitle
3090 TIME=0: REPEAT UNTIL TIME>300
3100 SOUND i/ 11, 0,0,1
3110 GCOL O ,

3120 FOR Q"/,=0 TO 290 STEP 2
3130 MOVE 0,300+Q7.:DRAW 1280,300+07.
3140 MOVE 0,850-0%: DRAW 1280,850-0"/.
31 SO NEXT

S L

a grid placed over it.

"

" The sections o-f the pictu

jumbl ed up.

"

' Can you slide them back t

original positions 7"
' The faster ycu do i t , the

your score.

2=dawn

3160 VDU 22,1,23,1,0;0;0!0:
3170 PRINT TAB f6J ; "P I C T U R E
I D E" -TABfS) ;STRING*(28, "-)
3 ISO COLOUR 2
3190 PRINT''" A picture is drawn on the
screen and"
3200 PRINT'
3210 PRINT-

re Are then"
3220 PRINT-
3230 PRINT'

D their"
3240 PRINT"
3250 PRINT'
hi gher

"

3260 PRINT"
3270 COLOUR 1

3260 PRINT ' ' "Keys: " ' ' "A=Lip
<=lBft >=right"

3290 COLOUR 3
3300 PRINT- -TAB £8) ; "Press space to sta

rt.,.";
3310 *FX21,0
3320 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
3330 ENDPROC
3340 :

3350 DEF PROCerror
3360 CLS:VDU 22,6:*FX21,0
3370 IF ERR<>17 PROCstop
3380 PRINT' "Do you wish to end the pro

gram"
3390 PRINT "'or start again ''"

3400 PRINT- -"Press E to end" 'TAB (7) "S
to start"
3410 REPEAT K-/.=GET OR 32
3420 UNTIL KV.= ii5 OR K7.-101
3430 IF K7.=ASr-e" PRDCstop
3440 ENDPROC
3450 :

3460 DEF PRDCstop
3470 *FX4,0
3480 REPORT: PRINT^' at line " ; ERL
3490) OSCLI "KEY9 LIST"+STRfERL+" ! K"
3500 *FX 138,0, 137
3510 IF ERR025 OR PAGE^S.;EOO END
3520 *TAPE
3530 JX=PAGE-?-EOO
3540 FOR QX^PAGE TO TOP 3TEF 4
3550 ' ( DX-jy. ) = ' Q%
3560 NEXT
3570 " < TOP- J v.) =255! PAGE=?-iEOO
3SB0 SOUND 1,-15,0,20
3590 PRINT - "Program relocated..."
3600 "^'R I NT "'BREAK will destroy pro-^rar^.

3610 PRINT "Press function key to run

3620 *KEYO "0LD:MRUN!M"
3630 END

SPECIAL MONTHLY LISTINGS CASSETTE
FOR readers who have trouble available containing all the major
typing in listings, or just don't have programs in this Issue. It costs just
the time and patience, ACORN £3.75, which includes postage and
USER has made a special cassette packing.

Turn to page 95 for details. The
order form is at the bottom of
page 96, immediately before the
yellow pages section.
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IGAMES

See 'Four in a row', page 64

Listing 1. David Acton's Quadline program

lOREM QUADLINE (1)

20REM (C) Acorn User
30:
40ENVELDPE1, 1,18, -36, 18,50,50, 50, 126,0

,0,-1,126,126
50ENVELaPE2,l,0,0,0,10,10,10,0,0,0,-l,

1 26 ,

6uM0DE7!VDU23; 82025 OjOiOjsSOUNDl, 1,100

,60
70FDRC7.=224T0236 : yDU23 , CX
aOFORZ7.= lTOA:READK*:yDUEVAL{"S("+K*) ; :N

EXT,
90IFINKEY-256 PRDCfkd
100F0RX'/.=BTD9:PRINTTABC5,X7.)CHR*141CHR«

132CHR*157CHR»135CHR*136"DUfiDLINE is load

ing 'CHR*156;NEXT
llOPRINTTAB (14, 21) "PLEASE WAIT"
120FaRXy.=0T0354STEP6:?(S.E00+X7./6) =128+1

20*SINRADX7.:?(8<B3C+X7./6> = 128+120»CaSRADX7.

: NEXT
1 30B*=CHR* 10+STR ING* ( 4 , CHR*8

)

140*-'?.B78=CHR*224+CHR*2254.CHR*226+CHR*22
7+B*+CHR*228+CHR*236+CHR*236+CHR*229+B*+C
HR*230+CHR*236+CHR*236+CHR*231+B*+CHR*232
+CHR*233+CHR*234>CHR*235

150*!<DB2=" QUADLINE * » (C) Copyright D.

Acton 19B4 * « Press any key to play agai

n * * "

160B7.=fcD08! B2X=?«D4a: BC7.=S(D80

170SC7.=iD87:py.=?<D8E: v7.=i!^D95

lS0p27.=?'.D9C: tb7.=S^DA3: SN7.=&DAA
190F0RX-/.=0TD6: XV.?tb7.==7* (7-xy.) : NEXT
20OF0RX7.=OT0127: X7.^8,D0O=0: NEXT
210PR0Ca55
220REM Insert checksum i-f required
230VDU2e,8,22,31 ,20,12
240CHAIN"D2"
250DEFPR0C-fkd
260»FX225
270*FX226
280*FX227
290ENDPR0C
^OODATA , , , 1 00 , , , 3F0F , FFFF
310DATA 0,0,FCFO, FFFF, 0,0, 0,8000
320DATA 303, 707, FOF.FOF, COCO,EOEO,F0FO,

FOFO
330DATA FOF , FOF , 707 , 303 , FOFO , FOFO ,

EOEO

,

COCO
340DATA 1, 0,0,0, FFFF, F3F, 0,0
350DATA FFFF , FOFC , , , 80 , O , ,

360DATA FFFF, FFFF, FFFF, FFFF
370DEFPRDCas5
380ch=?^FFEE:-fN=&FFF4
390FDRZy.=0T02STEP2
400Py.=?-2D40
410CDPTZX
420. L STXLX+i
430STYLY+1
440TAX
450LDAB7.,X
-toOLDYWl
470STYA72
480\ Vertical line
490. L2 CMPB7.+8,X
500BNE L3
510INY
520CMPB7.+ 16,X
530BNE L3
540 I NY
550CMPB7.+24 , X

560BNE L3
570INY
580JMP LX
590. L3 CMP&7.-Q,X
600BNE L4
610INY
620CMPBy.-16,X
630BNE L4
640 I NY

650CMPBy.-24,X
660BNE L4
6701NY
6BOJMP LX
690.L4 STYR*72

700\ Horizontal line
710LDY#t
720CMFBy.+ l,X
730BNE L5
740 I NY
750CMPBy.+2,X
760eNE L5
770 I NY
7B0CMPBy.+3 , X

790BNE L5
8001 NY
BIOJMP LX
820. L5 CMPBy.-l,X
e30BNE L6
840 I NY
B50CMPBy.-2,X
860BNE L6
B70INV
8BOCMPB7.-3,X
B90BNE L6
900 I NY
910JMP LX
920. L6 CPY?'.72

930BCC L7
940STY?^72
950\ Di agonal 1 i nes
960. L7 LDY#1
970CMPBy.+7 , X

990BNE L8
990 I NY
1000CMPBy.+ 14,X
lOlOBNE LB
10201 NY
1030CMPBy.+21 ,X

1040BNE L8
lOSOINV
lO60aMP LX
1070. LS CMPBy.-7,X
1080BNE L9
1090 I NY
iioocriPBy.-i4,x
lllOBNE L9
1. 120 1 NY
1130CMPBy.-21,X
1140ENE L9
1150INY
1160JMP LX
1170. L9 CPY^r72
IIBOBCC LIO
1190STY^72
12OO.L10 LDY#1
1210CMPB7.+9,X
1220BNE Lll
1230 I NY
1240CMPBy.+ 18,X
1250BNE Lll
12601NY
1270CMPB7.+27,X
1 2S0BNE L 1

1

1290 I NY
1300J MP LX
1310.L11 CMPBy.-9,X
1320BNE LX
1330 I NY
1340CMPB7.-1B,X
1350BNE LX
1360 I NY
1370CMPBy.-27,X
1380BNE LX
1390 I NY
1400. LX LDX#0
1410TYA
1420. LY LDYttO
1430CMP?<72
1440BCS LO
l450LDA?y72

1460.L0 RT5
1470. B STAE.BF
14B0STX?.SE
1490LDA»0
1500STA&7C
1510STA8.7D
1520STA&7E
1530STAv7.
1540.B2 LDA#6
1550STApy.,X
1 560LDA#O
1570STASC7.,X
1580TXA
1590AND#1
1600BNE B2A
1610LDA?<8F
1620JMP B2B
1630. B2A LDAtt3

1640SEC
1 650SBC!'.BF
1660. B2B STASNy.,X
1670DEX
16B0BPL B2
1690LDXttO
1700. B3 LDYp'^.X
1710LDABC7.,Y
1720CMPtt4B
1730BCS B6
1740\ count=CDunt+l
1750SED
1760LDA&!7C
1770ADCttl
1780STAS-:7C
1790BCC B3A
1B00LDA?<7D
laiOADCftO
1820BTAR(7D
1830eCC B3A
1840LDA&7E
teSOADCttO
1 B60STA&7E
1870. B3A CLD
IBBOTYA
1B90PHA
1900. B4 LDASN7.,X
1910. B5 STX%!8D
1920LDXBC7.,Y
19305TABy.,X
1940\ Evaluate move
1950TXA
1960JSR L
1970PHA
19B0LDABC7.,V
1990CLC
2000ADCtt8
2010STABCy.,Y
2020LDX8^SD
2030PLA
2040CPXS<8E
2050BNE BSE
2060CMPvy. , X

2070BCC E5A
2080STAvy.,X
2090JMP B5A
2100. BSE BTAp2y.,X
2110INX
2120CMP*t4
2130ECC B5F
2140LDA#0
2150STApy.,X
2160STApy.-l ,X

2170JMP B6
2180. B5F LDAttO
2190STAvy.,X
2200JMP B3
2210. B5A PLA
2220TAY
2230LDABCy. , Y
2240SEC
22S0BBC#8
2260BTABCy.,Y

EE3
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2270TftY
22S0LDA#0
2290STflB-^ , Y
2300. B6 DeCp7.,X
2310BPL B3
2320LDA«6
2330STftpX,X
2340DEX
2350BMI BD
2360LDAp27.,X
2370TAY
2380CLC
2390ADCtby.,X
2400CPV*4
2410BCS B6W
24203EC
2430SECV7.+ 1 ,X
2440. B6W CMPvr.,X
2450BCC B6A
2460STAv7.,X
2470.B6A CPXttO
2480BNE B5A
2490J SR CMB
2500PLA
2510TAY
2520PHA
2530LDAvX
2540STASC7.,Y
2550LDA#n
2560STAv7.
2570\ Escape pressed?
2580J SR ESC
2590BCC B5fl

2600PLA
2610TAY
2620LDABC7. , Y
2630SEC
2640SBC#8
2650STABC7.,Y
2660TAY
2fe70LDA#0
2690STAB7. , Y
2690. BO RTS
2700. Tl LDX#47
2710. TIL LDAE7.,X
2720STAB27.,X
2730DEX
2740BPL TIL
2750RTB
2760. T2 LDX#47
2770. T2L LDfiB27.,X
2780BTAB7. , X

2790DEX
2800BPL T2L
2810RTS
2820. ESC PHA
2830TXA
2a40PHA
2a50TYA
2S60PHA
2a70LDX#143
28a0LDYttl43
2890LDA#129
2900J SR ix
2910CPX#255
292nBED E2
2930CLC
2940JMP E3
2950. E2 SEC
2960. E3 PLA
2970TAY
2980PLA
2990TfiX
3000PLA
3010RTS
3020. SCRL LDXttO
3030. SC2 LDA?*32a8,X
3040STA?y3280,X
30501 NX
3060BNE SC2
3070. SC3 LDA?^33e8,X

3OS0STfi.V33a0,X
3090 I NX
3i00t>NE SC3
3110. SC4 LDAfc3488,X
3120STA&3480,X
3130INX
3140CPX#120
3150BNE SC4
3160LDA#0
3170. SC5 STAfc3480,X
3180INX
3190CPX#128
3200BNE SC5
3210RTS
3220. SYNC LDA#1
3230LDX#&81
3240LDY#0
3250\ Read clock
3260JSR?vFFFl
3270LDAR.81
32B0SEC
3290BBCl^80
3300CMP#2
3310BCC SYNC
3320LDA?^8

1

3330STA5^B0
3340RTS
3350. MESS LDA#0
33&0STA&DB1
3370LDAttl5
3380J SR iK
3390.MESS2 JSR SYNC
3400J BR SCRL
3410JSR SYNC
3420JSR SCRL
3430LDA#31
3440JSR ch
3450LDA#39
3460JSR ch
3470LDA#1
3480J5R ch
3490LDX?-DB1
3500LDftS.DB2,X
3510JBR ch
35201 NX
3530CPX»76
3540BNE MESS3
3550LDXttO
3560.MESS3 STX&DBl
3570LDA# 1 39
3580LDXttO
3590LDYttO
3600JBR -fx

3610CPY#?-1B
3620BEQ MESSa
3630CPY#0
3640BNE MESS2
3650.l1ESSa RTS
3660. CMB TXA
3670PHA
36S0LDA#31
3690JBR ch
3700LDfi#34
37 10JSR ch
3720LDA#30
3730JSR ch
3740LDX#2
3750. CMB2 LDA!<7C , X
3760AND#240
3770LBRA
3790LSRA
3790LSRA
SaOOLBRA
3ai0CLC
3920_ADC#4a
3830JSR ch
3840LDA^7C,X
3850AND#1S
3860CLC
3870ADC#4a

3gS0JSR ch
3890DEX
3900BPL CNB2
3910PLA

3920TAX
3930RTS
3940]:NEXT
3950ENDPRQC

Listing 2. Quadline part 2

lOONERRQR G0T0116O
20REM OUADLINE - 2
30:
40HIHEM=Sf2D40
SOD I MC7. ( 1 ) , G7. ( 1) , TV. f 1 5 , S7. ( n , M7. t 1

)

60B7.=?,D0a: B27.=S-D4S: BC7,=R'DB0: BC7.=?^Da7
70SK7.= 1 : TPV.= 1 :TM7.= 1 : LM7.= 10! c7.=0
aOPROCcl
90*FX4,1
lOOREPEAT
1 1 0M0DE7 : HI MEM=?y2D40 : VDU23 ; 8202; 0; 0; :

120PR0Cd( 132, "QUADLINE - MENU")
130PRINT SPCaCHRtl3r'eAME TYPE :

"
' SP

rarHR*l31 "SKILL LEVEL :"

1 40PR I NTSPCeCHR* 131" T IMER " BPC7 "
: "

' SPC8
CHRfl31"TIME LIMIT :"

i50PRINTCHR*134"LlSE THE FOLLOWING KEYS

:60VDU28,7,24,34, 1]

170PRINTCHR*129"T"CHR*131 "TIMER ON/O'^F
" CHRtl29"I"CHR*13r'INCREABE TIME LIHIT"

1 30PR I NTCHRf 1 29 "
D

" CHR* 131"DECREASE T I

M

F LIMIT" 'CHR*129"1 - 3"CHR*131 "SELECT BK
ILL LEVEL"

190PRINTCHR*129"P"CHR*131"TW0 PLAYER G
AME" -CHR*129"R"CHR*131"0NE PLAYER - RED"
200PRINTCHR*329"G"CHRtl31"ONE PLAYER -

GREEN" CHP*129"A-'rHR*131"AUTa GAME"
2 1 OPR I NTCHR* 1 29 " SPACE " CHR* 131" RESET oft

ME SCORES" i:;HR*130"C"CHR4--131"CnNTINUE P
LAYING" CHR*130"N"CHR*131"NEW GAME":

220REPEATPR0Cdat a : A7.= INSTR < " 1 23ARGPT

I

DCN" ,6ET¥)-1: IFA7.=-1 SOUNDMO , -10 , 2 ,5: UN
TILFALSE ELSESaUND?^! 1 ,-10,200, 1

230 1 FAX=0 G7. ( o ) ^0: G7. ( 1) =0 : G0Ta290
240IFA7.<a SKy.=A7. ELBEIFAX :3 TP7.^A7.-4
250IFAK=3 TMV;=1-TM7.
260lFPiy.=9 LM7.= (LMX+1 )M0D60
r70IFAX=I0 LM7.= (LM7.+59) MO06O
2aOIFLM7.=0 LM7.=60
290UNTILA7.-'10

^ 300IFA7.= 12 PRQCcl ELSEIFA7.<11 UNTILFAL

3 1 OCX ( > =0: C7. ( I > =0
320IFTP7.= 1 C7.(0)=l ELSEIFTP7.=2 Cy.(l)=l

ELSEIFTPa=3 CX(0) = I jC7. (1)=I
330h0DEl:VDU23;8202:0;0;0M9,2,6,0,i-..
340HIMEM--^2D40:PR0Cbd
350REPEAT
360CDLQUR i28: COLOURS
_370PRINTTABC5,30) "MOVE ";MNXTAB(9> "PLA

YLR ";MVX+1TAB(1S) : ; COLQURMVX+l
380IFCX{MVX)=0 PROCcomp ELSEPROCmcve
390HVX = l-MVXr IFMV7.=0 MN7.=MNX+l : ifmN7=o

2 EDX=3 "
**

400UNTILEDX>0
410S0UNDfcl 1,1, 0,60
420IFEDX^-3 GX (EDX-1 ! =GX (EDX-1 > +1
430C0L0UR 1 28 : C0L0UR3: PR I NTTAB ( O , 30) BPC

40j TAB to, 30) "GAME OVER : RESULT - "

;

440C0L0IJR2: lFEDX=3 PRINTBPC5"A DRAW"SP
C3 ELSEPRINT"PLAYER ";EDX:" HAS WON"
^^450PR0Cgt.:VDU19,EDX,6,0;0!CDLQUR2:CALL

460PR0Ccl ; UNT I LFALSE
470DEFPRDCcDmp:PRINT"CQMPUTER"SPC10-
4SnfcX=0:F0RZ7.=0Ta6: IFBCX'?ZX>47 fc7.= l
49ONE XT
500IFMNX 3 BM7.-FNb (MVX+l ,3) :G0T0520
5I0IFBKX<3 BMX=FNb(MVX+l,BKX+2) ELSEBH

X=FNb fMVX+l ,5KX+2+fcX)
520PR0Cdn (BMV.) ; PROCmv (BMX , MVX) : ENDPROC

Continued
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530DEFFNb (A': , X"/. ) COLOURT- ; PR I NTTAB ( 32 ,
3<:^

) jXX+l:CALLS<2E13
" 540esy.=?5C>L:FDRP*':=lT06! IFp-/.?SCX>BS7. ES

''.-py.'^'Bfzv.

550MEXT
560PEPEATBMV.=RND (7 ) - 1 ! UNT I LBM-i''SC7.=BSV.

570IFBhy.''BCV.>47 aRC(BM"/.=0 nRen"/.=6 ORBH
/.•^BC:'..:fc)ANDMN''. 3) BMV.7SCy.=0: GnT0540 ELSE
=BMX

580DEFPPaCfiiove! VDU29,9i>+1064*MV/.;7e4; :

PR I NT5PC5 " YOUR MOVE " BPC 10

;

590TIME=TV. (MV/.:' :*FX15
600PEPEATPRCCtm ' MVV. ) : C0LDURMV7.+1 : PR I NT

TAE;6+4*c'/.,0)¥S.:B78:UV.=-INKEV(0) ; IFTIiiE>LM
:'.*6000 ANDTM7.= 1 GDSUB660

b 1 01 FUr.M 35ANDU7. ; 1 3-9 CQLDL'RO: PR I NTTAB (

6+4»c7.,0)*?^.B78
i.20IFLi7;=136 c7.= (c'/.+6)MDD7 ELSE1FU7.^137

cX=(c7.+ nnDD7
630UNTILU7.= 138; IFBCV/^'cV. '-47 SOUNDS-.IO »-l

0,2,5: G0T0600
t.40PPaCdn(c7..>
650PRQCmv ( c7. , MV7. ) : T7. t HV7. ) =T IME : ENDF ROC
AAnpROCtm(O) :C0L0UR3:VDiJ23, 0,3, 39,0, 12

,26:PRINTTABai,0)"TIME UP PLAVER "
; MV7.+

1TAB(7,2' '"Do you want to continue?"
670S0UND! ,1,0,40
iBOIFNDTFNyn PRDCcl : TIME=C: «-FX125

f:-9OTn7.=0! VDU26, 12: PRdChd: PRINTTAD U4 , 3

OV'DK play on": RETURN
70O0EFPRDCd 'B7., A*l PaRX7.=0T01 : PPINTCHR*

B-'.CiHRi 1 57CMR* 1 35-CHR* 1 4 13PC i (32-L£NA* ) Dl V

:-'C-f:NEXT:ENDPRQC
71 ODEFFROCdat a : PRI NTCHR*2ATA3 i 23 , 3 ) C-HR

fr;4;
"'20>I-TP7,-i>pPIMT"AUTa"SPC3EL3t!FT^".'L^lpP

I NT "PLAYER RED "ELSEIFTP7.=2PRINT"PLfiYER
GREEN"ELSEPRINT"TWO PLAYER "

730PRINTTfiB(23,4)CHR*134;SK7.TAB(23,6))C
HR*134;LM7.: " MIN. "TAB (23, 5) CHR*134;

740IFTM7.=0PRINT"OFF"ELSEPRINT"0N "

750ENDPRaC
760DEFPRDCcl
770FaRX7.=0TD44STEP4: X7. 1 B7.=0: X7. ! E27.=0: N

EXT
7S0F0RX7.=0TD6: BCX?X7,=X7.:NEXT
7gOMV7.=0: MN7.= 1 : ED7.=0

800FaRZ7.^0T01 : T7. ( Z7.) =0: S7. (Z7.) =59: My. ( 77,

)=0:NEXT
810ENDPR0C
a20DEFPROCbd:FORZ7.= lTa3:VDUi9,Z7.,O;O; :

COLOURl 3 1 : NEXT : F0RX7.=0T047 : PRDCsq ( XX ) i NE

XT
B30VDU5:GCaLn,3:F0RXX=0T06:MDVE240+12S

»X7.,112!VDU49+Xy.:NEXT:VDU4,20,19,2,2,0;0
840CDL0URi2S:F0RZy.=0TDl: IFCy. <Z7.)=0 DRT

My.=0 GaT0B90
850VDU29,96+lOS4*Z7.j7a4; :MDVE-9,a3
860FDRY7.=0TD59: DRAW. 7»FNx (Y7.) , . 7*FNy (

Y

7.) :NEXT
a70FORY7.=OTD55BTEP5:MOyE.6»FNx (YX) , .6*

FNytYX.) :DRAW.7»FNx (Y7.) , .7*FNy<Yy.> :NEXT
880C0LDURZ7.+ 1 :PRI NTTAB (1+34*Z7., 11) "TIM

E"TflB(l+34«ZX,12)"USED"
S90CDLaUR3: PRINTTAB (35*Z7., 15) "PLR "

; 27.

+ 1

900NEXT
910PRaCgw:ENDPRaC
920DEFPRDC5q(A7.> IFA7.MO0a=7 ENDPROC ELS

ECaLQURA7.''B7.:PRINTTAB(6+A7.M0D8*4,24-A7.DI
ye*4) *S'B7B! ENDPROC

930DEFPRDCmv(C7.,P7.)L0CALp7.:C0L0UR131
940p7.=BC7.7C7.: By.':'p7.=MV7.+ l : B27.?p7.=MV7.+ l :

CALL!r2F0F:BC7.':'C7.=BC7.?C7.+B
950PRDCsq(p7.) ! IFFNl (p7.) >=4 ED7.=MVy.+ l

960ENDPROC
97UDEFFN1 (AX) =USR («'-2D40> ANDS-FF

9B0DEFPR0Cd r» < c X ) COLOUR 1 3

1

990F0RXX= 1 TOi- <BCX?cX ) D I VS
1OOOSQUND 1,-10,1 96- 1 6»X X , 1 : COLDURMVX+

1

lOlOPRINTTAB (6+cX»4 , XX»4) *5(B7B

1 020TX=T I ME : REPEATUNT ILT I ME>TX+4 : COLOUR

O
1030PRINTTAB(6+cX*4,XX*4)*?-B78
1O40NEXT: ENDPROC
1050DEFFNK <>;X) =xX??<BO0-128
1 060DEFFNy < y7. ) =yX'^S^B3C- 1 28
I070DEFPR0Ctfn(XX>5ecX-(TIME MDD6000)DIV

100:miny.=TIME DlViOOO: IFsec7.=SX (XX) ORTM

X=0 ENDPROC
inBOGCDLO,0:PRDChl tXX> : 57. ( XX) =secX! GCOL

0,1: PROCh 1 ( XX ) ; GC3L0 , 2 : PR0Ch2 ( XX ) : SOUNDO

,-8,5,1: IFr7>in7.=M7.CXX) ENDPROC
1090GC0L0 ,0; PR0Ch2 t XX) : M7. ( XX) =minX: GCOL

0, 2: PRDCh2( XX) :SDUND1, 2, 100,1: ENDPROC
1 lOODEFPRDCh 1 ( XX) MOVEO , 0: DRAW. 55*FNx ( SX

CXX) )
,.55*FNy CSX(XX) ) : ENDPROC

11 10DEFPR0Ch2 CXX) MOVEO, O: DRAW. 4»FN>-- W/A
X7. > ) , . 4*FNy ( M7. ( XX ) ) : ENDPROC

1 120DEFFNyn: REPEAT: 1 7.=INSTR("YyNn", GET*

) :UNTILIX>0: = I7.DIV3-1
U30DEFPRaCgw: F0RZ7.=0T01 : COLOURZX+1
1140PPINTTAB(ZX*35,22)"BAMES"TAB(l-t-Zy.»3

5 , 23) "WON" : C0LaUR3: PRINTTAB (2+Z7.*35 , 25) ;

GX(ZX)
1150NEXT:ENDPRaC
1 1 60CALL?.:2F 1 B : I PCX ( MVX ) = 1 TX (MVX ) =T 1 ME

1170IFERR=17 ANDNOTINKEY(-l) GOTOIOO EL

BEM0DE7:»FX4

BD^

Listing 3. For disc users only

lOREK Quadli
20P'/.=8iftOO

30CLDA «t<BA

40LDY *ASC("
50LDy #ftSC("
60LDY #ASCC'
70LDY »ASC1"
BOLDV HASCC
90LDV «flSC(
lOOLDY #ASC(

ne PAGE and GO!

LDX *0
) J JSft 8cFFF4

) I JSR &FFF4
) ! JSft S.FFF4
) iJSR &FFF4

'l,''):JSR 8.FFF4

E"):JSR fcFFFA
0"> ! JSR S.FFF4

IIOLDY
120LDY
130LDY
140LDY
I50LDY
160LDY
170LDY
IBOLDY
190LDY
200RTS

»ASCC"0"
#13: JSR
#ASC("D"
«ASC (

"
.

ltl3:JSR
«ASC("R"
HASCfU"
#ASC("N'
#13: JSR
1

» tJSR
i.FFF4
1 : JSR
1 ! JSR
8,FFF4
> iJSR
)iJSR
> : JSR
&FFF4

&.FFF4
I.FFF4

S,FFF4
S.FFF4
i.FFF4

ELECTRON USERS

Quadline will run on the Electron with just a few

minor modifications.

Listing 1: This requires just two lines, line 60 and line

100 to be altered. The new lines are:

60MODE6:VDU23;a202;0;n;u; :S0UND1,1 ,100,60

lOOPRINTTAB'S, 8) "QUADLINE is loading"

Listing 2: The new adjusted lines should read as

follows:

1 OOREPEAT
1 10MaDE6: HIMEM=S<2D40: VDU23; 8202s 0; 0; 0;

120PRINTSPC( 10) "QUADLINE - MENU"

'

130PRINT'SPCa"GAME TYPE :
" SPC8"SKIL

L LEVEL :

"

140PRINTSPCB"TIMER"BPC7"! " SPCB"TIME L

IMIT :"
150PRINT"USE THE FOLLOWING KEYS :

"

160VDU28,7,24,34,11
170PRINT"T TIMER ON/OFF I INCREASE T

IME LIMIT"
1B0PRINT"D DECREASE TIME LIMIT 1 - 3

SELECT SKILL LEVEL"
190PRINT"P TWO PLAYER GAME"'"R ONE PLA

YER - RED"
200PRINT"G ONE PLAYER - GREEN A AUTO

GAME"
210PRINT"SPACE RESET GAME SCORES C

CONTINUE PLAYING N NEW GAME";

710DEFPROCdata: PRINTCHR*26TAB (23 ,3)

;

730PRINTTAB(23,4);SKXTAB(23,6);LMX;" M

IN. "TAB (23,5)

;
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See 'Raise the tone in print', page 86

Listing 1. Basic listing of revised (ill algorithm

10 REM REVISED FILL ALGORITHM
20 REM Peter Bandford
30 REM For BBC (not OS 0.1) and Elk
^10 REM (C) Acorn User XXXX
50 :

60 DIM CPblock 8
70 DIM +romxq7.(25) ,toMq-/.(25) ,vqV.(25)
80 made=5:MDDEmode
90 x5tep=2*2"(mQde M0D3)
100 PROC5hape(640,500)
110 END
120 :

130 DEF PROCf ill-fromCK.y)
140 IF POINT (.x. V) >0 THEN ENDPROC
150 +irst=l:last=0
160 PROCf iHalong(x,y>
170 PRaCqueue(le-ft>:,riqhtx,y+4,4)
180 PR0CqueueCle-ftx,rightx,v-4,-4)
190 REPEAT
200 PROCunqueue
210 PROCf illup(nextx,y,ystep,tox)
220 UNTIL fir5t=last+l
230 ENDPROC
240 :

250 DEF PROC-fillup{nextx,y,yBtep,tox)
260 IF POINT (nextx,y)<0 ENDPROC
270 IF POINT (next>:,y)<>0 nextx=FNback C

nextx ,y)
280 IF nextx>tDx ENDPROC
290 PRDCf illalonq<nextx,v)
300 IF riqhtx>tox newx=FNba(ik ( tox+xste

p, V-ystep) : IF newx<riqhtx PROCqueue (newx
,riqhtx , y-ystep , -ystep)
310 IF riqhtx<tox newx=FNback tri qhtx+x

step,y):IF newx<tox PROCqueue Cnewx .tax ,

y

, ystep)
320 IF leftx<nextx newx=FNback (le-f tx ,y

-ystep): IF newx<nextx PROCqueue (newx ,nex
tx , y-ystep , -ystep

)

ZZ!Q nextx=le-f tx;tax=rightx
340 y=v+ystep
350 GOTO260
360 ENDPROC
370 :

380 DEF PRDCfillalonq(x,y)

390 PLOT 76,x,y
400 Xy.=CPblock: Y7.=CPblock DIV 256
410 A-/.=?*0D:CALL 8«FFF1
420 lef tx=!CPblock AND ScFFFF
430 rightx=I (CPblock+4) AND feFFFF
440 lx =leftx+xstep»( (le-ftx DIV xstep)

M0D2)
450 IF lx<=rightx MOVE lx,y:PLOT 21, ri

ghtx,y
460 ENDPROC
470 :

480 DEF FNback (x,v)
490 PLOT 92,x,y
500 Xy.=CPblock: Y7.=CPblock DIV 256
510 A7.=&0D:CALL iFFFl
520 =( f (CPblock+4) AND &FFFF) +xstep
530 :

540 DEF PROCqueue<-fx,tx,y, ystep)
550 last=(last+l)MOD 25
560 fromxq7.(last)=fx
570 toxq7.(la5t)=tx
580 yq7.(last)=y»SGN(ystep>
590 ENDPROC
600 :

610 DEF PROCunqueue
620 nextx=frofflxq"/i (first)
630 tox=toxq7.{f irst)
640 y=ABS(yq7.(f irst) >

650 ystep=4*SGNCvq7.(f irst) )

660 f irst=<f irst +DMOD 25
670 ENDPROC
680 :

690 DEF PRDCshape(x7.,yX)
700 R1=60:R2=240
710 FDR A1=0 TO 3*PI/2 STEP PI/2
720 A2=Al+PI/4: A3=Al+PI/2
730 MOVE x7.+Rl*C0S(Al) ,y7.+Rl«SINCAl>
740 DRAW x7.+R2*C0B(A2) ,y7.+R2*SIN(A2)
750 DRAW xX+R2»C0S{A3) ,y7.+R2#SIN(A3)
760 DRAW x7.+R2#CaS(A2)/2,y7.+R2*SIN{A2)

/2
770 DRAW x7.+Rl*COS<A3) ,y7.+Rl*SIN(A3)
780 NEXT
790 PROCf illfrom(x7.,y7.)
B00 ENDPROC

Listing 2. Assembly language listing for DOTFILL routine

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

urn err
100
110
120
130
140
150
160

REM DOTFILL source code
REM Peter Sandford
REM For BBC (not OS 0,1) and Elk
REM (C) Acorn User XXXX

MODE 7
code=&( 1 200 : wor kspace=8( 1 1 00
PROCassemble
IF FNchecksum<>8£l3215 PRINT"Check!
or - check assembler listing";END
PROCassemb 1 etones
SAVE DOTFILL 1200+2FF
END

DEF PROCassemble
osbyte=&FFF4: oswrch=&FFEE
xl o=&70: xh J =&71 : ylo=&72: yhi =&73

170 newx =8(74 ;newy=S<76: tox=&7B
180 bitniap=8<7Ajmask=&7B
190 xstep=8<7C:xshift=8<7D:pattern=8(7E
200 first=&80:last=8(B2i+lag=&84
210 leftx=8(88:rightx=8<8C:oidx=8(8E
220 READ ntones
230 FOR pas5=0 TO 3 STEP 3
240 P%=code
250 E OPT pass
260 .dot+ill
270 LDA #6
280 STA &71
290 LDA #0
300 STA &70
310 LDY #9
320 .copyparam
330 LDA («<70) ,Y

Continued
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'4 Continued

340 STA &80,Y 1000 setxstep _
• 350 DEY 1010 ASL A •

360 BPL copyparam 1020 DEX
570 \ Check -for 3 integer parameters 1030 BPL setxstep

• 3S0 LDA S(B0 1040 STA xstep •
_ 390 CMP #3 1050 \ Check start point is background ^• 400 BNE badcal

1

colour ^
1

^ 410 LDA 8.83 1060 LDA #9
420 CMP #4 1070 JSR osMord

• 430 BNE badcal

1

1080 LDA S<74 •
^ 440 LDA S(86 1090 BEQ ok2 ^
• 450 CMP #4 1100 RTS
9 460 BNE badcal

1

1110 .ok2 #
470 LDA &89 1120 \ Initiali se up/down -Fl ag & queue

• 480 CMP #4 pointers •
|

^ 490 BEQ paramok 1130 LDA #0 _
• 500 . badcal

1

1140 STA flag •
510 BRK ] 1150 STA first 9
520 7py.==45 1160 STA last

• 530 *(P'/.+ l>="CALL Parameters" 1170 LDA ttworkspace DIV 256 •
• 540 P7.=py.+ 16 1180 STA first-t-1 -
• 550 C OPT pass 1190 STA last+l •
9 560 BRK 1200 \ Fill first line %

570 .paramok 1210 JSR linefill
• 580 LDY #1 1220 JSR copyl imi ts •
- 590 . storeparam 1230 JSR incy ^

600 LDA («(81) ,Y 1240 \ Store point above first line
9 610 STA XlD,Y 1250 JSR gueue %

620 LDA <&84) ,Y 1260 JSR decy
• 630 STA ylD,Y 1270 JSR decy *
^ 640 DEY 1280 JSR invertflaq ^
• 650 BPL storeparam 1290 \ Store point bel ow first 1 ine
# 660 INY 1300 JSR queue #

670 LDA (&B7) ,Y 1310 :

• 680 BMI badcal

1

1320 . startloop "
- 690 CMP ttntones 1330 \ Get poi nt from queue & start to ^• 700 BCS badcal

1

fill in current direction ^
|

% 710 ASL A 1340 JSR unqueue 9
720 TAY 1350 . nextl i ne

• 730 LDA pstore,

Y

1360 \ Test for ESCAPE key pressed •
- 740 BTA pattern 1370 BIT &FF
• 750 INY 1380 BPL noesc
# 760 LDA pstore,

Y

1390 LDA #&7E 9
770 STA pattern+1 1400 JSR osbyte

• 7B0 LDA #&87 1410 RTS •
_ 790 JSR osbyte 1420 . noesc ^

800 TYA 1430 \ Exit if point off screen
# 810 CMP #3 1440 LDA #9 #

820 BCC mode012 1450 JSR osword
• 830 BEQ badmode 1460 LDA ?*74 •
* 840 CMP #6 1470 BMI checkendoff ill ^

850 BCC mode45 1480 BEG background
# 860 . badmode 1490 JSR findback •

870 BRK D 1500 STA xlo
• B80 ?P7. =46 1510 LDA newx+I •
^ 890 «(PX+l)="NDt graphics mode" 1520 STA xhi

900 P7.=P7.+ 18 1530 \ Test for end of fill in current
# 910 C DPT pass direct i on #

|

920 BRK 1540 LDA y.la
• 930 . mDde45 1550 CMP tox •
^ 940 SEC 1560 BNE noteq m

950 SBC#3 1570 CLC
• 960 .mode012 1580 .noteq •

970 STA xshift 1590 LDA xhi
• 9B0 TAX 1600 SBC tox+1 *

990 LDA #1 1610 BCS checkendoff ill ^

Continued
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:'l^^3

•4 Continued

^ 1620 . background 2270 LDA le-ftx,

Y

163Q LDA xio 2280 STA xlo,Y
• 1640 STA oldx 2290 DEY

1650 LDfi xhi 2300 BPL t31oop
• 1660 STA oldx+1 2310 JSR decy

1670 \ Fill current 1 i ne 2320 JSR f indback
16B0 JSR line-fill 2330 CMP oldx

• 1690 JSR testnewlines 2340 LDA newx-H
1700 JSR copvliffiits 2350 SBC oldx+1

• 1710 JSR incy 2360 BCS endtest
1720 JMP nextl i ne 2370 LDA ol dx
1730 ; 2380 STA tox

• 1740 . checkendo-f -f i 1

1

2390 LDA oldx+1
1750 LDA last 2400 STA tox + 1

• 1760 CMP -first 2410 JSR invert-f lag
1770 BNE startloap 2420 JSR queue
1780 RTS 2430 JSR invert-f 1 ag

• 1790 ; 2440 . endtest
1B00 \ Subroutine to test limits o-f lin 2450 RTS

e just filled 2460 :

1810 . testnewl i nes 2470 \ subrouti ne to copy plot 1 i mi ts
1B20 LDA riqhtx 2480 . copyl imi ts

• 1830 STA xlo 2490 LDY #5
1840 CMP tan 2500 . copyl oop

• 1850 LDA rightx+1 2510 LDA le-ftx,

Y

1860 BTA xhi 2520 STA xlo,Y
1870 SBC tax+1 2530 STA neMX ,

Y

• 1880 DCS test2 2540 DEY
1890 JSR incx 2550 BPL copyl oop

• 1900 JSR findback 2560 RTS
9 1910 CMP tox 2570 ;

1920 LDA newx+1 2580 \ subroutine to invert up/down fla
• 1930 SBC tox-fl g
_ 1940 BCS test3 2590 . i nvert-f lag

1950 JSR queue 2600 LDA flag
# 1960 .test2 2610 EDR #&80

1970 CLC 2620 STA flag
• 1980 LDA tox 2630 RTS

^ 1990 ADC xstep 2640 :

2000 STA xlo 2650 \ subroutine to store new point in

• 2010 LDA tox-H queue
2020 STA xhi 2660 . queue

• 2030 BCC t2noin(i 2670 LDA newy+1

^ 2040 INC xhi 2680 CRA flag
2050 . t2nDinc 2690 STA newy+l

9 2060 JSR decy 2700 LDY #5
2070 JSR findback 2710 ql

• 2080 CMP rightx 2720 LDA newx ,

Y

^ 2090 LDA newx+1 2730 STA (last) ,V
2100 SBC rightx-i-1 2740 DEY

• 2110 BCS test

3

2750 BPL ql
2120 JSR invert-flag 2760 LDA last

• 2130 LDA rightx 2770 CLC
^ 2140 STA tox 2780 ADC #6

2150 LDA rightx+1 2790 CMP #252
9 2160 STA tox-t-1 2800 BNE q2

2170 JSR queue 2810 LDA #0
• 2160 JSR invert-flag 2820 .q2
* 2190 .test3 2830 CMP first

2200 LDA le-ftx 2840 BEQ cantstore
# 2210 CMP oldx 2850 STA last

2220 LDA le-ftx-H 2860 -cantstore
• 2230 SBC oldx+1 2870 RTS
^ 2240 BCS endtest 2880 ;

2250 LDY #3 2890 \ subrouti ne to retr i eve point fro
• 2260 . t31 OOP m queue

Continued
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< Continued
•

9 2900 . unqueue 3540 RTS
2910 LDY #5 3550 :

• 2920 . uql 3560 \ Subroutine to i ncrement Y in rev #
- 2930 LDA (first) ,Y erse direction ^

|* 2940 STA newx,Y 3570 . decy *
# 2950 STA >:lo,Y 3530 LDA ylo

2960 DEY 3590 BIT flag
• 2970 BPL uql 3600 BMI up •
- 2980 LDA yhi 3610 BPL down

2990 TAX 3620 •
% 3000 AND #8<S0 3630 \ Subroutine to increment X value ^

3010 STA flag 3640 . incx
• 3020 TXA 3650 CLC •
^ 3030 AND #&7F 3660 LDA xlD
• 3040 STA vhi 3670 ADC xstep *

3050 LDA first 3680 STA xlo
3060 CLC 3690 BCC incx2

• 3070 ADC #6 3700 INC xhi •
^ 3080 CMP #252 3710 .incx2 _

3090 BNE uq2 3720 RTS •
• 3100 LDA #0 3730

3110 .uq2 3740 \ Subroutine to fill single line w
• 3120 STA first i th dot pattern

|

^ 3130 RTS 3750 .linefill
3140 : 3760 LDA «76 •

# 3150 \ SubrDLitine to find ne;<t backgrou 3770 JSR plot
nd point to ri ght 3780 LDA #&0D

• 3160 . f i ndback 3790 JSR OSwor d •
• 3170 LDA #92 3800 LDY#5 ^

3180 JSR plot 3810 . storel imi ts
• 3190 LDA tt&0D 3820 LDA xlo.Y

3200 JSR osword 3830 STA leftx,Y
• 3210 LDA neMK 3840 DEY •

3220 CLC 3850 BPL storel i mi ts —
3230 ADC xstep 3860 \ Initialise 'bitmap' - used to st

• 3240 STA newx ore pattern for this value of Y ^\
3250 BCC fb2 3870 LDA ylo

• 3260 INC newK+1 3880 LSR A •
3270 .fb2 3890 LSR A
3280 RTS 3900 AND #3

• 3290 : 3910 LSR A 9
ZZfSSB \ Sub rout i ne to increment Y in cur 3920 TAX

" rent di recti on 3930 LDA pattern, X •
3310 . i ncv 3940 BCC lohalf *
3320 LDA ylo 3950 AND #&F0

• 3330 BIT flag 3960 STA bitmap #
3340 BMI down 3970 LSR A

• 3350 .up 3980 LSR A •
3360 CLC 3990 LSR A .0
3370 ADC #4 4000 LSR A

• 3380 STA ylo 4010 JMP duplicate •
3390 STA newy 4020 .lohalf

• 3400 BCC nocarryl 4030 AND #?(0F •
3410 INC vhi 4040 STA bitmap ^
3420 INC newy+1 4050 ASL A

• 3430 . nocarryl 4060 ASL A •
« 3440 RTS 4070 ASL A
• 3450 . down 4080 ASL A •
# 3460 SEC 4090 .duplicate

3470 SBC #4 4100 ADC bitmap
• 3480 STA ylo 4110 STA bitmap #
- 3490 STA newy 4120 \ Initiali se mask bi t ^
• 3500 BCS carryset 4130 LDA xId •
% 3510 DEC yhi 4140 LDX xshift

3520 DEC newy+1 4150 .shift
• 3530 . carryset 4160 LSR A •

Continued

nai
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^ Continued

4170 DEX
4180 BPL shi-ft
4190 AND #3
4200 TAX
4210 SEC
4220 LDA #0
4230 .rotate
4240 ROR A
4250 DEX
4260 BPL rotate
4270 STA mask
42S0 .plotloop
4290 LDA bitmap
4300 AND mask
4310 BEQ noplot
4320 \ Plot current point if relevant b

it in 'bi tmap ' is set
4330 LDA #69
4340 JSR plot
4350 .noplot
4360 \ Shift mask bit 1 place to right
4370 LSR mask
4380 BCC xinc
4390 LDA tt&Sa
4400 STA mask
4410 .xinc
4420 JSR intzy.

4430 . checkendof 1 i ne
4440 CMP 8(74

4450 BNE ntequal
4460 CLC
4470 .ntequal
4430 LDA xhi
4490 SBC 8.75

4500 BCC plotloop
4510 RTS
4520 :

4530 \ Subroutine to PLOT A,X,Y using &
70-73 for X,Y values
4540 -plot
4550 PHA
4560 LDA #25
4570 JSR oswrch
4580 PL

A

4590 JSR oswrch
4600 LDX #0
4610 .plot2
4620 LDA &70,X
4630 JSR ?<FFEE
4640 INX
4650 CPX #4
4660 BNE plat2
4670 RTS
4680 :

4690 \ Subroutine to perform OSWORD CAL
L wi th parameter bl ock at ?<70

4700 - osward
4710 LDX #&70
4720 LDV #0
4730 JMP g<FFFl

4740 :

4750
4760
4770
4780
4790
4800
4810
4820
4830
4840
4850
4860
4870
4880
4890

4900
4910
4920
4930
4940
4950
4960
4970
4980
4990
5000
5010
5020
5030
5040
5050
5060
5070
5080
5090
5100
5110
5120
5130
5140
5150
5160
5170
51B0
5190
5200
5210
5220
5230
5240
5250
5260
5270
5280
5290
5300
5310
5320
5330
5340
5350

. pstore
3

NEXT p
ENDPROC

DEF FNchecksum
C-/.=0

FOR JX=code TO pstore-1
cy.=c*/.+?j*/.

NEXT
=C7.

DEF PROCassembletones
RESTORE 5010:READ ntones
FDR PX=PV. TO py.+ (ntoneB-l)*2 STEP

B*="":T'/.=0
FOR jy,= lT04:READ V*: B*=V*+B*! NEXT
FOR jy.= 15 TO STEP-1
vy.=vAL(riiD*(B*,jy.+i,i)

)

Ty.=Ty.+vy.* (2-"jy.)

NEXT
! py.=T7.

NEXT
ENDPRGC

REM Total number of tones
DATA 24

REM Tone - solid fill
DATA 1111,1111,1111,1111

REM a7.5y.,75y.,50y.,25y.,12.5y, tones
DATA 1011,1111,1011,1111
DATA 1011,1110,1011,1110
DATA 0101,1010,0101,1010
DATA 0001,0100,0001,0100
DATA 000 1 , 0000 , 1 00 , 0000

REM Diagonals
DATA 0111,1011,1101,1110
DATA 1110,1101,1011,0111
DATA 1001,1100,0110,0011
DATA 1001,0011,0110,1100
DATA 1000,0100,0010,0001
DATA 0001,0010,0100,1000

REM Stripes & bars
DATA 1010,1010,1010,1010
DATA 0010,0010,0010,0010
DATA 0110,0110,0110,0110
DATA 0000,1111,0000,1111
DATA 0110,1111,0110,1111
DATA 0000,0011,0000,0011

REM Patterns
DATA 0111,1101,1110,1011
DATA 0010,1000,0001,0100
DATA 1100,0110,0011,0110
DATA 0010,0001,0010,0100
DATA 1001,0110,0110,1001
DATA 0000,0111,0000,1101
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Listing 3. Demonstration program for DOTFILL routine

10 REM DOTFILL demonBtrat i on 190 FOR A1=0 TO 3*PI/2 STEP Pr/2
• 20 REM Peter Sandf ord 200 A2=Ai+PI/4:A3=Al+PI/2 •
• 30 REM For BBC (not OS 0. 1) and Elk 210 MOVE kX+R1*C0S(A1> , v7.+R1*SIN C A1 ) -

40 REM (C) Acorn User XXXX 220 DRAW ^:7.+R2C0S(A2) ,yX+R2#SIN{A2> *
• 50 : 230 DRAW k7.+R2#C0S(A3> ,yy.+R2*SIN(A3)

60 dot+ill=&1200:*LDAD DOTFILL 1200 240 DRAW ^:•/.+R2*C0S<A2) /2, y7.+R2*SIN <A2)
• 70 mode=4; MDDEmode /2

^ 80 charwxdth=16*2'^ <mode M0D3) 250 DRAW x7.+Rl*C0S{A3) ,y7.+Rl»SIN(A3) *
90 FOR T*/.=0 TO 23 260 NEXT

# 100 x*/.= 128+200* (TV. M0D6) 270 CALL dotf ill ,>;7.,vy,, tone'/. #
110 v"/.=200+200* (T7. DIV6) 280 VDU5

• 120 PRDCshape (f<7.,y7- ,Ty.) 290 Tf=STR±{tone*X) •
^ 130 NEXT 300 M0VE>!y.+ (LEN(T*>*charwidth/2) .yX+a •

140 REM Insert CALL to sc reendump 310 PRINT STRING*(LEN(T*) ,CHR*(127) ) ;T
• 150 END *

160 : 320 VDU4
• 170 DEF PROCshapeCx X,yX, toneX) 330 ENDPROC •

180 Rl=40:R2=12a

Listing 4. Modifications to convert DOTFILL routine to colour fill

10 REM COLFILL source code 4170 JSR oswrch
4180 LDA #0 •

90 IF FNchecksum< >&13B0E PRINT" Checks 4190 JSR oswrch _
um error - check assembl er 1 i sti nq ':END 4200 TYA •

9 110 »SAVE"COLFILL" 1200+2FF 4210
4220

JSR osMrch
LDA #20

• 7J0 TftY 4230 JSR plot •
- 720 LDA pBtore,Y 4240 JSR SMapx _
• 730 STA pattern 4250

4260
LDA #21 •
JSR plot

3860 LDA #2 4270 JSR 5Map>^
• 3870 STA fc7A 4280 .noplot W

3880 -plot loop 4290 JSRincx —
• 3890 \ Calculate colour value for this 4300 CMP S<74 *

pixel 4310 LDA xhi
3900 LDA viD 4320 SBC &75

• 3910 AND #4 4330 BCS linedone •
^ 3920 LSR A 4340 .nextplot ^

3930 TAY 4350 DEC &7A •
3940 LDA xlo 4360 BNE plotloop 9
3950 LDX xshi-ft 4370 . I i nedone

• 3960 -shift 4380 RTS •
^ 3970 LSR A 4390 . swap.'i ^

3980 DEX 4400 \ Subroutine to swap x values &70/
# 3990 BPL shift 1 - &74/5 9|

4000 LSR A 4410 LDX #1
• 4010 TYA 4420 . swap;: 1 •
* 4020 ADC #0 4430 LDA &70,X ^

4030 TAY 4440 PHA
• 4040 LDA pattern 4450 LDA 8.74.x #

4050 . getcolour 4460 STA 8(70, X

• 4060 DEY 4470 PLA •
9 4070 BMI colourgot 4480 STA &74,X

4080 LSR A 4490 DEX
• 4090 LSR A 4500 BPL swapx 1

4100 JMP qetcol our 4510 RTS
• 4110 . col ourqot

4120 AND #3 4880 DEF PROCassembletones ^
4130 BED nop lot 4890 RESTORE 5010: READ ntones

• 4140 TAY 4900 FDR P7.=F7. TO P7.+ntones-l •
^ 4150 \ Set graphics col our & plot dotte 4910 TV.=0

d 1 i ne 4920 FOR J7.=0TO3 •
9 4160 LDA #18 4930 READ V/.

Continued
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< Continued

4940 T*/.=TX+V/.*2-^(2*JX)
4950 NEXT
4960 ?P7.=T7.

4970 NEXT
49B0 ENDPRDC
4990 :

5000 REM Total number of tones
5010 DATA 28
5020 :

km

5040 DATA 1,1,1,1, 1,1,2,1, 1,2,2,1, 1,

2,2,2
5050 DATA 2,2,2,2, 2,2,3,2, 2,3,3,2, 2,

3,3,3
5060 DATA 3,3,0,3, 3,0,0,3, 3,1,0,3, 1,

3,0,1
5070 DATA 1,1,0,1, 1,0,0,1, 1,2,0,1, 2,
1,0,2
50B0 DATA 2,2,0,2, 2,0,0,2, 2,3,0,2, 3,

2,0,3
5030 DATA 3,3,3,3, 3,3,1,3, 3,1,1,3, 3, 5090 DATA 3,2,1,3, 1,2,3,1, 2,1,3,2, 0,
1,1,1 2,1,3

Listing 5. Demonstration program for C0LF1LL routines

10 REM CDLFILL denionstrat i on
20 REM Peter Sand-ford
30 REM For BBC (not OS 0.1) and El

k

40 REM (C) Acorn User XXXX
50 :

60 coif 111=8/1200: *LOAD CDLFILL 1200
70 MODE 1

80 FDR T*/.^0 TO 27
90 x7.=50+400*(T-/. DIV12)
100 v7.=940-84*(T7. M0D12)
110 IF ry.>23 v7.=v7.-37B
120 PROCblock (K7.,vy..T7.)

130 NEXT
140 :;7.=0: v7.=0: Ty.=4
150 CALL col-f ill ,:<7.,y7.,T7.

160 END
170 :

180 DEF PROCblock <;-c7.,y7.,tone7.)

190 GCaL0,2
200 M0VE;<7.,v7.

210 PLOT!, 0,72:PLOT1, 350,0
220 PLDT1,0, -72: PLDTl, -350,0
230 x7.=>;7.+32:y7.=y7.+32
240 CALL col-fill ,x7.,v7.,tone7.
250 VDU5
260 GCOL0,0
270 MDVEk 7., y7. .^^nt*^

280 PRINT; tone7-
290 VDU4
300 ENDPROC
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See 'Tell me a story', page 164.

• 10 REM STDRYBDARD 750 Pr*=GET«:IF Pr*=""THEN 740 *
• ^^ REM adapted by Robert Southall 760 IF Pr*<>"Y" THEN 920 m

30 REM from 'Activity Board' 770 *FX15,0
• 40 REM by Susan Kingsbury 780 VDU2, 1,32, 1,32, 1,13, 3 •

50 REM Acorn User August 1984 790 IF ADVAL<-4)=63 THEN 800 ELSE 920
• 60 : BOO VDU2,21 •
m ^^ »FX200,1 810 PRINTsPRINT STRING*(40,"*")
• ao »KEY10 OLDSM RUN!M 820 PRINT"»»»»» ';NAME»;"'s"TAB(29)" S •

90 DIMB*<64):DIMD*(14) TORY »»»»»" ^
1

lOO DIMBTQRY* (9> : DIMA* ( 10) 830 PRINT STRING*<40,"»")
• 110 MODE7 840 PRINT A$ 9

120 Flag=0 850 PRINT
• 130 PROCinstruct 860 FOR K=l TO Count •

140 M0DE7 870 PRINT D*(K)
• ISO PROCsetup 880 NEXT K •
^ 160 MODE 4 890 PRINT STRING*(40,"*") ^

170 VDU19, 0,Txt, 0,0,0, 19, l,Bkg,0,0,0 900 VDU6 •
^ IBO COLOUR 0: COLOUR 129: CLS 910 PRINT CHR«(3)

190 PROCgetname 920 FOR X=0T038:PR0Cpause(100) sPRINTTA
• 200 PROCmenu B<X,29)" ":NEXT •

|

210 PROCwait 930 ENDPROC
• 220 PROCprint 940

"
^ 230 CLS: PROCdoubl e ( NAME» ,2,6) 950 DEF PROCdouble(String*,col ,row) ^• 240 PROCdoubleC ",13,6) 960 LOCAL counter *
^ 250 Gd*= "Press 1 f or another story

"

970 AX=fcA: XX=Oi YX=S<A
260 Col *="Press 2 to change colour" 980 m=&AOO

• 270 End*="Press 3 to end" 990 FOR counter=l TO LEN(String*) #
280 PR0Cdouble(GD*,2, IS) 1000 1 etter*=MI D* <Str i ng* , counter , 1

)

• 290 PROCdoub 1 e (Col * , 2 , 22) 1010 7m=ASC(letter*> •
300 PROCdoubl e(End$, 2, 26) 1020 CALL (fcFFFl)

• 310 No*=SET* 1030 VDU23,240,m?l,m?l,m?2,m?2,m?3,m?3, •
320 CLS m?4,m?4 aI
330 IF No*="l" THEN 200 1040 VDU23 ,241,m?5 , m?5 , n)?6 , m?6 , m77 , m?7

,

9 340 IF No*="2" THEN 140 ELSE CLS ffl?8,m78 #
1

350 PROCdoubleC'BYE - BYE", 3, 15) 1050 PRINTTAB (CDl+counter ,row) ; CHR* (240
• 360 »FX200,0 >S

370 END 1060 PRINTTAB (col +counter ,row+l ) j CHR* (2
• 3B0 : 41)
^ 390 REM PROCEDURES 1070 NEXT counter ^
• 400 ; 1080 ENDPROC •
9 410 DEF PROCwait 1090

420 LOCAL I 1100 DEF PROCmenu
• 430 READ A* 1110 LOCAL Co,J,Z,Y •

440 IF Story=56 THEN Bnd=64 ELSE end=8 1120 CLS
• 450 FOR 1=1 TO end 1130 Co=0:J=0 •
_ 460 READ B$<I) 1140 Heading*= " choose a story ;-" ^• 470 NEXT I 1150 RESTORE 3100 *

480 CDunt=0 1160 REPEAT
490 CLS!PR0Cdouble(A*,10,12) 1170 Ca=CD+l

# 500 IF 765120=255 THEN 500 1180 READ STORY* (Co) •
510 CLS 1190 UNTIL STORY* (Co) ="»"

• 520 L=500 1200 2=4:Y=1 •
530 X«=INKEY*<0):IF X*="P" OR Count>=l 1210 PROCdouble(NAME*,0,Y)

• 4 THEN ENDPROC -1220 PROCdouble(Heading*, 10,Y) •
» 540 C= (765120) 1230 FOR I=1TD Co-l

550 G=25S-C 1240 PROCdouble(STDRY*<I) ,0,Y+Z)
560 IF L=S THEN 530 1250 Z=Z+3:NEXT •
570 IF G>0 THEN PROCsentence 1260 INPUTTAB(0, 30) "Press story number"

• 580 GOTO 530 1270 »FXi5,l •
590 ENDPROC 1280 In=GET ^

• 600 3 1290 IF In=49 THEN RESTORE 2390 •
_ 610 DEF PROCprint 1300 IF In=50 THEN RESTORE 2490 ^* 620 CLS 1310 IF In=51 THEN RESTORE 2590

630 Sp=0 1320 IF In=52 THEN RESTORE 2690
640 FDR K=l TO Count 1330 IF In=53 THEN RESTORE 2790

# 650 PROCdouble(D«<K) ,0,K+Sp) 1340 IF In=54 THEN RESTORE 2090 •
660 Bp=Sp+l 1350 IF In=55 THEN RESTORE 2990

• 670 NEXT K 1360 IF In=56 THEN RESTORE 2370 •
680 PROCpr inter 1370 IF In>=57 OR In<=48 THEN 1270 «• 690 PRINTTABd, 29) "Press SPACE BAR" 1380 Story=In

A 700 z*=QET*(IF z«<>" "THEN 020 1390 ENDPROC
710 ENDPROC 1400 :

9 720 9 1410 DEF PROCinstruct •
730 DEF PROCpr inter 1420 LOCAL X,Y

• 740 PRINTTAB<0,29) "Do you want to prin 1430 CLS:X=5!Y=5 •
t your story? (Y/N>

"

1440 PRINTTAB{10,3)" PROGRAM NOTES"
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1^

1450 PRINTTAB(0,6>" The STDRY-BOARD mus
t be connected to"
1460 PRINT" the user-port on the unders

ide of the"
1470 PRINT" machine. When the magnetic

figure is"
1480 PRINT" placed over one of the mark

ed points"
1490 PRINT" a sentence will appear on t

he screen.

"

1500 PRINT'" When all points have been
vi sited ^ or"
1510 PRINT" when you wish to end story,
press 'P'"
1520 PRINT" and the sentences will be p

Tinted on"
1530 PRINT" the screen or a printer."
1540 PRINT'" Sentences can be easily ch

anged by"
1550 PRINT" altering DATA lines and new
overlays"
15i0 PRINT" made to go with the story."
1570 PRINT'" Press space to continue"
1580 Z*=6ET*:IFZ*<>" "THEN1580
1590 ENDPROC
1600 I

1610 DEF PROCsetup
1620 LOCAL X,Y
1630 CLSiX=0sY=3
1640 PRINTTAB<X,Y) " Choose colours for

LETTERS and PAPER:-"
1650 PRINTsPRINT" = Black"'"' 1 = Red

1660 PRINTiPRINT" 2 = Green 3 = Yel
Iom"
1670 PRINTiPRINT" 4 = Blue' 5 = Mage

nta"
1680 PRINTiPRINT" 6 = Cyan" ""7 = Whit

e"
1690 PRINTTAB(25,7)" Press "TAB<22,10>"

COLOUR NUMBER"
1700 PRINTTAB (26, 13> "then"TAB<25, 16) "RE

TURN"
1710 rNPUTTAB(5,22)" LETTER colour?
Txt
1720 IF TKt>7 OR Txt<0 THEN 1710
1730 INPUTTAB<5,24)" PAPER colour? "B

kg
1740 IF Bkg>7 OR Bkg<0 OR Bkg=Txt THEN

1730
1750 ENDPROC
1760 :

1770 DEFPROCsaund
1780 ENVELOPE 6,1,70,16,2,2,0,0,126,0,0
,-126,126,126
1790 SOUND 1,6,50.5
1800 ENDPROC
1810 !

1820 DEF PROCpause<P>
1830 LOCAL X

1840 FOR X=l TO PtNEXT
1850 ENDPROC
1860 :

1870 DEF PROCsentence
1880 LOCAL J
1890 CLS!PRDCsound!L=6
1900 IF Story=56 THEN jump= ( C (RND <6) -1)

»9)+l>ELSE jump=0
1910 IF G=l THEN J=l
1920 IF G=2 THEN J=2
1930 IF 6=4 THEN J=3
1940 IF S=8 THEN J=4
1950 IF G=16 THEN J=5
1960 IF 6=32 THEN J=6
1970 IF 6=64 THEN J=7
1980 IF 6=128 THEN J=8

1990 Z=J-t-jump

2000 PROCdouble<B£(Z> ,0,12)
2010 Count=Count+l
2020 D*(CDunt)=B*(Z)
2030 IF CDunt>=B THEN PROCdouble ("Press
'P'",0,28>
2040 ENDPROC
2050 :

2060 DEFPROCgetname
2070 IF FlagOO THEN ENDPROC
2080 VDU23,l,0(0;0i0j
2090 CLSsLOCAL C,J,X,Y
2100 PROCdouble ("Type your first name:
",0,3>
2110 PROCdouble ("and press <RETURN>",6,

6)
2120 NAME*="":C=0
2130 C=C<-1
2140 A*(C)=GET*
2150 IF INKEY(-74> OR C=10 THEN 2200
2160 PROCdouble(A*(C) ,C+21,3>
2170 Flag=l
2180 *FX15,1
2190 G0TO213O
2200 FOR X=l TO 39: FDR Y=l TO 7
2210 PRINTTAB(X,Y>" "sNEXT:NEXT
2220 FOR J=l TO C~l : NAME«=NAME»-«-A* ( J> :N

EXT J
2230 PR0Cdouble("HBllo",0,3)
2240 PR0Cdouble(NAME*,6,3)
2250 PROCpause(lOOO)
2260 PROCdouble ("Mould you like to play
s",0,8)
2270 PROCpausedOOO)
2280 PROCdoub 1 e ( " tt*********************

«-»«'»*«***««#«" ,2,14)
2290 PROCdouble ("» S T R Y - B

A R D *",2,17)
2300 PROCdouble < "«'<('«-w*«»»»«*«**'»**i>-*«-*tt

«»*««*««-»««-««" ,2,20)
2310 PROCpausedOOO)
2320 PRDCdDuble("Press 'Y' or N'",0,25

)

2330 Y*=6ET*iIF Y*<>"Y" THEN 2330
2340 ENDPROC
2350 !

2360 !

2370 DATA SURPRISE STORY!
2380 :

2390 DATA NAME THE SHOPS
2400 DATA The newsagents
2410 DATA The post office
2420 DATA The chemists
2430 DATA The toy-shop
2440 DATA The grocers
2450 DATA The greengrocers
2460 DATA The bakers
2470 DATA The butchers
2480 :

2490 DATA THE SHOPKEEPERS
2500 DATA Mr Brown the newsagent
2510 DATA Mrs Jones the post-mi stri
2520 DATA Mr Wright the chemist
2530 DATA Mr Young owns the toy-shop
2S40 DATA Mr Green is the grocer
2550 DATA Mr Smith the greengrocer
2560 DATA Mr West is the baker
2570 DATA Mr Davies is the butcher
2580 :

2590 DATA WHAT DO THEY SELL?
2600 DATA Mr Brown sells newspapers and
comics
2610 DATA Mrs Jones sells stamps
2620 DATA Mr Wright sells medicines
2630 DATA Mr Young sells toys
2640 DATA Mr Breen sells food
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2650 DATA Mr Smith sells fruit and vege
tables
2660 DATA Mr West sells bread and cakes

2670 DATA Mr Davies sells meat
2680 :

2690 DATA IN THE SHOP WINDOW
2700 DATA There are lots of papers in t

he window
2710 DATA The window is full of pens an

d pencils
2720 DATA They can see lots of medicine

5
2730 DATA Poppy likes the toys in the w

indow
2740 DATA Lizzie thinks the food looks
very nice
2750 DATA The fruit and vegetables look
fresh
2760 DATA The bread smells delicious
2770 DATA The meat looks good enough to

eat!
2780 :

2790 DATA BUYING THINGS
2B00 DATA Lizzie buys a comic and Poppy
sweets
2810 DATA Mummy wants some stamps for 1

etters
2820 DATA Lizzie collects some medicine
for Daddy
2830 DATA Poppy buys a football and Liz
zie a doll
2840 DATA Mummy wants some custard and
ice-cream
2850 DATA They buy 4 oranges and 6 appl

es
2860 DATA Poppy buys some brown bread
2B70 DATA They buy some sausages for su

pper
2BBO :

2890 DATA HOW MUCH DDES IT COST?
2900 DATA Lizzie spends lOp and Poppy s

pends 5p
2910 DATA The stamps cost 34p
2920 DATA Daddy's medicine costs 50p
2930 DATA The football costs 40p and th

e doll 7Sp
2940 DATA The custard and ice-cream cos

t 65p
2950 DATA Oranges 12p each and apples 1

Op each
2960 DATA Poppy spends 45p on the bread
2970 DATA The sausages cost 80p
2980 !

2990 DATA WHAT DD YOU REMEMBER?
3000 DATA What is the newsagents name?
3010 DATA What does Mr Jones sell?
3020 DATA Who was the medicine for?
3030 DATA What did Poppy buy here?
3040 DATA What did they buy here?
3050 DATA How much did they spend here?
3060 DATA What did they buy from Mr Wes

t
3070 DATA How much were Mr Davies' saus
ages?
3080 :

3090 I

3100 DATAl.NAME THE SHOPS, 2. THE SHDPKEE
PERS
3110 DATA 3. WHAT DD THEY SELL?. 4. IN THE
SHOP WINDOW
3120 DATA 5. BUYING THINGS, 6. HOW MUCH DO
THEY COST?
3130 DATA 7. WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER?, 8. A S

URPRISE STORY!
3140 DATA *,

.
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JOE'S JOTTINGSI
See 'Cooking up a teletext emulator', page 77

Listing 1. The Menu-fax program

10 REM Menufax
20 REM Entry to Eco-fax or Eco-ed
30 REM For BBC with discs or Econet
40 REM by Joe Telford
50 REM (c) Acorn User Jan. 1934
60 :

100 MODE?
110 ON ERROR M0DE7!PRINT' jPROCend
120 »FX200,1
130 option = FNmenu
140 IF Dption= 1 CHAIN "ECO-FAX"
150 IF option= 2 CHAIN "ECO-ED"
160 REM »BYE is only for Econet
170 REM Remove if not using Econet
ISO M0DE7:*BYE
190 PRINT' '"Bye. "':END
200 DEFPROCend
210 »FX200,0
220 REPORT .-PRINT" at line "jERL
230 END
235 !

240 DEF FNmenu : LOCAL option
250 PR0C_xdblht(CHR*(131>+"EC0-FAX TEL

ETEXT EMULATOR",7,4)
260 PRINTTAB(9,7) J (CHR*(130)-«-"(c) Joe

Telford 1984.")
270 PRINTTAB(10,i0> J (CHR» (134>+"EC0-FA

X 1 "

)

280 PRINTTAB(10,12)I (CHR* (134) +"ECO-ED
2")

290 PRINTTAB(10,14); <CHR* ( 134) +"END. .

.

3")

300 REPEAT:PRINTTAB(10,17> ;CHR*(133) ;

"

Which? ';

310 option = VAL(FNgpi (1,0,"123")

)

320 UNTIL option >0
330 =option
335 :

340 DEFPRDC_xdblht <x*,x ,y)
350 PRINTTAB(x-l,y) jCHR*(141>;x*
360 PRINTTAB<x-I,y+l);CHR«<141>;x*
370 ENDPROC
375 i

380 DEFFNgpi (len, effect, valid*)
390 LOCALa<,b
400 a*=""
410 PRINTSTRING*tlen,".");STRINB*(len*

1,CHR*(8)>;" "i!»FX21,0
420 b=BETsIF b=13 THEN =a*
430 IF b=127 AND a*="" THEN 420
440 IF b=127 a*=LEFT*(a«,LEN<a«>-l)[pR

INTCHR*b ;
"

.
" J CHR* <8 ) » i eOTD420

450 IF effect=0 THEN480
460 IF effect-l b=b AND 223 ELSE b-b

R32
470 IF effect=3 AND(RIBHT«(a*, 1 ) =>" "

R a»="") b=b AND 223
480 IF LEN(a*>=len OR INSTR (val id«,CHR

*b>=0 VDU7!SaTD420
490 PRINTCHR«bi : a*=a*+CHR»b:60T0420

The main body of program 2 extends from
line lOOto line 490, Line 100 and 110 allow the

CTRL @ keys to generate an escape con-

dition, which can be trapped by the on error

statement of line 120. This returns the user to

the Menufax program. Line 130 ensures the

program operates in mode 7. and line 140

reserves 40 bytes for a machine code rou-

tine, within PROCmc. Lines 160 to 320 pro-

duce the introductory page which asks for the

dale, link delay and lime. Note the simple
validation procedures, which may easily be
improved-

Line 330 sets the system variable TIME to

the lime entered previously. A Please wait'

message is generated, then ihe loop whicti

runs £co-/'a;f proper is entered, The first page
number is set by line 350 lo 100. The main
loop is from 360 to 490, and here a number of

things happen.

First, the page in question is searched (or

using the OPENIN command. It is important

to realise that each page is a byte-dump of

the screen to disc and is a file in itself- If a

page does not exist, line 360 calls PROC-
noway which tells us so. The program then

calls PROCgetpage, to allow us to input a
new page number. This in turn is checked lor

validity, and the loop continues.

If the requested page exists the program
moves past line 360, first cancelling the

OPENIN by closing the page at line 370

(crudely with CLOSE-tO). Line 380 *LOADs the

required page to start at location 7C22, just

past HIMEM. Effectively, each page starts

about five characters from Ihe end of the top

line of the screen. The actual screen display

takes up the lower 24 lines, while the last few
characters of the top line contain information

on the type of page, and the next page in the

Imked set or movie. Once the page has

INSIDE ECO-FAX
'LOADed, the type of page is read from

location &7C26 into the variable lypej, and
the string number at &7C22 is read into vari-

able p' as a number. The technique for this

relies on the number being in the form (eg):

310<SPC>L<CR>

The statement

p = VAL {$&7C22)

of line 390 takes Ihe whole six-byle string

terminated by <CR> and VALs it by dis-

carding the <SPC>L<CR> and convert-

ing the first three bytes lo a number. The
<CR> causes problems when viewing the

teletext frame, because it exists at the end of

a screen line. To solve this, it is overwritten

with a <SPC> character (32) at the end of

line 390.

The next stage is lo display the heading
line of text:

Page; XXX ECO-FAX 12/10/84 10/21/33 L

This is done by PROCstatus, which is called

from line 400. Also at this point the linked

page number is updated into the page
number variable 'pageno'. The lines after

400 perform different actions depending on
the type of page loaded. In line 410, if the

page loaded is a still frame, the program
waits lor the next page number to be entered.

Once done the main loop repeats and the

loading process starts again.

If the frame is not a still, line 420 checks
whether a freeze command (<CR>) has
been entered- Once done the main loop

repeats and the page loading process starts

again (this provides an escape route from

movies)- If this is not the case, then line 430

checks for a movie, and If one is running the

main loop repeats.

When the current page is not a movie, the

program assumes it is part of a linked set of

frames. Lines 440 to 470 allow the program to

loop round until one of four things happens:

•The lime sel by the link delay variable

(delay) runs out-

•The Space bar is pressed, in which a

further delay time will be started.

•The 'R' key is pressed, In which case PROC-
reveal will be called.

• The < OR > key is pressed, al which time

Ihe program waits for the next page number.

Once this loop is left, the main loop is

repeated with Ihe new page number.
PROCgetpage runs from line 500 to 520. It

repeatedly calls FNgpi until a number
greater than 99 and less than 1000 is entered.

PROCnoway, lines 530 to 570, simply

explains That page does not exist', beeps,

and wails for a second before calling PROC-
status, which prints the heading information.

FNrhms at line 600 returns the current

internal clock time as a siring in the form hrs/

mins/secs.FNtsetal line 610 sets the internal

clock to the time represented in the three

parameters h.m,s, (hrs, mins, sees),

PROCreveal sets up two byles at the

beginning of the machine code routine,

which is then called. Whenever the R key is

released (line 770) the two bytes are

reversed, and the routine is again called.

PROCmc. line 800 onward, simply sets up
the machine code necessary to do the reveal

code. The reveal task is done by checking

each byte of screen memory for a conceal'

teletext code (152) and replacing it with an
unused code of 142. Concealing Ihe page is

done by reversing the procedure. The
machine code routine therefore has a

general purpose 'global search and replace

function', over the area of the mode 7 screen.
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Listing 2. The program for Eco-fax

10 REM Eco-+a>;
20 REM The Teletext Viewer
30 REM For BBC with disc and Econet
40 REM by Joe TeH^ord
50 REM <c) Acorn User Jan. 1984
60 :

100 •FX200,0
no *FX220,0
120 DN ERROR IF ERR=17 CHAIN"MENUFAX"

ELSE G0TD350
130 MODE?
140 DIM Mcode'/. 40
150 PRDCmc
160 CLB
170 FR1NTTAB(5,1);CHR*141;CHR*134;"EC0

-FAX START UP PAGE."
180 PRINTTAB(5»2) ; CHR*141 ; CHR* 134; "ECO

-FAX START UP PAGE."
190 REPEAT: PRINTTAB (7,4) ;CHR*131" Year

200 year*=FNQpi (2,0, "0123456789" > : UNTI
LVALyear*>0

2 1 REPEAT : PR I NTTAB (7,6); CHR* 131" Month

220 month*=FNgpi (2,0, "01234567B9" ) +"/"

:UNTILyALmonth*>0 AND VALmonth*<13
230 REPEAT:PRINTTAB(7,8) ; CHR*131 "Date

240 date*=FNgpi (2,0, "0123456789"

)

250 UNTILVALdatB*>0 AND VALdate*<32: da
te*=date*+"/"-*-mDnth*+year*

260 REPEAT:PRINTTAB(7,10) ;
" Link delay

(sees) ";

270 delay=VALFNgpi (2,0, "0123456789" ) :U

NTIL deiay>0 AND delayOO
280 REPEAT!PRINTTAB(7,12) ; CHR* 130" Time
(Hrs) ";

290 hr*=FNgpi (2,0, "0123456789" ): UNTIL
VALhrt<25

300 REPEAT!PRINTTAB(7,14);CHR*130;"Tim
e(Mins) "J

3 1 mi n*=FNgp i < 2 , , " 1 23456789 " ) : UNT I

L

VALmin*<60
320 5e(i*="00"
330 TIME=FNtset (VAL(hr*) ,VAL(min*) ,VAL

(sec*)

)

340 PRINTTAB(4,20) ;CHR*129;"Plea5e wai

t '
"

350 pageno^lOO
360 REPEAT:ch=OPENIN(STR*(pageno) ) : IFc

h=0 PROCnowayjPROCgetpage: UNTIL FALSE
370 CLOSEttO
380 OSCLI("LOAD "+STR* (pageno) + " 7C22

")

390 type*= CHR*?8.7C26:p=VAL (*&7C22) :?8(

7C27=32
400 PRDCstatu5:pageno=p
410 IFtype*="S" PROCgetpage: UNTIL PALS

E
420 A=irMKEY(0> : IFA=13 PROCgetpage: UNTI

L FALSE
430 IFtype*="M" UNTILFALSE
440 REPEAT
450 time=TIME+deIay*100:REPEAT A=INKEY

(0)!lF A=ASC"r" OR A=ASC"R" PROCreveal
460 UNTIL A=32 OR A= 13 OR TIME>time
470 UNTIL A= 13 OR TlME>time
480 IF A=13 PROCgetpage
490 UNTIL FALSE

495 :

500 DEFPROCgetpage
5 1 REPEATPR I NTTAB (6,0);: pageno=VALFNg

pi (3,0, "0123456789")
520 UNTILpagenQ>99:ENDPROC
530 DEFPROCnoway
540 PRINTTAB(9,0)CHR*131; "That Page do

es not exist !
"

550 VDU7! time=TIME+100
560 REPEAT UNTIL TIME>time: PROCstatus:

ENDPRQC
565 :

570 DEFPRQCstatLis
5aO PRINTTAB(0,0) ; STRING* (38, " ") ; TAB

(

0,0);" Page: "; pageno; " ECO-FAX "date*"
"FNrhms(TIME)

;

590 ENDPRDC
595 :

600 DEFFNrhms(tm>=STR*( (tm MOD 8640000
) DIV 36OO0O) +"/"-<-STR*( (tm MOD 360000) D
ly 6000)+"/"+STR*( (tm MOD 6000) DIV 100)

605 :

610 DEFFNtset (h ,m,s) =h*360000+m»60O0+5
• 100

615 :

620 DEFFNgpi den, ef+ect, valid*)
630 LOCALa*,b
640 a*=""
650 »FX2I,0
660 b=GET!lF b=13 THEN =a*
670 IFb=ASC"r" OR b=ASC"R" PROCreveal:

G0T0660
680 IF b=127 AND a*="" THEN 660
690 IF b=127 a*=LEFT*(a*,LEN(a*)-l) !PR

INTCHR*b;". " ; CHR* (8) ; : GDTa660
700 IF ef+ect=0 THEN730
710 IF ef+ect=l b=b AND 223 ELSE b-b D

R32
720 IF e-ffect=3 AND (RIGHT* (a*, 1 )

=" " O

R a*=""> b=b AND 223
730 IF LEN(a*)^len OR INSTR ( val id*,CHR

*b)=0 VDU7:GDT0660
740 PR I NTCHR*b ; : a*=a*+CHR*b : G0TD660
745 !

750 DEFPROCreveal
760 ?data=152:?(data+l>=142;CALL5tart
770 REPEAT D*=INKEY* (50) : UNTIL D*=""
780 ?data=142:?(data+l)=152:CALLstart
790 ENDPROC
795 :

800 DEFPRDCmc
810 page=?<71
820 FOR pa5S= O TD 3 STEP 3
830 F7.=McDde7.
840 UOFT
850 .data NOP: NOP
860 .start LDA #HIMEM DIV2S6:STA page
870 LDA #0:STA page-1
880 LDY #HIMEM M0D256
890 .loop LDA *page-l),Y
900 CMP data:BNE on: LDA data+l:STA (p

age-l> ,Y
910 .on INY:BNE loop: INC pageiLDA page

:CMP #&80
920 BNE loop
930 RTS
940 ]

950 NEXT: ENDPROC
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Listing 3. The Eco-Ed program

10
20
30
40
50
100
110
120
130

tatus{
140
150
160
170
180

-15,0,
190

-15,0,
LO

200
210
220
230

REM EcD-Ed
REM For BBC with discs and Econet
REN by Joe Telford
REM <c) Acorn User Jan. 1984

M0DE7:HIMEM=S<7BFA
PROC-ietupiDN ERROR PRQCerr
REPEATPRlNTTAB(Kpos,ypo5)

;

char -^<HIMEM+6+>:pD5-i-ypQS»40) : PRDCs
char )

PRINl I AM(:.;|iu^,ypDs)
;

A=6EI
IF A I/. IHtN*BDUMP
IF A 1/. UNI ILO
IF A-1 X < l>=xpos:Y(l)=ypos:SOUNDl

,

2:UNT1L0
IF A=2 X(2)=xpos:Y<2)=ypQs:SDUNDl,
2:SOUND1.0,0,2:SOUNDI,-15,0,2:UNTI

IF A=128 PRaCcopyiUNTILO
IF A=144 PRDCdel:UNTlLO
IF A=3 xpa5=0:ypos=0;UNTIL0
IF A=B AND mode<2 PROCIeft: UNTIL O

240 IF A=9 AND mode<2 PRDCright: UNTIL

250 IF A=10 AND mode<2 PROCdown: UNTIL

260 IF A=ll AND mode<2 PRDCup:UNTIL O
270 IF A=13 mode=Cmode+l) MOD 3:PROCpr

intmode (mode)
280 IF mDde=l AND INSTR ( "QWASZX qwaszx

',CHR*A)>0 PRDCgraphic(CHR*A>:UNTIL FALS
E

290 IF mDde=l UNTIL FALSE
300 IF mode=2 AND INSTR (com*, CHR*A) >0

PROCcDmmand(CHR*A) :UNTIL FALSE
310 IF mode=2 UNTIL FALSE
320 IF A<32 UNTIL FALSE
330 VDUArIF A=127PR0CIef t ELSEPROCmove
340 UNTILO
345 :

350 DEFPRDCmove: IF dir*="R" PRDCrights
ENDPRQC

360 IF dir*="L" PROClef t:ENDPRDC
370 IF dir*="U" PROCup: ENDPRDC
380 IF dir*="D" PROCdown: ENDPRDC
390 ENDPRDC
395 :

400 DEFPRDCleft:LDCALa
410 IF xpos=0: VDU7sENDPR0C
420 J4pD5=>{pDS-l
430 ENDPRDC
435 !

440 DEFPRQCright
450 IF >jpos=39 VDU7: ENDPRDC
460 X pos=x PDS+

1

470 ENDPRQC
475 :

4eO DEFPROCup
490 IF ypo5=0 VDU7: ENDPRDC
SOO ypos=ypos-l
510 ENDPRDC
515 :

520 DEFPROCdown
530 IF ypQ5=23 VDU7rENDPR0C
540 ypDS=ypos+l
550 ENDPRDC
555 :

560 DEFPRDCgraphi c (x*> : LDCALchr , pi xel

,

flag: f lag=0
570 chr=char: IFchr=32 chr=160
500 IFx*="Q" DR x*="q" pixel=l
S90 IFx*="W" OR y.t-"M" pixel=2

600 IFx*="A" OR x*="a" pixel=4
610 IFx*="S" OR x*="5" pixel=B
620 IFx*="Z" OR x«="2" pixel=16
630 IFx*="X" OR x*="x" pixel=64
640 IFx*=" " ANDchr=255 chr=160:PRINTT

AB(xpDS,ypQS>CHR*chrj : ENDPRDC
650 IFx*=" ' ANDchr<>255 chr=25S: PRINT

TAB<xpos,ypoB>CHRtchr; : ENDPRDC
660 chr=chr EDR pixel
670 PRINTTAB(xpo5,ypos>CHR*chr;
680 ENDPRDC
685 :

690 DEFPRDCstatus(char) :PRINTTAB (25,24
); "Char: ' {STRING* (8, ' ");

700 IF char>127 AND char<160 PRINTTAB{
30,24)contrDl*(char-128> ; :ENDPROC

710 IF char>32 AND char<127 PRINTTAB(3
0,24)CHR*char;
720 IF char>i59 PRINTTAB (30,24) CHR*cha

730 ENDPROC
735 :

740 DEFPRDCprintmode(x> :PRINTTAB (2,24)
"Mode:
750 IFx=0 PRINTTAB{7, 24) "ALPHABETIC

760 IFx=l PRINTTAB<7, 24) "GRAPHIC

IFx=2 PRINTTAB(7,24) "COMMAND CSLRQ'"770
vc:)

780 ENDPRDC
785 :

790 DEFPR0Cdir5ay!PRINTTAB(0,24)dir*;:
ENDPRDC

795 :

800 DEFPRDCcDmmand(xt) : PRINTTAB (0,24)

;

STRING*<39," ");

810 CLOSEttO
x*="Q" ORx*="q"
x*="S" DRx*="s"
x*="L" ORx*="l"
x*="R" QRx*="r"
X *=CHR* ( 8 ) d i r *= "

L

"

x*=CHR* (9) dirt="R"

820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

PROCqui

t

PROCsavepage
PROCgetpage
PROCrempage

x*=CHR*(10) dir*="D"
x*=CHR*(ll) dir*="U"

PRINTTAB(0.24): STRING* (39." ") :

Vlo HRULdirsay: PROCpr i ntmode imode) : PRU
CstatuB (char

)

920 ENDPROC
925 :

930 DEFPRDCsavepage
940 REPEAT: PRINTTAB (0,24); "Save Page N

o: "

;

950 pageno^VALFNgpi (3, 0, "0123456789" )

:

UNTILpageno>99
960 ch=DPENIN(STR*CpagenD)

)

970 IF ch<: >0 PRINTTAB (0 ,24 ) "Sorry I Pag
e No: "jpageno;" E>: i sts !

"
; : VDU7: TIME=0: R

EPEAT UNTIL TIME>200: ENDPRDC
980 PRINTTAB(0,24) : "Page type? Miovie)

:S(till ) :L(ink) :
";

990 type*=FNgpi ( 1,0,"MLS")
1000 IFtype*<;"S"PRINTTAB(0,24) ;STRING*
(39," ") ; : REPEAT: PRINTTAB (0,24) ; "Pagena
to I ink? "; :pnD*=FNgpi (3,0, "01234567B9"

)

:UNTILVALpr.o*>99:ELSEpno*=STR*(pageno>
1010 pnD*=pnQ*+" "+type*:*HIMEM=pnD«
1020 OSCLI("SAVE "+STR* (pageno? -t-" 7BFA

+3C6")
1030 ENDPRDC
1035 :

1040 DEFPROCgetpage
1050 REPEATPRINTTAB(0,24> ; "Get Page No;
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1060 pageno=VALFNgpi l3,0/'O1234567a9" ) :

UNTILpageno>99
1070 ch=OPENIN(STR*(pagena)

)

loao IF ch=0 PRINTTAB(0, 24) "Sorry! Page
No: "spaigenD;" Nat f ound I

"
; : yDU7: TIME=0

: REPEAT UNTIL TIME>200: ENDPROC
1090 OSCLK-LOAD '+STR* (pageno) +" 7BFA"

)

1100 ENDPROC
1105 !

1110 DEFPROCrempage
1120 REPEATPRINTTAB<0,24>; "Remove Page

No: ";

1130 pagenD=VALFNgpi (3,0, " 1234567890" )

:

UNTIL pageno;99
1140 ch=OPeNIN(STR*(pagenD)

)

1150 IF ch=0 PRINTTAB<0, 24) ; "Sorry, Pag
e No: ";pageno;" Not f ound !

" j : VDU7: TIME=
0: REPEAT UNTIL T I ME >200: ENDPROC
1160 CLOSEttO
1170 PRINTTAB<0,24> ; "Found Page No: ";p

ageno; " Remove Y/N?";
liao REPEAT B*=GET*: UNTIL INSTR ( "YyNn"

,

B*)>0:IF Bt="N" OR B*="n" ENDPROC
1190 OSCLK "DELETE "+STR* (pageno)

>

1200 ENDPROC
1205 :

1210 DEFPRDCquit
1220 PRINTTAB(0,24> ; "Quit Program s Con

firm Y/N?";
1230 REPEAT B*=GET*:UNTIL INSTR C "YyNn"

,

B*) >0: IF B*="N" OR B*="n" ENDPROC
1240 CLS:«-FX4,0
1250 CHAIN"MENUFAX"
1260 END
1265 :

1270 DEFPROCsetup
1280 com*="SLDRBlqr"+CHR*(B) +CHR*(9)+CH

R*(10)+CHR*(11)
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370

dir*="R"
*FX4,2
»FX5,4
*KEV12 !

»KEY13 !

*KEY14 !

»KEY15 1

VDU23,0,10,64,0;0;0;
made=0

1380 PRINTTAB(0,24)i"R MODE: ALPHABETIC"
;TAB(25,24);"Char:";
1390 >:po5=10:ypo5-12
1 400 DATANULL , ARED , AGREEN , AYELLOW , ABLUE

,AMAGENTft,ACYAN,AWHITE, FLASH, STEADY
1410 DATANULL , NULL , SMALL , LARGE , NULL , NUL

L , NULL , GRED , GGREEN , GYELLOW , 6BLUE
1 420 DATAGMAGENTA , GCYAN , GWHI TE , H I DE , GCQ

NT , 6SEPARATE , NULL , BLACKBCK
1 430 DATANEWBACK , GHDLD , GRELEASE
1440 DIMcDntrol*(31) :FOR I"/.= O TD31:REA

Dcontrol*(I7.):NEXT
1450 *KEYO !C

*KEYi :a
•KEY2 !B
DIM X(2) ,Y(2)

1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590

*KEY3 :

!

:m
»KEY4 1 ! :L
*KEY5 !

' :

\

*KEY6 '.'. \1

»KEY7 : !

:

»KEY8 ! I 1

_

*KEY9 1 ! :

Z

X(1>=0:Y(1)=0:X(2)=0:Y(2>=0
ENDPROC
DEFFNgpi < len, effect ,val id*)
LOCALa*,

b

");STRING*(len+
1600 at=""
1610 PRINTSTRING*(Ien,".

1 .CHRJO) ) ;
" "; :*FX21 ,0

1620 b=BET:IF b=13 THEN
1630 IF b=127 AND at-""
1640 IF b=127 a^=LEFT*(a*,LEN(a*)-l):PR

I NTCHRtb ;'-"; CHR* ( 8 ) ; : GOTO 1 620
1650 IF effect=0 THEN1680

effect=l b-b AND 223 ELSE b=b

=a*
THEN 1620

IF1660
R32
1670 IF

R a*="")
1680 IF

*b > =0
1690
1700
1705
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1755
1760
1770

; AND<RIGHT*(a*,l)="effect^
b=b AND
LEN(a4)=len OR INSTR<val id*,CHR

VDU7: GOTO 1620
PRINTCHR*b;:a«=a*+CHR*b!G0T01620
DEFPRDCdel

PRQCsort
FOR yp=Y(l) TO Y C
FOR xp=X(l) TO XC
PRINTTABtxp.yp);"
NEXT,: ENDPROC

THEN 5pare=X t2) :X(2)=

THEN 5pare=YC2):Y<2)=

DEF PRQCsort
IF X<1)>X(2)

X(l) :X Cl)=spare
1780 IF Yd) >Y(2)

YCl) : Y(l)=5pare
1790 ENDPROC
1795 :

1800 DEFPROCc:opy:PROCsDrt
1810 FOR yp=Y(l) TO Y(2)
1820 FDR xp-X(l> TO X (2)

1830 khr=?(HIMEM+6+>;p+yp*40)
1840 px=KpDs+xp-X ( 1 ) :py=ypo5+yp-Y ( 1

)

1B50 IF p;^>39:GaTD18eO
IF py=23:xp-X(2) :GDT01B80
PRINTTABCp.:,py);CHR*(trir );

NEXT,: ENDPROC

1860
1870
1 BSO
1885
1890 DEFPROCer r : LOCALt i me : PR I NTTAB < , 24

>;STRING*(39," ");

1900 PRINTTAB(0,23> ; : REPORT: PRINTCHR*13
1" Please wait'";:VDU7
1910 ti me^T I ME+200: REPEAT UNTIL TIME:ti

me
1920
1930

PRDC

PRINTTAB<0,24) ; STRING* (39, " ")

;

PROCdi rsay : PROCpri ntraode (mode) : END

Fred the tortoise comes out of his shell on Eco-tax page
700
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The function keyslrip tor Eco-ed - you'll need one tor eacti terminal in your nelworl(
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Program 2. Hints and Tips, page 41
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BAR CODE LISTINGS AVAILABLE

To receive a copy of the listings in this months yellow pages sec-

tion in bar code format, send a £1 cheque or postal order plus an

A4-sized stamped addressed envelope to: Bar Code Listings,

Acorn User, 68 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JH.
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Program 5. Hints and Tips, page 45
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!
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IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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Program 6. Hints and Tips, page 45
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Program 8. Hints and Tips, page 45
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BAR CODES will revolutionise the way we use

computers in applications as well as the way we load

data. Here is the chance to get experience of this

important development by ordering the Addison

Wesley/MEP Bar Code Teaching Pack (see our

December issue, page 65) direct through Acorn User.

These bar code readers are being offered to

schools first and versions will not be available to the

public in the shops until later in the year - when they

will certainly cost more. However, because of its

active involvement in the scheme Acorn User is able

to offer the Teaching Packs direct to readers at the

introductory price of £49.95 plus £2.95 post and
packing (plus VAT),

Acorn User will be printing some listings in bar code
format in each issue and making booklets of bar codes

available by mail order. Book publishers are already

printing listings in bar code format, in fact Bruce

Smith's latest book The BBC Micro Machine Code
Portfofiohas 13pagesof bar code listings.

So, to stay ahead of the latest development in

computers and education, send off for a pack from
Acorn Usertoday. See page 127 for offer of magazine
listings in bar code format.

The pack includes:

barcode reader

•explanatory booklet written by Acorn User author

George Hill

•software to print bar codes
•music program by Joe Telford

•bar code stencil

•disc or cassette of utility software

Please state disc or cassette version.

All for £60.84 including VAT and £2.95 postage, (£52.90

excluding VAT). Make your cheque payable to Redwood
Publishing, fill in the form below and send it to Bar Code
Offer,RedwoodPublishing,68LongAcre.LondonWC2E9JH.

I Please send me Bar Code Reader Teaching Packs* (£60.84 each inclusive)

I

'please tick for disc IZJ or cassette D
IName

Address

I

D I enclose a cheque/PC payable to Redwood Publishing for £.

I

D Please debit my Access/Barclaycard/American Express

Post code

Account number

Signed

Date....

[Send this form with your remittance to Bar Code Offer, Redwood P_ubl_ishing,_68 Long Acre . London WC2E 9J H.
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Bruce Smith offers cash for the

a bestuseof an ir^geriious graphics

compiler - plus: pixel chart Mk II

and aversion numbering utility

'lE]
Convert graphics from

# Basic to use in

assembler programs

ENDING the year with a bang, Brian

Wyld of East Kilbride wins top marks
and E20 for an ingenious compiler that

will convert a whole Basic graphics

program into a sequence of OSWRCH-
based VDU codes that can be called

either from a machine code loop or a

one-line Basic program: all done in

mode?, or mode 6 for the Electron.

I'll let Brian handle the details . ,
.

Listing 1 will help anyone who has a

Basic program that draws a picture on
the screen they want to reproduce in

assembler. To produce graphics from
assembler you have to convert a Basic

program of PLOTs, DRAWs and other

statements into bytes of data for VDU
statements - not an appealing thought.

This program does it for you. All it re-

quires is that you add PROCassemble
to your graphics program that will

assemble the necessary code. Then
add a line, "CALL intercept' before any
graphics commands (including mode
changes) to start the routine and a
'CALL restore' at the end to restore the

status quo.

The routine works by intercepting the

OSWRCH vector, through which all

graphics commands, being VDU based,

go through. The routine stores these

VDU codes in a buffer located at

block%'. It therefore stops anything

from reaching the screen, including

any mode change, so no graphics will

appear. This means that all graphics

should take place in mode 7 {mode 6 on

the Electron), to gain the maximum
space for the buffer. Thus long graphics

programs can be built up without fear of

running out of memory as the RAM nor-

mally used for the screen is left free!

After the program is run, the buffer

can be saved. The start address is

found by 'PRINT" block%' and the end

address by 'PRINT ~(!&82 AND &FFFF)'.

1 REM Graphics Compiler
2 REM For BBC and Electron
3 REM by Brian Wyld
4 REM (c) Acorn User 1984
5 :

10 REM This program will convert
20 REM any picture, text etc put
30 REM onto the screen by a BASIC
40 REM program into a block o-f memory
50 REM containi ng al 1 the vdu codes
60 REM needed to produce the same
70 REM pi cture -from machine code
BO :

90 FROCassembJe
100 !

110 REM put a 'CALL intercept' before
120 REM any mode change, graph i cs etc
130 CALL intercept
140 MODES
ISO T1ME=0
160 REPEAT
170 GCDL 0,RND(7>
180 PLOT a5,RNDtl200) ,RND(1000)
190 UNTIL TIME^IOO
200 REM put a "CALL restore' at the
210 REM end to restore normal screen
220 REM handling
230 CALL restore
240 END
250 :

260 DEF PROCassemble
270 DIM codeV. 100
280 REM code'/, is location of program
290 REM blockX is location + VDU codes
300 blocky.=&3000
310 FDR pasEy,=0 TO 3 STEP 3

320 py.=CDde7.
330 COPT pass"/.

340 . intercept
350 \5ave OSWRCH vector
360 LDA !.20E:STA 8<aO

370 LDA !<20F:5TA S<81

3S0 \repl ace wi th own vector
390 LDAtt (neM_wrch MOD 256)!STA «,20E

400 LDA«(new_wrch DIV 256);STA 8.20F

410 Nset up block poi nter
420 LDA»t(block7. MOD 256):STA &S2
430 LDfi+t (blacky. DIV 256):STA S<83

440 RTS
450 :

. new_wrch
\5ave A and Y regs
STA S<84!STY ?<85

\store VDU code
LDYttOtSTA (8<B2) ,Y

460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670

\ increment poi nter
INC ?.a2

BNt return
INC &83
Si f pointing into ROM then
LDA S,B3:CMP*&80iBEQ stop

.return
\restDre A and Y

LDA &84iLDV 8(85

RTS

. stop
\restore A and Y

LDA S^B4jLDY S.85

stop

Listing 1. BBC and Electron graphics compiler

Beeb Forum Is a platform for Ideas, tips and applications relating to the BBC micro and the

Electron, Intended tor experienced programmers to share their thoughts. For every reader's

tip published we pay £5 -or more for something special. Contributtons should be typed or

printed, with substantial listings on cassette. WRITE TO Beeb Forum, Acorn User, Redwood
Publishing, London WC2E 9JH.

680 .restore
690 PHA
700 \ restore vector
710 LDA ScBOsSTA &20E
720 LDA S<ei:STA S.20F

730 PLA
740 RTS
750 ]

760 NEXT
770 ENDPRQC
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BEEB FORUM

This area of memory thus contains

all the VDU codes needed to exactly re-

produce the picture. The routine will

also work with character definitions, as

long as it is called before they are exe-

cuted. ,

,

Brian's program contains a demon-
stration routine. Once run, the VDU
codes can be saved with

'SAVE VDUCODE 3000 32D2

A simple Basic line to implement the

graphics (try it after running Brian's

program) is

FOR N% = &3000TO &32D2:A% -

?N%:CALL &FFEE:NEXT

And it really is as simple as that!

Send any comments in to me, and
there will be more cash for the best

graphics program/display produced by

this program. Enclose the entire listing

on disc or cassette and address it to

Beeb Forum (with sae for return

please). The best in my opinion will get

the cash and have the listing included

on the monthly cassette!

1^
Automatic update

for file versions

Dr BORCHERDS from the University of

Birmingham has come up with a useful

one-line utility that enables disc users

to keep track of current program ver-

sions. Dr Borcherds explains . .

.

On larger computers than the BBC
micro the filing system will often

append to a file name a version number
which is automatically incremented

each time a file is saved under a pre-

viously used name. By using a function

key on the BBC computer it is possible

to obtain a similar facility.

The function key definition is shown
in listing 2. The first '?' changes the ver-

sion number in the listing of the key

definition, the final one updates the

function key itself.

The key definition may be saved as a

text file and EXECed into existing pro-

grams, then edited to make the name
agree with that of the program.
There are several precautions that

must be observed:

1. The key definition mustbe the first

line of the program, which has the

advantage that the name of the pro-

gram is included in the first lineof a list-

ing.

1

]

hree
BlaCK (U) Mea (1) Yellow (iij Wnite (3)
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LU
1-

X
5\

B
L
A

K
(0)

Black (0) 00 01 10 11 02 03 12 13 20 21 30 31 22 23 32 33

Red (1) 04 05 14 15 06 07 16 17 24 25 34 35 26 27 36 37

Yellow (2) 40 41 50 51 42 43 52 53 60 61 70 71 62 63 72 73

White (3) 44 45 54 55 46 47 56 57 64 65 74 75 66 67 76 77

R
E
D

(1)

Black (0) 08 09 18 19 OA OB 1A IB 28 29 38 39 2A 2B 3A 3B

Red (1) OC OD IC ID OE OF IE IF 2C 2D 30 3D 2E 2F 3E 3F

Yellow (2) 48 49 58 59 4A 4B 5A 5B 68 69 78 79 6A 6B 7A 7B

White (3) 4C 4D 5C 5D 4E 4F 5E 5F 6C 6D 70 7D 6E 6F 7E 7F

Y
E
L
L

W (2}

Black (0) 80 81 90 91 82 83 92 93 AO Al BO B1 A2 A3 B2 B3

Red (1) 84 85 94 95 86 87 96 97 A4 A5 84 B5 A6 A7 B6 B7

Yellow (2) CO CI DO D1 C2 C3 D2 D3 EO El FO F1 E2 E3 F2 F3

White (3) C4 C5 D4 D5 C6 C7 D6 D7 E4 E5 F4 F5 E6 E7 F6 F7

W
H
1

T

Black (0) 86 89 98 99 8A 8B 9A 9B A8 A9 B8 Bg AA AB BA BB

Red (1) 8C 8D 9C 9D 8E 8F 9E 9F AC AD BC BD AE AF BE BF

Yellow (2) C8 C9 D8 D9 GA CB DA DB E8 E9 F8 F9 EA EB FA FB
E

(3) White (3) cc CD DC DD CE CF DE DF EC ED FC FD EE EF FE FF

(Logical colours in brackets). Numbers are in hexadecimal.

Figure 1 . Modes 1 and 5 pixel chart for BBC and Electron

2. The key definition should be typed

as shown and should not contain any
spaces. If there are spaces the 21 and
13 may need to be changed. The file

name should be given in full, as direc-

tory plus a seven-character name, of

which the final character is the version

number.
3. Any of keys fO to f9 may be used: if a

key other than f9 is being used, the final

digit of &B09 must be made equal to

that key number.
4. The key must be initially activated

{by running the program). Thereafter

each time it is pressed, the version

number is incremented. The version

number is actually an ASCII code, and
after the '9' takes on values ':', ;' etc,

and will eventually increment through

the alphabet. It is seldom necessary to

keep more than a few versions of a pro-

gram, so when the version number is

getting large, it may be reset to a low

value by editing the key definition, and
updating the key itself, at the same time

locking any versions of the program
which need to be preserved.

5. Care must be taken in making mul-

tiple copies of a program on several

discs. If the function key is used each
lime identical programs on different

discs will have different names.
Repeating the most recent 'SAVE' will

result in the program being catalogued

under a version number one less than

the one in its key definition.

6. The function key will remain active

when there is a new program in the

computer: the new program is liable to

be saved under the name of the pre-

vious program unless the function key
is altered.'

1^ Pixel chart

1*KEY9SA. "Z. LSQLAB5" ! MQ=PA,
+ 1 : D7.=S(B0O+?S(BO9 : Q'/-? 1 3=?Q 1 M

»Q=?Q

Listing 2. Automatic update of version number for disc files

for two modes

B GABEL of Lewes was obviously

pleased with his cheque from

November's Beeb Forum. To comple-

ment his colour pixel chart for mode 2

he has now provided one for modes 1

and 5 on BBC and Electron (figure 1).

Using it is simple . .

.

Figure 1 gives the pixel chart for

modes 1 and 5, In these modes one byte

represents four pixels, which I call one,

two. three and four, from left to right. To
find the number to poke the byte with,

go down the 'pixel one' column until

you reach the colour of the first pixel.

Then, in the part of the 'pixel two'

column to the immediate right of the

section you have just chosen, find the

colour of the pixel. Keep your finger on
this row. Now do the same for the 'pixel

three' and pixel four' rows. You should

end up with your other finger on a verti-

cal column which is labelled with the

colour of the pixel four. Move your
fingers along the row and down the

column until they meet. That square
holds the number that you want. It's

really easier than it sounds! For exam-
ple, black, red, yellow, white = 35.
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Electronequip
(Authorised BBC Micro Dealer, and Econet service centre)

SPECIAL OFFERS
Mail order only

*EPSON
RX-8OPTe2O8.OO.VAT

FX-80 £312.42+ VAT

Printer price includes paper and BBC cable
Screen dump ronn available for t^ 1.50

TAXAN/KAGA
KP810
£?call

Printer price includes paper and BBC cable
Screen dump rom available for ril.50

VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS
*10% off list prices

Discniinted price iric VAT

JSVOLT 14 Voltmane Delta 14BJovsticks 13.46

JSVOLTAD Vottmace 14B/1 Adaptor Box 13.36

JSV0LT3B Voltmace Delta 3B Twin Joysticks 18 09

3" Micro Disc £89.00
(inc. VAT)

Disc Interface &
Drive
ei81.30(inc.VAT)

Micro Disc Drive for

the BBC Micro

The(Vlit,ro(li.-;i.. drive otters a mrttiod of low cost quick acc:es& lo
pfogrftnift riie drive is essentially a small version of a 51,' disc
drive and offers sunilid (OLilures to tlie larger drive
The data is stored om a ;i disc, tfiis is enclosed in a prottrliu^
fi.ird plastic cassetle wtiicli teatures a write protect switch
Tlie micro drive requires Ihe standard Acorn disc interface, bul a
new disc filing system rom Acorn DFS may be exchanged for Ihe
micro DFS for C2. 30. The new micro disc filing system canVead
,4nd wnic lo Acorn DF'S di^rs

finis i( d t); inch and a micro floppy were connected on the same
cable flies could be transferred between them
Capocity 80 64 K bytes Transfer Rate: 125k bit/s

Networking Torchnet/Econet
Advanced connection techniques used on our
networks considerably reduce joint resistance
ensuring lower end to end resistance than by any
other method.

All our BBC's and Torches are networked together.
Are yours:

If not phone 0329 230671.

SIDEWISE SIDEWISE FITTED

SIDEWAYS" rom board for BBC Micro.

No soldering required £33,44 ^ VAT

SOFTWARE
LUCKY DIP

For£9.95inc VAT try our lucky dip

-

It could be any 3 cassettes from our
comprehensive range, which includes

Elite. There are 20 different lucky dip

packs all guaranteed different. Please

state educational or games pack.

5F>4CORN
PUTER Electronequip BBC U^
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(^:
^ Electronequip

(Authorised BBC Micro Dealer, and Econet service centre)

^\^

BBC/Electron
Starter Packs:
All BBC Micros (ANBOI's)
and Electrons are sold with a
starter pack which includes:

1 BBC Data Recorder
(or Sanyo DR101)

5 Acornsoft games cassettes.

BBC Starter Pack
ANBOI/ANBSP £399.00 inc VAT

Electron Starter Pack
ALAOI/ALASP £229.00 inc VAT

«) «( *--| ™i --.I iST ,-iii jff-f ^i-^r
•<"• . X yt, C, V, a, n.tA'; ''!'', ','1 mun Vmn

TORCH Djsc Pack

SPECIAL
OFFER

Only £740.00 + VAT with

Acorn Disc upgrade F.O.C.

(Free fitting available if required)

SPECIAL XMAS PRICES

BBC Model B
£359.10 inc VAT

ACORN DISC UPGRADE
Now in stock £115.00 Inc VAT

100K Disc Drives £99 inc VAT
(half height)

i^'l.l:J.|.U=IM.IJ

14" TV/Monitor

£173.04 + VAT

Buy this superb TV/Monitor
from the original distributors

Electronequip (since Sept 82)
at our Special Christmas
Price.

£199.00 inc VAT

All offers subject to availability

Prices subject to variation without prior notification

Prices formonitors Sprinters include BBC cable

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Access & Barclaycard Accepted
Large Stocks

,
24 Hour Despatch

BRANCHES
MAIL OHOER: 36-38 WEST STREET
FAREHAM. HANTS. (0329) 230670
SHOP/TECHNICAL: 59 WEST STREET
FAREHAM, HANTS. (0329) 230671
KINGS LYNN: 17 TENNYSON AVE. (0553) 3782

Electronequip
// BBC I.^

;>ci

36-38 West Street, Fareham, Hants (0329) 230670
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THREE NEW PROGRAMS FROM MICROTEST

DAIRYFILEFOR
DAIRY FARMERS

Keep on that economic line between over and
undef feeding!

Save time recording milk yield and calculating

feed amounts!

Quictdy decide feeding policy with the
'Monthly Calving Group' Performance Graph!

Print out a recording sheet with cows in

numerical order. Print out graphs or tables of

individual cows or Monthly Groups showing
serving and pregnancy details, illness record.

Calving Index, weekly and running total

Margin over Concentrate, See at a glance cows
due for serving, pregnancy diagnosis and
drying off. Keep track of weekly total feed cost
and milk sale price.

All this and more with DAIRYFILE

Predict cow or Monthly Group total lactalion

yield. Comparis with Standard Lactation
Curves. All old data preserved- compare
Monthly Groups over the years, Which is the
most profitable month?

Find out with DAiRYFILE-for up to 2(X) Uc-
tating cows

£69.00 inc. VAT (disc only) -'- p&p 50p

2 X 40 Track Drives Required or 1 or more 80
Track Drives. Please state which when ordering.

SATAN'S CHALLENGE
or(Nevil Rides Out)

A Black Magic Adventure
Dare you take up ihe challenge laid down by [he rnosi
evil and sinister of all beings ihe devil himself.
H you do vou will find yourself alone and at ihe rnercv
of the twisted fancies and whims of a cold and calcu
latingmmd
Occult forces are threatening ihe lives of those near
and dear lo you. Their only salvation resls in your
hands but m accepling the challenge your own exist
ence is put in severe peril.

In taking up the cnallenge you have la find The
TALISMAN and locate a pentagram which then has to
be prepared for the final rite In the meantime darl<

forces will be opposing you making a difficult task
almost impossible
Do not allow yourself to be lulled into a sense of
security for It will be short lived

fvlany have gone before only to swell the ranks of the
damned
This 15 the latest adventure from the stables of Micro
test and has been written with the acclaimed features
of other adventures m mind eg save facility, quick re-

sponse, simple but extensive commands, a mixture ot
logical and fnondish problems lo solve.
Be Mrarned this is an easy adventure to get into
but devilishly difficult to end.
Cassette C7.95 inc. VAT Disc £9.45 inc. VAT
- p&p 50p Disc 40 or 80 Track

MICROTEST FONT ROM
This exciting new ROM from (Wir.toiesi will enable you lo

get all sons of new characters and fonts (rorn your SBC
Compuler. Once you have pfoduced your masterpiBce on

the screen, all you have lodo is use the inbuilt screendump
utility to produce a haid copy on lo paper.

Typing "HELP FONTS gives vou a list of available 'onts

and Ihe blocks of charactets which ihey replace.

Available fonts are:

'AccflnU
'Block
'Data

'Gr«ak
'Joinad

'Maths

'MrscBllaneoua

'Thick

•Thin

'Vsrtical

'Mod* 8

'S Dump

Accents and miscellaneaus

Small capitals.

Like the bottoms of cheques

It's all Greek to me tool

Standard capitals with joined up
lower case,

A mix of until now unobtainable

Mathematical syntbols

A few oddities wfiich often are very

necessary,

Thick text (for MODts 0&31 to

enhance 80 column mode
Thm text (for fWODEs 2&5) which

makes modes 2 & 5 much more lead-

able or perhaps "READABLE"
For labelling graphs in a vertical plane

10 column mulli colour, memory
miserly mode
A Dump facility which will produce a

screen dump of any mode from to 8
(including a text only dump in mode
7) on an epson, star. CP80. MT30 or

JPSOetcetc. . ..

The dump utility will produce negative or positive product,

can magnify, and will also rotate the picture through 90
degrees as well as tieing able to position the picture any
where laterally across the paper.

The ROM uses absolutely no user memory and can be used
with word processors etc, as well as with riorrnal word

programs

£17.50 inc. VAT
4- p&p sop

New Issue Microtest Starstick & Joystick Package.
announcing the arrival of the new issue 2 + ROM.

Available now the NEW issue 2 f ROM Joystick comes in three forms-
OPTION 1 The Starstick ROM and Quickshot t Joystick

Price £22.85+ CI. 00 P&P.
OPTION 2 The Starstick ROM and Quickshot II Joystick

Price £25.50 + £1.00 P&P
OPTION 3 The Starstick ROM and Patch Lead (choose your own
Atari/Spectrum style joystick)

PriceC20.S0 > £1.00P&P
OPTION 4 Send your old version STARSTICK ROM back to us for
reprog ramming to issue 2 +

Price £3.50 + £0 50 P&P
Vl,4 STARSTICK was 4K the new version has been squashed into 8K.

The NEW ISSUE ROIW is compatible with latest* ACORNSOFT programs as well as
H t r Lll_.A II.

As with the VI41 issue of ROfwl you can at last connect good "self centring", rapid
action' joysticks lo the BBC Computer uia the user port (IVIodel A owners please note thai you
do not need the analogue interface filled lo your computet but you will need the user port and
IC76)

Pressing any combination ot the BREAK key does not affect the STARSTICK software and
now by pressing TAB-BREAK REPLICA II is auto booted and is compatible with the STAR-
STICK ROM V2 - -

The software patch provided in the R0IV1 monitors O S, calls and patches the Joystick to
the Games programs, and so will work with most games programs even programs not meant lo
function with Joysticks (except those using illegal direct memory addressing)

lo games,
KILL

The new command summary and description is -t-
-

'STICK enables Ihe ROfWl
NSTICK disables Ihe ROfW.
'SETSTtCK program joysiick.

•KSAVE save protocols set by 'SETSTICK
'KLOAD load protocols saved by 'KSAVE
•fVlAP remap current keyboard definitions,

play games using ynur favourite keys
'CLEVER intelligent loadmg of software [ensuring

ACORN compatibility)

'PLONK relocate area of work memory used.
'PROP! proportional joystick emmulator t

*PR0P2 proportional joystick emmulator 2
•ANA patches joysticks via the analogue port.

ROM manager, disables troublesome
ROMs

DOUBLE replace up lo Iwo joysticks
TAB-BREAK Auto boots REPLICA II

'PAUSE define key to treere game
•NPAUSE dissable 'PAUSE
•NAME predefined key protocols.
•HELP KEYS display current key protocols.
•REPEAT enables ROM based auto repeat.
•NREPEAT dissables -REPEAT
Should a conteniiQTi state occur when two roms or
more try lo use Ihe same 'command prefixing any of

the above witti U will help solve the problem

Microtast's microbsss own
bulletin board is available for
usa with Prastel modems and
software. (0208) 77677 Place
your order by Elactronic Mall
TODAy. (2Ahr. service).

available from

MICROTEST LTD
18 Normandy Way, Bodmin, Cornwall PL31 1EX

DEALER ENQUIRIES
and

EXPORT ORDERS
WELCOME

Telephone: 0208 3812
OR ANY GOOD DEALER

Large picture shows BBC Computer System and a Quickshot II Joystick. Small inset just a few of the

joysticks that wilt work with the patch lead, Screenshol by kind permission of SUPERIOR SOFTWARE
All MICROTEST ROMs are fully TUBE ® compatible.(TUBE ® is a reg. trademark of Acorn Computers).



HARDWARE

Do second processors speed thir^gs

up? Paul Beverley looks at the

theory and practice and outlines

special programming techniques

SECOND
PROCESSOR POWER

LAST month I looked at ways in

which you could improve the

speed of your Basic applications

programs. If you have tried some of the

ideas suggested and your application

is still not running fast enough then, as I

mentioned, one way ahead would be to

use machine code routines for those

parts of the programs which are most

critical to the overall timing. However,
that's not much use if machine code
programming is still a closed book to

you.

The other approach, which we are

going to look at now, is to use a second

processor. Surely this must speed
things up, having two processors work-

ing side-by-side ... but does it? In this

article I shall study the principle behind

using a second processor and then

examine three of the second pro-

cessors currently available to see
whether they actually do run faster in

Basic than the BBC on its own. Finally I

shall try to see whether there are any

special programming techniques

needed when trying to get the best

possible speed advantage out of

running Basic on a second processor.

The second processor
principle

The BBC micro has been very cleverly

designed so that not only can it act as a

very adequate stand-alone micro, but

also is capable of acting as an I/O

(input/output) processor to another,

possibly more powerful, processor.

The idea is that the 6502 in the Beeb
handles all the input and output of data

to disc, cassette. VDU. ADC etc. while

the second processor runs the

language interpreter which does all the

calculations and makes all the deci-

sions. The I/O processor is then just a

rather intelligent slave to the second
processor.

This is a very important concept and

one which, as I prophesied in 1982, will

keep the BBC micro in vogue much
longer than most of its rivals, The
reason is that as the technology {inevi-

tably} develops and produces faster

and more powerful processors with

ever cheaper memory capacity and
ever more sophisticated languages,

you just attach them to your Beeb. You
will always want a keyboard (voice

recognition is still a long way off in

terms of home use) and a VDU, and
probably a disc drive, so instead of

throwing these out, you just treat the

new technologies as add-ons to the

basic machine to bring it right up to

date.

You will gather this is something I

feel very strongly about, but I haven't

finished yet! Why don't the other com-
puter manufacturers produce a
machine like this, with similar expan-

dability? The reason is that it's not

economical. Uncle Clive makes much
more money than Uncle Chris and
Uncle Hermann by the fact that he sells

you a ZX80 and then you have to buy its

replacement, the ZX81. Then you throw

thatawayand buy a Spectrum. Then it's

a QL, and what next? Still, I'll get down
off my hobby-horse and back to the

technical side of things.

Benchmark tests

The first and most obvious way of test-

ing the speed of Basic when run on

these second processors is to use the

PC^Vbenchmark tests. These were set

out by John Coll (recognise the name?)
in the first edition of PCWback in 1978

(when the 2708, a 1 k EPROM, was being

sold at £31.15!).

I think these benchmarks have often

been misinterpreted by later PCW
writers, but rather than go into detail

here, which doesn't help us with the job

in hand, I have given two separate

tables of results. Figure 1 gives the

normal quotations of the benchmarks
given in PCW, while figure 2 interprets

them as I think they were originally

intended. In some cases it is the differ-

ence between the times of the two tests

that is the significant figure.

Also in these tables you will see per-

centage figures shown in brackets

which are comparisons with the tim-

ings of the BBC micro on its own. As
you will see, the Torch Z80 second pro-

cessor is slower than the two Acorns

but, in its defence, it was on the market

a considerable time before Acorn's

own.
Not surprisingly, the Acorn 6502

second processor is almost exactly half

as fast again as the BBC processor on

its own. This is because the language

interpreter gets 'slurped' across the

Tube at switch on and so it is the same
interpreter running at a 3MHz clock

rate instead of 2MHz. Even HiBasic,

although slightly re-coded, has exactly

the same benchmarks on the second
processor as Basic II.

Although the version of Basic used

on the Z80 second processor was writ-

ten, as was the Basic on the Torch

system, by R T Russell, there was a

quite marked difference in speed
between them. This is shown by the

percentages in square brackets in

figures 1 and 2, which indicate the in-

crease in speed of the Acorn Z80 over

the Torch Z80, This is partly due to im-

proved coding, but mainly to the

increased speed of the processor -

6MHz and no 'wait-states' as against

4MHzforthe Torch Z80,

However there is one major speed
difference which does not show up in

these benchmarks. The only thing that

they actually test is the speed of

language interpretation of the second
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'PROFESSIONAL Software for the BBC Micro'

EASIPLOT
'an outstanding business graph package'

r '•
TICC CDXTRIICI8

;v-

fi^--^
.

'°-^°-
*"

,

Easiplot is a sophisticated and user friendly

BUSINESS and EDUCATIONAL graph
package. Voted the 1 4th best educational
program, Easiplot has come to be regarded
as an outstanding business package and
excellent value for money.
This latest version is configured for single

or dual disk drives and is compatible with
screendump ROM's enabling large or small
graph printing.

Ideal for VIEW and WORDWISE reports.

COMPREHENSIVE FACILITIES INCLUDE:
*Line, Bar, Pie, Scatter and Data charts
*5 line or bar merging
*Bar/Line conversion option
*Auto or manual scaling

•Comprehensive label and edit facilities

•Screendumps for Epson compatible
printers

•Save/Load options on single or dual
drives

Provides easy access to screendump
ROM's

*Grid and screensave facilities

•56 page USER MANUAL
ONLY £24.95

BIOGRAM is a new concept in
computer software

For less than the cost of most ROM
software the BIOGRAM SYSTEM provides
you with the tools to control your state of
relaxation and response to stress.

BIOGRAM
The BIOGRAM system comprises an
electronic bio-module fitted with plugs and
electrodes and a suite of programs on disk
or cassette.

The BIOGRAM software package includes:

•RELAXOG RAM -a multi-level relaxation

BIOGRAM uses proven biofeedback f'^Z' -''! ^^^^^^' ^^'^ progress tester,

techniques to provide you with audio/visual P^'^^aHBBBBBBBi.-'^BBBH
impressions of your physiological and M' M'*. '^^^Bl^^Jl^llft '^B *LIE DETECTOR-a graphical lie detector
psychological state. ' ffMV ^-i^iwii^itC^SSiJf^iii'BBB with an automatic interrogation facility.

i"?ll^l "r^,«»7"Bl" •PREDUCER -a programmable phobia
Your stress level is detected by two mm raw. mm ev A^.'^vk. " ^m identifier and reducer.

electrodes and is converted and relayed to Wi 'ft^^iL^HSMll^^R '"
the computer by the electronic BIO- 55 '« J^Z- '^Pt'"

''"1-'!*% f JH ^^® comprehensive user Manual provides
MODULE. The BIOGRAM software SSl 'I ::'^^j||^^j. | SS many examples of biofeedback applications
translates this signal into a form that will BS||/ '^itflPVFlltei^' - 9^M ^^^ experiments to try.

enable the user to learn to influence his own lf^ '^^' "l^^^i^' ^iMWk
state of mind, h,
BIOGRAM is FUN and EASY to use, just
plug in the module, attach the electrodes
and choose your program. Ready to run in

seconds.

"^'mi^^
^1.

HARNESS THE POWER OF
BIOFEEDBACK- LEARN TO CONTROL
YOUR FEARS, PHOBIAS and STATE of

TENSION. AN INVESTMENT FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY AT £32,95

SHARE ANALYSER
'The finest piece of investment software I've seen'

Share Analyser is a comprehensive
reporting, analysis and charting package
for the BBC Micro, Transaction and share
price databases are built up for each share
name and a variety of report and analysis
facilities can be instantly accessed. Reports
can be produced on any printer. Share
Analyser is easy to use and is supplied with
a comprehensive Operating Manual.

SUPERB VALUE AT £24.95-ask for full

details.

FACILITIES INCLUDE:
*Up to 20 share names per portfolio per
disk

*Use as many disks as you require

^Capacity per disk - 20,000 whole number
share prices and 320 purchase/sale/
dividend records

• Reports include Valuation, Profit

Statements, Movement Analysis,
Transaction Reports etc

•Graphics facilities include Moving
Averages, Rise and Fall, Superimpose,
Magnification, Grid, Screenwrite,
Screendump etc

•Adjusts for scrip issues etc

•Provides access to screendump ROM's

All Easiplot and Share Analyser specifications are for the disk version. FULL DETAILS OF ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

Prices include p + p etc - no extras

Bioflram (cassette or disk). .BBC B only

Easiplot 1 (cassette)-BBC B & Electron

Easiplot 3 (including Dataplotter - disk)

Share Analyser (cassette), .BBC B & Electron

Share Analyser (disk). .BBC B only

PRICE

£32.95

£15.95

£24.95

£17.95

£24.95

Disk orders, .state 40 or 80 track (add £1.50 for overseas orders).

Write or phone for further details (0582) 33858 (Ansaphone Service).

ALL PROGRAMS ARE NORMALLY DESPATCHED BY FIRST CLASS POST
WITHIN 24 HOURS AND ARE GUARANTEED FDR 12 MONTHS. Available

MAIL ORDER only.

Send cheque/PO etc to Synergy Software 7, St Andrews Close. Slip End.

Luton. LUl 4DE.
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processor, not the speed of input/out-

put. If you time various I/O commands
you will see things in a different light

(figures).

The hardware of the Torch Z80 board

is very much simpler than that of the

Acorn board since it uses off-the-shelf

I/O chips (6522 + 8255) instead of com-

plex custom-designed ones, and the

implementation oftheTube facilities, in

software as well as hardware, is con-

siderably more limited. The result is

that, for example, none of the FX calls

on the Torch takes less than 20 milli-

seconds (ie 40.000 clock cycles of the

6502AontheBBC!).

Programming for speed

Apart from the fact that second pro-

cessors do the language interpretation

faster than the first processor alone,

there should also be some advantage

in the fact that the two processors are

running in parallel. That is, both pro-

cessors are working at the same time

and therefore should, in theory at least,

be able to share the workload. This

whole concept of parallel processing is

one which, in the long run, is going to

change the face of computing, and our

whole approach to programming is

going to have to change with it.

The programming we have all

learned is, in contrast to the human
brain's processing, strictly serial. The

processor does each specific task in a

strict order, which can of course be

changed when it meets certain con-

ditions, but it can never be doing two

things at the same time. The use of

interrupts may give the impression that

the processor is doing more than one

job at a time, but really all it's doing is

temporarily stopping its main job while

it deals with the interrupt and then

going back and carrying on where it left

off.

If you have two processors, you

could have them doing two different

jobs at once, but the problem then is to

synchronise them. What could end up

happening is that one processor does a

job, sends some information to the

other but then has to wait until it has

finished dealing with that information

before it can carry on. This would not be

'parallelism' but rather 'end-to-end'

processing.

The second processor concept on

the BBC micro system only becomes
true parallelism when the second pro-

cessor can give the I/O processor a job

to be getting on with while it carries on

processing. An example of this would

be if you were drawing some form of

geometric pattern which involved cal-

culations which could be done at the

same time as drawing the actual lines

on the screen. This can be achieved

because the instructions which the I/O

BBC + Acorn
1

Benchmark BBC solo

1 0,63

2 2,76

3 7.80

4 8.27

5 8.76

6 13.47

7 20,79

8 4.98

BBC + Torch

0,79 (-20%)
3.08 (-10%)
11.43 (-32%)
12.31 (-33%)
13.11 (-33%)
18.47 (-27%)
26,42 (-21%)
3.37 ( + 48%)

6502

0.43 ( + 47%)
1.85 ( + 49%)
5,24 ( + 49%)
5.55 ( + 49%)
5.87 ( + 49%)
9.03 ( + 49%)
13.92 ( + 49%)
3.36 ( + 48%)

BBC + Acorn Z80

0.50 ( + 26%) [ + 58%]
2.00 ( + 38%) [

+ 54%1
7,04 ( + 11%) [ + 62%]
7.49 (+10%) [ + 64%]
7,98(+10%) [ + 64%]

10.81 ( + 25%) [
+ 71%]

16,01 ( + 30%) [ + 65%]
2.06 ( + 141%) [ + 61%]

7 + 8 25.77 29.79 (-13%) 17.28 ( + 49%) 18,07 ( + 43%) [ + 65%]

Average of the

percentage increases (-28%) ( + 49%) ( + 36%) [ + 62%]

Figure 1. ROW Bench Tests. Values in parentheses indicate tfie increase in speed over the

BBC on its own, and those in square brackets are a comparison with the Torch Z80 second

processor

Benchmark BBC solo

1

2

3-2
4-2
5-4
7-6
8

Total

0.63

2.76

5.04

5.51

0.49

7.32

BBC + Torch

0.79 (-20%)
3.08 (-10%)
8.35(-40%)
9.23 (-40%)
0,80 (-33%)
7.95 (-8%)

BBC + Acorn

6502

0.43 ( + 47%)
1.85 ( + 49%)
3.39 ( + 49%)
3.70 ( + 49%)
0,31 ( + 49%)
4.89 ( + 49%)

4.98 3.37 ( + 48%) 3.36 ( + 48%)

26.73 33.57 (-20%) 17.93 ( + 49%)

Average of the

percentage increases :-28%) ( + 49%)

BBC + Acorn Z80

0.50 ( + 26%) [ + 58%]
2,00 (+ 38%) [ + 54%]
5.04 ( + 0%) [ + 66%1
5.49 ( + 0%) [ + 68%]
0.49 ( + 0%) [ + 63%]
5.20 ( + 41%) [ + 53%]
2.06 ( + 141%) [ + 61%]

20.78( + 29%) [ + 61%]

( + 35%) [ + 60%]

Figure 2. PCW Bench Tests Interpreted

Benchmark
S% = USR (&FFF4)

(A% = 150)

*FX151,97,0

VDU23,32.0;0;0,0,1

*FX3,0

BBC solo BBC + Torch

1.16

1.21

3.21

0.87

1,91

21,40

5.65

21.06

BBC + Acorn
6502

0.91

1.41

1.60

0,95

BBC + Acorn Z80
1.44

1.90

2.93

1.23

Figure 3. Some I/O Tests

Test
MOVE/DRAW
PRINT Z$

Torch
84%
nil

Acorn 6502

89%
74%

Acorn Z80
84%
80%

(BBC + BBC)
(96%)
(95%)

Figure 4. Tests for maximum obtainable parallelism

m

processor uses are simply a series of

codes - the familiar VDU commands. If

you haven't seen this, try typing MODE
0< return > and then VDU25,5,0.4,0,4

< return >.

To get such a line drawn, the second

processor just sends these codes over

to the I/O processor, prefixed by

another code to tell it that what follows

is a VDU command and not a disc com-

mand or whatever. If the I/O processor

is still busy doing the last piece of draw-

ing requested then it can store the com-

mand codes in a buffer until it's ready to

deal with them. This is exactly the same

idea as the buffers that are used with

the RS423 serial communication

system.

The I/O processor continues to deal

with these requests in strict order,

unless of course its buffer becomes full,

in which case the second processor

has to stall until the I/O processor is

ready to accept more codes, and this is

where the parallelism begins to de-

crease.

The other thing which reduces the

parallelism is that there are some tasks

in which the second processor issues a

command which demands a response.

The most obvious example is access-

ing the disc or Econet systems. The

ACORN USER JANUARY 1985



ROMBOX is a sideways ROIVI extension unit wnich
enables many existing BBC ROM based programs to be
run on the BBC or tiie Electron. Fully compatible with
either computer it is strongly constructed and will

also support the Plus 1 on the Elearon. ROMBOX is

supplied with comprehensive instruCTions and an
inter-connecting cable for the BBC.

BBC £49.95 (Including cable)

Electron £59.50

STARMON is the only machine code monitor forthe
Elearon and provides a powerful and easy to use
command repertoireforadvanced debugging and
machine code programming. A ROM extension unit is

required when used with the Electron. STARMON is

also available for the BBC and both versions are
supplied with a comprehenslveand easy to follow
User Manual.

BBC
Electron

£27.50
£23.50

All prices include V.A.T

and postage and paclcing

within the U.K.

i^
OGCx

Dealer enquiries are welcomed. Availablefrom
good computer shops orfrom:
Slogger Limited, 215 Beacon Road,

r^ Chatham, Kent. ME5 7BU.

Telephone: Medway (0634) 811634.

SCHOOLS!
Meadnet-380Z/BBC Network

MEADNET has been designed to connect up
to 16 BBC Micros to a single RML 380Z, giving
each BBC on the network access to the disks
and printer connected to the 380Z.

Features include:

* Individual User ID/Password system.

* Connprehensive filing system with full

random access data file facilities.

Compatible with View, Edword,
Wordwise.

* Requires no hardware modifications to

the BBC network stations.

* No user memory is used by the filing

system. (PAGE remains at &E00).

* The 3802 can be used normally when not
required to run the network.

* Familiar Ctrl-B/Ctrl-C printer usage.

Basic Meadnet System £275.00
(includes all hardware required,
software on disk, and manual)

State whether 40-column or
Varitext version required.

Each BBC station £20.00
(includes software on EPROM,
3 ft connecting lead, and manual)

N.B. A 5-pin DIN plug extension lead between
each BBC station and the 380Z will need to be
provided by the purchaser, in addition to the
above equipment.

Prices quoted include p + p but exclude VAT,

Orders and enquiries to:

RICHIVIEAD IVIICRO, 29 Easby Way, Lwr Barley, Reading, RG6 3XA
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only speed advantage to be gained

from using a second processor then is

that, since the memory of the i/0 pro-

cessor is not being used for program

and variable storage, it's possible to

provide much larger areas of buffer

space. This means that large chunks of

information can be pulled in at each

access and read a section at a time

directly from memory rather than

having to re-access the file system.

Parallelism

In order to test how good the various

processors are at achieving 'paralle-

lism', a range of I/O tests was done to

see how much time could be saved by

doing the processing at the same time

as the 1/0. One of the programs used is

given to show the sort of thing that was
done, but I don't have space to give all

the programs and results, so I'll sum-

marise the conclusions.

As you can see from the program

given, the test timing is done in four

sections: the FOR... NEXT loop on its

own; some trigonometrical calcula-

tions within the same loop; some
moving and drawing done from the

same loop; and the calculations mixed

in with the moving and drawing in the

one loop. The times for the calculations

C% (after the loop time has been sub-

tracted), the plotting P%, and the total

T%, are then displayed along with a

'parallelism factor'. This shows how
much you gain by interleaving the jobs,

ie, how much less the total time T% is

than the sum of the two times, C% and

P%.
As you can imagine, if the two jobs

take roughly the same length of time

then the total can in some cases be very

little more than the time of each job on

its own, ie approaching 100 per cent

parallelism. If the time for the two jobs

is no less than the sum of their individ-

ual times then the parallelism is zero.

Drawing and printing characters

were in fact the only two tasks where
significant parallelism was obtained on

any of the processors (figure 4). Disc

access was very difficult to assess

because of latency/access times being

different under various conditions, but

no evidence of any parallelism was dis-

covered - generally it took longer to do

the two jobs together than separately.

The column in figure 4 marked as 'BBC
+ BBC is the result obtained when
using one BBC to do the language pro-

cessing while sending the drawing or

printing information down the RS423

serial port to the second one. This was
running a simple Basic program input-

ti ng characters and sending them to the

VDU drivers. As you will see, this exhi-

bits even higher parallelism than with a

3MHz 6502 second processor, but I'm

not really sure what this proves!

l\C RtLPEAT
20 Z"/.= .300

.:.0 X°^=tit10

40 1 1ME=0
5E FOR N%=iTDZ'/.

STEPS
^0 NEXI
?0 i_/.= \ iME
B0 TIME=0
V0 FDR N7,= lT0Zy.

STEPS
100 K>S1N(N7.>
1 10 L-^CUS>.N7.)

120 NtX t

13id L.X==TIIiE-L7,

140 MOlJLe
iL.Q T I !iE=0

160 FOR Ny,= lT0Z7.

STEPS
170 MOVE 0,NV.

180 DRAW X7.,N7,

190 NEXf
200 pv.=TIME-L*/,

2 It' MODE©
220 T IME=0
zsm FOR N7.= l lOZr.

STEPB
240 K=BIN<N7,)
250 L=cas<N:/.>

260 MOVE 0,N7.

270 DRAW X7.,NV.

280 NEXT
290 i/:=I IME-L7-

300 PRINT"
Calcui at ion
Plotting Both
Paral lelism 7."

310 @7.=^g(2020f^

320 PRINT C7./100,

P7./10fe1,

TV./ 100, ^C7.+P7.-Tr.) /

(Cy.+P7-> *200
33C UNTIL0

Program 1. Test to examine the amount of

parallelism on a second processor when
doing calculations and graphical output

Conclusion

It seems that in terms of increased

speed, second processors do not offer

as much as one might have hoped. If it's

working at a higher speed than the first,

or is a more powerful processor than

the 6502, the language processing will

be faster, but it seems that the only way
of getting any significant parallelism

into the processing is to interleave the

calculations and the graphical output

wherever possible.

A Torch 'funny'

In doing these tests for parallelism it

was discovered that with the Torch Z80

board, when running the program

listed, the results of successive rep-

etitions of the test were significantly dif-

ferent. For example, a sequence of

results for percentage parallelism

might give: 82, - 4, 48, 84, 0, 82, - 4, 46,

82, etc. ie, the time taken is either not

much more than the time of each indi-

vidual task (80 per cent -l- ). or roughly

equal to the sum of the two times (zero

per cent), or half-way in between (40

per cent +), and the times are

repeated in a definite sequence.

If you make slight changes to the pro-

gram - adding spaces, REM statements

etc, even outside the timing loops, the

sequence of timings changes but still

takes on the same three distinct values.

No-one I have spoken to at Torch

Computers seems to have any real

idea why it happens, neither do any of

the independent experts I've asked!

I've tried three different Torch boards

and they all performed in exactly the

same way. All I can do is offer a couple

of clues.

Clues
First, the Torch people suggested it

might have something to do with the

fact that because the program is

running in the second processor it has

to keep checking across to see if the

escape key has been pressed. Having

to do this will certainly slow down the

interpretation, but I'm dubious as to

whether it would cause this strange

sequence of timings. Disabling the

escape key during the calculation by

using 'FX229,1 certainly changes the

pattern of timings, but does not stop the

variations occurring.

The second clue from my own
experiments is that if you put one or

more 'FX19 (wait for vertical sync)

commands just before the timing loop,

it makes the timings stay at one particu-

lar value for a larger number of rep-

etitions of the test before changing to a

different value. Indeed, at one stage I

added three successive 'FXIQs just

before the timing loop and it stayed per-

manently at the fastest speed. 1 thought

I'd found a way to achieve a consist-

ently high speed, even though I didn't

understand why it worked. 1 then added

a REM statement to that effect and the

timing changed to being consistently

slow!

If there's anyone out there who can

explain this strange effect, let us know.

Even if you don't know what's causing

it, but can find a way of making it stay at

the fastest speed, we'd like to hear

about that so we can pass the infor-

mation on to everyone else.

N
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UNIT 14. PEERGLOW INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OLDS APPROACH, TOLPITS LANE, RICKMANSWORTH, HERTS WDl 8SR.

•5? TELEPHONE: 0923 7771 55-5?
i

THE CARE LOW
PROFILE ROM^
MODULE

For use with
the BBC Micro

"^-i^ ^ o
>Cv ,

V

Don't run the risk of damaging your ROMS/EPROM or your BBC micro. Whenever you
want to remove ROMS/EPROM from your BBC. Fit our Low Profile Rom Module System
and save your collection of ROMS/EPROMS in our specially designed cartridges:
The CARE LOW PROFILE MODULE SYSTEM
Has been designed not to take any power from your BBC Micro and allows you unlimited
ROMS/EPROMS:

The CARE LOW PROFILE ROM MODULE SYSTEM
gives you the flexibility to plug in any ROM/EPROM for
example View-Toolklt-Wordwise etc., without having to
reopen your BBC micro everytime you want to change
your ROM/EPROM.
The CARE LOW PROFILE ROM MODULE SYSTEM
is a ribbon extension connector system fitting into the pre-
destined slot on the left of the BBC keyboard, passing
underneath the keyboard and inserted into one of the
existing sideways ROM sockets. Once the module system
is fitted, you need one CARE ROM CARTRIDGE for every
ROM/EPROM.
The CARE LOW PROFILE ROM MODULE SYSTEM
has been designed to fit all BBC Micros model B, and will
also fit BBC Micros model A which have been upgraded
to enable access through predestined slot to sideway
ROM sockets.

Each CARE LOW PROFILE ROM MODULE SYSTEM
comes neatly packaged in a special presentation case.

HOW TO ORDER; By post- enclose your cheque/P.O. made payable to
CARE Electronics or use your ACCESS. Allow 7 days for delivery.

o^'%
EACH SYSTEM CONTAINS:
1 Low profile socket

housing,

1 Cable assembly. ^
1 Rom cartridge. ^
5 Blank Labels. ^^.

^
1 Installation instructions'''^?1r^^

COMPLETE
SYSTEM @£16.10inc
Spare Cartridge @£ 4.14 inc

5 Cartridges @£1 9.55 inc

10 Cartridges @£33.60 inc

PLEASE ADD £2.00 Carriage

VAT
VAT
VAT
VAT

y
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UNIT 14 PEERGLOW INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OLD'S APPROACH, TOLPITS LANE, WATFORD, HERTS.

® TELEPHONE: 0923 777155 ®
'4

SLIMLINE DRIVES
SINGLE DRIVES CASED: Inc VAT
40 Track 100K CHINON @ 138.69a

40/80 Track 200K Swilctiable TEAC 55 @ 162.61a

40/80 Track 400K Swilcliable TEC @ 176.64a

DUAL DRIVES CASED:
40 Track 200K CHINON @ 272.55a

40/80 Track 400K Switchable TEAC 55 @ 325,22a

40/80 Track 800K Switchable TEC @ 353.28a

INTEGRAL DUAL POWER SUPPLY:

Fitted to any of the above drives @ 26.45b

DUAL POWER SUPPLY UNIT @ 32.20b

* Colour finished to match BBC,
• 6 pin BBC Oullel or Dual Power lead for disk drive, (Please

specify when ordering)

FLOPPY DISCS: (Boxes ol Ten)

3lvl's S/Sided D/Densily 5.25" @16.10c

3M'sD/S(ded D/Density 5,25" @ 27.37c

Fuji D/Sided D/Density 5.25" @ 27,37c

••Special Offer** FUJI

lOx CARE D/Sided D/Density 5.25" @ 25.30c

Packed in plastic storage/presentation box

PHILIPS 14" COLOUR TV/MONITOR:

@ 220,80a Inc VAT
PHILIPS 14" COLOUR TV:

© 177.10a Inc VAT

RGB CONVERSION KIT:

(Please telephone tor details

38.64c Inc VAT,

LEADS READY-MADE" Inc VAT

6 pin DIN 10 6 pin DIN plug (RGB) LSml @ 2,99c efl

6 pin DIN la 6 pin DIN plug (RCai 2ml @ 3-S6c ea

6 pin DIN to 6 pin DIN plug (RG8) colled cable @ 6.90c ea

6 pin DIN plug lo 6 pin DIN ski (RGB] sKlension @ 2.99c ea

BBC Power S way lo Disc Drive 4 way 1.5ml @ 3.45c ea

BBC Power 5 way to Disc Drive 4 way 2mt @ 4 14c ea

BBC Power 6 way lo 2 Disc Drive 4 way 1 Smt @ 4.60c ea

RIBBON LEADS: Inc VAT

Disc Drive single ' 2mt @ 6.67c ea

Disc Drive dual 1 ^mt @ 10.1 2c ea

Printer liiil @782cea
Printer 'Snit (@ 11.27c ea

Parallel 26-26 pin I ml @ 7.59c ea

Parallel 26-26 pin 1.5mt @ 8,74c ea

Parallel 26-26 pin 2ml @ 9.43c ea

Serial 25 pin D type plug each end 2m & '2.8Sc ea

Serial 25 pin D type plug each end Smt lO) IS 18c ea

We can make up any combinalion of cable assy.

Please contact factory tot details

CONNECTORS: Plugs: Sockels

BBCPowet Bway tiousing i§0,3Sc 0.40c ea

BBC Crimp Terminals ® O.OBc 0.09c ea

Disc Drive 4 way housing @ 0,29c 0.24c ea

Disc Drive Crimp Terminals @ 0,10c OOBcea
Various Din Conneclors @ 0.40c 48cea

DISC INTERFACE PARTS; Inc VAT
E'Prom HITACHI HN4H2764G <W 9.20c ea

Low power Schotlky 74LS10 @ 0.48c ea

Low power Schotlky 74LS3e @ O.ASc ea

Low power Schotlky 74LS123 @ 1.21c ea

Low power Schotlky 74LS393 ©J 1 43c ea

CMOS 4013BCP @ 0.70c ea

CMOS4020BCP (gJ.OOcea

We also stock a wide range ol electrical Components, i e I.C'b/Caps/Connectors etc.

i

i

DON'T BUY A COLOUR MONITOR!!
HAVE YOUR 14" & 16" PHILIPS or PYE

COLOUR TV CONVERTED TO A TV/MONITOR
Normal TV @ 49.91a Inc VAT
Remote Control @ 54.97a Inc VAT
Teletext @ 60.72a Inc VAT

• Resolution better than 585 x 450 pixels,

• Image clarity comparable to leading monitors.

• Includes RGB lead (or connecting with BBC.

• Conversions carried out at our workshops within 2/3 days.

• Please write or telephone for other makes.

CARE ELECTRONICS presents:0PX2 "X" SWITCHER
Changing leads becomes a thing of the pastlU

* 26 pin (As BBC) 2 Micros driving 2 Printers at the same time.

* Can be used as a ' T" Switcher,

* All outputs BUFFERED enabling longer leads between units. In excess of 20

metres,

* No strain on your BBC power supply, as the "CPX2" comes complete with its own

internal power supply.

* Easy to install and operate,

* Colour Finished to match BBC.
* Supplied with moulded mams plug.

* 12 Months Guarantee.
"ONLY" 85.10b Inc VAT.

*** DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND ** THE NEW UPDATED 6 WAV COMPUTER/PRINTEB

SELECTOR: ** SPECIAL OFFER AT 3 WAY PHICE **
* 26 pin as BBC * 1 micro to 6 printers * 6 micros to 1 printer « Colour linished tn match BBC

C65 09C Inc VAT.

****REDUCED TO CLEAR****
VIGLEN ROM CARTRIDGE

SYSTEM
* Avoids damage lo BBC from changing ROMs

constantly.

* Easy to use and install,

* Prices lower ttian any other ROfvl System.

Complete Kit E14.03c Inc VAT
Spare Cartridge E3.91C Inc VAT
5 Cartridges £19.55c Inc VAT
10 Cartridges £33.60c Inc VAT

For larger quantities Consult our factory at the

above telephone No.

Ir

<>A*^
r^

RS232 -T" SWITCHER: i

RS232 "X" SWITCHER:
) 55.20c Inc VAT.
) 65.09c Inc VAT.

TEL: 0923 7771 55

MAINS FILTER 5 amp; @ 45.08b inc VAT
• Noise and Transient Filter.

• 4 Socket outlets.

• Moulded mains plug.

HOW TO ORDER:
By Post, Enclose your Cheque/P.O, made payable to: CARE Electronics.

Or use your ACCESS. Allow 7 days for delivery. Please add carriage.

a) @ 8.00

b) @ 5.00

c) @ 2.00
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Members receive 10 copies of the magazine

ELBUG each year, ELBUG is devoted

EXCLUSIVELY to the ELECTRON MICRO It is

packed with News, Reviews, Hints, Tips,

Programming ideas. Major articles, plus Regular

program features including games and useful

utilities.

ELBUG is produced by BEEBUG Publications

Ltd.. publishers of BEEBUG, the magazine of the

National User Group for the BBC Micro.

BEEBUG now has some 20,000 members and
has achieved a high reputation both in this

country and abroad.

The formula which makes BEEBUG an

invaluable companion for users of the BBC
micro, has been applied to ELBUG.

By subscribing to ELBUG you gain all the

advantages of a single-micro magazine, with

SPECI
8 FREE PROGRAMS

Subscribe now. and get a^frae introductory cassette
..

comaining 8 testedprograms for thaEieciron-

1. SPACE CITY. Defeat the invading Aliens with your laser, and save
the city

2. 3D NOUGHTS AND CROSSES. Pit your wits against the
ELECTRON on a 4x4x4 board

3. RACER. Guide your racing car to victory, avoiding other cars and
obstacles on the track

4. 3D MAZE. In this challenging game, you must escape from the
maze - The screen displays a 3D view from inside the maze

5. PATCHWORK. A multicoloured display of continuously changing
patterns

6. KEY SET ROUTINE. A program to set up the user function keys

7. MEMORY DISPLAY. An efficiently written utility to display the con-
tents of memory (ROM and RAM)

8. CHARACTER DEFINER. Define individual graphics characters with
this useful utility for use in your own programs.

no space wasted on programs and articles for

other computers.

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP

ELBUG MAGAZINE
Ten copies a year mailed free of charge.

DISCOUNT SCHEME
Extensive discount scheme with major retailers.

SOFTWARE LIBRARY
A growing range of software titles at budget

prices for members.

SOFTWARE CLUB
Substantial discounts on software from major

software houses.

LOCAL USER GROUPS
Lists of local affiliated user groups.

SPACE
CITY

RACER

3D MAZE

HOWTO JOIN
To sufastribB for ofi« year, mi 9SI your FREE CASSETTE send E9 90 ipayabie io Omit; pius a slfon^jJamped ad*essed env»k^ (ior the casseKe)

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO: ELBUG, DEPT 1 3, PO BOX 1 09, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS
Sm mofrths trrai subscripfton (5 issues) UKoniy £5.90-~FREE CASSETTE OFFER ST riL STANDS
Mertibership oufside UK (one year only): Eire aiid Europe £15.00 MkJciie East£l9.Q0, Americas and Africa ?21 00, otter countries £23 00.
t^onal Address; ORSIT, PO BOX V). St /ybana. Herts

liMI
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WHICH
WORDPROCESSOR
MEETS

YOUR DEMANDS?
Jacquetta Megarry, a writer and seasoned wordprocessor

user, gives a personal assessment of six to help you choose

To SOME,
glorified

allowing

tion, justified

a wordprocessor is a

electronic typewriter

flawless error-correc-

{straight. not ragged)

right margins and 'personalised' mail-

shots. To others, it is a medium for

creative writing: a way of releasing the

flow of ideas from the labour of getting

words onto paper. The ability to move,

copy or delete blocks of text provides a

powerful electronic cut-and-paste

capability for revising and editing.

Whatever your needs, the six word-

processors (wp) reviewed here provide

an impressive range of facilities at low

cost.

As a professional writer, my per-

spective is that of typist-as-author,

though I have examined all six systems

for copy typing features too. In two

years my BBC has processed nearly a

million words, about half for publi-

cation. It has been invaluable for re-

arranging jumbled thoughts, simplify-

ing tangled wording. deleting

redundant words. Above all, it helps me
to get started: the knowledge that

everything is provisional makes tack-

ling a book much less daunting.

When composing text direct onto a

typewriter, you have to choose the

words and arrange them on paper at

the same time. In wp, the stages are

separate; you enter, edit, format and

print in four distinct operations, allow-

ing you to concentrate on one thing at a

time. Wp adds afifth vital stage: storing

the words on disc removes the need for

tedious retyping and rechecking. it also

creates opportunities for getting extra

mileage from the same text by re-

arranging, summarising and cus-

tomising it.

The software reviewed here tackles

these stages in strikingly different

ways. Three are fundamentally

oriented toward the printed page, the

others treat the document as a continu-

ous stream of text that is only chopped

up into page-lengths after it has been

edited and line length and spacing

specified. Whether a page-based or

document-based system is better

depends on your needs and style.

Wp and hardware
The appearance of the processed

words will determine to whom you feel

able to send them. If you haven't

already bought a printer, wait until you

know which wp software you want.

Before committing yourself to either

purchase, check carefully how much
time and trouble it is to produce effects

you use often: things like £ signs,

underscoring (continuous underlining),

proportional spacing {with and without

justify and tabs), alternative typefaces

and special characters. Never ask a

dealer 'Can it do . .
.?': he will almost

certainly say 'Yes'. Instead ask Can
you show me . .

.' and watch how long it

takes.

If you use mail-order (a questionable

economy if buying a wp system blind),

check whether its 'default printer' is

suitable (this is a specific printer the

software is designed to support in the

absence of other instructions). You can

save yourself hours of trouble by using

the default printer-and feel confident

of support from the wp supplier.

If you like wp and use it at all often,

you will soon outgrow cassette loading

and buy a disc drive. If possible, budget

for it now and enjoy the advantages

from the start.

Decisions about the screen and soft-

ware are interwoven. If you want to

stick to a television set, or simply like

editing the larger characters of a 40-

column display, you won't want an 80-

column display as in Beebpen. If you

already have, or are happy to buy, a

monochrome monitor, you may prefer

80-column-editing: the screen shows
more words at a time and looks more
like the printed page. Three packages

(Edword, Scribe and View) allow a

choice.

Memory usage
The limitation of the BBC is its memory.

The ideal would be wp software that

allowed editing of long documents in

80-column mode, preferably supplied

on a disc easily customised to printer,

stationery and layout. Unfortunately,

compromises have to be made. Word-

wise and Kansas permit long docu-

ments by editing only in 40-column

mode, though Wordwise also allows

80-column preview of up to 1500 words.

View is the most flexible, supporting

any screen mode. In Ec/wordthe choice

is more restricted, and in Seeipen non-

existent. Scribe adopts a different

approach by working on a page at a

time and swapping text between RAM
and disc. In effect the document can be

as large as the disc permits.

Which approach suits you depends

not only on the typical length of your

documents, but also on how easy you

find manipulating files and making

'seamless' joins at print-out stage.

How much?
Most people only ever want to learn

one system, so the choice of software

that you will spend hours learning to

master and may use for years is import-

ant. Compared with the cost of a disc-

based BBC with printer and monitor,

none is expensive: they represent per-
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MICRO INVESTORS
use

HOME COMPUTERS
for

PROFIT

Investment software for the BBC Model B, Acorn
Electron, Commodore 64, ZX Spectrum 48 and
Dragon 32. Write or 'phone for catalogue.

Software Limited
Port St. Mary, Isle of Man.

Telephone; (0624)834941

Inc. VAT

Reg, Price £149

The Tandy^
Four Colour

Graphics Printer

Serial and 7-««aBS^---;^, -^y^ Compact
ParaUel Interfaces ._/ size Too!
EasUy Replaceable Ink Cartridges

CGP115. Compact colour printer creates beautiful graphics in

red, blue, green and black. Text mode prints 40 or 80 characters
per line at 12 characters per second. Includes serial and parallel
interfaces and easily replaceable ink cartridges and standard
4'-^" paper rolls,

26-1192 £119.95
Standard Printer Cable.
26-1409 £9.95

Take A Look At Tandy, Today!
See Our Extensive Range Of Microcomputer Accessories

At Any One of the 350 Tandy Stores Natranwide!

1 ts Racko ShKk In The U S *

FAST
FOURIER

TRANSFORM
Fast & accurate machine code implementation for the Model B,

Speed: 256 points:

1024 points:

4096 points:

3 seconds
1 1 seconds
50 seconds

A special compact data format allows 4096 complex data
points to be transformed within the standard memory.

Details from:

ROM chip C60

Structured Software,
23 Redcar Drive,
Eastham, Wirral,
Merseyside. L62 8HE.

BBC

POOLS
PREDICTOR

WITH 11,000 MATCH DATABASE
Now in its 3rd successful season, Mayday
Software's Pools Predictor fias been made
even more powerful with a new and unique
11,000 matcfi database. Seven separate fore-
casting tecfiniques have been combined to
give you the best forecasts yet. And, |ust as
easy to use. is our new Racing Analyser. This
uses the racecard from your daily paper to
analyse any horse race—and it's yours for no
extra chargel

FREE
RACING
ANALYSER

BOTH PROGRAMS
FOR ONLY

£8.99
Also available for the Spectrum-

MAYDAY
SOFTWARE

181, PORTLAND CRESCENT
STANMORE, MIDDXHA71LR

144

EPROM
PROGRAMMER
for the BBC micro

An exceptionally

versatile unit,

programs EEPROMS
and EPROMs from
2Kto32K.

Powerful, easy

to use software

in a sideways ROM.
Features full screen

data editor,

files, and
softkeys.

Professionally

designed hardware
ensures reliable ar^d

safe programming,
also detects badly

socl<eted EPROMs.
Soundly

constructed in a

convenient flip-top box which protects unit when not in use,

Supplied with a comprehensive manual.

£95(exclVAT,freeP&P)
2 year guarantee. Detailed information on request

CTL
Control Telemetry of London
Unlt11, Burmarsh, Marsden St,

London NW5 3JA Tel: 01-482 2177
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haps 2 per cent to 6 per cent of the

system price. This shouid be remem-

bered when comparing costs.

Horses for courses
Your needs depend on what'kJnd of

documents you write, your style of

working, how much and at what stage

you revise, and whether you type your

own words or someone else's. So you

can judge my conclusions, let me
describe my use of wp.

I type all my own material, edit

heavily before a draft print-out and

lightly after. I often feed in rough notes

to develop and arrange later. I usually

produce double-spaced text on an

Epson MX82 dot-matrix, but sometimes

reproduce a final version single-

spaced on a slow daisywheel. For long

documents I use the Epson (because

it's tractor-fed and can be left un-

attended) and set both bold and double-

strike for quality. I seldom need to pro-

duce elaborate tables or layouts as

most things will be professionally type-

set. I usually have to keep within length

limits.

I find it quicker and less inhibiting to

delay decisions about format until sat-

isfied with content and length. In other

words, my needs are better met by a

document-based system (Kansas,

View or Wordwtse). If your needs are

different, especially for tabulation work

where exact knowledge of the cursor

position is important, you will want to

look more closely at Beebpen, Edward

and Scribe.

Beebpen
Beebpen is quick to get into and what

you see is close to what you get on

paper. It also provides friendly safety

nets like asking for confirmation

before deleting large chunks of text.

and telling you that a filename is in use

before allowing you to overwrite it.

However, it has the least memorable

set of commands outside a Wordstar

manual. L is 'load' but S is not 'save': it

is 'format with margins'. Worse still,

case is significant: if you try to set up

block operations by pressing b instead

bi4 LM n4 «wt n«

F«tt lot OitB '" tiiflw'

Beebpen Is a page-oriented system

of B, only the safety-net prevents you

from killing all your text so far. Again, H

homes the cursor but h elicits help, ie

clears the screen and reminds you of

available commands, Providing help is

commendable, but more helpful codes

would have been even better.

The program is command-driven

and to get from one action to another

you have to press CTRL-Z. Each com-

mand is then entered by a single letter,

which sounds fine but usually demands

the shift key. So to get from insert mode
to overwrite, you have to play two dif-

ferent two-key chords, type in the

correct version, and play another chord

to get back to inserting.

Beebpen's manual says it doesn't

use the red function keys so exper-

ienced users could customise extensi-

vely. However, the manual offers little

help: no index and hardly any guidance

about how to control printer effects. For

beginners, the function keys represent

a golden opportunity- which Beebpen

wastes.

In summary. Beebpen is a page-

oriented system with full cursor infor-

mation, suitable for 80-column tabular

layouts and medium-length docu-

ments. It is the cheapest of the ROMs,

and if you can live with its editing com-

mands you may like it. I couldn't and

didn't.

Edword
Edword is more of a curriculum

development project than a wordpro-

cessor. Its publicity material proclaims

it 'the only word processor designed by

teachers for pupils'. If you share the

Edword philosophy, you may regard

this as a strength. Certainly Edword

provides excellent materials for teach-

ing about wordprocessing. It is

designed for classroom use, with good

on-screen help facilities and a 240-

page self-instruction guide to sup-

plement the 108-page user guide.

It is menu-driven and easy to operate

once you have copied the files you

need onto a working disc and accepted

its network orientation: the insistence

on locking files automatically is discon-

certing for solo users. The system is

page-oriented and shows underlining,

centring and justifying on-screen. How-

ever, it can't handle long documents

and doesn't give any warning that

you're about to run out of memory. Hit-

ting the Break key (next to Edwords

command key!) loses your document,

Vartlon reviewed

Beebpen

1.22

Price Inc VAT

Price Includes

Source

Related products

£37,49

ROM

User guide

Braintech

81 Rydal Crescent

Perivale, Greenfwd

Middlesex UBG 8DZ

Tel: 01-997 8986

Edword

vo

£44.79

ROM

UsergukJe

Rip book

Keystrip

ClwyO Technics Ltd

Dept AUR

Antelope IndusUia! Estate

Rfiydymwyn

Mold. Clwyd

Tel; Hendre (035283) 751

Kansas

E22.50

(cassette/disc)

Cassette

User guide

Electron version

Teacher pack with disc or

cassette (£28.70 ot £25.25)

Edword + disc (£17.25)

Primary guide with disc or

cassette (£13.80 or £11.50)

Kansas Ciry Systems

Unit 3, Sutton Springs Wood

ChesterfieW

S44 5XF

Tel: (0246) 850357

Scribe

1,30

£59.95

(ROM)

ROM

User guide

System disc

Keyslnp

Merlin Computer Products

(Bucon) Ltd

35/36 Singleton St.

Swansea SA1 3QN

Tel: (0792) 467980

£22.50

Merlin Database disc

(E49 or £95 tot both)

View

2,1

E59.S0

(ROM)

ROM

Beginners' guide

Reference guide

Keystrip

Acomsofl Ltd

Be^eman House

104HUIsfload

Cambridge CB2 1LQ

Tel: (0223) 316039

Printer Driver Generatot

with disc ot cassette

(£11,50 or £9.951

ViewSheet (spreadslieet

ROM, £59,80)

Viewlndex (automatic

indexing, cysc £14.95)

HiView (Second processor disc

version of View. £59,80)

Wordwise

1,2

£46,00

(ROM)

ROM

User guide

Keystrip

Typing tutor

Computer Concepts

Gaddesden Place

Hemel Hempstead

Herts HP2 6EX

Tel: (0442) 63933

£49.80 (cartridge)

Will not wori< with a second

processor

Worl<s witti Level 2

Econet

Spellwlse from Dataware,

FREEPOST, Swindon SN3 4BR

(£12, disc £18)

AlsoLanQuagew(se(£18)

allovK loreign lext and special

leatutes on Epson FXBO

E^

Table 1. Facts and figures lor six wps
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THE ANSWER TO FINDING GOOD QUALITY
SOFTWARE FOR YOUR BBC/ELECTRON

THE BRAIN
TRAIN
CLUB
EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE FOR THE FAMILY

MEMBERS RECEIVE
Regular newsletter with full catalogue • Discount prices on
all tapes & discs • Information and advisory service • Free
postage for 3 or more titles • No obligation to purchase
minimum number of tapes • Rapid Delivery

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH:—
EARLY LEARNING
COUNT WFTH OLIVER Tremendous graphics on this MIRRORSOFT casselle provide an excelienl
inlroauclio^ 10 learning mams tor 3-7 YEAR OLDS BBC/Electron—
Cassene only IVormal price E7.95. MEMBERS PRICE E6.43.
WORDS & PKTTURES TUbsb early reading games from CHALKSOFT tor 3-7 YEAR OLDS will
stimulateinterealand assislinrecognisirtgwordslo be toundlnmosi learning schemes BBC onlv-Normal price £9 95. MEMBERS PRICE £7.95 40TRACK DISC £1095

""^-oily

J'!i^c!?^^„"™^^^''^*"'^S '"* '^'"°'^ °' observation is great fun with anolher offering from
MIHRORSOFT, With three programs for the VERY YOUNG, and one on the second side to amuse
and educate children UPTO THE AGE OF ELEVEN 6BC/Elecn-on~
Cassette only Normal price E7.95. MEMBERS PRICE E6 45
JUNIOR

T'^^^^lf'^ l!"""*"
"""^™^ qt'l^tor B-11 YEAR OLDS from KOSMOSshould provide hourslun^h^, ,each,ng general knowledge. Questionsare included on a wide range onopi^ andcan also be made up and inciuOed on the program BBC/Eteclron— ' ."

-J

Cassette only Normal price E9.95. MEMBERS PRICE £8 45
aeHTHOOT Squashing insects may not sound Iha most pleasant way to learn multiplication and
division. Out th!s program from HIGHLIGHT SOFTWARE tor B-12 VEAR OLDS really is most

TRACmSc'csT"^"'^
BBC/Eieclron- Cassette normally E4.95. MEMBERS PRICE C3.9S. 40

SENIOR
NOTE INVADERS This program Ircm CHALKSOFT tor 7 YEAR OLDS and over provides
entertaming practice at learning note recognition on the Bass and treble clefs BBC/Electron—
Cassette normalyC9.95 MEMBERS PRICE £7.95 40TRACK DISC £10.95.
ANSWER BACK SENIOR QUIZ As tor the junior q ji? above, but loaded with mote difficult
questions to siralch the mmds o( anyone 1 1 YEARS OH OLDER Prices as above
DECIMALS A more serious program from CHALKSOFT, teaching and ptactismg the principles of
the decimal system suitable (or 9 TO 15 YEAR OLDS BBC only— " r- >

Cassette normally £9 25 MEMeERSPRICEi:6 45 40TRACKDISCE1095
a A LEVEL Comprehensive list o( specialised lilies availaoie to members

PLUS MANY OTHER TITLES IN MEMBERS CATALOGUE

miu systems
fort ofWalters Mkios^stmms Intemathnof

The Total Disc Drive

Range

,^,.^'!^9.',*'- 'NTRODUCTOflY OFFER (Until Jan 31sl)
JOIN NOW and receive a full year's membership for only

Vou can save more on your very first order'

To: BRAINTRAIN CLUB. NORTHrNGTON HOUSE
59 GRAY S INN RD, LONDON WC1X 8TL

Mr/Mrs/Miss

Full Address

Post Code Mem. No

TITLE aac;
ELECTRON

TAPE/
DISC PRICE

Membership Fee of £2-00 if new member

P&P @ 50p per tape {Free if 3 or more ordered)

PAYABLE TO FIRST BYTE COMPUTERS LTD
TOTAL

Non-members are welcome to buy at RRP AUl

^ OnDCRFOBM
Unit Coil Order Otv

STfICK UNITS-.

SINGU UNITS

DISCINT€AFnC€

.40/80TDuol400K

.40/60T Single 400K

Upgrade 400H

Poiuer Supply

_40/80TDuol400h

_40TrochDuo[200H

Poujer Supply

_40/80Trock400K

.40 Troth 200H

.Double Density

£299.00

£175.00

£]60.00

£3S.OO

£299.00

£234.00

£.35.00

£175.00

£117,00

£129.95

Rllptice'i shown ore exclusive ofV RJ

Send to; MUU Systems Ltd. Motrix House, Lincoln Rood,
Cressex Ind. €st. High LUucombe, Sucks HPI2
3RD. Tel: 0494 32751

PIcosc Send Mc the Order os shoiun obovc.
The total Unit Value of order

Pleosc debit my nccess/Borcloy Cord

Card No.

I enclose o cheque For £.

Mome

Delivery £ lO'OO

Sub Total £

VflT iir 15% £

TOTfll L

Compony

Pddre55

_Tel-

I

146
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and so does telling it to print before the

printer is ready. Block-moving

depends on a buffer tfiat is limited to 80

words, so cut-and-paste is cumber-

some. Cursor movement and editing

are slow and printer control rudimen-

tary: just two special effects (whicfi can

be varied using the print file gener-

ator). The justify has to be used care-

fully to avoid 'rivers of white' and is ir-

reversible.

These limitations might not matter

for teaching the principles of wordpro-

cessing: indeed the slowness of some
operations can be helpful. But if your

interest is in wp as an educational tool,

rather than as an end in itself, some-

thing more powerful is needed.

Edword+ (reviewed here in its

September pre-release form) is a sup-

port disc that provides many facilities

Edword - designed for classroom use

missing from Edword. Unfortunately, it

does so at a terrible price in com-

plexity. Using Edivord+ demands mas-

tery of another lengthy manual. I read

the first 72 pages, 12 of which are occu-

pied by a technical section with a for-

bidding warning that technical support

may not be available!

You have to go through a lot of hoops

to get started. First you have to create a

working master copy, then make a user

disc containing the printer file and a

selection of command files. This means
anticipating which facilities will be

needed, and perhaps creating several

discs with different permutations.

Given a limit of 31 files per disc, if you

want all 12 command files and the full

eight command sequences, you will

only have 10 filenames left for docu-

ments (one is reserved for the print

file). Hence a disciplined approach to

disc housekeeping is needed to ensure

there is always space on a disc

together with the right commands.
Unless using the default printer, exist-

ing Edword print files must be con-

verted into Edword -h format. They can

be customised further by using the

hexadecimal control codes from the

manual.

Beebpen Edword Edword Kansas Scribe view Wordwise

Cassette use • • • •

Disc use • • • •

Usable wimout
cassette/disc? • • • •

Networic use •

6502 second
processor •

Editing 4D-column • • • •

Editing 80-column • on new vefsion out

soon

• • preview only

Cursor InlormaHon:

page, line,

column number,
displayed?

-

• • •

wn
Access to OS*
commands?

• • • • mSL
Edit Basic
programs?

• • • f

Handle text as
ASCII Die?

• • •

Maximum words
per document
(6.3 bytes per

word)

1590 890 or 2250

depending on screen

mode

3330 or 2880

(cassette or disc)

K many as disc

can hold

890 to 3980

dependi^ig on

so^eenmode

3900

Word count total on

command

total and

by page

total and between

markets

total on conslanl

display, selective

on request

Default printer Epson MXSO Epson MX82 'most dot-matrix

printers'

Epson FX80 none KJenPfied but eflects tested with

Epson MX82
1

Multiple copies

unsupervised?
• • • • using -MULTI

machine code i

Running
headers (H) and
footers (F)

H H,F H.F H,F H.F

Selective prlnt-oul

possible?

from cureor usmg highlights by page tjypage ushg markers

Automatic page
numbers?

• • • • • •

Buin-ln pause for

sheet-fed paper?
• • • • •

store printing

Instructions with

document?

• • • • •

Table 2. Facilities of the software under review

Although the Edword team has pro-

duced some excellent educational

materials, I can't help feeling that the

progressive layers of complication in

Edword + make disproportionate

demands on the user. Edword was

limited but fairly user-friendly. To a

school that has already made a com-

mitment to Edword, Edword + will pro-

vide a valuable upgrade. To anyone

starting from scratch, the approach

seems cumbersome and expensive in

relation tothe facilities provided.

Kansas
The Kansas M/ord Processor is a cheap

and cheerful document-oriented sys-

tem aimed at people with dot-matrix

printers and cassette recorders who
don't want a ROM. Commands are

entered from the function keys (you cut

up your own keystrip). Formatting is by

embedded commands (TAB key fol-

lowed by one letter). Although facilities

seem limited, the 26 commands cater

for most requirements.

First impressions of /<ansas were un-

favourable. The cassette refused to

copy onto disc, despite adherence to

the detailed instructions in its scruffy-

looking but readable manual. Sub-

sequent experiment showed that (a)

you must have motor control on your

cassette recorder (or guess correctly

where to stop the tape) and (b) Torch

ITits 1> mt mt—mttl* of tfm Kmrnam Itord sr
cvoor In •dlt >cia> Thm NOOC 7 >crMn
!• tSMJ to dtiplsw tax* tm It Is lupnl
t tlw kv^^MMrd.

Kansas is adequate for simple needs

Z80 disc-pack users must remove the

CPN chip. However, Kansas helpfully

provided a disc version and will supply

customers in difficulties at cost.

The other problems I experienced

were more apparent than real. The

Insert command is unique and initially

disconcerting; it wipes all text from the

point of insertion off the screen -but
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OflUSTMASCRACKER
A MEGABYTE DISC
SYSTEM FOR £299

If yoLfrc thinking of upgrading your BBC
Micro, your liunt tor value ends here.

A one Megabyte disc drive (unformatted)
double sided 80/40 track, hardware switchable
and a double density Acorn compatible disc
interface, for a combined price of £299.95,
including VAT

But it doesn't stop there. Because the
Opus name is second tc^ none when it comes to

95
(INC
VAT)©

reliability. Our drives have been tested to the
limit - ainning for 8,000 hours without failure

- thats a year ofcontinuous use.

And that's why we have the confidence to

give a two year guarantee on all our drives.

No other company can give you that

reassurance.

So get cracking. The offer closes on
Christmas Eve.

5% SINGLEDISC
DRIVES.

• All '.'height.

• Low power
consumprion.

• ConipiL'hcnii\c manual.
• Direct drive mechanism.

• I'Ycc Utilities disc.

• Fast access time.

^fflmmlHF^' ' ""

&1 19-95
-&149.95
it.l69.95

5400 I OOK Single sided 40 'lrack_

5401 I OOK Single .sided 40Track_
5402 2OOK Double .sided 40 Track.

5802 40()K Double sided hardware switchable
80 40Track^l99.95

5'/V DUAL DISC
DRIVES.

• Metal cased and all

necessary leads.

• Separate pow er supply
• Utilities disc and manua
540 ID 200K/'40OK on line S/sided 40 Track_JE,349.95
5402D 400K''80()K on line D/sided 40 Track^j6^99.95
58()2D 800K 1.6 Megabyte on line D/sided

hardware switchable 80/40 Track -J6469.95

OPUS 32K RAMBANK.
A 32K sideways RAM b(jard to boost tlic capabilities of
your micro,

Unlike ROMS, each block is individually write selectable
and can write protected to ensure against accidental
erasure.

If you're running shon of ROM stickers, the RAM card
allows you to load utilities its and when they are needed.

• Uses low power 64K dynamic RAM chips, • Simple to
install, •Consists of 2 x 16K blocks ofsideways RMl
• Twcj yearguarantee &59.95
FLOPPY DISCS.
3" cartridge Jt,5.75 each or&25.95 for 5.

5 '//' Discs- with aill 5 vear warranty and free librar\'

case. S/SS/D&17.95 for 10. S/SD/'D £19.95 for 10
D/SD/D £2L95 tbr 10. S/S 80 Track &25.95 for 10
D/S80Track£27.95forlO.

DOUBLE DENSITY
DISC INTERFACE.
The ultimate Acorn
compatible di.sc inter

liice for your HBC Micro
Z-80 and 6502 2nd
Processor

• Utilities on ROM including: Format and verify, tape to

disc transfer, automatic 40 80 Track selection, auto
matic density selection, unicjue mass copy routine,
powerfiil machine code operating systeiii gi\ing up to

248 files, HO'!-., taster than single de'nsiry. Easy to install.

Free user manual supplied. ' ^-—Jbl29.95
GENEROUS EDI CATION AND DEALER DISCOUNTS
GIVEN. ALLITEMS AREGl ARANTEED FORTWO \T.ARS.

OPUS PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM BOOTS
SPECTRUM,JOHN MEN2IES, ALLDERS AND OTHER
GOOD COMPUTER STORES NATIONWIDE.
OPUS SUPPIJES LTD.

158 Cumbcrwcll Road. London SE5 OEE.
Opening hoLirs;

^M)0-5.3()pni Monday to Eriday.

C^vll 01-7018668

C^ 0I703 6IS5

'Ielc\:2050-i|

I "fo:0|UKSSiipplio[.id..l^sCuinhaucl!!<o;id,I..)iiUnnsliS()i'l-:,h(.usi~|

ru.sh mc tliL* ll illi nvin^: (ai.I- phicfs tNc.LroE vat & cakriagk.) i

OLi;in(il\- I^L'.scriprinii

I cncioscadiL-qLic t'oi X.

Or pluisc dchii my credit card account wiili

ihc-anituini olX

TOIAI.

I'ricf

-My Access/ Barcliiyaird (please tick) No. is

Name.

.Addres,s_

Opus.
Ul'-'lqi'i'^ne

—

. . -A^opLisMi|iplif.s[.ul
AClj
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only into a buffer, so it reappears when
you press Insert again. The buffer is

quite small (about 40 words) but you

can insert words into an insertion, I fiad

trouble creating new lines or para-

graphs, until I realised that TAB com-

mands don't take effect until you 'print'

(to screen or paper). The effect is that

the screen looks even less like the

printed page than in, say, Wordwise. In

fact, the structure of text is obscured

until you print, which I found a handi-

cap.

The print menu is fortunately self-

evident (it is not documented) and

offers options like multiple copies.

double-spacing and a choice of normal

versus emphasised printing modes
with a simplicity that puts some of the

more expensive systems to shame.

However, its catechism of eight ques-

tions quickly became irritating for each

print-out, especially as some of the

answers are unlikely to change.

If the semi-permanence of a fitted

RO.M is a drawback, and your wp needs

are simple or occasional, this cassette

is worth considering. It won't take long

to learn, and produces adequate

results for jobs like multiple copies of

dot-matrix memos. But if you expect

your wp needs to grow, don't buy

Kansas just because it's cheap. Other

systems provide better editing and

printer control. And ROM chips have

two great advantages; they do not com-

pete for precious user RAM, and they

load instantaneously.

Scribe
Disc users will appreciate Scribe's

ability to create documents of up to 255

pages and the way its utility programs

effectively shield you from the disc

filing system. Scribe automatically

takes back-up copies, compacts the

disc and assesses how much free

space is available before letting you

start. Its method of allocating disc

space to create the empty document
means you must estimate in advance

how many pages a document needs

-

and wait several minutes while Scribe

prepares the disc. Although you can

extend the document length after-

wards, in -practice you overestimate.

The result is that Scribe is greedy for

disc-space: one regular user reckons

to fit half as much Scribe text per disc

as Wordwise. Care is needed when set-

ting up the document for double or

triple spacing (neither can be pre-

viewed): you must ensure page length

isan exact multiple of the spacing inter-

val.

Scribe is page-oriented and gives

full cursor information, and 80-column

display with text centred on-screen. Its

on-screen underscore work? only if you

allow Scribe to send line feeds to your

CO Bucon Ltd. 19M

SCRIBE

1 - Edit

2 - Cr«*t»

3 - Print

S - Utllitw

dummy files containing standard empty
Scribe documents and avoid the long

start-up process. If your discs have an

unholy mixture of Basic programs and
other text files and there never seem to

be enough blank discs anyway, Scribe

may not suit you.

Merlin Database is a ROM plus disc

package whose output can be used

with Scribe. Its specification looks im-

pressive, and if you need to incorporate

database searches directly into

reports, and have two spare ROM
sockets, the combination price of £95

looks good value.

Scribe can create 255 page documents

printer; on my Epson this meant either

accepting everything double-spaced or

resetting the printer's DIP switches.

The alternative is to use printer control

codes, which are needed for effects like

bold and enlarged anyway. Scribe's

menu approach to organising the

printer is clear if slightly daunting. The
'Alter-create' option allows you to cus-

tomise print-out instructions and save

them. Sincethe printer control program

is on disc. Scribe documents can be

printed out on other BBCs without any

wp ROMs - a useful feature.

Editing facilities are ponderous, with

slow cursor movements and limited

block movement (nine lines only). The
inability to mark and save sections of a

document limits its cut-and-paste

power, though there is a simple merge
facility. While editing, you must obey

the 'Please wait' message while the

program is shuffling text from page to

page: entering anything seems to cor-

rupt the buffer and text is lost. Deleting

large sections can take several

minutes while text is shuffled from page

to page. However, for an author who
gets things right, or nearly right, first

time, these limitations might- not

matter, and the ability to jump directly

to a given page is handy for editing

book manuscripts.

Even if you buy wp for long reports or

books, it will be used for odd letters and

memos. By being methodical in your

disc housekeeping, you could keep

nil it (iwii tt !»t nui Mil mit ttiti mc ? M fHtm
mm Id li nlW tn( mIh.
rw Mali nil li itaiB il Ita it* ( IM tcmt M in M (tUi4,

an iitntK m >luM K tM wiin.

FI IMIcilK FiriHt M Jgittif ittn ri t> mrttln.

View - comprehensive and flexible

View
The first thing to say about the new
VIewZA is that it is a vast improvement

over version 1.4, which had a scandal-

ous number of bugs. It also had various

hostile features like its inability to print

straight from RAM. Indeed, had I

bought the earlier Vlew\ would be ham-
mering on Acornsoffs doors demand-
ing a low-cost exchange option (see

note below).

The package is still incomplete if you

want printer effects such as bold and

underlining (invoked by two highlight

commands). With View 1.4 you had to

buy a cassette containing printer

drivers for specific printers and hope

yours was catered for. This led to daft

situations like W H Smiths offering a

£1200 package of hardware/software

which included a printer that Weivwas
incapable of supporting even to the

Beebpen Edw £(!+ Kansas Scribe View Wordwise

Fidelity ol screen to print-out *** *** * ** *** * or * * *
(see text)

Accident protection ** *• *** • * ** ***

Quality of documentation ** ** * * *** **

Immediate results (first-timers) ** ** * ** • ** ***

Customised facilities

(experienced users) *-* * ** * • ** *** ***

Cursor control k * * * *** **

Cut-and-paste editing ** * ** ** • ** *-k*

Ease of printer use * • * * • ** *•* * *

Range ot printer support * ** *** * ** *** ***

lE^

Table 3. Mow the six compare
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FAST LATEST BARGAIN PRICES

mono MONITORS

ISLI8 £62.62
+ VAT = £72

ex VAT lie VAT

E51.31 £59

£86,10 £99

Amstrad GT64

Sanyo DM8112 (18 MHz)

ISL 18 Professional

18 MHz Metal Case £62.61 E7Z

ISL 20 Swivel 80 col. 20 MHz
Tilt + Swivel Base £72.18 £83

PROCESSORS

BBC Model £338.26
+ VAT -£389

ex VAT Inc VAT
BBC 'B £338.26 £389

esc 'B' with DFS £399.14 £459

Acorn Z80 Exi, Processor £320.88 £369

Torch Unicorn Package P.O.A.

Amstrad CPC464 £157.40 EISI

6v power +UHF £24.36 £Z8

ISL 8083 (IBM Comp) £1173.92 £1350

DEC 11/23 + 40 MB £6086.97 £7000

OEC 11/73+ 170 MB £10434.79 £12000

DISK INTERFACES

ex VAT inc VAT

LVLDD/DOS £103.49 £119

Kenda Professional (double

density) £113.05 £130

Opus Double Density £113.05 £130

Acorn OFS Kit £84.36 £97

MODEMS
Selection oi Acoustic Couplers and

Mini Modems in stock.

ex VAT ire VAT

Minor Miracle WS2000 £12610 £145

microF^ST"

The Epson Specialists
Our RX/FX range of Epson printers comes complete wrtfi a free
Screen Dump (mode 0) and Ctiaracter Generator program for the
BBC micro, Tfie program is supplied on eittier disc or cassette
and contains an explanation of how the program works, so that the
user can understand the theory involved.

Examples of Screen Dumps, User-defined symbols and fonts
including Near Letter Quality are available from the shop.

colour MONITORS DISK DRIVES

Mlcrovltecl451 £239.13
+ VAT =
ex VAT

£146,97

£169.58

£195.66

£186.97

£169.58

£226.09

£239.14

£295,66

£275
Inc IfAT

EI69

£195

tZZi

£215

£195

£260

EZ75

£340

£225.22 £259

£433,92 £499

£321.75 £370

IO0K4DT £86.09
+ VAT =£99-

SIngiB ex VAT inc VAT

100KALPS40T £86,10 £99*

100KChinon40T £126.10 £145

200K Sanyo 3" 40T £160,88 £185

400K Mitsubisfit 40/80T £173.00 £199

Oauble ex VAT inc VAT

800K Mitsubishi 40/60 £381.75 £439

Amstrad CTM640

Microvitec 1431

1431 (RGB/PAL/AUDIO)

KAGA Vision EX

JVC 1302-1 (OL/BBC)

Microvitec 1451/QL

Microvitec 1451

1451 (RGB/PAL/AUDtO)

Taxankaga Vision II

BBC/APPLE/IBM

Microvitec 1 441

Taxankaga Vision III

BBC/APPLE/IBM

All our Disc Drives come complete with:

All cables required for connection to BBC
Disc and DFS handbook
Dual Disc Drives include power supply

2 Year guarantee
Disc Formatter
Disc Verifier

Screen Dump Program for Epsons
Information program on DFS commands

Power supply available for single Drives
Single Drives available in dual drive cases

57 Hoxton Square
London Ml

SPECIAL XMAS OPENING
PHONE FOR DETAILS

Prices shown are for cash & carry sales and are correct at

time of going to press in November
Export price list available

Mail order welcome
OPEN 9-6 Monday to Saturday

57 Hoxton Square, London N1
Tel: 01-729 1778

THE EXPERTS

DOT MATRIX

Epson RX80F/T £221.73

KDC FT 5001 (Epson

Comp)

Epson RX80

Epson RX80 F/T

Epson FX80

+ VAT = £255

ex VAT ItiG VAT

£203.49

£190.44

£221.75

£329.58

mi
tz\i

K5S

£379

Epson FX100 (132 col) £511.31 £S8t

Canon PW 1 080A (NLQ) £294.79 E339

DAISYWHEEL

Ml 6 1 00 £326.08
fVAT^= £375

ex VAT Ire HI
JUKI 6100 £326,08 HTS
Daisy Step 2000 £216.53 r?4<l

Plus

JUKI Sheet Feeder £207,84 F?.T1

Serial IntBrljca Conversions

(fitted free)

8143—Epson £26.10 m
8148—Epson (2k buffer

XON/XOFF protocol) £56.53 mi
KDC £56.33 m
Daisystep £60.88 no
Canon £69.58 £10

JUKI £47.84 £55

Plus i:ables from £10.44 £12

VARIOUS .

ex VAT incm
Torcti Ext. Processor

+ Software £260.01 tm
Torcti Ext, Processor

+ twin drives £651.31 £749

Computer Concepts ROMS
from £27,84 m

Acorn Business Software £20.88 m
Acorn Data recorder £27,84 m
i^omputer Work Station £130,44 m
Holds Micro', Monitor, Printer

with Storage Space £14,79 £17

Desk Stacking Unit £20.00 m
Lockable version available)
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extent of producing a £ sign! At least

one customer {now happily Scrib\r\Q

away) won a refund after Acornsoft

admitted the fiasco.

The new printer driver generator

creates the necessary files from codes

you type in -assuming they can be

found in your printer manual. Although

this is a lengthy process, by working

from one of the answer-files provided

you can get surprisingly rapid results.

The ability to adapt existing text to a

new printer just by typing in a printer

file name is a major benefit compared
with having to replace each control

code as with Wordwise. The price is the

initial labour of creating the printer

driver- not a job for the impatient or for

beginners, and this service may be

offered to customers by dealers. In

View2A, extended sequences of up to

four highlight codes can be defined,

overcoming its previous restriction to

only two printer effects at once.

Unhappy history apart, View is now
comprehensive and flexible. Its two

well-written A5 manuals (70-page intro-

duction and 51-page guide), are

indexed, and Information Transfer Ltd

are to be congratulated on fitting lucid

explanations of a complex system into

far less space than, say, Edwards
manuals. What a pity the keystrip is so

badly designed: 29 separate com-

mands printed in spindly white capitals

in random order.

Having found your way round the

keystrip, editing is fast and flexible.

There are six markers for block opera-

tions, two visible and four invisible.

Layout commands are entered in the

margin and can be stored. The macro
facility allows true mail merge (eg of

standard letters with address lists)-

You can preview centring, underlining

and page-breaks using the Screen

command, but not while editing.

Cursor movements seem slow until

you master the combination of com-

mand keys and Shift-with-cursor-keys.

Cursor speed and auto-repeats can be

adjusted with TX commands - a

feature I first enjoyed, then wondered if

I'd really use.

Overall, View 2.^ is comprehensive

but not yet definitive. Why is there no

numerical information on the rulers or

cursors to assist formatting? Why
doesn't it provide safety-nets against

large deletions and overwriting an

existing file? Why does LS2 produce

triple-spacing instead of doubie? Why
is the method of text recovery after hit-

ting Break so deeply buried? Why
doesn't the publicity make it clearer

that the printer support program is

indispensable?

For specialist features like mail

merge, running heads paginated for

two-sided printing or microspacing

{allowing right-justify with proportional

spacing), there is no other choice. If you

want automatic indexing (for books or

manuals), Viewlndex is powerful and
flexible and - so far - unchallenged.

The existence of an integrated spread-

sheet (We ivSrteef) may be the clinching

factor. And if you have a second pro-

cessor, the W/Wewoption is unrivalled.

Wordwise
Wordwise was the first of these six to

appear and has featured in these

columns twice before. There is little

need to describe its features: the tables

show how it measures up to the compe-
tition. (The free touch-typing tutor is

excellent, incidentally.)

Wordwise's three-level system of

cursor control is still unrivalled and

gives the option of moving a single

character, line or screenful for really

fast editing of long documents without

UOROUISE
<C> CoBput»r Cor>c»p1s 1984

l> S«v» •nttr* t»>tt

2) Load r»»w t»xt
3> Saw* i»*rk»d t»xt
4> Load t»>t* to cursor
5> S»»rch and R»pl«c»
6> Print t»»<t

7> Pr»vimv t»xt
3) Spool t«x1

ESC Edit riod»

Please ent»r ct>olc»_

The wordwise menu

taking your eyes off the screen. Block

operations are instant and limited in

length only by the document. File merg-

ing and cut-and-paste are very easy.

You can produce simple documents
fast, without even switching on the disc

drive. Yet if you are prepared to decide

on standard commands for the function

keys and save the codes, professional-

looking results can be achieved using

all your printer's capabilities. (I use a

single IBOOT-file to define function

keys for letterheads, standard page

layouts and underline/double-strike

codes on both my printers.)

Even l^'ordiv/se could be improved:

the menu page is not ideal. If you don't

notice your mistake before entering the

filename, hitting 1 (load new text, thus

clearing memory) in place of 2 (save

entire text) could be fatal. It would be

nice to be told what document you're

working on (like Weivand Edward) and

to have to confirm before re-saving to

an existing filename (like Scribe and

Beebpen). Although Wordwise can be

thoroughly customised, I don't see why

the manual doesn't provide more pow-
erful examples and explain how build-

ing a IBOOT file can avoid having to

type "key gobbledegook to produce

printer effects or standard layouts, A
Wordwise help disc would be a good
project-and a proper index for the

manual should bean immediate one.

Worda-34 Ch^ractmrm 'r«*-23e27 t

This Is an ncwnpl* of ttw yordwiw vdli

Tri» currvnt word count and characters
«re* art dtspl«U»d.
Th* yellow t indicates triat iif* sr*
using inEer^ mode.
Embrddvd commands appear In grtrr bg

Wordwise can be thoroughly customised

Nevertheless, in the past two years

l/l^ordw/se has helped me write several

books and hundreds of articles (includ-

ing this one). My admiration for a

system that is so simple to learn yet has

given so much room to grow is undimi-

nished. I had expected this review to

tempt me away to one of the more
expensive recent systems; if I ever

need an integrated spreadsheet or

database, the attractions of View or

Scribe might yet prevail. Given a free

choice however, 1 have returned to

Wordwise: it's not perfect, but it's a fast,

flexible and forgiving all-rounder, still

in its prime and superb value for

money.

Reading
Business Applications on the BBC Micro

by Susan Curran and Margaret Norman,

Granada, £7.95. Chapter on wp is essen-

tially a comparative review of eight BBC
programs and is in many ways a comple-

ment to this article.

Wordwise reviews: Acorn User. February

1983, pp 56. 57,

View and Wordwise comparison. Acorn

User, June 1983, pp 73, 75, 81

.

View upgrades
As a result of pressure from customers

and Acorn User, Acornsoft has decided to

offer Wewupgrades as follows;

%View^A chip trade for version 2,1, at

£9.95 (inc post. VAT).

9View 1.4/2,1 trade for M'V/ew disc, to

run on the 6502 Second Processer. at

E14.95 (inc post, VAT), The company
stresses that this disc won't run on a BBC
micro without the second processor, so is

notto be done lightly.
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You have the choice at V^fen
First class drives from TEAC AND TEC

Replacing
cassettes
with disc
drives
means
programme
loaded and data
accessed in
seconds not minutes.
Our guaranteed disc drives are Stipplied

a comprehensive fact-filled 53 page manual,'
exclusive to Viglen, which shows loading froni
cassette to disc and other information for the
BBC Model B.

We also stock at even

lower prices CANON,

EPSON, MITSUBISHI

and SANYO drives

too. Please ring

for details.

Also supplied utilities dISC, containing 1 J vLsetul utilities.

TEAC 55 AND TEC 500 SERIES SLIMLINE DRIVES |

All disk drives are supplied complete with Professional Screened Case -Ribbon Cable to connect to BBC Micro - Power Cable to connect to BBC Micro - Compre-
hensive Manual ~ Formatting and utilities disc, which includes 13 useful utihties including •formatting •verifying « screen dump fcdis assembler •generating 62

^'"^^'^
Incl Excl Incl excl

Single Drives VAT VAT Dual Drives VAT VAT

40 Track lOOK Single Sided £129,00 £112.17 40 Track 200K Single Sided £258,00 £224.34

40/80 Track 200K
Single Sided Switchable £149.00 £129.56

40/80 Track 400K
Single Sided Switchable £298.00 £259.13

40/80Track 400K
Double Sided Switchable £169,00 £146.98

40/80 Track 800K
Double Sided Switchable £338.00 £293.91

Integral Power Supply
for Single Drive £18.00 £15,92

Integral Power Supply
for Dual Drives £36-00 £31.30

Additional Charge for Single

Drive in Dual Case with
Dual Drive Power Supply £49.00 £42,61

External Cased Power
Supply capable of driving
Dual Slimline Drives £45,00 £39,13

Please
^ Ring
01-843 9903
for LATEST
PRICES

COMPUTER^ SUPPLIES

Unit 7 Trumpers Way
Hanwell W7 20A
Telephone: (01) 843 9903

Orders welcomed from Educational Esiabhshmenis and Govemmeni Depanments

VIGLEN--*'*''

Ftdi Twelve
Months Guarantee

on]y) can purchase by telephone
PleaBe give Card No.. Name.
Addieas and the items
required.

All prices correct al time of going to press.

All offers subject to availability.

Prices subject to change without notice

Late Night Xznas Opening
Thursday and Fnday till 8 pm. Samrday till 6 pm

How to order
By post: To puichase aity of the items simply tiU m the
coupon with youi requirements.
Enclose your Cheque/P.O, oi use your Access/
Barclaycard, Please make cheques payable to

VIGI£N COMPUTER SUPPLIES and poai to above
address. Allow seven days for deliver and add
£8.00 carnage, packing and iivsurance on all <,

Items, or £12 for guaranteed next day ys
!^' ^ C\

Dalaposl delivery including insurance. '^^ C/^sib
By t*l«phon«: Ring (01) 843 9803, Credit .V^^ 4^ ^ "^
Card holders (Access/Barclaycard ^'^ 'V^O^' ^ 7'^

%<^<?f <^ -^^ -S <f



CartridgeSystem
thatdoesnot

overioadyourpocket
oryourBBCMicro

Why risk damage to your BBC micro

every time you want to change ROM's?
Instead, store your growing collection

of ROM's in professionally-made
protective cartridges

!

O Insert and remove Wordwise, View,

Disc Doctor etc. at will from your

micro in absolute safety - no wear
or damage to pins to your ROM's.

O Low, low power consumption
unlike other systems.

O Saves on memory.

Q Price for complete kit including

one cartridge only £19.95 Inc. VAT.

Q Extra ROM cartridges £15. 75 for four,

£39.50 for ten cartridges, and single

cartridges £4.95 each.

O Our cartridge system for educational

establishments has been approved by
the Test Bureau for use in schools.

^J^

Vi/slerv
COMPUTER#SUPPLIES • <$'

.<^v

O Gold plated edge connector
for durability and reliability. -^j":.^

^^<io\r "^^ ^^-^^^

Unit 7 Trumpers Way
Hanwell W7 2QA ^ \? .-

Te!: (01 ) 843 9903 > <^ -;«?^

.»>>^^ ---.

<•*. d^ rv''



DISK
STORAGE

No.1
This

diskette

storage
hoids
70 diskettes

Our

price £14.95 including vat

SUPER LOW

10 discs

per box

3M SCOTCH
DISCS
5V4" diskettes

single sided

OurlSUPER LOW
prices Inc.VAT

1-2 boxes 3-9 boxes 10+ boxes i

ss 40 TRACK £15.00 £13.50 £13.00
DS 40 TRACK £20.00 £18.40 £17.70
ss 80 TRACK £23.00 £20.70 £20.00
DS 60 TRACK £26.70 £24.00 £23.00

mam ViGLEN

Full Twelve
Months Guarantee

VmI
I

COMPUTER m SUPPLIES
Unit 7 Trumpers Way Hanwell W7 2QA Tel: (01 ) 843 9903

DISK STORAGE
No. 2
Ttiis lockable
diskette storage
holds 90
diskettes

Our
SUPER LOW
price

£14.85 Including VAT

PERSPEX KEYBOARD STOWAWAY
& VDU STAND Our

SWIVEL BASE
FOR MONITOR

OunaiiaagifWi Drice
£13.95 Including VAT

GRAFPAD Special Xmas Offer only from VIGLEN

-il^^rTS'lncluding VAT
£99.00

This remarkable Grofpod from British Micro
ollows yoy to input informofion into your -S^^
computer - very accurate ond higii <Pw^

resolution, not to be confused with
<J^.

other models which are both more ^^^ V"
expensive and less accurate. Supplied ^W^

with all necessary cables, manual and s^^ ^6- <&

sample programs, to allow you to ^^ 5""
a"''

develop your own application programs. *^ "'^ *^



VKELEN
givesyoathe bestvalue

in monitors , printers

&BBC Micros

Dot Matrix Printers

Canon PW1080A-
KAGA-TAXAN KP810
New printer recently reviewed shows
near letter quality printing from dot

matrix printer. Friction and tractor

feeds. 160 cps. Highly recommended.
Epson RX 80/FT Brand leader. A re-

liable well established printer with
friction and tractor feeds, 80 cps

Epson FX 80 The upmarket printer

from the Epson range, 160 cps. All

other facilities you would expect.

Shinwa/Cosmos 80
Mannesmann Tally MT80

Daisywlieel Printers

Juki 6100
SAN PLE 2000/OUEN DATA

BBC Micros
Model B
Model B + DFS

Please add £8 for I j metre
printer lead for BBC Micro

Please add £8.00 for carriage or
£ 1 2 00 for guaranteed next day Datapost delivery including insurance

We also stock other computer peripherals, accessories and

INC
VAT

£311,00
£291,00

£275.00

£389.00

£199,00
£209.00

£385.00
£255.00

£369.00
£459.00

EXCL
VAT
£270.44
£253,05

£239.13

£338-26

£173,04

£181,74

£334.78
£221.74

£320,87
£399.13

Colour Monitors

Microvitec standard 1431
Microvitec medium 1451
Microvitec high 1441
Philips 14" TV/Monitor
(RGB input) specially

manufactured by Philips

Monochrome Monitors

Philips 12" Green BM7502
Even higher resolution

Prices subject to chonge without notice

INC
VAT
£185-00
£289-00
£399.00

£229.00

£89,00

EXCL
VAT
£160.87
£251.30

£346.96

£199.13

Late opening until Xmas
Thurs I- Fri till 8.00 p.m.
Saturday till 6.00 p.m.

complete word processor systems
Please call for our latest offers. .,^

You may also purchase these item.s direct by calling at (v ^^-^
our factory/showroom in Hanwell, London. -^' ^^ v o; oi

Prices correct at time ofgoing to press and offers ^^4^ ^ (3^ o^
subject to avaUability. ^ > <0' e.^^ n'^® i& 4p-
Prices subject to change without notice

^" f̂^ <r c?^



TEAC 400K Disk Drive

& Acorn DFS

COMPLETE DISK

SYSTEM FOR THE

BBGMOOEB

• Package assumes you own a BBC Model B with switched mode power
supply plus 1.2 operating system.

OFFER INCLUDES:
• Disk Interface (call at factory for free fitting while you wait, or

supplied with easy to fit instructions)

• 400K 40/80 track double sided TEAC Disk Drive (Model FD55F)
including case and all leads

• Comprehensive, fact-filled, 53 page manual including
techniques of loading from cassette to disc. Not available

elsewhere.
• Utilities Disk including formatting, verifying, BASIC program
comparator, disassembler, Epson screen dump, dual
catalogue (giving 62 files), large printing and others

Late night opening till Xtnaa
Mon-Wed 9.00-5.00 p.m.
Thurs + Fn nil 8.00 p.m.

Saturday dU 6.00 p.m.

.^

COMPUTER^ SUPPLIES
Unit 7 Trumpers Way
Hanwell W7 20A
Telephone: (01) 843 9903

AMPLE ON-TKE-SPOT
CAR PARKING

-

AND IT'S FREE!

EB.OO carriage
or £12 00. for

guaianieed nex( day
Datapoal delivery
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PHILIPS COMPUTER MONITORS

DON T BUY
just a colour monitor
when you can have
this New Philips TV
+ Monitor for only

£229
INC. VAT

ONLY

£89
INC. VAT

PHILIPS BM 7502
GREEN SCREEN MONO
From the highly successful ' Philips 80 Range', here is a monitor

specially designed to display graphics and alphanumeric data

witti perfect clarity.

> 12" high resolution, 20 MHz band width, anti glare screen

> RGB, Composite Video (CVBS) and Audio Input

> 2000 character (80 x 25) display

> Swivel base available £13.95 incl. VAT

> Suitable (or the following computers:

BBC B (free leads supplied for the Beeb) Apple II, HE, II plus

Apple III; Atari 600XL 800, 800XL, 1450XU Coleco Adam;

Commodore Vic20, Vic64; IBM-PC with interface; Texas

Instruments TI99/4A; Timex Sinclair; Einstein; QL

open 9-5 weekdays,

9-4 Saturdays

Full Twelve

Months Guarantee

HOW TO ORDER
BY POST; To purchase either of the items in

this advertisement simply Itll in the coupon with

your requirements. Enclose your Cheque/P.O.

or use your Access/ Barclaycard. Please make

cheques payable to VIGLEN COMPUTER
SUPPLIES and post to the addess on the

coupon. Allow seven days for delivery and add

£8.00 (or Postage, Packing and Insurance for

each itera Prices subject to change withoulnotice

BY TELEPHONE: Ring (01) 843 9903.

Ctedit Card holders Access/ Barclaycard can

purchase by telephone. Please give Card No.,

Name, Address and the items required.

5 3

PHILIPS CT 2007
COLOUR TELEVISION
+ MONITOR
This very popular unit is not only an excellent Colour Television

Receiver, but also a sophisticated computer monitor. Featuring:

> Free lead supplied for BBC Micro

y Headphone socket and speaker mute switch

> RGB, {TTL and can be modified for

linear). Composite Video Input

(CVBS), Audio Input pjus this

model has an AV/TV svwitch

> 14" picture tube vi/ith 0.65mm or

0.42mm slotted pitch, dark glass

y Maximum 80 characters per line

20 MHz band width

> 12 pre-select buttons

> Aerial supplied

> Swivel base extra £1 3.95 inc VAT

J^^
^m^

AV/TV
SWITCH

V

CVBS

RGB

»<g
Post to: VIGLEN COMPUTER SUPPLIES, UNIT 7, TRUMPERS WAY,

HANWELL W7 2QA Telephone: 01-843 9903, Personal callers always welcome.

Please send me:

lencloseChe(|ue/P.O.forE Incl. £8 carriage. Payable to Viglen Computer Supplies.

I preler to pay by ACCESS/ BARCLAYCARD (Delete whichever Is unappiicable).

Card No: ;

Signature;

Name: . .

.

Address: .

Priest tubj«G> to change without notice



SPECIAL OFFER FROM VIGLEN
i: Scoop Viglen price £99'^^ ^^^-^^

£86"^0ex.VAT

^ Normally sold at £143.75

ic Special purchase

This remarkable Grafpad from British Micro

allows you to input information into your

computer- very accurate and high resolution,

not to be confused with other models which
are both more expensive and less accurate.

Supplied with all necessary cables, manual
and sample programs, to allow you to

develop your own application programmes.

Computer aided design programme. Drawing programme etc.

SEE OTHER VIGLEN ADVERTS ON HOW TO ORDER

STOCK CLEARANCE
CANON DRIVES Models 11 & 21

Although greater power consumption than most slimline (^ height) drives, these non-
standard I height Canon drives prove to be a good alternative to cassettes for the first

time amateur user who does not envisage any further expansion to his system.

All Viglen drives come complete ready to use including all leads, 53 page fact filled

manual exclusive to Viglen showing how to load from cassette to disk, utilities disk,

including formatt, verify, screendump etc.

£89.00 for 110
£99.00 for 210

Inc VAT.
Add £8.00 (or carriage or E12 for next day

guaranteed Datapost delivery.

Prices subject to change without notice

Technical Specification

Motor Start up time: 1 sec (Slimeline drives 600 m/s).

Power consumption: 5 volts 1 AMP (Slimline drives -5 AMP)
12 volts 1.7 AMP (Slimline drives 7 AMP)

Posl lo VIGLEN COMPUTER SUPPLIES, UNIT 7, TRUMPERS WAY, HANWELL, LONDON W7 2QA.

Please send me I enclose Cheque/P O for C_ made out to

ViGLEN COMPUTER SUPPLIES or debit my ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No

Name F-^^ mS^ Signature

Address.
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TAPE TO DISK
UTILITY

VECTOR 1#
* A systems Disk- only ONE needed for ALL your tapes.

* 40/80 Format.

* User Friendly.

* Transfers more tapes than other systems.

Currently compatible \A/ith Acorn DFS only.

Price: £16.00 inc VAT + P&P.

WILT SHIRE MICRO CENTRE

Available from:

WMC Unit 6, Central Trading
Estate, Signal Way, S\A/indon,

Wilts.

0793-612299.

Printer Stand

£12-95
Carriage & Packing £3.00

INC. VAT

' For dot matrix printers

' Raises printer high enough to put

continuous stationery underneath

• Beautifully finished in clear perspex • Viglen quality every time

' Will accept paper up to 1 2V2" wide • Non slip rubber pads

Dimensions: 15" (380mm) wide 12'^" (320mm) deep 4" (90mm) high

COME TO VIGLEN FOR A FAST, FRIENOLY,PERSONAL SERVICE

DEALER ENQUIRIESWELCOME
r' Prices subjecrto change without notice |

made out to

Post to: VIGLEN COMPUTER SUPPLIES, UNIT 7. THUMPERS WAY, HANWELL, LONDON W7 2QA.

Please send me (qty) PRINTER STANDS at E15.95 each. I enclose Cheque/P.O, for£_

VIGLEN COMPUTER SUPPLIES or debit my ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No.

.

Name W--^ ^S Signature—
Address.

AUl/9
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A hill LOGO for the BBC model "B" from
Logotron.

LOGO is a computer programming language,

which appeals equally to children in primary
school or to computer scientists at the

Massachussets Institute of Technology. Using
LOGO, you unconsciously absorb advanced
mathematical ideas and fundamental principles

of computer programming. LOGO has been
available on microcomputers only since 1982.

Only this year has it been made available on
British home computers like the Sinclair

Spectrum and the BBC Micro.

lEONARDO WOULD HAVE LOVED IT!

Leonardo da Vinci would have loved it because

LOGO gives full rein to a child's creative

imagination, using visual images to convey
profound ideas. LOGO could do for computers

what perspective did for pictures, bring them
alive.

Logotron's LOGO for the BBC "B" was written

by LCSl/SOLI, the software house responsible

for LOGO implementations for Atari, Apple,

IBM, Sinclair, Coleco, and NEC. It's the closest

there is to an international LOGO standard,

with turtle graphics and full list processing.

The software is contained on a single 16k ROM,
written in 6502 machine code, fully compatible

with the 6502 second processor unit and
Econet. Facilities are provided to drive floor

turtles, create and use data files, and access

routines written in machine language. Full

access is provided to the BBC micro's operating

system. An optional sprite board, also provided
by Logotron, can be used to handle video

output and provides more than 30

programmable sprites,

allowing true

animation.

' Please send me further information concerning Logotron's LOGO '
If you want to know more about LOGO, send

I

for the BBC Model "B".
|

for a descriptive leaflet and price list.

, NAME ,

I
I To: Logotron, Dept. AU, 5 Granby Street,

ADDRESS Loughborough, Leicestershire LE113DU,

I D Educational Establishment; |

England.

iD Home user; D Dealer*; D Distributor* adachuuwmpanyieiterh.'ad i I O O O T K O Kl

Trade enquiries welcome.
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I EDUCATION NEWS

Teaching

the teachers
PETER Booth, the manager of

the Manpower Services Com-
mission scheme for micropro-

grammers in primary schools

writes to us referring to our

October article, 'Could do
better!' In it Geoff Nairn

pointed out the inadequacies

of the government's genero-

sity in putting a micro in each
primary school. Many of the

problems stem from teachers

having no knowledge of how to

use the machine, nor do they

have any software-

Mr Booth's scheme, run

using people from the MSC,
aims to help teachers to help

themselves. Programmers,
often hobbyists or ITEC

trainees, are drafted into

schools to view the problems
of programming for a class

situation. The realities of the

classroom are brought home
to them while the problems of

programming are outlined to

the teacher, resulting in a
series of programs which are

now in regular use.

Unfortunately, this is not a

nationwide scheme but limited

to the Warrington area and is

due mostly to the foresight of

the former Primary Phase
Adviser for the area. MrsN Kil-

burn. MEP have a hand in its

administration, as do the local

authority, but its survival or

otherwise depends on MSC
funding which comes up for re-

view in May 1985. It is hoped
that the project will be seen as

still worth supporting and it is

an idea that other areas might

consider.

GEOQUIZ WINNERS
THE lollowlng 10 entrants to our Novembef

Gaoqutz win a Z20 sulle ol lour 'Exploring

the Envlronmem' progrnms on disc

(courtesy BBC Publlcallons) lor Iheir clasi:

Mays Socolousky, Norlli London Collegiate

School. Edgware. Mlddn; Louise Smith, SI

Michael's Middle School, Colehlll. Wlm-

borne, Dorset: Martin Perclval, Nicholas

Breakspear School, St AIDans. Herts: Elton

Ward, Dartmouth High School, Great Barr,

Birmingham: Fiona Mackenile, Mundella

Primary School, Folkestone, Kenl: Fiona

nenkin, Seaconslda Junior School, Pen-

rith, Cumbria: Andrew Coulton, Ripon

Cathedral Choir School, RIpon, N Vorks;

Hannah Summers, High March School.

Beaconslleld, Bucks: Suzanne Gelhlngs.

Parkside Middle School, Cramllngton.

r4orthumberland: Sarah Hardy, Hlghllelds

School, Newark, Notts.

Answers: ). 1953, 2, Ben Nevis. 1343m. 3.

AlcocK and Brown (Ll-Cdr Read's Indirect

(light a<»o allowed). 4, approx 9070km

(SOkm margin allowed). 5. Wandering. E. In

packs. 7, Tributary. B, Rainy season, 9, Two

from: Sahara, Kalahari, Namlb, Lyblan.

Nubian, Arabian, 10. Antarctica.

Commentary by

Nick Evans,

who welcomes

reader feedback

New report hammers

'misguided' micro use
BLUNDERING in the dark'

-

that's what a new report has to

say about teachers' use of

micros. However it's not the

teachers' fault- lack of train-

ing in how to use them is to

blame, as well as a dearth of

information about the way
their application can affect the

learning process,

'Microcomputers in Edu-

cation', a report by the Social

Science Research Council,

has a few unpleasant home
truths to offer those who would
wildly introduce the micro into

the curriculum. Much well-

intentioned but totally mis-

guided development work has
been undertaken by teaching

staff, either in groups or as

individuals.

'For the most part {there are

important exceptions), the

production of educational

materials remains a "cottage

industry", devoid of an ade-

quate design base,' say the re-

searchers, who also believe

that many people undervalue

the computer because of a lack

of understanding 'of the pro-

cess of learning and the organ-
isation of knowledge'. They
point to the work done in the

US and Canada where many
teams work out their program-
ming strategies based on
'sound models of learning and
cognitive processes'.

It is argued that, instead of

devolution to regional centres.

as is the policy of MEP, design
initiatives and control of

development should be based
on a national strategy.

Many people have won-
dered, as they have worked on
projects for MEP or for local

authorities, whether they are

duplicating what someone
eise is doing in another part of

the country. Moreover, there is

much so-called 'educational

material' around which woui',

not withstand the scrutiny oi

learning theorists. What con-

siderations have been
assessed in your working

groups?
Any useful guidelines that

your area has drawn up that

may be helpful to others? Any
comments, MEP?

Microcomputers in Edu-
cation by Morley Sage and
David J Smith is available from

the Social Science Research
Council, 1 Temple Avenue.
London EC4Y OBD, price E2.

Attractive WHS Club offers
ONE interesting source of soft-

ware and reading matter has
been very slow in arriving but

is now here at last -the W H
Smith Home ComputerClub.
The initial offers are quite

attractive for schools but you
must be prepared to buy six

books a year and you are very

much dependent on the sup-

pliers making available rel-

evant books.

Questions to ask yourself

are: can the school afford it

(average prices probably £8-

9), will the school want the

material and who will use and
control it (Library? Re-

sources? Head Teacher?), and
will you ultimately spend more
than you would have intended

in the normal course of

events?
It's certainly one way of

keeping up with newly pub-
lished materials, if the

example of other W H Smith
clubs is anything to go by.

MRMpack
avoids loads

of trouble
ONE of the greatest problems
for any school owning one or

two micros is the moment
when they decide to introduce

the disc system. Suddenly,
previously well-behaved pro-

grams will no longer load and
the user has to introduce the

relocation routine- if he can
get at the code!
MRM Software has now

introduced the EOO disc filing

system, EOO is the 'Page'

mark -the mark at which pro-

grams are loaded if one uses
the tape system. Using discs

however, part of the memory is

grabbed so that Page has to

move up to 1900, and this is

where the problems originate.

MRM's package means that

they no longer occur because

EOO DFS smooths transition to disc

extra memory space is in-

cluded with the package. Page
remains the same as for tapes.

The DFS consists of a small

circuit board which may be
fitted without soldering into the

existing DFS socket. You will

still need the disc upgrade, as
it'sonly thefilingsystem which
is being altered.

The new DFS may replace

the existing one or be used in

tandem. MRM admits there

are one or two minor draw-
backs- Disc Doctor \s not fully

compatible; only four files

instead of five are able to be
open at any one time; and the

'BUILD command must have
lines of less than 100 words,

but the advantages are
obvious and most problems
may be circumvented.

The price is £24.95 including

VAT and postage.

tm\
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^ASTRONOMY ^
SKY-BABY' is a highly sophisticated scientific program running on BBC-B (cassette loading). It

caters for astronomers ranging from complete beginners to advanced amateurs and aspiring

professionals, and for educational institutes.

'SKY-BABY' s many features include:

* Colour and brightness coded display of stars, planets, sun and moon in selected area of sky

* View from any position on earth, any date and time specified by user

* A library of all stars down to magnitude 4.0 (i.e., 469 stars) including coordinates, magnitudes and
names
Orbital parameters of planets: sun and moon positional formulae

Star sizes plotted to indicate brightness; sun. moon and planets colour coded
Moveable 'space probe' to identify name and details of any object displayed on screen

Details of current position, rising and setting times of any selected object: provision for an additional

user-specified object, e.g., known comet, galaxy, radio source, etc.

* Detailed User Guide: sections on program use, astronomical nomenclature and positional astronomy.

formulae used, fully annotated expanded program listing, etc.. etc.

* Auxiliary program to analyse and list contents of stellar library

* Unhindered access to Author by phone most times: callers welcome
'SKY-BABY' package, consisting of C10 Cassette containing three files (program itself, stellar library,

auxiliary program), and 35-page User Guide £12.50 inclusive

Instructions for disc running, and running on Electron available on request. SEE REVIEW
IN THIS ISSUE

payable to:

STELLAR ENTERPRISE, 84 Dudsbury Road, Ferndow/n. Wimborne, Dorset, BH22 8RG
Phone Bournemouth (0202) 575234

DEFINE
A MULTICOLOUR SPRITE CREATOR, EDITOR & ANIMATION CONTROLLER

FOR THE BBC B COMPUTER
DEFINE is a suite of programs providing all the sprite

and animation facilities needed to produce high speed
arcade type games using your own multicoloured
characters (sprites).

The package is extremely easy to use, every command
being made with a lightpen, or joystick, directly from
the screen. Real size and enlarged views of your
sprites are continuously updated while you define or

edit them and you may test animation sequences in

the editor package as you go along. New sprites may
be created by editing old versions and the number of

sprites you may define is unlimited. Sprites may be any
size up to 1 2 X 16 pixels and each pixel may have any
of the 16 standard mode2 colours. The software
needed to animate your sprites is provided as a

separate program, which you can merge into your
own BASIC, or machine code, program, allowing high
resolution positioning with fast, simple commands,
The number of sprites, or clones, you may have at any
one time is unlimited (except by computer memory)
and the speed of movement can be very fast if desired
— over 400 sprites per second may be printed from
BASIC, or 700 per second from machine code. Of
course, you may link sprites in your own programs,
producing giant sprites, or sub-animation. A 24 page
handbook is supplied as well as a BASIC example
program.

LIGHTPEN OR JOYSTICK CONTROLLED

1

Datapen
< 1

DEFINE tape version £9.95 Aiinricesinc
DEFINE disc version £11.95 uA R^ PnJtVno
Datapen Lightpen Pack (optional) £25.00 ^^' » hostage

(Software included with lightpen; introduction and 2 drawing programs)

Datapen Microtechnology Ltd., Kingsclere Road, Overton, Hants RG25 3JB
TEL: (0256) 770488
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Access a worldofInformation
WITH YOUR BBC MICRO

I I I I I I i I T I T~I" I 11 T I I I I I I I I I 11 I I I I I I I I 1 I

Today, there are literally hundreds of databases worldwide which can be accessed by your
BBC micro. These include Prestel, Micronet Homelink, Telecom Gold, various 'Bulletin

Boards' and massive American data bases such as 'The Source' and 'DIALOG'. The
equipment can also be used to send telex messages. The Pace range of inexpensive
communications products are designed to provide accurate data exchange whilst being

extremely flexible and easy to use.

niGHTincftLE -The Modem

ndll'O"*'"
'

I 1 I I I ] I I I I I i I

In orderto use a versatile modem like Nightingale

to its fullest potential, you will require equally

sophisticated software. This is where Pace can
offer you a total solution— Commstar,
unquestionably the most comprehensive
communications software available for the BBC.

Comrnstar is currently the only package for the

BBC micro which offers easy access to Prestel

(and other viewdata services), together with user

to user communication and exceptional file

transfer capabilities.

Supplied on Eprom, Commstar is Instantly

accessible, simple to use and extremely flexible.

Just look at the possibilities:- access Prestel,

Micronet, Viewfax, Homelink and Telecom Gold,

rummage through bulletin boards and chat to

literally thousands of other computer users, but
there's more. Commstar's versatility enables the

BBC to be used as an inexpensive work station for

a main frame or mini-computer.

The complete Nightingale/Commstar package
for the BBC micro including the modem, cabling

and the Commstar Eprom and manual is just

£139 plus V.A.T.

/sJightingale is available separately for the BBC
and other computers at £1 19 plus V.AT. and
Commstar is £29.57 plus V.A.T. Further details

are available, please telephone or write for

comprehensive fact sheets.

Nightingale is by far the most versatile modem
available, atthe price, for either home or business
use. It offers Prestel/Vlewdata baud rates

(1200/75 & 75/1200) alongside 300/300 baud full

duplex for communication between the BBC and

I

other computers, including bulletin boards.

Nightingale has a built-in expansion capability,

allowing the addition of auto-answer and auto-
dial with battery back-up. The state-of-the-art
modem chip technology employed in Nightingale
requires minimal support circuitry resulting in

low power consumption, low cost, high quality
and extreme reliability.

Nightingale being 'hard wired' is not subject to

I
the noise interference errors common to

outdated acoustically coupled devices. In

addition Nightingale features a simple self-test

facility for easy installation.

Nightingale utilises a fully buffered RS 423/232
serial interface and is supplied complete with a

lead suitable for connection to the BBC micro,
other leads are available on request.

in

COITJU^'^
CXMTS: '"yg

you to »r* *'ouch-„'*"' »*»'/
lat

PACE, 92 NEW CROSS STREET,
BRADFORD. BD5 8BS
Tel. (0274) 729306 Telex 51564

"Bringing tomorrow a little closer"

"30/00 :^''^efy n'7* 'o any dl„ "^S- and



EDUCATION I

TELLME
A-STORY

Build a story as you move around Robert Southall's

adaptation of the Acorn User activity board

EASY and inexpensive to construct,

and with the associated software

infinitely flexible in its use. Story-

board is a development of Susan
Kingsbury's activity board featured in

the August Acorn User.

In this version up to seven separate
stories can be contained within the pro-

gram, and any one of these selected by

the pupil, A 'surprise story' option

selects a sentence at random from any
of the stories held in the data lines. The
program has numerous error-trapping

devices incorporated to make it idiot-

proof, and is intended to be operated by

young children with the minimum of

adult intervention. The design of the

board has been improved and overlays

and cut-out models invented !o go with

thestories,.

New stories can be constructed

around available models, or appropri-

ate ones and overlays made by individ-

uals or as a class activity. Sentences

can be typed into the program by
changing the contents of the data lines

and the program is re-saved with the

new story.

With some careful thought the Story-

board can be useful and stimulating to

a wide age-range and offer many of the

facilities found on similar commercial
boards at ten times the price.

The following illustrative notes refer

to the Shops program on yellow pages
119-121 and explain how the program is

constructed and how to use it.

There are seven stories in the pro-

gram (lines 2370 to 3070). and their

titles are held in lines 3100 and 3140.

Each story contains a heading and
eight sentences of up to thirty-six

characters. The story title is displayed

in the menu, while the story heading
shows on the screen when the story

has been selected, and they are not

necessarily the same.
The stories are structured so there is

some progression in the degree of diffi-

culty. A full circuit involves touring the

board eight times, one of which is a

question and answer session and
another a 'surprise story'.

At each point visited by the magnetic

figure a sentence associated with that

point will appear on the screen. The
idea behind the sentences in Shops is

to encourage a positive reaction. For

example, Story 1 gives cues to put the

shop models out, Story 2 to put out the

shopkeepers etc. It's possible to

change the order of the points on the

board by swapping the values of J

between lines 1910 and 1980.

When all eight points have been
covered the story will be printed out

and the pupil is able to move on to the

next story. A different set of sentences

will be printed but each will refer to the

same model at each point. For

example, point 1 on the board refers to

the newsagent's. The sentences at this

BOARD SECTION

magnetic
figure

reed switches
(under top surface) paper/card

overlay covered
in 'tacky-bacit'

hardboard

15 y- 10mm
approx
wood strip

tacks

All other connections are described on pages 1 12- 1 13 in the August issue
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SHOPS
Cut along the

solid lines and
fold along dotted

lines

Write the name ot

the shop on the

front

Decorate the

windows

This template should be photocopied to provide the model shops

point are:

Story 1 Line 1 The Newsagents
Story 2 Line 1 Mr Brown is the News-

agent

Story 3 Line 1 The newsagent sells

newspapers and comics

Story 4 Line 1 There are papers in the

window
Story 5 Line 1 Lizzie buys a comic and

Poppy buys sweets

andStory 6 Line 1 Lizzie spends lOp

Poppy spends 5p
Story numbers, the 'surprise story', will

print sentences at random from any of

the lines in stories 1-6, The selection

will be only from the six sentences

associated with that particular point on

the board. For instance, point 1 (News-

agent's) will print only one of the six

sentences shown above - to have a

sentence about the chemist or baker

would be senseless. The resulting

'mixed-up' story can be quite amus-
ing-try it with six different stories in

thedata lines.

Story number 7 poses questions

about the shops and what they sell. At

each point a question associated with it

appears on the screen. As the program
stands it will not accept input and the

answers have to be written down.

Constructing the board
The wiring and connections to board
and computer can be found in the

August issue of Acorn User.

Cut two pieces of hardboard (300 -<

400mm), position reed switches on
underneath of one piece and glue.

When dry, solder ribbon cable wires to

switch connections,

Glue 15 '' 10mm wood strips around
the edge (a few tacks make it more
secure) and complete assembly by

gluing the other piece to the strips. It

may be necessary to make a small

notch for the ribbon cable. The result is

a very sturdy 'sandwich'- but don't

forget to mark the position of the reed

switches on the upper surface of the

hardboard! Lengthening the cable to

1.5m allows the board to be used at a

greater distance from the computer.

As a final touch the board can be
painted a nice bright colour. Overlays

with drawn or painted scenes should be
from A3 paper or card, and for extra

durability they can be covered with

transparent fablon or tacky-back'.

The Srtopstemplate should be photo-

copied eight times to provide the eight

shops, (Keep the original for future

use.) These can be coloured and the

names of the shops written on the front

- Newsagent, Baker, Chemist, Grocer,

Greengrocer, Post Office - and then

fixed to the overlay photocopied from

pages 168 and 169, 3D models can be
used for the shopkeepers or figures

drawn on card, cut out and labelled

with their names and weighted with

plasticine. We give you ideas for draw-

ing the shop fronts overleaf and on

yellow page 121,

Running the program
Type in the program from yellow pages
119-121 and save it on cassette or disc

as 'Shops'. While debugging, or chang-

ing the listing it is a good idea to

temporarily remove line 70, which dis-

ables the Escape key. so that you can
interrupt the program while it's

running. Once it is saved just CHAIN
SHOPS to run it.

The Program Notes that appear are

general notes (tor adults) and are not

returned to once the program is started

unless the Break key Is pressed.

You are then requested to input your

i[«
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for as many uses
asYOU
can imagine!

BBC MODEL B • SPECTRUM
COMMODORE 64
With Grafpad you can now add a new dimension to your
computer enjoyment, but most important, it helps you
create your own application programmes by the simple use
of the Grafpad!

The BBC Grafpad comes complete with cassette and disk

comprising of three programmes.

THE FIRST PROGRAMME
displays the co-ordinates of your screen area. The

co-ordinates are based on the screen with a grid size of

1023x1279 pixel, also in the Grafpad giving you a grid

size of 320 x 256 pixels! This is to allow you to write your

own graphic programmes.

THE SECOND PROGRAMME
provides you with the utilities for circles,

squares, triangles, free-hand, erasing

line-drawing etc, and of course, full

"Fill-in" facility in 16 different colours by

the simple use of the pen!

Draw from a simple apple to a computer

circuit - store in cassette or disk,

perhaps transfer direct to a

printer - in black and white

or full glorious colour!

THETHIRD PROGRAMME
The unique C.A.D. (Computer Aided Designs) programme

adds further enjoyment and professionalism to your

computer designs!

The Grafpad comes complete with Operational Manual,

Programmes, The Grafpad and Pen and it simply plugs

in your computer.

(The above designs were drawn by a 12-year-old at our
showrooms!)

^_

««. Jjkj

(Size: 25mm height x 355mm width x 260mm depth)

Weight: 1.2kg (Gross)

HOWTOORDER:
BYTELEPHONE:
If you are an Access Card Holder

simply lelephone js giving your Card
No.. Name, Address and item(s|

required and your orders will be
dispatched within 48 hours!

BY POST:
Simply fill in your requirements on a

sheel of paper, enclosing your

cheque/P.O. made payable to:

BRITISH MICRO.
Please allow I4days for delivery.

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOMED
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR EDUCATIONAL
AUTHORITIES

BRITISHMICRO
A HEGOTRON GROUP COMPANY
Unit Q2. Penfold Works, Imperial Way, Watford,

HERTS WD24YY Vi
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choice of colour of letters and back-

ground ('Paper'). There is a check to

see that only colours within the range

specified are selected and that letters

and background are not the same
colour. There is an option to change
them after each story.

The player is requested to Input his

or her name and press Return. Up to

ten letters can be typed in. The child is

then asked by name if he or she would

like to play Storyboard. pressing 'Y' or

'N' to answer, and is presented with the

following eight stories to choose from:

1. Shopping

2. The shopkeepers

3. What do they sell?

4. Intheshopwmdow
5. Buying things

6. What do they cost?

7. What do you remember?
8. Surprise story!

When the number of the story selected

is pressed, the story heading will be

shown and the program waits for the

first point to be visited. As each point is

reached a sound signal is heard and
the sentence printed.

When all eight points have been

visited the message 'PRESS "P"

'

appears on the screen. The story will

then be printed on the screen. The pro-

gram allows you to visit up to fourteen

points before automatically printing

-

only of use in the surprise story option

when it's possible to get different sen-

tences each time.

The child chooses whether to print-

out the story on paper. If the printer isn't

connected or switched on the program
will continue. He or she can then

choose another story, change the

colour or end the program.

Surprise story
On selecting this option the data

pointer is restored to line 2370 and all

the sentences are read, A random
'jump' is created which wiM then select

one of the sentences associated with

that point.

Entering new stories
Each story contains a heading and

eight sentences. The story heading

must be at one of the line numbers in

the left-hand column.

To enter new lines from line 2390,

type AUTO 2390.10 and < Return >. Be
sure to include the blank lines (those

containing ';') as the Read will be upset

if they are omitted. Start each line with

DATA and be carefuf not to include any

commas in the line. The maximum line

length is 36 characters including

spaces. Press < Escape > when the

story has been typed.

Further developments
An obvious improvement would be to

add some graphics to the display-a
moving figure, a scene, etc. There is a

NEWSAGENTS

small amount of memory for this.

Sound - has anyone produced

animal noises on the BBC to go with a

farm or zoo story?

An input routine could be added so

that questions posed can be answered
direct to the computer.

Children can be encouraged to write

stories which can be entered into the

program and 'played with'. Here are

some suggestions for subjects - an air-

port scene, rooms of a house, rooms in

the school, driving along a road, a

Program notes

70-80 Disable Break and Escape keys

90-100 Dimensions arrays

130 Displays program notes

150-180 Sets colour of letters and background

190 Gets players name
200 Displays story titles

210 Prints story heading and waits until

figure is moved
220 Prints whole story on screen and to

printer If required

230-350 Prints request for repeat story or end

360 Enables Escape key

370 End

treasure island, cowboys and indians,

a visit to the zoo, a farmyard - the list's

as vast as your imagination.

Procedures
PROCinstruct 11410-1590) Displays program

notes

PROCsetup (1610-1750) Requests input for letter

and paper' (background] colour. 1720 Checks

that letter colour input is in the range 0-7 1740

Does the same lor paper but also checks that

letter and paper colour are not the same
PROCgelname (2060-2340) Gets players name
and stores it in the variable NAMES 2080 Turns

cursor off 2150 Checks to see if Return key has

been pressed or if number of letters inpul has

reached maximum (10).

PROCmonu (1100-1390) Reads and prints slory

titles tield at lines 3100-3140 and awaits inpul of

story number. 1270 Clears input buffer. 1370

Ensures that inpul is m the range 1-7. 1380 The

variable Story holds the ASCII value of the Story

number chosen

PROCwalt (410-590) Reads slory headings and

senlences Prints heading and awaits inpul from

user port (le when figure is moved to a point on

the board) 440 Checks to see if option 8 (Surprise

Story) has been chosen-in which case Reads

sixty-lour data lines instead of the usual eight

500-570 Checks user port to see if figure has been

moved. Calls PROCsenlence which displays sen-

tence on screen 530 Checks it "P" (Print) has

been pressed or if maximum number of points

(14) have been visited,

PROCprint (610-710) Prints whole story to screen

and calls PROCprintenfsfory is to be printed out.

PROCdDuble (StrrngS, col, row) (950-1080)

Accepts Strings and prints in double height

characters at co-ordinates col(umn), row

PROCsenlence (1870-2040) Accepts user port

input and prints appropriate sentence in double-

height letters 1900 Checks to see if 'Surprise

Story' option has been chosen, in which case

generates a value tor the variable '|ump'. This

ensures the correct sentence for a particular

point IS printed The instruction Press "P"

appears when eight points have been visited,

although it's possible to visit fourteen points

before the story is automatically printed.

PROCsound (1770-1800) Produces a 'warble'

when a switch is activated,

PROCpause{P) (1820-1650) Pauses program by

going through a FOR . NEXT loop P times.

PROCprlnter (730-930) Prints a personalised'

story to parallel printer 780-790 Checks il printer

IS connected and on. If not the program will END-

PROC and continue

See overleaf for the

Shopping overlay

Data lines

2370 Surprise Story

2390-2470 STORY 1

2490-2570 STORY 2

2590-2670 STORY 3

2690-2770 STORY 4

2790-2870 STORY 5

2890-2970 STORY 6

2990-3070 STORY 7

3100-3140 Slory Titles

Parts list for Acorn User Storyboard

30 40cm from1 piece of perspex
local signwriter.

8 dry-reed relay switches id) 40p each
from Radio Spares Components Ltd,

PO Box 427, 13-17 Epworth St, London
EC2P 2HA (Form A, type 7-RSR-A, stock

no 338-147),

1 User Port connector and 36in cable

from Midwich Computer Company Ltd,

Rickinghall House. Hinderclay Road,
Rickinghall, Suffolk IP22 1HH (BBC22),

1 wooden animal with magnet attached

from local toyshop.

Total cost about C1 1,
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I
SOFTWARE
CHART

TITLE PUBLISHER PRICE MICRO : REVIEWED

1)

5)

9)

2)

3)

Acornsoft

Aardvark

Ultimate

Amcom

Software Invasion

Addictive

Atarisoft

Micro Power

Firebird

-)

6)

8)

—

)

15)

19)

4)

14)

Elite

Frak!

Jet Pac

Fortress

3D Grand Prix

Football Manager

Pole Position

MrEE

Gold Digger

Eddie Kidd ChallengeDurell

Micro Olympics Database

Ghartbusters Altigata

Acid Drops Firebird

Ghouls Micro Power

Twin Kingdom Valley Bug-Byte

Manic Miner Soft Projects

Red Coats Lothlorien

Chess Acornsoft

Aviator Acornsoft

Battletanks Superior

ei4.95(ei7.95) B/E

£7.50 B

£7.95 8

£8.95 B

£9.95 (£11.95) B

£7.95 B

£9.99 B

£6.95 (£9.95) B

£2.50 B

£7.95 B/E

£6.95 B/E

£9.95 (£13.95) B

£2.50 B

£7.95 B/E

£9.50 B/E

£8.95 B

£6.95 B/E

£9.95 (£11.50) B/E

£14.95 (£17.95) B

£7.95 B/E

October '84

September '84

September '84

June '84

May '84

September '84

B = BBC E =-- Electron Pnces m biachels are foi disc version

BUBBLING UNDER

MJneshaft (Durell)

Return to Eden (Level 9)

Mini Office (Database)

Compiled by RAM/Computer

Stock Car (Micro Power)
3D Bomb Alley (Software Invasion)

Java Star (Shards)

Zaiaga (Aardvark)

Scrabble (Leisure Genius)
Snooker (Visions)

THE whole chart has erupted this

month, ringing in the changes for the

New Year. Nine new entries, and six of

those being replaced were new entries

last montht
The two highest entries, from Soft-

ware Invasion and Atarisoft, are obvi-

ously on the right track in the race for

the top with 3D Grand Prix and Pole Pos-
ition. They suggest that there's a minor
fashion for 'speed for speed's sake'

games -no doubt souped up by the cur-

rent BMX craze. This is confirmed by
Eddie Kidd's leap to number 10 with his

Chaflengeirom Durell.

British Telecom has got the right

number with its Firebird label software
priced at a creditable £2.50: Gold Digger
and Acid Drops are new entries at

number 9 and 13 respectively. We look

forward to seeing Electron versions.

We stick by our comment last month
that adventure games are losing out,

but the exception is Bug-Byte's durable
Twin Kingdom Valiey, which has
actually climbed four places. Elite, of

course, maintains its lofty position at the

top, and it's hard to see what will shift it.

The yo-yo-wielding caveman is back up
the ladder to the number 2 slot, with

Amcom's Fortress sliding slightly. Foot-

bail Manager has slipped down the

league this month to number six,

making way for Ultimate's Jet Pac.

Another sporty set, Database's Af/cro

Olympics, has slipped a bit too.

One of the biggest surprises has been
the nose-dive taken by the superb Avia-

tor, overshadowed by its more glamor-

ous stable mate. Elite. Still, we don't

think it's quite ready to drop out of the

chart yet.
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IS PAPER WORK GETTING ON TOP OF YOU ?

CAN BE YOUR
STEPPING STONE
TO EFFECTIVE FINANCIAL AND
ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL

PAYROLL
PURCHASE/SALES LEDGER
STOCK CONTROL
INJOIM VAT ACCOUNTS
CASH PLANNER
MAILING LIST

£29.95
£29.95
£17.95
£17.95
£12.95
£17.95

ALL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
AS A BUSINESS STARTER
PACK FOR THE SPECIAL
PRICE OF £99.50

THE PRICES ABOVE ARE FOR THE CASSETTE VERSION OF
THESE PROGRAMS, DISC VERSIONS USING RANDOM
ACCESS FILES ARE AVAILABLE FROM OCTOBER 1ST 1984

ALL SOFTWARE PROVIDED BY ABACUS, IS FULLY
SUPPORTED BY THE COMPANY.

:i

Efflafflsi
2

21 UNION STREET
RAMSBOTTOM, LANGS
PHONE: 0204 52726

VERSATILE INTERFACE BOARD
FOR USE WITH OUR 6809 OR 6502 CONTROLLERS

• Program in BBC BASIC, FORTH, PASCAL

• 100 Digital I/O Lines

• Real Time Calendar Clocl<

• RS422/423 Serial Channel

• Centronics Printer Port

• 8 Programmable Timers

• Full Technical Support

• 6502 and 6809 Development Systems

• Add;

High Resolution colour graphics

12 Bit ADC
IEEE Talker listener controller

Eprom Programmer

Industrial Racking System

/(/((moim^toCMŜ S^

'li'/l-T

f \
44a Mi)bs(iri Slieel

1(1323] J24141
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ASTRONOMY
t:^^Ji.^;' -:^-;^:-:-'-^wi^KV^¥j^^

Chandra Wickramasinghe sights

his telescope on three software
'

packages to send you into orbit mm
'Astronomy', BBC Soft, BBC B, £9.20
(£13.80 disc); Star Seeker', Mirrorsoft,

BBC B and Electron, £9.95; and Sky

(now published by Century at £12.95, see
p207).

ASTRONOMY has long been neglected
by software houses, especially in view
of its popular appeal, with ever-grow-
ing viewing audiences for TV documen-
taries and series concerning the

heavens. In a sense inventors of

arcade games could be said to have
stolen a march on educationalists in

exploiting the space theme with profit!

Along the line from Space Invaders to

""81 P 18 gl-''li''lcJriHnsir'*

Starmap plotted by the Star Seeker package )

the most recent achievements of "^
.

»*"

Acornsoft's Elite, Beeb buffs have rr~

already been exposed to space-age "^x^
exploits such as star wars and inter- s

'^'^

stellar navigation. Apart from the .- *^

obvious fun and adventure components
of such games, it is perhaps significant

t%-,'Wl.m.nm'
that young micro-users have already » ^ '" '^' " *''*"" *'^-

been imbued with a sense of cosmic
perspective. I

The three program packages Star Seek«r joins stars to show constellations

reviewed here have a more serious

educational purpose, however.
BBCSoft's Astronomy by John Banks,

Enterprise's 5Jlry5a6yby Ronald Aipiar

are all substantially instructive and
entertaining In their various ways, and
each has much to commend it. They are
all written for use on the BBC model B
machine.
Astronomy by John Banks is my

favourite of the three. It is directed

mainly at a 10-14-year-old audience,
but there is a lot of highly sophisticated

and well-thought-out entertainment
and enlightenment for adults as well.

It's ideal for classroom instruction to

illustrate difficult concepts In geo-
graphy and elementary astronomy. Of
the three packages it's the only one to

exploit the colour and graphics poten-

tial of the Beeb to the full, and is the

easiest to use.

The first program of this package
attempts to explain the phases of the

Moon with colourful Illustrations of the

Moon's orbit around the Earth. Its day-

£J*t'»..V-U>r^

BBCSoft's Astronomy has five programs

to-day appearance is depicted in re-

lation to its monthly motion around the

Earth. There is a choice of speeds; fast,

slow or day-to-day single frames, dis-

playing lunar motion and phases.

There is also an option for an informa-

tive quiz on the Moon's phases in re-

lation to its orbital path.

The second program attempts to

show how eclipses of the Sun and Moon
occur. The lAoox\ is shown circling
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ASTRONOMY

around the Earth with sunlight coming
as parallel rays from one side. Eclipses
may occur at times of new l\Aoon when it

is directly between the Earth and the

Sun, or at full Moon when the Earth it-

self stands between the Sun and the

Moon.
The display runs automatically when

the program is chained, and eclipses

-

partial, total, solar or lunar -are indi-

cated in an inset.

Agronomy fully exploits colour graphics

Sky Baby includes dates on 469 stars

The display is undoubtedly impress-
ive, but it is ^omewhat misleading
because it conveys the false im-

pression that eclipses occur very fre-

quently. In effect actual eclipses of the
Sun and Moon are rare because they
are essentially a three-dimensional
phenomenon. The representation
given in the program's display is inevi-

tably a two-dimensional one, and is

therefore somewhat deceptive.

The third program of the package
illustrates how seasons occur. The tilt

of the Earth's axis is shown relative to

the Sun's rays, and the changing incli-

nation of the Sun's rays at midday is

tracked down over the year at a large

number of principal cities of the world.

It offers many display options and is

again ideal for instructional purposes,
being beautifully illustrated and
thoroughly entertaining throughout.

Lander, the final part of the package,
is an educational game. The object is to

land safely on one of the four inner

planets of the solar system: Mercury,
Venus, the Earth or Mars. You choose a
planet and approach in a rocket from a
long distance where the planet's gravi-

tational pull is so weak that it can be
ignored.

Your rocket can be fired directionally

using one of the four cursor arrows,
and it moves under your command but

in strict accord with the well-known
laws of physics. The motion of the

rocket is simulated in an exceedingly
realistic way and takes account not

only of the gravitational attraction of

the planet and of the Sun, but also of the
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MiCftO " ELECTRONICS LTD
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piaythegame,

KEMPSTOIV
BBCPRO JOYSTICK

This new joystick has been designed to

complement the BBC Computer \r\ both style

and performance.

Based on the best selling Com-
^petition Pro 5000 series, the BBC Pro
' Joystick contains micro switches allow-

ing movement in a total of eight

directions together witJn twin
fire buttons for left and right

handed play.

T?Te joystick is moulded in cream
and brown and plugs direaly into the

sm\oqu^ port ensuring compatibility

with a wide range of existing BBC soft-

ware without the need for expensive interfaces.
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I ASTRONOMY

frictional drag due to the planet's atmo-

sphere. The program is intended pri-

marily as a fun game, but is clearly

packed with educational value. By
playing it repeatedly the user can dis-

cover a great deal about the motion of

planets, satellites and of the laws of

physics that govern such motion.

The S/arSee/cer package is undoubt-

edly meant for the more serious-

minded amateur astronomer. It has

been designed as an introduction to

astronomy and presumes no prior

knowledge of the subject.

The first program concerns the dis-

positions of stars and stellar constel-

lations. You have to input the longitude

and latitude of the point from which

observations are to be made, and the

time and date. The program then plots

the brightest stars visible at night from

the chosen location at the chosen time.

Several aspects can be chosen; north,

south, east, west and overhead. Alter-

A book by Heather Couper, president of ttie

British Astronomical Association, is in-

cluded in Ihe Star Finder package

natively the plot of the sky could be

centred on a particular direction.

The sizes of the stars as plotted cor-

respond to a magnitude scale for their

visual brightness. In all the program
carries the information needed to plot

some 300 bright stars in 53 different

constellations.

A particular star can be picked out on

a star map plotted by the program,

using the cursor arrows to position a

cross on the screen. All the available

information on this star can then be

printed on the screen. There's an

option to obtain close-up pictures of

selected areas of star maps, and an

option to join stars with dotted lines to

show constellations.

The rotation of the Earth can be simu-

lated to show how the stars change
their apparent positions in the sky and
rise and set as the night proceeds, A
useful feature is a screen dump to

enable you to get a hard copy of a star

map on an Epson printer.

The second program deals exclus-

ively with the solar system. You can call

for a variety of displays giving the dis-

position of the planets in the sky from a

specified location on Earth, defined in

terms of longitude and latitude, and at a

specified date and time.

Many interesting options are avail-

able including statements of celestial

co-ordinates, distance of a chosen
planetary object from the Earth and
Sun, its brightness, and times of rising

and setting. There are also built-in faci-

lities of screen dumps if your Beeb is

connected to an Epson printer.

A highly topical and attractive

feature is the inclusion of information

on Halley's comet, due to make its clo-

sest approach to the sun in 1986. Astro-

nomical momentum is already gather-

ing with many observations being

planned, for example in the GIOTTO
project. It would be interesting to use

Star Seeker to track this most news-
worthy comet in the coming months.

Altogether, this is an interesting,

informative and most valuable package
which is to be strongly commended to

every Beeb owner with an interest in

astronomical matters.

The program package Sky Baby by

Ronald Alpiar is a highly professional

job which would be a useful comple-

ment in many ways to Star Seeker.

Written in Basic, the program is listed

completely in the manual. Although

more formal in its displays and gener-

ally a little less user-friendly than Star

Seeker, it achieves much the same
overall result. It includes data on the

solar sysem. including the Moon, as

well as some 469 individual stars.

This package is to be strongly recom-

mended to the more professionally-

oriented amateur. There's ample

scopefor modifying the program to suit

your individual needs, in particular by

adding to the data file on stars sup-

plied. With the extensive technical

write-up provided in the manual this

package could serve as a relatively

painless way of learning astronomy.

Overall, the packages seem to me a

timely and valuable addition to the edu-

cational software for the BBC micro.

E^SE^l I

HEAl HER COUPER S

STARRNSER
The Cenluty Stor Findet ond Home Plonei

i1?OCi«A.vev KtjNALLi Al HAW

iBBC/ELECTRONl

The Sky Baby package has been
republished by Century at £12.95. The
booklet by Ronald Alpiar has been re-

placed with a book by Heather

Couper, the recently-elected presi-

dent of the British Astronomical

Association. It runs on the Electron

and comes with instructions for trans-

ferring to disc.

The route of Halley's Comet has

been added, and a printer dunnp. A
menu system is now used which should

make the program easier to use.
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BCSSP - the dynamic system
simulation language for

BBC computers
# describe systems by block diagrams and simulole theit operations

jnteroctivelv

9 opplicoble to differential and difference equotions

# high resolution grophicalnumericol output

# suiloble for engineering, physics, economics, applied mathemalics.

electronics etc.

use in education to bring diffefentio! equotions olive

Example response: Van der Pol Oscilla'tor:

Write or phone for detailed brochure Demonstration system ovailable at

£l5-nclu manuol and tutorial

Engineering Applications Software

50 Gosport Street. Lymington .Hampshire S04 9BE Telephone. [0590] 73503

The SOURCE
THAT S WHERE TO GET IT'

SERIOUS SOFTWARE SOURCE
CATALOGUE

Software lo do a job - noi to play with ' Our new catalogue not

only lisis but gives a description of eacti program. Business, Ed-
— ucation, Scientific. Engineering, Radio Compuimg. Statistics

and many other subjects. FREE

BOOK SOURCE CATALOGUE
From Artificial Intelegence to Xenix ' If you need to know more
about almost any subject to do with Computing then this is for

you. Perhaps the most compreheisiue specialist book catalogue

ever compiled FREE

CP/M&MS-OOS SOURCE
CATALOGUE

A range of professional software from some of the worlds most

experienced software houses, tor the new operating systems now
available on the BBC B.

A description is given of each program FREE

Send your name, address and requirement, plus C 1 ( to cover

postage I - For your free catalogue

The Computer Mail Order People
David Winrow Marketing Unit 2 PO BOX 9

rvjorthwich Cheshire CW9 7TP,
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Golden

Gateway

'Gateway to Karos', Acornsoft, B8C,
£9.95

KAROS is a magical island, supposedly

in some parallel universe, which you

enter through a stone gateway at the

start of this adventure. Beyond the gate

you find a world that slowly but steadily

becomes increasingly real, fascinating

and tantalising as you explore it. You

can't return through the gate until you

obtain the mysterious Talisman of

Khoronz-a task that took me four

evenings, even with the help of the

hints booklet.

Acornsoft has fed the large and

growing number of us BBC micro

owner adventure addicts with a steady

supply of reasonably original adven-

tures since the machine was launched.

/<aros comes from a new author, and is

by far the best from Acornsoft to date. It

leaves the majority of the competition

some way behind, not through any

great technical sophistication, but by

virtue of its design.

The atmosphere is as consistent and

convincing as in any adventure I've

played, including the Level 9 or Info-

com classics. Derek Haslam clearly

has a great gift for building up a world

in the player's imagination.

Whether Karos is a classic in its own
right I am not so sure. The beautiful

atmosphere and perfectly tuned prob-

lems, slowly increasing in complexity

as the game progresses, are unfortu-

nately lied to a very limited and wooden
parser. In non-technical language, the

adventure only understands a few

verbs beyond the usual take, drop and

compass directions. Not only that, it

often misunderstands very simple

modifications of commands. There's

always a trade-off between the size of

an adventure, the size of its vocabulary

and the intelligence of its parser, but

Karos definitely errs on the side of neg-

lecting the player's convenience. In

particular ENTER and EXIT are under-

stood very inconsistently, being com-
pulsory for shops but useless in several

caves- TURN OFF LAMP does not work,

but SWITCH OFF LAMP does! There are

a couple of bugs associated with the

handling of objects, and don't press

CTRL-V while you're playing -the BBC
will switch mode, wiping out your

adventure. This kind of crash-proofing

should be standard on professional

games.
If you're bored with the slow re-

sponses of Acornsoft's earlier Basic-

driven adventures you'll be pleased to

know that Karos is machine code

driven. In other respects Karos lacks

some technical polish - eg. the routine

for unwrapping the compressed text

occasionally inserts extra spaces

before commas and full slops or leaves

them out. Such problems are perhaps

not worth bothering about in an adven-

ture that has so much else to recom-

mend it. but a really polished 'front end'

would have made all the difference.

On the plu6 side colour is used in an

original and constructive way, and the

game's tour deforce is keeping track of

the player's bank balance, even with

three different types of coins.

Despite these reservations this is a

superbly designed adventure. The

atmosphere steadily captures the

imagination, drawing you into the web
of conundrums that lead you to the two

greatest treasures of Khoronz the

Wizard, and back through the gate-

On the way there are some delightful

discoveries: a secret valley, redolent of

mystery and magic; a fishing village

with talkative inhabitants; mines and

mountains, forest and wilderness;

several mazes (not too difficult); and

my favourite, a sea voyage right round

the island - once you have enough
money to buy the boat, and enough

wisdom to ignore the old sailor's

advice! It's quite superb, being simul-

taneously a maze, a route to offshore

islets that are otherwise inaccessible,

an unexpected second route into the

endgame in Khoronz's lair beneath the

volcano and an invaluable source of in-

formation about the coastline of Karos

itself.

Ga/eway to Karos is an adventure for

everyone. It is traditional stuff, magic,

caverns, dragons and all. but excep-

tional in quality. Old hands will want it

for their collections. Beginners could

do worse than start here. The hints

booklet will help you out if you're stuck,

though it's best kept for emergencies:

it's worth savouring this gem of an

adventure. Peter Yoke

Unadventurous

guide

'Exploring Adventures on the BBC, by

Peter Gerrard. Duckworth E6.95.

THIS book is fairly typical of the adven-

ture handbooks around. There is a

brief history of the 'pure text' adven-

ture (nothing on graphics or sound.)

The history was a bit too brief for me,

but may well be of interest to a new-

comer.
Like most adventure books, con-

siderable attention is given to the con-

struction of adventures, in this

instance with a small case study in

Basic, You will not get much in the way
of sophistication, speed or originality

in the Underground Adventure the

case study is based on. You might

learn one or two fairly simple things

about how adventures are con-

structed; but if you seriously want to

EXPLORING
ADVENTURES

Oil the BBC
M(Hk-l B

write adventures you would be better

using one of the adventure generators

coming on the market.

There is the standard section of

hints on well-known adventures. Here

again, this book is rather weak. There

is no mention of the later Acornsoft or

Level 9 adventures, though Philos-

opher's Quest gets an honourable

mention, and Colossal Cave is docu-

mented rather too thoroughly. As the

original adventure, Colossal naturally

deserves attention, but it is a shame to

give away the secrets of some of the

best puzzles.

Overall, this is not an exciting book.

You are unlikely to think you are get-

ting your money's worth, unless you

are going to sit down and type in the

case study adventure and read the

appropriate section as you do so.

Before you buy. take a close look at

the competition, Peter Voke
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1

SIX OF ONE
OR HALF A DOZEN OF

THE OTHERS?
SCRIBE

THE PROFESSIONAL-
WORD PROCESSOR
designed forthe

serious user "All
operations fully prompted"
No special knowledge of the computer

systen^ necessary Document size NOT
limited by computer memory "Automatic
disc buffering ensures text is moved
between disc and computer memory
without user intervention Up to 255 pages
in a single document "80 column display
on screen underline and right justify

• See it as it will be printed.

SCRIBE comes in a chip with
5 minute fitting instructions,

utilities disc and manual.
DISC MACHINES ONLY.
£59.95 + 60PP&P

2 DATABASE

A superb information

management system
with an incredible

operating speed,
96fields per record
One record 2 Kb max
One field 900 characters max
4000 records per database 1 6 level

conditional search "Find any record in 2
sees Wild card search Record match
8 automatic sub indexes Total flexibility

of output via report writer with auto write
back to any field Maths pack Semi
programming language.

Integrates with Scribe to give
conditional search with MAIL MERGE
and high powered report formatting.

Database isinachip.
DISC MACHINES ONLY
£49.00 + 60pp&p.
Si;fibe & Dd lis base in one chip

£95.00 + 60pp&p.

Additionstoyour
computer system depend
upon each other for best
performance. How often

have you asked if this or that

program iscompatible with
some piece of hardware?

MERLIN productsforthe
BBC computer are designed
to complement each other
and so get the best from your
system. Rest assured when
you buy MERLIN, each
addition iscompatible with
the last and is made to be the
best available in its field.

Combined with oneanother
they are unsurpassed in

performance or value.

Purchasers of MERLIN
software are provided with a

free update service and an
unmatched level of technical
support.

Merlin
wy

3 TYPEWRITER
PRINTER

Based on the imperial 8008 this

beautiful da isywhee I typewriter features
MERUN'Sown
parallel interface

tailored foryour
BBC computer.

MERLIN COMPUTER PRODUCTS

Please supply the following products/
information (Delete as applicable).

QTYn
QTYD
QTYQ . .

I enclose £ Inc P&P
My Credit Card No. is

Visa Q AccessQ

Included are keyboard buffer aulo
repeat electronic tab set and clear
decimal tab 20 character auto correction
memory^ auto underline compatible with
SCRIBE.

Comes with carrying case, instruction
manual and ribbon connection to your
BBC computer,

£299.00 + VAT
Next day Securicor delivery £5 00

Tick which

Name

Address

To: MERLIN COMPUTER PRODUCTS
33/36 Singleton Street

a Swansea SA1 3QN ^^
Tel (0792)467980 ,

""

4 DOUBLE-
DOS

Double density

disc interface

forthe BBC
computer,

A high capacity

database or word ^
processor is enhanced even further with
this state of the art disc interface,

The many features include "almost
800KbofCONTINUOUSfilespaceona
standard 80 track disc drive
Automatically read standard Acorn files

Compensate fordiscsformatted in single
density Provide up to T 56 files IN ONE
DIRECTORY Automatically read, write
andformai double sided drives to appear
as one disc surface Allow maximum use
of MERLIN Scribe and Database.

Fitting to your computer is made
exceptionally safe and reliable by
providing connection via a flexible ribbon
cable. Full instructions provided.

5
£109.25 + 90p P&P

DISC
DRIVES

All of our disc drives are double
density spec, and therefore if used in

conjunction with DOUBLE-DOS give twice
the standard Acorn disc capacity and
feature head load light. Single drives are
supplied in a double case to allow easy
addition of a second drive.

D100 Single drive51/4D/D £135.00

D200Duatdrive5/1/4D/D £267.00

D400singledrive51/«1
double side D/D £219.00

D800 Dual drive 51/4 £349.00
double side D/D

For switchable 40/80. Add £26.00

ONE YEARS GUARANTEE
Next day Securicor delivery £5.00

6 MERLIN
HYPERDRIVE

J

FOR RELEASE NOV 84
A 2 Megabtte 5 1/4 ins floppy disc

drive which will also automatically detect
and read standard 40 and 80 track discs.

Size the same as a standard half

height drive optional 400 Kb backup drive

also available.

Ideal to maintain a large database or

document file with high speed access.
Requires Merlin Double Dos,

£575.00
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The aliens

fight back

'Aabatron', Clemoes Software. BBC and
Electron (Plus-1 needed for joystick

option), £6.95

IN the year 2001, Earth is controlled by

a massive computer complex called

the Aabatron- Unfortunately, it has

been overrun by aliens and it is your

job to clear the 20 rooms in your blaster

buggy. Aabatron is a fast-action, shoot

"em up game set in a number of en-

closed areas which represent the rooms.

The program loads with a rather

uninspiring header giving the instruc-

tions on a mode 2 screen, but from then

on things get livelier as the nasties are

displayed to the accompaniment of a

stirring little tune, while a 'computer-

ese' title scrolls smoothly across the

top of the screen. The music is unique

in using the cassette relay to mark time.

It provides an interesting effect, but 1

wonder if continued playing would

shorten the life of this component!

There are six different varieties of

nasty and these are placed at various

points on the screen, with your own
buggy in the centre. As soon as the

game starts, four or five of the aliens

head for the walls and continuously cir-

cumnavigate them in both directions.

You can move your blaster around with

the keyboard, a joystick or a combi-

nation of both. Hitting stationary aliens

scores for you, but hitting them on the

move, scores rather more. There are

five speeds of play, from unbearably

slow to unbearably fast, and the

screens get progressively harder, with

more aliens and the occasional flyer

who decides to take a short cut up the

screen. Oh, and the aliens shoot back!

The idea of having a number of

rooms is perhaps more of a gimmick

than a useful addition to the game, but

the screens are well put together and

as a variation on the straight 'blast the

aliens rigid' concept, Aabatron makes

a very playable game from Clemoes, I'd

be interested to see more from them.

Simon Williams

Spray a parrot

with your Beeb

'Airbrush', Peter Sharpe Software,

Llwydfan, Minffordd Road, Penrhyndeud-
raeth, Gwynedd LL48 6AU, tei: (0766)

770528, BBC (40 track disc only), £7.95

THE Airbrush software package, sup-

plied on disc, gives budding computer

artists a means of simulating the air-

brush painting technique. Whereas
computer images generally baveciear-

cut lines and sharp boundaries

between colours, this program allows

soft-edge effects and less clinically

sharp pictures, within the limits of the

screen resolution and colours avail-

able. Itworks in modesO, 1 or2.

The higher the resolution, the better

the airbrushing effect, but as ever,

higher resolution has to be traded off

against the number of colours which

can be displayed simultaneously. In

mode 2 all the non-flashing colours can

be used, but the pictures are best

viewed at some distance if the coarser

pixel size is not to become distracting.

General instructions for use are in-

cluded as a separate file on the disc,

which also contains a number of

sample pictures in modes and 2, Con-

trol of the 'airbrush' is from the key-

board, using the cursor keys to move a

cross-shaped cursor and the Tab key to

apply the spray. The size of the cursor

indicates the area covered by the spray

and can be varied by means of the <

and > keys. The shift key is used in

combination with any of the others to

increase the auto-repeat speed as

required.

A single press of the Tab key delivers

a measured amount of spray to the

area indicated by the cursor. Thus the

density of spray can be controlled by

the length of time that the Tab key is

held down. Over-spraying and other

errors can be corrected by re-spraying

in the background colour.

To a limited extent, intermediate

colours can be generated by mixing

sprays of two different colours -eg.

you can create orange by spraying the

same area in red and then yellow.

There is provision for saving and load-

ing pictures on disc.

The program is capable of creating

some impressive pictures, such as the

examples on the disc - a picture of one

is shown here. However, whereas com-
puter drawing programs generally

offer some assistance, this is essen-

tially a free-hand drawing program and

relies upon the eye of the artist to get all

the shapes and proportions right. I

found it useful to load a line drawing

generated by a separate program, and

use it as a guide to positioning the air-

brush cursor. Some patience is also

required as the procedure of repeat-

edly applying a measure of spray and

then moving the cursor and/or adjust-

ing its size is necessarily very time-

consuming. Malcolm Banthorpe

The Airbrush program includes examples ol what you can achieve - such as this parrot
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Walters Microsystems JnternQtionol ltd

miu systems ltd

9iwn^Mn&fU%0f Precision engineered, this monitor has been
designed for use ujith most popular microcomputers.

Incorporotes 12 inch phosphor green CfiT.

_^_^^_^ Complement your monitor luith this universal

tilt S stuivel stand. I^lloujs adjustment of screen for total

vieujing comfort.

I

One of the most
popular Micro's. One of the highest supported for softujore.

Coll our Sales Office for details of full range.

irTOmi SVSKM OfKtIir
^complete system

FOR ONLV £

This column dot matrix, con be interfoced Luith

most popular micros ond personal computers. Parallel

(Centronics) interfoce stondord.

The Compony - UJoltcrs Microsystems Intemotionol,
monui^Qcturc ond suppPy computer peripherals to B,T. Merlin
ond the Dcpt of Trade's "Micros in School" schemes; and offer
you the facility ond advontoges of direct supply from our
factory.

The Ulorronty - Ulolters Microsystems Intemotionol
guarantee that all warranty ujorli undertaken, is done so on
our own premises, ond normofly uiithin 48 hours of receipt of

product at our Service Reception.

LUoltsrs Microsystems Intemottonol Limited reserves the right to change
specifications ot ony time and ujithout prior rKJtice

Order Form
bend to: LUalters Microsystems Intemotionol Limited, Motrix

I Product Unit Cost Order Qty Bucks HR2 3RD Tel: 0494 32751

UJM12 Monitor

UUM Monitor Stand

esc Micro Luith DFS

MLU Duol 400K Drives

UUM 80 Printer

£65.00

£14.00

£390.00

£299.00

The total Unit Value of order = | L

Please debit my nccess/Rorclay Cord Delivery £

Card No. | Sub Total t

10 00

VfiT @ 15% £
£165.00

Total Unit Cost £933.00

flrJHrp,=;';

Total System offer

nil prices shouun ore ex

£899.00

\
elusive of V.R.T.

Tr-.l

I
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Can you steer

a canister?

'Plutonium Plunder', Micro Power, BBC
B, £6.95

THERE are times when it would be

quite a relief to forget about Pengwyn
and its numerous derivatives; a relief

obviously not shared by Micro Power,

This software house used to be a

guarantee of an inventive new game or

a solid adaptation of an arcade favour-

ite, but several recent releases have

rather undermined this position and

Plutonium Plunder6oes little to restore

it.

The new zingy cassette artwork sug-

gests great things and the tape loads an

initial screen, offering the player the

opportunity to select his or her pre-

ferred keys - always a good sign. Once
into the game proper, however, you

realise what you're up against.

A number of 'hexoid pods' make up

the walls of the maze and may be either

shot up or propelled towards the

marauding gnomes by different combi-

nations of the direction and fire keys.

Once these are out of the way. the four

Plutonium canisters of the title have to

be pushed through a periodically open
door to complete the screen.

Later further hazards are presented

to hamper progress. The periphery of

the screen is energised to a notional

one million volts (CEGB permitting),

and the hero of the saga performs neat

pirouettes and drunken stumbles

should he come into contact with it or

any of the assorted nasties. Three lives

later, you're asked to join the ranks of

the famous, but very dead, in the Hall of

Fame.
It really is about time that selling an

arcade game relied on more than multi-

coloured, smoothly-animated sprites

and a storyline creamed from an early

Asimov novella. Micro Power can come
up with good, innovative games (most

recently Jet Pack Jack offered some
interesting variations on a theme), but

to my way of thinking, there's not nearly

enough difference between Rubble
Trouble and Plutonium Plunder to war-

rant the transmission of £13,90 in their

direction. Simon Williams

Conqueror's

challenge

Fletcher's Castle, Fernleaf Educational

Software, tel: 0474 59037,' BBC B, E9.95

(cassette), £12.95 (disc)

THE scene is England, shortly after the

Battle of Hastings. You are Simon

Fletcher, a Norman knight who appar-

ently did rather well there as King

William has given you a gift of land on

which you have to build a castle before

you can become lord of the manor.

This software package from Fernleaf

Educational Software, comprising a

cassette and a well-produced four-

page booklet, is aimed at small groups

of 8-12 year-olds. The booklet contains

a work-planning sheet at the back and,

sensibly. Fernleaf specifically states

that permission for copying is granted.

The program aims to develop

language, planning and basic arith-

metic skills, butcouldalsobeusedasa
way of reinforcing the history of the

period.

The game, because this is how the

nine-year-olds will see it, requires the

group to allocate resources to various

tasks. The castle is a 'motte and bailey'

which needs a ditch and mound, as well

as trees to build the fence and tower.

After choosing a site from three options

on a map, the group are told about the

work-load needed to complete each

task- This varies according to the site -

if you are near the forest less work is

needed to cut and haul trees. The group

are not specifically told this, but it is

pointed out that each site has advan-

tages and disadvantages.

The group has ten 'days' to complete

the job. Each day, they allocate re-

sources, (shades of Yellow River

Kingdom'?) and afterwards are told if

workers or soldiers were lost in raids

or accidents. The program then dis-

plays the half-built castle. Tasks

include setting guards and foraging for

food. Insufficient guards can result in

heavy losses in raids, Anglo-Saxon

peasant workers can run away or be

lost through starvation.

The program is robust and should

survive handling by eight-year-olds. It

provides an environment conducive to

reading and lively discussion. The use

of the worksheet is clever because it

encourages comparisons between

attempts and the use of arithmetic.

On the minus side, the writers have

decided to use virtually no sound. I can

see a case for this in the classroom, but

it will be missed by many. The graphics

used to draw the castle are slow, and

could become annoying in time. There

are no right answers in the booklet,

which is correct in order to maintain the

element of discovery, but some users

may expect more from the teacher's

notes.

Two minor comments - after ten

days' labour and completing the castle,

it would be nice to be told more than

that you are likely to become lord of the

manor. Also, it is interesting to see the

forest on the map shown as all conifers,

as I believe most English trees at that

time were broad-leafed.

Overall, a useful addition to the pri-

mary school software library and a

pleasant improvement on drill and

practice. Frank Jones

The children choose a site for the castle

from this map. Each has its advantages: X
or Z are on hilly ground - less work to build

a mound but more to collect timber; T or W
are close to the forest on relatively flat land

but are hard to defend; V or Y are less likely

to be attacked but are further from the

forest. After making their choice the group
is told about the work-load involved in each
task - as it's to be a motte and bailey castle

it needs a ditch and mound as well as a

wooden fence and tower.

m
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* PnODUCCD OV AN INDCPCNDCNT SOFTUinnC HOUSC

* TOP QunuTV muchinc-codc progaams *
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ZnNV HONG JUNIOR
( J2K) ^7^5

The evil Morris hos fiidnopped Zony Hong. Vour objective is 1:0 collect the heys to releose Zony Kong From the steel cogs in athkh
'

Morns has him imprisoned. There are four action-pocked screens: The Jungle, The Spring House, The Gcnerotor Room, and Morris'
hideout. Climb the vines, chains and laser beams avoiding the Snappers and the vicious flrdvark Birds, but don't deloy - there's no
time to spore. R brilliant orcode-stvle gome luhich lue believe is our best release ever! But luhy not iudqc for uourselves''
Ruthor: Christopher Hyde.

t j j y

(KeVBOflRD OR JOVSTICKS)

• • •A/eu/ RaefiS€ • • • znNv kong junior is nuo avniinnic fon th« acorn ewaROH ni ti.n

ISC softuhHIilso nvniinBLc
The follouuing titles are available for the BBC micro on disc at £1 1 .95 each.
(Please state uuhether you require 40-track or 80-track discs).

ZfiNV KONG JUNIOR, OVeRDRIV€, SPRCC PILOT. MR. UUIZ, STRR STRIKCR,
BflnL€TRNH. UURLLRBV. 5MRSH RND GRR6, niRLIFT.

JACK AND THC nCRNSTRLK (32K) £7.9S
Rn arcade-type game Luith on oppropriote seasonal flovour. Goch level has
tujo screens: your homeland ond the giant's castle. Vour oim is to bring
three bags of gold from Che giont's castle doiun to your homeland, Vour
enemies include the giont (ujho ujill chose you doujn the beanstalk if you
hove his gold), the snails, the caterpillars and the butterflies. Bonuses are
scored for collecting the harps and the golden eggs, fln enthrolling gome
ujith excellent graphics.

Author: flndreuj Horley,

• ••N€iURaeRS€9^»

SUKAIOR SOmUAAC LTD.
Dept. flu 1 Regent House,
Skinner Lane, Leeds 7
Tel: 0532 459453

OUR GUMMKTCC
( 1

)

Rll ouf softujQre is ovoiloble before ive advertise.

(2) Fill our softLuore is despotched ujiChin 48 hours by first-doss post
(5) In the unlikelv event that any of our softiuore fails to load, return your

cossette to us and we mill immediately send o replacement.
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THERE'S little point in purchasing a

lightpen unless there's a good

supply of software for it. so this

month we'll look at a selection of soft-

ware available for the pens reviewed

last issue. As there isn't enough room

to comment fairly on every package

available I've mentioned others worth

considering in the suppliers table.

Graphics is an obvious area in which

specially written software can be

applied. To complement their excellent

Colour Light Pen, RH Electronics pro-

vide three integrated graphics pack-

ages: Light Pen Colour-Graphic. Art

Master ar\6 Art Fun.

The main program in Colour-Graphic

is precected by an auto-calibrate rou-

tine which ensures the lightpen oper-

ates smoothly with both the hardware

and software.

Freehand drawing and shape

creation are very simple to achieve.

Colour changes may be made from the

second menu at any time and all draw-

ing continues in the selected colour. A
rubber banding option ensures accu-

racy of size and position which can be

sharpened by selecting one or both of

the X,Y screen rulers. These, combined

with the slow-reacting cursor, result in

extreme precision of drawing.

Text may be placed anywhere on the

screen using a special text cursor. A

soft painf option allows lines and

shapes to be created temporarily in a

contrasting colour before the final pos-

ition of the object is chosen. Each

region created may be coloured using

an impressive fill routine. The fill is fast

and precise and I like the ability to halt

it at any point, allowing striped shapes

to be created,

Sound is used to good effect and may
be toggled on and off from the first

menu. The keyboard may be used at

any time for selecting the various

options, but is really necessary only for

clearing the screen {CTRL N... sen-

sibly), loading, saving and to catalogue

a disc or tape.

Documentation in the form of a 20-

SOFT-
WARE
FOR
LIGHT
PENS
Continuing his

lightpen survey

Chris Drage looks

at software

page user's manual is excellent, and I

found the advanced techniques section

particularly useful. Colour-Graphic \s a

comprehensive program packed with

an extensive range of facilities.

Entirely run from the function keys,

Art Master includes an important

feature of graphics design that Colour

Graphic omits - pixel mixing. It also

allows the user eight brushes -one is a

continuous line, another provides a

'random' brush stroke, and the other

six are all capable of supporting

'mixed' colours and are graduated in

size and shape,

fvlodes 0, 1 and 2 are available. In

mode no pixel mixing of foreground

colours is possible, but all modes allow

a mixed background-

There are up to five levels of sensi-

tivity available. Level follows the

pen's movements almost exactly.

Levels 1 and 2 provide a delay in the

output which I find useful for 'writing" on

the screen. Levels 3 and 4 cause a sub-

stantial delay - ideal for constructing

detail. A cursor may be toggled on and

off to indicate the pen's current screen

position.

Other features include X and Y locks

as aids in drawing verticals and hori-

zontals, and a point lock to enable

straight lines and shapes to be created.

Pictures may be saved and loaded from

disc or cassette, and disc users are

able to catalogue and access various

disc surfaces. The 18-page handbook
provides all essential information and

contains a useful summary of the com-

mands.
The ability to create pixel-mixed pic-

tures so easily is a boon to any on-

screen artist. However, the manual
exaggerates when it states 'Art Master

is one of the most versatile graphics

manipulation packages available' - its

real strength is its ability to interface

with the other RH packages.

-A/-/ Fun allows you to select a portion

of a mode 2 screen, 'blow it up' to the

size of a mode 7 screen so that detail

can be added with pixel accuracy, and

then converted back to its mode 2 pos-

ition.

You may load a screen previously

created with Colour-Graphic or Art

Master or work from scratch. In either

case, on loading the program a blank

mode 2 screen is presented. No menus
are necessary as all choices are made
using the function keys.

The 17-page handbook is clearly

written and in a chatty style and covers

all the steps.

In all, a very useful program for

creating highly detailed, multi-image

screens, and as an addition to the pre-

vious programs.
The RH Electronics suite of programs

is comprehensive, providing useful

and exciting features that enable the

lightpen to be used as a powerful

graphics creator - the only feature

Figure 1 . How 'Startwrite' encourages young children to form letters in the correct way
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Ro/n+ ''

DISKET 1

E

EQUALS 30K
SOFTWARE

EXTEND THE CAPABILITIES

OF YOUR BBC miCRO AND
ACHIEVE BIG MACHINE FACILITIES

"SS£M • •
PRICE INCIUOESP&P
OVERSEAS ftDDi) 00

PSPiAIR'

field n^ne

lon
i"aqe

Len*!***

Enter file si^e = >
100

11 «^%°o-2«e^%-*

Drives 1

NO

Len

^"^ o' Report ^

• Indexed Sequential

Access (Random)
• Dynamic Memory
Management
• Record Fields may be
Integer/Real/String

• Random Access
Functions:

-

READ/INSERT/REPLACE/
DELETE/ REVERSE -DELETE
• Sequential Access
Functions:

-

TOP/BOnO/n/READNEXT/
READPREV
• Multiple Volume Support
- Maximum 4 Drives

• Unlimited Number of Files

per Program
• BACKUP/RESTORE
Utilities

• Maximum Records per
File 65,000

• Maximum Record Size

4096 Bytes

• Maximum of 196 Fields

(BASlCVariables) per Record
• File AUDIT/
INFORMATION Functions

• Comprehensive Manual
detailing Concepts/
Facilities/Examples

>ie.

Ill ^UHl^..,,: ' "-»-^s

^^^..^^^ " * -Nam--3«p J

THCQLN Microsyst'

Entries
Processed

F IL EftID
lackup Report m

E.G
Entries

78 Rertaining
Status
WRITE

SEOi
KEV:

SEO:
KEV

SEO
KEV

SEO
KEV

76
908

End of Report

STATE 40/80 TRACK DISKETTE

WHEN ORDERING ^^__^
SAE FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Name

Address

LINCOLN
Microsystems

P.O. BOX 74
Bradford,

WcstYorks.
BD6 3RN
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that is missing is the ability to zoom.
Educational Software Co of South-

port support their Robin Educational

Lightpen with a number of CAL pro-

grams - the one I find particularly use-

ful is Startwrite.

There are many letter shape pro-

grams for the BBC micro where the

screen is used as an electronic black-

board, drawing examples of letters for

children to trace with their fingers, but

Startwrite introduces a truly interactive

letter-writing program. Letters are

divided into families according to their

shape - eg the 'big stick family"

includes f.l.h.k.b.d and t - and recom-

mended letter shapes of contemporary
handwriting styles are followed (figure

The screen clears to a white back-

ground and members of the 'small

stick' family are drawn in order, in

large, lower case red letters. The
stroke starts in the right place and the

letter is accurately constructed - Infant

teachers please note!

The child has to copy the letter on
screen by tracing it with the lightpen. If

it is begun correctly the pen pulls

behind it a trail of green covering the

original red. It's like tracing with a large

felt tip pen; start in the wrong place or

construct the letter incorrectly and the

green 'dries up'. The reaction on five-

year-old faces must be seen to be
believed! Each letter is repeated for re-

inforcement. On completion the screen

sequence ends with a written and
spoken message: 'This is a . .

.'. The
Acorn speech chip has been pro-

grammed too.

Like all software from ESC. Start-

write'\s well documented with detailed,

on-screen instructions. It is a program

Figure 2. The Beeb's arrow keys are used
to move the menu (here shown at the starl-

ing position) up and down the screen.

that will be welcomed both by infant

teachers and teachers of remedial

children alike. It's simple, accurate and
remarkably effective. For sheer motiv-

ation It's excellent.

Perhaps the most important and
exciting development from the Edu-

cational Software Co is the Robin Voice

Box, Designed to work with the Robin

lightpen, it adds a new dimension to

educational software. With the Voice

Box plugged into the user port and the

lightpen in the analogue socket you're

ready to begin.

With Sentence Maker, the Robin

lightpen is used to choose words and
make sentences from a page of words
displayed. The sentence can be spoken
out and either rejected or added to a

list. The program is a cross between
Breakthrough To Literacy and a

Language Master. Like Breakthrough it

allows the child to organise words into

sentences, and is similar to a
Language Master when it speaks and
displays them. Three files of words are

included with the program.

To produce speech files for any of the

Robin speech programs the teacher

needs the Speech File Creator pro-

gram, also available from ESC.
Because words are loaded from a file,

the teacher can create and use indivi-

dualised lists of words to suit particular

needs. The maximum number of words
per speech file for this program Is 48,

and they are displayed on the screen

after loading.

The first word chosen is automati-

cally started with a capital letter and
placed in the display box. Spaces are

also automatically inserted. Words
may be added or deleted at the touch of

the pen. Once the sentence is com-
pleted it can be spoken, edited and
added to the list. A good feature is that

each child's list can be printed out on

any Centronics printer, so a permanent
record may be kept of progress.

For anyone who creates mode 7 tele-

text screens, the Teletext Display Crea-

tor/Editor Uom Datapen Microtechno-

logy is a very useful package
comprising three programs on tape

and a handbook. Although supplied on

cassette, details are given on how to

produce your own disc versions.

The main program is entirely menu
driven using the Datapen to fix the

characters and codes on the screen.

The menu is a very clever feature as it

not only provides access to all the tele-

text codes but is movable as well! The
BBC's arrow keys are used to move the

menu up and down the screen out of the

way of the working area - initially it's

placed at the top (figure 2), Labels are

used to signify most of the options;

some toggle between alternative con-

ditions, eg, contiguous and separated

graphics. Selection is made by pointing

PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIERS

Supplier

RH Electronics,

Chesterton Mill. French's

Road, Cambridge CB4 3NP

Educational Software Co,

108 Parthenon Drive,

Liverpool L117AQ

Datapen Microtechnology.

Kingsclere Road, Overton,

Hampshire RG25 3JB

Watford Electronics, Cardiff

Road. Watford. Herts.

Lightpens it

Product Price (disc) will work with

Light Pen Colour-Graptiic £9.95 (211.951 RHColourLightPen

Art Master £9.95 (£11.95)

Art Fun E9,95 (£11.95)

Ed master £12.95 (£14.95}

Word master £9,95 (£11.95)

Startwrite £14.37 (£18.40) Robin Educational Light Pen

Sentence Maker £17.25 (£23.52) Datapen Light Pen

Robin Voice Box System £92,00

Speech File Creator £15,00 (£17,65)

Robin Design £10.00 (£15.88)

Super Draw & Paint £10.00 (£15.88)

Talking Dictionary N/A (£28.75)

Letter/Number Match £15,00 (£18.55)

Teletext Display Creator £9.95 Datapen Light Pen

Beebpen £11.95 Robin Educational Light Pen

Define £9.95

Cirkwik £19.95

Pen-Pal £11,50 (£12,65) Any lightpen
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CENTURY
COMMIJNICATIONS

CENTURY

HEATHER COUPER'S

CTilOlillliEB
The Century Star Finder and Home Planetarium

PROGRAM BY RONALD ALPIAR

STARFINDER
Sfarfinc/er gives you all you need to

begin astronomy.

^ Computer program displays star maps for

any time, dote and place on Earth.

^ Unique 'space probe' enables you to identify

stars, planets, Halley's Comet, etc.

^ Print-out facility for star maps.

^ Accompanying book by Heather Couper

explains everything from black holes

to constellations.

£12.95 ISBN071260571 1 BBC Micro/Electron

BBC/ELECTRONl

ORDER FORM

To: Gill Small, TBS, Church Road, Tiptree, Colchester,

Essex COS OSR

Please send me STARFINDER

software pack(sl

at £ 1 2.95 (inc VAT and post & packing)

I enclose my cheque/postal orderfor

£ (Cheques should be mode payable to

Tiptree Book Services Limited)

Please debit my 'Visa/Access account number
'delete os appropnate

Account Number

Name

Address-

Signed_

(Please allow up lo 28 days for delivery Subject to ovailobilrty.) 3
<
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the Datapen at a label and pressing the

thumb switch.

A unique feature of the program is

the provision to design graphic blocks

on-screen. On the left of the menu is a

2^3 array. Using the pen, any of the six

blocks can be illuminated and the

resulting code noted on the menu and
set to the appropriate token for placing

on the screen. No more scouring the

teletext tables of the User Guide.

Irrevocable actions such as text

placement and clearing the screen are

trapped and the program asks for con-

firmation. Unwanted characters are

erased by overwriting the screen pos-

ition with 'spaces' from the keyboard.

Further options allow screens to be

saved and loaded by giving an appro-

priate filename.

The 24-page handbook is excellent,

giving not only program notes but also

a detailed account of how teletext pic-

tures are generated - a great help for

beginners. There is a superb summary
of all the alphanumeric and graphic

characters together with their ASCII

values and tokens.

Two other programs have thought-

fully been included to enable you to use
saved screens in your own programs.

Up to 20 may be used under control

from your own software. This is ideal

for demonstrations, creating 'bulletin

boards' and teletext pages for program
titles. Even animation is possible.

Teletext Display Creatoris one of the

best programs of its genre I have seen,

and the lightpen is an ideal instrument

for this application. The program
ensures that teletext screens are

quickly and efficiently created and
edited. It offers real value for money.

Finally a program which will work
with virtually any lightpen, including all

those reviewed last month,

Ron Owen wrote his lightpen

graphics program Pen-Pa I as a result

of trying to overcome problems he
found in similar software on the market.

He also wanted a program that would
give the user the maximum freedom to

create images on the screen. With Pen-
Pal the screen becomes a canvas on
which the artist or designer works, and
the program's packed to the brim with

options.

The package contains two programs,
function key strip and detailed user's

manual. The first program, Loader.

configures the lightpen and screen and
allows you to redefine up to 30 charac-

ters for use in the main program. Files

of characters may be created for

specialist applications.

The main program is written in mode
2, allowing all 16 colours to be used. As
white is the background colour its most
important use is for erasing mistakes.

The screen menu appears on the right

The main program
inthePen-Pal
package is written

in mode 2, allowing

alMGcolourstobe
used. Its most
outstanding
feature is a special

effects option

Packed to the brim
with options, the

Pen-Pal program
gives the user
great freedom to

create images on
screen

hand side and presents eight colours

plus seven options. All the options are

mnemonic 'and logical, eg, r for

Remote, c for Clear, i for Italic, I for

Lines, s for Stripes, and d for Dots,

The last option, '?', indicates your

choice of character from the keyboard.

An asterisk indicates the selected

colour and option. By choosing a new
colour and placing the asterisk beside
options, new options are toggled.

You can draw with lines, dots and
sweeps of 'italic' lines. Shapes are
easily created and coloured in using

the 'stripes' option or by a simple fill. A
problem arises here as the recursive

fill routine runs out of memory, but by
following the instructions in the manual
the screen may be recovered and the

fill continued - it is an irritation, though.

Detail may be constructed using the

'remote' option. This mode gives fine

control at a slow speed. The choice of

character from the keyboard is far

greater than it seems - all the normal
characters are available, plus a set of

27 from the function keys. There are all

sorts of shapes and design-units which
are very. useful in creating detail. You
can even 'paint' with a character.

The most unique feature of Pen-Pa/ 1,3

the 'tricks', or special effects option,

which invites experimentation. Star-

bursts, perspective aids, scaling, pixel-

plotting and grids are all offered.

Numerous permutations are possible

by using 'tricks' with other options, and
children love it, Pen-Pa/ has the facility

to load and save pictures, but what's

most exciting is its ability to interface

with the new Robin Design package
(also written by Ron Owen and mar-
keted by Educational Software Co).

Line and shape detail may now be
zoomed in and out, enlarged or shrunk

and positioned anywhere on the

screen. Pictures may be interchanged

between the two packages.

The 30-page user's manual contains

a wealth of hints and tips on using the

program. 1 especially welcomed the

trouble-shooting section and the pages
on possible educational uses. The
addendum sheet provided is constantly

being updated to enable Pen-Pal to be

modified for use with new lightpens as

they appear on the market.

Ron Owen provides full software

support for his program, and will deal

with queries, comments, discoveries

and customising. The program is en-

tirely listable and the author positively

invites you to alter it and experiment- a

refreshing attitude!

m
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SERIOUS SOFTWARi:
FORTHEB.B.C MICRO JLl

From BEEBUGSOFT
SPELLCHEC
NOW IN ROM and
up to 500% faster.

SPELLCHECK provides an automatic spelling check for letters or
documents and is the ideal companion to WORDWISE or VIEW.
It is menu driven, easy to use and allows unknown words to be
added to the dictionary, ignored or re-spelt. A new corrected
copy of the text may then be saved to disc.

SPELLCHECK I (On V\s<)

SPELLCHECK 1 is supplied on two discs with a starting

dictionary of 6,000 words. Separate versions are available for

WORDWISE and VIEW. (When ordering please specify).

SPELLCHECKII (On K

SPELLCHECK 11 is a completely new [nachine code program
supplied in Rom. Operation speed is up to 5 times faster than
SPELLCHECK i and larger pieces of text may be held in memory.
The same version will also check both VIEW and WORDWISE.
A dictionary disc is still supplied including 6,000 words, but a

data compression technique is used to ensure that well in

excess of 17,000 words may be stored on a lOOK disc.

Ingenious hashing and virtual file access routines have also

considerably speeded up the time taken to check text. This
sophisticated program is fully 6502 Second Processor
compatible and uses the extra memory to further improve word
retrieval time.

HELP ROM

Most large mainframe computers have a comprehensive on-
screen HELP facility to aid programming, save time and help

you out when you get stuck. BEEBUGSOFT"s new HELP Rom
will give your micro a similar facility.

Just plug it in . and every time you get stuck for a VDU call, a
colour code, the parameters for a Basic command or whatever:
the HELP Rom will provide an instant answer.
Rather than wade through a book, simplv type, for example.
• HLPVDU (or just 'H VDU) to find out all you need to know
about VDU commands - or ifyou know that it is VDU23 that

you want - type *H VDU23.
The HELP Rom uses an ingenious compression technique

enabling some 14,000 characters of text to be squashed into an
8K eprom, and provides help on a vast range of subjects,

including the following major areas:

TEXT DRIVE O

Vour Options fi\re

Outoma't id Ch
ft-t tended Check

Select Drive
Quit Spell check

Load Text
Sdve Text

Select Option

Text (lie LETTOl

>«HLP VDU
VDU

Sends character to VDU queu»

For specific help i *HLP VDU

liiaiiiaifiiii

HELP will not

affect the normal
'HELP command

i Next char to printer onlg
P Enable printer

Disable printer
Separate cursors
Join cursors
Enable VDU drivers
Bell
Cursor le-ft

s Cursor right
lO Cursor down
H Cursor up
12 Clear \«xi screen
13 Cursor to start o* line
14 Paged mode on
15 Paged mode o*f

SPELLCHECK II £31
SPELLCHECK I £19

HELP ROM £25

Available from your local dealer and selected branches of W.H. SMITH'S
Prices include VAT

VISA

ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD ORDERS & ENQUIRIES:
TEL ST ALBANS (0727)60263

MAIL ORDER (POST FREE) TO: BEEBUGSOFT. Mailing Dept 13,R0. Box 109. High Wycombe,Buck&



BlBfi^ Micro

SLEPTH
Looking for bugs in your Basic?
Let Sleuth track them down.

Here at long last is theULTIMATE
DEBUGGING TOOL for the Basic
programmer!

Dual screen
memory workspace Accelerator

Instmction being "^^
^^^^^ ^'

executed with
current statement
highlighted

Current procedure
name—

Values of variables _ „-

in current statement

Values of other ^7
selected variables

Command entry

T^b toggles between
screens ,

Space bar single steps/

SLEUTH allows you to single step

through your Basic program instruction

by instruction, watcning your screen
display as it is buih up. Simply press the

Space Bar to execute the next instruction.

Alternatively you may watch SLEUTH'S
control screen as you step through your
program. (Press tab to toggle between
your own screen and the control screen.)

This will show you the next instruction to

be executed and allow you to list anv part

of the program. Also dfsplayed will Be the
contents of all variables associated with
the current instruction and the values of
other specified variables.

At any lime you may alter the values of

UBk

any variable or update memory. You can
even change the line number of the next
instruction to be executed or alter the
logic within a program statement. Then
simply press the Space Bar to watch the
next instruction execute.
Breakpoints may also be set up at any
position in your program, these allow you
to speed to the problem area and then see
exactly what's happening. You may even
set conditional breakpoints, e.g. Stop IF

A%=20.
Advanced trace and decelerator facilities

are also included. The decelerator allows
you to alter the speed at which your
program executes, actually as it Is

running.

SLEUTH is ideal for the novice and expert
alike and will prove to be instantly

invaluable, saving hours of debusing
time. In addition, the single stepping
facility makes it a powerful teaching aid.

Price £29.00^
TEL ST. ALBANS (0727)60263
MAIL ORDER (POST FREE) TO: BEEBUGSOFT.

Mailing Dept \3,?.0. Box l09,High Wycombe Bucks.

Single Stepping through Basic -

one statement at a time or a block

;.g. procedure) at a time.

ual Screen Operation - flip

between your program screen and
SLEUTH^s controrscreen.
Breakpoints - pause your program
at any preset line number, or on the

state of any variable.

• Accelerator - adjust the speed of
your program from full speed to

freeze frame.

FuU Feature Control Screen -

monitor and update vital aspects of

your program as it runs.

• Ttace - a sophisticated line trace

facility operating when program
runs.

Control Screen Features
• Control screen entered at the press
of a key.

Select edit or single-step mode.
Adjust program run speed { 1

-

100%).
View the current program line with
the current statement highlighted.

^ List the whole or any part otyour
program.
Alter the next line number to be
executed.
Read and adjust the value of
variables in the current statement.
Read and adjust the values of any
other specified variables or array
parameters.

• Insert or remove breakpoints and
conditional breakpoints.

• Return to the program screen or
continue to single-step or to run at

any speed.



SERIOUS SOFTWARi:
FOR THE B.B.C. MICRO AND ELECTRONJJ
From BEEBUGSOFT

flUROM CHANNEL EDITOR

.CHAHO CHAN 1 CHe\M 2 CHAH 3

NOTE TEL NOEL NOEL'NQEL
oooe s - -

0009 s - -

0010 s - -

0011 s - -

0012 3 - -

0013 s - -

0014 i-
- -

0015 5 - -

0016
0017
0018 s - -

0019 s - -

0020 5 - -

OOEl s - -

0022 ri - -

OOZ3 a - -

0024 ,5 - -

_002S

C#l 1 O FttO 5 4
D*H 1 O www - -

ftt»l 1 O
e 1 1 'J

Dltl 1 O • 0tt3 5 1

D#2 1 O

The BBC Micro
sound facilities

have a lot of
potential, MUROM
will help you
exploit this to the

ftifi.

Create your own
tunes and sound
sequences with
ease, either with
MUROM'S editor

and a musical
score or by using

the Beeb to simulate

a piano keyboard.
Edit your creations

with the full screen
music editor. Then
switch to the enveiope editor to tailor the tonal quality and select

instrument type. Alternatively select one of the predefined

instrument envelopes.

Incorporate your music and sound sequences into any program
of your own, to play back with or without MUROM plugged in.

Playback is interrupt driven and may continue even while you
run other programs.
Predefmea instrument envelopes may be set up, e.g. 'FLUTE,
*SYNTH etc.

Instant sound effects may be called from Basic, e.g. "ZAP,
•SIREN, 'EXPLODE etc.

MUROM is accompanied by a full instruction manual and
repertoire of music data on cassette.

COMMAND SUAIMARY
•PlAY Calls [he variable speed, incerrupc driven playback

routine.

Mode 7 display of tune playing.

Alier tempo.
Use BBC keyboard as a piano keyboard.
Call up full screen music editor.

EDITOR SUB-COMMANDS:
MODE Change from editing a single channel to editing all

channels consecutively.

Move editor to any note in score.

Enable single stepping of music.
Change octave of^any channel.

Change envelope of any channel.

Load previousfy created music.
Save edited score lo disc or cassette.

To^e note entry between note name and keyboard
position.

Sound envelope editor,

"SYNTH . . . etc. ten predefined envelopes.
"ZAP . . . etc. ten predefined effects.

Transpose up or down by a number of semitones.
Disable colour output for monorhrome screens.

•DISP
TEMPO
KEVB
•SCORE

GO
PLAY
OCTV
ENVL
LOAD
SAVE
KEY

ENVLP
'FLUTE,
•EXPLODE.
TRANS
•MONOC

fcilUilii^HlaMMi

EXMONI
EXTENDED MACHINE
CODE MONITORNOW WITH
DUAL SCREENS

05 OD i ,-.1-1".

1= X ¥ S P
45 07 Ol FE 30

OD EXnCJH II by B^ebugsofi 12 CF
Y S P f l»gs PC stJick
OO FF 30 B OOOO
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60 New Commands for debugging and
developing machine code

Our very popular machine code monitor has been enftanced

by the addition of a numbep of new facilities, including Dual
Screen Operation and full screen memory editor.

Now ifyou are debugging a game, or any other program with

a visual display, you can single step through it instruction by
instruction and actually watch the effect on the screen.

You can also revert to the monitor screen at the press of a
key to examine registers, edit code, read variables, alter

memory etc., and then switch back to your display screen and
continue nmning {or single stepping), without losing your
display.

60 iiiadiinc code com mantis.

Full dual screen operation,

Full screen memory editor, input in hex, Ascii or as

assembler instructions.
• Search for hex, or Ascii string, including wildcards.
* Move memory block.

Verify chat two blocks are the same.
• Relocate code to run at another location.
* Fill memory with series of hex bytes or Ascii string,
* Execute all " commands.
' Single step with skip option.
• Up to 10 breakpoints which may even be set in Rom.
Conditional breakpoints . . .e.g. Break if register X-5.
User definable work area.

Note: The Electron version does not feature dual screens.

lExmonll
features
include

- ^ii!rrj^'^i-»i.-i- : j.->-TSJ5ab:-.>rar*ani

MUROM £29.00 EXMON II £29.00
Available from your local dealer and selected branches of W.H. SMITH'S (

Prices incfude VA7

ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD ORDERS & ENQUIRIES:
TEL ST. ALBANS (0727)60263

MAILORDER (POST FREE) TO: BEEBUGSOFT. Mailing Depi IC^FO, Box 109,High Wycombe Bucks.



BOOK REVIEWS

Too few women in

the micro world

'Women and Computing: The Golden
Opportunity', Rose Deakin, Papermac,
£5.95

IT IS undeniably worrying that in 1984

wonnen and girls form such a small, and
diminishing, proportion of entrants to

computer training and employment.
The first part of Rose Deakin's book

is a concise and readable assessment
of this problem. She begins by match-

ing the characteristics needed for suc-

cessful use of a computer with the

qualities required by more traditional

'women's jobs', showing that women
have much to gain and to contribute by
greater involvement in the subject. She
surveys the evidence that too few are

taking up these opportunities, and
examines some possible reasons - the

way computers are seen and used at

home and school, and presented by
advertisements and the media.

It may be that the introduction of

micros in schools has had an adverse
effect - causing girls to adopt attitudes

and make choices at an early age when
they are too susceptible to group press-

ure to see where their real interests

may lie. The author then proposes
ways of changing both male and female
attitudes, and to consider future vari-

ations on traditional work patterns.

The remainder of the book has a

much narrower focus - it looks at

opportunities for women to enter the

computing field after child-rearing or

other careers. Some suggestions make
obvious sense: wordprocessing and
book indexing are tasks which can be
performed efficiently and economically

at home, but t think the substantial prior

training or experience required for suc-

cessful freelance programming, con-

sultancy or computer journalism is

underestimated.

The final chapters contain brief fac-

tual summaries on computing termin-

ology, current hardware and training

courses; this information is obviously

available elsewhere but it may be use-

ful for the reader meeting the subject

for the first time. Susan Jones

First steps in

business usage

'Computers Mean Business: An Introduc-

tion to Computers in Business', Jacquetta
Megarry, Pan Breakthrough, 336 pages,
£2.95.

WITH Acorn moving into the business

area, the time is ripe to look at such a

book.

It's logically structured in four parts

related to a sequence of five overlap-

ping topics - understanding, applying,

acquiring, managing and planning.

I read the book from the view of a

businessman new to computers and
found the style to be about right for the

target reader - not condescending or

too simple, but gradually building up
the technical content. There are self-

check questions to ensure you under-

stand as you go along.

The first chapters are good introduc-

tions to hardware and software

respectively, and Chapter 3 is an excel-

lent guide to simple business systems.

The important business applications of

accounts systems, databases and
wordprocessing are informatively

explained, followed by a chapter deal-

ing with other types of software.

The more practical topics of how to

obtain software and hardware are

covered, including much good advice. I

wasn't so happy with a chapter intro-

ducing programming. It's difficult to do
this in only 18 pages, but I would have
liked to see more stress on structured

programming. This section ends with

information on application software

looking more at system design.

Part 4 deals with the problems of

introducing computers into an organ-

isation and is good sensible stuff. The
final chapter takes a short look at the

future,

A useful list of sources of further in-

formation, some suggestions for

further reading, the excellent glossary

and an index round off the book.

Excellent value at C2.95, this is a well

written and relevant introduction to

computers in business. John Vaux

Old micros never die

'101 Things to Do with a Dead Computer', Fred Pipes, Hamlyn,
£1.95

IS NOTHING sacred for this cartoonist Pipes? Using a BBC
micro as a mouse trap Is going a bit too far. But the Beeb
comes off lightly in Fred's 101 and he saves the worst fate

for a discarded Apple-lookalike. Meanwhile cast-off Sin-

clairs abound as favourite cheesegraters, cat flaps and
roof tiles.

The author admits to owning a micro (and we know it's a
BBC), so no doubt this book was born in the frustrating

hours between first getting one and making it work ... or

not as the case may have been. Tony Quinn
frlrS'i
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UNISTAT
STATISTICAL PACKAGE

MIILTIVARIATF. RECRESSION; M.iiri^ i.viipui a.riMM^ ol umihi.Hl'J oi^'lliLiLni-.

l-sl.iLs, sliindjttl i-Triirs, R' . L»rri.'i.'ltil K'. sl.iiul.irJ ltihi uI rl,gtl.'^^»ln h '-l:il. .iiiJ

lljthiii-Wii[M>[l siLiI. |-ucthfi initpiit iipliiin-, muhi|ilf i:orK'lHliiiii m.itril. Viir-iin.ir

ni.ilrn, ANOVA nl n-prcssuw, rfsuluiil'-. pli'i I'l rt'-.iiliMls, iiili'rpiihilu>n l);ii;i I'pliiins

l.jig'ln Dpiiiin fur i:;ii'h variaNf. nii-oinsliinl tCfirfSMnn, thoitv ol dqicrnlLTl vMriiiMc.

sck'vuonol indt'pi'ndfni viiriiihlrjs.yuU'-iimivMiin nl litifiitli dcpfndLTl i itn.ihL'-,

ANALYSIS OK VARIANCE, StATTER DIAGRAMS AM) TIME SERIES PLOTS;
Onc-wiiv iind ii*o-w,iy laiihoul mltTiulioni ANOVA ^ll'l^^, soiIIlt di.igr.iiiisnl p.nrtd

d^ila jnd linii' sctil's pliilswiih auui -.ijlirg

STATISTICAI. TESTS. ((JRREI.ATKIN lOEFFUIENTS ANU PROBABILITY OIS.

TRIBliTIONS; B;isn- si:iiM>n lmlH inliitnn iil'ibl.i hi/i;,suni.mt.in.\;irijni.'i', srd. di-v.).

Chisijuarc (ci>nling<;iic> i.it'k'). I (unt sampli". lwi> sdnipic, pairi'ii), Y. Maiin-Wliiliity

I', and WikiiMin-.ijini:d nink iL-sCk Pc^irsiin ^, Spf.unwn Munkund Ki'tidjdl\r:(nk uori

i.iicl'. t'hi-'M^u;iro. l, K. hiniimiiit, PmsMin iind ilnfin;i( (sld . niin-Md I diMrlbuluinN

RosullMif Ifsisandccrr i:t>ds,irL'displ.iycd%nihsigiiihi'ani.vlcM.'l\,

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS. EREyiiENCV DISTRIBITIONS AND HISTn(;RAMS:
An;ilysi> iit nm JMn ft d^ila «itli Iri-ijui'niy i.'imiil> Raw &.iv.i -.nrud iirid croupod.

C'hiiitv <)1 lower hiiunds and l^l^^ iiilfrvul>. AKoluLi'. cumuliilivc and [flativi.'

Irunui;ndts lljslogramv wiih up U> 2W l.|,l^Ms. Ouipul displays sum. mean, mfan
dtviainm. median, \arianct. sld. dev.. .Ird and 4ih mimitnis. skt'wntss. kurliisi'-, rungf,

cic.

All prcijirams htc dalafik i'cinip:ilihk' wuh Marnx OpiTarmns prugrttni in L'NIMAX
packapi". Daia mairix capui'itv i-sampk's (ailumns h\ riiws|: C'BM-64; ^xl^^ll. 'xlm.
HlxMi, BBC-B; IiT^ll, 5x40(1." Uly^lKi. 48K Spretruni; ZxINIK). 5xy(HI, Hlx5lKl CBM-M
(disk ! £85, BBC-B |disk); W5, 4KK Spcelrum (mdu-arl tass): £60

UNIMAX
LINEAR PROGRAMMiNG PACKAGE

LINEAR PR(H;RAMMTN(;i A pnwtrkil unil msiruetivi- iipiimiiit(n'n piiiynim capahk
111 h^indlmii^ill Mirls nl linfar pnigramminppriiblcms (mm max. any tiimhmalion of <. - .

=
, > ^ i.'i'nv!tatnls and \. > - H, \,< ^H, -n<.x,<ci --ifin ciiiiMiainl>.l. Prim.il, iMni'tiital,

du:il and ihcir siilulnms arc displdVLil m standard mathemallail lorm Llnhimndcd

prohlL'm ami no IiMMhli: siiluitoii prompis hdii opium lor nil mpuls tapacuy l.xumpll;^

Hatudilcs h> consit^imlsi CBM-W; Uix-'5. 25ii.^ll. 4(1x25. BBC-B: 111x25. 211x211. 4SK
Spei'lrum: liw.S,25\.l?..^11x25

MATRIX OPERATIONS: Inversion. iraiispcMluvn. Ji-ii'rmmanl. pre- and post-

mulliplKaiion. si\ikir mullipliialion. addition and suMraLlioii i>l Tnatrici."< and voilors

An\ iiulpul tail iti Lurn Ix' UM'd as dif inpLil iil ihc ncxi iiperauon wilhiiul rt'.Lvping

Malriiji-'s i;in W savfil w loaded al an\ si;ij;i- Daiafilt- L'ompalihit »ilh IINISTAT

pat-kajiL- (.apaoiliL's,CBM-64;.l5x.'5. BBC-B: 25x25. 48KSp«'lrunii 45x4.^.

CBV1-64|disl.l;£6(I.BBC-B(diskj £60, «tk Spectrum uiidvL-arl e.issi £45

ALSO AVAILABLE FDR ABK SPECTRUM
INTRODUCTIONTO ECONOMICS SET: 125

ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY: i'J.'AS • UIBLIOFILE: £^.95

POLYNOMIALS; tft.y^ • INTEGRA HON: t6.y5

To: UNISOFT LIMITED
(Dept. D) 29 ST PETKR'S STREET, LONDON Nl 8JP.

TEL: 01-3590978

PrifcsinL-luilL- VArand dirliverv wiiliin iIil- IIK Foi orders from Etiriipi.- add

LI 'id, ciulside turopc t3 IHIpcr iii-m lor.iirmatl posi Dfalef; ciiiiuiries welcome.

COMMOOORE 64, BBC-B, 48K SPECTRUM
Comprehensive user nmnual Full data handling fatilities (display, print, change, save, load)

^ All results can he printed out ^

THE HOME COMPUTER
SPECIALISTS

WITH MORE BRANCHES THAN
ANY OTHER ACORN DEALER

WE OFFER

ONE-STOP SHOPPING
FOR YOUR

BBC MICRO
AND

ELECTRON

BBC MODEL B WITH 5 SOFTWARE PACKS AND
CASSETTE RECORDER £399

ELECTRON WITH JOYSTICK & INTERFACE

£234

BBCMODELB +
DFS&200k
DISCDRIVE
£589

BBCMODELB
DFS&800k
DISCDRIVE
£849

SPECIAL
XMAS BARGAIN
200k SINGLE
DISK DRIVE £120

Easy parking al all

branches

TOLWORTH
230 Tolworth Rise South,

Tolworth, Surbiton,

Surrey KT5 9NB.
Tel: 01-337 4317

SUTTON
30 Station Road,
Belmont, Sutton,

Surrey SM2 6BS.
Tel: 01 642 2534

EALING
1 14 Gunnersbury Avenue,
Ealing, London W5 4HB.
Tel: 01 -992 5855

NEWBURY
26, Stanley Road,

Newbury
Berks RG14 7PB.
Tel: (0635)30047

RICKMANSWORTH
Grey Stone Works,
The Green. Croxley Green.
Rickmansworth,
Herts W03 3AJ.
Tel: 0923 779250

LUTON
1 Manor Road,

Caddington, Luton,

BedsLUI 4EE
Tel: (0582)458575
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An entirely new RANGE OF SOFTWARE written especially for the SMALL
BUSINESS using a BBCB COMPUTER. il is based on MODULES which can
be used INDEPENDENTLY or INTEGRATED into a full system. The
MODULES are, briefly:

1. CUSTOMER/SUPPUER DATABASE; Name, Address, Phone & Con
taci Fields with ALPHABETIC SORT & FULL PRINTOUT or NAME/ADD
only for MAILING.

2. SALES LEDGER: INDEXED ENTRY of each CUSTOMER, showing CUR-
RENT BALANCE and full HISTORY of A/C, Prints STATEMENTS with DEBT
AGEING, ProcsBS. Reconcile. Store & List PAYMENT RECEIVED. Lists

SALES,

3. PURCHASE LEDGER: Records CASH/CREDIT PURCHASES. Displays
items lor PAYMENT and recent PAYMENTS to SUPPLIER, Lists all PUR-
CHASES
4. V.A.T, RETURNS: Prints all SALES and PURCHASES within USER
SPECIFIED PERIOD, ANALYSES EXPENDITURE into USER DEFINED
CATEGORIES (Graphics Option available). Prims copy of COMPLETED
V.A.T. RETURN
5. APPLICATIONS PACK: SPECIALISED INPUT ROUTINES create
TRANSACTION DATABASE from which appropriately formaned INVOICES
& CREDIT NOTES can be produced at any time. The system caters for 2
V AT. RATES or NO V,A,T and will support SEVERAL APPLICATIONS ON
LINE atone time,

APPLICATION PACKS AVAILABLE NOW: ROAD HAULAGE. SERVICE
CDs, GENERAL SALES and PLANT & EQUIPMENT HIRE (which includes
automatic HIRE UPDATE and COST calculations). Others packs are being
prepared but if YOU have a specific requirement please enquire, we may be
able to help.

The MODULES are available on erther 40/80 SS/DS Discs from £25,00 +
V.A.T. and are supplied complete with FULL DOCUMENTATION. CON-
FIGURATION ROUTINE and UTILITIES to enable PRINTING, AMMEND-
ING, DELETING and SEARCHING of FILES,

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE TORCH Z80, ACORN Z80 8. 6502 2nd PRO-
CESSORS,

SEND FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND SAMPLE PRINTOUTS TO:-

PRO-SOFT, 146 CROSLAND ROAD, OAKES,
HUDDERSFIELD, WEST YORKSHIRE

TELEPHONE: 0484 659186

BBC/ELECTRON PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
Our educational software is used in thousands ofschools and homes

throughout Great Britain.

EDUCATIONAL 1 BBC/ELECTRQN Tape fS.OO Discewm
Hours of fun anri learning lor children aged five to nine years Atiimaied graphics will encoufage
children to enjoy counting, maths, spellmg and Felling the time The tape includes six programs:

MATH 1. MATH 2. CUBECOUNT, SHAPES, SPELL and CLOCK.
. , . 'Aa excellent mixture ofgames ' . Personal Software - Autumn 1983.

EDUCATIONAL 2 BBC/ELECTRON Tape ESM Disc noM
Although similar to Educational t this tape is more advanced and aimed at seven to twelve year

olds. The tape includes MATH 1. MATH 2. AREA. MEMORY. CUBECOUNT and SPELL,

FUN WITH NUMBERS BBC/EL£CTR0\ Tape ES OO Disc EW.OO
These programs will teach and test basic counting, addition and subtraction skills for four to seven

year olds. The tape includes COUNTING. AOOING. SUBTRACTION and an aicade type game called

ROCKET MATHS which will exercise addiliun and subtraction. With sound and visual eflecls.

, ,
.
"These are excellent programs which teachers on the project have no hesitation in

recommending to other teachers. "... Computers in the Classroom Projecl. Riley High School.

FUN WITH WORDS bbc/electron Tape es oo disc ao.oo
Stait your fun with alphabet puzzle, continue your play with VOWELS, learn the dilterence between
THERE and THEIR, have games vuilh SUFFIXES and reward yourself with a game of HANGMAN.
, .

.
'Very good indeed' , . , A&B Computing - Jan/Feb 1984

JIGSAW AND
SLIDING PUZZLES by P Wamer BBC/ELECTRON Tape £7.95 Disc £9.95
There are two jigsaw and four sliding puzzles on a 3 " 3 and 4 x 4 grid. Each program siatts off

at an easy level lo ensure initial success bul gradually becomes harder. It helps children to develop
spatial imagination and in solving problems. The tape includes: OBLONG, JIGSAW. HOUSE.
NUMBERS. CLOWN and LETTERS,

KON-TIKI by J, Amos BBC Tape £10.95 Disc £12.95

Simulation program based on Thor Heyerdahl's KONTIKI expedition. Enjoy a journey on the KON-
TIKI recording on a map the raft's position and entering notes in (he logbook on creatures found,

unusual events etc. Inclusive of booklet, background information, maps and fully suppoitive

illustrated data sheets.

. "A well thought-out package with a wide appeal"

.

, , Which Micro & Software Review-
October 1984.

**SPECIAL OFFER**
Buy three titles and deduct E4.B0

Add 50p p&p per order Please state BBC or ELECTRON or

40 or 80 track lor discs.

GolBm Ltd, Dept A. 77 Qualitas, Bracknell. Berks RG12 4QG. Tel: 0344 S0720

iM UNBELIEVABLE
SAVINGS

COMPUTERS **

APRICOT
A PHICOT
APRICOT
APRICOT
APRICOT
APRICOT
BBC
CIFER
COMMODORE
COMMODORE
COMMODORE
COMMODORE
COMMODORE
COMMODORE
COMMODORE
CGMPAQ2
COMPAQ
IBM PC
OLIVETTI
OLtVETTI
OLIVETTI
SAGE
SANYO
SIfllUS
SIRIUS
SIRIUS
ACT/IBM
PLUS 5

F1 - from
Poinl7(rom
PORTABLE from
256K315Kx2 MONITOR
256K720KX2 MONITOR
Xi256klOMBMONITOR

EX VAT
£775.00

E2950.00
E148S.00
£1395.00
£1545.00
£2195.00
£320.00

£5095.00
£785.00
£695.00
£675-00
£156.51
£165.21
CS9.50
£32.00

E1795.00
£3195.00
PHONE

MATRIX PRINTERS * DAISYWHEEL**

9000MultiU3er21MB
8250 DISK DRIVE
8296
SX-64 PORTABLE
64
DISK 1541
PARALLEL INTERFACE
1530C2NCASSETTE
2X360K
Plus(lOMB)
List less 17,5%
M20 160KB 2k320K8 Drives £1295.00
M24J28KB 2x360KB Drives £1575.00
M24 128KB 10MB Hard Disk E2695.D0
ll&IV POA
MBC555 128K 2X160K Drives £795.00
256K10MB £2850.00
256K 2.4MB £2095.00
t28K 1.2MB £1645.00
Memory Expansions from £222.00
Exiernal Hard Disk Drives POA

** SOFTWARE**
ALL MAJOR SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SUPPLIED AT

LOW COST
DBASE III £360.00
WORDSTAR £195.00
OPEN ACCESS £360 00
LOTUS 123 £295,00
SYMPHONY £420 00
MULTIMATE £240 00
DBASE II £230.00
DMS DELTA £395.00
FRIDAY £135-00
FRAMEWORK _ £345.00
Not only do we offer top qualily products at low
prices. We also support and develop Softv^are v^ith the
assistance of our long eslabtistied software dept
NEW RELEASE — UNIX MULTI USER ACCOUNTS
SOFTWARE,

ANADEX
ANADEX
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
CANON
CANON
EPSON
EPSON
EPSON
EPSON
EPSON
HONEYWELL
MANNESMANN
MANNESMANN
NEC
NEWBURY
NEWBURY
OKI
OKI
OKI
OLIVETTI
PANASONIC
SHINWA
STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR
STAR
TOSHIBA
TREND

EX VAT
OP-6500500cps £2234.00
WP-6000 £1961.00
EP44 POA
HR5 POA
M100950cps £159.00
PW1080A160cps(NLQ) £299.00
PWn56A160cps(NLQl £379.00
RXBOTIOOcps POA
HX80F/T100cps POA
FX80160cps POA
FXIOOF/TieOcps POA
LO1500200cpS|NLO) POA
From £375,00
MTSOSOcps £177,00
MTl80160cp3(NLQ) £579.00
PtNWRITERP2(P)(NLQ) £535.00
ORE 8850 3001pm £2065.00
ORE 8925 240cps £1365.00
84A 200cps £625.00
OKI92P160CPS £360.00
OKI2410P350cps £1535.00
DM4100E120CPS £520.00
KP1091120cps+NLO £249.00
CP80 Model IIFT £165.00
DELTA 10160cps £299.00
DELTA 15 160cps £399.00
GEMINM0X120cps £189.00
GEMINI15X120cps £269.00
RADIX 10200cps(NLQ) £419.00
RADIX15200cps(NLQ) £525.00
TH2100H 192cps £1275.00
930200cpsNLQ80cps £1350.00

PRINTERS **
EX VAT

MAYFAIR
MICROS
BLENHEIM HOUSE, PODMORE ROAD,
LONDON SW18 1AJ

TEL; 01-870 3255 / 871 2555
We accept official orders from UK Government and
Educational Establishments, Mail Order and Export
Enquiries welcome. Callers by appointment.

BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
BROTHER
DAISYSTEP
DIABLO
DIABLO
FUJITSU
JUKI
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
NEC
OLIVETTI
QUME
QUUE
QUME
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH
RICOH

RICOH
RICOH
SMITH
CORONA
TEC
TEC
TEC
TEC

HR1 POA
HR15 POA
HR15Keyboar(J POA
HRlSSheelfeeder POA
HR25 POA
2000 20cps £219.00
630 API £1295.00
Sheet Feeder E490.Oa
SP32048cps £795-00
610018cps £325.00
a310Serial20cps
2030 Parallel 20cps

£545,00
£545.00

3510Serial35cps £1049.00
3530 Parallel 35cps £1049.00
7710Serral55cps £1440.00
7730 Parallel 55cps £1440.00
DY45045cps £880.00
IIMORO £1185.00
9/45 RO £1550,00
LETTERPRO 12/20 £475.00
RP1300E £895.00
RP160DS £1175.00
RP1600SFLOWRITER8k £1249-00
RP1600S FLOWRITER 8k
IBM PC £1299.00
RP1600S Sheet Feeder £459.00
RPiaOOS Tractor £138.00

**

TP112cps £154.00
STARWRITERF104040CPS £895.00
STARWRITERF505555cps £1235.00
Sheetfeeder £459.00
Tractor £138.00

VDU's& TERMINALS**
CIFER T4 £760.00
HAZELTINE ESPRIT Fixed Keyboard £395.00
QUME QVT103(VTtOOVT1311 £695.00
TELEVIDEO 910 £489.00

*MEMORY EXPANSIONS*
AST, HERCULES, QUADRAM. SIMONS
ALL AT BIG SAVINGS POA
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ENHANCE
a
BETA -BASE £25 DISC
8 GREAT FEATURES

WHAT IS A DATABASE?

It is a FILE which contains RECORDS.
Recordsconsist of anumberof FIELDS
containing the information—an analogy can
be drawn with a card index in which a box of

cards is the file. Each card is a record and
each line on the card is a field.

SPECIFICATION

1) Random Access—disc based, single or

dual drives

2) File Size—99K (40 track), 199K (80 track)

—65.000 + records

3) Record Size—up to 2048 characters and
200 fields

4) Field Size—up to 254 characters with

complete line scanning
5) Access any record using Primary Key in

2 seconds
6) Holds— 1200 NAMES AND ADDRESS
records on lOOKdisk
7) Search—500 records on 5 fields in

60 seconds
8) Sort—500 records on 3 fields in

60 seconds

SYSTEM FEATURES

•CALCULATE— using any valid expression
and store results

• POWERFUL PRINTOUT OPTION—
Eliminates need for separate mailing

program, Parallel/Serial Printout allows
setting of printer control codes, line spacing,

tabulation, Headings etc, plus label printing

with horizontal and vertical tab control.

• REDEFINE—Titles, field widths, number
of fields, number of records etc,

•TRANSFER— Records from one file to

another.

•SEARCH LISTS—Allow creation of sub-
Databases within main Database.

t4t>N*

# GLOBALENTRY enables repetitive data to

be typed in once and placed in as many
records as required. Can also be used with a

search list to provide a powerful global

edit/update facility that will save hours of

typing.
# SPOOLER enables you to create spooled
files that are compatible witfi Wordwise.View
and other word processors. You can
therefore present your data within a
document or in varying formats etc.

The spooler program will allow to format
your spooled file in the same way as the print

out option. You can therefore have headings,
columns, titles, numbers etc.

• INPUT is a routine included on the disc

which will allow you to write utilities for

accessing your data and tailored specifically

to your needs,
# TUBE compatible with the 6502 second
processor,

Comprehensive manual and tutorial-

All timings and sizes are relative to ACORN
DFS, Compatible with ACORN DFS,
WATFORD 1.3 and latest AMCOM DFS
SERIES B.

* ORIGINAL USERS send your disc plus £3
for up grade.

dares
MICRO SUPPLIES

REPLICA II: £12.00.

The original REPLICA set a very high

standard so the specification we set our

chief programmer included some impossible
features. In fact ACORN state that some of

the things that we have done are impossible,

it lust took us longer that's all, REPLICA II

transfers most cassette based programs to

disk, even more than REPLICA. When you
buy disk drives you do not have to throw
away expensive cassette based programs,

REPLICA II transfers 'LOCKED' programs,
programs loading as files, programs that

load below SEOO. those with up to 6

sections and those up to &6E in length eg
adventure programs. No waiting for 6
minutes whilst adventure programs load,

REPLICA II is very easy to use. The user

enters a name, how many sections and
whether CHAlNrRUN or'LOAD to load the

first section. Press play and let the program
do the rest, even a menu.
Think how much it will cost you to buy just 1

diskverslonof your favourite program—
REPLICA II which will hold up to 16

programs, limited only by the disk capacity.

FX 80 PRINTER DRIVER £12.00

PRINTER DRIVER FOR EPSON FX80
AND VIEW
Multi-page driver with print menu allowing

the setting of global (document wide) printer

functions at printer initialisation.

The print menu program contains a
sophisticated character generator which
allows the construction of 95 user defined
characters which are then accessible from
VIEW via a highlight option.

Supplied on disc with comprehensive user

manual.

DISCDEX: £15.00 DISC

•Catalogues all your discs quickly and
easily.

•Room to store four thousand titles.

•Quick search and load option,

•Compatible with single or dual drives.

• Extensive print options for catalogue
and disc labels.

• Update and delete options.
•Supplied with stick on labels to number

your discs and a supply of labels

for printing your own disc labels.

DISCDEX is the answer to a disc users
nightmare. How many times have you had to

wade through your discs looking for the file

that you know is there somewhere? Now
with DISCDEX those days are gone,

DISCDEX will catalogue all your discs and
store them in alphabetic order. In addition to

the very useful search and load facility

DISCDEX will also print out a full catalogue
in alphabetic or disc order. Even more useful
is the ability to print disc labels for sticking
on the disc or the jacket.

DISCDEX is only suitable for discs with 31

file names as in the standard ACORN
system. It is not suitable for double density
interfaces.

Send for detailed newsletter.

All prices inclusive of VAT & Carriage—
NO EXTRAS! Please stale 40 or 80 track disc
and state which 0,F.S, you use

Oept AU1
96 Middlewich Rd.,

Northwlch, Ctieshire CW9 7DA.
Tel: 0606 48511

Open 9—5pm Monday— Friday

ONESHOT: £12.00 DISC

• Full feature trace utifity.

• Single step through BASIC program or

halt at user determined interval,

• Print line number prior to execution,

• Obey fixed instructions before executing
aline,

• Trace window allows screen to be seen
whilst tracing execution.

• " Printer only" will force trace output to a

printer allowing full screen disptey,

•Ability to dynamically alter control

of ONESHOT.
•ONESHOT can be configured to run in

any area of memory.

ONESHOT is a 1.25kb machine code
program which gives the user several

powerful aids in debugging BASIC
programs. These Include the ability to

SINGLE STEP through the BASIC code of

the target program, stopping the processing

at specified points and comprehensive trace

functions of the variables used by the target

program.

A very powerful option allows the user to

enter a command string Into function key
and instruct ONESHOT to obey this

command BEFORE each line is executed
e.g. * KEYO PRINT X%! M will print the value
of X% before executing each line. This Is a
very simple example and it is possible to do
much more complex things including

printing the value of a variable only when it

changes or when it reaches a certain value

or falls within a certain range. This option
can also be used to dynamically alter

ONESHOT as it is working. The power of this

option is only limited by the users ingenuity.

In addition to ONESHOT the disc also

contains 3 very useful function key routines.

The first will search for any DEFPROC or

OEFFN and print the line numbers in which

they appear together with the name of the

procedure or function. The second will

search for a specific procedure or function

and print the line numbers containing it.

The third routine will print out every active

variable together with its present value.

ONESHOT is not compatible with double

density interfaces.

.? urii
I NEW I FUN HOUSE: £10.00 DISC

FUN HOUSE is a highly original suite of

educational programs suitable for ages 3 to

13. The program is designed to encourage
children to spell words which relate to

objects found around the home. Animation

and music are used to good effect and some
highly original ideas are incorporated.

Each room exercise is terminated with a
warning item e.g, the lounge finishes with

'FIRE' which goes on to engulf the whole
lounge. Tests with a newly hired 4 year old

resulted in us having to prise him away from

the keyboard after 2 hours. In that time he

had gone from never having used a keyboard

to finding the location of all the keys very

quickly and entering the correct answer.

He had thus started on the path to learning

spelling and familiarised himself with the

keyboard including the use of DELETE to

correct his mistakes. Can you afford not to

give your children the same start?

FUN HOUSE is not compatible with double
density interfaces.

All Disc Software now
available on 3" disc-
add £3 to printed prices





Add forty BASIC commands to your BBC 'B"
or ELECTRON with this versatile new ROM

ADDCOMM
GRAPHICS, LOGO GRAPHICS,
TOOLKIT, GENERAL PURPOSE.

"ADDCOMM is a very useful and versatile piece of fifiiiware and I

would certainly recommend it lo any BASIC programmer, it reduces
the need to buy several ROMs as ii coiuams almost all one could
wish Tot,"

"The thing I like most ahoui ADDCOMM is the tact thai you don't

need fo use those messy O.S. commands, you can enter the commands
just like BASIC slatemenls in a program."

"Marks: 10 out of 10."

'Let's hope other Companies can give us such good vaiue for money!"
Reviewed -VIEWF-AX - TUBEUNK".

"In addition lo the 31 BASIC programniing uiiliiies the ht'ROM
provides some useful enhanced graphics facilities, including circle and
ellipse drawing commands, i-olour fills and commands lo scale and
tniatc your creations."

"The ADDCOMM from Vine Micros is probably the bt-si value for

money out of the toolkits."

"My own prefetente is the ADDCOMM,"
From TOOLKIT review, ACORN USLR, Oct. l')H4

"The combination of a variety of basic loulkii lypc utilities on the
same chip as eviended graphics commands is very useful."

"With the addition of ready to use ROTATE and TRANSIiK:ale
commands BBC graphics become child's play."

Reviewed "MICRO USFiR", OcL 1984,

BBC 'B' 0.9 1.20
(BASIC 1 Of 2)

ELECTRON with
ROM board.

I MWI/np IJr'pPl{.

£28(incl.VAT and Post)
Trade Enquiries Welcomed

O' ••id itamp tor dataH«d Brochun
~~^ VINE MICROS, MARSHBOROUGH.

SANDWICH. KENT.
CT13 OPG

SOFTWARE CLASSICS
proudly announces

MACHINE CODE COMPENDIUM
for the Acorn Electron

13 programming aids, including search and replace, formatters,

clock, variables dump, packing and error routines.

PLUS
13 subroutines to EXEC into your own programs, including list

sorting and handling, precision timing, screen dump and 32-bit

precision arithmetic routines.

26 SUPERB PROGRAMS FOR ONLY £6.95!

••••**

ELECTRON PEEK
A full 6502 disassembler, with options for opcode/mnemonic or
hex/ascii displays. This superb program will also disassemble

'sideways' ROM. Written by Bruce Smith,
GREAT VALUE AT ONLY e5.95!

Send cheque/PO for immediate despatch to:

SOFTWARE CLASSICS
2 Connie St, Openshaw, Manchester M11 2JD.

A J SOFTWARE
for BBC

'The Record Changer'

32K £19.95 Cass. £24.95 Disc.

for indexing, membership lists, directories, inventories,

budgeting, etc, etc.

don't buy a database in the dark-
check the spec!

The Wordsmith' 32K for Centronics 737/739

AND NOW FOR EPSON FX80:

£19.95 Cass. £24.95 Disc.

Options Timetable 32K

£14.95 Cass. £19.95 Disc.

Simple Word Processor 32K

£9,95 Cass. £14.95 Disc.

Picture Maths

£9,95 Cass. £12.95 Disc.

An arithmetic practice program for primary schools.

Character Definer £9.95 Cass.

Enlarge, reduce, etc, etc.

Tape Catalogue £5.95 Cass.

Catalogue all your tapes using this program and never lose

one again

Copy Disc £9.95

Copy disc to tape, tape to disc, M/C, Data or Basic.

ROM Read

£8,95 Cass. £11.95 Disc.

A machine code program to read the contents of any ROM
socket and copy to RAM, tape or disc. Not to be used for

illegal copying.

Machine code Disassembler

£5.95 Cass. £7.96 Disc.

Open Evening Timetable 32K

£14,95 Cass. £19.95 Disc.

Utility Eprom £19.95

for basic programmers

Mitsubishi Disc Drives

Dual 80 Track BOOK £380 + VAT

Single Track Drives

Dual Sided 200K £199 + VAT

Double Density Disc Interface £85 + VAT
The best there is.

Epson Printers

FX80£370 + VAT
RX80£27a + VAT
BBC Epson Cable £15 + VAT

£8.00 Carr

Normende
Not only the cheapest, but the best

Switchable 14" RGB Monitor/Colour TV £250 inc. VAT and

cable, £8,00 carr.

Royalties for quality software

All prices VAT inclusive except where shown

AJ Vision Service Ltd, 43 The Drive
Loughton, Essex 1 G1 1 H B
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FitanATPLROM p
EXTENSION BOARD b

COWBhikCf CommwnlccHer

nrAr»imo/t«r TcrnniC^) \

and have up to 16 SidewaysROMS
N^. >>-^

.-.*4ife:-:/i

• Fully compatible with all sideways ROMs.

• Easy to fit (no soldering)

• Fully buffered against data loss

• Option for 16K sideways RAM

Price

£43.70

inclusive

Cninputer Concepts
Computer Concepts, Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX

Telephone: (0442) 63933
We accept: Barclaycard, Access, Educational Orders, and Official Company orders.



Pl]

JANUARY SALE

ORDERED TODAY- DELIVERED TOMORROW
FREE manual with every printer exptains fully how to interface and
pass control codes from your BBC to Epson compatible printers,

includes muiti mode screen dumps plus much more.

Ex-VAT IncVAT

EPSON RX80
EPSON RX80 F/T
EPSON FX80
EPSON FX100
DOT MATRIX PLUS NEAR-LETTER QUALITY

£185 £212.75

£212 £244.80

£314 £361.10

£425 £488.75

CANON PW1080A £266 £305.90

KAGA/TAXAN £245 £281.75
DAISY WHEEL

JUKI 6100
EPSON DX100

£325 £373.75

£356 £409.40

ACCESSORIES
WORDWISE £32 £36.80
PAPER (2000 Sheets) £12 £13.80
BBC/PRINTER CABLE £10.95 £12.59

COPYALLDISK
• Copies ALL protected disks inc. tape to disk utilities,

• Best on the market
• Copies from original to your blank disk E1D.25 £11.79

Educational, G'ment + O'seas Orders Welcome
Delivery Primers CIO 00, Paper fSOO, Other 80p.

Printerland, Unit 27, Eslats Buildings. Railway St., Huddersfield HDl UP

TEL 0484) 514105 or 687875
Showroom open 9-6 daily, 9-1 Saturday

^""""V

G)--Q PAWS
Each disk holds 1000+ hours of s/w engineermg for a BBC. All

programs encourage experiment and give long-term interest. Delivery

is immediate: prices are inclusive; state 40 or 80tr- C2 off each

program in orders for 2+ . Special volume terms.

* MAYFAIR (Home owner's financial model): £14.95

Predicts growth of your wealth over next 20 years

Tables and graphs answer 'What if questions:

What if I get a new job? buy a bigger car? Install c.h?

What if I increase my mortgage? save gas? retire early?

**Special Gift: Jigsaw Picture Puzzles included on disk**

* JIGSAW PICTURE & WORD PUZZLES (2 programs): £9.95

JSPP takes any mode-2 picture, 3 pictures supplied

JSWP has fun^to-use word-puzzle creator and editor

Random jumbles, 12 levels. Saves partly-done puzzles

* TEXT and PAM (2 programs): £19.95

TEX creates, modifies and animates mode-7 pictures

Transfers pictures to your own program or to PAM.
PAM runs TEX files as a film, slideshow or newsreel

Changes frames at present times using 13 smart wipes

* MUSIC MAESTRO (synth for non-musicians): £14.95

Plays music, chords, arpeggios, 4 octaves, 8 voices

Record/edit/replay. Add rhythm after melody

Designs pleasant or weird sounds for music and fun

Displays envelope pitch and amplitude waveforms

**SpBcial Gift: Jigsaw Picture Puzzles included on disk**

Cheques/PO with order to:

Promotional ArtWork Systems

^ -f 9 Mayo CI, Leeds 8 LS8 2PX. . v^

<^--Qi Large SAE for full details. 0-"CD

I I ii*!^" m Case lo hold one drive

Ribbon cable to conned one drive to BBC Micro

• Power cable to power one drive from BBC Micro

rXt^AC

• Switch on rear of case to select 40 or'80 TPI operation when

using FD55E or F055F £5 EXTRA ^• Fttr case wllhoat (riw sflB ^—
"^T'c^S" ^'^ ^^

"""'""
FD55SE^^I,ic DRIVES

SI-""
cap.<=.<y X^ NjA

heIght

£104
£135
£102
£170

DELIVERY; up to 10 days.

WARRANTY: 90 days.

TERMS :
Slrictly Cheque wiih order

SendloPO Boxl1 Slroud.GIOs UKGL5lJfJ

or phone Through your Hpi^B "^^" i" '

Access or Bafclay Card numbei

TO ORDER CARRIAGE FREE HANDRDDK

AND FDRMATTING DISC INCLUDED JUST

ADDVAT^i' 15% TO ABOVE PRICES.

DIGITAL PERIPHERALS LTD.

BBC COMPATIBLE
FLOPPY DISC SYSTEMS
AND DRIVES

CASE to hold two drives (complete with

blanking panel for use should only one drive

be installed).

' Ribbon cable to connect two drives to

B.B.C. Micro.

» Integra! power supply for two drives

• Switch on rear of case lo select 40 or 80 TPI

operation when using FD55E or FD55F. E5 EXTRA

THIS CASE CONTAINS ALL HARDWARE NECESSARY FOR TWO DRIVES.

JUST SELECT ONE OR TWO DRIVES FROM THOSE SHOWN.
IF YOU SELECT JUST ONE NOW, THE SECOND CAN JUST PLUG IN LATER.

• FOR CASE WITHOUT DRIVE SEE BELOW.

PRINTER AND
PLOTTER -IVICP 40
• 4 colours

• Standard Centronics interface

BARGAIN OFFER ON DRIVE CASES ONLY

{Nd cables or PSllj

Single case C5

Oouble case CIO
Blanking panel CI

Rodney House, Church Street. Slroud. Glos. U.K. GL5 UN
Tel (04536)71387 Telex 43551 Gri/tia Company
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Scrvfce

CANON P\A/-10S0A
NEAR LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
NLQ Mode 23 x 1 8 Matrix: 27 cps
Draft Mode 11x9 Matrix: 1 60 cps
Full range of Epson FX 80 Print Codes
Friction 8t Tractor Feed
Centronics Interface Standard
CANON PW-1156A Available

(Accepts 15" Paper]

CANON PW-1080A £278.26 + VAT =£320.00
CANON PW-1156A £360.00 + VAT =£414.00
See below for Printerpack prices

o

o

C.J.E. Micro's BBC Prinferpacks

For Star, Canon & Juki Printers Include:
1. The Printer

2. Delivery by Securicor
3. Cable to the BBC 1 .3 Metres
4. Screen Dump Program (M/C Source)
5. Text Dump Program
6- Function Key set up Program. For use with WORDWISE
7.Function Key Label Printing Program. For use with above,
8. VIEW Printer Driver

9. 100 Sheets oi Paper
10. Mains Plug with 3 Amp Fuse
1 1

.

Booklet giving details of using the printer with a BBC.
12. Character Defining Program for Downloadable-character-set

CANON PW-1 080A C.J.E. PRINTER PACK £345 Inc. VAT
CANON PW-1 156A C.J.E. PRINTER PACK £439 Inc. VAT
JUKI 6100 CJE PRINTER PACK £400 Inc. VAT
GEMINI 10X CJE PRINTER PACK £255 Inc. VAT

JUKI 6100
One Year Wafranty
20 CPS; BiDirectional & Logic Seeking
10, 12, 15 & Proporlional Spocing
Wordstar Compatible
2K Buffer: 13 Inch Platen
Underline: Backspace + Lois more
Centronics Interface Standard
RS 232 Interlace £54,00 + VAT Extra
Tractor Feed £99,00 + VAT Extra
Single Sr>eet Feeder £238.00 + VAT Extra

JUKI 6100 £330,43 + VAT =£380.00

See left for Printerpack prices

o

Special RS 232 Printer Bargain
STAR DP8480 (8 Printing) £187,00 Inc VAT

Ideal for BBC/Newbrain/HX20 & Spectrum Int, 1

Ptione for full specification

STAR GEMINI
10X

One Year Warranty
True Descenders 9x9 Matrix

120 CPS Bidirectional & Logic Seeking
40. 48, 68. 80. 96, 136 cpl

Italics. Emphasized, Double strike

Super & Sub Scripts

Downloadable Character Set

Hi-Resolution & Block Graphics
Friction or Tractor Feed
10 X 10 Carriage, 15 x 15" Carriage
See above for Printerpack prices

Centronics Interface Standard
RS232 Int, £52.00 + VAT Extra

GEMINI 10X £235.00 Inc. VAT

STAR DELTA 10
spec.ASFORIOXPLUS:-

160CPS:8K BUFFER

CENTRONICS + RS232 INT'SSTD

£311.30 + VAT =£358.00 o
WE ARE A FULLY RECOGNISED ACORN DEALER

PRINTAO
Powerful UTILITY for BBC word Capability for proportional
processors. spacing with right-hand
Mail Merging, justification on Juki 6100
Easy entry of printer control 40 or 80 track £16 00

EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
VAT INCLUDED WHERE APPLICABLE

PHONE/CREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME
Postage 50p per order or as stated

Next day Delivery for Printers/Disk Drives £8,00

FULL RANGE OF CONNECTORS & CABLES AVAILABLE
ON REQUEST

codes. Send or ring for details.

o

RING FOR SAMPLE PRINTOUT,

FULL SPECIFICATIONS

& LATEST PRICES
Dept AU, 78 Brighton Road. Worthing
W. Sussex BN1 1 2EN (0903) 213900

o



BASIC
COMPILER
Turns your basic programs into

really fast machine code. The compiler

is very easy to use, and comes
complete with full instructions.

For the BBC model B, or Model A
with 32 k.

Cassette
Disk
(40 OR 80 TRACK)

£17.95
£19.95

Cheque/P.O. or SAE for details to

ACK Data
21 Salcombe Drive, Redhill,

Nottingham, NG5 8JF
Tel. (0602)262498

e::::: programming
MIWIathematical NEW- EMS-BEEBGRAPH"Q NEW- 'NAVIGATION-AID-
Ocientific STILL AVAILABLE - METRICATOR

PROBLEMS WITH METRIC OR SI UNITS?

TheMETRICATORsuiteof programs to( the BBC- Band ELECTRON may
be youi answer. Can convert ANY unit into ANY othef compatible unit eg.

KM/LITRE into MILES/GAL or BTU/H0UR/FT2 into J0ULtS/SEC/M2
"SI" may be specified and the correct SI equivalent aulomaiically calcu-

lated. Saves hours of work. 15 UNIQUE routines designed for EASY
Insertion mto YOUR program give instant access to many thousands of

combinations of units,

NEED TO ANALYSE AND PLOT EQUATIONS?
EMS-BEEBGRAPH will solve-it. EMS-BEEBGRAPH finds ALL real sol-

utions of equations; finds max/min, turning points, areas, volumes, differ-

eniisls and other properties. The function may be plotted complete with
scaled axes making for easy to produce clear illustrations. Ideal for pres-

entations and as a teaching aid.

LEARNING NAVIGATION?
LIGHTS AND BOUYS RECOGNITION

NAVREC helps you learn the navigation lights of sea going vessels, the
shapes of bouys seen around our coast, signal code flags and morse code
(using signals through the BEEB's loudspeaker) Altogether eight menu
driven programs giving full graphic illustrations including actual simu-
lated view/s of ship's lights from different directions at night Question and
answer tests included. This suite is great value for money and would
please any nautical man,
NEED ANYTHING? Contact usi We will have it or will find it. WANTED!
more programs of any sort provided ihey are useful, of a high standard
and your own. Send yours to us for evaluation (tape, disc or sample run
with instructions)

Prices (Incp&p)

METRICATOR Tape version €6-95, 40 track disc £9.95
Instruction manual and program listing only £3 75
EMS-BEEBGRAPH TAPE £7 95 40 track disc £9.95
NAVREC 40-track disc only £9.95

Remittance to;- "EMS Programming". 134 Buckswood Drive. Crawley.
Sussex, RH1 1 8JG Or send SAE for more details.

EPROM PROGRAMMER
FOR THE BBC

A very high quality product direct from

the manufacturers, contained in attrac-

tive sloping box with low insertion lorce

socket and neon indicator tor program-

ming filled as standard, the software

adopts the high efticiency method for

programming 2764 and 27128. This

allows up to 100% faster programming,

software in machine code, supplied on

cassette and can be placed in eprom. Very

easy to use. menu driven with easy to use

instructions. This unit is completely self

contained with its own power supply and
plugs into the user port.

THIS PROFESSIONAL UNIT ALLOWS:

1. Will program: 2716. 2732. 2532. 2764 and 27128 sproms.

2. Copy eprom into memory and compute checksum.

3. Blank check eprom.

4. Program eprom from memory.

5. Verify byle by byle and compute checksum.

6. allow buffer start area to be changed.

7. All operating system calls may be used when in menu mode.

8. Semi-intelligent programming. Typical time lo program a 2764 8k device is approx.

50 sec. depending on the data to be programmed.

9. Additional software supplied to enable your own program (basic or machine code) to

be put into eprom with the necessary leader information to allow calling with a

"command. Downshift routine to enable basic programs to be run is also supplied.

COST £46.50 please add 1 5% VAT £1 .00 post and packing
ALSO AVAILABLE RAM/ROM CARD

ORDERS TO: (Oeiails on Request)

H.C.R. ELECTRONICS, Industrial Unit

Parker Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 OES

24 Hour Answer Phone Service:

Chelmsford (0245) 350188

Sdiomond/oft
A better way of computing

£27.50
+ VAT

per module

Business Software of the BBC microcomputer

The complete disc based package:

• Sales / Purchase / Nominal Ledgers

• Cashbook • VAT Accounting

• Full double entry system
• Trial Balance • Age Analyses

• Built in Database subsystem
• Fully supported

Requires the Control Module to operate which
includes documentation, system and data discs

on either 40 or 80 track and Database system.

Send for full details to:-

Diamondsoft Ltd., FREEPOST,
Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire SK8 5YB Tel: 061 -485 8705
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HIGH RESOUmONmaCOMES
HIGHUrRECOMMBOEDt

"There is no doubt that theJVC range ofECM
' colour monitors is excellent value for money . .

.

there is no loss in quality ofpicture after long
periods . . . and remember, as more and more
resolution is available with new micros, the need
for a better display will be that much greater."

Higli recommcndaiion indeed from Personal

Computer Nc\\s. Meanwhile Acorn I Iser .said:

"It seems that all 'normal* and 'medium*
resolution monitors, including the Sanyo, are
simply inadequate to deal with the Beeb's graphics
and text output . . . TheJVC was excellent, giving
clear, legible results . . . Was theJVC better than the

Microvitec?* Would I buy one? Yes to both
questions."

Our RGB high resolution colour monitor ( 580 X
470 pixels) sells for £249.95 ( including VAT) - that's a

saving t)foverX100 compared with other leading monitors

of similar specifications.

The unit has a 14" screen and is suitable for the

BBC Micro, Electron, Sinclair QL, Lynx, Oric, Apple, IBM
and most other leading micros.

And naturally there "s a year's full guarantee.

Ifyou order your monitor by post, you'll receive it

within ten days by courier service.

Simply post the coupon below to; Opus Supplies Ltd.,

158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 GEE. Or telephone
01-701 8668 quoting your credit card number. Or, of course,

you can buy at ourshowroom between 9-00-5.30pm,
Monday to Friday.

'Mitroviicc Cull 14" monilor

I To: Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE. '

Plc:i.sc.scnd mc:

High Resolution Colour Monitor(s) at

i249.95(inc,VAT)

Medium Resoiuiion Colour Monitor(,s) at

£22L95(inc.VAT)

STOP PRESS:
PRICE INaUDES VAT, LEADSAND CARRIAGE.

THIS IS THE LOWEST PRICEON THE MARKET,
FOR irS PERFORMANCE.

I cncl( )sc a cheq ue for £

account with the amount oi'^.

(plea.se tick) no. i.s

. Or plea.se debit my credit card

My Access/Barciaycard

, iMease state the name of your computer-

Name

Addrcss-

I^ostcode

Telephone.

L
OpusMi|iplifsl.Kl.

AC_4J



SOURCE LIBRARY MANAGER (SLM)
and

TEXT LIBRARY MANAGER (TLM)
ROM based software for DISK owners

on the BBC MICRO.
** Features include ***

* Stores and retrieves any amount of BASIC and/or ASSEMBLER
source code, wordprocessing files, M/C routines, data files, etc up
to the full capacity of each disk (100k or 200k).

* Creates a library of up to 399 "members" per 80 track, or 199
"members" per 40 track disk.

* Uses 8 character names and a 20 character description for each
"member".

* Allows up ro 99 versions of the same "member" to be retained in
the library.

* Will simply and easily "construct" programs developed in a
modular fashion.

* Stores fully documented source code which can be "stripped"
when required for execution.

* Fully menu-driven (ie no messy command syntax).

* Incorporates a full set of library management functions (to main-
tain, compress, etc).

* Many other professional features.

* Supphed on two ROM chips for a price normally associated with a
single chip software.

* Includes comprehensive User Guide and fitting instructions.

ACORN USER said: Source Library Manager works verv well and,
being ROM-based, il lakes up no user RAM. The disc capacity, in terms
of the number of members that can be held, is a great improvement on the
31 files allowed by the DPS.

*** FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH 6502 SECOND
PROCESSOR *••

Ideal for beginners and experienced users alike.

PRICE £36 (inc p&p) or large SAE for Factsheet to:

GUARDIAN SOFTWARE
21 Harvey Road, Walton-on-Thames,

Surrey KT12 2PZ

r
A^mr 3

^\

An Educalianal Program without doubt!

ARTIST 3 shows off the BBC Model B at its colourful best:-

COLOUR SKETCHING using lines, cirdes, triangles or yoijr

own shopes

A choice ol STARTER PANELS gives you exciting scenes and
backgrounds to build on,

fieadv-nnade IMAGES are available to speed and simplify

picture building.

Then you con odd LABELS using text and numbers to enhonce
ihe end result.

ARTIST 3 is easy-to-use and will provide hours of creative

fun for a very wide oge-group.

li you use your imagination you will never run ouf of ways
to use ARTIST 3.

Cassette price £12.95 (Includes p&p Allow up to

21 doys delivery!

Cheques to:- VISUAL LEARNING LIMITED, 4 REDDINGS
WELWYN GARDEN CITY, HERTS. AL8 7LA

^visual learning limited

V J l.'Gddings hert;; AL8 7LA J

A LOW COST DISC BASED

PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTING PROGRAM

For The BBC Computer

Micro-Trader
"

INTEGRATED SALES PURCHASE AND NOMINAL LEDGERS

Designed tor business use by a business man, " Micro-Trader 'is a fully

integrated program in wtiich all Sales and Purctiase Ledger Transactions

are aulomaticaHy updated to ilie Nominal Ledger

" r/icro- Trader " offers lull Sales and Purchasp Ledger facililles including

SALES INVOICE and STATEMENT PRINTING with a caoacrty of 450
accounts and 3000 Iransaclions per mpnlti in eacfi Ledger

Normal Income, Expenditure, Assets, Liabilities 4 Journal Posting in the

Nominal Ledger witti full Reqorting tor indiuidual accounts, Audit Trail, Trial

Balance, Protit & Loss and Balance Sheet.

Micro-Trader " is certified by Customs and

Excise tor V.A.T. extraclion,

A V,A.T. Return produced m 2 minutes i '
I

'

STOCK CONTROL and MAILMERGE
crograms can be added

PHONE TODAY FOR A FREE FACT SHEET

mEADOW COmPUTERS
HEBREWS (WEADOW, LOWER EVINGAR ROAD, WHITCHURCH, HANTS.

Telephone: Whitchurch (025682) 2008

MICRO

FAST REPAIRS FOR THE
BBC MICRO BY

THE ACORN
APPROVED

SERVICE CENTRE
191 FRESTONROAD
LONDON W10 6TH
PHONE: 01 968 9214

SPEEDY REPAIRS ON CUMANA/ACORN
DISC DRIVES & MICROVITEC MONITORS

ALL REPAIRS FULLY GUARANTEED

EXTENDED WARRANTIES AVAILABLE
ON ALL YOUR EQUIPMENT

ANY UPGRADE OR MODIFICATION
CARRIED OUT BY EXPERIENCED
ENGINEERS
BBC COMPATIBLE CUMANA DISC DRIVE
DEALERS

AUTHORISED ECONET SYSTEM
INSTALLERS AND SUPPLIERS

VARIOUS ACORN PERIPHERALS ALSO
AVAILABLE FROM MICROFIX

RING 01-968 9214 AND ASK FOR
MARK DUFFILL OR DEREK MULLINGS
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We've been Inundated with Free Ads— more than twice as many as we can

carry. This has led to delays in publication and disappointment for readers. The

Free Ads are carried in the magazine as space permits, so please allow up to

three months for yours to appear.

Acorn User has been alerted

to the abuse of the free ad
service and, regrettably, can
no longer accept entries sell-

ing or swapping software.

TELETEXT adaptor, 7 months old.

in perfect condition, including last

seven months free lelesoftware

on tape. E165, Tel: (0253) 54926.

DISK drive tor sale. Double sided,

40 track, unused, supplied with

technical manual- £95 plus car-

riage. Tel: 0978842156,

ACORN Atom, fp ROM, VIA, PSU,
all leads and manuals, original

packing. Hardly used, E44, With

Philips cassette recorder, Z49.

Details 01-251 1199 (day) or 01-

977 4352 (evenings and week-
ends).

BUSINESS system. BBC B. Torch

Z80, monitor, daisy-wheel printer,

software, games, educational,

business, includes word pro-

cessor, invoicing, statements, etc,

BBC Basic, lots more. 6 months
old. Cost over £2,700, accept

E1800, Evenings. Southport 25469.

ATARI 400 with basic cartridge,

tape recorder, lots of good games
and books and free Atari games
computer with 10 cartridges, joy-

sticks and paddles. Give away
price of £150- Phone: Ruislip

72280,

UDM double density disk interface

for sale. Two months old. hardly

used. Complete with manual.
Original price £95+. selling for

£80. Phone (0256) 57643.

PRISM acoustic modem with

cables and software for BBC. Stil!

boxed, £30 or swap for View.

Edword. Wordwise or offers. Tel:

Richard, 0472 751444.

TEAC 55F disc drive, double

sided. 40/80 track. 400k. still guar-

anteed. £175 ono. Tel: 0532
732113.

ATARI VCS. boxed, as new. Com-
plete with joysticks, paddles and

two games. £30 ono, Portsmouth

area. Tel; Havant 479346 after 4pm.

ACORN Z80 processor, software

plus dual 40/80 drive with power
supply, All as new. Will separate.

£650 ono. Tel: 0736 87500.

BUZZ80X modem for sale. 300

baud originate/answer modes.
Ideal for bulletin board use. Com-
plete with PSU and lead for BBC
plus Pace Commstar terminal

emulator, £80 ono. Phone: Ivlark,

01-722 9827,

ORIC-1 481c complete with leads,

manuals and assorted cassettes

-

£50. Also Mattel Intellvision

system -offers, Denham (0895)

832147-

DISC drive, LVL dual 40 track, uti-

lities disc, manual, £320 ono,

Seikosha GP100A printer £140

ono (both £430). Tel: St. Cross 247

after 5pm.
WANTED BBC model B with DFS,
Will consider without DFS if price

is right. Phone: [Pontypridd)

404405 after 4,30pm, (0443).

ACORN ATOM plus colour board,

2 PSU. all leads. 2 books, lots of

programs - ideal Christmas

present. Offers? Please phone
Westerham 64060 after 6pm.

WANTED BBC B, cassette

recorder, joysticks, software,

must be perfect condition. Tel: 096
62 2802,

STACK light pen, 1 month old,

used once, £15, Will send by post.

Ring: Guy (0978) 353012 (Wrex-

ham), evenings only please,

ACORN ATOM-fully expanded
including interfaces. Toolkit fitted,

r^anual. books, notes, programs
& tapes etc, all for £99 ono. Phone
Roger on 0773 712119 (near Nott-

ingham),

ACOUSTIC modem for sale. Orig-

inal Micronet modem with tape/

discs software, leads and manual.

Now have Acorn modem. Offers

around £25. Tel: 0202-885166
[Bournemouth).
WANTED: Z80 or 6502 2nd pro-

cessor. Epson FX80 printer or

BBC ROM programs plus

manuals or Acornsott business
software (disk). Contact K. Lee,

Bowland College, University of

Lancaster. Bailrigg, Lanes
LAI 4YT.

ACORN USER magazines wanted.

From July 82 to June 83-especi-
allyJuly82, February, March and
April 83- Must be in very good
condition. Tel: Hull (0482) 48900,

FIRST BYTE joystick interface

with joystick for only £30. Genuine
reason for sale, tor the Acorn
Electron, excellent condition,

nearly new. Phone: Maidstone

(0622) 26263 and ask for Mark
after 5pm.
LVL dual 100k disc drive, dust

cover, manuals, in excellent con-

dition with over £1000 of quality

BBC software on disc. Offers to

Canterbury (0227) 58529.

BBC B boxed, all leads, recently

serviced, manual, range of soft-

ware, £300. Cory, Reigate 47855,

32K PET computer tor sale. 9 inch

screen, large keyboard. Includes

lots of programs and Arrow chip.

Ideal lor small business or the

home, in VGC. £250, Contact

Andrew after 5pm on 01-607-1024.

HARRIER joystick for sale. As new
(still in box), unwanted gift. Sell

for half price -E5, No interlace

required. Contact: Simon Barclay.

Telephone Hull (0482) 51955 after

6pm,
SIR ROM board, good condition.

Cost £51, will accept £35. Phone
(0904) 797721 or write P. S.

Horner. 10 Carrington Avenue.
York.

DISC drive. Teac FD55B (200k), 40

track d/sided including cables etc,

as new, £140. Also Microwriter

Quinkey keyboard. £40, Phone
0438 726430 evenings or week-
ends,

MONITOR colour, RGB input, suit-

able for most micros; uncased but

in working order. £110, Phone
Chesham (0494) 783271.

ACORN Atom, 12k RAM, 12k ROM,
FP ROM and printer interface

fitted. Upgraded PSU + leads,

manuals, E80 of software, VGC,
£80 ono, Medway 45878 between
6-8pm-
BBC B computer complete with

data recorder, joysticks, dust

cover, 20 magazines, 7 manuals,

25 games. Everything in excellent

condition, £400, Contact 156 Hare-

hills Lane, Leeds LS8, 493041.

LVL DD DOS including manual
and formatting disk version 0,91f,

Cost new £116.60, sell for £60 ono,

Tel: Loughborough 502346 and
ask for Geoff,

WANTED BBC model B between
£200 and £300, Additional hard-

ware considered. Telephone
Ruislip 36827,

WATFORD 13 ROM expansion
board for sale. Two months old,

genuine reason - need battery

backed up RAM. Tel; Weybridge
41011 after 6pm. Will deliver

within 10 mile radius, might even
fit. E20ono.
WANTED Olivetti FD501 drive for

Atom disk pack. Other types con-
sidered. Working or not. Contact

M R Luck, Nav Systems Bay, RAF
Coningsby, Lincoln.

BBC B DFS, dual 200k drive, hi-

res monitor, Disc Doctor. Print

Master, Wordwise. 9 months old

+ over £600 software (games and
busmess) + books, dust cover,

disc box. All for £680 ono, Mr, To,

London 987-3407 after 5pm,
ACORN Electron + 10 games
Very good condition £175 ono,

Tel: 0429 60384 after 6pm. ask for

Simon, (I am buying a BBC!),

GP100A printer. Lead for BBC,
perfect working order, complete
with dust cover, new ribbon,

manual and 600 sheets of paper,

in box, £150. Tel: Brendan,

Medway (0634) 51813 after 6pm,
CANON 100k disc drive/cables
£90, Acorn 0.9DFS/interface £65,

both £150. Watford expansion
board (soldering completed) £20,

Tel: 01-952 2333 ext 187 (office).

Alec, 9 Station Gardens. London
W4.
WANTED contact in Britain with

view to exchange information and
programs tor Acorn Electron,

Write to Ronald Stewart, Box 23.

Winchester, South Canterbury,

New Zealand.
FOR SALE BBC B. 1,2 OS, joy-

sticks, data recorder, dust cover.

Must sell quick, all for £200,

Phone Garston (Herts) 678518.

DISC drives, Teac dual 150k with

lead, Tel: Oxford 240711.

FREE PERSONAL AD SERVICE
Sell your old hardware or pass on information. Fill in the form below to a maximum of 32
words (one in each box) and send it to Acorn User Free Ads, 68 Long Acre, London WC2E
0«IH. Use capital letters, and remember your name, address or telephone number. Without

this full information, supplied on a separate sheet of paper, we regret that we cannot carry

your Free Ad. This is a service to readers - no companies please. One entry per form only, and
we cannot guarantee any issue.

1

I

I

I

I

c|o
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Draw with the BBC micro
and show the true potential of your machine
Fill shapes in one of 23 colours (Mode I)

Draw points, lines, rectangles ellipses and circles

Smooth curves
Wire frame diagrams
Hidden line removal
Draw in perspective
Measure scaled distances
Ekta sketch lines, Half tone facility

Mirror images
Repeat images, SS, enlarged, reduced, stretched
Actual colour displayed
Store up to 10 ellipses or circles in memory
Redraw any one of these at cursor position
Change any actual colour for one of 8 others
Clear screen, load screen, save screen
Print characters or numbers at any pixel point
Error messages for incorrect input
Fully comprehensive manual

\

designs

This programme has been purpose designed by professional Graphic Designers
for simplicity and ease of use, and is undoubtedly the most versatile drawing
programme on the market at this time. There is no need to input any numerical
data, as all judgements are made visually. The BBC Micro is the finest drawing
machine in its price range. Find out what it can do.

The A. B, Designs drawing programme costs only £36 for over 70 (unctions (model B). New AB2 Program, available on disc (price E61) and cassette
(price E51). When ordering send Cheque/PC and VAT al 15%. Please include phone no. with all correspondence. For further information send
SAE and phone no, to A. B, Designs, 81 Sutton Common Road, Sutton. Surrey. 01 .644 6643 (closed all day Thursday).

AT LAST! QUALITY DRIVES AT REALISTIC PRICES

Slimline 5i"
1 00k & 400k Disc Drives £<

Precision mechanism - very quiet operation
Low power consumption 2.5 watts - fast data access
6ms step rate

Swing lever gate action

Automatic centering - automatic eject

Professionally cased in metal sleeve finished
in BBC cream
Complete with data and power cables,

formatting disc and
manual _..-

£97.00 excl. 100k
£1 24.00 excl. 400k

Post to: Legend, 50 St Mary's Street, Ely, Cambs. CB7 4EY
Please send me (Qty) 1 00k Disc Drive(s) @ £1 1 4.00 each inclusive of VAT and carriage

and/or (Qty) 400k Disc Drive{s) @ £1 45.00 each inclusive of VAT and carriage

I enclose cheque/P.O. made payable to Legend for value of £ y

EEEEEEEE Jtt^mADDRESS
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SMALLADS

Cumana dual drive for sale.

2 X 200k PSU in box with

manual, £275, Owner upgrad-

ing, 01-286 7098 evenings.

Printer - Olivetti Inkjet - as
new. £175. Also cassettes -

Forth. Franklins Tomb, Creative

Graphics. The Hobbit. C5 each,

C Wedge, 63 Horehal! Ave,.

Folkestone, KentCT19 4EF,

BBC/Electron databases
vi^ritten to your requirements,

only C19,95. For details tel:

Bytes & Pieces, 0282 33430.

Top Team (BBC B): Full

match commentary, choice of

team and tactics, group tables.

extra time, penalties, signature

tune, £5,95 {add CI for disk).

Universal Softw/are, "Tangle
Wood". West Walberton Lane,

Nr Arundel, W, Sussex. Tel:

Eastergate 3722,

Cipher generator. En/deci-

pher in Vigenere, Autokey,

Playfair for secure communi-
cations. Educational. Cassette
£5. C. Higenbottam, 15 Laurel

Close, North Warnborough,
Basingstoke, Hants RG25 1BH.

Home accounting: savings,

current, capital, revenue, stand-

ing orders, budgetting, search.

Up to 5000 records: Instant

financial position. Disc £10.25.

Vicdata Software, 30 Repton
Way, Rickmansworth, WD3
3PW.

Disk analyser: will analyse

any current disk for Acorn com-
patible DFS systems, £5. See
also previous issues! R-Soft, 22

Marriotts Close, Felmersham.
Beds, MK43 7HD. 0234-781730,

Keep children occupied.

Geography (Europe, England
and Wales, counties) and infant

counting. School tested. Just £6,

(Beeb/Elect.), Disk/Tape, M P
Chapman, 8 Weir Rd, Rochdale
0L16 3UX. Tel (0706) 524228.

Copycat 2.0 disc to disc back-

up utility. Copies every known
disc. Specify 40 or 80 track.

£8.95. Integral Software, 11

Grove Park, Bangor, Co Down,
N Ireland BT20 5QG, (0247)

463603,

View utilities- (A2-1 + Basic

2), auto-display every file's

comment line - auto-load file/

printer - disc £8. Driver S/C TP1
£7 or both £12. SAE details. D.

C. Andrews, 28 Brunswick
Drive. Harrogate HG1 2QW.
(Specify 80/40).

BBC users! Pine computer
tidy for BBC micro now avail-

able, from £11 for basic unit.

Send SAE to Woodtech, 10 Dan-
y-Coed, Blackmill, Mid-Glam,
Wales,

Oust covers made to

measure for printers, drives,

keyboards £4,50, VDU £5.50 incl.

pSp, Olive or navy, top quality

polyurethane fabric. Measure-
ments to Sue Smith, S&C Tex-

tiles, 4 Brookside, Diseworth,

Derby, (0332) 810099,

EPROMers toolbox 'ROM-
wnler' compiles initialisation

'Help, 'Command, prefix code,

like commercial ROMs, + 'RFS
formatter 4' monitor, 'disas-

sembler', £5.50, or details SAE
to D. Lister, 37 Powicke Drive,

Romiley,SK6 3EG,

Wanted Atom, any condition,

please state price and con-
dition. Can undertake repairs

and/or modifications to your

Atom. Nigel Tubb, Tel: (even-

ings) 0293-513354. Crawley.

Enhance your chess pro-

gram. Run 'Opening Knight'

before you start. Contains over

2200 lines, average 12 moves
deep. £3.50 (BBC). B. Hill, Haw-
thorn Bank, Scott's Place, Sel-

kirk TD74DP,

8 inch discs can be used on
your BBC, with 5,25, ROM
£46.45, SAE for details. Vogan
Products, Whitehouse, 21 Grove
Road. Hazlemere, Bucks HP15
7QY.

Tele-Edit. Create/edit mode 7

screen, teletext pages, simply

and quickly, BBC B 1,2 com-
plete package, keystrip, com-
prehensive instructions, £7.95.

R, & J. K, Lund, 92 Stanford

Road, Norbury, London SW16
4QA,

How-ls-Thal! Fascinating

non-graphics cricket simulation

for BBC micro. Test match ver-

sion: cassette £8.95, Noel Lamb,
3 Picktree Lodge, Chester-fe-

Street DH3 4DH.

Juki 6100 daisywheel
printers. New/guaranteed, £359
including VAT, Free delivery in

UK. Also disc drives from £95
delivered. Woking (04862)

62020, anytime.

Hackers! Ltst the unlisted. A
guide for the novice in tracing

unlisted computer phone
numbers. £3.50, Andersons, 56
Waterloo Road, Freemantle,
Southampton,

Insure your discs against

damage and wear. Use Twin' to

make a safety backup of your
favourite program, £8, J, E, Con-
nett. Dene Croft, Westcott

Street, Westcott, Dorking,

Surrey RH4 3NY,

Disk Duplicator II will backup
disks, including dual format

types like itself, on Acorn or

Watford 1.3 DFS, £8,95, H.

Spurr, 13 The Avenue, Trimley
St fvlary, Ipswich IP10 OTT. Giro

52 004 6005.

How-To. An essential collec-

tion ol S/W plus instructions for

frustrated new disk owners. £5.

Many satisfied users. R-Soft. 22

Marriotts Close. Felmersham,
Beds MK43 7HD. 0234^781730.

Create your own keyword
index to magazines. This disc-

based program can handle over
6000 references and 1200-1500

keywords or phrases. Print

option included. £11,95 or sae
for further details. R. Grubb, 7

Falstone Ave. Newark NG24
1SH,

DiscoSoft - rapidly growing
software house needs exper-

ienced machine code program-
mers for games, adventures,

business etc. Good royalties

paid and programming aids

may be provided. Write for in-

formation to: DiscoSoft, 7

Stockghyll Court, Ambleside,
Cumbria, LA22 OQX or send
program for free assessment
with no obligations,

Why not make your comput-
ing pay? AJS wants your orig-

inal programs for the BBC now!
50% royalties paid on all pub-
lished programs. Send pro-

grams on 40tk disc or cassette

inc sae to AJS, 13 Wishaw
Close, Collingwood Chase,
Cramlington NE23 6JF,

We must remind advertisers

that we cannot carry adver-

tisements which incite readers

to break the protection and
therefore copyright of com-
mercial software.

'Nutcrackers': Tape 2 Tape
+ Tape 2 Disc + Disc 2 Disc +
Disc 2 Tape: £5. Rompull -I-

Tapedump: £5. Super disc

menu: £5, ROM-filing system
generator: £5, R-Soft, 22 Mar-
riotts Close, Felmersham MK43
7HD, Beds, 0234-781730.

Dysan floppy discs, 5^", All

inclusive prices, no extras.

Price per 10: SS/SD £22, 48TP1
DS/DD £33,50, 96TP1 DSDD
£39,90, Post cheques etc with

orders to: Magnetic Media, 50

Ridge Avenue, Letchworth.

Herts.

ZX Printer for BBC B or

Dragon. Interface, turns a ZX81
+ ZX Prmter into a Centronics

protocol printer. Interface, lead,

and ZX software. £29. Please
stale model. Sutcliffe Elec-

tronics, 15 West St., Hothfield,

Ashford, Kent.

Joysticks - top quality at

amazing low price. Only £10.95

a pair. Easier to handle and
faster than others costing twice

as much, Cheque/PO to Peri-

tron, 21 Woodhouse Road,
London N12 9EN,

"How-To" move software

from tape to disc. Utilities +
extensive text, hints, tools.

Recommended to frustrated

disk-owners! £5. R-Soft, 22 Mar-
riotts Close, Felmersham, Beds
MK43 7HD. 0234-781730,

Music, Direct lype-a-tune

program for Electron. Includes

'tunes for typing'. Based on
Janko layout - approved by
Franz Liszt. £1 post free from
Qwertonic Press, 71 Elmfield

Avenue, Teddington. fvliddx.

TW11 8BX.

I
£10 SMALL AD SERVICE

I
Please include your cheque for CIO made payable to Redwood Publishing. This is

I the standard fee. Don't forget your name, address or phone number. Send cheque |
- plus form to Acorn User Small Ads, 68 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JH.

' ' ' ^
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Now second processor

compatible - over twice

as fast across the Tube*^

and enhancements.

Now second processor

compatible.

Dea/er Enquiries Welcome

The compieie program devetopment package for assembly language programmefs. ADE is the de
facto industry standard for professional software writers using the BBC microcomputer, The 16k
ROM contains a full 6502 MACRO assembler a dynamic text editor a front panel debugging
monitor and disassembler. ADE comes complete with a 160 page comprehensive reference

manual and a utility/ macro library disc. ADE can also be used with tape based machines.

The ASSEMBLER features macros with library facilities; nestable conditional assembly; flexible

listing options (with or without macro expansion); hex. decimal, binary and ASCII data formats;

dummy section; full range of arithmetic and logical operators; symbol table sort and dump; file

chaining and 29 powerful pseudo ops. Source and object files are kept on disc so there is no limit

on program size or location.

The EDITOR is designed with the programmer in mind for writing both programs and
documentation. The editor includes a very powerful command language (including macros) that

enables much editing to be done on a semi-automatic basis. It features full screen editing and
deferred edit modes; no limit to document size; edit with backup facilities and a versatile text

formatter.

The DEBUGGER isinstantly accessible for inspecting, modifying and disassemblmg machine code
programs. Features include full 64 byte display in hex. ASCII and disassembled format; registers;

stack,- single step; breakpoints; memory search and much more.

Price £60 inc vat Please specify 40 or 80T utility disc.

ASM provides all the superb features of the ADE macro assembler on Its own ROM.

The program source file may be written using any editor (even Wordwise orVievwi). Complete with
reference manual and utility/macro library disc. Use the assembler that professional software
writers use.

Price £35 irtc vat. Please specify 40 or SOT utility disc.

SPY2 is a combined front panel debusging monitor and disassembler with extensive disc
utilities all on one ROM. SPY2 Is instantly accessible to the programmer for inspecting,
modifying, debugging and disassemblmg machine code programs. SPY2 also features a

relocator and program trace facilities. SPY2 will access any ROM either in the sideways ROM
sockets or on an extension board. ROM memory may be displayed, single-stepped through or
disassembled.

SPY2 includes a set of powerful disc recoverv commands for interrogating, editing and retrieving

data stored on a floppy disc, SPY2 also includes a disc formatteras well as anon- destructive single

track reformatter

In all SPY2 has a comprehensive set of 23 utility commands. These are supported by an excellent

Reference Manual.

The SPY2 front panel encompasses all the superb, easy-to-use facilities of the renowned SPY
debugging monitor PLUS additional commands for toggling and finding breakpoints; relocating

machine code programs; single stepping through subroutines in one go and facilities for accessing
the front panel from programs in RAM or ROM with breakpoints, OSBYTE or CTR-F.

SPY2 features a versatile disassembler with hex dump, full and intelligent disassembly. This
identifies data areas in the program; these being displayed as a hex/ASCII dump. Operating system
calls are labelled creating very readable code. The powerful trace facilities enable program
instructions and register contents to be traced to printer whilst the program is running.

Indispensable for graphics programs as they can be stepped through whilst observing the effects

on the screen.

SPY2 features a disc sector editor displaying the contents of a whole sector; disc search facilities

for finding byte patterns or strings and free disc space. Files may be recovered by creating a

directory entry with all the data concerning the deleted file. Directory entries can be easily

amended using the 'AMEND command. The "FORMAT command formats discs with any number
of tracks. A verify command checks discs. The *REFORMAT command Is extremely useful for

recovering information from a bad track, reformatting it and restoring the data. Commands are
included for loading files at £f1900 and automatically downloading (and running) them.

The most comprehensive of all debugging/disc utility ROMs.

Price £30 inc vat

Dept AB 12 Collegiate Crescent, Sheffield S10 2BA
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EXTERNAL ROM
BOARDS

For the BBC computer
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"
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£49.95

+ VAT

Trade enquiries welcome

•fr BRITISH MANUFACTURE -fr ALLOWS 8 ROMS ON LINE

* HARDWARE-BASED ROM SELECTION AVOIDS SOFTWARE
INTERACTION BETWEEN UTILITY ROMS

0- SWITCH TO REQUIRED ROM USING MANUAL SWITCH
OUTSIDE THE UNTT

•fr RED LIGHTS INDICATE THE SELECTED ROM
^ HIT "BREAK" TO ACCESS ROM. NO NEED TO USE

SOFTWARE COMMAND
0- INCLUDES ZIF SOCKET, FOR INSTANT CHANGING OF A

SELECTED ROM
-fr INCLUDES BBC CABLE AND ROM SOCKET CONNECTOR
^ INCLUDES SIMPLE FITTING INSTRUCTIONS,

JUST PLUG IN AND GO!

please contact: Gaieth Littler

J.J . Mark Howaid or

"^ Micro Pulse

tA Division

northern ChurchBeld Road.
FRODSHAM

Tei: 0928 35 110

Northern
Computers Ltd

Churchfield Road, Frodsham, CheshireWA6 6RD
Tel: 0928-35110

Supply &. Service for Electron, BBC, Econet
network, Apple, Apricot & IBM computer systems.

Exclusive Amstrad educational distributors.

Industrial design & manufacture of computer-based
control systems mcludmg ICI Rexagon interfaces.

Manufacturers & suppliers of MICROPULSE
products:

1

.

5.25" Teac-based disc drives for BBC/Spectrum
with head-load solenoids from £119 + VAT,

2. 3" compact disc drives for BBC from £129 + VAT.
3. The most comprehensive BBC DFS manual

currently available (inch free format utility disc)

£6 95
4. The BBC external ROM box £49.95 + VAT,
5. Mirror BBC cassette-to-disc utihty £9 + VAT.
6. Disc-Smith BBC bit copy & repair utihty £25 +
VAT. (5 & 6 available on 40 or 80 track 5,25" or 3"

disc),

7. MICROPULSE Gold floppy discs in packs of five.

40 track £7.50 + VAT 80 track DS/DD £13,50 +
VAT.

8. Youngtrainer robohcs trainer + buggy P. O,A.

For further information send large SAE.

Factory shop open 9,00am—5.30pm Mon-Sat.

Church&eld Road.
FRODSHAM
miTTitnTSVI.f44 ;' >J

Tel; 0928 35no

ACORN USER ADVERTISEMENT
PAGES -JANUARY ISSUE

AB Designs 204 Mayday Software 144

Abacus Software 171 Mayfair Micros 193

ABS 6 Meadow Computing 202

ACK Data 200 MEDC 63

Acorn soft 25/27 Merlin 178

Adby Associates 44 Michael's Business Systems 34

AJ Vision 196 Micro Resources 17

Akhter 28/29 Micro-Choice 34

Akhter 74 Micro-lnveslof Software 144

Altra Roms 90 Microaid 32

AMS 4/5 Microfast 150

Andysofl 102 Microlix 202

Aries Computers 76 Microman 104

Micronet 30/31

Beebug 78 Micropacs 176
Beebugsoft 188/189/190 Micropower CBC
British Micro 166 Micropower 52
Brother Industries 19 Microtest 134

Musicsolt 76
G-Tech 103 MW Systems 146
Care Electronics 140/141 MW Systems 180
Century Communications 186 McHugh Enterprises 104
Chalhsoft 102

Chase Data 68/69 NEC 70
CJE Micros 199 Northern Computers 207
Clares 194/195

Clares 24 Opus 83
Clwyd Technics 16 Opus 148
GMG Games 76 Opus 92
CMS 171 Opus 201
Computer Concepts 197

Computer Concepts 22/23 Pace 163
Computerrama a Paw Systems 198
Control Telemetry 144 Printerland 198
Cumana 12/13 Prosoft 193

D, P. Publications 84 Relative Marketing 14
D.P.L, 198 Richmead Micros 138
Datapen 162 Ricksoft 44
Datastar Systems 146

David Windrow Marketing 176 Servicon Dynamics 66
Diamondsoft 200 Silverlind 63
Discotechnology 50 Slogger Soft 138

Software Classics 196
Elbug 142 Solidisk 98/99/100/101 1

Electronequip 132/133 Spectravibeo 104
EMS Programming 200 Stella Enterprise 162

Structured Software 144
First Byte 102 Superior Software IBC/71/182 1
Future Media 207 Synergy 136

G.C.C. (Cambridge) 97
System 206

Garland Computing
Golem
Grandex Data EPS
Ground Control

Guardian Software

80/81

193

44
34
202

Tandy 144

Teclinomatics 35/36/37/38/39/40

Three D Computers 192

Twillstar 46/47/49

HCR Electronics 200
UOM
Unicom

25

1

Interlace 70 Unisoft 192

JBl 63 Viglen 152/153/154/155/156/157/158 |

JBI 33 Viglen 33

Viglen 159

Kempslon Electric 174 Vine Micros 196

Keyzone 176 Visual Learning 202

Voitmace 88

Legend Software 204 Vulcan Computing 10

Lincoln Micros 184

Linear Graphics 42 Watford Electronics

Lion Viewdata 33 54/55/56/57/58/59/60/61/62 |

Logotron 160 Wigmore House 84

LVL IFC Wiltshire Micro Centre 159

B.B.C. MICRO PROGRAMMER
We are looking for a person who has good experience of BBC
Basic and the BBC machine itself, who has written well

structured programs and can also use Assembler. Familiarity

with other micros would be useful. Enthusiasm, drive and
initiative are essential.

Futuremedia is working with tomorrow's technology; the linking

of videodisc with microcomputers. We produce programs and
systems.

If you would like to join a team working at the leading edge and
you think you have the skills we need please get in touch.

Salary negotiable.

Send a curriculum vitae and application letter to:

Managing Director,

Futuramadis Limiiod MA flldwic* Road Bognor Heg
TBlBphon9««»67ei1 Tele. 86«2 ret FUTURE M
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DIARYI

ACORN
ABUSER'S

JANUARY
I Tony Quip makes New Year
resolution to give up telling

jokes. No-one notices.

4 Acorn announces doubling
Electron production.

II Sinclair launches QL, 280-

day delivery. Acorn shares
jump27p.
17 Electron production further

increased -to three a week.
20 Acorn Inc. announces $50
million in USorders-
23 Hermann and Pamela
Mauser's third wedding anni-

versary. Company holiday.

FEBRUARY
11 Production director Jumbo
Merriman writes off Jaguar
XJS.

MARCH
2 Driftwood Publishing's bid

wins Acorn User. Chris Curry
launches first national win-a-
million' competition.

5 Housewife Pru Cesser wins a
million heat-sinks.

7 Acorn starts Formula 3
sponsorship.

8 Formula 3 trailer falls over
cliff. Doesn't make hi-score

table.

19 Acorn directors fly to

Dublin.

22Rexnatusest.
25 View wins British Micro-

computing 'best home soft-

ware' award. What's up, Chas?

APRIL

4 Hermann and Pamela's
fourth wedding anniversary.
Company holiday.

10 Acorn orders 100 Wordwise
chips.

16 Acorn Abuser gets Chris
Curry by short and curlies and
reveals all about Tig.

17 Chris Curry donates two
month's salary to RSPCA.
Describes allegations of

impending engagement to Tig

as'gruntiess'.

22 Mad Alex escapes Acorn
Customer Services. Joins
Abuser to further his career.

AND so, gentle reader, we conne to the

end of yet another year. But what will

1985, the Year of the RAM, bring forth?

Our silicon ball foretells of new hard-

ware, certainly. Acorn has already

announced the ABCs - and denied even
more. New software too. Just when you
thought it was safe to come out of the

kitchen, there'll be Return of the Judder
and Revenge of the Mutant Elitists from

Soft Acorns, Frak Off! from Hardvark and
B''*gger 2 from Helicopter.

Then there are the perennial ques-

1984 REVIEW: YEAR OF THE PIG

AUGUST
4 Acorn announces takeover
of Torch. Lotus douules its

sports car sales forecast.

15 Death of poet laureate.

17 Tom Heartbreak changes
his name to avoid confusion
with well-known marketing
manager.
25 Soft Acorns moves into Bet-

jeman House.
29 Soft Acorns refuses to

discuss new version of View.

6 Sales director Peter O'Teeth
writes off Jaguar XJS.

11 Acorn race day, David Hunt
survives three laps of Brands
Hatch before crashing.
Blames it on 'one of those
things'.

17 BBC wins Acorn contract.

Sinclair pulls his hair out. ITV

complains to Monopolies
Commission. Zebedee lost in

BBC celebrations.

23 Finance director Peter
Wingealot writes off Acorn
racing car.

5 Chris Curry testifies before
House of Lords. Announces
policies of (i) non-sexist sexist

software and (ii) not selling

software to 'dens of thieves',

like schools.

7 Acorn-un gallina que no
corre en el encierro de Pam-
plona.

19 First QLs shipped. Acorn
User announces Times net-

work for schools,

23 Hermann Hauser wins best-

dressed md of year award,
24 The Times announces
Times network for schools.

I Surrey pensioner Sid E.

Ways-ROM claims to have got

his QL working.
7 Hermann and
Pamela's fifth

wedding anni-

versary. Com-
pany holiday,

8 Hermann finds bug m
home diary program.
Company unpaid overtime.
II Acorn announces five-year

support for BBC micro,

13 Model A dropped.
16 30,000 see Acorn User
make an exhibition of itself.

SEPTEMBER
2 Research director John
Heartache writes off company
Capri, borrows Andrew
McKintosh'sSierra.
3 John Heartache writes off

Andrew McKintosh's Sierra.

4 Acorn R&D expands into

recently vacated multi-storey

carpark.

8 Acornsoft launches Elite.

Software boss David Johnson-
Timelord becomes Galactic
President.

15 Survey reveals BBC micro
most reliable home computer.
Silver Acorns awarded to

soak-testers and keyboard
bouncers-
16 Tony Quill's Beeb keyboard
gives in. Ruins his chances of

becoming even more harm-
less,

18 Tom Hohenberg denies
existence of Acorn business
machine,
19 Acorn previews range ot

business computers,
20 Radio r/mes takes it well,

25 Acorn announces record
turnover and profits - shares
nosedive. Acorn Inc. admits
the word 'million' was a slight

exaggeration.

OCTOBER
1 Acorn GmbH takes month's
holiday in Munich.

tions: Will there be a new BBC micro?

Does '32016 available third quarter'

mean this year? Does ABC really stand

for A Big Computer? Are Chris Curry's

initials really MSX? Who'll get Abused,

and will Guy Kewney be allowed to carry

on doing it to himself? You'll find the

answers to all these questions before

they happen, and less, in Acorn Abuser.

But for now, gentle reader, we'll take a

look back at the Year of the Pig: the year

that lay ahead a year ago. For in the

past, there wilt thou find the future.

22 Sinkliar launch Spectrum-:
'This time we got it right,

they're in the shops!

'

23 Spectrum- recalled from
shops for keyboard surgery.

29 Soft Acorns announces
cheap upgrade service for

View.

NOVEMBER
5 Guy Kewney night. Effigies of

historical traitor burnt
throughout the land. National

rejoicing,

6 Acorn Inc. votes Democrat.
9 New marketing man Gwen
Mayhew denies existence of

Acornsoft.

10 Acornsoft's Jeremy Post-

stamp econets ABC 310 'flag-

ship'.

11 Hacker breaks into HRH's
Prestel mailbox.
13 Launch of Acorn Music 500
and Winchester Drives. Avail-

able sooooon.
14 Acornsoft launches Paul
Daniels Magic Show and The
Complete Cocktail Drinker
David Johnson-Hiccup loses
two bunny rabbits in a bowler
hat.

17 Jumbo Merriman buys total

world supplies of 1,770 disc

interface chips. Yet another
'no shortage' of 8271 inter-

faces.

20 Robert McRaker says of

Soft Acorns new mega game: ' I

don't feel that Elite will be the

contraceptive to stop the

growth of the View family.'

David Johnson and Johnson
madenocomjnent.
22 Acorn Useless includes

Acheton in Best Adventures of

Year.

23 Acornsoft releases Ache-
ton.

DECEMBER
21 y^corn Christmas party.

22 Flu epidemic hits Acorn.

30 Tom H'berg named Teddy
Bear Of The Year and Orson
Fact wins Barclays Bank-
Sunday Times Investigative

Hack of 1984 award,
31 Chris Curry knighted for

advising on Prestel security.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR READERS
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SMC< niOT (3tK) £7.9S

Trove) through time luith this excellent arcode-style program. There are Five Luoves consisting of first uuorld-LUor biplanes, second

Ujorld-Luar Spitfires, helicopters, jet aircraft ond U.F.O.s- LUatch out for the guided missiles, drone planes, flagships and

parotroopcrs. €ach stogc is progressively more difficult as the ujorfaring equipment becomes more complex. Fin exciting fast-action

game.
Authors: Peter Johnson 6i Dovid Lovehin.

(H€V30flRD OR JOVSTICMS)

fin orcode-type gome feoturrng a unique 3D scrolling screen effect. The

object Is to rescue the hostages from their bombed houses by landing your

helicopter nearby ond tronsporting them bock to the Red Cross Hostel, Vou

may bomb the tonhs. but you lose points if you hill a hostage uuith q bomb
or londing. Other features include the auto-gyro and the filler satellite.

Incredible grophics,

Author: Peter Johnson.

{K€VBOflRD OR JOVSTICHS)

STHR UinnP (32K) £
Completing our space trilogy; con you sove your plonet from
the evil uiorlorcl?
(KcvaonnD on JovsncHS) • • • N€LU R€L€FIS€ '

supcmoA sonuiARC ltd.

Dept. nui . Regent House,

Skinner Lane, Leeds 7

Tel: 0532 459453

OUR GUniMlfTCC
(1

)

f^ll our softoiare is avoiioble before uje advertise,

(2) Rll ouf softujare 15 despafched uiithin 48 hours by firsC-dass post.

(3) In the uniihely event thot ony of our softujore foils to lood, return your

cossette to us ond uje ujill immediotely send o repiocement
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